


HOME MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE FROM ELECTROMC ARTS

Ifyou can learn to use thiswordprocessor

in90 seconds,can it reallybe anygood?

CUT & PASTE™ displays its commands on a single line at the bottom of the screen. This

mahes working with it easier and also gwes you more usable space on the screen.

Of all word processors on the

market today, Cut& Paste may
well be the easiest to use. In

fact, by the time you finish reading this

section of the ad, you'll know how
to work with Cut& Paste. So read on.

START TYPING. Working with Cut

& Paste is like working with a type-

writer. Ifyou know how to use a type-

writer, you already know how to type

in your draft with Cut & Paste.The
only real difference is, with Cut &
Paste it's easier to correct typos.

MAKING CHANGES. Let's say

you've decided to make a cut in your

rough draft.To do this you put the

cursor (the bright block) at the start

of the text you want to delete, and

stretch it through to the end of your

cut.Then you send the cursor down to

the"CUT " command on the bottom

of the screen. Done.

If, on the other hand, you want

to keep that line, but put it in a differ-

ent part of your draft, you use the

'TASTE " command. You mark the

point of insert with the cursor.Then
you put the cursor over "PASTE.

"

That's all there is to it.

PRINTING IT OUT When you

like the way your work looks, you print

it. Put the cursor on the "PRINT"

command. Then set your margins, in

inches. That's it.

You now know how to use Cut

& Paste.

OKAY, IT'S SIMPLE. BUT HOW
GOOD IS IT? Cut & Paste has aU

the features you'll ever need to use

at home. Here are a few of them:

1. Scrolling dynamic menus
2. Automatic word wrap

3. Simple cut & paste editing

4. Block indenting

5. Set margins and paper size in

inches

6. Tabs

7. Automatic page numbering

8. Controllable page breaks

9. Headings

10. Scrolling text windows

11. Automatic widow and orphan

control

12. Clear and concise manual

In other words. Cut & Paste

will do just about everything other

word processors do. But Cut & Paste

will do it more easily. Without com-

plex commands and modes.

If you think about a word proc-

essor in terms ofwhat it replaces (type-

writers, pens and paper, files), Cut &
Paste begins to look very good indeed.

And when you consider that all this

power can be had for approximately

$50, we think you'll see why we believe

Cut & Paste is something of an

achievement.

A PHILOSOPHY OF DESIGN.
The people who designed, devel-

oped and programmed Cut & Paste

have some fairly heavy credentials.

They are people who worked on

the internationally-famous user inter-

face designs that led to the Xerox Star"

and Apple's Lisa." They are also



THE CHANGING OF THE GUARD. Until quite recently we used pens and paper

and typewriters to write with, mostly because we knew how to use them.They have been good

tools, but limited. You tend to mal<e messes when you work with them, and getting rid of those

messes makes extra work. Cut& Paste is an inexpensive and practical alternative. Because it is as

easy to use as a typewriter, you really will use it. Which may make it the first sensible word processor

for the home. Thus an alleged labor-saving device has come to a position where it really can save a

significant amount of labor, i.e., yours.

THE MEN WHO MADE CUT &
PASTE. Th£ Linotype machine pictured here

was the 19th century's most important contri-

bution to word processing technology. It let

typesetters compose and rearrange text in the

form of metal castings. The importance ofCut

& Paste, of course, must await the judgment

ofhistory. Nevertheless, the seven men who de-

veloped it look confident here. Standing left to

right, they are-. Norm Lane, Steve Shaw, David

Maynard, Dan Silva, Steve Hayes and Jerry

Morrison. Seated at the console is Tim Mott,

whose idea this was in the first place.

people who have in common a very

lucid philosophy of design.

Computers and the programs they

run are tools, they believe.Tools are

never noticed unless they are bad tools.

When they're good, they become, in

effect, invisible. And if you want to

make a good tool— an invisible tool—

you'd best study the way people use

the tools they already have.

As a result of this thinking, Cut&
Paste was designed to work much in

the same way that you already work

with a typewriter or with pen and

paperThe most complex and power-

ful parts of the program are hidden

from view. The work they do takes

place deep in the machine. All you get

to see are the results.

But beyond that, there is something

almost indefinable about a good de-

sign.Things about it just seem to work

crisply. Litde touches and features

that you notice make you want to smde.

If it's reaUy good,

it feels good.

Cut & Paste

feels good. Electronic Arts

THEPRODUCTS ofEkaronkArts can

befound in your favorite computer stores, soft-

ware centers, and in leading department stores

throughout the country. Both Cut & Paste

and Financial Cookbook™ are now available

at a suggested retail price of$50for the Apple

lie and the Commodore 64 and will soon be

available for the IBM-PC and Atari

OUR COMMITMENT TO
HOME MANAGEMENT
Cut & Paste is just one of a growing

number of products we're publishing

within the category of "home manage-

ment software." These products are all

built around the same program archi-

tecture, making them all equally "friend-

ly," as well as remarkably straightfor-

ward and practical. We believe that

designs like these will soon make home
computers as functional and efficient as

today's basic appliances.

Our next product in this line is called

Firuxndal Cookbook. It's a realistic alterna-

tive to the complex, pre-programmed fi-

nancial calculators we all wish we knew
how to use. With a few, simple keystrokes,

Financial Cookbook lets you make more

than 30 key time-value-of-money
computations— just about all the ones

you'd ever use for personal finances—
like calculating

mortgages with

changing inter-

est rates, com-
pounding the

interest on IRA
and savings ac-

counts, and buy-

versus - lease

comparisons for

automobile pur-

chases.

To find out more about these home
management products and about what

we have planned for the future, call or

write: Electronic Arts, 2755 Campus
Drive, San Mateo, CA 94403 (415)

571-7171.

Apple and Lisa are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, inc. Star is a registered trademark of the Xerox Corporation. Commodore 64 is a registered

trademark of Intematioruil Business Machines, Inc. Atari is a registered trademark of Atari, Inc.. a Warner Communications company

trademark of Commodore Business Machines, Inc. PC is a registered
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Sargon to Sixteen Bits

Company profile. One man 's
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tfie Apple pie.
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Welcome to Art Linkletter's

Apple Party!

Kids are starting to type the

darndest things on Apple

keyboards. Art Linkletter brings his

magic to computers.
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Apples Loom over the Weaving
World
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the looms as well.
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These Oracle contests just keep getting more
popular all the time.

The Oracle 1984 contest contains more pre-

dictions, more challenges, and more prizes than

any of the Oracle contests before it. Why? Be-

cause we're crazy! We're giving away prizes

left and right because we don't know any better.

We do know that our readers love to win
things, so the payoff is bigger for each part of

the contest this year, and the grand prize . . .

well, let's just say that we like to keep up with

the latest developments at Apple (and we don't

mean gossip).

To enter this contest is easy. Just take a look

at all the events listed on this page and make
your prediction. That's it!

Rules. You can enter as many times as you
like, as long as each entry is different. Please

submit no more than five entries per envelope.

All entries must be on standard 8'/2 X 11-

inch paper. Nothing smaller, nothing larger. Be
sure to print your name, address, phone num-
ber, and signature on each entry.

All entries must be postmarked by Saturday,

December 31, 1983. No exceptions!

Anyone who hits a prediction exactly or

comes closer than anyone else will win $200
worth of goods made by our advertisers. In case

of ties, the fearsome random number generator

will pick a winner. All decisions are final. Keep
a close eye on the Contest Winners section for

announcements of winners.

Each part of the contest will be scored. The
person with the highest cumulative score at the

end of the contest will reign as Softalk Oracle

1984. And here's the good part: That person

will win not two, not three, but one bright and

shiny mystery computer from the dark recesses

of Apple R&D.
So, what are you waiting for? Get off the can

and start predicting!

Oracle '84. Predict the following:

1. Who (or what) will be Time magazine's

Man of the Year. Fifteen points.

2. The greatest number of medals won by

the United States in one sport (ice hockey
excluded) during the Winter Olympics. Minus

one point for each medal off. Bonus: five points

for predicting the sport.

3. Academy Award winners in the catego-

ries of best picture, best actor, and best actress.

Ten points for each correct answer. Ten bonus

points if you get all three correct.

4. The greatest difference between the high

temperature in Sydney, Australia, and the low

temperature in Juneau, Alaska, on any one day

during the first seven days in April. Give your

prediction in degrees Fahrenheit. Minus one

point for each degree off.

5. The top three finishers (drivers) in the In-

dianapolis 500 stock car race. Ten points each.

Bonus: five points for predicting the winner.

6. The number of undergraduates to grad-

uate from the Massachusetts Institute of Tech-

nology at the end of the spring 1984 semester.

Official count will come from the MIT office of

the registrar. Minus one point for every hun-

dred off.
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7. The number-one-seeded players in men's

and women's divisions at Wimbledon and the

winners in each division (four things are being

asked here). Five points for each correctly

named player in the right category (seeded or

winner). Bonus; ten points if you can name the

players (man and woman) the winners will beat

in the finals.

8. How many runs will be scored (both

teams combined) in the Olympics baseball final.

Minus a point for each run off. Ten bonus

points if you can name the country that will win.

9. The closing price of Apple Computer
stock on September 10, 1984. Submit predic-

tion in the form of 25 Vi to mean $25.50. Frac-

tions of dollars don't count in scoring, but they

will count in deciding ties. Minus one point for

each dollar off.

10. The recording artist or group to have

the number one single on Billboard magazine's

Hot 100 for the week ending October 7, 1984.

Twenty points for getting it right; ten points if

the artist or group you predict has the number
two single and is climbing.

11. Who will win the 1984 United States

presidential election. Twenty points. Bonus:

Predict the number of electoral votes received

by the winner. An exact prediction wins ten

points. Nine points for being ten votes off; eight

for being twenty off, and so on.

12. The five companies to make the greatest

number of appearances in the Softalk Top Thir-

ty during 1984. Appearances in specialized cat-

egories don't count; only appearances in the

Top Thirty count. Five points per company.

Bonus: ten points if you can predict the number

CONTEST WINNERS

of appearances made by the top company.

List your predictions on an SV2 X 11-inch

sheet of paper (or papers) and send it in with the

following information:

Name:
Address:

City, state, zip:

My dealer:

What I'd like to spend $200 on:

My autograph:

Your name and address must appear on
every sheet of paper you send. Send in your

Oracle '84 predictions to Softalk Oracle '84,

Box 60, North Hollywood, CA 91603, post-

marked by December 31, 1983. JM

Oracle, Part Six. It's bad enough that we
have to read it in the papers, see it on television,

hear it on the radio, and fight about it over

drinks. But to see such controversial subjects

as politics in such a happy place as contests is

too much.

Nonetheless, it was part of this year's Ora-

cle contest, so here are the results. Part six re-

quired predicting who would have announced

their candidacies for the 1984 presidential elec-

tion by September 30, 1983.
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• Lectures •Trade Stiows
for only $6.00 per slide

($30.00 minimum)
For information call or write:
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180 Metro Park, Rochester. NY 14623

(716)424-5300

Ifodemarks of Apple Computer Corp "Trademark of

Lotus Corp tTrademaf1< of Software Publishing Group
^Trademark of VisCorp Computer Slide Express is a
frademart< of Visual Horizons, Inc

A sure bet would have been Ted Kennedy,

except that he announced at the end of 1982 that

he wouldn't run in 1984. Oracle contestants

didn't take that too seriously, since the Massa-

chusetts senator always says that. However, it

appears he was serious this time. Kennedy
wasn't one of the seven who took the big step.

Another name one would expect to see on

the list is Ronald Reagan. So far, it looks like

we'll be seeing his face on television a lot when
campaign time comes around, but as of Septem-

ber 30 nothing was official. Just about every en-

try included Reagan as one who would have an-

nounced by now, so in that regard everyone
came out even.

Pulling away from the pack of aspiring ora-

cles was Eric Williams (Des Moines, WA),
who correctly named all seven persons who de-

clared themselves candidates by September 30.

Each candidate was worth ten points; those

named who didn't declare were worth minus-

five points. Williams included Reagan on his

list, so that gave him a total of sixty-five points,

five more than the next highest contestant.

The credit for $100 went toward PFS.File,

which Williams picked up at his local dealer,

Empire Electronics in Seattle.

For those keeping score, the seven candi-

dates were all Democrats: former vice president

Walter F. Mondale, former Florida Governor

Reubin Askew, Senators Gary Hart of Colora-

do, Alan Cranston of California, John Glenn of

Ohio, and Ernest F. Hollings of South Carolina,

and former Senator George S. McGovern of

South Dakota.

As we come down the stretch in this year-

long contest, a select few are waging a neck-

and-neck battie for the contest's coveted prize,

a brand-new Apple He. Part six of the contest

turned the race completely around, bringing

some new faces into the spotlight while drop-

ping some others.

Coming out of nowhere to take first place is

Paul Shanberg (Moraga, CA), with eighty-eight

points. Shanberg was accidentally omitted from

the standings in the August issue, where he

would have been third, with forty-three points.

For the third time in a row, second place

belongs to David Miles (Gillette, WY), with

seventy-four points. John Estell (Maumee, OH)
is third, with sixty-three points, and Gordon
Bitko (East Brunswick, NJ) debuts in the top

five with sixty-two points. Fifth place is held by

a persistent Carl Webb (Vista, CA), with fifty-

nine points.

In January we'll find out who wins the Ap-
ple lie. It might be one of the five contestants

mentioned here; it might not. Who knows?

Teenage Apples. The comment found most

frequently in Reincarnation contest entries was

that "most of your contests blow me out the

door. Finally, here's a contest simple enough

for me to enter! Thanks!" The second most fre-

quent comment was that "this contest was a

good idea, but it was much too easy. Make them

more challenging in the future."

Whether the contest was too easy or just

right, everyone seemed to be having a good
time, so we'll probably see more logic puzzles

of this type in the future.

In logic puzzles like the Reincarnation con-

test, you know whether or not the solution

you've come up with is right because it's pos-

sible to check the solution against the given

clues. With that in mind, the contest staff was

sure that every entry received would be a cor-

rect one, assuming that people wouldn't send in

incorrect entries.

Not so! Surprisingly, there were about the

same number of incorrect entries as there were

correct ones. And from the heap of correct en-

tries (six and a half shovelfuls), Jeff Withum
(University Park, PA) was yanked by the spleen

from the infamous random number genera-

tor. Ouch!

Withum 's prizes include Megahaus's Mega-

writer, Creative Computer Products 's Kleertex

templates for Apple Writer II and VisiCalc, and

some blank disks to round out the $100 tab. All

prizes were picked up at Designware in nearby

State College, Pennsylvania.

In case you're still trying to figure out which

computer became which person and what they

did, the answers and solution are given at the

end of this column.

Humble Pie. As we said earlier, there were

quite a few contestants who felt that the Rein-

carnation contest was below the Softalk stan-
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dards and that it provided little challenge for

them. "I solved this in fifteen minutes," "This

was a cinch," and, "Too easy! Make 'em hard-

er next time" typify comments made by many
contestants.

Ironically, most of those who took the time

to tell us how easy the contest was didn't take

the time to double-check their entries. If they

had, they might have gotten the correct solu-

tion. As it turned out, they ended up in the same

pile as those who didn't know the difference be-

tween a word processing program and an arcade

game (though some word processors behave

like arcade games).

And Now, the News. As usual, contestants

covered just about every age group and every

occupation. They ranged from the Sisters of

Saint Francis of the Holy Family in Dubuque,

Iowa, to seven-year-old Michael Sussman of

River Forest, Illinois (both submitted correct

entries). There were a lot of college students

who scribbled away madly to meet the October

1 1 deadline when they should have been study-

ing for midterm examinations.

Workhorse of the month is Joe Basile

(Naugatuck, CT), who wrote an eighteen-page

Applesoft program (more than eight hundred

lines of code) to solve the puzzle.

There were husband-and-wife teams and

some who entered without their spouses. Prize

selection usually tells the whole story of a cou-

ple's marriage. "I want to win a KoalaPad
Touch Tablet for my hubby," wrote Kathy

Miller (Irwin, PA). On the other side of things

was Sue Hamilton (Central City, NE): "I wan-

na win cold, hard cash, 'cause if my husband

wins, he'll just get some more junk for his

computer."

There were the kiss-ups. "Please remind the

random number generator of all them swell

times he and I had back in the old days," wrote

C.H. Simonds (Lakeville, CT).

Robert Hollister (Santa Barbara, CA) wrote,

"Please tell the computer that runs the random
number generator that if he could manage to

pick my entry as the winner, there's a really

cute word processor who'd just love to spend

some time with him." Well, the RNG took a lot

of offense to Hollister's remark because it was

reincarnated as a female.

There were the beggars. "At the very least,

can I have my name in Softalk?'' and, "Even if

I don't win, please mention my name in the

magazine if my answer is right." Okay, you
two have yourselves a deal.

There were the confused. "Is there any

name for the detachable pieces of paper used to

advance the paper in pin-feed printers? I call

them phuzzies, but I doubt that this is an official

name," says Leah Larkin (Lafayette, LA).

There were the proud. "The contest was so

easy. I solved it before flight 554 got halfway

from Nashville to Detroit," wrote Jim Bykow-

ski (Falcon Heights, MN). From the looks of

Bykowski's incorrect entry, it seems he should

have kept flying.

Finally, there were the sobbers. For Paula

Giese (Minneapolis, MN), winning this contest

was "wishful thinking. The only time I ever

won anything in a contest was when I was
twelve. I won a musical instrument called a

cocolele for writing some loathsome adver-

tiser's limerick. It had an awful tone, and even-

tually a horse stepped on it."

Enough rambling for this month. Next time,

we'll see who got the most treats and the fewest

tricks.

Logically Speaking. And now, the solution

to the I Was a Teenage Apple contest:

To follow along, set up five rows of five

squares. In the top row, put in the names of the

computers and fill in the answers as we go

along.

Clue one tells us that the Lisa used to play

fantasy games.

Clue two says the Cobol-speaking computer

was divorced. Put this one aside for now.

Clue three tells us that the II Plus was en-

gaged. He had a date with his fiancee.

Clue four says that the III programmed
things in assembly language. SOS, which stands

for sophisticated operating system, is the Apple

III operating system.

Clue five lets us know the lie spoke Cobol.

Combined with clue two, this tells us that the lie

was divorced.

Clue six says several things. The II was di-

vorced twice, and "saved games in progress"

implies he used to play either adventure games

or fantasy games. Since the Lisa plays fantasy

games (clue one), the II must have been playing

adventures.

Clue seven reveals that the single man didn't

speak a high-level language. That means he

didn't speak Basic, Pascal, Cobol, or Fortran.

Therefore, he spoke assembly. Combined with

clue four, we find out that the III is the sin-

gle man. By elimination, this leaves the Lisa
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as the married person.

Clue eight, "The one who wrote in Pascal

did a lot of word processing.
'

' Put this aside for

the time being.

Clue nine lays out an order of computers.

All it tells us is that the samurai warrior was a

more sophisticated Apple than the comic, and
that the lawyer was an earlier model Apple than

the comic.

Clue ten tells us that the disc jockey played

fantasy games (assuming Ultima XII is the same
kind of game as Ultimas I, II, and III) and that it

programmed in Basic (print and goto statements

and for-next loops). Therefore, combined with

clue one, we know that the Lisa, which spoke

Basic, is now a disc jockey.

Clue eleven tells us the doctor didn't play

adventure games. He was listening to someone
else talk about taking inventory, collecting ax-

es, and parsing f-words, which are all actions

performed in adventure games. Combined with

clue six, we know the doctor was not the II.

Clue twelve says the comic used to do data-

base work (all his punch lines ended with "how
many fields to sort" and other database

phrases).

At this point, the only languages left unas-

signed are Pascal and Fortran, which must be

either the II or the II Plus, since all the other

computers have languages assigned to them.

We know from clue eight that the Pascal speak-

er did word processing; we know from clue six

that the II played advenmre games. Therefore,

the II Plus must have spoken Pascal and done
word processing. Also, by elimination, the II

spoke Fortran.

Now let's combine clues nine and eleven.

We know the Lisa is the disc jockey and the II is

not the doctor. This means the II is the samurai,

the comic, or the lawyer. Clue nine lets us

know that because the II is the earliest form of

Apple, it can't be the comic (the lawyer is an

earlier model than the comic) and it can't be the

samurai (the samurai is more sophisticated than

the comic). Therefore, the II must be the

lawyer.

Three occupations and two applications are

left to fill. Clue twelve says the comic did data-

base work, so we know he couldn't have been

the II Plus, which did word processing. That

means the comic must be either the III or the

lie. Clue nine says the samurai was a more so-

phisticated Apple than the comic, so that makes

the comic the lie, and the samurai the III. The

doctor must have been the II Plus.

Now that we know the comic was the lie, we
can fill in the lie's application as database man-

agement, and the Ill's as arcade games.

The result:

The Lisa spoke Basic, played fantasy games,

and became a married disc jockey

.

The ni spoke assembly language, played ar-

cade games, and later became a single samurai

warrior.

The He spoke Cobol, ran database programs,

and was reborn as a comic who got divorced.

The II Plus spoke Pascal, did word process-

ing, and was reincarnated as a doctor who be-

came engaged.

The II spoke Fortran, played adventure

games, and became a lawyer who went through

two divorces (he handled his own cases).

CARRIER COMBAT

This unique simulation offers the

ultimate in modern warfare:

— A catapult launch from a

nuclear carrier

— Jousting with MiGs and other

Soviet aircraft

— A challenging carrier landing

sequence

— Pilot's view of all the action

This package includes an exclu-

sive throttle control (at no additional

cost) that provides complete and
lifelike control without using the

keyboard.

Only $24.95

RIGHT STUFF SOFTWARE
904 Berkley

Carpentersville, IL 60110

(312) 426-4449

Apple II, II
,
lie, with joystick

Apple Is a Registered trademark of

Apple Computers
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Now the excitement of original

arcade graphics and sound effects

comes home to your computer
Introducing ATARISQFT'" A new

source for computer software.
If you own a Commodore VIC 20

or 64, a Texas Instruments 99/4A, an
IBM or an Apple II, you can play the

original arcade hits.

DONKEY KONG by Nintendo,

centipede:" pac-man, defender,
ROBOTRON: 2Q84, STARGATE and
DIG DUG. COn the Tl 99/4A you can
also play Protector II, Shamus, Picnic

Paranoia and Super Storm.)
So, start playing the original hits

on your computer
Only from ATARISOFT
Some games also available on

ColecoVision and Intellivision .

ATARISOFT
Now your computer fits

the arcade hits.

DONKEY KONG, Mario and NINTENDO are trademarks and ©
Nintendo 1981, 1983. PAC-MAN and characters are trademarl<s
of Bally Midway Mfg. Co. sublicensed to Atari, Inc. by Namco-
America, Inc. DEFENDER is a trademark of Williams Electronics,
Inc. , manufactured under license from Williams Electronics, Inc.

ROBOTRON: 2084 is a trademark and © of Williams 1982, manu-
factured under license from Williams Electronics, Inc. STARGATE
is a trademark and © of Williams 19B1, manufactured under license
from Williams Electronics, Inc. DIG DUG is created and designed
by Namco Ltd. manufactured under license by Atari, Inc. Trade-
marks and © Namco 1982. PROTECTOR II is a trademark of Syn-
apse Software Corporation, manufactured under license by Atari,

Inc. SHAMUS is a trademark of Synapse Software Corporation,
manufactured under license by Atari, Inc. PICNIC PARANOIA is a
trademark of Synapse Software Corporation, manufactured by
Atari, Inc. SUPER STORM is engineered and designed by Synapse
Software Corporation, manufactured under license by Atari, Inc.

ATARISOFT'" products are manufactured by Atari, Inc. for use on
the above referenced machines and are not made, licensed or
approved by the manufacturers of these machines. COMMODORE
64, VIC 20, TEXAS INSTRUMENTS 99/4A, IBM, APPLE, COLE-
COVISION and INTELLIVISION are respectively trademarks of

Commodore Electronics Limited, Texas Instruments, International

Business Machines Corp., Apple Computer Inc., Coleco Industries,
Inc. and Mattel, Inc. A ©Warner Communications Company
© 1983 Atari, Inc. All rights reserved.

Complete this coupon and we'll keep you
up to date on the newest hits from
ATARISOFT™
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City State Zip

Telephone

PRODUCT OWNED: (Check one)

TI-99/4A Commodore Vic 20
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Commodore 64 Q Apple II
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ColecoVision Q Other

Mail to:

Atari, Inc., RO, Box 2943,
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Fastalk is a quick guide to popular, specialized,

new, and classic software. When you need a particu-

lar kind of program or just want to see what's new,

Fastalk is the place to look for fast answers.

If a program has been reviewed in Softalk, it car-

ries the issue date of the review in italics at the end of

its listing, and the capsule description given reflects

the published review.

A new software entry, which must be of profes-

sional quality to be included, is designated by a check

mark preceding its name. A new entry loses its check

mark after its first appearance and drops out of

Fastalk after one to three appearances (depending on

genre) if it fails to gain popularity.

A bullet preceding a title indicates a program that

Softalk has designated as a classic, based on its ability

to stand up over time, its significance for its time

(breaking new ground or introducing a new genre), or

its archetypal qualities.

Other entries in Fastalk are there either by virtue

of current activity (the programs are selling at least as

much as the least-selling entry on any of the bestseller

charts) or because they are representative of the best

of programs for a special interest or need (such as

card games or non-Basic-specific language terminal

programs).

Softalk may arbitrarily omit any package from

Fastalk, whether or not it meets the foregoing

criteria.

Adventure

Adventuresome story games in which players must deduce

commands, make maps, and solve logical puzzles.

• Adventure. Crowther, Woods. The original

text adventure, created on mainframe, contributed

to by many over a long time. Very logical within

fantasy framework, excellent puzzles, maps; com-
plex, convoluted, and great. Several publishers:

Microsoft, 10700 Northup Wy., Bellevue, WA
98004. $28.95. Apple, 20525 Mariani Ave., Cuper-

tino, CA 95014. $35. Frontier Computing, Box
402, 666 N. Main St., Logan, UT 84321 . $10.

1^ The Coveted Mirror. Berns, Thomason. Nicely

drawn characters, arcade subgames, and fun, logi-

cal puzzles enliven nonviolent medieval adventure.

Humorous and animated. Penguin, 830 4th Ave.,

Geneva, IL 60134. $19.95. 11/83.

• Cyborg. Berlyn. Text adventure with brief ac-

tion skill game hidden in plot. As a futuristic part

man, part robot, you're lost in a strange forest,

desperately needing food and power. At its release,

in its realism and use of true plot. Cyborg repre-

sented one of the most significant advances in ad-

venturing since the original Adventure. Sentient,

Box 4929, Aspen, CO 81612. $32.95. 11/81.

Deadline. Blank, Lebling. Episode one in a series

of murder mysteries by the authors of Zork. In-

cludes inspector's casebook, lab report. Text. In-

focom, 55 Wheeler St., Cambridge, MA 02138.

$49.95. <?/<?2.

Death in the Caribbean. Hess, Hess. Challenging

quest for pirate treasure features a mischievous

ghost, huge maze, lush graphics. Well worth it.

Micro Lab, 2699 Skokie Valley Rd., Highland
Park, IL 60035. $35 . 9/83.

Enchanter. Blank, Lebling. First of trilogy sequel

to Zorks expands interaction with other charac-

ters, goes above ground, increases use of logical

magic. No big breakthroughs, but simply delight-

ful. Infocom, 55 Wheeler St., Cambridge, MA
02138. $49.95. 9/83.

Gruds in Space. Sommerviile, Dudar. Solve puz-

zles, teleport to different planets while on mission

to deliver fuel to stranded ship. Cute spacelings try

to stop you. Challenging and frustrating. Sirius,

10364 Rockingham Dr., Sacramento, CA 95827.

$39.95. ///«.
• Hi-Res Adventure #1: Mystery House. Willi-

ams. Whodunit in a Victorian mansion. First

adventure with pictures. Two-word parser with log-

ical comprehension. Sierra On-Line, Sierra On-Line

Building, Coarsegold, CA 93614. $24.95.

• Hi-Res Adventure #2: The Wizard and the

Princess. Williams, Williams. The king has offered

half his kingdom to the one who will bring back

the kidnapped princess. Cross mountains, deserts;

battle the wizard to claim your reward. Sierra On-
Line, Sierra On-Line Building, Coarsegold, CA
93614. $32.95. 11/80.

<^ InfideL Berlyn. Excellent puzzles and a surpris-

ing bad guy hero in well-written treasure hunt.

Infocom, 55 Wheeler St., Cambridge, MA 02138.

$49.95. 11/83.

Masquerade. Johnson. Hard, logical, diaboli-

cally clever riddles in puzzle solver's piece de resis-

tance. Great illustrations. Phoenix Software, 64

Lake Zurich Dr., Lake Zurich, IL 60047. $34.95.

11/83.

v' Planetfall. Meretzky. A lovable robot steals the

show in this science-fiction text adventure. In-

cludes many outstanding puzzles, rich, colorful,

intelligent text. Infocom, 55 Wheeler St., Cam-
bridge, MA 02138. $49.95. 8/83.

• Prisoner 2. Mullich, Edu-Ware. Totally reland-

scaped but loyal version of original game: full-color

hi-res graphics added, puzzles reworded, obstacles

expanded. Sophisticated and difficult exercise in in-

timidation with elements of satire. Escape from an

island requires player to solve logical puzzles,

overcome obstacles, and answer riddles. Excellent

computer fare; nothing else like it. Peachtree Soft-

ware, 3445 Peachtree Rd. N.E., #830, Atlanta, GA
30326. The Prisoner, 3 /81\ Prisoner!, 10/82.

The Quest. Snell, Toler, Rea. As the king's newest

advisor, you must accompany a champion on a

dragon-slaying mission. Champion, parser accept

advice in full and multiple sentences. Penguin, 830

4th Ave., Geneva, IL 60134. $19.95. 9/83.

• S.A.G.A. Series. Adams. Scott Adams's pro-

totypical adventures— 12 in all—spruced up with

100-color graphics and Votrax vocals. Fun, not

always logical, very story-oriented series. Each
adventure has its own theme and often exotic lo-

cale. They map small but score big on imagination.

Adventure International, Box 3435, Longwood,
FL 32750. $29.95 each. 7/82.

Secret Agent: Mission One. Ha ha, you're dead.

Jor-And, Box 9180, Glendale, CA 91206. $32.95.

9/83.

Sherwood Forest. Holle, Johnson. Dating game in

legendary times. In premier Softoon adventure

featuring neat UltraRes graphics. Robin Hood
woos Maid Marian all the way to the honeymoon.
Go for it. Phoenix Software, 64 Lake Zurich Dr.,

Lake Zurich, IL 60047. $34.95. 3/83.

Starcross. Science-fiction prose adventure that

comes wrapped in a flying saucer. Set in the year

2186, main puzzle is to discover raison d'etre of

miniworld asteroid. Likable, engaging. Superior

puzzles. Infocom, 55 Wheeler St., Cambridge,

MA 02138. $39.95. 11/82.

Suspended. Berlyn. Well-plotted adventure de-

mands control of six independent robots who can

act simultaneously. Intelligent, challenging exer-

cise in logic. A milestone. Infocom, 55 Wheeler

St., Cambridge, MA 021 38. $49.95. 4/83.

• Swordthrust Series. Set of adventures, seven so

far, that integrate fantasy role playing. Create one

character, make friends in each new adventure,

battle monsters and achieve goals together. Good
stories, fun to map. Vocabulary no mystery, but

puzzles are. Single character goes through all. CE
Software, 801 73rd St., Des Moines, lA 50312.

Number 1 prerequisite for rest. Each adventure,

$29.95. 8/82.

Transylvania. Antiochia. Some of best graphics

ever in a hi-res adventure. Excellent puzzles and

logic—no unfair tricks. Enjoyable. Penguin, 830

4th Ave., Geneva, IL 60134. $34.95. 6/81.

Witness. Galley. It's 1938, a society woman is

dead, the killer is loose and may strike again. You
have 12 hours to figure out whodunit before some-

one else takes the deep six. It may be you. Info-

com, 55 Wheeler St., Cambridge, MA 02138.

$49.95 . 7/83.

• Zork I, II, III. Blank, Lebling. Text lives!

Three masterpieces of logic and grand adventure

to revel in. Hard, logical puzzles with erudite pars-

er that understands complete compound sen-

tences and questions, has amazing vocabulary. /

and // use standard scoring, standard goals; /// has

unique point system, and benevolence pays. Info-

com, 55 Wheeler St., Cambridge, MA 02138.

$39.95. Zork I, 6/81; Zork II, 3/82; Zork III,

9/82.

Business

Accounting Plus II and He. //version is integrated

package; general ledger, accounts receivable and

payable, and inventory-purchasing modules.
Menu-driven; prompting. He version is stripped

and rebuilt to take advantage of available func-

tions. Software Dimensions, 6371 Auburn Blvd.,

Citrus Heights, CA 95610. //, $1,250; He, $995.

Ana-List. Siddall, Poor. Easy-to-learn, no frills

list processor prepares reports, automatically cal-

culates numeric fields. Includes tabbed reference

section, automatic top-of-page feed. User-

customizable, compatible with VisiCalc. Synoptic

Software, 57 Reservoir Ln., Chestnut Hill, MA
02167. $150. 11/83.

Apple II Business Graphics. Converts numerical

data into charts and graphs. Features mathemati-

cal and statistical functions. Requires 64K. Apple,

20525 Mariani Ave., Cupertino, CA 95014. $175.

BPI System. Popular six-module business pack-

age; programs also available separately. Includes

General Ledger (a bestseller), accounts receivable,

accounts payable, payroll, inventory control, and

job costing. Apple, 20525 Mariani Ave., Cuper-

tino, CA 95014. $395 each; job costing, $595.

Cdex Training for VisiCalc. Brandt. Self-

contained Apple-assisted training program and
reference guide for the #1 electronic spreadsheet.

User-selectable information. Cdex, 5050 El Ca-

mino Rd., Los Altos, CA 94022. $49.95. 3/83.

Compiled Customer Client Processor. Burbidge.

Database keeps information about customers, ma-
nipulates files using up to five comparison criteria,

searches files to make specific mailing lists. Prints

a telephone directory by name or company. Pro-
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no. Box 71 15, Murray, UT 84107. $59.95.

dBase II. Speedy relational database-management

system. Requires SoftCard. Ashton-Tate, 9929 W.
Jefferson Blvd., Culver City, CA 90230. $700.

DB Master. Comprehensive database-management
system with password protection, extensive report

creation options. 1,000 characters per record.

Stoneware, 50 Belvedere St., San Rafael, CA
94901. $229. 10/81.

DB Master Utility Pak #1 and Utility Pak #2.

Compatible with version III. Translates DB files to

Apple text, restructures existing files, replicates

and merges, and recovers crashed files. Pak #2

includes label printer, global editor, file merge,

reblocker, and forms printer. Stoneware, 50
Belvedere St., San Rafael, CA 94901 . $99 each.

General Manager. Superb user-definable database

management system; can use one to four dis^

drives or hard disk. Change screen and field for-

mats without reentering data; expandable to He
and 80 columns at no extra cost. Flexible, self-

contained, and powerful. Quite simply the best

non-CP/M database there is. Sierra On-Line,
Sierra On-Line Building, Coarsegold, CA 93614.

$229.95. Hard-disk version, $374.95. ///Si.

The Incredible Jack. Word processor, database,

and spreadsheet, plus mailing label print and sort.

Gives 80-column u/lc display automatically on the

He, with 64K, 80-column card on the H Plus. Busi-

ness Solutions, 60 E. Main St., Kings Park, NY
11754. $129.

List Handler. Keary, Elekman. List-lover's de-

light. Prints lists, labels, and letters. Handles 3,000

records per disk and eight disk drives. Takes re-

quests. Silicon Valley Systems, 1625 El Camino
Real, #4, Belmont, CA 94002. $49.95. 2/83.

Magic Memory. Jensen. Simple-to-use data-

base acts like tabbed address book. Includes exten-

sive printing program formatted for tabs, mailing

labels, envelopes. Artsci, 5547 Satsuma Ave.,

North Hollywood, CA 91601. $99.95. /1/83.

Magicalc. Graves. Electronic spreadsheet with au-

tomatic page formatting and support of additional

memory boards up to 512K. Compatible with Visi-

Calc and Magic Window II. Artsci, 5547 Satsuma
Ave., North Hollywood, CA 91601. $149.95.

11/83.

Multiplan. Easy-to-learn electronic work sheet us-

ing plain-English commands. Powerful modeling
and presentation capabilities. For use in analysis,

forecasting, technical engineering, and the home.
Versions 1 .04 and up use 80 columns and extended

memory on the He. Microsoft, 10700 Northup
Wy., Bellevue, WA 98004. $275.

PFS:File. Page, Roberts. User controls data in

totally unstructured database. Up to 32 pages

(screens) of information in each record. He version

has 80 columns, u/lc. Software Publishing, 1901

Landings Dr., Mountain View, CA 94043. $125.

10/80.

PFSrGraph. Chin, Hill. Works alone or interfaces

with files created with PFS.File and VisiCalc. Pro-

duces bar, line, and pie charts merging data from
several sources. 80 columns and increased graphics

support in He version. Software Publishing, 1901

Landings Dr., Mountain View, CA 94043. $125.

5/82.

PFS:Report. Page. Powerful report generator de-

signed for use with PFS:File. Sorts, calculates, tot-

als, formats, and prints presentation-quality col-

umnar reports. Software Publishing, 1901 Land-

ings Dr., Mountain View, CA 94043. $125. 6/81.

Practical Accountant. Single-entry, small busi-

ness accounting program allows user to set up
chart of accounts with up to 50 user-defined cate-

gories, 300 subcategories, 20 tax-type definitions.

Tracks cash flow by category to analyze profitabil-

ity, tax consequences, general performance. Soft-

Link, 3255-2 Scott Blvd., Santa Clara, CA 95051.

$149.95.

Quick File lie. Easy-to-use personal database fil-

ing system that generates reports, sorts. Fifteen

fields; files as long as disk allows. He, two disk

drives. Apple, 20525 Mariani Ave., Cupertino, CA
95014. $100.

Risk Simulator. Estimates probability distribu-

tions related to risk situations, such as automobile

maintenance expenses or employer funding of

health benefits. Actuarial Microcomputer Soft-

ware, 3915 Valley Ct., Winston-Salem, NC 27106.

$185.

State of the Art System. Standalone or interfacea-

ble modules for a 12-month accounting period.

Includes General Ledger, Accounts Receivable,

Accounts Payable, Payroll, Inventory Control

($495 each). Budget and Financial Reporting, Sale

Invoicing ($395 each), and Professional Time and
Billing ($795). State of the Art, 3 183A Airway
Ave., Costa Mesa, CA 92626. Accounts Receiva-

ble, 10/83.

Videx Preboot VisiCalc. Prepares VisiCalc to run

in 80 columns, u&lc. Advanced version uses mix-

ture of existing memory cards. Videx, 897 N.W.
Grant St., Corvallis, OR 97330. $49; advanced:

$89.

• VisiCalc. Bricklin, Frankston. Electronic work
sheet for any problem involving numbers, rows,

and columns. No programming necessary. Visi-

Corp, 2895 Zanker Rd., San Jose, CA 95134.

$250. 10/80.

VisiSchedule. Critical path PERT schedule plan-

ner. VisiCorp, 2895 Zanker Rd., San Jose, CA
95134. $300.

Communications
ASCII Express: The Professional. Robbins, Blue.

Greatly improved version of original modem soft-

ware package features automatic redial, individ-

ual macro files, and conversion of Integer, Ap-
plesoft, or binary programs into text files. Works
with a plethora of hardware. Southwestern Data,

10761-E Woodside Ave., Santee, CA 92071.

$129.95. 12/82.

Data Capture 4.0. Copyable, modifiable smart ter-

minal program; compatible with Apple HI and

most lower-case adapters. Southeastern Software,

6414 Derbyshire Dr., New Orleans, LA 70126.

$65. 7/81.

Hayes Terminal Program. Standalone disk de-

signed for the Micromodem H lets CP/M, DOS
3.3, and Pascal disks create, list, delete, send, and

receive files. Opens access to nonkeyboard ASCII
characters and prints incoming data as it's dis-

played. Hayes Microcomputer Products, 5835

Peachtree Corners East, Norcross, GA 30092. $99.

9/81.

Micro/Terminal. Access and exchange informa-

tion with mainframes and minis, databases like the

Source, and other remote terminals and personal

computers. Allows keyboard mapping, u/lc, 80-

column cards. Microcom, 1400A Providence
Hwy., Norwood, MA 02062. $84.95.

P-Term: The Professional. Supports all Pascal-

compatible interfaces, asynchronous serial cards,

Apple-compatible modems, and baud rates up to

2400. Southwestern Data, 10761-E Woodside
Ave., Santee, CA 92071. $129.95.

Softerm. Stricklan. Emulation program makes the

Apple II Plus into a look-alike for many other

popular CRT terminals, allowing use of programs

written for other terminals without programming
changes. Also enables access to mainframes, time-

sharing services, and other Apple computers. Key-

board macros and automatic answerback capabil-

ities. Softronics, 6626 Prince Edward, Memphis,
TN 38119. $150.

Transend 1, 2, 3. Intelligent-terminal software

with multiple hardware compatibility. Advanced,

easy to use. / sends text only; menu-driven, limited

editor. 2 sends text and files like VisiCalc, verifies

transmission. 3 does both and handles electronic

mail with automatic redial, clock calendar, and
password protection. Upgrade: difference in price

between two packages plus $20 service fee. SSM,
2190 Paragon Dr., San Jose, CA 95131. $89, $149,

$275.9/52.

Z-Term: The Professional. More than an update.

Compatible with a great variety of modems, inter-

face cards, and screen modes. Simple file transfer

with integrity. Southwestern Data, 10761-E Wood-
side Ave., Santee, CA 92071. $149.95.5/5/.

Fantcisy
Role-playing games involving characters thai develop through

experience in adventuresome stories, and whose actions

players determine via set commands.

• Beneath Apple Manor. Worth. The original

dungeon game for the Apple, created in 1978.

Newly released version has hi-res, sound effects, a

few more magic items, but still the classic game.

Quality, 6660 Reseda Blvd., #105, Reseda, CA
91335. $29.95.2/55.

Exodus: Ultima III. British. Super third install-

ment of Ultima saga. Contains many features not

found in Ultima II. Original score, wind and wave
motion, four characters who can interact, tactical

combat, and full-color dungeons combine with

much more solid, involved plot to make an en-

grossing fantasy. Origin Systems, 1902 Back Bay
Ct., Box 58009, Houston, TX 77258. $54.95.

11/83.

Knight of Diamonds. Second scenario of
Wizardry, requiring thirteenth-level characters

from the original. Individual quests on each of six

dungeon levels. Great. Sir-tech, 6 Main St., Og-

densburg, NY 13669. $34.95. 7/82.

Legacy of Llylgamyn. Greenberg, Woodhead.
Third scenario in classic Wizardry series. To save

Llylgamyn, descendants of the adventurers of

other Wizardry scenarios (requires Overlord) must

wrest a mystical orb from the dragon L'kbreth.

New full-screen dungeon. Lisalike information

screens. Sir-tech, 6 Main St., Ogdensburg, NY
13669. $39.95 . 7/83.

Missing Ring. Romine. Find wizard's missing ring

alone or with the help of up to four independent

characters. Task becomes more complex as num-
ber of players increases. Datamost, 9748 Cozy-

croft Ave., Chatsworth, CA 9131 1. $29.95. 7/83.

• Odyssey: The Compleat Apventure. Clardy.

Fantasy adventure far beyond one place and one

setting. Castles, catacombs, an ocean voyage, and

the orb of power. Synergistic, 830 N. Riverside

Dr., #201, Renton, WA 98055. $30. 10/80.

v' Standing Stones. Schmuckal, Sommers. Fif-

teen levels, 200 monsters, humor, and 3-D perspec-

tive in dungeon role-playing adventure. Electronic

Arts, 2755 Campus Dr., San Mateo, CA 94403.

$40.

• Temple of Apshai. Lead title in Dunjonquest

series, winner 1981 Academy of Adventure Gam-
ing Arts and Design "Computer Game of the

Year" award. Epyx/Automated Simulations, 1043

Kiel Ct., Sunnyvale, CA 94086. $39.95.

• Ultima. British. Hi-res color adventure, pro-

gressing from Middle Ages to beyond the space

age. A masterpiece. California Pacific, 757 Russell

Blvd., Davis, CA 95616. $39.95. 6/81.

Ultima II. British. Faster play in a bigger universe

with a time-travel option. Typically British look

and feel. Events are much more interdependent;

larger realm of fantasy with more transactions

available. Sierra On-Line, Sierra On-Line Build-

ing, Coarsegold, CA 93614. $59.95.

• Wilderness Campaign. Clardy. First fantasy

game to leave the dungeon for the great outdoors;
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Introducinga computergame
thatwill bringoutthe railroad buff,the^coon,

the adyenturer,and the kid in^ourkid.
TRAINS is one computer game that will really bring out

the best in kids. Of all ages.

Because TRAINS is a Spinnaker game, which means it's

a learning game that's really fun to play.

TRAINS puts kids in charge of an old-time railroad. And
whether their railway empire gets bigger or goes out of

business is entirely up to them.
As theyjuggle the challenges of picking up supplies and

delivering to various industries, paying their employees,
keeping the locomotive filled with coal, and making enough
money to venture into new territories, kids are actually

learning the economics of running a business.

They're learning to manage financial resources, and to

use different kinds of information in setting priorities.

And best of all, they're having fun while they learn.

Look for TRAINS on disk at your
local software

retailer, and play

it on your Appier

We make learning fun.

©1985, Spinnaker Software Corp All rights reserved Apple, IBM and Atari are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc , International Business Machines Corp and Atari. Inc respectively
Commodore 64 is a trademark of Commodore Electronics Limited TRAinS Computer Program is a trademark of Spinnaker Software Corp
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PERSON-TO-PERSON
You know the monsters we mean. Species:
Databasis Commonus. First you program
tliem, later you can use them. And after

sweating through the manual, what do you
gef Right. A real dinosaur. Painfully slow.

Hard to use.

Person-to-Person is the custom solution for

your most used data. PTP is our simple and
productive phone, mail and memo system. It

does things for you. Right away And fast.

• Autodialer*: Instantly dials person-to-

person, via alternative long-distance, or

computer terminal calls (automatic log-on,

optional use of 80 columns)

• Address Book: Displays any address in 2
seconds

• Mailer: Address a single envelope, print

filing card, prepare mailing list, or merge-
print form letters with individual salutation

and address

• Memos: Conveniently displayed and up-
dated during calls

PTP IS totally menu-driven with interactive

prompting throughout. It's simply one of the
fastest, friendliest databases you'll ever use.

And so convenient to use you'll never lose

another number

Person To Person for the Apple II and Apple
lie from Trutec Software". Only $69.95.

Ask your dealer for a demo Or order direct by
ptione or mail

Credit card orders accepted by phone. By mail

send check or money order Add $3.00/shipping.
California residents add 6% sales tax Dealer in-

quiry invited.

Minimal syslem, 48K, 1 disk drive Opiional hardware em-
ployed modem, printer, 16K card, 2nd disk drive, 80 col-

umn card, lie features Capacity {64k) about 1500 listings

per file Also suitable for general filling

"Optional modem required for dialing Uses Hayes fvlicro-

modem II or Smartmodem witti Apple Super Serial Interface
or otfier compatibles

Apple IS a registered trademark of Apple Computer Micro
modem II and Smartmodem are registered trademarks of

Hayes Microcomputer Products

1700 Solano, Berkefey CA 94707
Orders: 800-621-3744 (In CA 415-525-4901)

first in hi-res; first to bargain with merchants; and

more. Synergistic, 830 N. Riverside Dr., #201, Ren-

ton, 'WA 98055. $17.50.

• Wizardry. Greenberg, Woodhead. Ultimate

role-playing fantasy; ten-level maze in hi-res. Gen-

erate 20 characters, six at a time on expeditions.

Gripping game; superbly reproduced. Sir-tech, 6

Main St., Ogdensburg, NY 13669. $49.95. 8/81.

Graphics
Alpha Plot. Kersey, Cassidy. Hi-res graphics and

text utility with optional xdraw cursor and propor-

tional spacing. Beagle Bros, 4315 Sierra Vista, San

Diego, CA 92103. $39.50.

The Complete Graphics System. Pelczarski. A
wealth of graphics tools at a reasonable price.

Make 2-D drawings with game paddles; add text in

destructive, nondestructive, or reverse mode;
create 3-D figures and shape tables. Manual fea-

tures complete outline of command structure. Pen-

guin, 830 4th Ave., Geneva, IL 60134. $69.95;

Apple Graphics Tablet version, $1 19.95. 7/81.

Fontrix. Boker, Houston. Character generator

creates unlimited number of typefaces, uses them

to write on a screen extended 16 times. Extremely

significant development in graphics. Data Trans-

forms, 616 Washington St., #106, Denver, CO
80203. $75. 7/83.

The Graphics Magician. Jochumson, Lubar, Pel-

czarski. Outstanding animation package consisting

of picture editor and shape-table extender. Comes
with utility program to transfer binary files. Pen-

guin, 830 4th Ave., Geneva, IL 60134. $59.95;

Apple Graphics Tablet version, $69.95. 5/82.

• LPS II. Superb hi-res-graphics drawing system

with light pen. Draw freehand or use circles and

lines to create geometric shapes. Fill routine with

colors and patterns; fun animation demo; pro-

grammable Pentrak driver. Gibson, 23192-D Ver-

dugo Dr., Laguna Hills, CA 92653. $349. 10/82.

Micro-Illustrator. Island Graphics. Fun and friend-

ly drawing program for the KoalaPad graphics

tablet. Easy to learn and use, compatible with

most game software. Koala Technologies, 4962 El

Camino Real, #125, Los Altos, CA 94022.

$124.95. 7/83.

Zoom Grafix. Holle. Graphics-printing utility al-

lows display of picture on-screen prior to print;

prints out selected portion at any size. Phoenix, 64

Lake Zurich Dr., Lake Zurich, IL 60047. $39.95.

2/82.

Home
The Accountant. Forman. Simple-to-use double-

entry finance system features seven integrated files

and a set of automatic transactions. A sleeper just

beginning to get wider distribution. Decision Sup-

port, 1438 Ironwood Dr., McLean, VA 22101.

$129.95. 1/82.

Bowling Data System. Data Dynamics. Two-disk

record-keeping and report-preparation program
for infinite number of leagues, up to 40 teams.

Weekly recap, season average, more. Rainbow
Computing, 9719 Reseda Blvd., Northridge, CA
91324. $149.95.

Chequemate Plus. Moch, Collins. Maintains 500

checks at one time, 20 accounts per disk. Tracks

charges, includes user-defined expenditure and tax

breakdowns. Masterworks Software, 25834 Nar-

bonne Ave., Lomita, CA 90717. $79.95.

• Crossword Magic. Crossword puzzle maker.

Choose subject, words, and clues; program auto-

matically connects words. Play on-screen or make
printout. L&S Computerware, 1589 Fraser Dr.,

Sunnyvale, CA 94087. $49.95. 10/81.

Dollars and Sense. MuUin. Establishes bud-
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gets, writes checks, reminds you to pay bills. Uses

graphs, reports to analyze cash flow, balance

sheets, make year-to-date summaries, expense pro-

jections. Monogram, 8295 S. La Cienega Blvd.,

Inglewood, CA 90301. $100.

Einstein Memory Trainer. Rubin, Samet. Interac-

tive tutorial with color graphics and gamelike prac-

tice sessions teaches methods for remembering
names, faces, phone numbers, dates, and lists. Set

your own pace, store personal memory techniques.

Three disks, user guide included. Einstein, 11340

W. Olympic Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90064.

$89.95.

Family Roots. Professional genealogy database

with unlimited-records capability. Unprotected;

works with 80-column and u/lc. Extensive docu-

mentation. Quinsept, Box 216, Lexington, MA
02173. $185.

Golf Statistician. Haberle. Helps golfers lower

their scores by examining their strengths and weak-
nesses. GolfSoft, 10333 Balsam Ln., Eden Prairie,

MN 55344. $34.95.

Health-Aide. Tracks food intake, exercise, and
personal data on daily, monthly, or yearly basis.

Calculates calories, helps plan menus, evaluates

diet for nutritional requirements. Comprehensive.

Knossos, 422 Redwood Ave., Corte Madera, CA
94925. $79.95. 10/83.

Home Accountant. Schoenburg. Thorough,
powerful home finance program. Monitors five

checking accounts against a common budget, plus

credit cards and cash; one-step record or transfer

of funds. Continental, 11223 S. Hindry Ave., Los

Angeles, CA 90045. $74.95. 4/82.

Know Your Apple, Apple lie. Visually oriented

computer tutorials with manuals cover disks,

drives, and peripherals. Models of clarity. Muse,
347 N. Charles St., Baltimore, MD 21201. Know
Your Apple, $34.95; Know Your Apple He,
$24.95. Know Your Apple, 3/83.

Micro Cookbook. Recipe-management system al-

lows entry and modification; selection of recipes

by common ingredients, name, or classification.

Calorie and nutrition guide. Virtual Combinatics,

Box 755, Rockport, MA 01966. $40. 6/83.

>^ Music Construction Set. Harvey. Interactive

music composition and learning tool allows user to

create music or experiment with included music
library. Electronic Arts, 2755 Campus Dr., San
Mateo, CA 94403. $40.

Natural Family Planning Personal Charting

Program. Ringsmuth. Charts, stores daily in-

formation on womens' fertility signs. Includes

both graphic and statistical analysis. Family Life

Software, 1401 S. 11th Ave., St. Cloud, MN
56301. $39.50.

NFL Scoreboard. Football pointspread prediction

system gives probable scores, team performance

summary, divisional standings, and season playoff

predictions. Can be used season after season. Mi-

cro Data, 741 Surrey Dr., Streamwood, IL 60103.

$49.95.

OpVal. Emmons. Stock option analyzer forecasts

prices, tracks risk/reward potential, locates better

trades. Receives market prices from Dow Jones or

keyboard. CalcShop, Box 1231, W. Caldwell, NJ
07007. $250.

Personal Finance Manager. Gold, Software
Dimensions. Handles 200 entries a month from 14

separate accounts. Search-sort-enter routine. Ap-
ple, 20525 Mariani Ave., Cupertino, CA 95014.

$75. 1//81.

Personal Inventory. Benson. Organizes your home
library, personal property for easy access to and

for insurance purposes. Loaned your widget and

forgot who has it? Check your inventory. 8th

Dimension Enterprises, Box 62366, Sunnyvale,

CA 94088. $59.95.

Power of Words. Funk. Ten interactive word
games by the author of the Reader's Digest's "It



An iiitloductioii to the
modern artofprogramming

using the aneient art
ofdrawing.

DELTA DRAWIMQ'" Learning Program lets

kids enjoy drawing and coloring while they learn

computer programming concepts. Even kids

who have never used a computer before can
learn to write simple programs and develop an
understanding of procedural thinking. It's

easy, clear, and fun!

With DELTA DRAWIIIQ you use single-key

commands to create a picture.

Press "D" to draw; press "R" to

move right. And, as you draw,

DELTA DRAWIhQ keeps track of

every command. 5o you can

easily switch from your picture

to the list of commands

(a program!) that you've used to

draw it You begin by drawing pic-

tures that produce computer pro-

grams, but soon you can learn to

write programs that draw pictures.

DELTA DRAWIhQ lets you save
your pictures and programs on a disk or cassette.

And you can print your drawings on a printer with

graphics capability

DELTA DRAWIMQ Learning Program is available

on disk for IBM® and Apple® computers, and on
cartridge for AtarP and Commodore 64

"

computers.
Look for DELTA DRAWIIIQ at your local

software retailer

We make learning fun.

Apple. IBM and Atari are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc , International Business Machines Corp and Atari, Inc respectively Commodore 64 iS a trademark
of Commodore Electronics Limited DELTA DFtAWIMQ Learning Program Is a trademarkof Spinnaker Software Corp
1983, Spinnaker SoftiAiare Corp All rights reserved



THE

STATISTICS
SERIES

FLEXIBLE • ACCURATE
EASY-TO-USE

Human Systems Dynamics programs are

used by leading universities and medical

centers. Any program that doesn't suit

your needs can be returned within 10

days for full refund. Designed for use

with Apple II 48K, 1 or 2 Disk Drives, 3.3

DOS, ROM Applesoft.

REGRESS II *150

Complete Multiple Regression Series

Stepwise, Simultaneous Solutions

Forward, Backward Solutions

Auto Power Polynomial Solutions

Data Smoothing, Transformations

Correlation and Covariance Matrices

Residuals Analysis, Partial Correlation

Research Data Base Management
Count, Search, Sort, Review/Edit

Add, Delete, Merge Files

Curve Fit. Hi-Res X-YPIot

STATS PLUS
Complete General Statistics Package
Research Data Base Management
Count, Search, Sort, Review/Edit

Add, Delete, Merge Files

Compute Data Fields, Create Subfiles

Produce Hi-Res Bargraphs, Plots

1-5 Way Crosstabulation

Descriptive Statistics for All Fields

Chi-Square, Fisher Exact, Signed Ranks

Mann-Whitney, Kruskal-Wallis, Rank Sum
Friedman Anova by Ranks

10 Data Transformations

Frequency Distribution

Correlation Matrix, 2 Way Anova
r, Rho, Tau, Partial Correlation

3 Variable Regression, 3 t-Tests

ANOVA II *150

Complete Analysis of Variance Package
Analysis of Covariance, Randomized Designs

Repeated Measures
,
Split Plot Designs

1 to 5 Factors, 2 to 36 Levels Per Factor

Equal N or Unequal N, Anova Table

Descriptive Statistics, Marginal Means
Cell Sums of Squares, Data File Creation

Data Review/Edit, Data Transformations

File Combinations, All Interactions Tested

High Resolution Mean Plots, Bargraphs

*200
'

HUMAN SYSTEMS DYNAMICS

To Order— Call (213) 993-8536
or Write

HUMAN SYSTEMS DYNAMICS
9010 Reseda Blvd. Suite 222/Dept. S

Northridge, CA 91324

mm Dealer Inquiries Invited

Pays To Enrich Your Word Power." Humor, graph-

ics, auditory clues demonstrate words and rein-

force memory. Funk Vocab-Ware, 4825 Province

Line Rd., Princeton, NJ 08540. Two disks, $49.95.

7/83.

Real Estate Property Management. Thomas, Mar-
low. Helps real estate owners monitor the ex-

penses and income generated by each property.

Keeps track of security deposits, upcoming vacan-

cies, slow-paying tenants; keeps accurate reports

for tax purposes. Tomar Productions, Box
740871, Dallas, TX 75374. $49.45.

ThinkTank. Idea processor program allows you to

see ideas in outline form. Outline can be collapsed

to see the big picture or expanded to reveal hidden

details. Living Video Text, 450 San Antonio Rd.,

#56, Palo Alto, CA 94306. $150. 8/81.

Home-Arcade
Fast-action skill games: may include elements oj fantasy,

A.E. Horai. Blast away like mad in 3-D. Time the

release and detonation of missiles and repel the

next wave. Innovative graphics, new firing tech-

nique, and fugues to boot. Broderbund, 17 Paul

Dr., San Rafael, CA 94903. $29.95. 2/83.

• Alien Rain. Suzuki. Monsters in this classic

seem to take it personally when you gun down one

of their own kind. Broderbund, 17 Paul Dr., San

Rafael, CA 94903. $29.95. 9/81.

Apple Cider Spider. Strand. Good but limited

hopping and dodging game. Three preset levels.

Sierra On-Line, Sierra On-Line Building, Coarse-

gold, CA 93614. $33.33.

• Apple Panic. Serki. Rid a five-story building of

crawling apples and butterflies by running up and

down connecting ladders, digging traps, then cov-

ering critters before they devour you. Extremely

addictive, excellent hi-res play. Broderbund, 17

Paul Dr., San Rafael, CA 94903. $29.95. 9/81.

Argos. Lowrance. Painless primer in shoot-'em-

ups. Unoriginal and nonchallenging but nice

graphics, animation. Datamost, 8943 FuUbright

Ave., Chatsworth, CA 91311. $34.95. 11/83.

Axis Assassin. Field. Blast-away arcader that gives

3-D perspective of fighting grid, allows bottom-to-

top movement. Twenty possible grids, five zones.

Electronic Arts, 2755 Campus Dr., San Mateo,

CA 94403. $35. 7/83.

Aztec. Stephenson. Graphic fantasy arcade with

animation throughout. Datamost, 8943 Fullbright

Ave., Chatsworth, CA91311. $39.95. 1/83.

Beagle Bag. Kersey. Twenty games and miscellany,

written in Basic and unprotected. Great humor,

good two-player games. Manual is worth the price

of admission. Beagle Bros, 4315 Sierra Vista, San

Diego, CA 92103. $29.50. 1/83.

Buzzard Bait. Ryeburn. Save the humans from

man-eating buzzards in three-level shoot-'em-up-

and-catch-'em. Sirius, 10364 Rockingham Dr., Sac-

ramento, CA 95827. $34.95. 11/83.

Caverns of Callisto. Chuckles. Arcade adventure

by author of Laf Pak and Lunar Leepers. Retrieve

stolen jet parts from cave-dwelling alien monsters.

Origin Systems, 1902 Back Bay Ct., Box 58009,

Houston, TX 77258. $34.95. 11/83.

• Choplifter. Gorlin. Fly your chopper to rescue

64 hostages, avoiding interceptor jets, homing
mines, and tanks. Challenging, realistic, and play-

ful. Stunning graphics. Broderbund, 17 Paul Dr.,

San Rafael, CA 94903. $34.95. 7/82.

• Crossfire. Sullivan. Critters come at you from
four directions on a grid laid out like city blocks.

Strategy and intense concentration required. Su-

perb, smooth animation of a dozen pieces simul-

taneously. One of the great ones. Sierra On-Line,

Sierra On-Line Building, Coarsegold, CA 93614.

$29.95. 1/82.

Cubit. Oswal. An adult, well-made interpretation

of classic cube-hopping game. Clean-lined graph-

ics; requires strategy. Micromax, 6868 Nancy
Ridge Dr., San Diego, CA 92121 . $39.95. 10/83.

• Epoch. Miller. Superbly stylized animation en-

hances this filmic shoot-'em-up. Tremendous
sense of being in space; neat classical music and
dramatic time-warp sequences. Sirius, 10364
Rockingham Dr., Sacramento, CA 95827. $34.95.

10/81.

Frogger. Lubeck. Not even close. Sierra On-Line,

Sierra On-Line Building, Coarsegold, CA 93614.

$34.95. 12/82.

• Gorgon. Nasir. Fly over planet shooting and
dodging invaders and saving kidnapped inhabi-

tants. Outstanding hi-res graphics, challenging re-

fueling sequence. Sirius, 10364 Rockingham Dr.,

Sacramento, CA 95827. $39.95. 8/81.

Gumball. Cook. In the latest industrial arcade

offering, there's work to do at the gumball fac-

tory. Color-sort the balls, zap explosive-laced gum-
balls planted by overzealous dental assistants, and
try to get a promotion. Broderbund, 17 Paul Dr.,

San Rafael, CA 94903. $29.95.

Hard Hat Mack. Abbott, Alexander. Poor Mack.
He must avoid vandals, inspectors, falling rivets,

and hungry cement mixers to complete his build-

ing. Electronic Arts, 2755 Campus Dr., San
Mateo, CA 94403. $35. 7/83.

Jawbreaker 2. Bueche. No relation or resemblance

to Jawbreaker I or Bueche's first. Very playable

and addictive. Fun and refreshing. Sierra On-Line,

Sierra On-Line Building, Coarsegold, CA 93614.

$34.95. 1/83.

Lancaster. Harvey. Exciting play and fine graphics

in colorful bug and bubble blasting shoot-'em-up.

Silicon Valley Systems, 1625 El Camino Real, Bel-

mont, CA 94002. $29.95. 10/83.

The Last Gladiator. Field. Gross me out, like to-

tally. Snakes, spiders, bats, lizards, octopi, vam-
pires and you, the gladiator. Good but grody.

Electronic Arts, 2755 Campus Dr., San Mateo,

CA 94403. $35.

Lode Runner. Smith. 150 unique levels in super

run-climb-dig-jump game—or design your own
puzzles, scenes, and setups—in quest to retrieve

stolen gold from the Bungeling Empire. Use mon-
key bars, trap doors, and ladders to your advan-

tage. Broderbund, 17 Paul Dr., San Rafael, CA
94903. S34.95.5/Si.

• Meteoroids (Asteroids) in Space. Wallace.

Make little asteroids out of big ones, plus occa-

sional hostile alien ships. Hyperspace, autobrake,

autofire. Quality Software, 6660 Reseda Blvd.,

#105, Reseda, CA 91335. $19.95.

• Microsoft Decathlon (formerly Olympic De-
cathlon). Smith. Ten standard decathlon events.

Hi-res animated athletes, muscle-stirring music;

you provide the sweat. Microsoft, 10700 Northup
Wy., Bellevue, WA 98004. $29.95. 6/81.

Miner 2049er. Livesay, Hogue. Run, jump, climb,

and slide through the mines, reinforcing the ground-

work along the way. Elevators, cannons, chutes,

and ladders help; mutants don't. Hot stuff, best of

the genre. Micro Lab, 2699 Skokie Valley Rd.,

Highland Park, IL 60035. $39.95. 1/83.

Minit Man. Malone. Build a bridge, fight off ro-

bots, fly a helicopter. Difficult and very detailed.

Penguin, 830 4th Ave., Geneva, IL 60134. $19.95.

11/83.

Pinball Construction Set. Budge. Design and play

your own computer games on-screen, with zero

programming. A miracle of rare device. Superior.

BudgeCo, 428 Pala Ave., Piedmont, CA 94611.

$39.95. 2/«i.

• Pool 1.5. Hoffman, St. Germain, Morock.

Makes most shots you could on a real pool table,

with the advantages of instant replay and slow

motion. Four different games. IDSI, Box 1658,

Las Cruces, NM 88004. $34.95. 6/81.

• Raster Blaster. Budge. First realistic pinball





''InJune, their first games hit the market,

and the response has been overwhelrningr
Softline

ELECTRONIC ARTS
FORTHEAPPLE

HARD HAT MACK™
by Michael Abbot and

Matthew Alexander

"In many respects, this is the

bestgame ever produced for the

Apple II. Hard Hat Mack is

the blue collar hero of this three

screen climbing game and his

tasks are far from simple."

— Arcade Express

"If you put Hard Hat Mack
in the ring with all other

games on the market, it

would win most bouts in

the opening seconds of the

first round. It's that good."

— Softalk

Ap. C64, At

ARCHON™
by Free Fall Associates

"No review could possibly do
more than hint at the manifold

excellence of Archon. It is

truly a landmark in the devel-

opment of computerized

strategy games." —Video
"... you're bound to fall for it.

Imagine a chessgame inwhich

you can cast spells."

—Creative Computing

A ^
. . . the offices of A.N.A.L.O.G.

echo with the searing roar of

dragon-fire and shouted

obscenities from angry players.

Archon turns friend against

friend and inspires grudges that

can last for days. What better

compliment can you give to a

computer program?"

-A.N.A.L.O.G.

Ap, C64,At

Ap, 064. At.signifV availability for Apple II, II +, HE, Commodore 64, or Alari home computers with disc drive All screen shots represent Apple HE Apple is a registered trademark
of Apple Computer, Inc Commodore 64 is a registered trademark of Commodore Business Machines, Inc Atari is a registered trademark of Atari. Inc . a Warner Communications company



THE STANDING STONES
by Peter Schmuckal and

Dan Sommers

"If you're into fantasy-role-playing

games, this one has it all.There are

15 levels to the dungeon, more than

200 different kinds of monsters

to fight, and even a weird inter-

rogation session by a wizened

old man guarding the

Holy Grail."

—Gary Gettys

A

AXIS ASSASSIN™
by John Field

"It's a rousing shoot-em-up

in roughly the same genre as

Tempest, but with more
than enough differences to

make it an outstanding gaming

experience in its own right."

—Arcade Express

"Axis Assassin generates an

intense level of excitement."

—Video
PINBALL
CONSTRUCTION SET
by BiU Budge

"The best program ever written

for an 8-bit machine."

— SteveWozniak

"A fully integrated

graphics-oriented

design tool that lets

you create your own
video pinball games,

required study for all serious

software authors."

-A.N.A.L.O.G.

"A tour de force."

—Creative Computing

ELECTRONIC Arts
Home software for the Apple

Look for our other Apple titles like THE LAST GLADLTOR™ in your favorite computer store, software center and at fine department stores throughout the country.

For more information about these and other Electronic Arts products, write or call Electronic Arts. 2755 Campus Drive. San Mateo, CA 94403 - (415) 571-7171
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game. Softalk readers' Most Popular Program of

1981. BudgeCo, 428 Pala Ave., Piedmont, CA
94611. $29.95.5/5/.

Sammy Lightfoot. Schwader. Sammy must dodge

a variety of obstacles as he tries out for the circus.

He evidently used to be a miner. Sierra On-Line,

Sierra On-Line Building, Coarsegold, CA 93614.

$29.95.

Serpentine. Hypnotic snake-chase maze game.

Clean action, thrills, hairy escapes. Recommend-
ed. Broderbund, 17 Paul Dr., Sacramento, CA
94903. $34.95. 10/82.

• Sneakers. Turmell. Many-layered shooting

game; one of the best. Stomping sneakers and

other creatures requires varying techniques. Fun.

Sirius, 10364 Rockingham Dr., Sacramento, CA
95827. $29.95. 9/81.

^ Spare Change. Zeller, Zeller. Bright graphics,

ultrasmooth animation, clever sound effects, and

cute characters add up to create an instant classic

—

the first computer slapstick comedy. Broderbund,

17 Paul Dr., San Rafael, CA 94903. $34.95. 11/83.

The Spy Strikes Back. Hardy, Pelczarski. Follow-

up to Spy's Demise proves that sequels are some-

times better. This one's a sneak-and-hide game,

technically impressive, challenging, and lots of

fun. Penguin, 830 4th Ave., Geneva, IL 60134.

$19.95. 10/83.

Stellar 7. Slye. It's you against the Arcturan world

in excellent 3-D animated arcader. Seven levels, 14

types of enemies to blast in quest of the alien ar-

mada. Software Entertainment, 537 Willamette

St., Eugene, OR 97401. $34.95. 9/83.

Stickybear Basketbounce. Worthington, Hefter,

Worthington. Involving fun for the whole family

features 16 challenging screens, a handsome bear,

and no shooting, squishing, or hacking. Just

dandy. Xerox Education Publications, 245 Long

Hill Rd., Middletown, CT 06457. $39.95. 10/83.

• Super Invader. Hata. Progenitor of home ar-

cades. Still good hi-res, still a challenge. Softalk

Readers' Most Popular Program of 1978-80. Astar

International, through California Pacific, 757

Russell Blvd., Davis, CA 95616, and Creative

Computing, 39 E. Hanover Ave., Morris Plains,

NJ 07960. $19.95.

• Wayoul. Exciting 3-D maze that moves in per-

spective as you play. Map displayed at all times.

Lots of angles and cleptangles. Separate version

for lie. Exquisite motion animation is a break-

through. Sirius, 10364 Rockingham Dr., Sacra-

mento, CA 95827. $39.95. 10/82.

Zaxxon. Garcia. 3-D scrolling air raid brought to

the Apple with little sacrifice in playability. Data-

soft, 9421 Winnetka Ave., Chatsworth, CA 91311.

$39.95. 9/Si.

Home Education

Algebra 1-4. Edu-Ware. Sets of learning units pro-

gressing from algebraic rules to definitions to

graphing and inequalities. Individualized teaching

styles to fit everyone's needs. Good for adults

wanting to overcome math anxiety as well as for

schoolkids. Peachtree Software, 3445 Peachtree

Rd. N.E., #830, Atlanta, GA 30326. $39.95 each.

Algebra 1,5/81.

Algebra 5-6. For use after Algebra 1 through Alge-

bra 4, this set completes equivalent of a first-year

course. Peachtree Software, 3445 Peachtree Rd.

N.E., #830, Atlanta, GA 30326. $49.95.

Apple Logo. Papert. Custom version (by its inven-

tor) of turtle graphics language. First-rate educa-

tional tool. Great kid-friendly documentation. Ap-
ple, 20525 Mariani Ave., Cupertino, CA 95014.

$175.

Arcademic Skill Builders in Language Arts. Cha-

fin. Word Invasion, Word Master, Word Radar,

Word Man, Verb Viper, Spelling Wiz. Lots of

action and great detailed graphics in arcade-style

vocabulary building games. Comes with teaching

package. Developmental Learning Materials, 1

DLM Park, Allen, TX 75002. $44 each. 7/83.

Arcademic Skill Builders in Math. Chafin,
Maxwell. Alien Addition, Alligator Mix, Demoli-

tion Division, Dragon Mix, Meteor Multiplication,

and Minus Mission. Arcade action blended with

addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division

problems. Shooting correct answers to problems

gets rid of pesky attackers. Choose speed, diffi-

culty levels, game length. Developmental Learning

Materials, 1 DLM Park, Allen, TX 75002. $29.95

each. 7/83.

Briar Rose. Halliday, Crandall, Crandall.

"Sleeping Beauty" computerized. Reader can
change story, expand vocabulary, help the prince

find Beauty. Clean graphics. Blythe Valley Soft-

ware, 48079 Highway 41, Box 353, Oakhurst, CA
93644. $34.95. 11/83.

Bumble Plot. Grimm. Colorful musical introduc-

tion to concepts of graphing and plotting. Teaches

positive and negative numbers. The Learning Co.,

545 Middlefield Rd., #170, Menlo Park, CA
94025. $39.95. 1/83.

Cdex Training for the Apple He. Zunkel. Self-

paced, graphically oriented training program.

Cdex, 5050 El Camino Real, Los Altos, CA 94022.

$59.95, three disks.

College Directions. Flanagan-Margolis, Gardner.

Helps up to 20 students choose a college by explor-

ing the features of more than 1,200 colleges. As-

sists students in developing a strategy for gaining

admission. Systems Design Associates, 723 E.

Kanawha Blvd., Charleston, WV 25301. $250.

11/83.

Compu-Spell. Edu-Ware. Teaches spelling through

positive reinforcement for grades four through

eight. Program keeps a file to monitor speller";'

progress. Additional unit designed for adult user

included. Peachtree Software, 3445 Peachtree Rd.
N.E., #830, Atlanta, GA 30326. Program and one
data disk, $39.95. Additional disk, $19.95. 5/81.

Computer SAT. Prepares college-bound students

for admittance test. Diagnoses strengths, weak-
nesses; creates study plan, exercises. Harcourt
Brace Jovanovich, 1250 6th Ave., San Diego, CA
92101. $79.95.

Decimals. Edu-Ware. Master those elusive deci-

mals. Eight programs including pretest and learn-

ing units directed at conversion, addition, sub-
traction, rounding off, multiplication, division,

and percentage. Peachtree Software, 3445 Peach-
tree Rd. N.E., #830, Atlanta, GA 30326. $39.95.

Delta Drawing. Kids can make colorful drawings

by using single-key commands. No special talent

needed; this one develops programs that create

complex graphics. Spinnaker, 215 1st St., Cam-
bridge, MA 02142. $59.95. 11/82.

Early Games for Young Children. Paulson. Basic

training in numbers, letters, Apple keyboard for

children ages two to seven with no adult supervi-

sion. Has a neat little drawing program. Counter-

point Software, 4005 W. 65th St., Minneapolis,

MN 55435. $29.95. U/82.
Early Games Music. Paulson. Illustrates music

with fun and theory. Children compose music and

set to graphics or learn note reading and piano

keyboard. Counterpoint Software, 4005 W. 65th

St., Minneapolis, MN 55435. $29.95. 8/83.

Early Games Piece of Cake. Eyestone. Kids be-

come baker's assistants; adding, multiplying, sub-

tracting, dividing cakes. Includes CatchaCake, a

problem-solving race against time to stop a cake

from falling. Counterpoint Software, 4005 W.
65th St., Minneapolis, MN 55435. $29.95. 10/83.

Ernie's Quiz. CTW. Four games, four subjects,

one disk. Image recognition, counting skills, crea-

tivity, and Muppet expertise are introduced with

lots of positive feedback. Apple, 20525 Mariani

Ave., Cupertino, CA 95014. $50. 2/83.

Pacemaker. DesignWare. Exercises kids' creativity

and introduces programlike command sequencing

as kids create faces and link them together in ani-

mated patterns. Spinnaker, 215 1st St., Cam-
bridge, MA 02142. $34.95.

Fay: That Math Woman. Vincent, Melhus.

Basic math functions illustrated on a numberline

by hi-res woman. Simple, well-executed, graph-

ically attractive. Nonsexist. Didatech Software,

2301-1150 Jervis St., Vancouver, B.C. V63 2C8.

$29.95. 11/83.

Fractions. Edu-Ware. Hi-res addition, subtraction,

multiplication, and division of fractions. With

learning manager system. Peachtree Software, 3445

Peachtree Rd. N.E., #830, Atlanta, GA 30326. $49.

• French Hangman, Latin Hangman, Spanish

Hangman. Protelsch, Earl. Hangman games that

tell you the answer—in a foreign language. Inter-

esting sentences, many formats. Addicting!

George Earl, 1302 S. General McMullen, San An-

tonio, TX 78237. Two-sided disk, $29.95. 9/83.

Game Show. Guess mystery words from clues giv-

en by "celebrity" partners—no threat to Liz

Montgomery. Fifteen subjects cover vocabulary,

history, algebra, and more. Add topics. Compu-
ter-Advanced Ideas, 1442A Walnut St., #341M,
Berkeley, CA 94709. $39.

Gertrude's Puzzles. Perl, Grimm, Robinett. A de-

lightful goose helps teach how to figure out situa-

tions given incomplete information. Super for de-

veloping reasoning skills in people ages six through

forever. The Learning Co., 545 Middlefield Rd.,

#170, Menlo Park, CA 94025. $44.95. 2/83.

• Gertrude's Secrets. Gertrude the Goose teaches

four- to nine-year-olds shape and color relation-

ships. Solve logic puzzles, create forms. The
Learning Co., 545 Middlefield Rd., #170, Menlo
Park, CA 94025. $44.95. 2/83.

^DOUBLES DISKETTE

STORAGE SPACE!!
REDUCE YOUR DISKETTE

COSTS BY 50%
*The back of

your 5V4" single

sided diskette

has recording

medium. All you
need is an

ACCURATELY
placed "write

enable notch "

to use it, on many systems.

XlttttLEXOTCH"' is a precision

engineered tool designed for

this purpose.

IT'S A MONEY SAVER!

IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT!

ONLY $14.95
Add $1 50 Postage/Handling

($4 50 Foreign)
— Florida Residents Add 5% Sales Tax —
ORDER TODAY!

SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER TO

XlltltLE XOTCH
Division of Cortran International

4211 N.W. 75th Terrace, Dept. 107

Lauderhill, Florida 33319



SUPER-TEXT Professionaldo^
everything Ihe competitiondoe^
exceptone tiling.

ON-SCREEN FORMATTING

't cost nearlyas much.
SUPER-TEXT PROFESSIONAL (40/80) gives you valuable ON-
SCREEN FORMATTING and "HELP" GUIDES*, unique AUTOLINK,
SPLIT SCREEN and MATH MODE. Plus all the functions you'd expect

from on expensive word processor, like an 80 column screen

display.* Automatic page headers and footers. Automatic page and
chapter numbering. Preview Mode to check page endings. Easy text

editing. Special block operations for text copy, save and delete.

Automatic tabbing and formatting. Multi-file search and replace.

Superscripting and subscripting. All for only: $175.00

Compare Super-Text Professional with the other professionals. You'll

find there's no comparison. Available now for Apple 11+ and
Apple lie.

SUPER-TEXT HOME/OFFICE (40/56/70) is the best choice for intro-

ducing word processing efficiency into your home. It offers you the

basic text editing features of Super-Text Professional, and includes

special features tailored for home use. It provides 40, 56 or 70 col-

umn screen display without any additional hardware. The Character

Design Mode lets you create display characters in foreign lan-

guages, with special symbols, for any personal application. All at a
price you can live with: $125.00

Available now for Apple 11+ and Apple lie.

These ^etMfi

Special Offer!
Your Choice Either Super-Text.

Professional Now Available For IBM-PC.
$99,

M . . 1

II L
1 I I I n I

I 111' J

347 North Charles Street, Baltimore, Maryland 21201 301 /659-7212
Apple is a registered trademork of Apple, Inc.
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A BOLD NEW CONCEPT IN COMPUTER ADVENTURES
FORBIDDEN QUEST™ is the first in a series of ARTEXT™ adventures combining spellbinding prose and

five 8V2 by 11 original graphic art prints. Clues within the 5 prints must be cleverly deduced and applied

to solve your quest.

As the hero in this science fiction thriller, you alone are responsible for your fate. You must call upon

all of your skill and cunning to prevail against hostile environments and treacherous aliens to attain the

ultimate conclusion.

The beautiful princess in the illustration (Forbidden Quest ARTEXT print No. 3) is one of the many
challenges you will face in conquering the worlds of FORBIDDEN QUEST

THE DESTINY OF THE CITIZENS OF YOUR GALAXY DEPENDS ON YOUR SUCCESS!

TREAT YOURSELF TO A NEW ENTERTAINMENT EXPERIENCE

Ask your local dealer or CALL
TOLL-FREE 1-800-522-1500 ext. 831

(orders only)

1-408-625-0125

(orders, general information, HINTS)

OR SOURCE (TCP007) : 1 COMPUSERVE (74035,130)

$39.95 plus $1.50 postage, add $3.00 for C.O.D. Calif, add 6% sales tax

Mastercard, Visa, C.O.D. WELCOME

Forbidden Quest for Apple "
l[/][e (48k) DOS 3.3 and Apple /// emulation IBM" -PC and compatibles.

(CP/M° versions available soon)

rvonl V

'oflwaVe
P. O. Box 221959
Carmel, Calif. 93922

DEALER AND DISTRIBUTOR INQUIRIES ARE INVITED

APPLE. IBM. and CP/M are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc
.
International Business Machines. Inc , and Digital Research,

Inc
,
respectively Forbidden Quest and ARTEXT are trademarks of Pryority Software, Inc copyright 1983 Pryority Software, Inc

All Rights Reserved

1^ Hansel and Gretel. Crandall, Crandall, Halli-

day. Hi-res fairy tale lets user help Hansel and

Gretel find their way home, expand vocabulary,

rewrite story, or create new one. Could be better.

Blythe Valley Software, 40879 Highway 41, Box
353, Oakhurst,CA 93644. $34.95.

Hey Diddle Diddle. Disharoon. Three reading and
vocabulary games that strengthen reasoning abil-

ity. Ages 3 to 10. Spinnaker, 215 1st St., Cam-
bridge, MA 02142. S29.95.

In Search of the Most Amazing Thing. Snyder.

Role-playing game lets kids negotiate with aliens,

fly hot-air balloon. Ages 10 to adult. Spinnaker,

215 1st St., Cambridge, MA 02142. $44.95. 7/83.

Instant Zoo. CTW. Identify animals, test percep-

tion and reaction, match and decode words. Word
editor lets you create your own word lists. Apple,

20525 Mariani Ave., Cupertino, CA 95014. $50.

Jenny of the Prairie. Stott, Ewell. Adventure de-

signed specifically for girls ages seven through

twelve involves a pioneer girl who gets separated

from her family and must survive a winter alone.

Rhiannon Computer Games for Girls, 3717 Titan

Dr., Richmond, VA 23225. $34.95. 9/83.

Kindercomp. Learning exercises for ages three

through eight. Spinnaker, 215 1st St., Cambridge,

MA 02142. $29.95.

Krell Logo. Concentrates on underlying principles

of Logo; sections on assembly language interfaces

and music creation, plus Alice in Logoland tuto-

rial. Krell, 1320 Stony Brook Rd., Stony Brook,

NY 11790. $149.95. 7/82.

Language Arts. Mitchell, Roblyer. Drills grades

1-8 in letter recognition, alphabetization skills. In-

cludes Manager Program that allows teachers to

make assignments and review progress of 100 stu-

dents on each disk. Milliken, 1 100 Research Blvd.,

St. Louis, MO 63132. $75.

Magic Spells. Grimm. Children ages 6 to 10 sharpen

spelling skills by spelling and unscrambling words,

creating their own spelling lists. Delightful. The
Learning Co., 545 Middlefield Rd., #170, Menlo
Park, CA 94025. $34.95. 11/82.

• MasterType. Zweig. Learn to type by playing a

game; simple and ingenious, lie version teaches

new keyboard. Lightning, Box 11725, Palo Alto,

CA 94306. $39.95.-^/57.

Mix and Match. CTW. Create mixed-up Muppets
and teach the Apple about animals. Logic and

word-guessing games. Add your own word lists.

Apple, 20525 Mariani Ave., Cupertino, CA 95014.

$50. 2/83.

Moptown. Two appealing and educational games

require children to arrange Moppet characters in

imaginary Moptown. Moptown Parade teaches log-

ic, strategy development, and pattern recognition

for ages 6 to 10. Moptown Hotel teaches use of

analogies, strategic thinking, and sequential rea-

soning for ages 9 and up. The Learning Co., 545

Middlefield Rd., #170, Menlo Park, CA 94025.

$39.95 each.

• The New Step by Step, Step by Step Two. The

New Step by Step teaches beginning programming.

Step by Step Two teaches intermediate Basic pro-

gramming, peek and poke, hexadecimal numbers,

concatenations, and more. Program Design, 1

1

Idar Ct., Greenwich, CT 06830. $89.95. 7/83.

Pascal Tutor. Teaches UCSD Pascal. Comes with

textbook; menu-driven for easy review access.

Denver Software, 14100 E. Jewell Ave., Aurora,

CO 80012. $125.

>^ Pick-A-Dilly Pair. Gray. Computerized Con-

centration game with cute, animated cartoon

characters, lively music. Seven difficult variations

of standard game; entertaining, appealing

—

especially to kids. Actioncraft, 5753G E. Santa

Ana Canyon Rd., #1200A, Anaheim Hills, CA
92807. $34.95.

Plato Fractions. Correct use of fractions breaks



THEGRAPHKSOUITION
Solve your toughest communication problems with the

Graphic Solution™, a sophisticated, new graphics package

from Accent Software.

With precise, multi-speed

ANIMATION create captivating sales

presentations and product demon-
strations that will both intrigue and

inform your clients and customers.

Watch their reactions; you'll see your

messages getting through.

Develop educational materials

and training aids that MIX TEXT AND GRAPHICS on

the screen, breathing new life into abstract, hard-to-grasp

concepts. Mix programs too.

Images can be displayed on back-

grounds loaded from any of your

other programs. Construct custom

TYPEFACES AND TYPESIZES to

balance the visual elements.

Tired of run-of-the-mill business

graphics? Change standard charts

and graphs into colorful THREE DIMENSIONAL
PERSPECTIVES. Add text and animate the data to show the

relative rates of change for your most important information.

Like cash flow projections. Or revenue estimates.

Plot flowcharts, time and motion

studies, industrial process flows with

COLOR-CODED ELEMENTS high-

lighting critical paths. Animate the

sequences to show how flows actually

progress.

Work with live action? Prepare

film and videotape storyboards using

the unique FRAME-BY-FRAME graphic sequencer that

lets you create and animate a video story before shooting.

Whatever your graphic communication demands—in the

business world, the arts, industry,

education—The Graphic Solution™

at $149. 95 has the answer. Take a

hard look at The Graphic Solution.

You'll like what you see.

The Graphic Solution requires a

64K Apple II with ROM Applesoft

and DOS 3.3.

See your local dealer or

send $10.00 for a demonstration diskette to:

ACCENT SOFTWARE, INC.
3750 Wright Place, Palo Alto, Calif. 94306 Telephone 415-856-6505

Apple is a registered trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.
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KSTKHNOIOGY.
You'll never see Infocom s graphics

on any computer screen. Because
there's never been a computer built

by man that could handle the images
we produce. And, there never will be.

We draw our graphics from the

limitless imagery of your imagi-

nation—a technology so power-

ful, it makes any picture

that's ever come out of a

screen look like graffiti

by comparison. And
nobody knows how
to unleash your

,
imagination like

Infocom.

Through our

prose, your

imagination

makes you part

of our stories,

in control of

what you do
and where you
go—yet unable

to predict or con-

trol the course of

events. You're con-

fronted with situa-

tions and logical puz-

zles the like of which you won't

find elsewhere .And you'reimmersed
in rich environments alive with per-

sonalities as real as any you'll meet
in the flesh—yet all the more vivid

because they're perceived directly by
your mind's eye, not through your

external senses. The method to this

magic? We've found the way to plug

our prose right into your psyche, and
catapult you into a whole new

^

dimension.

Take some tough critics' words
about our words. SOFTALK, for

example, called ZORK® Ill's prose

"far more graphic than any depiction

yet achieved by an adventure with

graphics." And the NEW YORK

TIMES saw fit to print that our

DEADLINE^'^ is "an amazing feat

of programming." Even a journal as

video-oriented as ELECTRONIC
GAMES found Infocom prose to be
such an eye-opener, they named one

of our games their Best Adventure
of 1983.

Better still, bring an Infocom game
home with you. Discover firsthand

why thousands upon thousands of

discriminating game players keep
turning everything we write into

instantaneous bestsellers.

Step up to Infocom. All words. No
graffiti. The secret reaches of your

mind are beckoning. A whole new
dimension is in there waiting for you.

(For more information on Infocom

games contact: Infocom, Inc., RO.
Box 855, Garden City, NY 11530.)

AIOCXEDDOORACBADHSK^ ^
iUDBaoliBteteMdK

PLANEt|^ALI

I

inpocom
The next dimension.

For your: Apple U, Atari, Commodore 64, CP/M 8," DEC Rainbow.

DEC RT-11. IBM, MS-DOS 2.0, NEC APC, NEC PC-8000, Osborne,

TI Professional, TI 99/4A. TRS-80 Model I. TRS-80 Model III.
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balloons in elementary school-level tutorial. Fea-

tures automatic adjustment of difficulty level.

Control Data, Box 261127, San Diego, CA 92126.

$45.

Plato High School Skills. Helps high school level

students master reading, English, math, social stu-

dies, science, and computers. Can assist students

preparing for the G.E.D. exams. Control Data,

Box 261127, San Diego, CA 92126. Each lesson,

$45.

Rocky's Boots. Robinett, Grimm. Rascally racoon

helps children build logical thinking and computer

understanding. Construct machines of logical

gates in convolutions of thickening complexity.

Music and sound effects add to fun. The Learning

Co., 545 Middlefield Rd., #170, Menio Park, CA
94025. $49.95. 2/83.

y' The Scaredy-Cat. Nidorf. Extremely well done

digitized artwork illustrates animated children's

book. Encourages kids to grow beyond fear. Psy-

chological Psoftware, 4757 Sun Valley Rd., Del

Mar, CA 92014. $29.50. 11/83.

Snooper Troops. Snyder. Ongoing hi-res mystery

series in form of educational games. Highly struc-

tured; excellent fourth-through-eighth-grade edu-

cational tool. Fun for adults too. Spinnaker, 215

1st St., Cambridge, MA 02142. $44.95 each. 9/82.

Spelling Bee Games. Edu-Ware. Hi-res games

strengthen eye-hand coordination, memory, motor

skills. Word lists include shapes, animals, more.

Peachtree Software, 3445 Peachtree Rd. N.E.,

#830, Atlanta, GA 30326. $29.95. 5/83.

Spotlight. CTW. Simple geometry for preteens.

Games involve number estimation and angles of

reflection. Good and fun. Apple, 20525 Mariani

Ave., Cupertino, CA 95014. $50.

Stickybear. Hefter, Worthington, Rice, Howe.
Animated early education programs. In Stickybear

ABC, moving pictures with sound represent let-

DISKETTES
3M ScoIcK BRAND

AT SUPER LOW PRICES

FOR YOUR APPLE COMPUTER

Scotch* DISKETTES

ARE TESTED AND GUARANTEED

ERROR FREE

FILEWARE ™ Scotch'

COMPATIBLE DISKETTE

AVAILABLE (TM APPLE COMPUTER)
APPLE CLUB MEMBERS WELCOME

WE SHIP WITHIN 24 HOURS

MASTERCARD • VISA • CO
WE PAY SHIPPING CHARGES

TM BEREVTON

CALL TOLL FREE

800-922<8193
IN CA 800-468-1068

Tayco Business Forms H
Computer Supplies H
P 0 Box 605
Newbury Park, CA 91320 |

ters. In Stickybear Numbers, groups of moving
objects teach numbers and simple arithmetic. Ages

three through six. In Stickybear Bop, ducks, plan-

ets, and balloons bop across screen in three shoot-

ing galleries. For all ages. In Stickybear Shapes,

animated pictures teach shape recognition. In

Stickybear Opposites, Stickybear and friends illus-

trate opposites. Xerox Education/Weekly Reader,

245 Long Hill Rd., Middletown, CT 06457. $39.95

each. 5/83.

Story Machine. Helps develop positive attitude

toward writing and ability to write correctly.

Words come to life when sentence is acted out

on-screen. Kids five to nine love to type "The tree

ran down the street" and see it do so. Spinnaker,

215 1st St., Cambridge, MA 02142. S34.95.

Terrapin Logo. MIT. The Logo language using a

Terrapin turtle to teach state, control, and recur-

sion. Terrapin Inc., 380C Green St., Cambridge,

MA 02139. $149.95.

Tic Tac Show. Teaches facts and concepts about

the world in general. Solo or double play; add

topics. Computer-Advanced Ideas, 1442A Walnut

St., Berkeley, CA 94709. $39.95.

Type Attack. Hauser. Learn to type while defend-

ing the planet Lexicon from invaders. He version

teaches He keyboard. Sirius, 10364 Rockingham

Dr., Sacramento, CA 95827. $39.95.

Typing Tutor. Ainsworth, Baker. Four levels of

proficiency; individualized drills created with time-

response monitoring. Microsoft, 10700 Northup

Wy., Bellevue, WA 98004. $24.95.

Stratesy
Thinking, planning, plotting games, from war games to

backgammon to cards.

1^ Bermuda Race. Biddle, Mattox. Excellent

yachting simulation of Rhode Island-to-Bermuda

race. First-rate graphics, challenging, and exciting.

Includes sailing, navigation tutorial; for one or

two players. Howard W. Sams, 4300 W. 62nd St.,

Indianapolis, IN 46268. S29.95. 11/83.

Broadsides. Garris. Re-creates famous naval bat-

tles from the days of sail. Plays in either arcade or

strategy mode. Strategic Simulations, 883 Stierlin

Rd., A-200, Mountain View, CA 94043. $39.95.

Casino. Five hi-res games, Vegas style: blackjack,

baccarat, keno, poker, and roulette. Datamost,

8943 Fullbright Ave., Chatsworth, CA 91311.

$39.95. 10/82.

• Castle Wolfenstein. Warner. First game to fuse

successfully strategy, home-arcade, fantasy. Es-

cape from Nazi stronghold with secret plans.

Room layout changes with each new game. Enemy
speaks (in German). Muse, 347 N. Charles St.,

Baltimore, MD 21201 . $29.95. 10/81.

Chess 7.0. Atkin. A loving piece of programming;

neither too slow nor too easy. Plays a mean end

game. Tops yet. Odesta, 930 Pitner, Evanston, IL

60202. $49.95. 1/83.

• Computer Ambush. Williger. Gutty soldier-to-

soldier street fighting in World War II France.

Latest version is 40 times faster than the original,

which was one of best games ever created for Ap-

ple, except for slowness. Strategic Simulations,

883 Stierlin Rd., A-200, Mountain View, CA
94043. $59.95.

• Computer Baseball. Merrow, Avery. Simulates

individual player abilities from the teams of 13

famous World Series. Enter and play teams of

your own creation. Strategic Simulations, 883

Stierlin Rd., A-200, Mountain View, CA 94043.

$39.95. 9/81.

Conquering Worlds. Hochbrueckner. Manifest

Destiny in space. Wipe out robotkind and claim

new worlds for humans in cosmic leapfrog land

race. Tough to learn; enjoyable and challenging

once mastered. Contains arcade sequence. Data-

most, 8943 Fullbright Ave., Chatsworth, CA
91311. $39.95. 10/83.

Eagles. Raymond. World War I aviators climb,

dive, shoot, run for home in historic aircraft. Be

either German or Allied ace. Strategic Simula-

tions, 883 Stierlin Rd., A-200, Mountain View,

CA 94043. $39.95. 11/83.

• Flight Simulator. Artwick. Uses aerodynamic

equations, airfoil characteristics for realistic take-

off, flight, and landing. Two years on Top Thirty.

SubLogic, 713 Edgebrook Dr., Champaign, IL

61820. $33.50.

Geopoiitique 1990. Ketchledge. Diplomatic, eco-

nomic, and military simulation that pits the United

States against the Soviet Union in a struggle for

world supremacy. Features two phases: global

diplomacy and geowar, a simulation of nonnuclear

combat. For one player. Strategic Simulations,

883 Stierlin Rd., A-200, Mountain View, CA 94043.

$39.95. 10/83.

Germany 1985. Keating. NATO forces tangle with

Soviet troops in West Germany in the first act of
SSI's When Superpowers Collide saga—accom-
panied by RDF 1985 and Baltic 1985. Includes

rulebook necessary for play of the other acts.

Strategic Simulations, 883 Stierlin Rd., A-200,
Mountain View, CA 94043. $59.95. Others, $34.95.

4/83.

Gin Rummy. Carpet. Play against computer. Hi-

res hand can be arranged. Knocking allowed.

Computer plays pretty well. Datamost, 8943 Full-

bright Ave., Chatsworth, CA 9131 1 . $29.95. 6/82.

Hi-Res Computer Golf 2. A masterpiece; requires

judgment, strategy, and visual acuity. One of the

few computer sports simulations that require dex-

terity. Avant-Garde, Box 30160, Eugene, OR
97403. $34.95. 6/83.

• Microgammon 11. Program for play, practice,

improvement of backgammon skills. Pretty good
competition. Softape, 5547 Satsuma Ave., North

Hollywood, CA 91601. $19.95.2/5/.

North Atlantic '86. Grigsby. The Soviet Union has

seized Europe. NATO has retreated to Iceland.

Desperate land-sea-air strategy for one or two

players. Strategic Simulations, 883 Stierlin Rd.,

A-200, Mountain View, CA 94043. $59.95. 9/83.

Oil Barons. Glass. Live out your J.R. fantasies on

game board and disk. For one to eight players.

Epyx/Automated Simulations, 1043 Kiel Ct., Sun-

nyvale, CA 94086. $100. 11/83.

Parthian Kings. Bradley. City-state warfare set in

a magical kingdom complete with kings, wizards,

legendary creatures. Lets you create your own ar-

mies, game board. Avalon Hill, 4517 Harford Rd.,

Baltimore, MD 21214. $25. 10/83.

• Pensate. Besnard. Chess-type thinking game
with new tactics. Computer's many pieces move in

relation to player's piece; each of 10 types of com-
puter pieces has unique rules. Makes full use of

computer capabilities. Intriguing, progressive, and
addictive. Penguin, 830 4th Ave., Geneva, IL
60134. $19.95 . 7/83.

Program X, the Ultimate Puzzle. Gips. Extremely

challenging cryptography in brain teaser that lives

up to its name. National Software, Box 686, Do-
ver, MA 02030. $29.

>^ Reach for the Stars. Keating, Trout. Beautifully

designed, detailed, complex interstellar strategy

game with a fascinating wealth of alternatives. For

one to four players. Strategic Studies Group,
Ground Floor, 336 Pitt St., Sydney 2000, Austra-

lia. $50. 11/83.

Ringside Seat. Saracini. Who really was the great-

est? Find out by managing matches between Joe

Louis and Rocky Marciano, or Muhammed Ali

and Jack Dempsey, among others. Strategic

Simulations, 883 Stierlin Rd., A-200, Mountain
View, CA 94043. $39.95. 11/83.

• RobotWar. Warner. Strategy game with bat-

tling robots is great teaching device for program-







Introducing The Incredible Jack. First and only integrated

software program for the Apple He. It gives you calc analysis,

form letter generation, mailing list, filing, word processing -

all the things you buy an Apple He for - all on one disk. It gets

more work done faster than any other program designed for

the Apple He. And it lets you perform all the functions with
one set of commands, so it's a cinch to learn and use. If you
own an Apple He, or if you're thinking of buying one, call

1-800-645-4513 (in New York call 516-269-1 120). We'll give you
the name of the dealer nearest you so you can arrange for a

demonstration. It's a must. When you THE INCREDIBLE
see what The Incredible Jack and -w y
the Apple He can do together, you'll

agree we named the product right.

60 East Main Street, Kings Park, New yorl< 11754
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Superbr SnftLuareJnc.
Announces 3 NEW

Educational Adventures

by Stephen Cabrinety

All APPLE* Compatible

Simulating the duel

the death of ^
and Grendel,

adventure jecaHs.

importantSti^ e n t

epic poerri,

Beowulf.

An intriguing pursuit of vital

political documents in

18th-century London JJiis

adventure will chall^i
your Intuition ar]^"^!^
knowledge of

history.

(©uesit for fte Scarlet litter

Based on Nathaniel
Hawthorne's story,

this 17th-century timed

simulation will stimulate^„ _ j(fM\
your knowledge of .; JbW> . i §3 w^'f

^

American literature.""^'^^'""

FREE embroidered emblem for each purchase is our

way of saying Thank You.

Ask your dealer OR Order Direct

Check (X)

Legendary Conflict .... $28.95

Breckenridge Caper .

of 1789 $28.95 Mail to:

Quest for the Scarlet §^P®['°^ Software, Inc.©

Letter $28.95 PO, Box 113

each program postage & J.^s 'iSirii^Ss^^'^

6% salS- tax-Minn: residents""
Telephone 612/941-0363

Check or postal money
order $ "apple is a trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.

ming. Muse, 347 N. Charles St., Baltimore, MD
21201. $39.95. 1/81.

• Sargon II. Spracklen, Spracklen. Computer
chess game with seven levels of play. Hayden, 600

Suffolk St., Lowell, MA 01853. $34.95.

Sargon III. Spracklen, Spracklen. Plays good
chess fast. Much improved from Sargon II, con-

tains 107 classic games from the past for instruc-

tion or entertainment. Hayden, 600 Suffolk St.,

Lowell, MA 01853. $49.95. 10/83.

Space Vikings. Robbins. 3-D simulation of space

combat. Raid the planets of twenty star systems,

gathering loot and establishing bases. SubLogic,

713 Edgebrook Dr., Champaign, IL 61820.

$49.95.

Utility

Apple Mechanic. Kersey. Multiple disk utility with

shape editor, custom typefonts, byte rewriter, and

tricks to facilitate music, text, and hi-res genera-

tion. Beagle Bros, 4315 Sierra Vista, San Diego,

CA 92103. $29.50. 9/82.

Apple Mechanic Typefaces. Twenty-six new fonts

for use with Apple Mechanic. Beagle Bros, 4315

Sierra Vista, San Diego, CA 92103. $20.

Apple Pascal. Structured operating system featur-

ing enhancements of color graphics, sound genera-

tion, and Apple's I/O features. Apple, 20525 Mar-
iani Ave., Cupertino, CA 95014. $495.

Audex. Collection of utilities to create, edit, and

play back sounds, in Basic and assembly language.

Sirius, 10364 Rockingham Dr., Sacramento, CA
95827. $29.95.

Bag of Tricks. Worth, Lechner. Four utility pro-

grams for dumping and examining raw tracks, sec-

tor editing, reformatting tracks, and repairing dam-
aged catalogs. Indispensable. Quality Software,

6660 Reseda Blvd., #105, Reseda, CA 91335.

$39.95. 6/82.

Beagle Basic. Simonsen. Allows you to enhance

and customize Applesoft by adding up to 12 func-

tions. Beagle Bros, 4315 Sierra Vista, San Diego,

CA 92103. $34.95. 10/83.

DOS Boss. Kersey, Cassidy. Utility to change DOS
commands; customize catalog. Good ideas and wit-

ty presentation. Beagle Bros, 4315 Sierra Vista-

San Diego, CA 92103. $24. 10/81.

DOS 3.3. Increases disk storage capacity more
than 20 percent over 3.2. Apple Computer, 20525

Mariani Ave., Cupertino, CA 95014. $60.

Double-Take. Simonsen. Multiple-utility features

two-way scrolling for catalogs, hex/ASCII dumps.

Improved list format. Beagle Bros, 4315 Sierra Vis-

ta, San Diego, CA 92103. $34.95. 10/83.

Einstein Compiler. Goodrow, Einstein. Translates

Applesoft programs into machine language for

run-time up to 20 times faster. Supports all graph-

ics modes, defined functions, and DOS com-
mands. Einstein, 11340 W. Olympic Blvd., Los
Angeles, CA 90064. $129. 5/83.

Flex Text. Simonsen. Adds graphics to text and

vice versa; prints variable-width text with no hard-

ware. Beagle Bros, 4315 Sierra Vista, San Diego,

CA 92103. $29.50.

Frame-Up. Weishaar. High-speed display utility

generates professional presentations of graphics,

text frames. Text screen editor lets you create text

slides, add type live during shows. Optional pre-

programmed display for unattended shows. Beagle

Bros, 4315 Sierra Vista, San Diego, CA 92103.

$29.50.

• Global Program Line Editor. Enhanced ver-

sion of Program Line Editor with programmable

cursor and listing control. Edit line by line or by

range of lines and search for strings. Beagle Bros.,

4315 Sierra Vista, San Diego, CA 92103. $60.

12/82.

Merlin. Does assembly language programming



THE SENSIBLE SPELLER " IV
CORRECTS SPELLING MISTAKES
IMMEDIATELY.
The most popular new word-processing

product introduced for tine Apple
computer in 1982 was not a word
processor— it was thie SENSIBLE
SPELLER IV proofreading program^ A
perfect complement to your current

Apple word-processing program, tfie

SENSIBLE SPELLER IV is fast, friendly,

and gives you the features you need in a

spelling cfiecker.

First in features**

It only takes a minute or two for the

SENSIBLE SPELLER to scan through a

ten-page document and compare each
word against its 80,000-word dictionary.

Each misspelled word is shown to you in

the middle of a small excerpt from your

document, so you won't waste time try-

ing to remember how you used the word.

You can immediately correct the

misspelled word by replacing it with the

proper spelling. The SENSIBLE
SPELLER even suggests the correct

spelling for your misspelled words!

First in dictionaries

The SENSIBLE SPELLER includes the

largest, most authoritative dictionary

available for the Apple computer. Over

80,000 words are supplied, direct from

the official Random House Dictionary.

And there is unlimited room to add your

own special words. The official Black's

Law Dictionary is available separately

First in word-processor compatibility

The SENSIBLE SPELLER works with

more Apple word processors than any
other spelling program, including: DOS
3.2, DOS 3.3 (Apple Writer— all versions,

Bank Street Writer, Magic Window,
Screen Writer, etc.), SuperText, Word
Handler, CPIM (Wordstar, etc.), and
Pascal word processors.

The SENSIBLE SPELLER is available

for $125 and runs on all Apple lie, II +
,

and Apple-compatible computers with

one or two disk drives.

Sensible"
iSoftujore, Inc.

6619 Perham Drive

West Bloomfield, Ml 48033
(313)399-8877

Please add $1.25 for shipping.

Visa/MastercardyCheclt/COD welcome!

•April 1983, Softalk magazine reader survey

"Not all features are available witti CP/M, Pascal, and
Word Handler.

Apple, Apple Pascal and Apple Writer are trademarks of

Apple Computer, Inc : Bank Street Writer — Brodebund,
Black s Law Dictionary — West Publistiing. CP/M —
Digital Research Corp

,
Screen Writer — Sierra On-Line,

Inc.; SuperText Muse Software: Word Handler — Silicon

Valley Systems; WordStar — Micropro International

nake your business presentations picture perfect

with GRAPHICS DEPARTMENT™
If you've ever made a business presentation,

you know what a help a graphics depart-

ment can be. Now with Sensible Software's

new graphics program, GRAPHICS
DEPARTMENT, you can do all the graphics

pizzazz yourself — faster than any graphics

staff I And you'll get your point across with

color and impact, wtiether to your boss,

colleagues, customers or clients.
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The GRAPHICS DEPARTMENT combines
five major graphics tools into one friendly,

easy-to-iearn package. All visuals produced
are HI-RES pictures suitable for printing or

turning into slides.

1. The chart generator automatically

creates colorful pie, bar, scatter and line

graphs from your tabular data or Visicalc

DIP files. Automatic labeling and direct

loading from Visicalc help prevent errors

and save you time on multiple charts. Each
graph can Include up to 99 data points.

2. The lettering kit includes 20 character

fonts. ..from Old English to Bold Modern,

from headlines and shadow effects to tiny

text. You may letter anywhere on a HI-RES
picture with complete control over character

size, color and direction.

3. The graphics tools module lets you
"cut and paste" overlay, merge, flip, shrink,

invert, mask, change colors or add patterns.

You can use these graphic tools to edit

and combine charts or even to create

pictures from scratch.

4. The slide projector combines your

graphics into a professional-looking presen-

tation. You can move "slides" forward or

backward with the game paddle or even

automatically display them at preset

intervals. It's a great way to beat "rush"

presentation deadlines!

5. Editors are available in both the chart-

ing kit and the slide projector to simplify

your data entry.

All these features are now combined into

a single package for the first time. Now you

can prepare your entire presentation with

just one graphics program. All you need is

the GRAPHICS DEPARTMENT an Apple

computer (II, He, or III), 48K and Applesoft.

SALES COMPAR 1 SO^

il 1

GRAPHICS DEPARTMENT'" is available

for only $124.95 at your local computer store

or directly by mail (please add $1.25 for

shipping). Visa, Mastercard, COD and
checks welcome. To place your order, call or

write us at:

6619 Perham Dr.

West Bloomfield, Ml 48033

(313) 399^77

Apple, Apple II. //e,///, and Applesoft are registered trademarks of

Apple Computer, Inc.; Visicalc is a registered trademark of

Personal Softv^are, Inc.

Sensible®
iSoFtuiore, Inc.



SPEND
5 MINUTES
WITH OUR

ACCOUNTANT
AND YOUIL
FIRE YOURS

\m^' SOFTWARE
ITM

Introducing TIME IS MONEY.™
A sinnpler, faster, nnore flexible

personal accounting software

package.

While people have been over-

joyed by the prospect of having thei

very own personal computer
accountant, so far they've been
underwhelmed by the products.

Some are too complicated; others

are little more than toys; still others

are too slow and rigid in format,

finally what you hoped for in

a personal computer accounting
package, TIME IS MONEY delivers.

IT'S SIMPLER.
TIME IS MONEY uses no codes

and no special accounting termi-

nology Simple checkbook balancing

with a full statement on-screen.

IT'S FASTER.
TIME IS MONEY runs with

machine language speed so there's

instant access to any transaction

or balance. No complex or tedious

setup prior to use.

IT'S MORE FLEXIBLE.
TIME IS MONEY defines, changes

or deletes categories and accounts
at any time. It grows as your needs
grow.

ITS MORE POWERFUL.
Tracks up to 240 separate assets

and liabilities. 240 types of income
from 240 different sources.

240 expense categories with

tax deductions.

And all you need is an Apple II,

II + ,
//e, or compatible computer

Find out why TIME IS MONEY is

the best personal accounting soft-

ware package on the market. Call or

write for a data sheet today Even
better, visit your dealer and try it

out for yourself.

If you have a spare 5 minutes.

11A Main Street, Watertown, MA 02172 (617)923-4441

©Copyright 1983 Turning Point Software, Incorporated

Apple is the registered trademark of Apple Connputer, Inc.
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with a dozen editing commands and 28 pseudo-

ops. Southwestern Data, 10761-E Woodside Ave.,

Santee, CA 92071. $64.95. 1/83.

PronloDOS. Weishaar. High-speed disk utility

cuts about two-thirds of the time off bload and

save functions. Compatible with all DOS com-
mands; frees up to 15 extra sectors per disk. Beagle

Bros, 4315 Sierra Vista, San Diego, CA 92103.

$29.50.

Sphinx. Software giving single-pass encryption

beyond 10 to the 400th power. Crane Hill, Box
273, Gonzalez, FL 32560. $37.50.

• Super Disit Copy III. Hartley. Easy-to-use

menu-driven software utility; correct file sizes, un-

delete, free DOS| tracks, more. Sensible, 6619 Per-

ham Dr., W. Bloomfield, MI 48003. $30. 10/81.

Super Disit Labeller. Latona. Creates disk labels,

configures with many printers. Requires little typ-

ing. Lakefront Software, 7754 Balboa Blvd., Van
Nuys,CA 91406. $34.95.

Tip Disk #1. Kersey. One hundred Beagle Tip

Book programs on disk. Includes Apple command
chart and peeks/pokes chart. Beagle Bros, 4315

Sierra Vista, San Diego, CA 92103. $20.

Utility City. Kersey. Twenty-one utilities on one

disk. Beagle Bros, 4315 Sierra Vista, San Diego,

CA 92103. $29.50.

XPS-Diagnostic. Peters. Comprehensive hardware

diagnostic utility by author of Apple Cillin in-

cludes graphic display of bad memory chips, tests

for printers, RAM, ROM, and peripheral cards.

XPS, 323 York Rd., Carlisle, PA 17013. $49.95.

Word Processing
Apple Writer II and He. Includes WPL (word proc-

essing language). Additional functions menu;
continuing features and functions menu; continu-

ous readout of characters and length. He has shift,

shift-lock, and tab, four-arrow cursor control, and

delete key; data files compatible with //. Apple,

20525 Mariani Ave., Cupertino, CA 95014. //,

$150; //e, $195.

Apple Writer II Preboot. Armstrong, Borgersen.

Allows you to run Apple Writer H in 80-column

format with the Videoterm 80-column card. Videx,

897 N.W. Grant Ave., Corvalhs, OR 97330. $19.

Bank Street Writer. Kusmiak, Bank Street College

of Education. Designed for use by whole family.

Universal search and replace, word wrap are stan-

dard. U/lc without hardware. On-disk tutorial.

Takes advantage of memory, keyboard on He, if

you have one. Broderbund, 17 Paul Dr., San Raf-

ael, CA 94903. $69.95. 2/83.

Format-II, Enhanced Version. Hardwick, Beck-

mann. Word processor supports all popular 80-

column cards, stores up to 50 pages of text on one

disk. Includes single keystroke editor, mailing list

database; displays text on-screen exactly as it will

print out. Compatible with hard disk drives. Ken-
sington Microware, 919 3rd Ave., New York, NY
10022. $150.

Lexicheck He. Spell-checking companion to Word
Juggler He has 50,000-word vocabulary, room for

auxiliary personal dictionary, features global re-

placement of misspelled words. Quark, 2525 W.
Evans Ave., #220, Denver, CO 80219. $129. Re-

quires Word Juggler He, 128K. 10/83.

Magic Window II. Forty, 70 (in hi-res) or 80 col-

umns in this expanded version. Compatible with

Pascal 80-column. With user-tailored, fast menu;
underlining; global search and replace. He version

uses all 64K, more if you have it. Artsci, 5547

Satsuma Ave., North Hollywood, CA 91601.

$149.95.

MegaWriter. Gives 80-column page without 80-

column card, prints in boldface, underlines via

menu; features mail list merge, find, replace, text

block move. Written in Pascal. Requires 64K. Mcg-

ahaus, 5703 Oberlin Dr., San Diego, CA 92121.

$59.95. <9/<SJ.

Pen-Pal. Moller, Moller. Small, friendly word
processor that's particularly gentle with beginners.

Includes almost every feature needed for manu-
scripts or correspondence. Howard W. Sams, 43(K)

W. 62nd St., Indianapolis, IN 46268. $59.95.

10/83.

^ PFS:Write. Edwards, Grain, Mitchell. Inter-

faces with other PFS programs. Includes search

and replace, moving and duplicating of text

blocks, help screens. Document appears on-screen

as it will look when printed—including page
breaks, underlining, boldfacing. Software
Publishing, 1901 Landings Dr., Mountain View,

CA 94043. $125.

PIE Writer. Business processor allows 9,999

pages. Word deletion, auto indent, spooling, and
type-ahead buffer. Hayden, 600 Suffolk St., Low-
ell, MA01853. $149.95.

Screenwriter II. Kidwell, Schmoyer. No extra hard-

ware for u/lc, 70-column display, printer spool-

ing. Edits Basic, text, and binary files; complete

search and replace. Sierra On-Line, Sierra On-Line
Building, Coarsegold, CA 93614. $129.95. 1/83.

• Sensible Speller. Hartley. Spell-checking pro-

gram sports listable 85,000 words, extensible up to

110,000 words. Recognizes contractions, gives

word counts, word incidence, number of unique

words. Clear documentation and simplicity of

operation. Works with many word processors'

files. Best of breed. Sensible, 6619 Perham Dr.,

W. Bloomfield, MI 48033. $125. 11/82.

Super-Text Professional (40/80). Automatic 80-

column, u/lc on equipped He; with appropriate

equipment on II Plus. On-screen formatting and
help reference guides. Muse, 347 N. Charles St.,

Baltimore, MD 21201. $99. 12/82.

Word Handler II. Elekman. Simple program with

straightforward documentalion. Eighty-column

printing with the He. Silicon Valley Systems, 1625

El Camino Real, #4, Belmont, CA 94^XJ2. $199.

11/82.

Word Juggler He. Gill. Sophisticated word proces-

sor with search, replace, and block move. Printout

can be viewed on-screen prior to printing; multiple

copies printed of selected pages. Quark, 2525 W.
Evans Ave., #220, Denver, CO 80219. $239.

10/83.

WordStar. Screen-oriented, integrated word proc-

essing system in CP/M. Z-80. MicroPro, 33 San
Pablo Ave., San Rafael, CA 94903. $495.

Write Away. Stinson. Manages a mailing list, in-

terfaces with VisiCalc DIP files, uses predefined

macros. Includes five tutorials. Powerful and full-

featured. Midwest Software Associates, Box 301.

Saint Ann, MO 63074. $175. 10/83.

Zardax. Phillips. Highly recommended. Single

program includes supersimple use of word process-

ing features. Considerable extras including com-
munication by modem. Good 80-column facility

with board, automatic in He version. Computer
Solutions, Box 397, Mount Gravatt, Queensland,

Australia. In the U.S.: Action-Research North-

west, 11442 Marine View Dr. S.W., Seattle, WA
98146. $295. Zip-Comm modem program. $80.

11/82.

Apple 111

Access HI. Communications program for time-

sharing and standalone tasks; gives access to re-

mote information services, minis, and main-
frames. Apple, 20525 Mariani Ave., Cupertino,

CA 95014. $150.

Apple Business Basic. High-level structured pro-
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ENHANCEMENTS
for APPLE ][,/ /e

and IBM PC

from

INNOVA TOES IN BUSINESS MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

rMAESTRO™ MASTER APPLE WRITER!! Learn at your convenlence\
with AGUILA's Economical On Line Training System. Operates within

Apple Writer. Interactive tutorials cover the Basics and Advanced Featu res

for you, your family, or employees. MAESTRO FULLY Explains the Fine

Points. Makes EVERYONE an EXPERT user! With MAESTRO you can use

what you've learned and then conveniently return to where you left off. You
set the pace. MAESTRO remembers your place. $39.95

AE-TYPESET: SIMPLE Printer Control

IN APPLE WRITER ! ! From LINE Spacingi,

to EXTRfi Characters £ . 5 . 4 . t . 4 . A . * , c . u

to PRINT Styles, \.z ^km-m mkum
» EVERYTHING • rOUP PRINTER CAN DO ,

|N|c=>«^ , -^OU C&r* -Too y
Comes with OH-LIHE Help Menu,
SCREEN^ '^^'^^

• and « THOROUGH
MANUALo»-ei.. or EXACT USA6t. $59.95

E-SETUP' : PLAIN ENGLISH MENU gives you finger-

tip control of print options. EASILY SELECT ANY of

your PRINTER'S QUALITY PRINTING and PAPER
HANDLING Features. Great For Spreadsheets! (IBM
PC or APPLE 11+y/e) $39.95

(Please specify Computer and Printer)

AGUILA CORPORATION
P.O. BOX 330
24 PARK ST.
PEPPERELL, MASS. 01463

(617)433-9502 or 9840

Apple Writer. Apple. |[, & / /e. IBM PC. EPSON, NEC. GEMINI, PROWBITER. and OKIDATA, are registered

Trademarks ot Apple Computer, Inc International Business Machines, Corp
,
Epson Corporation, NEC

America, Inc . Star Micronics, Inc . Leading Edge Products, Inc , and the OKIDATA Corp , respectively

MC. Visa, Check,
M. Orders, & COD s
ALL 3 (Apple ONLY)

$99.95
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gramming language. Apple, 20525 Mariani Ave.,

Cupertino, CA 95014. $125.

<^ Apple Speller III. Sensible Software. Spell-

checking program based on the Random House
Dictionary recognizes 81,400 words including geo-

graphic terms, names, abbreviations, figures.

Gives word counts, word incidence; works with

most Apple III word processors. Directly accessi-

ble from Apple Writer III, version 2.0. Apple
Computer, 20525 Mariani Ave., Cupertino, CA
95014. $175.

Apple III Business Graphics. BPS. General-

purpose graphics program draws line graphs, bar

graphs in three formats, overlays, and pie charts in

16 colors. Continuous or discrete data; curve-

fitting capabilities. Apple, 20525 Mariani Ave.,

Cupertino, CA 95014. $175.

Apple III Pascal. Program preparer with editor,

compiler, disassembler, linker, filer, system li-

brary. Features cursor control, text modeling,

formatting. Apple, 20525 Mariani Ave., Cuper-

tino, CA 95014. $250.

Apple Writer III. Lutus. Uses WPL (word process-

ing language) to automate text manipulation and

document creation. Adjusts print format during

printing; translates from typewriter shorthand to

English or other language and back again. Apple,

20525 Mariani Ave., Cupertino, CA 95014. $225.

BP! General Accounting. BPI Systems. Includes

General Ledger, Accounts Receivable, Accounts

Payable, and Payroll. Maintains customer, employ-

ee, and vendor files; prints customer statements,

checks. Analyzes budget, compares historic in-

formation, keeps independent financial records

for 99 different departments and locations. Pro-

vides password protection for each company, can

be maintained on one disk. Requires 256K Apple

III, ProFile hard disk. Apple Computer, 20525

Mariani Ave., Cupertino, CA 95014. $495.

Catalyst. Allows boot from hard disk; transfers all

programs to ProFile. Quark, 2525 W. Evans Ave.,

#220, Denver, CO 80219. $149.

Hardisk Accounting Series, 2.0. General ledger,

accounts receivable, and accounts payable handle

32,776 customers or accounts; inventory features

five methods of evaluation. Also payroll, manage-

ment analysis, and mailing labels. Great Plains,

1701 S.W. 38th St., Fargo, ND 58102. $395 to

$595 per module.

Lexicheck. Spelling checker that runs from inside

Word Juggler. Fifty-thousand word dictionary;

add your own words. Eight-thousand-word legal

dictionary disk also available. Quark, 2525 W.
Evans Ave., #220, Denver, CO 80219. $145.

Mail List Manager. Generates, stores, sorts, edits,

and prints mailing list files. Apple, 20525 Mariani

Ave., Cupertino, CA 95014. $150.

Micro/Terminal. Gives access to any in-house or

remote database; set up and log only once. Built-in

editor or edit off-line. Microcom, 1400-A Provi-

dence Hwy., Norwood, MA 02062. $99.95.

PFS:File. Page. Form-oriented information-
management system stores and retrieves up to

32,000 entries. Software Publishing, 1901 Land-
ings Dr., Mountain View, CA 94043. $175.

PFS:Graph. Chin, Hill. Works alone or interfaces

with PFS databases and VisiCalc files. Produces

bar, line, and pie charts, merging data from sev-

eral sources. Software Publishing, 1901 Landings

Dr., Mountain View, CA 94043. $175.

PFS:Report. Page. Generates reports; sorts, calcu-

lates, and manipulates data filed with PFS:File.

Software Publishing, 1901 Landings Dr., Moun-
tain View, CA 94043. $125.

Quick File III. Personal index card or filing system

that generates reports, sorts. Fifteen fields; file as

long as disk allows; can be put on ProFile. Apple,

20525 Mariani Ave., Cupertino, CA 95014. $100.

State of the Art General Ledger and Business Mod-
ules. Standalone interfaceable modules for 12 ac-
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counting periods. Includes General Ledger, Ac-
counts Receivable, Accounts Payable, Payroll,

Inventory Control ($595 each), Sales Inventory,

Budget and Financial Reporting ($495 each), and
Professional Time and Billing, $795. State of the

Art, 3 183A Airway Ave., Costa Mesa, CA 92626.

Stock Portfolio System. Tracks investments,

generates reports on current portfolio status, prof-

it and loss statements, individual security status,

dividend and interest income, expenses. Stores

quotes for historical recall, calculates return on
investments before and after tax, provides notice

of stocks going long-term, dividends coming due,

options expiring. Smith Micro Software, Box 604,

Sunset Beach, CA 90742. $185.

VersaForm. Landau. State-of-the art business-

forms processor. Does invoicing, purchasing or-

ders, mailing lists, client billing. Powerful, com-
plex, worth getting to know. Hard-disk-
compatible. Applied Software Technology, 14128

Capri Dr., Los Gatos, CA 95030. $495. 8/82.

VisiCalc: Advanced Version. Bricklin, Frankston/

Software Arts. For corporate wide modeling ap-

plications; develop sophisticated templates to be

filled in by novice users. On-screen help, IRR and
calendar functions, macro facility, variable column
widths, locked cell values, and hidden cell contents.

VisiCorp, 2895 Zanker Rd., San Jose, CA 95134.

$400. 10/83.

VisiCalc III. Software Arts, Bricklin, Frankston.

Just like it sounds; expanded memory, u/lc, 80

columns. Four-way cursor movement. VisiCorp,

2895 Zanker Rd., San Jose, CA 95134. $250.

VisiSchedule. Critical path PERT scheduler. Visi-

Corp, 2895 Zanker Rd., San Jose, CA 95134. $300.

Word Juggler. Gill. Word processor uses expand-

ed memory. Printout can be viewed on-screen prior

to printing; multiple copies printed of selected

pages. Quark, 2525 W. Evans Ave., #220, Den-

ver, CO 80219. $295. 12/82.

TURN APPLEWRITER (ALL VERSIONS) INTO A DBM
FOR $24.95 PER VOLUME!

COMPLETE PRINTABLE DOCUMENTATION ON THE VOLUME ITSELF
NEW HORIZONS VOLUME I (AVAILABLE NOW):

WPL PROGRAM BUILDER: Writes your prompter program for use on any or all of your own "boiler plate" forms —
letters and other documents. Automatically places your selection of up to 10 variable inserts (of ± 20 characters) in your
document at the sites of your choice, in response to your specified prompts.

SEARCH: Will search an entire disk or those documents on it which you designate, for the word, item or phrase
(number of characters unlimited). As the program finds these, you have the option to go to that document and modify it,

or continue searching subsequent documents for you/' optional modification.
ZIPSORT: Sorts your mailing list into Zip Code numerical sequence (take advantage of the reduced rate for

presorting mail) ready to run on Applewriter's Autoletter feature or on our new enhanced Zipsort Companion (see Volume
II).

NEW HORIZONS VOLUME II (DECEMBER 1, 1983, RELEASE PLANNED):
ALPHABETIZER: Alphabetizes words listed on any standard Applewriter textile. Number of words limited only by

memory storage capacity of your system.
ZIPSORT COMPANION: You've just completed a Zipsort (Program on Vol. I) of your selected address list. With

Zipsort Companion you (1) place them in you form letter, and/or (2) head your form letter with the chosen address(es)
and/or appropriate salutation, and/or (3) print address labels or address envelopes, without the letterform salutation.

MASS PRODUCTION: Automatic repetition. Enables you to print an unlimited number of original copies of the
same document. You preselect the desired number, set the printer, press return, leave, and return at your convenience.

A SERIES OF INNOVATIVE PROGRAMS
UNTIL NOW AVAILABLE ONLY ON DEDICATED WORD PROCESSORS

COSTING FIVE FIGURES OR MORE

ORDER FROM: NEW HORIZONS, P.O. BOX 4655, MEDFORD, OR 97501
SPECIFY SYSTEM, e.g., APPLE II +

,
lie, or III

INTRODUCTORY PRICE: $24.95 per disk, postpaid

NOTE CAREFULLY: Volume II will be mailed after December 1, 1983. We provide support for registered users of our
programs. Do you have a question regarding use of or applications for one of our programs? Send written inquiry; include
self-addressed stamped envelope.
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CommitteilTo Asylum.

0Ince people enter

Asylum,ihey don't wantto
leave.And neither will you.

Inside this thrilling

adventure game from
Screenplay™ challenges

lie around every comer,

behind every door. There
are hundreds of doors, too!

You've gone crazy

from playing too many adventure games.

You've been placed in the asylum to act out

your delusions. To cure yourself, you must
make good your escape.

There's no one you can turn to for help.

Almost every turn leads to a dead end. Or
worse, vigilant guards stand in your way. If

you can't outmuscle them, can you outthink

them? Inmates line hallways offering help.

Asylum runs in 48K on the Atari, Commodore 64 andlBMPC
computers. Seeyour localsoftware dealer $29.95.

While getting out of

the asylum may take

months, you'll get into our

J game instantly.

Smooth scrolling three

dimensional graphics give

you avery eerie sense of

reality.This feeling is also

heightened by the use of

full sentence commands.
No wonder thousands of people bought

Asylumlastyear, and PC World recently

named Asylum one ofthe top y l y
tengamesforthelBMPC.

^'

Play Asylum. All you have
to be committed to is fun.

screenplay
Box 3558, Chapel Hill NC 27514 800-334-5470

You couldwin $10,000from Screenplayanywhere ourgames are sold.
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Discussion

When you need

competitive prices^

on VERBATIM

diskettes, you need

'

SJB Distributors. I

We're SJB. One of the

fastest growing distributors

in ttie country. And ttie

reasons are simple. Our

prices are competitive and

we deliver fast.

SOFTWARE HOUSES:
Verbatim DATALIFE available

labeled or blank 'n bulk, with or

without envelopes.

Call today about our quantity

pricing.

Dealer inquiries invited.

C.O.D.'s accepted.

SJB DISTRIBUTORS, INC.

10520 Piano Rd., Suite 206

Dallas, Texas 75238

(800) 527-4893 or

(800) 442-1048 in Texas

I

Open Discussion gives you the chance to air your

views and concerns, to seek answers to questions, to

offer solutions or helpful suggestions , and to develop

a rapport with other readers. It 's what you make it, so

share your thoughts, typed or printed, and double-

spaced (please), in Softalk'j Open Discussion, Box

60, North Hollywood, CA 91603. To ensure the inclu-

sion of as many contributions as possible, letters may
be condensed and edited.

Computer Survives Disaster

Many of the letters I've read in Open Discus-

sion talk about the reliability of certain prod-

ucts. Recently both my hardware and software

got the worst environmental testing that Mother

Nature could possibly dish out.

On May 311 was enjoying a quiet Memorial

Day weekend at my in-laws' home in Farming-

ton, Utah, when I heard the snapping and crack-

ing of what sounded like a large bulldozer. Hur-

rying outside I saw a fifteen-foot wall of mud
and rocks coming down the mountain, taking

out everything in its path! Having rushed to get

a program finished for a company I write soft-

ware for, I had taken my entire system to Farm-

ington. This included my Apple H Plus,

monitor, disk drive, Epson MX- 100 printer,

and three hundred disks of software—not to

mention all of my Apple manuals.

As the mountain came crashing down, I ran

back into the house to get my two-month-old

daughter. I put her in the car and, making one

last attempt to save something, I ran back into

the house. I grabbed my Apple, disk drive, and

monitor all in one handful. I was unable to get

anything more before the mudslide completely

destroyed the 150-year-old rock house as I fled

to safety.

Five days later, we were able to get back to

the property to see what was left to salvage.

There was nothing left standing of the house ex-

cept one portion of a wall. The rest was either

buried in fifteen feet of mud or crushed by giant

boulders the size of cars. The roof was still in-

tact but had shifted away from the rest of the

house. While we were exploring under the roof,

we found the microwave oven. As I was digging

in the mud to get the oven, I found my Epson

MX- 100 completely buried in the mud under

the microwave. It was pinned between the

microwave and a rock, and the entire weight of

the roof was on the microwave. We used a hy-

draulic jack to lift the roof away and remove the

printer. The paper separator was mangled
beyond recognition, the ribbon cartridge looked

like it had been run through a shredder, the dust

cover was shattered, and the power cord had

been severed—not to mention that the whole

thing was completely filled with mud. Thinking

that I could do no worse, I took off the cover

and squirted out the mud with a hose. Then I

sprayed it with silicon to keep it from rusting.

A close examination revealed that both of

the circuit cards had been broken into pieces,

severing more than twenty circuit paths. I

stripped the printer down to its barest essentials

and began the painstaking task of cleaning every
little component. I glued the circuit cards back
together and resoldered all of the paths. The IC
sockets were so corroded that I desoldered and
replaced them. After installing a new power
cord and fixing the last of the broken paths, I

plugged it in, and to my surprise the crazy thing

worked! (This letter was printed on that same
MX- 100!) I really must thank Epson for the

quality of their printer. The insurance company
said that a mudslide is an act of God; therefore

they would not pay for anything, and there was
no way I could afford to replace the printer

given the cost.

Instead of ending this amazing story here, I

must go on to explain that after two more weeks
of searching we found all of my software. All of

the disks were in pretty bad shape, being buried

in the mud for two weeks. I took my disks home
and turned the hose on them and then let them
dry for a couple of weeks. Finally, when they

were dry, I opened the plastic jackets and
removed the disks. I cleaned off each disk with

alcohol and put it back in a clean jacket from a

new disk. Then I booted it up in my drive. I was

able to recover almost all of the programs and

copy them onto new disks. I haven't been able

to afford to replace all three hundred disks as of

yet, but it looks like after some time I will be

able to recover about 85 percent of all my soft-

ware. I can't give credit to any one disk com-
pany because I have a variety of different

brands, which include Dysan, Verbatim,
Scotch, and Control Data. I never did find the

manuals for my Apple or my game paddles, but

there is still a lot of mud left to search through.

Mike Ostler, Bountiful, UT
Strictly Okay
I would like to put in my plug for Stricdy Soft-

ware, because of a recent incident I had with

them. I ordered a copy of Beagle Bros' Double-

Take and found that the disk wouldn't boot.

Strictly Software not only accepted my collect

call but sent a new disk and paid for returning it

by UPS as well. Then I found out that Double-

Take and my Program Line Editor weren't com-
patible. I again called Strictly Software collect

and they called Beagle Bros, got some informa-

tion on how to patch Double-Take, and sent it to

me. Strictly Software has my business from
now on!

Rob C. Knauerhase I, HilHard, OH

Eden's Repute
Permit me to be the first to take exception to

Frank Hammers 's misguided condemnation by

association that appeared in the October Open
Discussion. In that letter Mr. Hammers compli-

mented Softalk on the lowered incidence of

"advertisements for things like strip poker,

Garden of Eden computers, and such."

While I share his distaste for the "and
such," methinks his brush is too wide. After

looking over the past six months of Softalk for

evidence to justify Mr. Hammers's tarring of
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the Garden of Eden, I've concluded that he re-

gards the company logo showing a Disneyesque

Eve and Adam as too, too. . . .

Try as I might, I just could not see the of-

fense. I even searched Garden's free catalog

for evidence of "strip poker . . . and such."

Garden doesn't sell it.

What Garden of Eden does sell is the paper,

word processor, and printer with which I write

to Softalk. The store has earned my continuing

trade for its consistently low prices and benefits

generously extended to the two local computer

clubs to which I belong. The store's ability to

offer such prices depends in part upon repu-

tation, which I feel Mr. Hammers's letter un-

fairly assails.

John R. Vallaster, Tustin, CA

Great Beginnings

I just wanted to say how pleased I am with one

of Softalk's contributing columnists, Matthew

Yuen. I consider myself at a very low level of

computer expertise. It takes a lot for me to pick

things up as far as computer language goes. But

the last four installments of Beginners' Comer
have been incredibly easy to understand. Mr.

Yuen writes in a way no textbook or Apple

DOS handbook can. His articles have all been

interesting, with a bit of humor and detailed ex-

planations. I know I am probably asking a lot,

but is Mr. Yuen planning a book for beginners?

If so, send me one! I feel that a tutorial written

by Matthew Yuen would benefit many oth-

er people greatly. My wife, who has never

touched a computer before, asked me to explain

to her what RAM and bytes and kilobytes

meant. Well, who was I to tell her when I did

not know myself? After reading the appropriate

articles by Mr. Yuen, she understood perfectly.

Chuck Grubb, New York, NY

Lamentable Limerick Louse-up

At your contest announcement let 's gander

Face it, folks, you have got up my dander!

With your phrases unkind

These words spring to mirul:

Defamation . . . and libel . . . and slander!

Ballot box stuffing? Who are these people

anyhow? What right do they have to call me
names like this?! Why, those . . . no! I will not

lower myself to their level with name calling.

H'lo, Stu? As my lawyer, I want you to de-

fine "ballot box stuffing." Yeah? Oh, yeah?

Well, not only did I not send in more than one

vote for myself, I never voted at all. Sure,

George sent in a vote for me, but husbands are

allowed to be prejudiced, aren't they? Yeah, I

asked friends to vote for me, but the rules never

said that was wrong. And I'm sure no one voted

more than once.

Gee, Stu, I was so proud of being a finalist

in a nationwide contest! Not a sweepstakes,

mind you, but a contest where I felt I had to

show some talent! So I stood up in front of the

computer club and told 'em all about it. First I

asked how many people there read Softalk, the

magazine that ran the contest. Several people

raised their hands. Then I stood there and gave

the magazine a big plug (I probably increased

their circulation, dam it). I told all the people

who hadn't raised their hands that it was about

the only magazine I read cover to cover. I told

them about the contest and that I was one of the

finalists. Then I asked if, after looking the lim-

ericks over, they could vote for me "in good

conscience."

No, Stu, I don't really want to sue. I despise

today's lawsuit mentality. But gosh, here I

stand, your basic uptight, upright. Corn Belt,

Bible Belt citizen, and I'm suddenly sorry I ever

entered that contest. Oh, not because I didn't

win. I would have liked to have won; at the time

I even felt like a winner, being a finalist. If that

was as far as I went, okay. But I do want my
good name back.

From North, South, East, and West

The votes came in for the best.

And though a rule ne 'er was broken

Softalk has spoken

Seeing crime that we hadn 't guessed.

There 's a reason for my deep, heartfelt

shame.

I have cheated . . . or at least that 's the

claim.

What I told with pride

It was thought I should hide.

Andfor this you have dirtied my name.

My name— it's always been something I

could point to with pride! I told my children,

there were very few things in the world you
could call your own. One was your integrity and

another was your sense of humor. I don't feel at

all like laughing about this. And I feel like my
integrity was raped. What's next? Do I find that

the National Enquirer has named me tax evader

of the year?

And what about the other two people who
were named? The lady who won threatened her

students with failure. Humph! Who'd want to

defend someone like that? But wait a second!

People who write limericks are known to have a

strange sense of humor. What would I have said

if someone had called to tell me I'd won the

contest—and by the way, how did I get that

many votes? I'm perfectly capable of announc-

ing flippantly, "I just told all my friends at the

computer club that unless they wanted their

homes TP'd they'd better vote for me. " Well, it

would be half true. I did ask for votes at the

computer club. I wonder how well the facts

were checked.

And then, of course, there's Mr. Sour

Grapes. It's right to say that the matter of which

limericks are best is a matter of opinion. Who's
to say which limericks will have the widest pub-

lic appeal? It's all very subjective.

Sounds to me like the contest editor at Sof-

talk saved those sour grapes, squeezed them,

fermented them, drank them, let them go to his

head, and then let them run through his fingers.

Come on, Nancy, think a bit more positively.

Lofty thoughts, lofty thou. •.
. .

We should all give our thinking some loft.

Not just once in a while, but oft.

So please be advised

That as you 've advertised

In your title, your talking is soft.

Assure me dear ' 'softalk ' 'ing folk

That those statements were just a bad joke.

By one out of line

Who 'd had too much bad wine.

Or amazingly strange things to toke.

POWERTEXT.
The Word Processing

System For

Professionals.

All across the nation, PowerText has

become the prime word processing sys-

tem for professionals

Businesspeople. Writers. Attorneys. Edu-

cators. Men and women who demand a

level of performance not available from the

mass- market word processors

If you require a true high-performance

system, consider PowerText

Formatting is fully automatic.

PowerText prints the most complex doc-

uments—from business letters to dramatic

scripts to legal documents packed with

footnotes— precisely consistent with the for-

mats you define. You need never worry

about printed style as you write. Yet you

always get perfectly formatted documents.

It's almost like dictating to your
computer.

When you prepare outlines, question-

naires, and reports, PowerText can auto-

matically indent and assign numbers to

your paragraphs (Roman or Arabic numer-

als, or alphanumerics, as you direct.)

There's a full complement of editing fea-

tures. Including "nested" editing, equiva-

lent to split-screen editing.

You get built-in form letter capability

Remarkably versatile columnar

capabilities.

User-definable function keys.

And far more.

Yet for all its power and sophistication,

PowerText is remarkably easy to learn and

operate. The system includes an excellent

10-lesson tutorial and a reference manual.

We'll send you complete details.

It IS impossible to describe all of Power-

Text's many valuable features here. But

we'll be pleased to send you detailed infor-

mation, including many samples of actual

PowerText output.

Just write us a note, or phone us.

(Or you may wish to send for the tutorial

and manual. The cost is $25. Please indi-

cate which computer you have.)

FOR IBM PC: $399
FOR APPLE II OR Me: $299

FOR IBM PC, APPLE II OR III

,

WITH
,
PASCAL: $199

^ BEAMAN PORTER, INC.
^'^^ Per/ormance Computer Products

Pleasant Ridge Rd., Harrison, NY 10528

(914) 967-3504
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Well, do I stand a chance of being heard by
these people? Am I wasting my time trying to be
decent and hold my head up at the same time?

Will the editors admit that there might be two
sides to this story, and that we might not be the

nefarious creatures they painted for all America
to see? Stay tuned, America! It ought to get in-

teresting real soon.

/ can 't tell you just how much frustration

Conies from bad-mouthing across the

nation.

But when all 's said and done
This has been as much fun
As three months of nonstop constipation.

Nancy C. Docken, Minneapolis, MN

Nancy Docken has explained to me her side of
the limerick contest story. What is upsetting to

her is that she has been accused of "stuffing the

ballot box" in her behalf, and I can't blame her

for that.

Surely you must have realized that the po-

tential for this existed when you invited your
reading public to vote for their favorite lim-

erick. I am not about to speculate on who might
have stuffed the box for Nancy's limerick, or

what the motive might have been. However, I

assure you that the Nancy Docken I know
would never do such a thing herself, nor would
she condone anyone's doing it in her behalf. I

have known her as a member of our congrega-
tion for a number of years. She and her husband
were the principal youth group advisers for

many years, and their influence was both appre-

ciated and solicited. I sincerely hope the recent

misunderstandings can be cleared up.

Otto A. Sotnak, pastor. Lake of the Isles

Lutheran Church, Minneapolis, MN

When I read in the contest section of the Sep-
tember issue about voting for the best limerick

and of all the attendant ballot box stuffing,

bullying of voters, nepotism, griping from all

quarters about the outcome, and Lord knows
what all—there probably was pressure on some
voters from the mob as well— it made me think

of a bunch of children squabbling over a new
toy. Too bad Softalk didn't give the contestants

the chance to campaign and hold debates. I

would have had a great time watching them
scrambling around, digging up dirt on one
another, slinging mud back and forth, and in

general acting like children. Good sport, no?
Vincent Morton, Underhill, VT

The scatterbrained contest staff regrets that

Docken took offense to the remark. Though
many computer-generated ballots with the same
handwriting, all mailed from the same post of-

fice on the same day, were sent in for Docken 's

limerick, Docken states that this devious act was
not ofher doing. And, ofcourse, we believe her.

Nancy Docken is a law-abiding citizen who
abhors such things as crooked voting. She
didn 't even vote for herself! The reference to

Docken as a ballot box stuffer should be taken

DECEMBER 1983

nonseriously. Her minister attests to her char
acter and we accept this as the gospel truth.

Good Scientific Sense
As researchers working in humanistic andJ
transpersonal psychology, we would like to takee

this opportunity to comment on Melissa!
Milich's article, "The Sixth Sense" (June Sof
talk), which discussed the study of ESP by Dr.
Tart and his use of an Apple computer in hiS'

research efforts.

It seems to us that the article had three
themes: the use of the Apple computer in a new
area; the research and theoretical contributions

of Dr. Tart to the philosophy of science and to

the empirical investigations of ESP phenomena;
and the scientific attitude toward, and empirical
evidence supporting, the belief in ESP
phenomena.

We heartily support the use of microcomput-
ers in all research (as long as they are used in a
humanistic fashion), including parapsychology,
for they permit greater experimental control,

assist in stimulus presentation, help with re-

cording and scoring data, eliminate human er-

ror and bias, and reduce routine and drudgery.
In this regard, we support the article's general

orientation.

We are also in agreement with the important

suggestions Dr. Tart has made in his book,
Transpersonal Psychologies, regarding how
science may have led us to make serious and er-

roneous assumptions about humans, their po- *

tential, and their relationship to the universe
around them (such as the possibility that

through the use of thought we can manipulate
objects). Nonetheless, simply because science

has made certain assumptions does not mean
that the assumptions are wrong; nor does it

mean that these alternative assumptions are
correct.

Furthermore, it should be obvious that the

advancements in physics, chemistry, medicine,
as well as in computers, artificial intelligence,

and programming theory have been the result

of our current scientific and technological as-

sumptions and not the outcome of belief in wit-

ches, flying saucers, auras, ghosts, or ESP.
These latter concepts have been around for

thousands of years and have added nothing to

our accumulation of knowledge regarding the

prediction or control of natural phenomena.
They seem to act only as potential hypotheses
for retesting in each new generation of believ-

ers. We suggest that, because of the lack of ESP
research, many an experimenter testing ESP hy-

potheses has wasted time and money. In spite of

this negative evaluation, however, we do ap-

plaud researchers and granting agencies who
are willing to take on the sizable risk of investi-

gating a difficult but testable area of research.

Our most serious disagreement with the arti-

cle centers on the presentation of the concept of

ESP. In our judgment the author creates the im-

pression that ESP exists but we simply do not

have the right tools and scientific method to get

it out. This is an unjustifiable impression given

the current state of ESP knowledge. In fact, we
propose an alternative hypothesis well known to

computer freaks: garbage in, garbage out. The
same lack of understanding and bizarre results

Note:

CALL COMARIC
For Great Low Prices on

\ferbatim®

Holiday -Packs!
Just the gift for computers and their

owners - Verbatim's new Holiday-Pack.
It's 10 Datalife minidisks (single-sided,
double density) with 5-YEAR
WARRANTY, plus a special Head
Cleaning Kit - all in one ready-to-give
package.

,,. . . ^. Check Comark's special pricing on

S HSv°p1frko Holiday-Packs and other Verbatim
(z Holiday Packs).

products today!

1-800-323-6135
Toll-Free
Order
Hotline

In Illinois, call collect (312) 834-5000

481 W. Fullerton Avenue, Elmhurst, Illinois 60126
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can be generated in scientific research if you try

to investigate a phenomenon that does not exist.

We certainly agree that there are numerous

strange phenomena in the world around us, but

we do not believe it wise to fall back automat-

ically on paranormal explanations to understand

what is happening. Scientists do not fear or

avoid these topics, as the Milich article suggests;

rather they have found, as we have through per-

sonal experience, that ESP occurrences are un-

reliable and difficult to validate. Moreover, it

must be remembered that the vast majority of

personal, cultural, and even scientific ideas

about nature turn out to be wrong. There is no

life on Venus, as pictured in ancient books; the

sun is not eaten by a dragon during an eclipse,

the earth is not carried by a large turtle in an

ocean; and mental illness is not possession by

the devil. While we certainly cannot disprove

the existence of ESP, we believe that, given the

frauds, mistakes, the natural phenomena in-

volved, as well as the weak and inconsistent

ESP research findings, the strong popular belief

in these paranormal phenomena is misplaced.

It is our feeling that this positive attitude

toward the paranormal, the occult, and the

mysterious is partially the result of countless

present-day movies and books such as Chariots

of the Gods, Psychic Discoveries behind the

Iron Curtain, and The Bermuda Triangle, all of

which lead people to become less skeptical than

normal. We would like to suggest that people

read the following nonbestsellers, which pre-

sent a totally different and, in our judgment,

more accurate evaluation of the whole paranor-

mal field: The Psychology of Transcendence by

A. Neher, Psychology of the Psychic by D.

Marks and R. Kammann, Science and the Para-

normal by G. Abell and B. Singer, and The

Skeptical Inquirer, a journal on paranormal

phenomena.

Finally, we leave you with this small prob-

lem: We are going to adopt the belief that the

reason your Apple computer works is because a

little devil eats electricity, likes to live in a clean

little house called a microprocessor, and gets

mad and won't work when you send him letters

(programs) that are not up to his spelling stan-

dards. Furthermore, we get to use circular

arguments, ignore contradictory data, make our

theory as complex as we like, create new con-

cepts to explain away inconsistent results, and

distort facts and overemphasize the importance

of positive experimental results. It is now your

job to conclusively disprove the existence of the

little devil.

If you come to the conclusion that you can-

not do so, you are right! In the same fashion, if

you want to believe in ESP, as most people do,

then you can always find some manner of ex-

plaining away the poor experimental findings.

If you are willing to face the facts, however,

you will eventually come to the conclusions that

it is better to use the concepts of electricity or

Boolean logic to explain computer phenomena

and that it is better to use psychology, learning,

and social interaction than ESP terms to explain

human behavior.

James J. Forest, Sherrie Lipson, Department of

Psychology, University of Manitoba,

Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada

A Closer Examination

I would like to follow up on the Lisa article by

Roger Wagner and Joe Holt ("Lisa—Up Close

and Personal," September 1983) with some

comments on Lisa's virtual memory. The arti-

cle overlooked a very real barrier to fully utiliz-

ing Lisa's virtual memory capability.

Although sixteen megabytes of space may

sound rather magical to the legions of eight- and

sixteen-bit micro users, virtual memory is not

magic. As described in the article, virtual mem-

ory is only a process that manipulates memory

images so that RAM appears (to the user and the

processor) larger than it really is. But there

must be some kind of auxiliary memory me-

dium available to carry out that manipulation.

And the size ofRAM plus the auxiliary memory

must be big enough to hold all of the used por-

tions of the logical address space. Lisa's auxil-

iary memory device is Apple's five-megabyte

ProFile Winchester disk.

The bottom line is that, while Lisa's archi-

tecture provides a sixtecn-mcgabyte address

space, it isn't nearly all usable in the presently

available configuration. The five-megabyte

ProFile (less the portion used for system and ap-

plication software) plus one-megabyte RAM de-

fines the maximum extent of usable virtual

memory. (I don't know if Lisa allows using the

two 0.8-megabyte "twiggies" to extend that,

but it would be slow anyway.)

Lisa's thirty-two-bit processor, one-mega-

byte RAM, and other state-of-the-art features

are certainly exciting—but don't get carried

away just yet figuring out how to use all sixteen

megabytes of address space. If Apple is really

serious about touting Lisa as a sixteen-megabyte

logical address space machine, it had better get
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serious about offering a fast twenty-megabyte

Winchester disk as part of the deal.

Henry Burks, Dallas, TX

I eagerly read the Lisa article in the September

Softalk, but when I got around to studying the

accompanying pictures, 1 noticed something

strange. In figure 12 on page 151 there is no left

parenthesis above the 9 key. There is a right pa-

renthesis above the 0, but the other parenthesis

is missing. If you look carefully at figure 10 on

the previous page, you'll notice it is missing

there, too. To see if this was a one-time phe-

nomenon, I started to look at the other reviews

of the Lisa. I finally found a picmre of the key-

board in another magazine. In the two pictures

X Z=yK HK HK HK H

showing the Lisa keyboard, the left parenthesis

is above the 9 key, but there is no asterisk above

the 8 key. What gives? Is someone going

around replacing normal keycaps with mutant

keycaps? Is this another "feature" of the

Lisa—nonphotographable keycaps? Please en-

lighten me. I personally believe it is either Ap-

ple's way of marking free Lisas or a silly pho-

tographic effect.

Richard H. Bums, Independence, MO

The pictures ofLisa in Softalk 's article were

ofa prerelease model on loanfrom Apple. Since

then, the keyboard has undergone some minor

changes. Rest assured that production models

have both the parenthesis and the asterisk.

Another discrepancy you might run across is

that early keyboards had a key marked "com-

mand '

' where the apple key is now.

Vive la Difference

Every week Softsel publishes a bestsellers sheet

that presumably is the result of sales from some

three thousand retail stores in all fifty states. Sof-

talk publishes its monthly Bestsellers. Why is it

that the two lists vary so much? Don't these stores

give you guys the same information? The most

obvious "error" is that Softalk has listed the

Apple Writer lie word processor as the nation's

bestselling disk for the past several months, but

it doesn't even appear among the top thirty-five

business programs (where the word processors

are listed) on Softsel's listing! Hey, what's the

story? Who's screwed up, and why is there such

a difference?

James C. Benton, Lake Bluff, IL

Softalk and Softsel aren 't reporting on the

same kinds of sales, which is why their reports

do not agree. Softalk measures only sales made
to end users. Softsel measures only sales they

make to retail stores. The obvious difference

there is that, when an end user takes home a

disk, it 's his. When Softsel sells a disk to a retail

store, they may get it returned.

Second, Softsel is only a portion of the mar-

ketplace, albeit the biggest portion. Softalk

polls practically no stores that use Softsel as an

exclusive source of supply. Most retail stores

buy from more than one distributor arul, in the

cases where it 's more practical, directly from

the software publishers. Softalk 'j numbers are

therefore more inclusive.

Third, Softsel is reporting all their sales ofa

given title in all markets. When they report Zax-

xon, for example, they are reporting Apple and

Atari sales. Softalk measures only Apple sales.

The final difference comes from the fact that

Softsel doesn 't carry every product. All they 're

reporting on is what they carry. In the specific

instance you cite, Softsel is not authorized to

carry Apple Writer, so they don 't report it. That

doesn 't change the fact that Apple Writer is

outselling everything else.

One last word: Don 't be so anxious to im-

pose order on an unorderly market. Both Soft-

sel 's and Softalk 's numbers are accurate. But

both are only reflections of the marketfrom dif-

ferent perspectives. By observing the differences

and understanding them, rather than being

frustrated by them, the astute observer will

come to understand more about the market dy-

namics than most of the so-called experts be-

ing quoted hither and yon in other journals

these days.

Striking Notes

Congratulations to Tom Weishaar on his Sep-

tember DOStalk article. It was most interesting,

since I'm one of those considering use of

Diversi-DOS to load DOS onto my language

card. I usually have at least one short program

between DOS and its buffers, and I use a slight-

ly modified DOS. Therefore, the warning to

commercial writers about finding DOS and

himem, as well as watching error flags and res-

toration, struck a responsive note. It would be

I
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WE'REVERYHARDONOURSOFTWARE
You might even say we're perfectionists. Because at Softsmith™ we give our software tlie liardest wori^out,

the toughest testing, the most rigorous evaluation. The result is software that has earned our confidence, and

will justify yourtrust.

In particular, we do three things that make Softsmith software the most dependable you can buy.

1.

We're picky. Out of the hundreds

of programs Softsmith evaluates

every month, we choose to

publish very few. A lot of good pro-

grams are rejected; but we think

you can't be too picky when it

comes to personal computer soft-

ware. Our selectivity is your best

assurance of quality.

2.
We complain a lot. If you were a

programmer, and Softsmith

accepted your program, you

would have a right to be proud.

But you shouldn't go on vacation

yet. Because no matter how good
that program may be, Softsmith

evaluators will suggest some
improvements; politely, but firmly.

We may complain a lot, but

people thank us later.

We insist on plain English. After

we've made the best program

better, we're still not finished.

Because we know that even the

best program is no good if it's too

hard to use. So we put a lot of time

and effort into translating our

instructions from computerese

into plain English.

We publish software you can trust. Yes, we pick our programs carefully. And complain a lot to make them better. And insist

on plain English instructions. The result is a library of personal computer software you can depend on. Even if you don't know

a Pascal compiler from an emulation subroutine.

Softsmith has programs you can trust for all the most popular personal computers. Programs for Education, Home Manage-

ment, Entertainment, Word Processing, Business, Communications and Programming. Ours is the largest library of quality

software under one brand name.

So before you choose a software package for your computer, make sure someone's taken the time to be hard on it. Make sure

it's Softsmith, the software you can trust.

Ask for Softsmith brand software wherever computers or software are sold. Or call us TOLL-FREE at (800) 341-4000 for the

name and location of your nearest dealer.

Softsmith Corp., 1431 Doolittle Dr., San Leandro, OA 94577. A company of The Software Guild™

SOFTSMITH
SOFTWARE LIBRARY



4 IN t:

ONEPROGRAMWITH
FOURSPEEDS FORWARD
ANDNO REVERSE.
With 4 in 1 ,

you can speed through

four different functions. Without

having to back up and change pro-

grams when you want to change jobs.

4 in 1 lets you shift f ronn calc to word
processing to filing to mailing. You
simply select a different function on
the menu that's always displayed at

the top of the screen. Then, you push

a few buttons to shift the program.

It's that easy

And with 4 in 1 's powerful integrated

programming, you can stop in the

middle of a letter to check your files

or do some calculations. You can
revise figures on a spreadsheet and
tell the computer to revise the appro-

priate files and text. And you can
print out form letters to an entire

mailing list. All with just one program.

4 inl is designed for use with the

Apple® II, II + ,
lie, and the Franklin

Ace® 1 000. You'll need two disk

drives, at least 64K of memory, and
an 80-column card.

So why use four different programs
when you can use just one? Ask for

Softsmith's 4 in 1 wherever com-
puters or software are sold. Or call

us Toil-Free at (800) 341 -4000 for the

name and location of the dealer

nearest you.

Dealer inquiries invited

Apple II. II + ,
and lie are registered trademarks of Apple

Computers. Inc.

Franklin Ace 1000 is a trademark of Franklin Computer Corp

Softsmith Corporation is a company of The Software Guild™.

SOFTSMITH

1
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What's a five-letter word meaning

report? The capital of a Baltic

country, 6 letters, starts with W?
If these questions get you thinking,

you've obviously got the cross-

word bug. There is no cure, but

Crossword Magic, from Softsmith™

Corporation, is just the treatment

the doctor ordered. It is a chal-

lenging, intelligent game that will

help you improve your vocabulary

while you're having fun.

With Crossword Magic, you create

your own puzzles to challenge your

friends. First you choose a topic;

then you enter words using the

keyboard. Crossword Magic auto-

matically fits the common letters

together to form a familiar cross-

word grid. If there is no opening for

the word you enter, the program

saves it and fits it in later

Next comes the fun. After the

puzzle is full, Crossword Magic

prompts you for a clue to go with

each word. Make your clues as

obscure, humorous or serious as

you want. You can save the puzzle

and clues on disk for later play on

the screen, or have them printed

out to send to friends.

Crossword Magic runs on the

Apple®ll, II -I- and lie; Franklin

Ace™ and Atari 800® computers

with 48K RAM. A disk drive is re-

quired; printer is optional.

More than just a game. Crossword

Magic is also an excellent educa-

tional tool for helping children of

all ages improve their spelling and

vocabulary skills. It is one of the

programs in the Softsmith library

of quality software -the largest

library of programs under one

brand name.

Softsmith has the most thoroughly

tested, refined and clearly docu-

mented brand of personal com-

puter software you can buy You

can depend on Softsmith pro-

grams for Education, Home Man-

agement, Entertainment, Word
Processing, Business, Com-
munications and Programming.

And we back them with our Toil-

Free customer service number

Ask for Softsmith brand software

wherever computers or software

are sold. Or call us Toll-Free at

(800) 341-4000 for the name and

location of the dealer nearest you.

Dealer inquiries are invited.

Apple II, II + , and lie are registered trademarks

of Apple Computers, Inc. Franklin Ace is a trade-

mark of Franklin Computer Corp. Atari 800 is a

registered trademark of Atari, Inc.

SOFTSMITH
SOFTWARE LIBRARY



Educational Software That Works

2 disks $49.95

2 disks $49.95

We believe that children have an innate
curiosity ... a natural desire to learn, to
discover, to understand. Our software was
designed with this in nnind. Even
traditionally tedious subjects like math,
reading, and vocabulary building are easily
mastered. Why? Because our software
makes children want to learn. And when
they want to learn, the results are
FANTASTIC!

We know our software WORKS because we
developed and tested it in the classroom.
Let our software WORK for your children
too!

For the Apple and IBM PC*

Ask your dealer.

2 disks $69.95

^ davidsoi^ssociates
6069 Groveoak Place #126069 Groveoak Place #12

Rancho Palos Verdes, OA 90274

MasterCard and Visa cardholders may call collect to order:

(213)373-9473
•Apple and IBM are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc and
International Business Machines, Corp.

appropriate, if it could be arranged, for every
software house that is writing or nationally
marketing assembly language programs to have
these and similar rules carved in stone (or at

least plastic) on their premises and included in
some sort of prepublication check list. This
would avoid "stuff" that might cause user
problems from getting out die door and reflect-

ing badly on the entire industry.

Old subject wiUi perhaps a new twist: How
about a real reader service card in Softalkl
Limit die numbers of inquiries to perhaps diree
to five items and also have those requesting
more information to briefly describe their
equipment on a check list of some kind. The
twist is that suppliers privileged to be included
on such a card should be restricted to an elite

few who agree to respond wiUi hard information
more fully describing dieir products, pointing
out slot or communication card conflicts that
might occur, and including information on what
else is needed. No surprises!

It is frustrating to send back the standard
bingo card from other magazines only to re-

ceive a photocopy of the original ad—when what
you really wanted was hard information on
which to base a buying decision. Too often the
local dealer hasn't got the product in question
and (unbelievably) knows less about it than
you do.

I enjoy and look forward to Softalk each
month. I do wish, however, that you would con-
sider a second CP/M card column, only this

time at the beginner's level. Also, how about an
occasional guest columnist discussing Forth?

The new If Then Maybe column is a great
addition. Keep it up! Relating to Tom Weis-
haar's response about the disk I/O prob-
lem (September issue), he is probably right
about the shielding. I had similar problems with
one drive. At first I thought it might be
speed-related. The repair shop also failed to

find any electrical or mechanical problem. At
home again, after checking for possible low
voltage at die outlets, I hooked up the system on
the floor and tried again. It worked perfecUy. It

seems my newly repaired television set was
now putting out more interference; so if I keep
that drive about eighteen inches from die televi-

sion, it works just fine. Maybe diis experience
will help odiers and save diem a few dollars in

unnecessary shop time.

Ralph C. Moredock, Campbell, CA

Ups and Downs in Pascal

After reading die letters concerning die use of
Apple Pascal on die Apple He, I too would like

to make a comment. I have been working in

Pascal recendy and I always felt it was a shame
not to use the up and down arrows on my key-
board. After some searching in the very confus-
ing and not very helpful mess known as die Ap-
ple Pascal Operating System Reference Man-
ual, I realized diat it could be done. Since exter-

nal terminals may be configured for Apple Pas-
cal, I realized diat die key to my modification
existed in die file System. Miscinfo, on Applel :

.

To make Apple Pascal use die up and down ar-

rows (control-K and controI-J respectively),
make the following change to your Applel:
copy (I don't suggest modifying your original):

Change bytes $4E and $4F on track $09, sector
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$01, from OFOC toOBOA.

Please note that the track and sector given

are those for DOS 3.3 skewing, thus allowing

the modification to be made with a sector editor

designed for Basic. After all, not everyone has

Zap and its Pascal option from Bag of Tricks.

Also be prepared for the tremendous difficulty

in breaking the control-O and control-H habit. I

speak from experience.

Michael Yang, Williamsville, NY

A Clue to the Culprit

I have a question regarding the Base Converter

program listed in the October Basic Solution.

After loading the program, I found that I could

not use the escape key (ASCII code 2) to return

to the menu. It just wouldn't respond. I

substituted "Hit M key to get Menu" and its

ASCII code, which works just fine.

Can you give me a clue as to the reason the

escape key won't work? I have an Apple He
with the Apple eighty-column card and the

Microsoft Z-80 SoftCard installed. I do use the

escape key with the Program Line Editor, so I

know it can work.

Duane AUman, New Berlin, WI

David Durkee responds:

Unless PLE intercepts escape codes (I tried it

with GPLE, which turns out not to), the only

thing I can think of is that your eighty-column

firmware was on when you ran the program.

With the eighty-column card active, escape

turns on escape editing, even within a get state-

ment! If this is what is happening, the cursor on

the screen will turn into an inverse plus sign. To
prevent this, add the statement:

5 PRINT CHR$(27); CHR$(1 7)

If this doesn't work, I can't imagine what the

culprit could be. Leave it at "Hit M to get

Menu."
David Durkee, Burbank, CA

More Contest

One of the contest answers in the September

Softalk is inaccurate, if not incorrect (page 299,

the answer to question 5a). The first Apple II

reference manual was a conglomeration of

Steve Wozniak's notes and assorted listings

from engineering, though Chris Espinoza did

write the authoritative and erudite second Apple

II Reference Manual.

Bana Tognazzini, San Francisco, CA

The question in the June quiz was to name
the work written by Christopher Espinoza, not

to name the source of the first Apple reference

manual.

Rank Response
As a rank beginner who had the misfortune of

starting with an Apple HI, I would like to com-
ment on the letter from Julian LeRoi in the Sep-

tember Open Discussion. I find that throwing

the letter out of the window is preferable to

sending it to Apple. When one throws the letter

out the window, one needn't put postage on it;

anyone who has had this experience will find

that the results are identical.

David L. Nelson, Racine, WI

The company that has over 18,000 Apple II owners using

DATA CAPTURE 4.0 now brings you:

An all new modem program for the Apple lie.

• 300/1200 Baud Operation

• 80 or 40 Column Display - Automatically takes advantage of the

Apple lie 80 column card if it is present.

• All New Manual - Includes Table of Contents, Tutorial, Refer-

ence Section, Troubleshooting Guide, and Index.

• Editor -for preparing text files for transmission or editing received

data. Editor features include Insert Character, Delete Character,

Delete to End of Line, Find Character in Line. Editor can be used to

scroll forward and backward through Capture Buffer.

• Capture Buffer - List, Save, Print, or Transmit all or part of the

Capture Buffer.

• Disk Files - Transmit, List, Print, Edit or Delete Disk Files.

• One Key Commands - for output of frequently used commands
to remote systems.

• Supports auto dial, hangup and answer with all popular modems.

• Menu Driven - for ease of use by the beginner.

• Fast Menu Feature - for the experienced user allows skipping of

menu screens.

• Technical Support - We have a history of fully supporting you
when you purchase our modem software.

• Not Copy Proctected - We trust you.

Drive = 1

Lines = 2

Baud = 1200

Capture ON
Fill Line ON
EchowaitPTaa

Transmit ON
Duplex RQ]
Linefeed

-SOUTHEASTERN SOFTWARE-—DATACAPTURE lie-

I am using DATA CAPTURE lie to prepare this letter before I sign onto the

system and send it to your mailbox.

I also use the program to capture my mail, stock quotes and any other data
from the system without worrying about any complicated file handling protocol.

And the best part is it is so easy to use.

DATA CAPTURE lie is available from your Local Dealer or direct from

Southeastern Software, the people who help you communicate with

DATA CAPTURE lie, DATA CAPTURE 4.0 and DATA CAPTURE/pc.
Price - $90.00SB

Requires Apple lie Computer. Standard 40 column display

or Standard or Extended 80 Column Text Card. One or

rrxire Disk Dnves (or hard disk). Micromodem II, Smart-

Modem or other autodial modem, or acoustic coupler

DATA CAPTURE is a trademark of Southeastern Software,

Apple lie IS a trademark of Apple Computer Corporation,

SmartModem, IvIicronrKxiem II is a trademark of Hayes

f^flicrocomputer Products.

SOFTWARE DESIGNED WITH YOU IN MIND

Soutficaskrn Software
7743 Briarwood Drive, New Orleans, LA 701 28 • 504^46-8438 or 504/246-7937
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More If Then
I would like to comment on some of the things

that have appeared in the new column, If Then
Maybe. First of all, about using both sides of

disks: If you can use a hole punch, kits are

absolutely useless. I may not be a com-
puter-repair person, but I do have over one

hundred disks. I use the back of every single

disk I buy that does not have a program on it.

Even though I have never used one of those

disk head cleaners, and my disk drive is about

three years old, I have never had a single disk

go bad (without messing it up myself, that is).

Also, the disks I use are not fancy; most of

them are the cheapest I could find at the time I

bought them. All are single sided and single den-

sity. So I would say that, unless your informa-

tion is incredibly important, there is absolutely

no problem with using both sides of any disk.

I'd also like to comment on Ed Melo's let-

ter in the September If Then Maybe. Word
Handler uses A-type files for all its data. This

has its merits, I suppose. Another program
can't accidentally mess up the files. However,

this does pose problems when you try to use a

spelling program with a Word Handler file:

Forget it. The only way would be to change the

files to text or binary in the VTOC, run the

spelling program, and then change the files

back. That is not worth the trouble.

Next, I would like to add to the list of soft-

ware and hardware companies that have been

praised; my contribution is Sir-tech. When I

bought my Knight of Diamonds disk, I had

many problems with it, but the main problem

was very subtle and I wasn't sure whether the

error had been there for a long time. I even-

tually sent in the disk with a letter describing

the problem. I knew that there was usually a

ten-dollar charge for replacing damaged disks,

but I just crossed my fingers. What I got back

was a brand-new disk—free of charge—which,
by the way, was a newer version of the pro-

gram than my old disk. Also included was a

friendly, handwritten letter that fully explained

the problem. So now that Legacy ofLlylgamyn

has been released, I have one thing to say:

Don't give a second thought to after-sale sup-

port from the company.

Matthew Machlis, Temple City, CA

I just wanted to make a little addition to the

comments made by Roy Hicks in the September

If Then Maybe column. Hicks was answering a

question on how to adjust an Apple Monitor EH

so that the display from a Videx Videoterm

would not go off the screen.

I recently had a similar problem when I was

shopping for a monitor, and I tried my Video-

term on a friend's Monitor III. The picture

rolled off the screen slightly. I called up Videx

and asked them whether the problem was due to

the board or monitor. They replied that this

problem occurs due to a small incompatibility

between the Videoterm and the Monitor III. They

also mentioned that if I decided to get a Monitor

III, they could rebum the firmware chip on my
Videoterm so that the display would be moved
over. This would eliminate the need for messing

with the controls on the Moinitor III. All I

would need to do is send my firmware chip back

to Videx, and they would rebum it and send it

back to me—all at no cost! I think that this is just

another example of great support from a great

company.

Alex Maluta, Redondo Beach, CA

SoftGraph Mods
To David Durkee:

I have been running SoftGraph since last

April and have found it to be one of the most
useful programs in n.y file. I am using it to keep

track of the high, low, close, and net asset value

changes of my mutual funds with the line

graphing function and the data editor. How-
ever, I have spent considerable time trying to

incorporate an improvement with no success;

perhaps you may be able to help.

As an example, I bought a fiind at thirty-two

dollars a share and it is now about thirty-seven

dollars a share. When I try to graph the price-

per-share movements (with the base at thirty

dollars and the top at forty dollars) the high- and

low-finder routine (lines 2950 through 3060)

always sets the low Y at 0, thereby crowding

the data at the top of the graph. (I realize that I

could set the high Y at sixty dollars and get the

data in the center of the graph, but the changes

would be restricted to a very narrow range on
such a large scale.) In this example, I would like

to set the low Y at thirty dollars and go from
there. I have tried setting LV at the initial

V(Y,X) in line 2960, rearranging lines 3000
and 3010, and other modifications that either

did not work or caused unwanted changes else-

where.

Perhaps I'm asking for more sophistication

than was originally intended in the program, but

if you have a solution it would be super.

Paul M. Wood, Danvers, MA

David Durkee responds:

This has been an oft-requested change to Soft-

Graph. The code differences aren't that sophis-

ticated, but it isn't as simple as changing the

default value of zero for the low value to some
value known to be included in the actual data, as

you have tried. That is only part of the problem.

There is also the consideration that zero was the

assumed baseline for all graphs, meaning that

the bars in bar charts start at the Y = 0 line, and

a solid line is drawn at Y = 0 after the bars are

plotted. The trick in allowing graphs in which

the Y range doesn't include zero is assigning an

alternate baseline value (BL) and substituting it

for the zero in a number of equations.

BL will equal zero, if zero is within the Y
range. If the whole Y range is greater than zero,

BL will equal LY (the lowest Y value). If the Y
range is entirely negative, BL will be equal to

GY (the greatest Y value), meaning bars will

extend from the top instead of the bottom. This

emphasizes that the values are negative. Re-

moving the new line 1296 will defeat this fea-

ture if you don't like it.

Here are the necessary changes. These

should be typed in to the Bar/Line Chart pro-

gram fi-om the article in last April's issue. Some
of the lines are new; some are modifications of

old lines. If you've added your own changes to

Bar/Line Chan, try to make these on an original

COMMUNICATIONS
PACKAGES FOR

IBMPCANDAPPLE
THEWORLD
lUST KEEPS

GETTING SMALLER.

AND SIMPLER.
Transend stands for innovative electronic communi-

cations for your personal computer Quickly. Easily.

Affordably. Transend. At computer retailers nationwide.

TRANSEND
2190 Paragon Drive, San lose, CA 95131 |408| 946-7400 Telex: 171171 SSM SNI

IBM PC is a trademark of International Business Machines Corporation • Apple is a registered trademark ol Apple Computer, I

43 1983 iransend Corporation '
-.l, .



Why Chickens,Pigs,Cows,and Fish

areTsnified oiour Software.
Because our new Micro Cookbook makes it easier

than ever for you to bake,

broil, roast, iry and fric-

assee 'em.

Not just by giving you
over 150 recipes—which it

does, but by simplifying the

whole art, of cooking.

You see, with Micro Cookbook,

you no longer have to battle an over-

crowded, confused box of worn index cards

before you can make a meal. (A battle which can ruin

anyone's appetite.)

Instead, simply insert Micro Cookbook into your

computer and call up the recipe your heart and stom-

ach desire. Just ask for a recipe by name, ingredients,

or category. And because the program works on a

simple "fill-in-the-blank" method, you don't have to

be a computer whiz to do it, either.

The recipe you select can be one of the mouth-

watering dishes we include, or you can create a disk-

ette of your own favorites. And you can constantly

modify your selections, adding new triumphs and

removing recipes that, ah, bomb.

But Micro Cookbook is much more than iiicxl

em technology's version of the file box. With it,

you can also get a clear, organized print-out of

your shopping list, quickly adjust the serving

size, even index the favorite recipes of your

most finicky eater.

And it includes a complete glossary and calorie

and nutrition guides.

What it all boUs down to, is that Micro Cook-

book wiU make life in the kitchen a breeze.

With this in mind, is it any wonder Micro

Cookbook makes these guys so nervous?

VIRTUAL
COMBINATICS
P.O. Box 755, Rockport, MA 01966 (617) 546-6553
Versions available for Apple II + .

lie (H(l col) and IBM P( (fi4K, PC DOS) Ttiea.si S40
Advanced Functions Package {requires Micm (nokhook) for IBM P( (l:2HK. PC iMISnr MS

rX)S)and Apple fl t
, He (t;4K , HO oil) The« <.st Soups A Salads.

Appelizers. or Dessert opt ions, $12 each Check your dealer first.

MC/ VISA check, phone or mail order accepted Please specify

computer and add $2 handling. <
APPLE, IBM and MS IX)Sare registered trademarks of Apple
C<imputer, Inc , IBM Corporation, and MicroSoft, Inc

,
respectively



Multi-Lingual
questionnaire generator

THE GREAT CREATOR is
used to create and
operate multiple-choice
and 'fill in the blank'
questionnaires (exams,
drills, etc.) in
17 different languages.

SPRNISH: i. ^ i 6, a iji n i i
0

FRENCH: t ^ g s' u i 6 i. i. e i

GERFIihH: a b d H, d u a

DftNISH/HORUEGIAN: A a ft z 9

FINHISH/SUEDISH: . a a 6 A d

HAURIIAH: i. ^ i 6 (i t i 0 0

HUNGARIftN: a & i' (j b B a u. U

ITALIAN: i $ i tJ- t i 0 u

LATIN/nUTCH: a S e T 1 0 » u.

POLISH: f. t ^ I 6 z

PORTUGUESE: S. a S i i 6 b ij. a9baeeiii
TURKISH: i. s § r b iji u.

CZECK: S. e J 1 e 6 £ t" 0. ti 5 t

Sample question created
with THE GREAT CREATOR.
Choose the French expression that
correctly translates the English
phrase (in parentheses) in order to
conplete the following sentence:
Lij.i et noi ...(met) A Paris l'6t^
passe.

1)se sont rencontres
2)avons rencontr^
3)s'oTit rencontre
4>nous nous so«»es rencontres
5)nous nous avons rencontres

- Included: 6 disks,
manual, other aids.

- Menu driven: No
programming skills
are necessary.

- UPPER/lower case,
accented letters
appear on the screen
and in printouts. NO
extra hardware neededl

- 'Word processor' entry
of text.

- Automatic wrap-around.
- Scoring system.
- Hard-Copy options.
- Apple II+, Apple lie,

and one disk drive.

A demo disk is
available for $5.00.

m Pi?®ffssop
Box 301 * Swanton, VT
05488 * [514] 747-9130
FREE brochure of over

50 programs

!

version. If you must make the changes to a

modified version, there is no guarantee that

these changes won't interfere with your own:

1295 BL = 0: IF GY > 0 AND LY > 0

THEN BL = LY
1296 IFGY <0 AND LY <OTHEN BL =

GY
1600 HPL0TX1, FN Y(V(C,N))T0X1, FN

Y(BL)

1690 HPL0TX1, FN Y(V(C,N))T0X1, FN
Y(BL)

1730 FOR Y1 = FN Y(C(C,N)) TO FN Y(BL)

STEP 2 * SGN (FN Y(BL) - FN Y(V

(C,N)))

1770 HPLOT FN B(C + 1 - FX), FN Y(BL)

TO FN B(C + 1 - FX), FNY(V(C,N))

TO FN B(C + 1 - FX) + BW, FN
Y(V(C,N)) TO FN B(C + 1 - FX) +
BW, FN Y(BL)

1930 HCOLOR = 3: HPLOT YW, FN Y(BL)

TO FN X(LX - FX + 1,5), FN Y(BL)

2955 X = 0

2960 X = X + 1 : IF CT(X) = 3 THEN 2960
2965 LV = V(FX,X): GV = LV: LL = 0

David Durkee, Burbank, CA

Conveniently Copyable Data
First, I want to compliment David Chandler on

his fine review of Money Street in the Septem-

ber issue of Softalk. A review can be so impor-

tant for growing companies.

Second, I want to clear up one minor inac-

curacy, which is really more our fault than

Chandler's. He mentioned that our utility disk

was necessary to copy data disks. We failed to

make clear in our documentation that any track

copy program, like CopyA, will copy our data

disks. The copy program on the utility disk is

for convenience.

Donald A Hill, Jr., program author, Bullseye

Software, Incline Village, NV

Quote Unquote
In a letter in the October Open Discussion, I

asked about the name of CHR$(96). It appeared

in the magazine as a backslash, CHR$(92),
whereas it should have been an alternate quota-

tion mark (').

Jerry Van Cleeff, Montgomery, AL

I have been an Apple II Plus user for about a

year and a half now, and I am always out to im-

prove the hardware. I bought the Videx Video-

term and redefined most of the character fonts

to my specifications. Now when I run Apple

Writer II, everything looks real nice. I also

made an inverse set. I recommend the Videx

card to anyone serious about eighty columns.

The customer service is the best!

To answer Jerry Van Cleeff (October Open
Discussion): This is a tilde (~'). This (|) is sim-

ply a vertical bar; it can be handy in text format-

ting. Lastly, the opposite of (/) is the backslash.

Apple Writer cannot print the backslash because

it is an underline command; ( ) is an under-

score!

Martin Veider, Camarillo, CA

Penguin's Improvements

Finally I get to give a simple answer to a simple

question in Open Discussion! David Moore
wrote a letter in the October issue asking about

software available for the Houston Instrument

Hipad. He even mentioned that he was looking

for something like Special Effects or the Com-
plete Graphics System from Penguin Software.

Well, guess what! The new Complete Graphics

System is acmally a vastly improved combina-

tion of both the Complete Graphics System and

Special Effects, and it works with paddles, joy-

stick, trackball, Apple Graphics Tablet, Hipad,

or KoalaPad—all in one version. (The stores

should appreciate having to stock only one ver-

sion instead of half a dozen.) Everything in the

package has been modernized to make it a lot

easier to use, from selection screens using icons

to automatic packing of all graphic images.

Users who own the Complete Graphics System

and Special Effects should ask Penguin Soft-

ware about updating their old versions. There is

a fee that varies depending on what you current-

ly have. Dealers should return any old stock for

credit against the new versions. The way to

identify the new version is that it's in a box, as

opposed to flat packaging.

Back to the Hipad: The new version of

Graphics Magician is also compatible with all

the input devices listed above. There are no

longer separate versions of it either, and up-

dates are available.

Mark Pelczarski, Penguin Software,

Geneva, IL

Write-up Request

We are in need of a CPA client write-up pro-

gram for the Apple ID. If any readers could sug-

gest a couple, I would appreciate it.

Helen B. Faust, Birmingham, AL

Fishing for Facts on the Factory

I bought Data Factory version 4.0. I now have

the 5.0 version but have never really used it. I

feel it has uses I am not implementing. Any
ideas or suggestions from readers about this

program would be appreciated.

E.A. Jaksha, Omaha, NE

Legal Sleuth

I recently heard that a lawyer in California had

developed software for the Apple that would

prepare certain legal documents. Perhaps some-

one could provide some more information re-

garding this.

Thomas R. Leithauser, Saint Petersburg, FL

Count Your Blessings

I was moved by the October Backtalk that told

of Leslie Evans and her Apple. I hope I am but

one of many to respond. If Leslie can operate

the computer, designing an on/off device that

she can operate is simplicity itself. I can think of

any number of simple relay devices that would

allow her to control her Apple.

If there is a need, I will be happy to provide

design and construction services, and I think

it should be easy to get materials donated.

Any donors among Softalk readers? Write me
through Open Discussion. Let's get Leslie's

Apple under her own direct control.

I would also like Leslie to know that I ad-

mire her spunk and her smile. She helps me
realize how great my blessings and small my
problems are.

Michael A.F. MUls, Aptos, CA



YES! Please rush me CASINO MASTERS"

for the: IBM Apple Commodore 64 computer.

Enclosed is my: check money order for $34.95.

Name

Street

City State Zip

STARFIRE GAMES, Division of Omnisoft Corp.
Dept. ST3, 9960 Owensmouth Avenue, Suite 32

Chatsworth, California 91311
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Softalk to the rescue! If you've been stumped by some-

thing Apple, then take heart: maybe someone from the

Softalk Applewise Guild and Experts' Syndicate can

help. Choose an expert from among the likes of Doug
Carlston. Bob Clardy, David Durkee, Roy Hicks, John

Jeppson, Mark Pelczarski, Jock Root. Roger Wagner,

Tom Weishaar, and Matthew 'Yuen. 'You can direct

your questions, typed or printed, and double-spaced

(please), to a specific expert or just write to this col-

umn. Send all letters to Softalk Sages, Box 60. North

Hollywood, CA 91603. We can't answer questions

about the products of .specific vendors: instead, we

recommend you contact them directly or see your

dealer.

I need help. I recently

bought an Apple lie, two

drives, a dot-matrix printer, Thunderclock, and

Hayes Micromodem. That was in March 1983.

I'm still floundering on making my equipment

function; I'm trying to learn. The manuals and

the other books I have don't seem to cover

things clearly. What do you recommend I do? Is

there any disk with lessons that I can buy?
Which disks do you recommend? John Ricksen,

Arden, NC

wen The first thing to do is to

try getting help from the

dealer who sold you your system. Though the

dealer has little to gain by helping you, except

your future business, some dealers are quite

helpful when it comes to after-sale support. If

that proves futile, the best place to start is with

someone who once was in the same situation.

People with Apples like to band together in

user groups. These are usually found wherever

there are people with Apples. In other words,

virtually everywhere. When user groups meet,

members share Apple-related information in the

form of help sessions, product demonstrations,

and tips on how to do things better. This includes

getting the most out of printers, clock cards,

and modems. Computer dealers can sometimes

recommend a local user group. Sometimes

groups hold their meetings at the dealer's store;

large groups sometimes meet in the local high

school gymnasium.

If your dealer can't recommend a group, the

International Apple Core (908 George Street,

Santa Clara, CA 95050) can probably let you

know of one of its member groups in your area.

Matthew Yuen

A couple of issues ago

Roger Wagner presented

a hi-res character generator in his column. As I

was going over some of my back issues, I saw

an earlier program that gives the user 560 half

pixels. Suddenly 1 realized it was probably

possible to have eighty-column text. You would

need to write a program to define shapes for use

with the 560 half pixels. Then you could have

the normal seven-by-eight Apple characters with

eighty columns! Jeff Cook, Arlington, VA

^Uft§ You're right! You can
*

I
use the Apple hi-res

screen to give more than a forty-column text

display. The bad news is that you can't do
eighty columns. The good news is that you can

do seventy!

Here's why: On each line of the hi-res screen

you've got forty bytes that hold all the data for

every possible dot that can be illuminated. Since

7 bits are used in each byte (the eighth is not

displayed), that gives a total of 280 bits (7 times

40) to store our information in. For seventy

characters, we should allocate 4 bits (280/70)

per character. Unfortunately, for eighty

characters the result is 3.5 bits (280/80) per

character. I know you're thinking that the

560-dot routine should somehow get around

this, but the inescapable fact is that you can't

avoid sharing a half bit each for two adjacent

characters. Since you can't have a half bit, the

last plotted character has the possibility of

dominating that middle bit and thus distorting

the first character. The 560 mode is possible,

but remember it came with the warning that ad-

jacent positions can affect each other. With
seventy characters, each bit "knows" who it

belongs to, so you don't have the obvious dis-

tortion pattern.

Mom always said not to believe authority

(and since she was my mom, I had to believe

her), so here's an experiment you can do to

verify the 70/80 debate.

First, here's an Applesoft Basic program to

type in. It uses the PLOT. 560-1- routine given

in the July '82 installment of Assembly Lines. If

you don't have that issue handy, then shame on

HI-RES PLOT,560h

7 OBJ $300
8 ORG $300
9

10 CHKCOM EOU $DEBE
11 FRMNUM EOU $DD67
12 GETADR EOU $E752
13 LINNUM EQU $50
14 COMBYTE EQU $E74C
15

16 X EQU $E0
17

18 HPLOT EQU $F457
19 COLBYTE EQU $E4
20 HNDX EQU $E5
21 MBIT EQU $30
22 GBAS EQU $26
23

0300 20 BE DE 24 ENTRY JSR CHKCOM
0303 20 67 DD 25 JSR FRMNUM
0306 20 52 E7 26 JSR GETADR

27
0309 46 51 28 CALC LSR LINNUM + 1

030B 66 50 29 ROR LINNUM
030D: A9 7F 30 CO LDA #$7F
030F 85 E4 31 STA COLBYTE
0311 90 04 32 BCC CI
0313 A9 FF 33 LDA $SFF
0315 85 E4 34 STA COLBYTE

35

0317 A5 50 36 CI LDA LINNUM
0319 85 EO 37 STA X

031

B

A5 51 38 LDA LINNUM + 1

031

D

85 E1 39 STA X + 1

40
031

F

20 4C E7 41 GETY JSR COMBYTE
0322 8A 42 TXA
0323 A6 EO 43 PLOT LDX X
0325 A4 El 44 LDY X + 1

0327 20 57 F4 45 JSR HPLOT
46

032A A5 30 47 CHK LDA HBIT

032C C9 CO 48 CMP #$C0
032E DO 11 49 BNE DONE
0330 A4 E5 50 Fix LDY HNDX
0332 C8 51 INY

0333 B1 26 52 LDA (GBAS),Y

0335 24 E4 53 BIT COLBYTE
0337 30 04 54 BMI HISET

0339 29 7F 55 HICLR AND #$7F
033B 10 02 56 BPL STORE
033D 09 80 57 HISET ORA #$80
033F 91 26 58 STORE STA (GBAS),Y

59
0341 60 60 DONE RTS
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you, but don't despair; the source listing is re-

printed here for your convenience.

0 REM 80 CHAR EXPERIMENT
10 D$ = CHR$(4)
20 PRINT D$;"BLOAD PLOT.560+ ,A$300"

30 HOME : HGR : VTAB 22

100 REM PLOT A CHARACTER
110 XINC = 7:Y = 20
120 FOR I

= 0TO(560/XINC) - 1:X =
I

*

XINC
130 PRINT I;" ";

140 RESTORE : READ A$
150 READ X1,Y1: IF XI =9 AND Y1 = 9

THEN 180

160 CALL 768,X1 + X,Y1 + Y: GOTO 160

170 NEXT I: PRINT
180 IF XINC = 7 THEN XINC = 8:Y = 28:

GOTO 120

190 END
1000 DATA "A",3,0,2,1, 4,1, 1,2,5,2

1010 DATA 1,3,5,3,1,4,2,4,3,4,4,4,5,4

1 020 DATA 1,5,5,5,1,6,5,6,9,9

When you run this program, you should get

two rows of letter A's: one with eighty characters

per line, the other with seventy. The program also

counts the characters it's printing at the bottom

of the screen, so you won't get eyestrain count-

ing all those little buggers. The data statement at

the end of the program is just an X,Y data table

of all the points in the letter "A" pattern. If you
really want a challenge, rewrite the program in

machine language or, better yet, come up with a

bit-mapping seventy-character generator. Roger
Wagner

I really enjoyed entering

the final graphics pro-

gram in Mark Pelczarski's series. However, I

found that I needed to use the shift key to per-

form the functions of paddle 1 . Could this be

because I have modified my Apple II Plus for

upper/lower case? Paddle 1 seems to be fine

with other programs. Heather D. Mayor, Hous-

ton, TX

Yes and no. (Don't you

hate those kinds of an-

swers?) "Yes," because the only way that the

shift key could be mistaken for a paddle button

is if a standard shift-key-mod wire were in-

stalled. The shift-key mod, as read by a number
of Apple n Plus word processors, works by act-

ting as button 2 (most joysticks and paddle sets

use only buttons 0 and 1). The modifying of the

typed characters to upper or lower case is done

in software (see lines 20 through 140, especially

line 40, of the program in Ilnd Grade Chats,

October 1983, page 210, to see how this

works).

"No," because chances are that there is an

error in the code for the Graphically Speaking

program as you typed it. Check line 292 of the

listing against the magazine. This is where pad-

dle 1 is read. If the address in the peek state-

ment there is -16285 instead of -16286, tiiat

is where your problem is. Peek (-16286) reads

button 1 . Peek (-16285) reads button 2, or the

shift-key mod.

The other possibility, and this is highly

unlikely if your shift-key mod works with any

of your programs, is that the modification wire

is attached to the wrong line of the game I/O

port. Examine it carefully: The wire should be

connected to the fourth pin from the front of the

computer on the right-hand side of the game
connector. David Durkee.

I own an Apple III and I

need a program for

dumping the graphics screen to my Epson
printer. How .GRAFIX is coded is a mystery to

me. All I really need is an efficient way to read

the grafix driver (black and white, hi-res) into

any sort of array; I can handle the printer in its

graphics mode. The Pascal Programmer's
Manual suggests reading a sequence of suc-

cessive pixels with UNITREAD(3,...,12). This

seems wrong; it reads only one pixel. My pro-

grams using this take twenty-five minutes to

print one screen. Also, by accident I found that

SEPARATE is a forbidden identifier in Pascal.

Is it a secret reserved word? Harley Flanders,

Boca Raton, FL

THCH UNITREAD will return

as many bytes from
.GRAFIX as you request (up to 32K). Unfor-

tunately, however, it is just reading the same
pixel over and over again—the pixel at the cur-

rent cursor position. According to the Pascal

Programmer's Manual and the Standard Device

Drivers Manual, UNITREAD should return

successive pixels in a given direction on the

screen, and you are supposed to be able to pick

the direction with a command to the driver. But

no such command is documented. We assume

that this entire section simply never got written

or debugged in time for publication.

There is a fairly quick way to move pixel in-

formation into a Pascal array. Just save the

screen to a fotofile on disk with GSAVE and

then move it back into an array with

BLOCKREAD. It's clumsy, and you wUl have

to figure out the storage scheme within the ar-

ray, but it works. For real speed, however, the

grafix dump should be an assembly module that

directly reads the graphics memory area (with

extended addressing) and immediately transfers

the data to the printer driver by a SOS call.

You are absolutely right: SEPARATE is not

allowed. Apparently it is an undocumented
reserved word used at Pascal's system level.

John Jeppson

My first question is

about the USR (X) func-

tion in Applesoft. I would like to know the

what, where, and how of this function.

In the September If Then Maybe column a

question was raised about using the character

fonts in ROM. The person answering stated that

this couldn't be done because the chip with the

fonts was separate from everything else. My
question is, can't you use the CHRGET rou-

tine in the Apple to get these characters? The
CHRGET routine is supposedly found at $00B1

through $00C8. This routine is used by Apple-

soft every time it wants another character.

Chuck Heatherly, Raleigh, NC

in the parentheses is also evaluated and the

result put in a part of memory called the floating

point accumulator (FAC), which specifically

corresponds to locations $9D through SAB.

This is contrasted to a normal call statement,

which just jumps to the memory address of your

choice without processing any data from the

Applesoft program unless you use your own
special techniques. The USR function is in

some ways more like the ampersand (&) func-

tion because it always jumps to the same loca-

tion (1013 decimal for the &) and then expects

to find a jump vector there. Like the call, the

ampersand also has no provision for evaluating

data following the ampersand, so the program-

mer must provide for this in his or her own
routine. For the in-depth answers to the USR
function and the finer points of call and amper-

sand statements, see the January, February, and

November 1982 installments of Softalk's As-

sembly Lines column.

The reason you can't use CHRGET (or

anything else, for that matter) to read the

character generator ROM is that, although the

ROM is a digital device with readable ad-

dresses, none of those addresses are wired to

the normal Apple memory address lines. In any
given program you can examine only memory
locations $0 through $FFFF. Because the

character generator ROM is not wired into any

of these locations, no program can see what the

data in the ROM is. By the way, sorry about
the length of that character set. It had to be that

long to include the complete character set.

Roger Wagner JM

Jffllf Regarding the USR(X)
I function of Applesoft,

the simple answer is that the USR function is

identical to a call 10 except that the expression

We Help Bring
Your Family Together

6 Types of Charts and Sheets
Indices

User Fields

Notes, Footnotes and Sources
No Limits

Adapts to Your Hardware
Comprehensive
Easy to Use

And Much, Much More

Send for brochure and sample printouts.

Family Roots includes detailed manual and 2 full diskettes

of programs for your Apple 11 * or IBM PC * *

Other genealogy software also available.

Price: $185 plus $3.50 Postage

American Express, Visa & Mastercard Accepted

^^^A • TM Apple Compuler. Inc

I^^B "TM Inlernalional

Business Machines

Family
Roofs

QUINSEPT, INC.
P.O. Box 216, Lexington, MA 02173

(617) 862-0404
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Adventure
A-STAT 83.1

Comprehensive statistical analysis system. FAC-
TOR ANALYSIS, FREQUENCIES, CROSS-
TABS, T-TESTS, ANOVA, CORRELATIONS,
MULTIPLE REGRESSION with RESIDUALS,
DATA ENTRY, SORT, REPORTS, TRANS-
FORMATIONS, MERGING, AGGREGATION;
APPLE PLOT, FILE CABINET, and VISICORP
DIE INTERFACES. For the Apple since 1979.

$175 from: Rosen Grandon Associates, 7807

Whittier St., Tampa, FL 33617; (813) 985^911.

WIN WITHOUT CHEATING! Hints

& maps that won't spoil the fun—we promise.

Multi-step hints from subtle to obvious. Enough
to get you moving again. Hundreds of the best

adventure, fantasy and strategy games—all your

favorites. Big manual -I- monthly upxiates. Send

$3 for info plus a sample disk w/2 super adven-

tures, one per side, with maps & hints to go with

them. The Adventurers Club, 1673 Via Del Rey,

S. Pasadena, CA 91030.

CHEAT A BIT. increase fun and decrease

frustration. Creative clues and maps for ADVEN-
TURE GAMES. Cranston Manor, Dark Crystal,

Ulysses, Wizard and Princess, Mystery House,

Mask of the Sun, Transylvania. $5/game. 6 sets

for $25. ASK ALICE, Box 3074, Stony Creek,

CT 06405.

ZORK MAPS & HINT BOOKS
Master the worlds of ZORK, INFIDEL,
WITNESS, DEADLINE, SUSPENDED, EN-
CHANTER, STARCROSS, and PLANETFALL
with our maps and hint books. $4.95 per book

(with map) or 2 books for $9. Brass Lantern Press,

1625 W. 39th Avenue, Kansas City, KS 66103.

ADVENTURE TIPS & SOLUTIONS
Quality books complete with keyword list, full

maps, hints and solutions. Colossal Cave. Pirate

Advert.
, Adventureland, Crowley Manor, Mission

Asteroid, Wizard & Princess, Cranston Manor,
Ulysses, Transylvania, Zork, Mask ofSun, Death

in Caribbean and many more to come! $3.95 ea.

Price includes postage. CA residents add 6%
tax. Send check or money orders to:

Tips, Box 6907, Stockton, CA 95206

CLUES FOR ADVENTURERS
Puzzled? Lost? Bewildered? We can help! Hint

books come with clues and maps. Clues range

from subtle to answer. Choose from: Orig. Adv.,

Hi-Res #0-6, Zorks, Deadline, Starcross, Mask
Sun, Serp. Star, Sherwood, Rungistan, Kabul,

Crit. Mass, Blackpoole, Desecration and Tran-

sylvania. Each $5.95. Send check or M/0 to:

Witts' End, 42 Morehouse Rd., Easton, CT
06612. Write for free catalog. Dealers welcome.

WIN $100
Win $100 by solving Super Safari, a new fully

animated low and hi-res adventure game. Battle

countless monsters, find treasure and much more.

Great for hours of enjoyment. Send $19.95 to JW,
3010 Elm Lane, Middleton, Wl 53562.

ADVENTURE HINTS for all popular Ap-
ple adventures. Only $1 per hint. Also: a full map
of Pitfall! for the Atari VCS. All 256 scenes for

only $5. Tom McDonald, 3308 Lookout Dr.,

Huntsville, AL 35801.

ADVENTURE GAME PLAYERS
Help is on the way—get out of those dead ends.

Step-by-step manuals divided into non-peek sec-

tions. Full story, hints, instrux. -I- maps if appl.

Witness, Enchanter, Planetfall, Coveted Mirror

,

Quest, Serpent's Star. Send $4.95 -(- $1 hand per

title. FL -I- 5% tx. Adventure Solutions, 5199 NE
12 Ave., Ft. Laud., FL 33334. Ultima ///hint and

clue sheets. $4.95 -I- $1 hand. Dealer inq. invited.

Send S.A.S.E. for other adventure walk-throuehs.

LEARNING
+ FUN

OLIN IN EMERALD
Children in grades 4-8 will love this educational

adventure game. Over 140 hi-res color pictures

on 2 sides of disk. Chapter loading means no
waiting for next picture. What a perfect treat for

XMAS! Orders filled same day. Apple IH-, He.

Send $20 ($21.20 in CA) to:

Santa Barbara Softworks

2950 De La Vina #3

Santa Barbara, CA 93105

I

Apple III
I

CUSTOMIZE YOUR APPLE III

. . . with CustomFONT. Design, display and print

special characters, symbols, and fonts. Include

special symbols, logos, mathematical formulae,

foreign language characters, graphics, and special

fonts in word processing and spreadsheets.

Enhance your own Business BASIC and Pascal

programs with distinctive displays and reports.

Fully documented and fun to use. $149. Requires

256K and Epson, IDS 4/560 or Prism, Prowriter,

or Apple DMP. Printer must have graphics op-

tion. Call or write: Swenson Associates, Inc., 45

Newbury Street, Boston, MA 02116; (617)

267-3632.

APPLE III GRAPHICS
This is the joystick/trackball/keyboard-controlled

graphics drawing package. Draw complex pic-

tures w/ or w/o text in minutes in color or B&W,
2-D or 3-D, w/paintbrushes of any size or color.

Many other features. Is in Business Basic. Not

copy-protected. Free listing & user manual. Buy
the best for less, $25. Herb V.H., Box 6392,

Carmel, CA 93921.

COPY III

Your 256K Apple m with COPY m reads an en-

tire unprotected disk into memory in just 46 sees

and then automatically formats, writes and verifies

all data to blank disks every 68 sees using 1 to

4 drives for multiple copies incl SOS, DOS, CPM,
etc. $49.95. DIGITAL MICROWARE, P.O. Box
289, Los Olivos, CA 93441; (714) 855-0555.

FASTAX 83

Written and developed for the Apple HI. Supports

the professional Tax Preparer. Also, extensive

online help available for the personal user. $195.

(808) 965-9161. FASTAX, 15-2686 Palani St.,

Pahoa, HI 96778.

Business

LETTER MENU is an integrated series of

WPLs for Apple Writer U/IIe containing more
than 900 lines of WPL commands designed to

simpUfy daily correspondence. Letter building and

addressing become automatic. Completely menu
driven. Complements DIRECT MAIL II.

Tutorials contain educational tips for writing better

WPLs. $39 ppd. Visa-M/C. VENTURE SOFT-
WARE INC., Box 6502-ST, Nashua, NH 03063;

(603) 889-2556.

THE DISK LABELLER
A powerful program for AUTOMATIC printing

of diskette labels showing FILES, DOS—sec free

& used. Built-in default & escape functions, auto

config. for printer slots & drives. Completely

MENU driven. Req. no doc. Includes 300 5 in.

labels. Req. 64K Apple II, II-!-, Ue disk dr.,

printer. Only $59.95 -I- $3 ship. NY res. add
sales tax. Practical Software Ltd., Dept. ST, Box
3000, Pomona, NY 10970; (914) 425-1158.

LOSING MONEY?
Let The Cheap Accountant get your money back.

Control your runaway receivables & improve cash

flow with this simple system. Print professional

invoices, statements, aged trial balances & excef)-

tion reports. Complete documentation provided.

Requires an Apple n -I- and 48K. Introductory of-

fer ends Feb. 1, 1984! Send $39.95 to The TKR
Company, 99 Garden St., Dumont, NJ 07628, for

The Cheap Accountant-ARl.

ACTIVE MARKET TRADERS
Instant access to open positions, balances, closed

trade history. Easy data entry and printed tax

cap/gains reports. Stock, options, commodities.

No prog exp. $375. Brochure. T/A, 3840 PJiodes

Ave., Studio City, CA 91604.

Complete Debt Service Analysis
A comprehensive program to produce debt service

schedules. In two minutes analyze and print out

schedules for amortizing loans, including
payments applied against principle & interest, in

arrears and in advance payment options, flexible

specification for computation of variable interest

rates. All for $98 plus tax. M/C & Visa. Mini
Computer Analysis, 40 E. 34th St., New York,
NY 10016; (212) 889-0773.

FREE TAX PROGRAM
A fast income tax program made super fast with

a 147K (upgradeable to 294K) solid state disk

card. Card and tax program only $349. Tax pro-

gram also available with a 128K RAM card for

only $269. Without card, program is $79.50. An-
nual updates—Visa/MC o.k. FIRST G&E INC.,

9721 Kempwood, #1541, Houston, TX 77080;

(713)460-4943.



DEAR (NAME):
Apple Writer II, lie formletter program, written

in WPL. Print personalized formletters, labels,

envelopes from name and address files and more.

Dealer demos available. Store tested. C.O.D. or

send $39.95 to:

AUTOLETTER/PLUS
Tom Kimes & Barry Kalet

P.O. BOX 44

GREENSBORO, NC 27402

STOCK PROGRAM PRIMER
Learn about D + & Ue & make statistical analyses

of your favorite stock. Uses data statement. Gives

projected high, low, price/earning, up/down & ac-

tion. 20 selected stocks on disk. Data on 100

stocks to enter. Inst., Demo. & Doc. included. 1

disk drive required. In Basic. Copyable. Epson

output. Specify 40/80. Send $19.95 to N. Smith,

706 Vincent Pk., Redondo Beach, CA 90277 (CA
add 6'/2%).

REAL ESTATE PROPERTY MAN-
AGEMENT software for owners of single

family apartments, condos, offices, mini-storage,

duplexes. Provides instant cash flow analysis,

records expenditures on each unit, prints cash flow

reports and summary of operations report, and

accumulates cost for tax purposes. Tomar Pro-

ductions, P.O. Box 740871, Dallas, TX 75374,

(214) 363-3059. $149.95.

70 INCOME TAX PROGRAMS
Federal Income Tax programs for tax preparers,

C.P.A.'s, lawyers and individuals. Programmed

in Applesoft 3.3 DOS. Calculates tax, etc., prints

in REVPROC format. Thirteen disks at $24.75 per

disk, postpaid. GOOTH SOFTWARE, 931 S.

Bemiston, St. Louis, MO 63105.

$5 COMPUTER CONSULTANT
Invest $5 and save hundreds. This 15-page booklet

is a must if you are automating your business. It

pinpoints features to look for in General Ledger,

Accounts Payable, and Payroll programs. To
make sure you choose the right software send $5

to: Jerry Kapp, 306 Sycamore St., Highland, IL

62249.

HORSE BREEDERS
A program designed for horse breeders by a

horse breeder. Database mgmnt. program de-

signed to keep complete records on mares &
stallions as well as breeding reports, fees &
charges.lt makes printed reports of each and
mailing labels of clients & horse owners. Re-

quires DOS 3.3. & 48K in Applesoft ROM.
Equine Computer Software, Box 96, Otwell, IN
47564; (812) 354-2223.

ARCHITECTS—BLDRS—ENGNRS
34'_83/4

EXACT DIMENSIONS! Software

^ turns your Apple into a power-

9-Zi/
PRINTING CALCULATOR

^ that works in 3 systems of mea-
1? 1l surement simultaneously:

iimninii *feet/inches/fractions
DECIMAL INCHES
METRIC

$124.95-f$2.50 shipping. For info/order call now
toll-free (800) 824-7888 OP 175. ASPEN
INCHware Corp., Box 3203, Aspen, CO 81612
(dealer inquiries invited).

DIRECT MAIL II

Have a WORD with your DATABASE! Imagine

taking VisiFile, General Manager, PES, DIF or

TEXT file data and easily merging with any form
letter created by your word processor. Supports

Apple Writer I, II, He plus any other using DOS
3.3. Handles upper/lower case automatically.

Easy, fast, flexible. Get more from your present

software. $99.95 plus shpg. Visa-M/C. VEN-
TURE SOFTWARE INC., Box 6502-ST,
Nashua, NH 03063; (603) 889-2556.

THE MATRIX PACKAGE
A complete software package including matrix

multiplication, inversion, transpose, character-

istics polynomial, eigenvalue, eigenvector, sim-

ultaneous equations and roots of polynominal for

Apple II, Plus, He and IBM pc only $29.95

.

DOWNEY INTEGRATED BUSINESS COM-
PUTERS, 12332 Chavers Ave., Suite 100,

Downey, CA 90242; (213) 923-0074.

Fantasy

SLAY EXODUS!
This fantastic program modifies 49 different

characteristics in ULTIMA DI. (equipment, HP,
MP, etc.) Resurrect the dead! All important maps
included. Disk, 48K & Applesoft. Cheat a little

or cheat a lot for only $15!! Send check or M/O
to: SLOTHWARE SOFTWARE, 529 Faragut

PI., Danville, CA 94526.

CURE WIZARDRYITIS FAST!
Frustrated rookies and vets all win with our

system—no cheating needed! Enhanced manual

(60-1- pages) packed with powerful tips, charts,

step-by-step instructions for all 3 scenarios!

($12.50). The best maps $5 (sc. 1, 2 or 3). All

$22.50. OUR fix disk modifies, prints, does all

scenarios, and is only $15! Nichols Services, 6901

Buckeye Way, Columbus, GA 31904.

ULTIMAKER-III*
Now even the Dark One will tremble at the sound

of your name. Become the most powerful
character ever to seek adventure in Sosaria, the

mightiest being in the history of the realm.

Ultimaker-III can change all player variables at

your whim. Send $20 check or MO to: Scott

Janko, 614 E. Maude, Arlington Hts., IL 60004.

*Ultimaker-III is compatible with Ultima-III.

ULT m * WIZ. in * MORE!
Tips and cheats for Ult. 2 & 3; Wiz. 1, 2 & 3;

Castle Wolf, Plus infinity cheats for 30 games.
Send $8.99 to: Glenn Stallop, 1025 SwaUow Dr.,

Cherry Hill, NJ 08003.

ULTIMA in PLAYERS
Create 1 to 4 super players with all of the gold and

items you want. Even equip wizards and clerics

with a -1-4 bow. Includes similar program for

Ultima H. Send $19.95 to Double M Enterprises,

12713 Palfrey, Austin, TX 78727.

LEGACY PLAYERS
Eeeks! Your super hero characters have been

reduced to first level Neanderthals. Rebuild your

characters for only $20. Send to: QUANTUM,
106 E. Washington, Coleman, MI 48618.

ULTIMASTER 11

How arc your Ultima II or Ultima III characters

faring the.se days? Can you use that newly bought

phaser? Are the Balrons giving you trouble?

ULTIMASTER II can change all staLs. Be a Hero'

Save the Universe! DOS 3.3/48K/Applesoft. $20.

Infinity Software, 1792 Maryland, Golden Valley,

MN 55427.

ULTIMA II & III PLAYERS
use these programs to edit your characterfsj!

Change name, race, class, abilities, hp, exp, gp,
spells, weapons, armor, equip., anything! Give

yourself as much as you want! $9 each or $15 for

both disks. Mike Scanlin, 34 Giralda, Long
Beach, CA 90803. Specify H or HI.

WIZARDRY MAPS
Proving Grounds or Knight of Diamonds $5
each. #3 Legacy of Llylgamyn $6 each. Send to

Stanley Kasper, 4932 N. Ridgeway, Chicago,
IL 60625.

WIZARDRY HELP
Need help on any of the three scenarios? Want to

modify any stat? You need WIZARDRY HELP!
Send $9.95 to Belleware, 17210 25th Ave NE,
Seattle, WA 98155. 48K disk & Applesoft, maps

included.

WIZARDRY PLAYERS
Modify your characters for all three scenarios with

this utility program. Resurrect the dead or lost.

Alter characteristics, age, spells, hit, experience

& gold points. CHEAT! Create a 20,000 level

superhero. Supfwrts line printer. Disk 48K & Ap-

plesoft. Includes some maps. $20. CA + 6Vi%
tax. ARS Publications, 3710 Pacific Ave., #16,

Venice, CA 90291.

Graphics

KoalaPad '* $94.95
with Micro iiiustrator'".

Price includes UPS delivery MC/VISA

MN residents add 6% sales tax

yukon computer
9925 Lyndale Avenue So.

Bloomington, MN 55420

ENGINEERS! CREATE & LOAD...
Greek, technical, other symbols into FX80/100.

Use with subsequent softw.ire. 3 programs:
Creator uses Apple H screen to form, visualize,

check, & save; Loader loads set from disk as alter-

nates to italics; Gremat is file of 44 pre-formed

symbols, ready to use. Disk, clear, concise

manual; $22.50, ppd. E. Leonard, 42

Tanglewylde Ave., Bronxville, NY 10708.
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Hardware
CLASSY PRINTER COVERS

Tailored cloth, not plastic. Fits Epson, NEC, Ap-

ple, Smith-Corona, and all similar-sized printers.

Specify tan duck with navy trim, blue denim with

white, or chestnut suedecloth with chocolate trim.

$12.50 includes first-class mail delivery.

Moneyback guarantee. Discovery Center, Box

289, Roselle, IL 60172.

3M SCOTCH DISKETTES $20.95

Authorized 3M distributor. Buy wholesale. 5.25"

SS/DD $20.95. DS/DD $29.95. Reinforced hub.

Why buy generic? Complete price list available.

Call (415) 778-2595 or write Argonaut

Distributing, 1 104 Buchanan Rd.STA, Antioch,

CA 94509. Prompt delivery!

VERBATIM DISKS
5'/4" SSDD $218/100; Wabash 5 '4" SSSD
$17/10; Rip'n'Sort (75 capacity) $18.95; Library

case $2.25 ea. Free brochure. UNK Associates,

12545 W. Burleigh, Brookfield, WI 53005; (414)

782-5030.

SCREENWRITER U OVERLAY
Keyboard overlay for Apple WJ1 + , all commands

included, Itwght. plastic—Send check/MO for

$1 1 .45 each (postage incl.) to: Rolling Thunder

Systems, 5913 Woodson Rd., Mission, KS 66202.

80-COLUMN BOARD OWNERS
Tired of switching cables between displays? Logic

switch is a software-controlled video switch that

plugs into the game port. It comes with proper

connectors if you specify type of 80-column board

when ordering. Free details or send $23.95 +

$2.00 shipping (Calif, res. add sales tax) to:

Vytron, Box 7019, Alhambra, CA 91802; (213)

289-8936.

SAVE ON DISKS!
All high quality 5Vi" SSDD w/sleeves.

Verbatim-$2l for 10; $205 for 100.

Datalife-$26.50 for box of 10; $250 for 100. 5

year mfg. warr. Add $1 .50 shipping for 10; $6 for

100. IL res. -f- 6%. Shipped in 48 hrs.

HELSINGOR INC., 1402 N. Lama Ln., Mt.

Prospect, IL 60056.

ELEPHANT FLOPPY DISKS
Box of ten 5 '4" SSSD, w/hub rings, quality

guaranteed for a lifetime of heavy duty use.

$20/box postage paid! MC/Visa, checks, M/0
welcome. AZ res. add 5% sales tax. DATA
BYTE, 2361 Tee Dr., Lake Havasu, AZ 86403;

(602) 855-1592.

APPLE II + VIC-20
Connect your Apple II to a VIC-20 and get:

remote terminal, VIC development system, I/O,

games, sound, graphics, and extra memory; via

Applesoft or 6502. $99.95 for software, chip,

cable, and manual or SASE for brochure. ISE,

5249 Locust Ave., Carmichael, CA 95608.

3M DISKETTES LOW PRICES!
SSDD5'/4" (Apple II, He), $21.50/Box; DSDD
5'/4" (IBM PC), $31.25/Box; LISA DISKETTE,
$47.50/Box. MC/Visa. Call or write for whole

price list. Martin Sales, Box 353, Loveland, OH
45140; (513) 489-9669.

Home
HOME MANAGER $24.95

Don't buy an expensive home budget program,

this one does it all and is easy to use! Budget,

checking, monthly and YTD reports and graphs.

Manual inc. 1 drive, Apple II -I- or lie. CA.
Hoadley, 22 Mine Mtn., Pisgah Forest, NC
28768.

DOG$
Greyhound Handicapping Tutorial

Three menu-drive, multi-factor systems. Model-

ing coefficients to meet YOUR needs. Apple

ll + ,c, DOS 3.3. $39 incl. tax.

TOUT Company
Box 3145, Pomona, CA 91769

HORSERACE HANDICAP HELPS
A disk and instr. for Apple II -I- and compatible

computers. Speeds popular methods and provides

systems. Only $12. P & H Enterprises, Box
34730, Bethesda. MD 20817.

THE BILL PAYER SYSTEM
Not a check-book program where you enter lots

of data, BILL PAYER writes checks using payee

list on disk, then keeps track by payee and 99

definable categories. Reconciler, account or loan

number with payee, note on check. Makes bill-

paying fast, easy. Copyable. Apple IH-/ne, disk,

48K. $49.95 to Pleasure Point Enterprises, 5483

Pleasure Point Ln., Eellevue, WA 98006. WA
residents add $3.95.

APPLE FORTUNE COOKIE. DEC s

COOKIE program expanded for APPLE. Includes

random selection from over 500 fortunes and in-

teractive database modification tool to add, delete

or modify fortunes. Fortunes can be included in

user programs. $24.95. MSMS Software, 1269

Albion, Sunnyvale, CA 94087.

SPORTS FANS!!
The Sports Trax Series tracks player and team

stats as well as league standings during a season.

Enter game results for each player and the pro-

gram automatically updates totals, averages and

standings. Each disk can store eight leagues of

eight teams each. Can be used to track amateur

leagues as well as sports simulations, such as

Strato-Matic or APBA. Sports now available are:

* Baseball/Softball * Soccer
* Basketball * Hockey

Select the sport and send $24.95 to: FJ VOSS, 459

Sierra Vista Ln., Valley Cottage, NY 10989.

THE STORE HOUSE
Personal Inventory System—T^o\ect yourself from

loss by keeping a complete inventory of your per-

sonal items. Packed with features: User Friendly

—Menu driven with easy to use prompts. Auto-

matic file init. Multiple files—Set up different

files for home, workshop, DISKS. Up to 13 user

definable categories—ANTIQUES-ELECTRON-
ICS-TOOLS-GAMES-PROGRAMS etc. $34.95

-I- $2 shipping & handling. Apple II -I-
, lie, DOS

3.3. ShadeTree Software, Box 12161, Columbia,

SC 29211.

ATTENTION, COIN COLLECTOR
Unique program records entire coin collection and

produces a variety of useful reports. Built-in

Market Value file provides latest prices for 1 ,600

various U.S. coins. Quarterly updates available.

Software & manual $95. Manual only $10. Op-
tional updates $25. Send for illustrated brochure

or order now. Visa/MC OK. COMPU-QUOTE,
6914 Berquist Ave., Canoga Park, CA 91307;

(213) 348-3662.

It is usually hard for individuals to

check insurance payments, keep

track of different deductibles, and

follow up open claims. MEDCLAIMS
now does it all for you. .

.

with answers to the following:

How much have you used in

deductibles?

For each family member?
For total family?

With each insurance company?

When will they stop deducting

and start paying?

Which claims were you paid for?

Which are still open?

Claims, payments, medical,

dental, different insurance com-
panies, etc.

Records by year.

If you have insurance,

MEDCLAIMS is indispensable...

pays for itself right away.

There is nothing to study or

learn. Full menu and prompts.

For Apple II, II +
,

lie, with 48K,

1 disk drive . . . GUARANTEED!

This i£ professional software. .

.

for the home!

Available now, $39.95.

(In NJ $42.35 incl. tax).

Check or money order to:

Computerscope Inc.

Box 529, Matawan, NJ 07747

(Apple II. Apple II plus. Apple lie are registered

trademarks of Apple Computer Inc
|

I



HAPPY HOUR $35
Ever wondered how to make a White Russian?

Find out in seconds with HAPPY HOUR. Recipes

available by liquor or by drink name. Use ours or

save your own. Sobriety Tests, S.C. Edney (704)

884-2505. I Stratford Ave., Brevard. NC 28712.

GIVING MONEY AWAY?
Grocery shopping without a list is like having a

hole in your pocket. Start saving money with

KEYSHOPPE! Two-key operation. Menu driven.

A 740 item database supplied, modifiable to 1 ,900

items. Opt. manual entry. Preselect lists. Special

(COUPON) reminder. Print list on any printer.

See your dealer or send $39.95 to UNIVERSAL
INSTRUMENTATION, Box 5254, Huntington

Beach, CA 92615.

TAX BREAK PLANNER
APPLE AND IBM-PC OWNERS—Paying too

much tax? Plan 1983+ with super-fast TAX
BREAK PLANNER optimizer. Written by IRS

Enrolled Agent to expose all loopholes and

benefits. Great for what-if simulations. Scores

return for audit risk! TAX BREAK PLANNER
$180 + $3 P&H. Annual updates for only $50.

NEW FOR 7955—High speed modules prepare

Federal or California official forms. $75/module.

Unhappy with last year's late delivery, slow tax

program? Escape! We honor their ujxlate price.

MC/Visa. PROFORMA SOFTWARE, 2706

Harbor Blvd., Costa Mesa, CA 92626; (714)

641-3846).

COMPUTER ROAD ATLAS
You enter departing city and destination city.

ROADSEARCH computes the shortest practical

route-and more. Prints a detailed route with miles,

time and fuel. Contains 406 USA/Canada cities

and 70,000 road miles. DOS 3.3. 15-day

moneyback guarantee. $34.95 (plus $1 .50 S/H).

Check/Visa/MC. At your dealer or Co-

lumbia Software, Box 2235P, Columbia, MD
21045; (301) 997-3100.

NEW TCCT NEW
The TWO-COMMAND CORRECTING
TYPEWRITER word processor is simple to use.

Review page and correct before printing, set

margin indicator 1-132, envelope addressing,

various prints, duplicates, storage and a great deal

more. For Apple n/II-l-/IIe. Disk & manual $30.

T C C T, 77 Gordon St., Yonkers, NY 10701.

ELMO'S APPLE DISK
A disk of nifty fun and useful programs for the

Apple Il/IIe and Franklin. $10 postpaid. Pay by

Check/MO/MC/Visa. Send name, address, type

card, no. & expire date for credit.

St. Elmo Software

Box 2496, W. Helena, AR 72390

KITCHEN PLANNER
Create 1-14 day Menus and a Shopping List in

less than 5 minutes. The only program available

that composes balanced meals and lets you
change them! Also the fastest and easiest to use.

Compact, usable printout. Clear, concise man-
ual. Order Now! Send $29.95 + 1.50 (hand) to;

Sav-Soft Products, Box 24898, San Jose, CA
95154. In CA add 6'/2%. Visa/MC call (408)

978-1048. Apple U + , He.

GENERAL MANAGER USERS:
Simplify your income tax preparation with

Household Accounting Utility Pak I. Journal &
Accounts screens, posting program and doc's on

disk for $15. Bear Enterprises, RD 3, Box 148,

Shelocta, PA 15774.

PLANT LOVERS
Hey, Uncle Ed, let Aunt Em benefit from your

Apple! Give her the easy to use Houseplant Sur-

vival Kit. This menu driven program contains

quick reference to survival and maintenance of

over 100 familiar and exotic houseplants. Brighten

your home this winter and give her a Xmas gift

that she will appreciate for years to come. DOS
3.3, 48K. Send $19.95 check/MO to CMI Inc.,

Box 491, White Plains, MD 20695.

Home-Arcade

PINBALL PLAYERS!!
If you love pinball you will love Pinball Magic.

Four quality pinball games for the price of one.

Features fast action, smooth animation and endless

variety. Only $21.95 from: REBEL SOFT-
WARE, 1440 Quince, Denver, CO 80220.

Four simple and fun games on diskette for

Apple 11+ and lie. Perfect for 1) Grand-

parents who are terrified of video games,

2) 4-7 year olds training for video Olym-
pics and 3) Hot shot friends who deserve a

special gift. Copyable. $17.50. MC or

VISA accepted. Anything Software Co.,

P.O. Box 60219, Palo Alto, California

94306; (415) 851-2200.

Home Education

RAVE REVIEWS for our educational soft-

ware: "excellent"; ".
. . well planned, carefully

sequenced educational package"; "very effective

and well worth its price." FREE CATALOG!
Southwest EdPsych Services, Box 1870, Phoenix,

AZ 85001; (602) 253-6528.

BASIC GUITAR 1—TUTORIAL
Learn guitar chords to songs through sound and

graphics. Req. 48K, 11+ or lie. Two disks plus

manual, $49.95. Brochure available. Visa/MC
OK. Call or write: DIGITAL CONCEPT
SYSTEMS, 4824 Bucknell, San Antonio, TX
78249; (512) 692-1201.

APPLE III SOFTWARE
Educational game teaches 5 subjects. Fun for all

ages. Graphic, musical, score. Guarantee.
Crossword-Scrambler. 128K. $19.95. Sofprotex,

Box 271, Belmont, CA 94002; (415) 595-5595.

HOME DRUG COUNSELOR
Home Educational Programs answer hundreds
of questions about how drugs can be taken safe-

ly and effectively. Input specific medications for

potential interactions with food, alcohol, or
other drugs. Order "Consumer" Drug Watch-
er. Applesoft/disk/48K, $39.95 (CA res add 6%).

MEDICAL WATCH SOFTWARh
1620 Ensenada Dr., Modesto, California 95355

AUTOMATIC TEST SCORING
QUICKSCORE runs on Apple with Chatsworth

or Mountain 1 lOOA card readers. See for yourself,

call (704) 334-6444, or write PICA Foundation,

Box 36349, Chariotte, NC 28236.

HEBREW SCRIBE
Type Hebrew with your Apple. Makes Hebrew
school homework more fun. Satisfaction

guaranteed or money back. Makes a great gift!

Requires: Applesoft, Disk, 48K, DOS 3.3. (Op-

tional hardcopy requires screendump and dot

matrix printer.) Call, ask for Gary Rosen Ph.D.

To order send $29.95 (We pay tax!) to: GAM-
MA PRODUCTIONS, 817 10th St., Suite 102,

Santa Monica, CA 90403; (213) 451-9507.

Publications

NOT ALL CATALOGS ARE =
They vary in size, completeness, ease of use, and

price. DISCAT, the user-friendly, menu-driven

diskette catalog of software is now available for

Apple owners/users. DISCAT has been designed

to meet your needs with one-stop shopping for

software at significant savings. To gain access to

DISCAT, send $3 (MD residents add 5% tax) to:

Computer Ware Unlimited, Dept. S12; P.O. Box

1247, Columbia, MD 21044.

HO$$
Thoroughbred Handicapping Tutorial

Learn computer race handicapping methods. Five

Complete Systems, track, speed, jockey, etc. fac-

tors. 200+ page handbook includes Applesoft

documentation & disk. User Modeling Coeffi-

cients to meet YOUR needs. Menu driven, Apple

U + , He, DOS 3.3. $89 incl. tax.

TOUT Company
Box 3145, Pomona, CA 91769

FREE PASCAL NEWSLETTER
Tips, techniques & info on Apple Pascal. Also
catalog of LOW cost Utilities & fun programs
(with SOURCE). Kingdom Computer Con-
cepts, Box 182, St. Johnsbury Ctr., VT 05863.



SOFTALK CLASSfflED ADVERTISING
MINUTE MANUALS

Make someone happy; give them a Minute

Manual!

For Apple Writer He $ 7.95

For Apple Writer II (11+ Version) $ 7.95

For DB Master $12.95

The He version explains printing codes for Ep-

son/Gemini/Apple/NEC/Prowriter/Okidata.

These commands on disk for 11+ & He—$9.95.

Send check to MinuteWare, Box 2392, Columbia,

MD 21045; (301) 995-1166. Add $1 shipping.

Available in computer/bookstores like B. Dalton.

Services

LOW PRICES! TOP SERVICE!
We carry software & hardware for Apple,

Atari, Commodore and TI computers. Write or

call for free price list. HELM SOFTWARE
INT'L., Box 708, San Fernando, CA 91340;

(213) 897-4305. Please specify computer make.

APPLE OWNERS
Join the club where you never have to buy soft-

ware again.

JUST RENT IT FOR $4 per program

For a unique catalog and information on a disk

send $4 for postage & handling to:

COMPUCLUB INTERNATIONAL
DEPT. C

P.O. box 265

YORBA LINDA, CA 92686

WE CAN'T AFFORD A BIG AD
Because we're keeping our overhead low so

you'll get the cheapest software prices. Write
for our free catalog. Alligator Enterprises, 1 105

Alameda, Austin, TX 78704; or call (512)
443-2621.

GREAT PRICES!
Apple software, C. Itoh printers, Rana

drives. Write for price list.

THE COMPUTER WORKSHOP
7603 E. FIRESTONE BLVD., STE. 155

DOWNEY, CA 90241

LOW APPLE SOFTWARE
PRICES!

Check out our fantastic prices! Write for our

**FREE** price list! KERR SOFTWARE,
P.O. Box 5301-ST, Long Beach, CA 90805. Or
call (213) 428-8193. Source: CL0854.

SAVE ON SOFTWARE
(219) 534-1012

MC/Visa, $1 off orders over $50 for the phone.

Hoosier Software

Box 275, Goshen, IN 46526

HOLIDAY SPECIALS
Think Tank Exodus (Ultima III)

Book Ends Koala Pad

BurgerTime Lode Runner

Just a sample of our over 50 programs on special

this month, for your holiday giving. All our other

programs are at low, low prices too. Call or write

for our free price list. Bytes & Pieces, Box 525,

Dept. S, East Setauket, NY 11733; (516) 751-

2535. Source TCP637, CompuServe, 72135,1710.

RENT SOFTWARE ... OR
BUY IT, SELL IT, SWAP IT!

Over 700 rental titles. Buy at ultra low prices. Sell

your little-used software, or swap it with others.

Extensive list of Vi price specials on soft/hardware

& books. Our unique service is a must for all Ap-
ple owners. No annual dues or upkeep fees.

Visa/MC accepted. Get in on it!

BLACK SUN PROGRAM EXCHANGE
Box 406, Emmaus, PA 18049; (215) 967-3300

SAVE AT GOLEM COMPUTERS
Our **SOFTWARE** prices are lowest. We
carry business, education and entertainment soft-

ware. All major brands are available. Call for

**FREE** catalog. (800) 345-8112. In Penn-

sylvania (800) 662-2444.

THE SOFTWARE HOUSE
Selling software for the Apple Computer: TG,
Stoneware, Muse, On-Line, Sinus, SubLogic,

Budge, Ashton-Tate, Broderbund, Hayes, Lotus,

Silicon Valley, Videx, VisiCorp & Many MORE!!
Low Low Prices!! Free price sheet. MC & Visa

accepted. Write: 411 Rices Mill Rd., Wyncote,

PA 19095; (215) 885-6151.

APPLE GAME DISK EXCHANGE
Adventure games are great until solved. Arcade

games can become stale. Now exchange your un-

wanted games for ones you would like to play.

WRITE FOR INFORMATION or SEND your

original manufacturer's disk, documentation, a list

of five games for us to make your exchange from,

and $5.50 to:

National Home Computer Game Exchange

P.O. Box 20929, Columbus, OH 43220

DO YOU QUALIFY?
If you know what you want and want it priced

right—select ALTERNATE for all your needs.

Software—Peripherals—Printers & Disks. Pis.

send inquiries or catalog requests to: ALTER-
NATE COMPUTER SUPPLY, P.O. Box 74,

Twin Lake, MI 49457. Bankcards, COD. Toll-

free ordering. Satisfaction guaranteed.

FLOOBY DUST IS HERE!
The worid's first computer frustration drug. Ask
your dealer or write: WALLACE MICRO-
MART, Flooby Dust Div., 2619 N. University,

Peoria, IL 61604.

MASH 6502

Do you use an Apple, Basis, Franklin, Golden n.

Orange or Syscom? Would you like hundreds of

programs for a "next to nothing" price?

A DISK AND A DOLLAR*
*plus postage will get you your choice of public

domain programs from our catalog. Send $1 for

our catalog and a coupon good for $1 off your first

order. MASH 6502-s, Box 7164, Sacramento, CA
95826.

SUPER SOFTWARE SAVINGS
For a complete catalog of personal and small

business computer software and hardware at ex-

cellent prices, write: SBCC, Box 1191, Thousand

Oaks, CA 91360; (805) 492-9391.

Special Requests Welcomed!

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
All of our software for the Apple comes with a

money back guarantee. Write for our free

brochure. Jersey Shore Software Co., 155 Village

Drive, Bamegat, NJ 08005.

QUALITY**SERVICE**PRICE
Our "MONTHLY SPECL^LS" are always Sof-

talk's "Bestsellers"—at the lowest mail order

prices available. Write or call for your FREE
"XMAS SPECL^LS" price list containing over

50 "gifts" for you. Or, send $1 for our next 4

monthly price lists (refunded with your first

order). TRIAD Software Products (402) 331-7312,

1414 Cherry Tree Lane, Papillion, NE 68046.

Strategy

AIR NAV WORKSHOP
ANW is a customizable navigation simulator.

Navigate around your area. Customize navaid

locations, type, range, 3-letter ID, magnetic varia-

tion, start position, winds, etc. Disk & printer

utilities. Auto-flight-path-replay & much more.

Just $40. Check, M/C, Visa & UPSCOD. Space-

Time Associates, 2039-ST Country Club Drive,

Manchester, NH 03102; (603) 625-1094.

VIDEO VEGAS—$20
Play Blackjack, Craps, Roulette and Slots using

actual Las Vegas rules and procedures. Full use

of graphics lets you observe the action as you and

another player test your skills. Printed instructions

included. 48K Apple H + ZIIe reqd. Mail check or

M/O to Palisades Software, 2230 Palisades Dr.,

Appleton, WI 54915 (add $1.50 for shipping).



STAR FERRY
Do you have what it takes to run passenger ser-

vice to the stars? Borrow seed money, buy ships

and fuel, give names and detailed orders to each

ship in your fleet. Avoid black holes, deal with

pirates, avoid bankruptcy! Galaxy map new each
game. Map printout, save-game options. Not copy
protected! Only $20. Applesoft, DOS 3.3, 48K.
Cheapsuit Software, Dept. ST-4, Box 923, Iowa
City, lA 52244.

THE CHEAP ASSEMBLER
Includes a lO-command editor, a 2-pass

disk/RAM assembler, and a lister. Interactive,

free field programming. Tutorial manual and

demo routines on disk. $23.50+ .50 P&H. Apple

n+ or ne, DOS 3.3 48K.

THUNDER SOFTWARE
BOX 31501, HOUSTON, TX 77231

!!COMING SOON-C COMPILER!!

QWIK-SCREEN-MAGIC $20
For you, at last! QWIK-SCREEN-MAGIC: pro-

duce monitor screens in minutes for menus; data

entry/display using a blank screen. Full data

editing and validity checking of input and format-

ting of output. Much, much more. S.A.S.E. for

more info. JUST SOFTWARE & ASSOC., 3237

Gibraltar Dr., Riverside, CA 92506.

Softalk's classified advertising section offers

a considerably less expensive way than normal

display advertising to reach tens of thousands of

Apple owners.

Classified advertising space is available at

the rate of $10 per line for the first ten lines,

with a five-line minimum. Each line over ten

lines is $25 per line.

Heads will be set in 10-point boldface, all

capitals only. Italics are available for body text

only; please underline the portions you would
like italicized.

The body text of the ad will hold roughly 45

characters per line. Spaces between words are

counted as one character. Heads will hold

roughly 24 characters per line, with spaces be-

tween words counted as one character. Please

indicate if you would like the head centered or

run into the text.

Display advertising may be placed in the

classified section at $100 per column inch; no
advertising agency commisions shall be granted

on such advertising. Ads must be black and
white, may be no larger than '/2-page, and must

fit within the three-column format.

Ad copy for classified ads and camera-ready

art for classified display advertising should be

received no later than the 10th of the second
month prior to the cover date of the issue in

which you want the ad to appear. Payment must

accompany ad copy or art.

Please call or write for additional infor-

mation.

Softalk Classified Advertising

7250 Laurel Canyon Boulevard

Box 60

North Hollywood, CA 91603
Attention: Linda McGuire Carter

(213) 980-5074

I
Utility

COPY PROTECTION
Tlie Scrambler prevents your disks from being

Catalog'd, CopyA'd, FID'd, etc. For people who
need password capabilities, a complete password

system is included. Supports use of data disks.

Menu driven. Send $28.95 to: The Scrambler. 127

Albany Ave. S.E., Orange City, lA 51041; (712)

737-2678. Send SASE for free information.

PASCAL UTILITY PACK
Use inverse and flashing text, access the disk

directory, perform Filer K)runch and T)ransfer

functions, use lo-res graphics and much more, all

through your own programs. Written in UNITs so

they're easy to use. Documentation, source code

included: $24.95. MACH 2 SOFTWARE, 106

Fairfax Building, 43rd and Locust Sts., Phila-

delphia, PA 19104.

FRIDAY NIGHT POKER
Play real poker with your Apple II. You play

against 4 computer gamblers who randomly bluff

and sand-bag. PLAY BOTH DRAW AND
STUD. Choose from 3 levels of betting. Options

for saving a game and seeing all cards. Uses full

graphics. Includes a casino style poker game.

Needs 48K U+ or He. Send $24.95 to Excel Soft-

ware, P.O. Box 240942, Charlotte, NC 28224.

AMPER-EXPANDER I

Have fast machine language routines in your

Applesoft programs. Input anything—enter
those commas & colons from keyboard or disk.

Print Using—print those amounts. Ring Bell.

Clear to End of Line. Clear to End of Page.

Swap Variables—make fast sorts. Music—notes
& noise. If/Then/Else—put the else back in the

if/then. Wait—for specific time. Wait Key—time
or key. DOS Free Space. $29.95 -I- $2 ship. Ap-

ple U + , ne, DOS 3.3.

ShadeTree Software

P.O. Box 12161, Columbia, SC 29211

64K/128K RAMDRTVE He
RAMDRTVE He is a fast disk emulation (up to

40 times) for all extended 80-column cards, in-

cluding Applied Engineering's Memorymaster
He. All DOS 3.3 and Apple Pascal 1 . 1 F(iler com-

mands, double hi-res, and 80 columns will work.

Features audio-visual access indicator, reinitialize

directory ability, menu-driven documentation, and

easy turnkey operation. Send $29.95: Precision

Software, 6514 N. Fresno St., Milwaukee, WI
53224; (414) 353-1666.

EXXPAND-A-COMMAND with Amper-
Magic. Add more commands to Applesoft

without knowing any machine language. Add
PRINT USING to your program. Vol. 1: 23

commands, $75. Vol. 2: 27 for $35. $2 ship-

ping. Anthro-Digital, P.O. Box 1385, Pittsfield,

MA 01202; (413) 448-8278.

DOCTOR DOS
Utility programs to improve the health of your

disk. CREATE UNIQUE DOS COMMANDS
AND ERROR MESSAGES. Help ailing catalogs.

Implant undeletable lines and REM statements.

Exhume deleted files. Delete tracks for limited

COPYA protection. Edit tracks and sectors byte

by byte. For II-I- or He. Send $24.95 to Excel

Software, Box 240942, Charlotte, NC 28224.

lie PASCAL LI RAMDISK
Turns extended 80-column card into a 126 blcKk

RAM disk drive. Speeds up compiling, editing.

Easy to use; files remain after rebooting; uses only

13 bytes of main memory. Source code included!

$16.95. David Neves, 2801 Monroe St., #2e,

Madison, WI 5371 1; (608) 238-0020.

Word Processing

EPSON FX-80 GLOSSARY
FOR APPLE WRITER He

Confused about getting all the FX-80 print options

to work when using Apple Writer He? Our EP-
SON GLOSSARY makes it easy! Just load the fUe

and use a 1 character command. Quality disk

comes with glossary, sample AWII files, manual

and free AWIIe "cheat sheet." $14.95 + $1 ship-

ping (NYS sales add sales tax). AEROCAL, Box
799, Huntington, NY 11743.

ANNOUNCE^fG APPLE QWERTY . . .

The word processor for professional typists and

non-typist professionals is now available on the

APPLE U (CP/M) for the amazingly low intro-

ductory price of $59. PC Magazine (April)

says: "Because of its excellent manual and logi-

cal integration of printing, file-handling, and
editing, this package is a good choice for per-

sonal or small office use."

(603) 456-2 1 1 1 VISA or MASTERCARD
Eastern Mountain Software, Warner, NH 03278

CHEAP'N EASY WORD
A no-frills word processor that will do most of

your occasional jobs at a price everyone can af-

ford. Send $9.95 plus $1 .50 postage and handling.

Coyote Ridge Software, 51649 Coyote Ridge

Road, Oakhurst, CA 93644; (209) 683-5235.

APPLE WRITER Il/IIe

Introducing FORM WRITER for use with Ap-

plewriter. Lets you create your own form letters

in an easy to use menu format. Manual and 2

disks, $75. Manual only, $25. Specify type of

machine. Software Associates, 177 Rodgers

Quad, Bowling Green, OH 43403.

APPLE WRITER H USERS
Retrieve selected items from mailing lists or other

small databases as done in database management

programs. Utility disk includes programs and

documentation to enhance list management and
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EXEC

From Sargori

BY NORMAN
While the Computer Revolution may be an unprecedented force over

on the Left Coast, such upheavals are old news in traditionally conser-

vative New England. It is here, after all, that America's revolution was

conceived and propagated, and, not long after, this comer of the country

became the cradle of the Industrial Revolution. Manufacturing thrived,

supplying the growing nation with everything from machine tools to

armaments and later with the finer things of living, including quality

tableware and woven cloth. Textiles in particular made efficient use of

the Northeast's abundant water power, and mill towns that sprang up on

the banks of every river came to be the economic hubs of the region.

It was in this setting that the first industrial software was employed,

in an era before the 1849 Gold Rush had elevated California from

The Hayden team (clockwise from left); Bruce Lustig, director of business

products; Bill Overholt, group director of commercial products; Oscar

Rodriguez, president; Bruce Twickler, vice president of marketing; Scott



HAYDEN
to Sixteen Bits

MAYERSOHN
frontier wilderness to an important population center. Borrowing
technology from the mills of Europe, the early innovators in the Boston

area used an ingenious punchcard device to program weaving patterns

into their looms, dramatically reducing the amount of operator time and
attention required to produce the raw material of clothing and
upholstery. The mills themselves, even from our perspective a century

and a half later, were remarkably advanced.

In the city of Lowell, Massachusetts, a system of canals was built to

distribute better the forces of an eastward-flowing river, and along those

canals a highly refined manufacturing center flourished. Enormous tur-

bines, doubly driven by the fall and the flow of the river, powered miles

of machines that converted cotton to cloth; through these came great ad-

Marshall, manager of marketing communications; David Eyes, director

of technical products; Dick Leonard, product director for professional

software; Gail Rothenberg, director of home software.
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When he isn't challenging

staffers to a round of squash,

Hayden president Oscar

Rodriguez works out on the

company's Lisa.

vances in efficiency and in achieving healthy working conditions.

Home on the Technology Highway. It was to this setting that Oscar

Rodriguez brought the newly formed Hayden Software Company in

1982. Nowadays, of course, the Boston area's driving force is brain-

power, not water power. State Route 128 is billboarded as America's

Technology Highway; that's not an overstatement, but simply a reflec-

tion of the many leading-edge, think-tank business concerns that are

headquartered here.

Oscar Rodriguez holds the title of president at Hayden Software, but

that hardly describes his role. He was chosen for the post when the soft-

ware division separated from the parent, Hayden Book Company, a sub-

sidiary of Hayden Publishing that had been involved in microcomputer

software since 1979.

Rodriguez's first task in the creation of a front-line software company
was to locate office space, and it was a refurbished textile mill along a

canal of the Merrimack River that he chose as "the proper creative at-

mosphere." The city of Lowell is a bit removed from the bustle of

Boston but still near enough to tap into the intelligence pool that

flourishes throughout the collection of colleges and universities in the

vicinity.

The challenge presented to Rodriguez was considerable—essentially,

he was starting up a whole new software company with aspirations to

become influential on every front of computer applications. Working
from the basis of the original company's game offerings, Rodriguez ex-

panded the product line to include professional, educational, business,

and technical programs. That meant, for all practical purposes, forming

a total of five companies to compete in an already hotly contested

marketplace and making what Rodriguez terms "a breathtaking invest-

ment on the part of Hayden." Fortunately he did not come to this arena

unprepared; he already held degrees in math and physics from the

University of Texas, and an MBA from Harvard. Rodriguez's expertise

in the field of computer science and his interest in artificial intelligence

matters led to work as a consultant to Digital Equipment Corporation,

and later he helped to found American Business Systems, which special-

izes in accounting software.

Rodriguez sums up his psyche and enthusiasm best with a revelation

of his boyhood dreams. "You know, I always wished I had grown up in

King Arthur's time— I would have looked great in armor. But now I

realize that this is the perfect point in history, both exciting and fun. For

me, this is Camelot."

Hayden Software's modus operandi reflects the transition of this in-

dustry from small companies funded from the dedicated pockets of com-

puter buffs to a world of wealthy publicly held corporations. A staff of

fifty operates the Lowell facility, but a great many of the research and

development duties are carried out by "captive groups"—outside pro-

gram suppliers who are working for an essentially guaranteed income on

Hayden projects. Together with the in-house R&D and on-call authors,

the company can produce enough software to keep a considerable sales

staff on its toes. And much of that work is directed toward the hardware

produced by Apple. As Rodriguez puts it, "We have a list of five players

who we feel certain will survive in this business, and Apple is definitely

on it. We are what we are today because of Apple, so we feel a special,

close relationship with them. They cleared the path for us."

Under Pressure. The pressure of competition from the outside hard-

ly rattles Hayden's president; really, it's what inspires him most. It even

applies to the company's promotions—things like the $5,000 Kamikaze

game contest held this year or the new dealer incentive program that

could net a BMW automobile for workers who excel. In nonworking

hours, Rodriguez's competitive urge is directed toward the game of

squash, and there's a standing invitation for a round with every Hayden
employee. "I think anyone would find it therapeutic to beat the boss at

times," Rodriguez allows, but among the staffers it's hard to turn up

anyone who has. His entirely infectious enthusiasm goes full throttle

when the subject turns to the future of microcomputing, though, and the

excitement is unmistakably genuine.

"Most important, computers will have to learn to deal with people.

Anyone who thinks it is the people who must adapt is missing the boat.

Delivery systems will expand to include telephone and satellite broad-

cast, and the 1985 marketplace is going past computers as tools to com-

puters as decision-making partners, presenting alternative scenarios, not

just performing calculator or data storage functions.

"Games will be moving into participatory fiction. We've already

progressed from the simple maze game to the logical chess scheme, and

with videodiscs the player can be an interactive participant—in effect,

becoming a character in a story. The technology is close by. It might be

too slow or too costly today, but that's only a temporary obstacle." To
that end Hayden is actively recruiting expertise in the field of artificial

intelligence and computer simulation, either to hire or to finance as a

captive resource.

The wide range of Hayden's products and the enormous number of

competitors make it especially appropriate that the company's head of

marketing, Bruce Twickler, comes from the heady battleground of con-

sumer electronics. Trekking back east from his former position at

Pioneer Electronics, Twickler is all too aware of the consumer point of

view and the fact that it often conflicts with that of some narrow-minded

software producers.

"Our fundamental difference is our belief that the concept of user-

friendly does not mean the user's willingness to tolerate complex pro-

cedures. We strive to make it easy for the user and to present the highest

level of value."

Twickler's out-of-the-mainstream views are especially useful in an

industry populated by so many enthusiasts that they often cannot see

what the consumer needs, only what they can make the micro do. "We
see no end to the technical development for at last five years, but we
must direct our work toward utility. Better program performance is in

reach with the newest machines, but does no good if people don't need it

and won't pay for it. " Suffice it to say that Bruce Twickler tries to keep

Hayden pointed at what the market yearns for, rather than at the slickest
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tricks that the program writers can dream up.

The Eyes Has It. David Eyes, Hayden's director of technical prod-

ucts, is a little past the point of being a prodigy, but he's the youngest

visible member of the management team. Actually he's the company's

most senior employee, dating back to its New Jersey origins, and his

considerable mastery of the subject matter belies his limited formal

training.

Dropping out of his college computer science course after two weeks.

Eyes did not get infected with the computer virus until his mother bought

an Apple four years ago. Already settled in the New York book-

publishing world. Eyes began commuting to his mother's Apple on

weekends, and his fascination with the device led him to apply it to his

full-time vocation.

Perhaps because of his thorough technical understanding of them,

Eyes is overwhelmingly sold on the superiority of Hayden products, pa-

tiently explaining their virtues to the most computer-shy listener. No
doubt his New York University degree in English literature helps his

communication abilities, even if most of his conversations are held with

an Apple.

Eyes's biggest new project is a sixteen-bit processor for the Apple. In

fact. Eyes is supervising the development of software for the processor,

which is being developed by Bill Mensch of the Western Design Center

in Mesa, Arizona.

Western Design Center recently released the 65C02, the first

6502-compatible processor to use CMOS technology. The 65C02 ex-

panded the 6502 instruction set and added a few new addressing modes
to the old set. The new chip is the 65816, which, together with the soft-

ware being developed by Hayden, will bring enough power to the Apple

n to give the IBM pc a serious run for its money, according to Eyes.

Sixteen bits refers to the amount of data that can be shuffled around in

a single operation (that is, one machine language instruction). A sixteen-

bit number is the equivalent of an integer from 0 to 65,535. By com-

parison, the 6502 can handle only eight bits in a single operation. Eight

bits is the equivalent of an integer from 0 to 255. In order to handle

larger numbers, the 6502 has to do things one byte at a time.

Stated simply, a one-instruction task on the 65816 would require two

or more instructions to perform on the 6502. This means that, although

the instruction set and addressing conventions will be the same on the

65816 as they are on the 6502, the sixteen-bit chip will be easier to pro-

gram and will perform equivalent tasks more quickly.

The 65816 will actually go far beyond that. It is capable of dealing

with twenty-four bit addresses through either a bank-register scheme or

actual three-byte addresses. This translates into direct access of sixteen

megabytes of memory, or 256 times the addressable storage of a 6502,

and hence, of your Apple. Unfortunately, this feature renders the 65816

incompatible with the Apple and any other existing 6502 machine.

In Like Flint. Enter the 65802, with everything the 65816 has except

the sixteen-megabyte capability. The 65802 can replace the 6502 in a

standard Apple n. When initially powered up, an Apple with this chip in-

stalled will act like an Apple with a 6502; all the old software will still

run. However, there's an unused bit in the 6502 processor status

register, and there are several unused op-codes in its instruction reper-

toire. With the 65802, the previously unused bit is used to indicate

sixteen-bit status. So any current instruction affecting the accumulator or

either of the index registers can be made to handle sixteen bits of data at

a time instead of just eight. In addition, several new instructions and ad-

dressing modes will be avaUable. Among the most exciting of these is a

single instruction to move an entire range of memory from one location

to another.

Assembly language programmers will recognize the wide range of

opportunities this chip opens up. What it means for the typical Apple

user won't be clear, however, until there's software on the market to take

advantage of the power of the new chip.

This is where Hayden and Eyes come in. Hayden's assembler,

ORCA/M, is being revamped to generate code for the 65802. Starting

early next year, it will begin to run under Apple's ProDOS as part of a

new package called ORCA (Object Relocatable Code Assembler) HOST
(Hayden Operating System Tools). //05r provides an MS-DOS-like
command level for ProDOS and a set of tools to be used in software

development.

The HOST tools will include a ftill text editor, code generators, disk

utilities that act like an extended Fid, a symbolic code debugger, and

other utilities. Hayden plans to use the text editor from PIE Writer as the

HOST editor; as HOST will eventually play host to new versions of

Pascal and Basic, in addition to the ORCA/M assembler, this will be the

first time Apple programmers will be able to use the same editor that

they use for word processing for a variety of programming languages. A
text formatting and printing program to complete the word processing

package will be available as a separate item.

Talking Heads. Throughout the company, the various departments

are headed by involved individuals charged with a personal mission. One
such individual is Gail Rothenberg, director of the home software

group, which covers the games and educational programs. Another is

marketing communications manager Scott Marshall.

"Hayden aims to provide substantive learning in our educational

software—not simply play, but challenges to memory and intelligence,"

says Marshall. The same goes for the games division. We intend to pro-

vide more cerebral products, with strategy as the cornerstone."

Hayden's commercial products group manager, Bill Overholt, is

responsible for the direction of business and professional software.

Overholt is dedicated to supplying consumers with what they need with-

out requiring that they buy capabilities they have little use for. To get Bill

Overholt excited, you'll have to start talking low-priced, high-function

productivity tools for the casual user—in other words, sensible software

applicable to the average home micro user who has no desire for a cor-

porate accounting system.

While it would seem that there are already enough accounting pro-

grams to cover anyone's needs, Hayden has gone in the other direction,

simplifying rather than complicating. Bringing accounting and marketing

experience with him, business products manager Bruce Lustig did an in-

ternship at Wang before landing at Hayden. "We're after first-time

users, giving them a sophisticated but flexible system that mimics the

simplest manual accounting methods," says Lustig. That also includes

the development of industry-specific systems, tailored precisely to the

needs of the business owner without the excess complications found in

general accounting programs.

Professional software product manager Dick Leonard is typical of

Hayden Software's atypical management team. A man who'd be just as

comfortable as the corporate pilot or ski instructor, Leonard, a biologist

by training, is charged with the responsibility of eliminating every bit of

inefficiency from the company's products before they go out the door.

The time-is-money axiom really hits home for this man—eighteen dollars

an hour for simulator flight time at the airport versus a one-time cost of

thirty-four dollars for a simulator program is one juicy example of how
today's microcomputer revolution can come home to people no matter

what their avocations.

Pie Talker. Soft-spoken to the point of sometimes being hard to hear,

Rodriguez is nonetheless confident of his mastery of the turf. Clearly

recalling the beginnings of the software business as a cottage industry,

Rodriguez believes that things are very different today. "We're getting

more like the record industry. Marketing and merchandising capital re-

quirements are high, so it's no longer so easy for newcomers to break in.

Most of the other companies are single-product-based, but Hayden has

the edge in being broad-based." As company president, and now a step

removed from the hands-on involvement of his earlier ventures,

Rodriguez sees Hayden's future closely tied to building consumer
awareness.

"A recognizable brand identity, fostered by advertising, packaging,

and promotions, will be vital for survival as consolidation hits the soft-

ware world and the less prepared companies disappear," he says. "In

the late 1970s, there was a large, friendly fraternity of program writers,

but today the stakes are much higher. No longer is it good enough simply

to have one good product."

From the president's desk, Rodriguez sees that perhaps twenty com-

panies account for 95 percent of the market, and that field will narrow as

user profiles mature from enthusiasts to everyday folks who need the

utility a computer offers.

The principals of Hayden Software are as aware as any astute

observer that, although market penetration of computers will continue to

grow, the number of sources for both hardware and software will

diminish as the boom reaches a point of saturation. Hayden's broad base

of attack, on every front, ought to go a long way toward making the com-

pany what marketing communications manager Scott Marshall calls ' 'the

Sears of software.

"
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Mind Your
BY PETER OLIYIEW

Here it is December—holiday time and time to consider what gifts to

get for your friends, your loved ones, your Apple, and yourself. There

are lots of goodies for the Apple that make good presents. Can you think

of items you'd like to buy as Christmas gifts? If so, don't just put them on

your shopping list and forget about them; order them today.

If you're like most people, items you put on a list too often stay on

that list or wind up on some other, more elaborate list. Some people even

have lists that refer to other lists. To put things in a computer context,

you might say that these people have trouble managing their data. That's

what this month's column is all about—managing data. We first dis-

cussed database management systems some time ago. Enough has

changed since then, however, to warrant additional coverage.

Stick with Lists. Why not just stick with lists, you ask? Why bother

involving the computer? Well, if you have a list of moderate size, the

computer can do a lot better job of managing the data than can any

human being. And if some of your lists refer to other lists, and those lists

to still others, keeping track of the available information from various

lists becomes an almost impossible task without computer assistance.

(Actually, lists is probably not the right term here. We should actually be

talking about files, since most of our data needs can take this form.)

Most organizations need information, not just data. Data is simply

some grouping of letters and numbers stored together in some form.

Once some action designed to affect the data is taken—once it has been

organized, sorted, summarized, classified, and/or manipulated—data
becomes information. And it is information that drives most businesses.

Managers rely on it to contact customers, prepare financial reports,

forecast the business environment, keep track of inventory, and much
more. Thus, there are two concepts to consider when dealing with data:

how to record it, and how to process it so that it becomes information.

In most organizations, raw data is kept in file cabinets. One cabinet

may hold personnel records, another may contain detailed information

about customers, a third might hold financial data, and a fourth might

contain information about the products in inventory. This collective set

of file cabinets could be called a database. In fact, such a collection of

data could rightfully have been called a database long before computers

came along. Yet it is only since the arrival of computers that many of the

terms we'll discuss here have come into common use.

Say we have a database for a hypothetical company. Our database

contains files of personnel records, customer and financial data, and in-

formation about the products in inventory. If you were to open a file,

such as the customer file, and withdraw one of the file folders, you'd be

accessing one of the records in that file. A record contains all the infor-

mation about one member of the file. Looking at the record more close-

ly, you might notice the professional title of the individual whose record

you were examining. That item (the job title) would be called a field.

These terms—database, file, record, and field—are used in reference

to database programs that have been developed for computer users. Such

programs constitute database management systems (often abbreviated

DBMS).
General Expectations. A database management system is a collec-

tion of programs designed to allow computer users to manage their data.

Usually, the fact that a DBMS is a collection of programs, rather than a

single program, is transparent to users—that is, it seems to most that the

package is a single program capable of performing all necessary tasks.

As we touched on last time, there are certain capabilities a database

management system must have if it is to be worthy of the name.

1 . The system must provide a way of creating a database: A file must

be designed and named, disk space must be prepared, and initial data

must be entered.

2. There must be a provision for adding new members (records) to

the database at any time. (After all, our business will probably get some

new customers after the original database has been created.) Similarly,

the system must provide a way to delete records from the database.

3. Since there will always be changes, it must be possible to change

any item in a file. Any field might, at some time or another, be a can-

didate for change.

4. Since data is of little use until it is recalled, the system must pro-

vide the user with a variety of ways to search through the database look-

ing for particular records. As the sophistication of a database increases,

so does the variety of ways in which data can be retrieved.

5. For data to become meaningful information, it must usually be

manipulated and formatted into a report. Thus, we would expect a

database management system to provide us with the ability to generate a

variety of user-defined reports.

6. Maintaining only the original database is a very risky business. A
database management system must therefore provide some means of

making copies of all the files being used. Many systems have a copy

facility allowing the user to make a backup copy of the database at

any time.

In summary, a database management system should be able to create,

add, delete, update, search, report, and copy.

More Data for Your Mental Database. The preceding discussion

should give you a pretty good idea of what a database is and what general

features it should have. However, several other terms you might en-

counter in your travels around Databaseland are worthy of mention.

A file management system can be distinguished from a database

management system in that the former simply contains independent

records that relate neither to one another nor to those in any other file. A
list of customers' names and addresses might be considered an example

of a file management system. A database management system, by con-

trast, manipulates files; thus, data in one file of a DBMS may point to or

relate to data in another file.

The database in a database management system may be one of (or

some combination of) three basic types.

A hierarchical database is structured much like a topical outline; it

has various levels of data. For example, a hierarchical database for a

company might divide that company into departments. The department

files might in turn contain another level of information on the products

manufactured by each department.

A network database offers some flexibility not available in the hierar-

chical design. In this system, additional "pointers" are inserted that

create additional relationships between data items. Search criteria can

then go beyond the limited boundaries provided by the hierarchical de-

sign, allowing the user to establish linkages of interest. To illustrate the

kind of flexibility a network database makes available, let's return to our

earlier example using departments and products. Instead of searching

one department at a time for a particular product (say, paper clips), with

a network database you could search through all departments for all such

occurrences.

A relational database essentially organizes the relationships in a

database into tabular form—that is, into rows and columns. This arrange-

ment allows users to define literally any relationship that might interest

them. From their standpoint, such a collection of files resembles one

great big file.

One other term you might come across when learning about database

management systems is record key (or keys). The key is the most direct

way of looking up data in a database when a search request has been in-

itiated. For example, in a customer file the key might be the field con-

taining the client's last name. There can be primary keys and secondary

keys, but searching always goes faster when primary keys are used.

While the terms we've been discussing are no doubt terms you'll en-

counter at some time or other, they are not as important in the choosing
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of a database management system as they might seem. If the system

you're interested in does what you want it to, then it's the right system

for you.

Homework Time. No one knows your business as well as you do.

The best way to ensure that you consider only software packages that are

appropriate for your purposes is by doing some homework. This in-

volves using your imagination, making various lists, and estimating your

data storage needs.

To begin, start at the end. Although it may seem odd, beginning by
thinking about the design of all the reports you'd like your database to

generate is one of the best ways to ensure that the DBMS you wind up

with will suit your needs. Pretend that your database already exists and

that you are sitting at your desk looking over the final batch of reports.

What do they look like? What are the report titles? What are the column

titles in each report? What data (information) does each contain? Are
there subtotals? Totals? Are some columns derived arithmetically by

manipulating others?

Take your time here; this is a very important step. If you do a thor-

ough job of imagining at this stage, it will not only be easier to select

a software package, but it will be a good deal easier to design and imple-

ment the system once you have it.

Next, make a list of all the data items (fields) necessary to create the

reports you wish to generate. Identify which fields are calculated and

which are independent, original items. (You might wish to verify at this

time that all the fields you've identified represent data that can actually

be collected; sometimes the reports that are part of a wish list request

data that simply isn't available.)

Once you've identified all the data items to be included, look through

your list for any redundant entries (some data may be used in several

reports). Try to group all the data in a logical way; the idea is to identify

individual files. It may help to keep in mind the file cabinet analogy used

earlier.

When you've finished organizing the data, you will have the skeleton

of your database system: files, records, and fields. From here you can

begin to estimate your data storage needs. How much data a particular

system is capable of storing may be a significant factor in your choice.

Do you need a hard disk? This is important to know, for several reasons.

For one thing, some database management systems won't work with a

hard disk. But if you have a lot of data to work with, you may find that

using several floppy disks is somewhat unwieldy. The fact that data re-

trieval speed is dependent to some extent on the device on which it is

stored is also relevant here.

To assess your data storage needs, first determine how many fields

are in one record of one of your files. Next, count the number of

characters in each field to calculate the total number of characters in one

record. Multiply this number by the number of records your database is

likely to contain. Don't forget to allow room for growth; if you're un-

sure, it's better to overestimate than to underestimate.

Now go through this same process for each of the files you'll be

needing. When you've finished, add up all the totals. This will give you

an estimate of the total amount of storage your system will have to have.

As a rule of thumb, consider that a typical floppy disk stores less than

one hundred fifty thousand characters, while a typical hard disk may
store approximately five million characters.

Armed with this information, you'll be in a much better position to

match particular products with your needs.

What To Look For. Obviously, the first step is to find a system that

can meet the data storage needs you've just identified. If your application

requires enough data to warrant a hard disk, you won't want to spend

much time examining database management systems that can't accom-

modate one. In addition to data storage capacity, various other capa-

bilities may be important, essential, or just nice to have, depending

on your application.

1 . Mathematical manipulation. Does the system allow you to ma-

nipulate your data arithmetically? Is it easy to get subtotals and totals?

Does the system accommodate "derived" columns (arrived at by work-

ing with one or more columns of data)? How easy is it to use the

arithmetic functions?

2. File size limitations. How much data can be stored in a file? How
many fields can be contained in a single record? Are there any limitations

on the number of records?

3. The data input process. Can you design your own data collection
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instrument on-screen so that the entry of data is a relatively simple task?

The ability to customize a database application program to your own
specific needs is a big plus. If your system allows you to create such data

collection forms, you'll be able to make your system much easier for

others to use.

4. Printed reports. In the end, the reports a system generates are of

great importance to you. They'll provide the information that motivated

you to get organized in the first place. The more flexible and powerful a

system's report generation capabilities, the better that system is likely to

be. Can you design the formats of the reports yourself? Can data be

placed anywhere on the page? Will it handle special forms in addition to

standard and wide paper?

5. Sorting. Very few reports are useful until the data they contain has

been arranged in some meaningful way. Does the package you're con-

sidering allow for the sorting of data? Sometimes you'll need an addi-

tional disk drive in order to do this; sometimes you'll need more main

memory, and sometimes the ability to sort data is just not available.

Another relevant question: Does the system allow you to do multiple-

level sorts? For example, if you have a report that has department names
in column one and the names of employees in coluinn two, can you print

a report that's alphabetized by department and, within departments, by

employee? Finally, sorting takes time. How long it takes to sort the size

of the files you plan to use may be an important consideration.

6. Retrieval speed. The time it takes the system to find and display

(or print out) a particular item is called the retrieval speed. If your ap-

plication requires rapid access to data, this is a critical concern. Speed is

the real problem with most microcomputer database management
systems, and you may find that the only way to get the speed you need is

to go to a system that can accommodate a hard disk.

7. Multiple users. If you're part of an organization in which several

people need to use the same database, you'll want to know whether the

system you're considering allows for several stations to be coimected so

that each user can access the data whenever necessary. This setup is

more difficult to arrange than it might at first appear, because in order

for a system to accommodate multiple users, special file-handling

characteristics must be built into it. The list of available software for the

system will also narrow considerably.

8. Documentation. If you (a) can't read the manual, (b) need a Ph.D.

to get through it, or (c) are told that the system is so easy to use that it

doesn't need a manual, watch out! Look through the instruction manual

accompanying any system you're seriously considering. Judge the

system by the quality of the documentation that comes with it.

9. Relationship to a mainframe. If you wish to use your microcom-

puter database management system to manipulate data contained in a

company database on a mainframe, you'll need to take a variety of

elements into account. You'll need a modem to dial in to the host com-

puter. You'll also need to ascertain whether the host computer will

recognize the machine you're dialing in on. The DBMS package you

have will have to accommodate downloading, which is the process of

transferring all or part of the host computer's file to your particular

system. This is not a common feature at present but is certain to be-

come one.

10. Backup. At the risk of belaboring the point, it bears repeating

that one of the most important characteristics of a system is the provision

it makes for backing up files. Be sure you understand what's in-

volved in the backup process before you purchase a system.

By all means, arrange with your dealer to try out the systems that in-

terest you before you buy. Prepare and bring along a sample of twenty-

five records from one of your files (more if you think it would help you

determine the appropriateness of a particular system). Enter the data, try

out some searches, and make comparisons. Make a note of how long it

takes to retrieve a record and how long the sorts take.

Over the next two months, we'll look at some of the database

management packages currently available and evaluate them in terms of

the criteria we've established this time. There will be some old friends,

some familiar faces with revisions, and some newcomers. Among the

packages we'll look at are the new version ofDB Master, the PFS series,

FlowerSoft's Data Bank, Quick File He, and some Apple III database

management systems, to name a few. We'll also take a look at some in-

tegrated packages.

Until then, why not prepare by doing some serious thinking about

your own database management needs? Hi
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The Schoolhouse Apple
by Jock Root

Assuming that we all agree that the computer is potentially a powerful

teaching tool, somehow it doesn't seem to be living up to its potential.

There's getting to be quite a lot of good software around, but most of it

is simply an enhancement of things we could already do. Where is the

"revolution in teaching techniques" we were promised?

Perhaps it's still ahead of us. After all, the computer is a very new

tool, in the classroom as everywhere else, and we're still learning how to

think about it. Let's take a look at what we've done so far and see if it

suggests any new directions.

One of the most exciting things computers have given us is the self-

motivating drill program—a series of problems in arithmetic, grammar,

or something equally boring offered in the format of an arcade game.

The old pack of flash cards, which used to be a punishment, has become

a game of skill and is now used as a reward.

This mixture of teaching and entertainment makes some educators

uncomfortable. They feel that with too much emphasis on entertainment,

teaching is likely to suffer. Certainly, learning requires both effort and

discipline—no "magic software" is going to change that.

Teaching versus Learning. Maybe we're looking at the problem the

wrong way. We know that most kids dislike "schoolwork," but also that

any kid loves a new toy. There is a paradox here—namely, that from the

kid's viewpoint, schoolwork has very little to do with learning.

Every time you buy a new program for your Apple, you are faced

with a "learning threshold"; you have to learn how to control the pro-

gram before you can get any use out of it. This is true for any kind of

program, from Txixxon and Wizardry to WordStar and VisiCalc. In fact,

if you're a wise buyer of software, you give some thought to this before

you pay for a program: "How difficult will it be for me to learn?"

The same goes for any new toy, be it a stereo, a sewing machine, or

a sports car. You have to learn how to use it before you can have any fun

with it. And because you know this before you buy, you're probably

looking forward to the prospect of getting acquainted with your new toy.

You're looking forward, in other words, to a reasonably difficult learn-

ing experience—and you can hardly wait!

On this level, kids are just as smart as you are. They know perfectly

well, if they stop to think about it, that they will have to learn to use

whatever it is they want, but does that stop them from asking for it?

No way.

Children have no objection to learning as such; what they resent is

having to learn stuff that seems to them to be meaningless nonsense-
information they have no immediate use for. While it may seem silly to a

teacher to invest time (and quarters) in learning to chop up a caterpillar

or fly a spaceship in a video game, to a child it seems just as silly to

spend time learning how to divide by seven, or memorizing the date Col-

umbus sailed for America.

If you want to see serious learning, watch a child who wants to get on

a team—any team. She will exercise like you wouldn't have thought

possible, change her eating and sleeping habits, and practice, practice,

practice. All of this, you understand, for the privilege of playing a game.

Clearly, a child can be motivated to learn by himself. In fact, children

love to learn, need to learn, and cannot stop learning. In a sense, learning

is the whole purpose of childhood. The question is, can we use the com-
puter to help shape this drive? Or, more precisely, how can we use the

power of the computer to motivate children to learn what we think they

need to know?
Game Behavior. We all know how video games can fascinate a

person—child or adult, it makes no difference. And the effect is not con-

fined to fast and highly visual arcade games; there are some pretty hyp-

notic programs of the "slow and deep" variety as well (Wizardry,

Sargon, the Zorks, and various other strategy games). These games re-

quire a good deal of learning to play at all—and a whole lot of learning

(plus experience, or practice) to play well. There is strong motivation

here, but how can we apply it to learning French, or algebra?

What does a game program do? For one thing, it offers you a trip to

another world—an alternate reality, with its own rules and purposes. An
imaginary world, but who cares? Thanks to the principle of cause and ef-

fect, you can manipulate that whole world through your keyboard. What
more could you ask?

In this imaginary world, the game program offers you challenges.

You have to master physical techniques (hitting the right key at the right

time or moving the joystick in precisely the right pattern) and mental

techniques (solving puzzles, anticipating dangers, managing resources).

You have to learn a whole lot of new behavior, and learn it well, before

you can even begin to win anything. And most games have several levels

of difficulty, each requiring more learning than the last.

Alas, once you have learned the game well enough to win at it fairly

consistently, you've probably spoiled it for yourself by getting so good at

it. The behavior patterns you have learned in order to win are probably

not useful outside of the game, unless, of course, the program is Sargon

(a chess program). In that case, you could use it to practice for the

EDU-CAVETM
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TWO DISKETTES

FREE LITERATURE . CALL or WRITE
MICRO PROGRAM DESIGNS. 5440 CRESTLINE ROAD
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Masters' Tournament, but then it wouldn't be a game program at all; for

your purposes, it would be a teaching program.

How To Use the Computer. Let's take another look at that. A chess-

playing program is a game if you just like to play chess with your Apple.

But if you're sharpening your skills to play against other people, then

the program is regarded as drill-and-practice courseware. In other

words, the factor that ultimately discriminates between "game" and

"courseware" is purpose. If you're running the program because you

like it, it's a game; but if you're running it because you need the skill, it's

a teaching program.

And that could be the answer we're looking for, or at least a pointer

toward it. The computer might bring a revolution in teaching techniques

by turning the school experience into a series of carefully designed

games. These games would have the same challenge and excitement as

today's entertainment games, but as you played one of them you would

also be shown the principles of, say, algebra, which is the "magic
language" in the world of this particular game. In order to win the game,

you would have to learn those principles and use them correctly in your

"spells." Winning the game would depend on mastering the subject.

If that's what the "revolution" is going to be, what can we do to

hurry it along? If you're into writing software, the answer is obvious

—

but suppose you're a software user? If the software you want isn't writ-

ten yet, you can't very well start using it.

In fact, though, you can't be sure it isn't written yet. All you know is

that it isn't in the courseware catalogs—but have you tried the game soft-

ware? For example, if you teach history, look at the strategy games.

There are probably at least two or three games based on your favorite

war, maybe even one based on your favorite battle. Some strategy games

might be more appropriate to economics—they involve management of

resources, development of weak economies, and the like. If you're look-

ing for a way to demonstrate some event or situation to your students (or

your children), try to find a computer game based on it. If you can find a

reasonably accurate model in game form, it will probably teach them
more successfully than any other tool you could provide.

SpecialWare. We recently received a new kind of courseware
catalog, the first major catalog we have seen that focuses specifically on
courseware for the handicapped. It's called The SpecialWare Directory,

from Line Associates.

The main body of the catalog is an alphabetical listing, by publisher,

of over two hundred educational programs. Those programs that are

suitable for special education use are marked with an asterisk, and a few

programs have two asterisks, meaning that they were specifically de-

signed for special education. Both teaching and evaluation programs are

included.

One-third of the catalog is a set of cross-indexes: by handicap or

special audience, by computer (Apple, Atari, Commodore, IBM pc,

TRS-80, and others), by curriculum or subject, by educational level, by

instructional approach, and other classifications. These listings could be

useful to a teacher in any field, not just special education.

The program descriptions given are based on manufacturers' infor-

mation, and no attempt has been made to evaluate programs. The preface

to the catalog advises you to "consult colleagues or professional review

sources to obtain evaluative information."

The catalog suffers from a few data-handling problems. Some of the

programs don't appear in every cross-reference list, and programs are

not always on the exact pages they're supposed to be, but you can usually

find what you're looking for without difficulty. The convenience of hav-

ing these listings in any form far outweighs the occasional lapses. The
catalog also includes a user feedback form; the implication is that they're

trying as hard as they can and will probably get rid of these minor bugs

by the next edition. It costs $13.95.

Line Associates, 1875 Morse Road, Suite 215, Columbus, OH 43229; (614)

263-2123.

"•S*" 1ANNOUNCING i

Stop paying for EDUCATIONAL
COURSEWARE—Create your own!

Education Station helps you create a computer-

based lesson which will challenge your students

to learn and reinforce classroom instruction, all

at their own pace.

There is no need to learn a programming lan-

guage. You may custom design up to 100 ques-

tions with search for match or key words, auto

count of correct answers, and graphics library

to illustrate questions.

Written in BASIC with an audio tutorial and writ-

ten documentation. Requires 48K, one disk drive

and Apple DOS 3.3.

$39.95

Stop paying for SOFTWARE—Create your own!

The affordable program writer for Apple II + , lie

and Franklin Ace computers.

In just 3 to 5 minutes, GENERATION STATION
creates listable, standard Applesoft™ programs

which may be backed up and modified.

Write your own programs to do everything you'd

expect— like sorting, filing, searching data and

writing reports. Even numeric totals after every

search.

There's an index of remarks and program vari-

ables, four sample programs and audio instruc-

tions.

$74.99

MICRO Instructional audio training for the Apple II -i-, Me, Franklin Ace 1000, 1200, DOS or CP/M,

Wordstar, VisiCalc, Magic Window II, Apple Writer II, Magic Calc or Ace Calc $29.95 each

DEALER
INQUIRIES
INVITED

/1/llCRO
305-485-6880 copyrights of Apple Computer, Franklin Computer, MicroPro,
3453 N.W. 55th Street International, VisiCorp, ArtSci, MICRO Instructional

iNsiRuciiONAL INC Fort LaudBrdals, Florida 33309
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Time was, Billy would do almost
anything to duck his spelling home-
work.
But since Dad broughthome Spelli-

copter™ by DesignWarer Billy has
become a spelling ace. As well as an
ace chopper pilot.

Because Spellicopter, like all

DesignWare software products, com-
bines computergame funwith sound
educational principles.

HOW BE.LY BUILDS HIS
WORD SKILLS.

Each week, Billy or his parents type
new spelling words into the Spelli-

copter game. Then Billy takes com-
mand of his chopper and flies a
mission through aowded skies, and

mountainous terrain to recover the
words. Letter by letter. And always
in the right order.

So by the time Billy gets back to

the base, he's one proud pilot. And
one tough speller.

DESIGNWARE MAKES
LEARNING COME ALIVE.

If you own an Apple ][plus, Apple //e,

BM-PC, Atari 400, 800 or 1200XL
with disk drive, you should take
a close look at all the DesignWare
software.

Another word game, Crypto Cube"
is a great word puzzle the entire

family will enjoy. Once you solve the

word puzzles that come with Crypto
Cube, you can even build your own.

'Atari 400,800,and 1200XL, IBM-PC and Apple ][plus and Apple//e"are trademarks of Atari, Inc.,

IBM Corp. and Apple Computer, Inc. and are not related to DesignWare.

And you'll want to keep an eye out
for our new DesignWare math and
science games. See your local dealer

or call DesignWare at (800) r

in California

(415) 546-1866
for our free soft-

ware catalog.

You'll be de-

lighted with the

way your kids
will learn with
DesignWare.
And they'll be

playing for the

fun of it

Dtt/i^itUlcifr
LEARNING COMES AUVE.
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XHEXURZLE
A Schoolhouse Apple

Tu t o r i a I

LOGO
DOnriA BEARDEn

There was something about the way the shapes went together that had

a look of a wreath with poinsettias. Someone else suggested a stained

glass window; so off we go on another adventure of study, experimenta-

tion, learning, and playing.

What you can learn about stained glass windows and the geometry in-

volved in creating the Rose masterpieces dating as far back as the twelfth

century is awesome. It would take from now until next Christmas to

transfer some of the more complex basic designs into Logo procedures.

For this year's Christmas greeting, you'll have to settle for some fairly

simple combinations of shapes and colors that give only a hint of what's

possible. So Merry Christmas! Enjoy! And come back next year!

Patterns and color can be very exciting to work with in Logo. Each of

these designs was colored on and off the computer. Various pen colors

were tried within the procedures and then the designs were printed and

colored in a variety of ways, emphasizing a variety of shapes.

Many of the famous Rose windows are divided by twelve spokes ra-

diating from the center. Thus the first design evolved from a twelve-pet-

aled flower.

"
.. \ y f.. yi. V .->.

CIRCLE was defined as:

TO CIR :N

REPEAT 36 [FD :N RT 10]

END

Various circles were tried and CIR 2 seemed to be a good size to start

with. To divide the circle into twelve segments, divide 36 by 12.

Therefore, each segment or arc can be drawn with:

TO ARC
REPEATS [FD 2 RT 10]

END

SPOKE was defined with a variable to make it easy to try different

sizes of spokes:

RAYS was defined to draw the twelve spokes and the twelve arcs of

the circle simultaneously:

TO RAYS
REPEAT 12 [SPOKE 30 ARC]
END

After much experimenting, POINTS were added:

TO POINTS
LT 90 FD 30 RT 45

REPEAT 12 [FD 21 RT 120 FD 21 LT 90]

END

To add the second ring of spokes, the turtle was positioned and sever-

al different sizes of circles were tried. CIR II was chosen and RAYS I

was defined. Once you figure out the size of the circle you need, it's not

necessary to draw the circle first. You can combine it with drawing the

spokes as we did earlier.

TO RAYS1
PU FD 27 RT 68 PD
REPEAT 36 [SPOKE 40 FD 1 1 RT 1 0]

END

Another circle was added around the outside. It takes some experi-

menting with various positions and sizes of circles to find the correct

one. So don't be afraid to try several. Think of your screen as a scratch

pad. Then when you find something you're pleased with, put it in a pro-

cedure.

TO ADD.CIR
LT 90 FD 40 RT 92 CIR 18

END

ROSE was defined with two pen colors. Try other combinations and

try changing the background color. Then, if you have a printer, dump the

graphics, find some markers or colored pencils, and create your own
Christmas cards.

TO ROSE
SETPC 4 RAYS
POINTS
SETPC 2 RAYS1
ADD.CIR
END

WREATH began as an exercise in combining regular polygons. With

the exception of the trapezoid, every side of every polygon in the design

is the same length. The long side of the trapezoid is twice as long as the

other sides.

i-'
—^4

TO SPOKE :N

LT 90 FD :N BK
END

N RT 90

First, put six triangles together to form a hexagon. Add squares at

each side of the hexagons. Use diamonds to fill in the spaces between the

squares. Then add trapezoids at the outer sides of the squares and, finally,

pairs of "skinny" diamonds to complete the design.

To add each new ring of shapes, two moves need to be figured out:

one to move the turtle into the correct position to draw the first shape in

the ring and the second to move the turtle from shape to shape within the



GREAT PLAINS ACCOUNTING MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE

Our books
simplify yours!

G,̂reat Plains Software shows you how to appraise

your business from every angle. Our books handle

your accounting in expert fashion. They analyze your

management policies and evaluate the profitability of

your decisions. And our books give you the reports

you need — so you can see where your business is

making profits - and losing them, whether it's by

salesman, product, territory or profit center.

Our new version of the Hardisk Accounting Series

includes General Ledger, Accounts Receivable,

Accounts Payable and two new modules — Payroll

and Inventory with Point of Sale. Our programs are

fast, powerful and efficient. Our books make it easy

to operate and understand.

You can find Great Plains Software at your local

computer store - or call us for more details. We'll be

glad to show you how the Hardisk Accounting Series

can simplify your books.

SPECIFICATIONS
OVERALL
Password Privacy System

Written in UCSD Pascal**

Hard Disk Oriented

Operates tin Apple 111,

IBM PC

GENERAL LEDGER
All entries on line entire fiscal

year

Flexibly formatted financial

statements

Comparative income
statements and balance sheets

ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE
Up to 32,767 customers*

Profit by customer, customer

type, salesman and state

Open item or balance forward

Automatically posts to G/L

ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
Up to 32,767 vendors*

Accommodates manual or

generated checks

Automatically posts to G/L

PAYROLL
Up to 32,767 employees*

Up to 20 deductions per

employee
Withholding computed
Prints W2, 941 and checks

INVENTORY
FIFO, LIFO, standard cost,

weighted moving average and

serial number valuation

5 price levels per part

Concise report includmg profit by

part and line

Point of Sale for cash and credit

sales

Part numbers up to 15 characters

Automatically posts to A/P
and A/R

*depending upon disk storage space

**TM UC Regents

GREAT PLAINS' SOFTWARE
123 15th Street North, Fargo, ND 58102-4292 • (701) 293-8483
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ring. Raise the pen for each move so color can be added to individual

rings. Here is the entire list of procedures:

TO WREATH
HT
SETPC 2 HEX SQUARES
SETPC 3 DIAMONDS
SETPC 5 TRAPS
SETPC 3 S.DIAMONDS
END

TO HEX
REPEAT 6 [TRI RT 60]

END

TO TRI

REPEATS [FD20 RT 120]

END

TO SOUARES
PU FD 20 RT 30 PD
REPEAT 6 [SO RT 90 FD 20 LT 30]

END

TO SO
REPEAT 4 [FD 20 RT 90]

END

TO DIAMONDS
LT 60
REPEAT 6 [DIA PU LT 90 FD 20 RT 30 PD]

END

TO DIA

REPEAT 2 [FD 20 RT 60 FD 20 RT 120]

END

TO TRAPS
PU FD 20 LT 90 PD
REPEAT 6 [TRAP PU FD 20 LT 90 FD 20 RT 120 FD 20 LT 90 PD]
END

TO TRAP
FD 20 RT 60 FD 20 RT 1 20 FD 40 RT 1 20 FD 20 RT 60
END

TO S.DIAMONDS
FD 20 RT 30
REPEAT 6 [S DIAS LT 120 FD 20 RT 30]

END

TOS.DIAS
SDiA
FD 20 LT 120 FD 20 RT 150
S.DIA

END

TO S.DIA

REPEAT 2 [FD 20 RT 30 FD 20 RT 150]

END

What would happen if we rotated the turtle and continued drawing

the skinny diamonds? Aha! A poinsettia!

TO POINSETTIA
REPEAT 12 [S.DIAS RT 30]

END

TO MOVE
PU
REPEAT 2 [FD 20 RT 30]

FD 20 PD
END

TO M0VE2
PU BK 20 LT 150

REPEAT 3 [FD 20 RT 30]

FD 20 PD
END

Have you experimented with filling shapes in with color? This is a

beautiful design to try it on. Since Logo doesn't have a fill command,
we'll have to define one. Let's start with the triangle. If we have the tur-

tle draw progressively smaller triangles, we'll end up with a triangle

filled with color. Try this:

TO FILL.TRI :N

IF :N = 0 [STOP]

REPEAT 3 [FD :N RT 120]

FILL.TRI :N - 1

END

Define similar procedures for the square and the diamond:

TO FILL.SQ :N

IF :N = 0 [STOP]

REPEAT 4 [FD :N RT 90]

FILL.SQ :N - 1

END

TO FILL.DIA :N

IF :N = 0 [STOP]

REPEAT 2 [FD :N RT 60 FD :N RT 120]

FILL.DIA :N - 1

END

When you use shapes filled with color next to each other, some colors

bleed. Experiment with different color combinations. In this design, the

poinsettias were found to bleed into the diamonds if the diamonds were

filled with color first. However, if the poinsettias were drawn first and

then the diamonds were colored, there wasn't a problem. So BRUSH.UP
was defined to go back and brush up the diamonds.

Let's add a ring of poinsettias to the wreath! Instead of S.DIA-
MONDS, add POINSETTLaiS.

TO POINSETTIAS
MOVE
REPEAT 6 [POINSETTIA M0VE2]
END

Here are the other procedures you'll need for WREATH2:

TO WREATH2
SETPC 4 HEX2
SETPC 1 SQUARES2
SETPC 2 DIAMONDS
SETPC 4 TRAPS
POINSETTIAS
SETPC 2 BRUSH.UP
END



GIVE THE GIFT THAT
MAKES YOUR APPLE SHINE.

This Christmas give PLATO®
educational courseware
and start your family on an
exciting learning adventure.

Discover the difference quality

courseware makes. Begin with

the new PLATO Computer

Concepts* series: The Com-
puter Keyboard, Storage and

Memory, Files and Editing, and

Databases. Put these lessons

into practice along with

Keyboardingt and Computer

Literacy to help your family

really understand the computer.

Widen your child's

world with these other
PLATO lessons.

Grade school kids can have fun

while they learn Basic Number

Facts, Whole Numbers, Deci-

mals, and Fractions. For the

teen-ager in your family there

are PLATO lessons in Ele-

mentary Algebra^:, Physics-

Elementary Mechanics, and

Foreign Languages. All are part

of a growing library of quality

educational programs.

Ask for PLATO at selected
retail outlets.

PLATO courseware for micro-

computers is available for the

Apple 11 Plus and Apple lie.

Selected lessons are also available

for the TI99/4A and Atari 800.

For a free PLATO catalog: Call

toU-fi-ee 800/233-3784. (In Calif

,

call 800/233-3785.) Or write

Control Data Publishing Co.,

PO. Box 261127,

San Diego, CA 92126.

'Developed with Continuous Learning Corporation.

tDeveloped with Gregg/McGraw-Hill,

:(:Developed with Courses by Computers, Inc.

Warranty available free from Control Data Publishing Co.,

4455 Eastgate Mall, San Diego, CA 92121
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The FIRST Magazine for Kids with Apples!

The Apple's Apprentice is the first magazine dedicated to kids with Apple
computers at home or school. The Apple's Apprentice can help kids learn

about computers and show them howtogetthemostoutof their Apple, as well

as what the rest of the world is doing with computers.
In Apple's Apprentice, you'll find a fascinating variety of informative articles

and features like our series on the inside scenes of computer manufacturing,
from the design of the chips to the building of printers.

There are also tutorials like MAGIGRAPHICS, THE SOURCEROR'S
APPRENTICE, and APPRENTICE BASIC. PLUS: Interviews with famous
people, kids making money with their computers, reviews of computer hard-

ware and software, games, contests, puzzles, posters, cartoons, stories,

seasonal projects and more!

Subscribe NOW to The Apple's Apprentice for only $18.00 (one-year) by
sending in the money-saving coupon at right (Save $12.00 off the $30.00
single-copy cost and $6.00 off the regular $24.00 subscription rate)!

The Apple's Apprentice .Box 582-AA .Santee, CA 92071 •(619)562-7785
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TO HEX2
REPEAT 6 [FILL.TRI 20 RT 60]

END

TO SQUARES2
PU FD 20 RT 30 PD
REPEAT 6 [FILL.SQ 20 RT 90 FD 20 LT 30]

END

TO BRUSH.UP
PU HOME FD 20 LT 30 PD
REPEAT 6 [FILL.DIA 20 PU LT 90 FD 20 RT 30 PD]

END

Another Christmas symbol is the star. If you connect all the diagonals

in a pentagon, you'll discover a star. This design just evolved from play-

ing around with pentagons and stars.

First define a star and a pentagon:

TO STAR :N

REPEATS [FD :N RT 144]

END

TO PENT :N

REPEAT 5 [FD :N RT 72]

END

Now try drawing a small star and surround it with a pentagon:

TO PENT.STAR
STAR 30 LT 36

REPEAT5[FD19RT 72]

END

How about adding another star:

TO STAR2
BK 30 STAR 80

END

And a pentagon:

TO PENT2
PU FD15LT 72 BK 24

PD PENT 40

END

And another pentagon:

TO PENT3
PU FD 24 RT 72 BK 15

LT 36 PD PENT 50

END

Put it all together and add some color:

TO STARS
SETPC 4 PENT.STAR STAR2
SETPC 5 PENT2
SETPC 2 PENT3
END

That's nice, but how about rotating the turtle and repeating it? This is

the trickiest part of this design. You have to figure out how much to ro-

tate the turtle and how to get him back into position to begin drawing

STARS again.

Some hints. The interior angle of the pentagon is 108 (180 - 72). If

you rotate three pentagons, you'll have 36 degrees left over to complete

the circle (3 x 108 = 324; 360 - 324 = 36). Therefore, to divide the

space equally, we should allow 12 degrees between each pentagon. Since

we need to rotate the turtle through one interior angle of a pentagon,

through the 12-degree space between the pentagons, and then through

one-third of the interior angle of the next pentagon (the point of the star

divides the interior angle of the pentagon into thirds), the first rotation of

the turtle should be RT 156. Then go FORWARD 30 and turn RT 36

(one-third of the interior angle of the pentagon) and you'll be ready to

draw the next STARS pattern.

TO TR I.STARS
REPEAT 3 [STARS MOVE]
END

TO MOVE
PU RT 156 FD 30 RT 36 PD
END

The spaces between the three STARS patterns suggest an equilateral

triangle, so let's add one:

TO ADD.TRI
RT 72 BK 40

REPEAT 3 [FD 100 RT 120]

END

Edit the TRI.STARS procedure so it's level on the screen and add

some color to the final triangle:

TO TRI.STARS
RT 18

REPEAT 3 [STARS MOVE]
SETPC 3

ADD.TRI
END

And have a happy new year!
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Peachtxee Software*

byEDU

Thesmartestwayto^t
themostoutofschool.

Peachtree Software develops and

expands your mind with a little help

from your computer. With this

innovative and exciting software, you

can improve your thinking skills,

mental reflexes, creativity and

understanding — and do it while

you're having fun.

Peachtree Software is an

imaginative new tool for getting the

most out of school. It helps sharpen

the mind to meet the challenges of

this increasingly complex world.

Open your mind and your horizons

4 different ways:

3

1 The Science of Learning™

This program is a key ingredient for

establishing a strong foundation in the

world of numbers, speUing, reading

and computer literacy. Mathematics

and language experiences are both

included along the pathway to

establishing basic learning skills. A
child progresses in this magical world

at his or her own speed.

2 DragonWare TM

Enter challenging games of spelling,]

reading and counting skills, three skills

essential to success in today's and

tomorrow's world. Colorfully

animated games exercise a child's

eye'hand coordination, memory skills,

sense of proportion and motor skills.

Shape determination and perceptual

skills are also challenged in other games

in the DragonWare series.

Interactive Simulations™ 4 Interactive Fantasies™

The last frontier — space —
becomes your destination as you

master the difficulties of navigating

and docking with the space station.

It's the simulation of a real' life

situation.

But it's right at your fingertips,

testing your technical understanding,

mathematical judgment and raw

perceptual skills. It's a driving school

for would'be astronauts!

The name of the game is survival in a

strange land. And you're the survivor,

you hope.

You'll go on a mystical journey with

Lazarus Long, Miner Hobart — a rich

gambler who's dying of uranium

poisoning — and Zora, a manipulating

magician of questionable ends.

It's an adventure among fantastic land'

scapes. Anything can happen — and it

usually does.

EduWire, The Science of Learning, DragonWare, Interactive

Simulations and Interactive Fantasies are trademarks of EduWare Services, Inc , an MSA company

Peachtree Software is a registered trademark of Peachtree Software Incorporated, an MSA company.
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GRAPHKS TOGO
Take Your CRT Graphics To Your Next Meeting.

Use DATACAM For Instant Color Photos And Slides From CRT Monitors.

Getting your CRT graphics to a meeting shouldn't be
time consuming, expensive or difficult to accomplish.

DATACAM™ 35 and DATACAM™ I meet the fast rising

demand for photographic records of images from CRT
monitors for reference and presentations. With a

DATACAM™ color recording camera, your display informa-

tion can be communicated economically, in an instant.

A DATACAM™ is extremely easy to use. All you have to do
is place a DATACAM™ on any CRT monitor, press a button

to shoot and within minutes have

the finished print or slide.

DATACAM™ is portable, too.

A DATACAM™ is not hard-wired to a

fixed single video system and does not

require customizing for a particular

video display screen. Anyone can use

it from engineers, designers, medical

professionals, educators, to business

professionals.

DATACAM™ 35 comes in two monitor sizes— 12"/13"

and 19"/21" to fit almost every available screen size. It is

perfect for photographically recording CRT graphics in a

slide format. When you need an instant audiovisual pre-

sentation, your DATACAM™ 35, loaded with Polachrome

35mm film will produce color slides which can be

processed on an AutoProcessor and mounted within a

matter of minutes. Or, you can use conventional 35mm
color film and send it out for developing.

DATACAM™ I is also available in the

same sizes as DATACAM™ 35. It is ideal

for making instant hard copy 3x4
photographic prints for reference data,

notebook presentations or file informa-

tion. DATACAM™ I can be used with

Kodak Instant Color Film.

To place your order call toll free 800-962-7370.
In N.Y.S. call 800-962-7272.

770 Basket Road

RO. Box 338
Webster, NY 14580

PHOTOGRAPHIC
SCIENCES CORP

DATACAM
Hard Copies Made Simple



THE Fy^scA|.mrH
By Jim Merritt

Jungle Fever, Part 10

The end of yet another year also brings us to the end of our tutorial

overview of Apple Pascal's UNIT facility. We covered the major issues

in the October and November columns; this month, we'll conclude with

glances at some of the subtler aspects of UNITs. Accordingly, the mate-

rial presented below presumes that you are at least passingly familiar

with the UNIT mechanism. If you missed one or both of our previous

discussions, read carefully the relevant portions of Apple's Pascal

manuals, specifically chapter 5 of the Apple Pascal Language Reference

Manual, as well as chapter 7 and the "System Librarian" section of

chapter 8 in the Apple Pascal Operating System Reference Manual.

Choosing Your "Favorite Flavor." Suppose you make your living

developing software for the mass market. In a frenzy of inspiration and

activity, you create CEO (Chief Executive Officer), the world's most

comprehensive, well-integrated business software system. You expect

sales volume to reach into the millions, or at least the hundreds of thou-

sands. At the core of CEO is a marvelous package of subroutines, which

you have named WHIZUNIT. This UNIT is so handy that you plan to

use it in several future software products. Given all this, should WHIZ-
UNIT be a regular UNIT or an INTRINSIC one? This question was

posed at the end of the column last month; finding an answer (no easy

task!) naturally involves comparing the relative strengths and

weaknesses of the two types of UNITs.

Let's assume that you make a regular UNIT out of WHIZUNIT. This

decision will probably cause you a great deal of inconvenience during the

software development process, since every time you change either CEO
or WHIZUNIT, you must invoke the Linker to merge the client and

UNIT object code together into a single, executable code file. During

product development, both CEO and WHIZUNIT are likely to change

several times, and you must invoke the Linker after recompiling either

entity. The selling price that you ask for CEO will have to be calculated

to compensate you for enduring such inconvenience. Furthermore, the

final CEO object code file—using only regular UNITs—will be complete

and self-sufficient. To move CEO to a customer's computer system (or to

make a backup copy), it will be necessary to transfer only one file. Instal-

lation of CEO on the customer's system is thus as simple as it can get.

Consequently, you will find it reasonably easy to document and support

this aspect of the software!

Now, suppose that you bring your other products—all dependent on

WHIZUNIT—to market. Because WHIZUNIT is not INTRINSIC, the

object code file for each program must include its own, separate copy of

the UNIT. If your software system involves many programs and

WHIZUNIT is very large, a great deal of disk space will be occupied by

redundant copies of WHIZUNIT. As a result, you or your customer may
find it impossible to put all the code files on a single Apple-format disk

and still leave room for any system software files or data files that may
be required for successful execution. Of course, it's in your best interests

to ensure that all files relating to CEO can fit comfortably on one disk.

Your production costs (not to mention your customer's potential confu-

sion) are likely to rise with the number of disks included in the CEO
package.

What if you find a bug in WHIZUNIT at some future time? You must

repair it, relink the UNIT to each and every client, and supply entirely

new, improved versions of each client program to those of your custom-

ers who decide to participate in your software update offer.

Designating WHIZUNIT as INTRINSIC would alleviate several of

the aforementioned difficulties, but it would cause others. On one hand,

your task of product development might be eased somewhat, because no

linking is necessary between INTRINSIC UNITs and their clients. If you

change a client, you can execute the compiled object code directly;

merging of client and INTRINSIC UNIT code is done automatically by

the system at execution time. On the other hand, every time you change

the INTRINSIC version of WHIZUNIT, you must reinstall it in the Sys-

tem. Library, so the time you save by not having to link could be lost if

WHIZUNIT changes more often than its clients during the software de-

velopment cycle.

The client of an INTRINSIC UNIT does not actually include any of

the UNIT'S object code; one copy of the UNIT code—residing in the

System. Library file—serves for all clients of that UNIT. Therefore, by

making WHIZUNIT an INTRINSIC, you may be able to shrink the ob-

ject files for CEO and other clients by a margin sufficient to allow all of

them to fit easily onto a single disk, while still leaving room for data files

and any necessary Pascal system code files.

The installation of software that depends on INTRINSIC UNITs is

rather tricky, for several reasons. First, no client of an INTRINSIC
UNIT can execute unless the object code for that UNIT is available in

System. Library at execution time. Thus, in order to use CEO, the cus-

tomer must not only transfer the client code file to her system, but also

install any appropriate UNITs in the library. We saw in November that it

is not easy to construct a code library, partially because the process in-

volves interaction with an esoteric utility program. Library. In general,

library manipulation involving the Library utility should not be at-

tempted by any but seasoned programmers. Certainly, your customers

should not be responsible for merging WHIZUNIT into their own
libraries.

But suppose now that you take it upon yourself to write a program

called Install that will do the job of the Library utility but in an automated

fashion, without human intervention. Even if you learn everything there

is to know about how code libraries are organized and how to duplicate

the functions of the Library program, you will still encounter two major

problems. Given the requirement that Install should never require pro-

grarrmiing expertise on the part of its user, one of those important prob-

lems is probably insoluble, while the other one is definitely so.

Last month, we saw that every INTRINSIC UNIT declaration must

include at least one (and sometimes two) explicit segment numbers (for

CODE and DATA respectively). These numbers are permanently and ir-

revocably associated with the INTRINSIC UNIT, unlike the variable,

"dummy" segment numbers that are assigned by the compiler to regular

UNITs. If an INTRINSIC UNIT is given the CODE segment number 25,

it will always be associated with segment slot 25 at execution time. In

contrast, a regular UNIT that is given segment number 25 when it is

compiled may in fact be reassigned to segment 7 when it is finally linked

to a client.

The first of our tough problems hinges on the inflexibility of IN-

TRINSIC UNIT segment numbering: What if another INTRINSIC
UNIT in the customer's library has already been assigned to WHIZ-
UNIT's segment number? For reasons that we won't go into here, no

two INTRINSICs in the same library code file should ever bear the same

segment number. Facing a conflict such as this, the Install program

should probably give up and admit its failure to the user (perhaps also

mentioning the name of the conflicting UNIT in its "swan song" error

message).

Your Pathfinder is unsure at the time of this writing whether it is pos-

sible for a program to identify all references to a specific segment num-

ber within an arbitrary sequence of Pascal object code. If it is possible.

Install could sidestep the problem of conflicting segment numbers by

assigning another, unused segment number to WHIZUNIT. After install-

ing the altered UNIT code in System. Library, Install could proceed to al-

ter all of WHIZUNIT 's clients so that they would use the new segment
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numbers. Even if such a scheme is feasible, however, devising it would

involve much head-scratching and laborious effort on your part—perhaps

too much to be worth the trouble.

The other problem (the truly insoluble one) entails dealing with a full

library file. Like any code file, System. Library can accommodate only

sixteen segment definitions because its segment dictionary has only six-

teen "slots." In the standard Apple Pascal library, seven of these slots

are occupied by Apple's own INTRINSIC UNITs, while nine are left va-

cant. Nine is not a very big number. It isn't hard to imagine filling all the

available slots with INTRINSIC UNITs belonging to only a few different

applications software systems, especially if some of the UNITs declare

both CODE and DATA segments. (The DATA segment of an INTRIN-
SIC UNIT is actually little more than a "dummy." Still, it must occupy

its own slot in the library segment dictionary.)

Should the Install program find the library full when it tries to install

WHIZUNIT, it would simply have to admit its failure to the user, and

then quit. There is no recourse, short of removing one of the established

UNITs from the library. The decision of which (if any) UNIT to remove

should be left to a programmer. This, of course, violates our requirement

that successful use of Install should not require any programming
expertise.

It seems that no matter how much effort and ingenuity we put into our

hypothetical Install program, it is very unlikely that we can automate IN-

TRINSIC UNIT installation in anything approaching a foolproof fash-

ion. We must reluctantly conclude, therefore, that as convenient as IN-

TRINSIC UNITs are for experienced programmers, they probably cause

more trouble than they're worth when used in freely distributed produc-

tion software. Despite any drawbacks we've mentioned, then, it would

probably be better to implement WHIZUNIT as a regular UNIT.
When 16 Equals 32. We mentioned previously that a code file's seg-

ment dictionary has only sixteen "slots." This affects the number of

segments and (regular) UNITs that may be employed by any particular

program. Although a program may consist of any mixture of UNITs and

SEGMENT subroutines, the sum of the total number of regular UNITs
and the total number of segments (counting the main program as a seg-

ment) may not exceed sixteen. In other words, a main program may call

upon up to fifteen additional segments, where a segment is either a SEG-
MENT subroutine or a regular UNIT. Thus, if your program uses five

SEGMENT PROCEDURES, it may call upon up to ten regular UNITs.
A program that does not contain any SEGMENT subroutines (other than

its own main body) is free to use up to fifteen regular UNITs.
We've mentioned in previous months that the run-time segment table

is a sort of master dictionary maintained jointly by the p-machine simula-

tor and Pascal operating system. It contains entries that describe all seg-

ments that are part of the currently executing program. The segment ta-

ble has room for thirty-two entries, and this means that the currently

executing program may include thirty-two different segments.

Remember, however, that the only program the p-machine knows how to

execute is the operating system. That is the program that may consist of

thirty-two segments. Segment zero is the operating system core, for in-

stance, and segments two through six are permanently allocated to other

SEGMENT subroutines that are called by the core from time to time.

Thus, six of the thirty-two available segments are reserved for use by the

operating system, leaving twenty-six for your programs. One of those

twenty-six segments—segment number one, to be precise— is always

your main program, and this leaves twenty-five segment slots that may
be filled by any combination of SEGMENT subroutines and regular or

INTRINSIC UNITs.
But wait, you say. If a code file can contain only sixteen different

segments, due to limitations on the size of its segment dictionary, how
can a program make use of the other ten segment slots in the run-time

segment table? It can make up the difference by calling upon INTRIN-
SIC UNITs, because the code for such a UNIT does not appear in any of

its clients' code files, nor does an entry for it take up space in any of its

clients' segment dictionaries. Indeed, a particular program's segment

dictionary can be completely filled with entries for regular UNITs and

SEGMENT subroutines, yet the program may still use up to ten IN-

TRINSIC UNITs. Of course, a program is certainly not limited to using

just ten INTRINSIC UNITs. If a main program uses fewer than fifteen

"conventional" segments (in other words, if its own segment dictionary
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is not completely full), it may call upon more than ten INTRINSICs.

Noload. Normal SEGMENT subroutines are not loaded into primary

memory until they are called, while all of a client program's UNITs
reside in primary memory at once. This doesn't have to be the case,

however. You can make UNITs (even INTRINSIC ones) act like the

SEGMENT subroutines they really are by placing the "noload" com-

piler directive instruction, (*$N+*), at the begirming of your program.

Then, when your program calls a UNIT subroutine, the appropriate

code segment will be loaded into RAM memory from disk. When that

segment is no longer active, the space it occupies in RAM will be

reclaimed by the Pascal system for the benefit of incoming segments and

data storage. Just as with segments, you may use the "resident" com-

piler directive instruction, (*$R filename*), to "hold" a UNIT in RAM
for an arbitrarily long period of time, whether or not any subroutines in

the UNIT are active. Space limitations prevent a thorough recap of the

"resident" instruction here; see the September 1983 issue for more
details.

"Gotchas." A few aspects of UNIT usage are neither immediately

obvious from Apple's documentation nor amenable to brief explanation.

We'll note them here, with littie or no elaboration:

1. Any UNIT may use another UNIT of the same type. A regular

UNIT may use another regular UNIT, and an INTRINSIC UNIT may
use another INTRINSIC. Regular UNITs may even use INTRINSICs.
But no INTRINSIC may use a regular UNIT. If you violate this rule, you

will receive error message number 353 ("Nonintrinsic unit called from

intrinsic unit").

2. When one UNIT uses another—that is, when one UNIT is the

client of another—the appropriate USES declaration must be the first

thing in the client's INTERFACE section. Refer to syntax diagrams in

the September and October columns or in Apple's own manuals.

3. No USES declaration may appear within an IMPLEMENTA-
TION section. If you try to do this, the compiler will complain of error

number 192 (" 'Uses' must be in interface section").

4. Files may be employed by UNITs only if they are declared in the

INTERFACE section. If you declare a "private" file within the IM-

PLEMENTATION section, you will receive error message number 191

("No private files"), and the compiler will refuse to process your UNIT.
5. Suppose your program uses a UNIT named ToolsC, which uses

another, ToolsB, which in turn uses a third, ToolsA. (Let's assume that

each is an INTRINSIC UNIT, though one or more could just as easily be
of the "regular" persuasion.) Even though your program does not make
direct use of either ToolsB or ToolsA, its USES declaration must look

like this:

USES ToolsA, ToolsB, ToolsC;

In other words, the USES declaration in a client must name all UNITs
that are relevant to the compilation, whether or not the client itself uses

them explicitly. What's more, the most indirectly used UNITs must be

named first (which accounts for the fact that the identifiers ToolsA and

ToolsB precede ToolsC in the example above).

6. UNITs may not contain SEGMENT subroutines. Your attempts to

include such subroutines in your own UNITs will earn you error message
number 185 ("Segment declaration not allowed in units").

7. Although UNITs may be defined within programs, they may not

be defined within other UNITs. For instance, you may "nest" MyUnit
within MyProgram, so long as you observe the syntax rules for doing so.

But defining OtherUnit within MyUnit is out of the question and will

cause the compiler to report error condition number 182 ("Nested units

not allowed").

Moving 1984-ward! With a veritable armload of "dos and don'ts,"

you should now be reasonably well prepared to develop your own
UNITs, both regular and INTRINSIC. However, your Pathfinder is not

so naive as to believe that you will actually spend your holidays slaving

over a hot Apple! And why should you? Enjoy yourself and the company
of friends and family with our blessings and best wishes. When you
return in January, however, be prepared to give your undivided attention

to absolute and pure rationality—in numeric computation, that is! If you

hated working with fractions in elementary school, you'll whistle ap-

preciatively when you see how next month's special-purpose UNIT
allows you to foist the drudgery onto your trusty Apple. ^
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' 7 see that you have a tooth missing.

"Two of them. And the Good Fairy brought me $2.00.
"

' 'Did you see what she looked like ? '

'

"Yes, she had two arms, two legs, one head, a moustache, and she

was wearing pajama tops.

' 'Did you see Santa this year?
'

'

' 'See him ? Ifixed him a bourbon and water.

—From Kids Say the Damdest Things!

On July 15, 1929, with ten dollars in his pocket, seventeen-year-old

Art Linkletter hit the road. For a long, memorable year and a half,

Linkletter and his friend of the same age, Denver Colorado Fox, rode the

rails and explored the United States.

The pair began their stint as hoboes in San Diego. The ride up the

California coast to the state of Washington was educational and tiring for

the tall, big-boned Linkletter, who was fresh out of high school. The

self-reliant Linkletter—always sure that his presence of mind would get

him out of tough situations—was just beginning to enjoy the experience

when he and Fox were robbed and scared out of their wits by two hoboes

with a gun in a freight car near a Walla Walla switching yard.

It was a momentous and frightening beginning of a vagabond trek

across the tense, stormy landscape of the Great Depression. Continuing

their journey, Linkletter and Fox worked and rode their way east. The
times were rough. Some towns didn't like hoboes and some railroad

yards had tough guys with fists like rocks and names like "Big Stick."

Other towns were friendly to the two teenagers, providing temporary

jobs at which they could earn an honest buck or two.

Hoboes Say the Darndest Things. Linkletter left San Diego with at

least one skill that would serve him well on the road. He could type

about ninety words a minute. At a time when Underwood prowess was a

first-class ticket to instant employment, Linkletter's earnings made the

two hoboes respectable temporary citizens in many large towns and cities

across the country.

Now you know part of the reason why Art Linkletter has no trouble

getting along with those strange computer things called Apples. The man
has known his way around a keyboard since before many of us

were bom.
It's now been a dozen years since Linkletter's House Party left TV,

but the funny nice guy who entertained millions of people five days a

week, every week, for two and a half decades with his quick-witted,

humorous style and natural folksy manners is still a familiar name and a

familiar face across the nation.

This holiday season, a company called HomeComputer Software

(Sunnyvale, CA) is marketing an education/entertainment software

program

—

Kids Say the Damdest Things to Computers!—that combines

some of the spontaneity of House Party and the fun and philosophy of the

book Kids Say the Damdest Things! with the computer's unique abilities

to involve the whole family in the game-playing process.

The program is targeted for kids five to eleven years of age. Kids Say

the Damdest Things to Computers! can be played by kids younger than

five, but they'll usually require assistance to feel comfortable at the

keyboard. Linkletter sees the product as more entertaining than educa-

tional, but it's far more than just another home computer game.

A fifty-year veteran of radio, TV, stage, books, and movies, Linklet-

ter is the man who can cause an interviewee to lose all semblance of a

stable mental makeup, the man who gets kids to embarrass the hell out of

their parents on national television, the man who can deliver devastating

one-liners with the true aim of a comedic marksman.

Linkletter's People Are Funny played on national TV for nineteen

years and his book. Kids Say the Damdest Things!, with illustrations by
Charles Schulz and an introduction by Walt Disney, appeared in 1957.

The book, which includes hilarious bits from Linkletter's countless TV
and radio interviews of children, was a bestseller for two years.

With his mature mind and an easy style that made him a friend to kids

of all ages, Linkletter was a funny and friendly pyschologist on the tube.

He didn't make fun of people and there was more to his shows than just

endless gags. He interviewed adults and kids, parents and their off-

spring, coaxing them to say what was on their minds, asking them about

their everyday lives, uncovering the one element of humor that could be

cleverly poked and then amplified into hysterical laughter across the

nation.

Linkletter helps people feel good about themselves. He likes to go in-
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to the homes of American families, one way or another, and stir things

up with the ultimate goal of bringing people together. He's taken his

responsibilities as an internationally known celebrity very seriously

through the years and is continuing to do so right on into the com-
puter age.

Bound for Glory. There were countless other, nontyping, jobs in

store for Linkletter during his youthful odyssey. He worked in steel

mills, theaters, hotels, meat-packing plants, and restaurants. Eventually

he and his friend found their way to New York City where Linkletter got

a job as a typist at the National City Bank on Wall Street. It was a hell of

a time to be working on Wall Street—Linkletter arrived in town on Oc-

tober 11, 1929—but it was an interesting time in Linkletter's life.

Linkletter did not fully comprehend what the stock market crash of

1929 signified. But he would not always be in the dark about the matters

of high finance. After he became a successful entertainer, first in radio

and then in the young TV industry, Linkletter made many investments

and had his hand in a lot of commercial schemes— in 1969, Forbes



i today may not be as familiar with Art Linkletter as their counterparts were
sixties, but the funny nice guy who has made millions laugh is still getting kids

darndest things. A fifty-year veteran of TV and radio and the author of seventeen b<

Linkletter is best known for his family-oriented entertainment. Linkletter's House Pan

magazine estimated his holdings at $20 million.

He's had his business successes, failures, and near-misses. In the late

fifties he got into the Hula-Hoop craze. Linkletter Spin-a-Hoops were

manufactured by twelve factories across the United States. Fortunately,

Linkletter got out of the business before the craze melted away.

These days, Linkletter is into oil wells, livestock, tamper-resistant

bottle caps (following through with a project started by his late son

Robert), mining, gas, and he is on the boards of several large companies,

such as MGM/UA, Western Airlines, and a national insurance company.

And now he's getting involved with the software business.

Apples Compute the Gosh-Darndest Things. Linkletter's involve-

ment with the Apple software business began when he was approached

by a software company to act as a spokesperson for its products. He says

the original plan at that company was to provide both software and hard-

ware to churches for bookkeeping applications. In addition, Linkletter

was asked to help design a Biblical education program for the family.

When the company split in two, Linkletter stayed with the folks who
founded HomeComputer Software.

It was his eldest son Jack who first introduced Linkletter to the Apple

II. Jack Linkletter lives in Emerald Bay, California, and bought
an Apple for the usual reasons—home finance, some programming,
telecommunications. During one visit with Jack and his family. Art

started playing around with the computer. Now, when he visits, Linklet-

ter uses the Apple to look at the Dow Jones News/Retrieval Service.

Will Linkletter ever get a computer of his own?
"I'll have one as soon as I need one," he says. "For right now, I get

along just fine using Jack's."

A consultant on all of HomeComputer Software's products, Linklet-

ter has even done his own programming. His days as a typist on Wall

Street and on the S.S. American Legion were long ago, but Linkletter

remembers them when he thinks about sitting in front of a computer. "I

was one of the original Kelly Girls. I was also a sailor on this ship. When
the captain found out I could type, I never chipped paint again."

Linkletter came up with the first version of Kids Say the Darndest

Things to Computers! on Jack's Apple. The concept was crude and not

up to commercial standards, but the example Linkletter set here is in-

dicative of his belief that kids should work hard and learn usefijl skills

they can carry with them through life. Linkletter's skill as a typist,

besides keeping him above water at other times in his life, helped make it

easier for him to learn the basics of programming.

The version of Kids Say the Darndest Things to Computers! that is

now showing up in computer stores around the country was a collab-

orative effort between Linkletter and a couple of professional program-

mers at HomeComputer Software.
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Welcome to Art Linkletter's Apple Party. A hi res drawing of

Linkletter greets you when you first boot up the program. A dialogue

balloon, where the text of Art's interview questions is displayed, fills up

almost half the screen. After the greeting, the hi-res Linkletter asks you

to type in your name at the keyboard. Then you're asked if that is really

your name. The interviewer makes occasional comments, such as, "Oh,
Jill is a nice name," or "It's hard for me to see out of this computer; is

there anybody else with you?" It's a nice touch.

When parents get hoodwinked into playing the game, they needn't

fret about answering the question of "How old are you?" If you're

honest, the interviewer replies, "Okay, have it your way. You look

younger than thirty-five to me." Similarly, the interviewer doesn't let

the young user get away saying no to playing a game. "Are you kidding

me?" he says. "Here's a game that even people who don't enjoy playing

games will like to play."

Once the initial interview is finished, a menu of ten games appears

on-screen—with the name of the interviewee incorporated in the titles.

Another nice touch. The ten games are story-creation exercises, wherein

a child's answers to seemingly unrelated questions are used to construct

short tales. The stories are a lot of fun and each conveys a lesson

about life.

As voice synthesis and voice recognition technologies improve.

Linkletter and HomeComputer Software would like to allow kids really

to say their damdest things straight to the computer, without having to

use the keyboard. But for the moment, it's worthwhile to recall a chapter

in Kids Say the Darndest Things! entitled "Kids Write the Darndest

Things!" (Who could argue with the insight of the well-meaning kid who
wrote to the president of the United States: "If you keep on doing so

great, I'll bet you will probably go down in history like Rodolf the Red
Nose Raindear.")

Once a selection has been made from the menu, the electronic

Linkletter asks: "Do you want to help me make a story?" If you say yes,

the program proceeds normally; if you answer no, the program supplies

random responses to the questions normally answered by the child and

constructs a story anyway.

The second story creation on the menu is called "Visitors from Outer

Space." The young computerist is first asked to supply the name of his

or her best friend and then to name a favorite food. Several of the ques-

tions are simple requests for such things as a random number, your sec-

ond favorite color, the town you live in, and a place you visited. Others

are designed to stimulate the imagination: "Spell a sound you can make
with your mouth besides talking" and "What is one way to spell the

sound the straw makes when you get to the end of your milkshake?"

Still other questions are designed to cause kids to think about their
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At seventy-one, Art Linkletter is

still a very funny guy. He likes to

go into the homes of American
families, one way or another, and
stir things up with the ultimate

goal of bnnging people together.

He sees home computers as

having the same ability as radio

and TV to unite families while

educating and entertaining both

children and parents.

emotions and feelings: "Picture something that feels very unpleasant.

Can you touch it in your mind? Good! What is a word for how the thing

in your mind feels?" The last question asks you to name something

you'd like to do with friends when they come to visit.

Once all the questions have been answered, the story is created and it

starts out something like this: "One day Jack and Jill were walking down
the street when they saw a bright orange spaceship from the planet Gig-

gle (sound the mouth can make) land in the street and 1,238 (random

number) pea green (second favorite color) Pluurruups (sound the straw

makes) jump out its window (part of house)."

Aliens Say the Strangest Things. As the main character in the story,

the child displays no fear of the 1,238 pea green Pluurruups; "They are

trying to be friendly. They want to taste our burritos." The Pluurruups

leave and Jack and Jill are sad to see them go. "Maybe they'll come back

to North Hollywood again and play cards with us sometime!"

After the finished story has been read, there's an opportunity to learn

"more about what the story means." In the case of "Visitors from Outer

Space," the lesson to be learned is not to judge strangers by appearances

alone. Other lessons include patience, selflessness, and gratitude. In at

least one of the story explanations, children are advised to seek out more
information about the lesson from someone they trust, such as a parent,

or a best friend.

"The goal of the games is to make kids think about life, their house,

and family," Linkletter says. "At the same time, we're trying to teach

them positive values like humility, kindness, and hard work. The pro-

gram will help kids improve their reading and it will help develop their

imaginations."

The family unit is very important to Linkletter—he and his wife Lois

raised five kids—and he has written several books on the subject of rais-

ing kids. Linkletter himself was denied a stable, happy childhood by cir-

cumstances beyond his control.

Linkletter was born in the little town of Moose Jaw, in the Canadian

province of Saskatchewan. An illegitimate child, Linkletter was adopted

as a baby by John and Mary Linkletter. An unsuccessful insurance

salesman in Moose Jaw, John Linkletter first moved the family to

Lowell, Massachusetts, where he opened a general store. When that ven-

ture proved unsuccessful, the LinJdetters moved all the way across the

continent to Point Fermin, near Los Angeles.

When the family moved again, to San Diego, the elder Linkletter

resumed the shoemaker's trade he had learned as a boy. The family was

forced at first to live in a charity home run by a local church. While liv-

ing in this house, the grateful and impressionable John Linkletter heard

the call. The Reverend Mr. Linkletter, as he dubbed himself, believed in

the direct approach to spreading the Lord's word, and his congregation

consisted largely of passersby on the street corners of San Diego.

Old-Time Religion. Young Art Linkletter would often be called

upon to assist his father in helping people to see the light. More than a

few times young Linkletter felt humiliated by the situation and, with the

knowledge that he was adopted, grew more and more convinced that life

with the Linkletters was a temporary thing. When the time came, he

would strike out on his own. And he did.

The situation hasn't changed much, fifty-four years after Linkletter

and Denver Fox first hit the road. Seventy-one-year-old Linkletter still

spends a large part of his time traveling, lecturing, and speaking to

students, parents, and youth groups about drug abuse. He has become a

crusader, a preacher in his own way, with an audience that he cares very

much about.

The death of his youngest daughter Diane, in an LSD-related in-

cident, gave Linkletter something to fight against and something to

defend.

"Problems like drug abuse occur when parents aren't communicating

with their kids. It's very important for kids and parents to do things to-

gether," Linkletter believes. The family unit has a lot to offer the grow-

ing child—love and companionship, friendship and support. Linkletter

also believes that the teachings of Christianity are invaluable in the rais-

ing of kids, though there are no religious elements in Kids Say the Dam-
dest Things to Computers!

Linkletter and HomeComputer Software are working on software

programs based on some of his other books, such as How To Be a Super-

salesman. Through the years, Linkletter has written several times about

such subjects as positive thinking and self-improvement. He sees current

crazes such as aerobics classes and health club membership as indica-

tions that people like to improve themselves.

"What's that joke going around? If God had wanted us to exercise he

would have put Jane Fonda in the Bible."

Computers Are Funny. Linkletter is perhaps the first big personality

in the entertainment world to become directly involved with the mer-

chandising of personal computer software. More will surely follow him.

HomeComputer Software has released a golf game designed by pro

golfer Tom Weiskopf, and other sports stars are getting into the act. The

desire to link computers with such popular pastimes as entertainment ac-

tivities and athletics is increasing as the software industry serves more

consumers each year.

Thirty years ago, Linkletter turned down an offer from Walt Disney

to have first chance at acquiring the land immediately surrounding the

site that would become Disneyland. Linkletter has kicked himself in the

pants over that decision for the last quarter century. Luckily, kids and

grown-ups never stop learning. As we enter the new year, Linkletter is

not about to miss out on the fun, fame, and fortune of the computer

revolution. HI
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Time-trax Would Have Remembered.
INTRODUCTORY OFFER

FREE CLOCK MODULE INCLUDED*
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Time-trax comes complete with

clock module. Two AA batteries

provide up to two years of back up

power. Complete information and

sub-routines are included for pro-

gramming.

Time-trax is written for 48K

Apple® **
II, II Plus and HE.

See your local dealer for a Time-trax

demo or order direct, for only

$99.95, by calling toll free:

800-854-8021 Nationwide

800-432-7268 California

Visa, Mastercard Welcome

TIME«^TRAX
THE TIME MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

Dealer Inquiries Invited.

*This offer expires on March 31st, 1984.

* 'Apple is a registered trademark of Apple

Computer, Inc.

Time-trax is a time and date oriented

calendar program that will remind

you of appointments, errands, phone

messages, birthdays, holidays, bills to

pay and much more. Time-trax can

even notify you in advance of pend-

ing important events.

Entirely menu driven, Time-trax is

very easy to use. With a simple key-

stroke you can make, review and edit

entries or search for any entry from

past, present or future months.

Customize Time-trax entries with

your own, meaningful catagory

labels. Print out a day, a month or

any period of time easily.

Busy people everywhere need Time-

machine language with hi-res graph-

ics all routines are very fast and the

display is extremely sharp.

TIME-TRAX^^
Creative Peripherals Unlimited

1606 S. Clementine
Anaheim, CA 92802



WITH
EVERYTHING.
Your best buy in modem history Tiie

Networkery" a plug-in single-slot di-

rect connect modem for your Apple II,

\\ + . and lie (or Franklin, Albert, or

other Apple compatible computer).

You are immediately linked to the

vast network of computers — data

bases like the Source'r Compu-
serve?' or Dow Jonesf' friends, banks

businesses, and hundreds of local "bulletin

boards." For only $129. There's absolutely

nothing else to buy And it even comes with

software

This is the modem that does it all. and does

it for less. The Apple Communications Card is on

board, so you won't need to buy one. That will

save a bunch. It's 300 baud, the most commonly

used type of modem. It comes complete with its

own communications software on Apple compati-

ble disk, giving you features no modem offers.

Like "data capture" to lock the messages

into your Apples' RAM, and then move the infor-

mation onto a disk for easy reference and review.

A terminal program that turns your computer into

a communications command center, displaying

on-screen "help" menus, continuous updates of

memory usage, carrier presence, baud rate,

communications status, all while taking in and

displaying information from any computer.

The Networker supports both originate and

answer modes, so you can send and receive in-

formation, in full or half duplex modes. And its

all easily programmable right from the keyboard

of your Apple computer. All you do is plug Net-

worker into any slot (except 0) in your Apple

computer. It'll even ask you what slot it's in.

It's that easy to use.

NETMASTER^" COMMUNICATIONS
SOFTWARE

For $179 we include the even more incredible

Netmaster software for advanced users. Net-

master IS a "communications freeway" that

lets you speed any Apple file to another Apple

through noisy phone lines, without errors. Net-

master even includes its own Disk Operating

System to control the flow of information and

leave you over 40K of "buffer" memory from

your 64K RAM. And there's always help when

you want it. On screen. Status indicators keep

you fully updated.

Netmaster will let you transfer games,

computer graphics, programs, sales reports,

documents, any DOS 3.3 file, all directly from

disk to disk, all with computer (not telephone)

accuracy. Netmaster is completely configurable

to understand any computer, even mainframes.

File size is unlimited.

But Netmaster is not stuffy. It will talk to

the other communications packages like Visi-

term"^' or ASCII Express.'' Of course they don't

support Netmaster's superb error checking,

that guarantees you won't miss even a comma.

It doesn't only talk to the Networker either It

will also talk to those more expensive modems
from Hayes and Novation.

And Netmaster is fast. It trans-

fers information disk to disk three to

five times faster than the others. Of

course Netmaster is fully compatible

with them. But if you want things to

happen really fast, talk to another

Netmaster.

We sell Netmaster by itself for $79,

and even if you have another modem for your

Apple, Netmaster is an outstanding value. It will

even support auto dial and auto answer. Net-

master requires 48K of Apple memory, disk

drive and DOS 3.3, and ZOOM'S Networker

modem or another modem. It can also be used

without a modem when two Apples are hard-

wired together, using a 6850 or 6551 -based in-

terface card.

Networker, Netmaster, and Networker/

Netmaster combo are all produced in the USA
by ZOOM Telephonies, producers of the popular

DEMON DIALER. The Networker is FCC regis-

tered, and all products come with a one-year

warranty.

HOW DO I GET ONE? OR TWO?

Check with your computer dealer. Or call us

direct at 1-800-631-3116, and we'll let

you know where to get them in your area.

Massachusetts residents call 617-423-1288.

The following are trademarks Apple by Apple Computer, the Source

servicemark by Source Telecomputing, Compuserve by Compuserve.

Oow Jones by Dow Jones & Company. Visiterm by Visicorp. ASCII Ex-

press by Southwestern Data Systems, DEMON DIALER by ZOOM

Telephonies ; 1983 ZOOM Telephonies. Inc

ZOOM Telephonies, Inc.

207 South! Street, Boston, MA 02111
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Not too long ago, we said something about terminal programs and

how they instruct the computer to perform all sorts of nifty tricks with

the modem. This time we're going to look at some of those nifty tricks.

More important, we'll discover exactly what a terminal program is, what

it's used for, who needs one, and why.

What the Heck Is It? A terminal program is software that makes the

modem and computer work together. Modems usually have programs

built into them in the form of ROM chips, but these programs are of

limited capability. For the most part, they offer sets of operating com-

mands, access to memory locations, and routines that can be used by

other programs, namely terminal programs.

A terminal program allows you to manipulate the modem, much the

way a word processing program lets you manipulate the computer. In

this way, a terminal program acts more like a link between you and the

modem than between computer and modem.
For example, Smartcom I, the terminal program that comes on disk

with the Hayes Micromodem lie, lets you change from pulse dialing to

Touch-Tone dialing at the touch of a key. To do this without software

would require a moderate knowledge of programming.

It should be understood that it's possible to operate a modem without

a terminal program, just as it's possible to use a computer without soft-

ware; however, the scope of such use is extremely limited. It's also pos-

sible to communicate with someone who's using a terminal program on
the other end, even though you're not using one. What it comes down to

is this: Using a modem doesn't require having a terminal program, but

having one allows you to perform more functions. Terminal programs

are the muscles that allow us to get the most out of the bare bones of a

modem.
What's in a Name, Revisited. Before we start finding out what ter-

minal programs are for and how they work, it would help to know why
they're called terminal programs.

Information that moves along the phone lines can stop only where
there's a "place" for it to get off, such as a telephone. When you reach

out and touch Mom to tell her you love her, those endearing words jump
onto the phone lines and don't stop until they get to her phone (unless the

line is tapped somewhere along the way, in which case, the nosy person

can eavesdrop, but the data continues to Mom's phone).

Information that's being sent from one computer to another via

telephone lines travels similarly. Just like passengers on a train, all those

bits sent out from one computer are put on a nonstop ride to the other

computer; they can't get off until they reach a terminal. For train riders,

it might be Grand Central Station; for computer bits it could be an Apple,

an IBM Personal Computer, or a DEC 10 mainframe.

Because computers with modems can act as either points of origin or

as destinations for information, they're referred to as terminals. A termi-

nal program, then, is software that helps the computer function as a

terminal.

Two confusing words often used in describing terminals are smart

and dumb. Dumb terminals are those whose sole purpose in life is to ma-

nipulate other computers. An example would be the terminal an airline

agent uses to book reservations and write tickets for passengers. This

kind of machine is hooked up to a much larger computer and does noth-

ing but let the agent communicate with it. Without the main computer,

the dumb terminal is useless.

Educated Apple. Smart terminals are like wise sages that the dumb
terminals come to for enlightenment. In the previous example, the smart

terminal is the airline's main computer that stores flight schedules and

passenger lists. A dumb terminal can have access to this information, but

it doesn't retain any of it permanently; rather, a dumb terminal looks up

information in the smart terminal's storage system, sometimes modifies

it, and then sends it back to the smart terminal.

Think of a smart terminal as the teacher and dumb terminals as stu-

dents. Students who want to learn consult and communicate with the

teacher, but a teacher who wants to learn doesn't often go to the students

for help (unless it has something to do with the latest in pop music). In-

stead, the teacher asks other teachers, preferably those who sfjecialize in

a particular field of knowledge.

With a modem, the Apple functions as a smart terminal, but it can

also act as a dumb one. An Apple-run bulletin board service is an exam-

ple of a smart terminal, while an Apple used at home to communi-
cate with the company computer at the office is an example of a dumb
terminal.

Whether your Apple functions as a smart or dumb terminal depends

on the software running on it. Some terminal programs can turn the com-

puter into a smart terminal or dumb terminal only; others let you switch

the computer between being smart or dumb.

When trying to determine what sort of terminal program is right for

your needs, it helps to know what various programs can do. What
follows is a summary of some common terminal program features and

how they work.

Walk This Way, Please. One of the most valuable features of a ter-

minal program, if you plan to use it for calling up systems like BBSs,

CompuServe, or the Dow Jones News/Retrieval Service, is its ability to

route information to an area of the computer's memory known as the
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buffer. Though it sounds rudimentary, this function is not built into the

modem. The modem knows only how to receive information and send it

to the screen or a printer for the user to see. Terminal programs can open

the computer's memory so it can hold information to be read later.

At a transmission speed of 300 baud (bits per second), information

comes in at almost forty characters per second; at this speed, it's hard

enough to read information without having the screen scroll up for each

new line. Most of the time, it's possible to stop temporarily the flow of

data coming through, but that just means the computer has to be on the

phone longer. As a result, phone bills go up, as do charges if you happen

to be logged on to a subscription service.

A capture feature puts all the information being transmitted into the

buffer. With a capture feature, you can let the Apple receive all the infor-

mation you're interested in without interrupting it and then read it after

logging off the remote system. If the information is something you'd like

to refer to later, such as stock market reports or news items, you can

store the contents of the buffer on disk in the form of a text file or print

a hard copy for permanent record.

Message in a Bottle. The opposite of receiving and storing is the

process of sending prepared information. A terminal program doesn't af-

fect the way two people can "talk" to each other via modem; the pro-

gram's terminal mode allows them to type back and forth the same way
they can without a terminal program. That's one way to send informa-

tion, but it's usually reserved for conversation. When you want to send

information in bulk, file transfer is the way to go.

In telecommunications, there are two kinds of files: text files and

nontext files. That's not a very detailed description, but it's all that mat-

ters when we're talking about transferring files by modem. The modem
doesn't care what is being sent; it only cares whether it's a text file.

Nontext files include Applesoft, binary, Pascal, and CP/M files that

aren't composed of text characters. We'll look at how to transfer these

kinds of files in a moment. But first, let's examine text file transfer.

From the modem's point of view, sending a text file is the same as

typing very fast; the modem thinks someone is at the keyboard inputting

all the characters, when the data is really coming from a text file on disk

or from the buffer. Earlier we said that inputting text characters from the

keyboard and having the person at the other end see it doesn't require

both parties to have the same terminal program. Thus, sending text files

doesn't require both parties to have the same program either, since the

modem thinks there's really somebody typing.

Text files can be prepared with any word processor that stores data as

standard text files, or they can be prepared by using a terminal program's

editor. An editor is like a miniature word processor that's built into the

terminal program. With it, you can create messages and store them on

disk as standard Apple text files to be sent wherever and whenever

you want.

Editors are normally used to create brief messages such as business

memos or public messages to be posted on a BBS. Letters, reports, and

other lengthy documents are usually generated by a word processor and

then sent by a terminal program.

The text editors of different terminal programs have different capa-

bilities, depending on the aim of the program.

Programs like ASCII Express.The Professional include a simple

editor which you can use to create text and edit lines. A program like Mi-

cro/Courier, which is intended for jjeople who plan to transfer interof-

fice memorandums, includes an editor with a few more capabilities.

Micro/Courier's editor lets you delete and reposition words or even

whole paragraphs with just a few keystrokes.

Object Code Objection. Currently, it's not possible to exchange

anything but text files if the communicating Apples aren't using the same

terminal program. That means programs (object code files) can't be sent

unless they're converted to text files first (the instructions for converting

Basic and binary files to text and vice versa are found in The DOS
Manual). Once a program is in text file form, it can be transmitted like a

normal text file.

Text files are transferred byte by byte as standard ASCII characters,

which are generated by using a combination of seven bits. For the pur-

pose of creating a character, the eighth bit doesn't matter; it does matter

when defining whether to display a character in a normal or flashing

mode.

When text files are transferred, terminal programs sometimes

manipulate the eighth bit for various reasons specific to each program.

Send Words G Pictures

Around the World!

TEKTERM TM

Intelligent Terminal Software With
Doth Communications And Graphics

Access Q whole new world of graphic

images on your Apple wirh TEKTERM
communicorions software. TEKTERM al-

lows any compurer in rhe world ro draw
pictures on your Apple screen. Five

modes of operation!

MODE I: High Resolution 70 Column
Display — wirhour o 80 column video cord,

MODE II: Graphics TerminQl Mode —
TEKTEPvM does o complete simulonon of rhe

Tektronix 4010- Thousands of graphics pro-

grams hove been written using the 4010
formot

MODE III: CommunicQtion Mode — A
complete selection of file transfer operations

allows virtually any kind of information ro be
sent or received.

MODE IV: Macro Mode — to outomote oil

communication operations

MODE V: High Speed Terminal — ollows

TEKTERM to operate at up to 19.200 baud.

TEKTERM incorporotes many other unique
feorures unavailable in any other package.

TEKTERM runs on oil Apple II compatible mi-

crocomputers. TEKTERM supports most serial

cards and modems.

TEKTERM is only 5125.00.

How many rimes hove you decided to

run a program and then spent two hours

shuffling through floppy disks trying to

find it? By the time you finally get it into

rhe computer, you're too old to work
the keyboard.

Moster-Cot is a powerful and easy-ro-

use program for keeping track of your

diskettes by building a master catalog

of all the files on them.

•. Fountain

>HF^Computer Products

( C/ ) 1901 Kipling

V 1 Lakewood, Colorado 80215V ^ 1 (303) 232-8346

Are Your Floppies

Getting Sloppy?

Clean up your litter \A^*th

Moster-Cot
Moster-Cot con find any file or program
In your collection In seconds.

Simply insert eoch of your floppies into

rhe disk drive and Mosrer-Cat will build

0 complete, combined catalog of oil

your programs orgonized alphobericolly

and by disk number. Then, whenever
you like, an index of oil your programs

and files con be lisred on your printer.

The whole process takes only a few
minutes, even for a large collection of

disks.

With Moster-Cot You Con:
• Display Deleted or Hidden Files

• Sort by File Type:

Integer, Applesoft, Text or Dinory.

• Seorch for Files by Nome or Closest

Match

Moster-Cot is only S39.95

To order direct odd $3.00 shipping costs

— VISA/MC Welcome, (Colorodo Resi-

dences as 5% Soles Tax.

)

Apple' IS o trodemork of Apple Compurer Inc

15 o rrodemork of Tektronix. Inc

Tekrronix'



DOS, CPTWfPASCAL
The only communications software

you'll ever need

!

Softerm 1

The Complete, Upgradeable Package

for Home or Business Use
Softerm 1 is a powerful and flexible terminal emula-

tion program tfiat operates on an Apple II, II Plus,

or lie to provide basic terminal communications to

a variety of host computers, timesharing services,

and information services such as The Sourcef^

CompuServe"" and the Dow Jones News/Retrieval "

It operates full or half-duplex at speeds up to

9600 bps using either a direct connection or any

standard manual or auto-dial modem. Features in-

clude user-defined keyboard macros, built-in phone

book for automatic dialing, terminal mode line

capture simultaneously to print or disk, copy screen

to print or disk, and terminal status display.

DOS, CP/M, and PASCAL
File Compatibility Combined In

a Single Program
Softerm 1 incorporates an advanced file manager
which provides compatibility with DOS 3.3, CP/M,
and Pascal disk formats for all file operations

including file transfers. And at speeds up to 5 times

faster than standard Apple DOS! Built-in disk utili-

ties provide INIT, CATALOG. RENAME, and DELETE
commands for all disk formats. Wildcard match char-

acters can be used whenever filenames are entered.

Local file transfers allow DOS, CP/M, or Pascal

files to be displayed, printed, or even copied to

another disk. For example, a file on a CP/M for-

matted disk in Drive 1 could be copied to a Pascal

formatted disk in Drive 2 providing a complete

format conversion capability. Numerous editing

options such as tab expansion and removing
unwanted characters allow easy reformatting of

data to accommodate the variations in data formats

used by host computers.

Multi-Protocol

File Transfer Capability
Softerm 1 offers file transfer methods flexible

enough to match any host computer requirement.

These include the character protocol with user-

definable characteristics to provide maximum flexi-

bility for text file transfers to any computer. The

CP/M User's Group standard XMODEM protocol

may be used for binary file transfers with systems

using the CP/M operating system. The intelligent

Softrans protocol can be used to transfer any type

file and provides automatic binary encoding and

decoding, error detection and automatic retransmis-

sion, and data compression to enhance line utiliza-

tion. A FORTRAN 77 source program is supplied

with Softerm 1 which is easily adaptable to any

host computer to allow communications with

Softerm using the Softrans protocol. Specific host

computer versions of the Softrans FORTRAN pro-

gram are available on request.

Softerm file transfer utilizes an easy to use com-
manct language which may be executed interactively

or from a macro command file which has been

previously entered and saved on disk. Twenty-three

high-level commands include DIAL. CATALOG.
SEND RECEIVE ONERR. MONITOR HANGUP, and

others. A SCHEDULE command even allows file

transfers at a specific date and time.

Softerm 2

The "Choice of Professionals"
Softerm 2 includes all features of Softerm 1 and

provides an exact terminal emulation for a wide

range of conversational and block mode CRT ter-

minals. Special function keys, sophisticated editing

features, even local printer capabilities of the ter-

minals emulated are fully supported. In fact, your

host computer won't know the difference! All of the

following emulations are included in Softerm 2 and

the list is growing...

ADDS Regent 20, 25, 40, 60 ADDS Viewpoint •

Data General D200 • Datapoint 3601 • DEC VT102,

VT52 • Hazeltine 1400, 1410, 1500, 1520 • Honey-

well VIP7205 • IBM 3101 Model 10 and 20 • Lear

Siegler ADM-3A, ADM-5 • TeleVideo 910, 925

You'll Never Outgrow It

For the latest program enhancements, you can

access the Softronics Online Update Service 24

hours a day, 7 days a week. New hardware support

or terminal emulations are immediately available to

all Softerm users.

Softerm 1 - $1 35 Softerm 2- $1 95

Available now from your local dealer or Softronics,

Inc.

'Apple IS a registered traderrrark of Apple Computer, Inc , CP/M is a

registered tradematit ot Digital Research, Inc , Dow Jones News/

Retrieval is a registered trademark of Dow Jones, Inc ,
The Source

IS a service mark ot Source Telecomputing Corporation. CompuServe

IS a registered trademark ot CompuServe, Inc,

SDnrRONics
6626 Prince Edward, Memphis TN 38119, 901-683-6850



"Thanks for the prompt reply. Sure
was a lot faster tnan waiting for

the mail!"

"Gary: The pedigrees for next
week's auction are as follows..'.

"Attn. Prod., Sales, Purch.: Recom-
mend 50% blue, 30% red screen for

closest match'.'

A complete plug-in communications
system for Apple ' computers. From
Hayes, the established telecomputing
leader; the simple but sophisticated

Micromodem Ile"^*^ plug-in board
modem and its companion software,

Smartcom Everything you need to

expand the world of your Apple II. He.

II Plus and Apple III. In one. convenient
communications package.
With Micromodem He and Smartcom I,

you can access data bases, bulletin

boards, and the varied resources of infor-

mation services. Plan your travel itinerary

via computer, including flight numbers,
hotel and rental car reservations. Retrieve

and analyze daily stock and options prices

Work at home and send reports to your
office. You can even do your gift shopping
by computer!
Micromodem lie. Think of it as your

Apple's telephone. It allows your com-
puter to communicate with any Bell-103

type modem over ordinary telephone
lines, at 110 or 300 bits per second.

Micromodem He installs easily in an
expansion slot, and requires no outside
power source. It connects directly to

either a single or multiline modular
phone jack, to perform both Touch-Tone®
and pulse dialing.

Micromodem He dials, answers and dis-

connects calls automatically. And, unlike

some modems, it operates in full or half

duplex, for compatibility with most time-

sharing systems.

A buut-in speaker lets you monitor your

Hayes SmaiKom

Micromodem He
Smartcom I

calls when dialing. That way. you'll

know if a line is busy. With Smartcom I,

Micromodem He automatically redials

your last number.
Discover how Micromodem He can

help maximize the capabilities ofyour
Apple. While Smartcom I software will

minimize your efforts.

Smartcom I companion software.
For effortless communications.
Whether you're a newcomer
to personal computing or a sea-

soned professional, you'll appreciate

the ease and speed with which you can
perform any communications function.

Thanks to Smartcom I!

Let Smartcom I guide you through a few
easy-to-answer questions to tailor the
program to your particular needs. Then
you're ready to go!

Make a selection from the Smartcom I

menu to manage your communications,
files or printer. Program prompts guide you
along the way. And menu selections let

you easily make a call, end a call, or answer
a call. When you're on the receiving end,
your Micromodem lie answers automat-
ically, even ifyou're not there!

Convenient! And so is the Smart-
com I memory for phone numbers.
Smartcom I stores three ofyour most
frequently called telephone numbers
andone prefix. Plus, it also remem-
bers the last number dialed.

Smartcom I also provides a direc-

tory of the files stored on your disk.

And lets you create, list, name, send,

receive, print or erase files right from
its menu.
Smartcom I is as versatile as you need it

to be. It accepts DOS 3. 3, Pascal, CP/M™
3.0 or CP/M Plus'^^' operating systems.

And accommodates up to six disk drives

and several printer interface cards.

Like all our products, Smartcom I and
Micromodem He are backed

Uo%#AO' excellent documentation
liaywO and full support. Including a

two-year limited warranty
on Micromodem He and a 90-day warranty
on Smartcom I!

See your dealer today. Then plug into

the exciting world of telecomputing.
Hayes Microcomputer Products, Inc.,

5923 Peachtree Industrial Blvd., Norcross,

Georgia 30092. 404/449-8791.

FCC approved in U S A.
•- 1981 Hayes Microcomputer Products. Inc

Micromodem Me and Smartcom I are trademarks of Hayes
Microcomputer Products, Inc Apple Computer is a registered

trademark of Apple Computer, Inc Touch-Tone is a registered trademark
of Amencan Telephone and Telegraph CP/M is a trademark of Digital

Research. Inc CP/M Plus is a tratfcmark of Advanced Logic Systems
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This doesn't affect the character; with the eighth bit on or off, an A is an

A, a B is a B, and so on, because the other seven bits that define the

character are still the same.

The reason we don't send programs this way is because the bytes con-

tained in a program's code use all eight bits. Thus, if the terminal pro-

gram altered the eighth bit in any way, the program being sent would be

garbled. Likewise, Pascal and CP/M program files aren't sent in the

same manner as text files—data integrity must be ensured.

Two computers using the same terminal program can perform some-

thing known as protocol transfers, which make it possible to send and

receive DOS, Pascal, and CP/M program files (nontext files).

(Here, protocol transfer doesn't mean sending protocol from one

place to another; it refers to a method of transferring information.)

In political circles, protocol is a set of points that negotiators agree

upon before signing a formal agreement. In telecommunications, proto-

col means the same thing; it refers to a format of data transmission that

both computers agree to use.

This is very important because if the receiving computer expects data

to come in a certain way and the sending computer sends it a different

way, all sorts of confusion will result. Imagine what would happen if you

decided to hold a formal party complete with shellfish, sushi bars, ice

sculptures, and a string quartet. But you forgot to mention formal attire

on the invitations, and your guests were too dim to call for more infor-

mation. What a surprise everyone would be in for when they showed up

in chinos and designer jeans and you (or the butler) greeted them wearing

a tuxedo.

And More Objections. Many terminal programs, including Tran-

send, ASCII Express:The Professional, Smartcom I, and Micro/Courier,

have protocol transfer features. However, an Apple using Transend can't

do a protocol transfer with another Apple that's using Smartcom I.

Makers of terminal programs can't be sure that another Apple you're

communicating with will be using the same protocol. So the general rule

is that, if you want to perform a protocol transfer, then both sides of the

transfer must be running the same terminal software.

The transfer of program files is done through verification protocol,

which transfers all types of files (text or nontext) without any errors; if it

can't transfer without error, it won't transfer at all.

A constant source of aggravation for nontechnical users is the pro-

liferation of initials and abbreviations that technical users introduce to

the computing field. In protocol transfers, CRC is one of those abbrevia-

tions, and it stands for cyclic redundancy check, which is what verifica-

tion protocol uses to find errors.

Very simply, here's how a CRC process works. Bytes of data are sent

in blocks. By looking at certain characters, CRC compares how the

block looked when it was sent and how it looks when it's received. If

there are any discrepancies, the same block is sent again. Verification

protocol is much like a music teacher; it demands that the process be per-

formed repeatedly until it's done right. But even a music teacher's pa-

tience has a limit; after about ten tries, the program gives up the transfer

process as futile.

For Strong Stomachs Only. For a detailed description of how a

CRC works, let's look at a popular verification protocol, the Christensen

protocol. This method transfers data in blocks of 128 bytes, with a

checksum byte slapped onto the end of the block. A checksum is a crucial

device in Christensen protocol that verifies that all data has remained in-

tact. When a 128-byte block of data is sent, the sum of all the bytes' val-

ues is sent with it; that sum is called the checksum. At this point, try to

imagine this 128-byte block as a train carrying 128 people. The train's

checksum would be the total weight of all the passengers and their

baggage.

When the other computer receives the block, it starts adding up all the

bytes as they arrive (picture all the passengers stepping onto a huge scale

as they get off the train). Once it's done that, it compares its checksum
with the checksum of the sending computer. If the checksums match, it

means all the bytes arrived safely, so the receiving computer sends back

an "okay" character, signaling the sender to transmit the next block

of data.

But what if they don't match? That means that a byte was altered

somehow, which is comparable to the train's losing baggage or unau-

thorized passengers hopping aboard the train on the way. If the check-

sums don't match, the receiving computer sends back a "not okay"
character, signaling the sender to transmit the same block again.

Here's where things get hairy. Let's suppose everything arrived in-

tact and the receiving computer sent the "okay" character, but the

sender didn't receive it. The sending computer waits awhile, concludes

that things are "not okay," and sends the same block again. But now the

second block will be a duplicate of the block the receiving computer just

received.

The Christensen protocol takes care of this potential problem by

assigning a number to each block. If, as described, the sending computer

resends the same block, the receiver sees the block number and
recognizes that it's the same block all over again. When this happens, it

sends back the "okay" character, discards the block, and waits for the

next one. Now the two computers are caught up with each other.

No More Busy-work. Logging on to remote systems can require

anything from simply hitting the return key to spending several minutes

typing in your name, identification number, password, and any other

pertinent information. To help you get through the log-on procedure with

minimal effort, some terminal programs provide macros.

In assembly language programming, a macro is a type of instruction

that represents several instructions. In culinary arts, the instructions

"Fill the pot with water, put the egg in the pot, and boil the egg for three

minutes" could be simplified to the macro "Fix a soft-boiled egg."

Terminal program macros let you execute several instructions with

one command. Using the program's macro editor, it's possible to assem-

ble the kinds of input that would normally be typed at the keyboard.

Let's suppose a BBS requires Jimmy Jack to input his name, phone

number, and password in order to gain access to the system. He can put

together a macro that would send all that information when prompted to

do so. If the prompt looks like this:

Please type your full name:

Jimmy can create a macro to send the string Jimmy Jack, followed by a

carriage return when the BBS sends the : (colon) character.

Next, when the prompt asks for his phone number:

Please enter your phone number (XXX-XXX-XXXX):

EXTENSION
for theApple///

• Change file types.

• Reser proteciion.

• High speed disk routines, 10

times faster than Rasie, up
to 30% saz'ings in disk spaee.

• Access to anv block on a

disk.

If you program
in Business

Basic,

you shouldn't

be without it.

• Array manipulation, insert -

delete elements, move sections

of arrays, search arrays.

• Character Set Editor, create

or edit your own character sets.

• Disk Block Editor, viezv or

edit any block on a disk.

• And more, all for onlv '95.

FOXWARE PRODUCTS
2506 W. Midwest Dr., Taylorsville , UT 84118

(801) 364-0394

Apple /// ;< a regiuered trademark of Apple Computer, Im
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Jimmy's macro will send the string (617) 555-4334, followed by a car-

riage return when it sees the : character again.

So, not only can macros send the information Jimmy would otherwise

have to type himself, they can send it when prompted by the remote sys-

tem to do so.

And Wait, There's More. The usefulness of macros goes far beyond

the log-on process. They can send commands to read any mail sent to

you, store it on disk, and even send messages stored on disk to the

remote system. You have only to touch a few keys. Some terminal pro-

grams can be configured to call a system at particular times (if a clock

card is part of the computer's setup) and execute macros automatically.

This little feature comes in handy when you want to take advantage of

nighttime telephone rates.

Macros can be thought of as very simple programs that run in the

form of "Perform the first action on the list when the first prompt comes

along; perform the second action on the list when the second prompt

comes along, and so on." To use macros effectively, it's necessary to be

familiar with the kind of system you'll be logging on to. In our earlier ex-

ample, Jimmy Jack knew exactly what information the remote computer

would ask for, in what order it would ask for it, and what character

would be the prompt for his response.

A typical ASCII Express macro for Jimmy Jack's favorite BBS might

look like this:

%AG'%:Y'<yo?42JJ3'

Whoa! Say what? Here's what it all means:

%aG That a G stands for control-G, which represents the bell

sound. The percent sign tells ASCII Express to wait until it

receives a specific character; in this case, control-G is that

character.

' This sends a carriage return, which tells the BBS to send its

greeting message.

%: Wait for the : character. On this BBS, the first occurrence

of this character asks if Jimmy has a password.

Y' Send a Y and a carriage return to tell it Jimmy has a

password.

%? Wait for the BBS to send the question mark, which asks

Jimmy to enter his password.

42JJ3' This is Jimmy's password followed by a carriage return.

Jimmy is now logged on to the system. This is a very simple example.

When Jimmy calls up the Source or CompuServe, things get much more
complicated; the macro can read mail, post and remove messages, and

download the latest sports stories from the wire services.

Miscellaneous Junk. Text file transfer, text editors, protocol trans-

fer, and macros are generally the most powerful features of terminal pro-

grams. Of course, which features are considered important depends on

how the modem is being used. Someone who intends to call Dow Jones

News/Retrieval will find macros invaluable, while someone who uses a

modem for exchanging programs with a friend will look for a program
with protocol transfer abilities.

Other things to consider when deciding on which terminal program to

get: Does it handle CP/M and Pascal files (if that's pertinent)? What
baud rates does it work with? Does it run in an unattended mode? How
large is the capture buffer? Can it send text files to multiple addresses au-

tomatically? And how much does it cost?

Don't Talk to Strangers. So far we've looked at a communication

setup between two Apples only. It's possible for modem-equipped Ap-

ples to call and communicate with other kinds of computers, but it's not

possible for Apples to exchange files with them.

No matter what the setup, an Apple can't send a binary file to an IBM
Personal Computer; it can't receive files from a DEC VTIOO; and it

can't exchange text files with a TRS-80. Why not? Because each of these

machines uses a different microprocessor and operating system. Where-
as a standard Apple II uses a 6502 microprocessor and DOS 3.3 as an

operating system, most IBM pes run the MS-DOS operating system

through an 8088 microprocessor.

Because of these differences among various computers, the exchange

of information among them has been a problem. It can't be done. That is,

not yet.

Next time, we'll look at a change in the telecommunications field that

should eliminate the problem of dissimilar computers not being able to

talk to each other.
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SomeVery Good
Reasons toBuy
an Echo Speech
Synthesizer.

We're confident we have the most intelligible,

versatile, and economical speech synthesizer

on the market. Once you hear it, we're sure

you'll be convinced too. All ECHOs are capable

of speaking in four different voice modes
which range from a robotic machine voice to

natural female speech. (The fixed speech and
custom modes are optional.)

It's Easy To Use
Unlike other speech systems, the ECHOs
are very simple to use. It only takes a minute

or two to get the ECHO talking. Any text

which can be printed to the screen can be

spoken. If you've written a BASIC program
you can add speech with simple modifications.

Software Compatibility

Not only can you add speech to the programs
you write yourself, over 25 top educational

and adventure software manufacturers are

currently designing programs to be compatible

with the ECHO][. Be watching for details.

Value

Each ECHO comes ready to use with a speaker

and tutorial-style manual. The ECHO][,
priced at $149.95, also comes with a variety

of demonstration and utility programs . The new
ECHO GP (General Purpose), priced at $199.95

is a stand-alone unit with its own on-board

microprocessor; it will interface with any

computer through the serial port. All ECHOs
have a one year warranty.

Bells And Whisdes
If you want bells, whistles, music and sound

effects, plus state-of-the-art sprite graphics

capabilities, the ECHO technology is available

on Synetix Systems' new Supersprite Board.

Check It Out
Most Apple dealers have the ECHO][ available

for demonstration as part of Street Electronics/

Orange Micro's unique Grappler+™, Buffer-

board™, ECHO][™ Talking Demonstration.

H
Street Electronics Corporation

1140 Mark Avenue Carpinteria, CA 93013
Telephone (805)684-4593

The Echo II is a registered trademarl< of Street Electronics Corporation. The Grappler+ and Bufferboard are registered trademarks of Orange Micro.
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Lining Up the Straight Facts

From the information presented in last month's column, we now
know a little about the Apple II and how its hi-res graphics screen works.

The most important thing we learned was how to overcome the technical

problems posed by the Apple's screen mapping. We saw how to do this

very effectively using four simple tables.

Hidden in all of that tech talk were some important facts about the

Apple II that should be brought out now. These hi-res facts, like the axi-

oms underlying a mathematical theory, shape much of what follows.

Hi-Res Fact Number One: The hi-res screen is really just a piece of

the Apple's memory, and it can be easily and quickly modified by the

Apple's microprocessor chip, the 6502.

This hi-res fact describes the architecture of the Apple II. While it

seems obvious, we make a point of stating it because it is so important.

Including the display screen in the computer's memory space is earth-

shaking because it represents a new focus on rapid interaction.

Before the personal computer explosion, most computers had display

terminals attached to them, almost as if the user's relationship to the

computer was an afterthought. Interaction was limited by the rate at

which the computer could talk to the terminal, which was extremely slow
compared to the rate at which the computer could execute instructions.

Many of the first microcomputers followed in this tradition. They were
just like little mainframe computers.

But Wozniak and Jobs were visionaries. They put the text and hi-res

display screens in the memory of the Apple n because they anticipated

many of the highly interactive uses to which their new toy could be put. In

this sense, they really did invent the personal computer, as Apple has

sometimes claimed.

Almost every personal computer that has followed the Apple II has

had the same architecture: processor, plus memory, plus built-in display

memory. In the future, this architecture may be the definition of "person-
al computer," and it may become the only real difference between the

microcomputer on your desk and the office mainframe.

Hi-Res Fact Number Two: The hi-res screen memory is organized

into scan lines. All of the dots on the same horizontal row of the video

display are stored near each other in memory.
Hi-res fact number two implies that, if we have just changed a dot, it

isn't much more work to change another dot that's on the same scan line.

Since all the controlling bytes of any horizontal line in the screen
memory are always within forty bytes of each other (the width of the

scan line in bytes), we can use the same scan line address to get at both

dots. We saw this demonstrated last time when we wrote a simple loop to

clear a scan line to black. We had to calculate the address of the scan line

only once, even though we cleared 280 dots. Clearing 280 dots randomly

located on the screen would have taken much longer because we would

have had to have calculated the scan line address for each dot.

Therefore, if we're smart, we'll design our algorithms so that they

draw in what is called scan line order. What this means is that when we
draw something, we will try to draw it in the same way that a bricklayer

might build a brick wall: one row at a time, starting at the bottom and

working upward (or going from top to bottom, since there's no such

thing as gravity inside a computer program)

.

If we wanted to draw a rectangle, for example, we would draw it as a

series of horizontal rows of dots, or bars, of the same length, each bar or

row directly over (or under) the previous one. We would be crazy to try

to draw it as a series of vertical bars, because we would be calculating

the same scan line addresses over and over. The hi-res screen has a

definite grain, and we'll always want to go with that grain.

Hi-Res Fact Number Three: Each byte in the hi-res screen memory
controls exactly seven dots on the video display. The seven least signifi-

cant bits of the byte are switches, each of which turns one dot on or off.

At the end of last month's column, we listed a program for mming on

a dot on the hi-res screen. You may have noticed that it was some trouble

to isolate a single bit from a byte and change it. This is always the case:

It is easier to get a byte than it is to get a bit within a byte. Thus, fact

number three implies that it is easier to change seven dots than it is to

change one! (As long as the seven dots are all in the same byte.)

If we are clever, then, we'll try to change the screen a byte at a time

whenever we can. This will speed up our graphics operations by a factor

of more than seven. For those of you who aren't sure, this is good.

Now we have a much better idea of how we should operate on the hi-

res screen. The most obvious approach would be to draw objects by

breaking them up into individual dots and then use a point-plotting sub-

routine to put them on the screen. While this strategy is simple, we saw

that, because it doesn't take advantage of the peculiarities of the Apple's

screen mapping, it requires a lot of extra calculation. It isn't efficient.

A better drawing utility would be one that draws a horizontal row of

dots in a single operation. Such a utility would be generally useful since

we can break up any shape on the display screen into a collection of rows

of dots. Geometrical shapes like rectangles, circles, triangles, and lines

can be easily reduced to rows of the proper widths. Even a single point

can be thought of as a very short row consisting of a single dot.

This row-drawing utility, which we will call HLINE, clearly takes
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advantage of the Apple n screen mapping. We saw that we won big when
we were able to draw a lot of dots on the same scan line at one time; this

is just what HLINE tries to do. Also, it is easy to implement HLINE in

such a way that, for long rows of dots, it operates on the screen memory
one byte, rather than one bit, at a time. In fact, it's hard to implement

HLINE poorly.

HLINE exploits facts number one and two, and we can expect very

good performance using it. There is, however, a danger. If the objects

that we want to draw are composed of many tiny rows of dots, we will

again find ourselves doing a lot of repetitive calculations, and losing big.

HLINE will thrive on a few long rows of dots, but it will choke on lots of

little rows. Unfortunately, objects like text and icons are made up of lots

of tiny rows and will glut HLINE, so we'll have to think of a better way

to draw them. Note that, for the same reason, point plotting is also un-

satisfactory for drawing text and icons.

For now we'll be satisfied with drawing simple geometrical objects.

HLINE will let us draw these fast. We're almost ready to begin.

But first, we need to explain what we mean by the word draw. What
exactly do we want HLINE to do to a row of dots? We'll want to be able

to turn dots on and off, but are there any other operations that we'll

find useful?

We are limited in our choice of operations only by the instruction set

of the 6502 processor in our Apple. This is not really much of a limit. In

fact, most people would be hard put to give an example of a function that

was not computable on an Apple II.

What operations make sense? We could multiply bytes in the screen

memory, since screen bytes are, after all, just like other bytes in

memory. This would not make sense because bytes in the screen memory
are not numbers or characters. Rather, they are sets of seven switches,

each one independent of the other six. We noted before that we should

think of a byte of screen data as a group of separate bits, so we should

really consider only operations that work on bits or groups of bits.

The simplest operation on a bit is to leave it alone. This isn't terribly

useful.

The next simplest operations are those that force bits to either 0 or 1

.

Forcing screen memory bits to take on the value 0 is the same as turning

dots off on-screen, while forcing bits to take on the value 1 is the same as

mrning dots on. We have already decided that we need to be able to per-

form these operations. We will call them clear and fill.

Another simple operation reverses the state of a bit. This operation

will change Os to Is and vice versa. It is an interesting operation, because

it is its own inverse. That is, it can be used to undo itself. Suppose, for

example, that we invert some screen bits that are set to 0. This will mm
on the bits and their corresponding display dots. Now we invert the same
bits again. The screen bits that were just set to Is will be reset to Os, and

the display dots will be turned off. The reversibility of this operation will

make it a useful addition to our repertoire. We will call this opera-

tion invert.

There are more complicated operations that are also quite useful.

Sometimes, we will want to turn bits on or off according to a pre-

determined pattern. For example, we might want to draw a rectangle

filled with a checkerboard pattern. This would be hard with the simple

operations we have already described.

What this requires is an operation that looks at the position of the bit

in the screen memory and sets or resets it so that it complies with the re-

quired pattern. This is a very different kind of operation, which we'll call

pattern fill.

The choice of these four operations might seem arbitrary. That's

because it is. We could have chosen some very different operations. This

particular set of four has proven useful for a lot of different applications,

so our HLINE subroutine will be able to perform them.

Well, we seem to have made it through a column without any ma-
chine language. Instead of coding we have talked philosophy and
developed a strategy for drawing geometrical objects.

Next month we'll take the plunge and write the HLINE subroutine

in assembly language. Because a lot of drawing programs will be de-

pending on HLINE, we'll pull some tricks to make sure it is as fast as we
can make it. 31
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. . . five software-based, stand-alone modules produce the snappiest professional

computer graphics seen on any micro.

• The FONTCASTCR painlessly creates characters as large as

24x24 pixels, caps and lower case in one set. Absolute single-

dot control with constantly updated screen display makes
font creation into a game rather than a chore,

• The PATTESNMASTER presents a vivid display of

UNLIMITED patterns and colors, all under absolute keyboard
control creating lull-screen designs you wouldn't believe

possible. Create and edit 32 colors or patterns per set. Cover
the entire screen with any word, wliile learrung the

intncacies of Apple hires color and its special peculiarities,

• The BITMAP WIZARD gives you 5 dilferently shaped
viewports so you may cruise the Hires screen capturing

unlimited sequences of pictures and saving them in sets on
disc Were that not enough, those frames can be easily

retrieved, edited or completely redrawn using the PAINT
routine included in the module. You have at your command
the means for instantly viewable, high-quality colored-shape
animation plus a sequencer to pre-plan up to 50 cells the

way you like

• The WINDOW KING lets you define your windov/s , , ,

defining hires areas to be saved to disc for later use in

presentations.

• GK&MPS, the extremely powerful graphic Ampersand
control language lets you program all elements prepared
with the 4 other modules. Through its commands you may
get your text and pictorial message across in not only a
highly professional appearing format, including stunning

animated movement, yet created with connmands that

anyone only slightly familiar with Applesoft* basic can easily

learn and use effectively

GRAPHICBAASTES was written in assembly language and
Applesoft basic and is on a non-copy protected disc so you
may see what makes it tick ,

and now available at $79.95 |||
either from your Apple software

dealer or direct,

P.O. Box 5579

Santa Barbara, CA 93108

Phone orders: (805) 969-5834

MasterCard and VISA are valid SOFTWARE
In Colilornia. add 6% sales tax and be suie to include youi name and addiess and
zip witb mail orders

Apple II and Applesoft ore trademarks ol Apple Computers Inc



Picture it!

Graphics processing that's easy, flexible and fun!

Let PIXIT do the difficult work for you. You don't have to bo on artist

or programmer, just select predrawn shapes from the "PlXlT"

shape library - or create your own! The possibilities are infinite.

Create A Shape

Create or modify

pre-coJored or standard

HI-RES shapes using

simple keystroke

commands.

Shape Table Editor

Combine up to 128 shapes

in one table. Add or delete

shapes anywhere in table.

Font Library

A variety of sizes and

styles o/ upper and lower

case text fonts.

PIXIT Shape Library

A convenient selection

ofpre-drawn shapes,

including; Education,

business, /amily/un,

arcade, communication,

space, safety, 3-D

geometries, cartoon

characters, electronic

symbols, music and

textures.

User Shape Library

Build your own library

of shapes.

Picture Editor

Create a picture using

mixed text and graphics,

circles and lines, colorfill,

and shape tables. Print

the picture, save it to disk

for use in other programs

or for future editing.

Applications

Animation, charts and

graphs, program

development, slide

shows, program titles,

(iducation, games

No programming skills

needed.

Works like a word
processor for Applesoft

shape tables.

No additional hard-

ware required.

PIXIT requires a 48K
Apple II, Apple U + or

Apple He with ROM
Applesoft and DOS 3.3

So whether you've just

started, or you're a

seasoned HI-RES hacker,

you'll appreciate the

unmatched power and

simplicity of PIXIT. . . and

its price.

But that snot all. PIXIT

was designed with the

classroom in mind. Which

means extensive product

testing and a profession-

ally developed users

guide. Simple menus, a

help screen, and friendly

documentation make this

a productive tool for

home, education, business

and the arts.

Apple is a registered trademark
of Apple Computer. Inc.

Pictured at left,

Mike Darooge, Author

$49.95 at your local software store or direct from BALJDVILLE.

Visa and Master Charge accepted, Michigan residents add 4% sales tax.

BAUDVILLE, WOl Medical Park Dr S.E.

Grand Rapids, Michigan 49506 Phone (616) 957-3036



.SbFTWAREARTISTS?
TO MAKE THE FIRST BASKET-
BALL PROGRAM that feels like the

real thing, it helps to start with two guys

who know what the real thing feels like.

Enter Larry Bird and Julius Erving.

Bird — the hustler, the strong man,

deadly from outside. Erving —The
Doctor, maybe the most explosive

player in the history of the game.

We talked to them, photographed

them in action, studied their moves and

their stats and their styles. Then we
set out to create on computer disc an

event which may never happen in real

life.We put the two of them together

on a dream court of light, for an elec-

tronic afternoon of one-on-one.

It wasn't easy. When
they talked, we listened.

When they criticized,

we made big changes.

When they gave sug-

gestions, we took them.

And it shows. This

thing is absolutely un-

canny. You actually

take on all the skiUs and

characteristics of Bird

or The Doctor — their

own particular moves,

shooting abilities, even

strength and speed.

You'll meet with

fatigue factors, hot and

cold streaks, turn-

around jump shots,

and 360-degree slam

dunks. But there's some whimsy in

here, too— a funny referee, a shattering

backboard, even instant replay.

It's called Julius Erving and Larry Bird

Go One- on- One.™ You're Bird. Or you're

The Doctor. And that's the last deci-

sion you'll have plenty of time to make.

How we got this years hottest sports game out of

two rather inexperienced designers.

T

—
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A
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Julius Erving and Larry Bird Go One-on-One is now avaihible on di-^kette tor Apple IL 11+
,
.ind He computers Apple is .i registered

trademark of Apple Computer Tti tmd out more about Electronic Arts and its products, write us at 2755 Campus Drive, San Mateo, CA 94403 or

call (415) 571-7171

ELECTRONIC ARTS
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THE BASIC

By Wm.YR. Smith
This month the Basic Solution presents Ba-

sicGraph, which uses two subroutines pre-

sented in earlier Basic Solution articles to create

a visually appealing pie and bar graph program.

The subroutines used are the seventy-

column hi-res character driver {Softalk, No-
vember 1982) and the circle-drawing routine

presented a few months ago. Both of these

routines have been modified slightly to perform

the desired functions, so the program is pre-

sented here in its entirety

.

Those of you who have had a chance to see

Apple's new computer, the Lisa, and its chart-

ing program, Lisagraph, will recognize Basic-

Graph's style of presentation. Apple's Lisa is

an extremely powerful machine. Of course, its

video display is greatly enhanced over that of

the Apple IL If BasicGraph gives you some
feeling of the power of Lisa, then it will have
accomplished a great deal.

The first thing regular readers will notice is

that the remarks statements are greatly reduced

in BasicGraph. This program makes use of the

hi-res screen and a fair number of variables to

do the seventy-column character display. This

eats up a large amount of the available memory
in the Apple n.

The first problem caused by the memory
limitations was that Applesoft started to store

variables in the hi-res screen memory, destroy-

ing the appearance of the BasicGraph display.

The solution to this problem was quite easy . We
simply used lomem: 16384 in line 10, which
starts variable storage above the hi-res memory

.

The program itself stops just short of $2000, the

beginning of hi-res page one. Adding further

remarks would put it over the edge. Any part of

the program that was higher in memory than

$2000 would be cut off when the hgr command
was executed.

The accompanying illustrations show the

two types of graphing functions available in

BasicGraph. The pie chart and the bar chart

sections can use the same data so you can com-
pare the two different types of graphs. Of
course, the type of data will usually dictate

which one you use. Both graph functions will

graph up to sixteen titles and values. Your in-

formation can be stored to disk for later

retrieval.

The titles and amounts can be edited by

selecting the appropriate command with the

blinking cursor and hitting return. You can

switch between pie graph and bar graph by

choosing one at drawing time. You can even

clear the entire display and start again from

scratch.

Now let's spend a little time and discuss the

operation of BasicGraph. After you get the pro-

gram entered in and type run, the program
should go to the hi-res screen, draw the Basic-

Graph screen, and display a blinking bar under

the edit titles prompt. If you press any key other

than return, the bar will advance to the next

prompt. After the fourth prompt, it cycles back

to the first. By placing the flashing bar under

any one of the prompts and pressing return, you

can perform the specified operation.

Let's begin with edit titles. Place the bar

under the edit titles line and press return. You
will be prompted with the number 1 and asked

to type in the first tide. Type January and press

return. You will be prompted for the second ti-

de; type February. Enter all the months through

June. When you have completed this and you

are on title number 7, simply press return

without entering a value and you'll leave the

edit mode and return to the prompt command
mode.

Next, go to the edit values prompt and press

return. You will then be prompted with the first

title you typed in and asked for a value. Enter

any positive values you wish for each of the six

months. As soon as you have entered the value

for the last title, you'll be sent back to command
mode. If you have made any mistakes in enter-

ing the titles or amounts, you can go back to the

edit titles or edit values mode. For each piece of

data, you will be shown the current title or

value. If it is correct, simply press return. If it is

incorrect, you can retype it and continue on.

After you have typed in the proper informa-

tion, place the bar under the draw graph prompt

and press return. You will be asked to type 1 for

a pie chart or 2 for a bar graph. Make your

selection and watch the chart appear. If you
wish, you may go back to the draw graph func-

tion and select the other type of display

.

Now go to the disk I/O section and press re-

turn. You will be prompted with:

1-LOAD 2 -SAVE 3 -CLEAR

TURN AN EPSON
INTO A DAISY..

with the SUPER-MX CARD
for the APPLE II or APPLE Me.

The standard of printing excellence isthe

daisy-wheel printer. The SUPER-MX
interface card improves Epson printers

so they have just about the same quality

print as the daisy-wheels! And this high

quality is easily available to all Apple soft-

ware, even copy-protected diskettes.

SUPER-MX Roman font is
the standard.
Four optional font styles are available

in addition to the standard Roman font

that simply plug into the card:

LETTER GOTHIC is

modern looking.
ORATOR is easy to read
and good for speeches.
SCRIPT add^ the
pen^cmaJL fcoucK,

farmeii and plegant .

BETTER THAN GRAPPLER!
The Super-MX card has all the Apple
Hi-Res graphic dump commands that

the Grapplercard has including: double
dumps (both pages side by side), dump
from page 1 or 2, double size, empha-
sized, rotated, strip chart recorder mode,
and text screen dump.
The two expansion sockets allow

EPROM expansion to 12K to insure you
that the SUPER-MX card will remain the

most intelligent interface around.

Spies Laboratories
(pronounced "speez")

P.O. Box 336
Lawndale, CA 90260

(213) 644-0056

Apple II is a TM of Apple Computer. Inc.

Grattrax is a TM of Epson America, Inc

Grappler is a TM of Orange Micro, Inc.
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If you select load or save, you will be presented

with a catalog of the disk and asked to enter a

file name. If you select clear, the graph and all

of the data will be erased and the system will

restart.

One other feature has been added into the

edit title system. If you wish to chop off data

from the end of your list, edit titles and press

return until you get to the first one to delete.

Then enter a period and press return. The sys-

tem will then remove everything beginning with

the line on which you entered the period. This

little trick will help you graph smaller sections

of your data.

The speed at which the Basic version of

BasicGraph operates is acceptable but can be

greatly improved by compiling. For those of

you who have the SpeedStar compiler from
Southwestern Data Systems, line 2265 has the

SpeedStar command to jump the compilation

around the hi-res screen. The pie chart shown

takes forty-three seconds to draw in Applesoft

but only fourteen seconds when the program is

compiled with SpeedStar. If you have another

compiler, we'd be interested in hearing how
much it improves the speed of BasicGraph.

Note: Lines 2500, 2515, 2930, 3250, 7040,

9320, and 9410 contain remarks concerning the

number of spaces between quotes. Do not type

these remarks in, as they will make the program

too long, causing it to crash.

1 REM ***

2 REM * BASICGRAPH
3 REM ***

10 LOMEM: 16384

*NOW*
AVAILABLE

FREE
SOFTWARE
CATALOG

DECEMBER 1983

1

1

DDIKIT O LJ Off- /0"7\. OLIDtT 1 A ~7\rHIN 1 Onnq) \2.7)\ OnH$ (1 7) 360 \ /V \ /V , HVX = VX + 1

1 li 1 U oUUU 390 ra r Ti 1 1Hb 1 UHN
1 0 oU 1 U 4UUU 4UU HbM UAIA
100 nblvl rLU 1 1 bn 405 UA 1 A 00000
1 10 UN rL bUlU dW,d\0,dti\j,2.60xA\J, 409 DrKjl OTADT AT 1 TLJOl J 1HbM blAHl Al I 1 HHU

J

410 DAI A 22202,55000,25052,27672,
1 1

5

nOUL(Jn= 0: HrLUI XI, Yi lUXl + 51 245
^,Y1 : HL 1 UHN 411 DATA 24257,22000,12221 ,21 1 12,

\ oU nUULUn = UU. MrLUI A1 + <c,Y1 27225
1 OO nUULUn = U, MrLUI aI,YI, MrLUI P\ A T A no-70A nno-io r\r\~/r\r\ nnnooUAIA U^: /^i;U,UU^:1 ^,UlJ/UU,U(JUoo,

A 1 + 1 , Y 1 . nt 1 UnlN 1 -1 O ^ /I
1 1 ^44

MUULUn = UU, MrLUI a1 + /I 1 o41 o P\ A T A 7CCC"7 OOOOO 7-17/1-7 7 -1 7 i 7

205 HUULUn = L), HrLUI a1,Yi. MrLUI C C 7 -1 -1DO / 1 1

Xl + 1 , YI . Hb 1 UHN 414 PlATA 7/17-17 A A~7C~7 7-1-1-1-1 7£r7C7UAIA /4/ 1 /,44/ 0/, /I 1 1 1 , /D/b7,

210 HuULUH = UU: MrLUI XI + i,Yl 7C 7 -1 -1

/b/1

1

UIOiOl r\- UDI (~\T Y1 V"l UIDI r\TMUULUn= U. MrLUI aI,Y t. MrLUI 415 r\ ATA ooAoo oono/i -lO/io-i f\~? r\~? r\DA 1 A 22022,22024,1 2421 ,07070,
V H 1 O V1 DCTl IDMA 1 + ^, Y 1 . Mb 1 UHN 421 24

MUULUH= UU. MrLUI XI + l,Yi. 416 DAIA 71202,35742
MrLU 1 XI + d.,Y\ 420 nATA '~iCZ~^CZC CCZCCZC '^AAA'^ CIZOCC^DAIA 25700, 00000,34443,65556,

225 1 1
0 /~\

1 r\. 11 n 1 f~\T VH VH - DCXI IDMMUULUn= 0: MrLUI XI, YI: Hb 1 UHN 74747

230 LJ/^/^l (^(^. Ljr>l /^T VH VHHCOLOH= CO: HPLOr XI ,Y1 430 Pi A T A 7/17/1/1 7/17Cr7 ClCi~7[ZC 70T17

235 HCULUH = 0: HrLUI XI -1- 1,Y1
-1-1-1 C71110/

LJDI r^T V-I 1 O V-I DCTl IDMMrLUI XI + ntlUMN 440 PI A T A C^CACC AAAA~7 77CCC C~7~7~7CZUA 1 A 06460,4444/, / /bob, o7 / /b.

240 Lj^/^i r\ci r^r\. uidi r\T v-i v-i uidi r\THUULUn= UU. HrLUI XI, YI, HrLUI 25552
XI + 2,Y1 4dU PiATA 7C7/1/1 OCC77 7CCCC; O/IO-ICUAIA /b/44,^ibb/ /, / bDbb,o4^;1 D,

245 Lj/^/^i f~\r^ r\- Ljni r^T v-i . -i v-i .HCULUH = 0: HHLUI XI + 1,Y1.
D r Tl IDMHb 1 UHN /I cn4dU Pi A T A aCC.a~7 CCCCO CiCiC~7~T ccoocUA 1 A bbbb/,bbbb2,bbb/ /,bb22b,

250 Ljo/"^! r\n (^r\ i_iDi (~\t v-i v-i . uidi ^-^tHCULUH = CU. HrLUI XI, YI, HrLUI C C 7 -1 -1

bb/ 1

1

XI + 1 ,Y1 4 /^U
PIATA 7-10/17UA 1 A l\Z'\l

ujr^oi PiD C\- uidi OT Y1 _i_ O V1nUULUH = U, MrLUI Al + \

.

A on4oU PlATA 7/1/1/17 /1/101-1 7-1-1-17UAIA /444/,44<i11,/lM/
DCTl IDMHL 1 UHN oUU DCNyl *" IMIT DOI ITIMC *•*ntM INI 1 nUUIINb
UIPPlI PID — r^r\- WDI PlT Y1 V1 UIDI OTMUULUn = L/U. MrLUI AI,Y 1. MrLUI DUD niK^ p^l:/p;^^ cod y — n touiivi ucp^DUj. run A — U lU OU
Y1 J. 1 V-1 WPI Pit Y1 a- 9 Y1A 1 + 1 , T 1 , nrLU 1 A 1 + ii, 1 1

RADD 1 U DC API P<t/Y\nuAU UJ)^A^

2Db DCTl IDMHb 1 UHN OifiU
MCYT YNbAI A

oUU DCNyl * * * rW ITDl ITPUIAD ***HbM UU 1 rU 1 UMAn \/Y 1 -X/V 1VA = 1 ,VT = \

305 v-1 ll\ /V -1 \ * /I \ 1
-1

XI = ((VX — 1) 4) + 1 UU = O

310 FOR LX = 1 TO 5 530 DIM A$(16),A(1 7),B(1 7),C(1 7),D{1 7)

320 PL = VAL ( MID$ (C$(C),LX,1)) 540 RETURN
330 YI = ((VY - 1)

* 8) + 1 + LX 1000 REM ***

340 GOSUB 100 1001 REM HI-RES CHARACTERS
350 NEXT 1002 REM ***

TITLE AnOUHT

1 eiLL S3D0D

2 JAN I3S0D

3 TED 5D0D

H DAM 3bDD

5 JAN — \ \
b

1

UiLLB

1

10

II --\/IE

13

IH DAN /

IS

lb

Di$>; I/O EDIT TITLES EDIT UHLUEJ ^RA^RflPj^

SOFTWARE BROKERS

THREE Sigma Inc,

P.O. BOX 716
MORRISVILLE PA

19067

(215)-295-339 9

8ASICBRAPH

TITLE AnOUNT

1 JANUARH IBODD

FEEUARH I3D0D

3 riARCH ISDDD

H APRIL IDDD

5 nAM 1 IDDD

b JUNE ISDDD

1 JULH 13000

B AUEUST I10D0

1 SEPTEREER EHODO

ID OCTOBER ZZODO
1

1

NOUEHEER 2B0D0

IB DECEIIEER 3H0DD
13

IH

15

lb

3H0D0

2S50D

11000

B500

JAN nAR HAH JUL SEP NOU

DISK I/O EDIT TITLES EDIT UALUES DRAU GRAPH



Apple Mechanic's hi-res
)

type routines and fonts are

usable in your programs
WITHOUT LICENSING

FEE. Just give Beagle Bros

credit on your disk and .

documentation. y

APPLE MECHAKIC
HI-RES SHAPE EDITOR / TYPE FONT DISK

by BERT KERSEY

$29.50: Includes Peeks/Pokes Chart & Tip Book #5.

SHAPE EDITOR: Keyboard-draw hi-res shapes

for animation in your Applesoft programs. Access &

create proportionally-spaced hi-res Typefaces with

each character re-definable as you want Six fonts

are included on the disk. Excellent LISTable Apple-

soft demos show you how to animate graphics and

create professional-looking Charts and Graphs,

BYTE-ZAP: Rewnte any byte on a disk for repair

or alteration. Load entire sectors on the screen for

inspection, Hex/Dec/Ascii displays and input Edu-

cational experiments included for making trick file

names, restoring deleted files, changing DOS, etc,

MORE: Useful music, text and hi-res tricks for your
programs. Clear educational documentation,

APPLE MECHANIC

TYPEFACES
by BERT KERSEY

$20.00: Includes Peeks & Pokes Chart,

26 NEW FONTS for use with Apple Mechanic
programs. Many different sizes and typestyles, both

ordinary and c5\rtistic. Every character—from A to

Z to "*" to ""—of every typeface—from "Ace" to

"Zooloo"— IS re-definable to suit your needs. All

typefaces are proportionally spaced for a more pro-

fessional appearance. People do notice the difference!

BEAGLE MENU: Display only the file names you
want from your disks (for example, only Applesoft

or only Locked files) for fast

one-key cursor selection

GOTO your
Apple Software

Store for Beagle Bros

products. If he is out of a

particular disk, get on his

case. He can have any
Beagle Bros disk for you _
within a couple of days by^phoning
ANY Apple Software Distributor

RUSH the following disks by First Class Mail—
Alpha Plot $39 50 Frame-Up $29 50

DOS BOSS
DISK COMftflAND EDITOR

by BERT KERSEY and JACK CASSIDY

^.SILICON SALAD
•^(fl^^^ INCLUDING TIP DISK #2

$24.00: Includes Peeks/Pokes Chart & I ip Book 1)2

RENAME DOS COMMANDS & Error Mes
sages "Catalog" can be "Cat", "Syntax Error" can

be "Oops" or almost anything you want it to be

PROTECT YOUR PROGRAMS. An unautho

rized Save-attempt can produce a "Not Copyable"
message, or any message you want Also easy List-

Prevention and other useful Apple tips and tricks.

Plus one-key program-execution from catalog

CUSTOMIZE DOS. Change the catalog Disk

Volume heading to your message or title Omit or

alter catalog file codes. Fascinating documentation,

tips and educational Apple experiments

ANYONE USING YOUR DISKS (booted or

not) will be using DOS the way YOU designed it

10 LIST: LIST: LIST: FOR ZZ PEEK(175)+PEEK
(176)*256+36 TO 3072; POKE ZZ,216: NEXT

20 FOR XXX 1 TO 2: POKE-16299,0: POKE
-16300,0: XXX 1: NEXT: REM Experiment
with different length variable names.

BEAGLE BAG
12 APPLE GAMES ON ONE DISK

by BERT KERSEY

$29.50, Includes Peeks & Pokes Chart ^ ,

COMPARE BEAGLE BAG with any single-^
game Locked-Up disk on the market today,

^

A" ^2 games are a blast, the price is a bar-

I,
gam, the instructions are crystal clear, and
the disk IS COPYABLE You can even
change the programs or list them to learn

programming tricks by seeing how they work,

TWELVE GAMES from the Applesoft Ace, Bert

Kersey— Textlram, Wowzo, Magic Pack, Buzz-
word, Slippery Digits, and many many more

EXCELLENT REVIEWS-See Jan-83 Soltalk.

P-148, Beagle Menu too: see Typefaces description

Apple Mechanic . , . 29 50

A M Typefaces , , , , 20 00

Beagle Bag 29 50

Beagle BASIC , . , 34 95

DiskQuik 29 50

DOS Boss 24 00

Doubie-Take 34 95

Flex Type 29 50

GPLE 49,95

D ProntoDOS 29 50

Silicon Salad , , , 24 95

Tip Disk #1 20 00

Utility City 29 50

ADD ME to mailing list

ALREADY ON mail list

AT YOUR APPLE DEALER NOW!
Or order directly from Beagle Bros—

Visa/MasterCard or COD, call TOLL-FREE
Orders only / ALL 50 STATES / 24 Hours a Day

1-800-522-1500 ext827
OR mail U S Check, Money-Order or Visa/MC«

to BEAGLE BROS, 8th Floor
4315 SIERRA VISTA, SAN DIEGO. CA 92103

Add SI 50 Fiisl Class Shipping Any-Size Cider
Overseas add S4 00 COD add S3 00 Calilornia add 6",,

ALL ORDERS SHIPPED IMMEDIATELY.

4315 SIERRA VISTA / SAN DIEGO, CA 92103
619-296-6400

ALL BEAGLE DISKS ARE
UNLOCKED, COPYABLE
AND COMPATIBLE WITH
APPLE II, 11+ AND lie.*

(Don't Settle for Less!)
•DISKOUIK requires Apple He

"APPLE" IS a Registered Trade Mark of You-Know-Who

by BERT KERSEY arKi MARK SIMONSEN

$24.95 IricliJfJof, P(;(;ks & P'jkf;'. Ctiart

MANY MINI-UTILITIES: Disk Scanner finds

bad disk sectors, Key-Clicker adrJs sutjtlt; -^ound as

you type, DOS-Killer adds two tracks of '^jh'.h to

your disks. 2-Track Cat allows up to 210 file names
per disk. Program Splitter makes room for hi-res pix

with large Applesoft programs. Text Imprinter trans-

fers text to the hi-res screen, Onerr Tell Me prints the

appropriate error message but continues program
execution, Text Screen Formatter converts text

layouts into Print statements plus much more
Apple wizardry froin the boys at Beagle Bros,

MORE TIPS ON DISK: Including fantastic pro-

gramming tricks from Beagle Bros Tip Books 5, 6

and 7, plus our Tips & Tricks Chart #1

TWO-LINERS TOO: From our customers around
the world— and elsewhere. Little mmd-blowers that

will teach your old Apple some new tricks'

TIP DISK #1
100 TIP BOOK TIPS ON DISK

by BERT KERSEY

$20.00; Includes Peeks & Pokes Chart

100 LISTABLE PROGRAMS from Beagle

Bros Tip Books 1 -4 Make your Apple do things it's

never done' All 100 programs are LISTable and
changeable for Apple experimentation,

COMMAND CHART INCLUDED: Free with

each Tip Disk, an 11 x 17 poster of all Applesoft,

Integer Basic & DOS Commands with Descriptions!

EARLY
MODEM-

FLEX TYPE
(FORMERLY "FLEX TEXT)

VARIABLE-WIDTH HI-RES TEXT UTILITY
by MARK SIMONSEN

$29.50: Includes Peeks & Pokes Chart

PRINT VARIABLE-WIDTH TEXT on both hi-

res screens with normal Applesoft commands
(including HTAB 1-70) Normal, expanded & com-
pressed text with no extra hardware. (70-column
text requires a monochrome monitor, not a tv).

ADD GRAPHICS TO TEXT or add Text to hires
graphics Run your existing Applesoft programs
under Flex Type control. Fast, easy to use, and
Compatible with GPLE and Double-Take,

DOS TOOL KIT" font compatibility, or use the

supplied Flex Type typefaces. Select up to 9 fonts

with control-key commands, A text character editor

lets you redesign any Apple text character

FRAME-UP
FAST APPLE DISPLAY UTILITY

by TOM WEISHAAR

$29.50; Includes Peeks & Pokes Chart

PROFESSIONAL PRESENTATIONS: Turn
your existing Hi-Res, Lo-Res and Text frames into

attractive Apple "slide shows" FAST hi-res loads in

2V,.-seconds' Paddle or Keyboard-advance frames,

UNATTENDEDSHOWS are optional, with each
picture arranged and pre-programmed to display

on the screen from 1 to 99 seconds Custom Text
Screen Editor lets you create black-and-white text

"slides" and add type "live" from the keyboard dunng
shows. Mail copies of presentations on disk to your
friends and associates (or home to MomI),

AD#8
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1010 OL = LEN (0$) 2290
1015 IF OL =0 THEN RETURN 2300
1020 EOR LO = 1 TO OL 2310
1030 C = ASC ( MID$ (0$,L0,1)) - 32
1035 IFC< 1 0RO60THENG0SUB 2320

360: GOTO 1050 2330
1040 GOSUB300 2340
1050 NEXTLO 2350
1060 RETURN 2360
2000 REM ***

2370
2001 REM * PIE CHART • 2380
2002 REM ***

2390
2005 IF SF <> 0 THEN GOSUB 2700 2400
2006 SF =1 2410
2010 T = 0 2420
2020 FOR I = 1 TO NE 2430
2025 IF D(l)< 0 THEN A(l) = T: GOTO 2440

2040 2450
2030 T = T + D(I):A(I) = T 2460
2040 NEXT
2050 IFT< 1 THEN RETURN 2470
2090 FOR I = 1 TO NE 2480
2100 B(l) = A(l)/T 2500
2110 0(1) = (B(l - 1) + B(l))/2

2120 NEXT 2510
2130 C(NE) = 100

2140 REM 2515
2150 HCOLOR= CO
2160 R = 40:CX = 185:CY = 80

2170 REM *** 2520
2220 N = 0 2530
2230 PX = CX + R + 10 2590
2240 V = 1 2700
2250 N = N + 1 2701
2260 IF(2 A (N - 1)> R)OR(R > = 2702

2a N) THEN 2250 2710
2265 REM $$J 16384 2720
2270 RD = 2 A

(
- N) 2730

2280 CS = COS (RD):SN = SIN (RD) 2740

X = .5:Y = R + .5

FOR N = RD TO 6.3 STEP RD
IFN > 6.3/ 2 THEN PX = CX -

R - 10

IF N / 6.3 > C(V) THEN GOSUB 2440
IF N / 6.29 < B(V) THEN 2370
V = V + 1

HPLOT CX.CY TO CX + X,CY + Y
GOTO 2380
HPLOT CX + X,CY + Y
X2 = X * CS + Y * SN
Y = Y * CS - X * SN
X = X2
NEXT
B(NE) = 100

RETURN
REM
C(V) = 100

X3 = CX + X + INT (X / 5):Y3 = CY
+ Y + INT (Y / 5)

HPLOT CX + X,CY + YTO X3,Y3

HPLOT TO PX,Y3

0$ = LEFTS (A$(V) + " ",10) :

REM 10 SPACES
VX = 2 + INT (PX / 4):VY = 1 + INT

(Y3 / 8)

IF PX < CX THEN VX = VX - 9:0$
= RIGHTS (" " + A$(V),8)

: REM 10 SPACES
GOSUB 1000

HCOLOR= CO
RETURN
REM ***

REM * CLEAR GRAPH
REM ***

HCOLOR= 0

FOR Y1 = 9 TO 143

HPLOT lOO.YI T0 278,Y1

NEXT

2750 HCOLOR= CO:SF = 0
2760 RETURN
2800 REM ***

2801 REM ' PLACE TITLE
2802 REM ***

2810 VX = 4:VY = EN + 2

2820 0$ = LEFTS (AS(EN), 10)

2830 GOSUB 1000
2840 RETURN
2900 REM
2901 REM ***

2902 REM ***

2910 VX = 17:VY = EN + 2

2920 OS = STRS ( INT (D(EN)))

2930 0$ = RIGHTS (" " + 0S,8) :

REM 9 SPACES
2940 GOSUB 1000
2950 RETURN
3000 REM ***

3001 REM * SET UP SCREEN
3002 REM * SET UP SCREEN
3003 REM ***

3004 REM
3005 HOME : HGR
3006 GOSUB 500
3010 HCOLOR= CO
3020 HPLOT 0,0 TO 279,0
3030 HPLOT 279,0 TO 279,159
3040 HPLOT 279,159 TO 0,159
3050 HPLOT 0,159 TO 0,0

3060 HPLOT 0,8 TO 279,8
3070 HPLOT 10,8 TO 10,143
3080 HPLOT 99,8 TO 99,143
3090 HPLOT 60,8 TO 60,143
3100 HPLOT 10,16 TO 99,16
3110 HPLOT 0,144 TO 279,144
3150 0$ = "DISK l/0":VX = 10:VY = 19'

GOSUB 1000
3160 OS = "EDITTITLES":VX = 25:VY =

NotV
cup'

.docito



MM THERE'SAW TO LEARN
APPLESOFT BASIC THAT'S

FREE AND EASY
THIS (ME!S easy:

THISWIE^S
FREE

There's never been a better way or time to learn

Applesoft Basic. Because right now you'U get a free

copy of Basic Apple Basic ($12.95 value), when you
buy Volume One of Hayden's Computer Mastery

Series.

Hayden's self-teaching software includes two
diskettes and 12 easy to follow lessons. And
each of the lessons provides practical examples and
exercises.

The accompanying book gives you a

step-by-step approach for understanding Basic

computer language. Together, they're an invaluable

course in Basic programming that will have even
the novice up and running in no time at all.

BETTER BASIC IS FREE AND EASY TOO.
If you've already mastered the basics of Basic,

Hayden can help you become an even better

programmer. With Volume TWo, you'll find proven,

simple to follow techniques for

writing better organized programs.

You'll also get a free copy of

Secrets of Better Basic ($ 14.95 value) a

guide for getting the most perform-

ance out of your programs.

For more information, see your

local retailer, or call 1-800-343-1218

(In MA 617-937-0200). And find out

how free and easy learning Applesoft

Basic can really be. Hayden Software. 600 Suffolk St,

LoweU. MA 01853.

Hayden Computer
Mastery Series

HARDEN SOFTWARE
Runs on the Apple 11, 11 +, 11 e.



System Saver didn't become the
Apple's mmiber one sdling

peripheral by being just a fani
What made over 100,000 Apple owners fall in

love with System Saver? The answer is simple.
It's the most versatile, most convenient, most
useful peripheral ever made for the Apple.

System Saver filters out damaging AC line

noise and power surges.
70-90% of all microcomputer malfunctions can be

traced to power line problems* * Problems your

System Saver guards against.

Power line noise can often be interpreted as data.

This confuses your computer and produces system

errors. Power surges and spikes can cause severe

damage to your Apple's delicate circuitry and lead

to costly servicing.

System Saver clips surges and

spikes at a 130 Volts RMS/175
Volts dc level. A PI type filter

attenuates common and

transverse mode noise by a

minimum of 30 dB from 600

kHz to 20 mHz with a max-
imum attenuation of 50 dB.

You end up with an Apple

that's more accurate, more
efficient and more reliable.

SYSTEM SAVER

System Saver lets your Apple keep its cool.

Today's advanced peripheral cards generate heat. In

addition, the cards block any natural air flow through

the Apple He creating high temperature conditions

that shorten the life of the Apple and peripheral cards.

System Saver's efficient, quiet

fan draws fresh air across

the mother board, over

the power supply and
out the side ventilation

slots. It leaves your Apple cool, calm and running

at top speed.

System Saver makes your Apple more
convenient to use.

No more reaching around to the back of your Apple

to turn it on. No more fumbling for outlets and cords

to plug m your monitor and printer. System Saver

organizes all your power needs.

So if you want to keep

damaging heat, line noise and power surges out of

your system for good, pick up the only peripheral

that's in use every second your computer is in use.

The System Saver. You'll soon come to think of it as

the piece Apple forgot.

Compatible with Apple stand

MONITOR

APPLE II

'lliillH

It functions as a multi-outlet power strip with two
switched outlets. Plus System Saver offers the

ultimate convenience; a front mounted power switch

for fingertip control of your entire system.

$89.95 at Apple dealers everywhere.

^KENSINGTON
^i^MICROWARE

251 Park Avenue South, New York, NY 10010

(212) 486-7707 Telex: 236200 KEN UR

'Softsel Computer Products Hot List **PC Magazine; March 1983

System Saver is UL Listed System Saver s surge suppression cucuitry conforms System Saver is a registered trademark of Kensington Microware Ltd

to IEEE specification 507 1980. Category A. Available in 220/240 Volts, 50/60 Hz © 1983 Kensington Microw/are Ltd
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ly. LaUoUb lUUU 40DU FOR Y - 1 TCi m- IMPI IT Afll^YVrun A —
1 \\J ID. iiNru 1 Ma>^A^. 5000 REM * *

*

o \ l\J
0<C — "PniT \/AI I IPQ" \/Y — An \/Y IMPI IT n(V\- MFYTlINiUl U^A^. INCA 1

5001 Rcy • RESTARTII IVI 1 1 L_w 1 r^l 1 1

= iy, vjUoUd IUUU ^oou IMPI IT c:F
1 IN r U 1 or 5002 REM ***

31 80 Uip = UnAW kjnArn .VA — DO.VY 4Dyu PRIMT Pl-IR*t IA\ "C\ O^P" 5010 HOMF VTAR ?1 PRINT "PRESS Y

= ly, LiUoud IUUU POKF 9m 0- noTD ssnnr*^r\L \j(V„/|v^ oovju TO ri FAR" GET A"K PRINT
0<l: — "RAQIPr^RAPH"\/Y — AV\\N 4DUU POkF m9Q7 n- pnkF m'^n^i nrL^rxt — IDiiy/,U. rvjrxC — IDoU^.U HOME
_ -1—

1 HO 1 u RFTI IRM 5020 IF A'R < > "Y" THEN RFTIJRN
1 1 f^sif ^ ^ I llll iNlll 1 1114

0£- 1 U r^nQi ID mmVjL^oU D I U I u A con DPll/F 91f^ n- PRIMT PMRtrUr\t ti ID,U. rnllN 1 onnvp FDR FM - 1 TD MF - 1

— "TITI P" \/Y — R \/V — 9- MA "PI OQF" nn^i IR Rinn nn^i ir 7inn
nnQi ID mmvaL^oU D 1 U 1 u /iK'^n^oou ppiQi IR iiRnn- PPiTO ACion

KJ<I> — MIVl^UINI .VA — lO.VT — £L.
Afton^ouu RFM *****

ncivi NEXT"
r^r)^\ ID mm '4^0U 1

RFM * FN F l/nntiivi riLC. 1/*^ 5060 IF SF < > n THEN fiOSUR ?700II Ol ^ \J llll_IN \-A LJ C. 1 \J\J

FOR 7—1 TO 1Rr\_/n Z. —
1 1 W 1

D

4ou^ RFN^ *****
n t IVI

Mc _ n-FM - n

T9Rn Ci<t: _ R|r:i|-|T<K (" " 4. *^TR<t 17\ Z>\
\j<s> — nion 1 ij) ^ T~ o 1 .

ARm4o 1 u WPlK^F \/TAR 91riL.'IVlC . V 1 MD 1 5080 RFTURNIII— 1 [ 1 1 N

AQOPi PRIMT "1
1 PlAH 9 QA\/FrnllN 1 1

— L\Jr\U eL — oMVt REM *****

\/Y — 1 v/Y — 7 4- 9- nnQi iR mmVA — I.VT — £- -T c.. OwoUD 1 U 1

U

T PI FAR" PFT A<T;- PRIMT RFM * RFDRAW ^^PRFFM

0£: / U MFYT /IQQn'l-cJoU Y — \/AI /A*t^ PlM Y Pn^il IR RFM *****

3275 HCOLOR= CO 4500,4300,5000 5505 GOSUB 4600

3280 FORZ = 24 TO 143 STEP 8 4840 HOME : RETURN 5510 ON SF GOSUB 2000,9000

3290 HPLOT 10,Z TO 99,Z

3300
4000
4001

4002
4010
4020
4025
4030
4040

4050
4065
4070
4080

4090
4100

4110
4120
4130

4140
4200

4210
4300
4301

4302
4310
4320
4325
4330
4340

4350
4360
4370
4375
4380
4390
4400
4410
4440
4450
4460
4470
4500
4501

4502
4510

4515
4520
4530

4535
4538
4540
4550
4555

SELECT OPTIONS

4) - 25

NEXT
REM '

REM '

REM ********

MO = 2

XI = (MO * 15

HCOLOR= CO
FOR T = 1 TO 5

HPLOT X1 ,T + 1 50 TO XI + 45,T +
150

NEXT
HCOLOR= 0

FOR T = 1 TO 5

HPLOT X1,T + 150 TO XI + 45,T +
150

NEXT
IF PEEK (- 16384)< 128 THEN
4020
GET A$
IF A$ = CHR$ (13) THEN 4200
MO = MO + 1 : IF MO > 4 THEN
MO = 1

GOTO 4020
ON MO GOSUB
4800,6000,7000,8000
GOTO 4130
REM ***

REM * DISK OUTPUT
REM ***

HOME
POKE - 16298,0: POKE - 16303,0
PRINT
PRINT CHR$ (4);"CATAL0G"
PRINT : INPUT "SAVE TO FILE
NAME : ";A$

IF A$ = "" THEN 4460
PRINT CHR$ (4);"0PEN ";A$

PRINT CHR$ (4);"WRITE ";A$

PRINT NE
FOR X = 1 TO 16

PRINT A$(X)

PRINT D(X)

NEXT
PRINT SF
PRINT CHR$ (4);"CL0SE"
POKE - 16297,0: POKE - 16304,0
RETURN
REM ***

REM * DISK INPUT
REM ***

HOME : POKE - 16298,0: POKE
- 16303,0

ONERR GOTO 4620
PRINT : PRINT CHR$ (4);"CATAL0G"
PRINT : INPUT "FILE NAME TO
LOAD : ";A$

IF A$ = "" THEN 4600
PRINT CHR$ (4);"UNL0CK ";A$
PRINT CHR$ (4):"0PEN ";A$
PRINT CHR$ (4);"READ ";A$
INPUT NE

Imaginator.

Theword that's worth
athousand pictures.

Unlock a whole new
world of three dimen-

sional graphic imagery

with Imaginator.

Now you can

create, edit and

manipulate 3D objects

faster and easier than

you ever thought possible. Without programming skills. That's

what makes Imaginator software unique.

Professional applications for scientists, educators and
designers are virtually without limit. Personal applications are

amazing.

Travel inside a molecule. Enter rooms, pass through walls.

Jet over cities. Define a new universe. All at the down-to-earth

price of $129.00. See your software

dealer first. Or call us direct at the

number listed below. Put yout^elf in 'Zi^^^Z^^:^''"'
A Division of Shelter Research Institute, Inc.

P.O. Box 1200-CPort Townsend, WA 98368
(206) 385-4080

Imaginator runs on the Apple® II. II+. lie computers,

imaginator is a Trademark of Shelter Research Institute, Inc.

Apple IS a registered Trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.

Imaginator

the picture today, with Imaginator.



BASF QUALIMETRIC"FLEXYDISKS^
BUILT FOR ETERNITY-WARRANTED FOR A LIFETIME.

BASF Qualimetric FlexyDisks® offer

you more... an extraordinary new
lifetime warranty* Ttie BASF Quali-

metric standard is a dramatic new
international standard of quality in

magnetic media. ..insurance that
your most vital information will be
secure for tomorrow when you enter
it on BASF FlexyDisks today.

We can offer this warranty with
complete confidence because the
Qualimetric standard reflects a con-
tinuing BASF commitment to perfec-

tion.. .a process which begins with
materials selection and inspection,

and continues through coating, pol-

ishing, lubricating, testing, and
100% error-free certification. Built

into our FlexyDisk jacket is a unique
two-piece linen This BASF feature
traps damaging debris away from
the media surface, and creates extra

space in the head access area, insur-

ing optimum media-to-head align-

ment. The result is a lifetime of
outstanding performance.
When your information must

be secure for the future, look for
the distinctive BASF package with
the Qualimetric seal. Call 800-343-
4600 for the name of your nearest
supplier.

ENTER TOMORROW ON BASF TODAY
'Contact BASF for warranty detaili. (6/ 198^, BASf Systems Corpoialion. Bedford, MA

BASF
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5550 FOR EN = 1 TO 16 9040 NEXT 9320 0$ = RIGHTS (" " + STRSh

5555 GOSUB 6100: GOSUB 7100 9060 SZ = INT (120 / (NE - 1)) : REM 8 SPACES
5557 IF A$(EN) = "" THEN 5570 9070 SP = INT (SZ *

,3) 9330 VX - 26:VY = 4 + (12 - X '
3):

5560 GOSUB 2800: GOSUB 2900 9080 SZ = INT (SZ *
.7) GOSUB 1000

5570 NEXT 9090 HPLOT 140,20 TO 140,126 9350 NEXT

5580 RETURN 9100 HPLOT 140,126 TO 270,126 9360 Z = INT ((SZ + SP) / 4)

6000 REM *** 9110 XB = 150 9362 T = 1

6001 REM * EDIT TITLES 9120 FOR X = 1 TO NE - 1 9365 IF Z < 4 THEN Z = Z + Z:T = 2

6002 REM *** 9130 H = INT ((D(X) / M) * 96) 9370 VY = 17:Z = Z - 1

6010 EN = 1 9135 IF H < - 18 THEN H = - 18 9380 FOR X = 1 TO NE - 1 STEP T

6020 HOME : VTAB 20 9140 FOR Y = 1 TO SZ 9390 Y = 150 + ((X - 1)
* (SZ + SP})

6030 PRINT "EDIT TITLES": PRINT 9150 HPLOT XB, 125 TO XB, 125 - H 9400 VX = INT (Y / 4) + 1

6040 VTAB 22: PRINT EN;" - ";: HTAB 6: 9160 XB = XB + 1 9405 IF Z < 3 THEN 0$ = STR$ (X):

PRINT A$(EN) 9170 NEXT GOTO 9415

6045 VTAB 22: HTAB 6: INPUT "";A$ 9180 XB = XB + SP 9410 0$ = LEFTS (AS(X) + " ",Z):

6050 IF A$ <> "" THEN 6060 9190 NEXT REM 5 SPACES
6055 IFA$(EN) <> ""THEN 6070 9200 REM LABEL Y AXIS 9415 IF D(X) > 0 THEN GOSUB 1000

6057 NE = EN: HOME :B(NE) = 1: GOTO 9300 FOR X = 4 TO 1 STEP - 1 9420 NEXT

6200 9310 Y = INT (M * (X / 4)) 9500 RETURN
6060 IF AS = "." THEN 6057
6065 A$(EN) = AS: GOSUB 6100: GOSUB

2800
6070 EN = EN + 1: IF EN < 17 THEN

6020
6080 HOME : GOTO 6057
6100 FORX = 1 T0 5

6105 HCOLOR= 0

6110 HPLOT 11,X + 9 + (EN * 8) TO 59,X

+ 9 + (EN *
8)

6120 NEXT
6130 RETURN
6200 IF NE = 17 THEN RETURN
6205 FOR EN = NETO 16

6210 IF A$(EN) < > "" THEN AS(EN) =
"": GOSUB 6100:D(EN) = 0: GOSUB
7100

6230 NEXT
6240 RETURN
7000 REM "*

7001 REM * EDIT VALUES
7002 REM ***

7005 FOR EN = 1 TO NE - 1

7020 HOME : VTAB 20
7030 PRINT "EDIT VALUES":PRINT
7040 VTAB 22: PRINT EN;" "; LEFTS

(AS(EN) + " ",11);" - ";:

HTAB 18: PRINT D(EN) : REM 2

SPACES AND 14 SPACES
7045 VTAB 22: HTAB 18: INPUT "";A$

7050 IF AS = "" THEN 7080
7060 D(EN) = VAL (AS)

7070 GOSU B 7 1 00: GOSU B 2900
7080 NEXT
7085 HOME
7090 RETURN
7100 FOR X = 1 TO 5

7110 HCOLOR= 0

7120 HPL0T61,X + 9 + (EN * 8)T0 98,X

+ 9 + (EN *
8)

7130 NEXT
7140 RETURN
8000 REM ***

8001 REM * GRAPH DATA
8002 REM ***

8010 IF NE < 3 THEN RETURN
8020 HOME : VTAB 21

8030 PRINT "1 -PIE CHART
2- BAR GRAPH";: GET AS

8035 HOME
8040 PRINT :X = VAL (AS): ON X GOTO

2000,9000

8050 RETURN
9000 REM "*

9001 REM * BAR GRAPH
9002 REM ***

9005 IF SF <> 0 THEN GOSUB 2700
9006 SF = 2: HCOLOR= CO
9010 M = 1

9020 FOR X = 1 TO NE - 1

9030 IF D(X) > M THEN M = D(X)

Only Titan's Neptune™ provides AppIe®IIe users

with an 80-coIumn video display and up to 192K memory
— all in just one slot.

Now, Titan's exclusive Neptune Extended 80-Column Card gives you increased

video display and up to 192K memory using just one slot in your Apple lie.

Designed expressly for the auxiliary slot of the lie, the Neptune is available with 64K,

128K or 192K ofRAM memory. The RAM memory can be utilized as a

solid state RAM disk. Additionally Titan's VC-EXPAND/80™ software supplied with

each Neptune expands VisiCalc* up to 220K of workspace memory and provides

many other VisiCalc enhancements.

DOS, PASCAL and CF/M®
Pseudo-Disk patches and a DOS
relocation program are also

included with each Neptune card.

Let us help you expand your Apple's productivity. For information on

the Neptune and other Titan microcomputer products, see your computer dealer or

contact: Titan Technologies, Inc., RO. Box 8050, 3990 Varsity Dr., Ann Arbor,

MI 48107; Telephone (313) 973-8422.

Sales and Marketing by The MARKETING RESOURCE GROUP Costa Mesa, CA.

Apple is a registered trademark of Apple Computer. Inc

VisiCalc is a registered trademark of VisiCorp, Inc.

CP/M is a registered trademark of Digital Research, Inc.

VC-EXPAND software is written by Micro Solutions, Inc

Neptune is a trademark of Titan Technologies, Inc

^Titan
TECHNOLOGIES, INC.

y SATURN SYSTEMS OF MICHIGAN



80 COLUMN PRINTER SALE—$149.00*

COM-STAR T/F

Tractor

Friction

Printer

only $219
(Parallel or Serial)

• Lowest price quality tractor friction printer in the U.S.A. • Fast 80 characters per second

40, 46, 66, 80, 96, or 132 characters per line spacing • Prints labels, letters, graphs, and tables

• List your programs • Print out data from modem services

*STX-80 COLUMN Double
PRINTER-$149.00 mcHilf. ^f\!o'^^%'Ls^!^t'^^^^^^^ Immediate Replacement

Prints full 80 columns. Super silent operation, 132 columns maximum. Double-width font also Warranty
60 CPS, prints Hl-resolution graphics and Is standard for each character pitch.

block graphics, expanded character set, ex- '^^ve doubled the normal 90 day warranty

ceptionally clear characters, fantastic print . PROGRAMMABLE LINE FEED: program- t
Therefore ,f your printer falls

quality, uses mexpensive thermal roll paper! mable length from 1/144 to 255/144 Inches.
withm 180 days from the date of purchase

you simply send your printer to us via United

DELUXE COMSTAR T/F ^. Parcel service, prepaid, we win II^MEDIATELY

PRINTER—$219 00 * ^k^^V^ \ '^°.k . ^'°,^',T send you a replacement printer at no chargernii^i tn <p£i9.uu mable form length up to 127 lines, useful for .. . ^ „ . - ^ -r,.

The Comstar T/F is an excellent addition to short or over-sized preprinted forms. ^'^ S^^'"'
^'ft!., ,

any micro-computer system. (Interfaces are '^/.e.^^.ctl^,'"'
^

available for Apple, VIC-20, Commodore-64, • FRtCTION AND TRACTOR FEED: will accept CUSTOMERS!

Pet, Atari 400 and 800, and Hewlett Packard). single sheet paper. i^AV CDCC TDIAI
At only $219 the Comstar gives you print quail- 10 UAY rKCC I KIAL
ty and features found only on printers costing * 224 TOTAL CHARACTERS /ntucd r^oTirMue
twice as much. Compare these features. OTHER OPTIONS

• USES STANDARD SIZE PAPER Extra Ribbons $ 5.95

• BI-DIRECTIONAL PRINTING with a LOGIC
If you want more try_ Roll Paper Holder 32.95

SEEKING CARRIAGE CONTROL for higher Roll Paper 4.95

through-put In actual text printing. 80 PrAmiiim niiAlitu 5000 Labels 19.95

characters per second
COMSTAR tTfSiTpER lOX

1100 Sheets Fan Fold Paper 13 95

;h:racTsetrs'iSci':^^^^^^^^^^^
printer-$299.oo rofj^fs,d%':^r;%at'L^''6%'":rAdd

?onan:riS.'An' E^ROM^Sa^teTjJnS More Features Than RX-80 s4o^oo ,or canad£ puerto rico. hawa,,

includes up to 224 characters. For $299 you get all of the features of the ^^tl^J^°\t'^r,,^.^.°°, ° 11 ?
Comstar T/F plus 10" carriage 120 cps, 9 x 9 OTHER COUNTRIES Enclose cashiers check,

. INTERFACE FLEXIBILITY: Centronics Is dot matrix with double strike capability for 18 "^o^^y order or personal check Allow 14 days

standard. Options Include EIA RS232C, 20mA x 18 dot matrix. High resolution bit image (120 delivery, 2 to 7 days or phone orders. 1

Current Loop. x 144 dot matrix), underlining, backspacing, l^^'^ff^"?' ,

avaiiableH Canada orders

left and right margin settings, true lower
must be in U S dollars

• LONG LIFE PRINT HEAD: 100 million descenders, with super and subscripts, and jF%W^tr^''^KSf^'Wf^
character life expectancy. prints standard, Italic, Block Graphics, special t^F^^J I Kb^^ I

characters, plus 2K of user definable char- CIWITCDDDI7CC
. THREE SELECTABLE LINE SPACINQS: 6, 8 acters. For the ultimate in price performance tlV I tnrrll^tO(WE LOVE OUR CUSTOMERS)

or 12 lines per inch. the Comstar T/F Super 10" leads the pack! BOX 550. BARRINGTON. ILLINOIS 60010
Phon* 312/302-5244 lo order

SUPER-10" ABCOEF'GM X aKL-MIMORaRSTUVM XV Z
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 123-45^7e<i»0

GRAFSTAR (Apple interface card "Like Grappler Plus") SALE $69.00.



SUPER
COM STAR T/F 15" PRINTER

SALE ^379'"'

NOW YOU CAN BUY A TRACTOR-FRICTION
15" CARRIAGE PRINTER
FOR AN INCREDIBLE ^379°°

COMSTAR 15"
EPSON*
MX-lCXj/lype Ml

OKI DATA*
MICROLINE 83A

Warranty

Coniplcif in fufmillion \s a^ailablr Ji >ouf plact' ol purchaw 180 day 90 day 90 day

Buffer 2.3 K 1 Line 1 Line

CPS 100 80 120

CPI 10.12.17 10.17 10.17

Over 80 Type Fonts Yes No No

Block Graphics Yes No No
Special Character Sets Available Yes No No
Roll Paper Holder Standard Yes No No
Suggested Retail Price
Pncci shown arc baseiJ on d.na from f h nianut ai. lurcr

$599. $749. $899.
Aciual mail pncn ma> <-arv

/••/

Special Price $379.
•Epson and Okniaia arc 'rai^ieroJ ifdJrnurlv ol hr^on Atiirf K-a. Int and Olidala Corp^ rr.p«\Tivclv

Now you can save big on the Corn-Star 15" dot matrix printer

from Protecto, while they last!

It's the 15/2" carriage printer that combines the most advanced
features with a price that's better than ever. And component by
component, Com-Star 15" is so reliable, Protecto can warranty it

for up to twice as long as its major competitors.

The popular Com-Star 15 A great printer at a truly great price.

When you add it up, it figures to be a super sale.

• LOWEST PRICES • 15 DAY FREE TRIAL • 90 DAY FREE REPLACEMENT WARRANTY
» BEST SERVICE IN U.S.A. » ONE DAY EXPRESS MAIL FREE CATALOGS J

Add $17,50 for shipping, handling and insurance. Illinois residents
please add 6% tax. Add $35.00 for CANADA, PUERTO RICO, HAWAII

I orders. WE DO NOT EXPORT TO OTHER COUNTRIES

.Enclose Cashiers Check, Money Order or Personal Check. Allow 14 days
'for delivery, 2 to 7 days for phone orders, 1 day express mail! Canada
• orders must be in U.S. dollars. VISA — MASTER CARD — C.O.D.

EI^TERPRIZES '^elove our customers)

BOX 550, BARRINGTON. ILLINOIS 60010
Phone 312/382-5244 to order



FOR COMPUTER GAME PLAYERS NINE YEARS OLD TO YOUNG ADULTS! PARENTS ENJOY THE CHALLENGES, TOO!
WIN POINTS AS YOU TRAVEL THE U.S. MAKING OVER 150 EDUCATIONAL REAL LIFE DECISIONS. . . MAKE GOOD
DECISIONS AND HAVE FUN TOO!

LANDMIND includes three fun gannes:

"ARTILLERY" — set your cannon trajectory to destroy targets in the fewest number of shots!!

"AMAZING" — race, twist and turn thru an amazing maze and beat the clock!!

"OUBIC" — beat the computer in three dimensional Tic Tac Toe!

LANDMIND - for Apple 11/11 +

Purchase "LANDMIND" and support the Youth Rescue Fund, Inc. (YRF), a national charity with programs to help

runaways, teenage drug & alcohol programs... Kids In crisis. The YRF is endorsed by the National School Board Associ-

ation, National Association of School Administrators and teenagers all over the U.S. . . . Contributions over the price of

"LANDMIND" are tax deductible and appreciated!

ORDER TODAY: ENJOY "LANDMIND" & SUPPORT THE YOUTH RESCUE FUND, INC.

SEND TO: Personal Check/Money Order for only $12.95 (plus $1.00 shipping & handling) payable to Youth Rescue Fund

YRF -LANDMIND
c/o Resource Development Institute Inc.

140 Little Falls Street, Suite 14

Falls Church, VA 22046

Resource Development Institute, Inc., 1983. . . a nonprofit orgaru£ation. * Apple II/II+ is a registered trademark of APPLE COMPUTER INC.

Ad designed by students of the Arlington Career Center, Arlington, VA Public Schools



Personal computers have an unlimited potential for saving us time.

But they never do. This paradox has now been explained by an amazing

scientific discovery, which you will read about first right here in

DOStalk.

According to Dr. Kathleen O'Connell, a disorder called Computer

Perseveration Syndrome is responsible for the problem. Dr. O'Connell

says "perseveration" means the uncontrollable repetition of some activi-

ty or action.

Perfection seems like a real possibility to personal computer users,

according to Dr. O'Connell. Before computers were widely available,

people would devote as much time to a project as it deserved, she says.

Now they do a project in no time, but then spend hours repetitively

refining it. Dr. O'Connell reports that her husband once ran twelve

drafts of a ten-word letter through his word processor.

Manifestations of the syndrome are also seen in spreadsheet users

who fine-tune a template for hours so it will be easy to use next time—
and never use it again; in folks who spend days creating databases on

those who sent them Christmas cards but who never have time to send

Christmas cards themselves; and in programmers who write only pro-

grams that make it easier to write programs.

Some researchers think the Computer Perseveration Syndrome is a

serious problem that must be given utmost consideration by the scientific

community. Others think it is a sign of approaching nirvana.

We Join the Thundering Herd. Here at DOStalk the syndrome has

us by the throats. This month we are using Apple Writer lie for the first

time. As those of you who already use this word processor know (the

thousands of you, according to the Softalk bestseller list), it has a

multitude of enticing features that could easily keep one from ever get-

ting any real work done.

Even as this column is being written, more efficient methods of

operation spring to the author's mind. Using Apple Writer lie's glossary

function, for example, lets us give all the keys on the keyboard new,
multikey meanings. We can set up the D key so that, when we push it

while holding down the open-apple key, it will print "DOStalk." Just a

minute here. . . .

DOStalk DOStalk DOStalk DOStalk. See how wonderful this is?

This month's column may take months to write at the rate we're going

so far.

What Kind of File Do Your Words Deserve? One very appealing

feature of Apple Writer He is that it uses text files. Some other word
processors, including earlier incarnations of Apple Writer itself, save

data in binary files. Let's look at the difference.

Binary files have a B in front of them in DOS 3.3 catalog listings.

They are nothing more than "snapshots" of your computer's memory.
When you save a binary file, an exact image of the specified part of the

computer's memory is stored on your disk.

In a similar vein, when you write a holiday love letter on a word

processor, an image of your words warms the bits somewhere in your

computer's memory. That image throbs as you type on your keyboard.

Most word processors work along the general pattern of determining

what key you just pressed, changing the memory image of your docu-

ment to reflect that keystroke, updating the screen display to reflect the

new memory image, and returning for another keystroke.

Your word processor always keeps track of where the image of your

passion is in memory and how big it is. From a programming standpoint,

it is very simple to get DOS to save that image in a binary file. Thus,

that's how many word processors do it.

Besides being easy on programmers, binary files have one other ad-

vantage. Uncle DOS can save them and reload them relatively quickly. If

disk access speed is important to an application, consider word proc-

essors that use binary files for storage. (Use one of the speed-enhanced

versions of DOS with it, if possible, to make the bits real-

ly fly.)

The problem with binary files is that they are not usually compatible

with anything else. There are no standards for binary files. If you want to

run your holiday letter through a spelling checker, for example, you have

to find one that can read files created by your particular word processor.

The big advantage of word processors that use text files, on the other

hand, is compatibility. There are certain standards for text files. If you

have a word processor that saves your work in text files, you can use it

for lots and lots of things besides writing love letters, as we shall see later

in this column (and in even more detail next month).

Text files are the ones that appear in DOS 3.3 catalogs with a T in

front of them. One problem with text files is that DOS will deal with

them only one byte at a time. When your word processor wants to save a

file, it has to hand the file to Uncle DOS character by character. As you

can imagine, this is a relatively slow process.

(But by using direct calls to the file manager, such as those calls

discussed here last month, a word processor can handle text files at

binary file speeds. Apple Writer He uses direct calls for saving files but

sticks with the slower, one-byte-at-a-time technique for loading them.)

Text File Fundamentals. There are two basic types of text files. One
type is called random-access and the other is called sequential. There is

no way to tell by looking at a DOS 3 . 3 catalog which of these two types

a particular file might be.

Sequential text files are the kind word processors use. Sequential files

are ideal for applications that start a session by reading a file from begin-

ning to end (sequentially) into the computer's memory. Later in the ses-

sion, a modified version of the entire file may be resaved. This is, of

course, exactly how a word processor works.
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Random-access files are used in applications where the user doesn't

load the entire file into the computer at once, but only a small piece of it.

Programs that help you keep records, such as an inventory of your com-

puter magazines, usually use random-access files.

In a few months we'll talk about random-access files in more detail.

In the meantime we'll take a close look at sequential files. This month

we'll open a big investigation of text files by looking at a special kind of

sequential file—the kind that holds keystrokes.

You've probably never heard of a keystroke file before. That's

because we just made them up. (We make stuff up around here all the

time.) Most discussions of text files, such as those in the DOS manuals,

explain text files as if they were used only to store inventories and mail-

ing lists. In fact, one of the most important uses for sequential text files is

to store keystrokes.

A keystroke file is a text file that contains keystrokes needed to do

some task on your computer. A standard image for explaining this con-

cept is that of the player piano. If sitting at a computer and typing in com-

mands is like playing a piano, then running a keystroke file through a

computer is like running the tape through a player piano.

Exec Exec. You can thank our old friend Uncle DOS for giving your

Apple the power to press its own keys. We've discussed in previous col-

umns how DOS intercepts all messages between your programs and your

keyboard and screen. Whenever a program tries to read the keyboard

through the standard I/O link. Uncle DOS will know about it. You can

get him to send the program something from a file rather than something

from the keyboard by using the exec command.
The exec command is useful for easily entering frequently used com-

mand sequences. For example, we all know that the safest way to write

programs is to keep two or more backup copies of your work. Having

earlier versions of a program available is a good feeling when you realize

that the last set of modifications you made did more harm
than good. Backups also decrease the chances of pure disaster occurring

when the power company's transformer blows. Few people consistently

rotate earlier versions when saving their work, however, because the

commands are so tedious.

But by using a simple keystroke file and the exec command, you can

simplify things immensely. If you are working on a program called Egg-

nog, for instance, sit down at your word processor, create the following

text file, and save it under the name Backup (if you don't yet have a word

processor, or if your favorite uses binary files, goto "Apple 11' s Executive

Editor," by Gary Kessler, Ilnd Grade Chats, in the August 1983 Sof-

talk. The article describes and lists a free Basic program that allows you

to create and edit text files);

DELETE EGGNOG BKUP2
RENAME EGGNOG. BKUP1,EGGNOG.BKUP2
RENAME EGGNOG,EGGNOG. BKUP1
SAVE EGGNOG

Now, instead of entering save Eggnog when you want to save your

program, enter exec Backup. The oldest copy of Eggnog will be deleted,

newer copies will be rotated, and a copy of the current version of the pro-

gram will be saved— all with a single command.
Notice that the commands in the Eggnog file look exactly as they

would if you typed them on your keyboard. There is no need for a

control-D or a print statement, as there would be inside a Basic program
(although if you do use control-D the commands will still work, as we'll

see later). Also notice that the commands must be in capital letters. They
didn't teach small letters at Dr. Basic's grammar school.

If your word processor has an option to display the carriage returns in

a file, use it when creating exec files. In particular, make sure you have

a return after the last line in the file. If there is no carriage return there,

the last line won't be executed until you press return on your keyboard.

By then things are usually a mess.

The Executive Printer Ribbon. Exec files are also handy for little

commands that you may not use frequently—but that are hard to remem-
ber for that very reason. Here is a file we use at DOStalk called

Boldface.

PR#1
PRINT CHR$(27) + "!"

PR#0

This little file turns on the boldface feature of an Apple Dot Matrix

Printer. It's very handy when you need a new printer ribbon but just

can't break away from the keyboard long enough to buy one. Of course,

you could write a Basic program that would do the same thing, but using

an exec file instead has a simple advantage. Exec files don't disturb the

program you already have in memory. If Boldface was a Basic program,

it would destroy the program in memory whenever it was used.

Where Will It All End? Since exec files don't disturb what's in

memory, you can use them as a sort of external subroutine from within

programs, but this requires a special trick. This trick is not recommend-

ed for polished work, but it is handy for quidirware (quick and dirty

software), particularly if you have a library of useful exec files al-

ready written.

Normally, when you try to exec a file from within a Basic program,

nothing happens. This is because Dr. Basic is running your program

rather than looking for commands entered on the keyboard. Uncle DOS
can't pass keystrokes to Dr. Basic unless the good doctor asks for them.

Dr. Basic will ignore the commands in the exec file, just as he ignores

commands you type on your keyboard, while a program is running. To
get him to pay attention, put the command end right after the exec com-

mand. That may seem drastic at first, but follow along. Dr. Basic sees

your end command, goes to the keyboard for input, finds your exec file,

and executes it. To restart your program where it left off, put the virtual-

ly unknown Applesoft command cont at the end of your exec file.

Cont will cause execution to continue at the next instruction after the

end statement. It works exactly like a return from a subroutine, with one

exception—Basic can't continue if the exec file did something that caused

an error message. The technique is also useless for modifying the pro-

gram in memory itself: Adding, deleting, or editing a program line

renders the continue command powerless.

Exec files can be linked together, but they can't be nested. This

means one exec file can start a second one, but there is no command that

can return to the first one and have it continue where it left off. (You can

use the exec command with the R parameter to start execution of a file

somewhere other than the beginning. However, it is quite difficult to en-

vision situations in which people not under the influence of the Computer
Perseveration Syndrome would want to do that.)

Speaking of Execution. . . . There are a few things that you can't do

from within an exec file, even though it seems like you should be able to.

For one thing. Integer Basic doesn't allow you to put several commands
on one line, using the colon, in immediate mode (in deferred mode it

works fine, of course). If you are writing exec files that you want to use

from either version of Basic, you have to put each immediate mode com-

mand on a separate line.

Another thing you can't do with an exec file is change the number of

DOS buffers using the maxfiles command. On second thought, that state-

ment is inexact—you can put a maxfiles command in an exec file and it

will execute correctly, but your exec file itself will be closed as part of

the process. Thus an exec file that includes the maxfiles command is

reminiscent of a trained kamikaze. Its death indicates a success-

ful mission.

Belated Halloween Greetings. Maxfiles closes existing exec files

for good reason. The exec command itself occupies a DOS buffer during

its execution. When the number of DOS buffers is decreased, the buffer

occupied by the exec file often disappears. The exec file becomes a ghost

with all the power of a living, breathing, execing file. Just the idea of a

phantom exec file terrifies Uncle DOS.
Those of you who take pleasure in practical jokes might want to take

advantage of this. Set maxfiles to some number greater than the normal

three, then exec a file that includes the fp or int commands. You may
remember from previous columns that these commands reset maxfiles to

the default value of three. However, they do not turn off an active exec

file. Consequently, your exec file becomes a phantom and Uncle DOS
either heads for the hills or sits and shudders. In either case you have to

turn off your computer to calm the poor man down.

Another limitation you have when working with exec files is that

several Basic commands don't work from immediate mode. The most

important of these are input and get. (If they did work it would be useless

anyhow, since they would just pick up the next string of characters in

your exec file.) Like all computer problems, there is a long way around

this one.
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Create Print Masterpieces

with Text and Graphics.

Upgrade the Apple 11, 11+ , lie or

III computer and any parallel printer

to a complete text and graphics output

system with the newest and most versa-

tile interface, PKASO/U. (Pronounced

"Picasso," the "U" is for Universal).

And make use of every capability

available from the printer. And gain

additional text and graphics features to

turn every printout into a masterpiece.

Get Greater Visual Range
and Instant Screen Printouts.

Gain every state-of-the-art printing

capability, including exclusive features

not offered by any other interface:

• Magic Screen Dumps — instant,

single-command snapshots of any
image on the Apple screen, graphics

or text. What you see is what you get!

• Print the graphics screen any size —
from inches to feet — another

PKASO/U exclusive.

• Instantaneous, single-command Lo
Resolution Screen Snapshots, only

from PKASO/U.
• Super Resolution — higher resolu-

tion graphics from your dot matrix

printer than possible on the screen,

only from PKASO/U.
• 4-way Rotation of image — 90°,

180° 270°, 360° — positioned

anywhere on the page.

• Direct or Reverse Printing — black

on white or white on black.

• Full color for printers with color

capability.

• 16-level gray scale for black and

white photographic images, only

from PKASO/U.
• Aspecting, with separate width and

height adjustments for any size and

aspect ratio.

• Windowing, the printout of any

selected portion of a graphics image

in any size— equal, enlarged or re-

duced, another PKASO/U exclusive.

• Low-cost clock/calendar option for

time/date stamping, available soon.

Get Universal Compatibility

with Current/Future Technology.

Link the Apple computer with any

and all major parallel printers of today

or tomorrow. Unlike other printing in-

terfaces which are limited by ROMs or

DIP switches with pre-set configura-

tions, PKASO/U is completely config-

urable for either present or yet-to-come

Centronics parallel-interfaced printers.

Another only-from-PKASO/U feature.

Add ShuffleBuffer

for a Complete Upgrade.

The new Buffer with a Brain,

ShuffleBuffer, does the printer-feeding

work of the Apple so the computer is

free to perform other tasks. It's the only

buffer that can rearrange stored data,

mix and merge, repeat and reprint. Ask
your dealer for a demonstration.

Pays for Itself

with Color Ribbon Savings.

Exclusive Mosaic Mode suspends

color dot overprinting operation, uses

color dots printed next to each other

(not on top of each other) to achieve

the desired shade. And since fewer dots

are printed, less ink is used, ribbon life

is doubled and the PKASO/U pays for

itself in ribbons saved.

Do it with PKASO/U.
A fully-documented Demonstration

Diskette and detailed User Manual
make it easy; just plug in the cables (in-

cluded) and start producing master-

pieces. Explore the amazing capabil-

ities of PKASO/U by visiting a nearby

computer peripherals dealer. Or call us

directly at (215) 667-1713 and we'll

send you the details. Unframed.

PKASO/U DID IT.

iS
Interactive Structures, Inc.

146 Montgomery Avenue
Bala Cynwyd, PA 19004
(215) 667-1713
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How To Stay Execution. Let's begin with a simple case. Say you

want an exec file to stop in the middle of execution and wait until you

give it permission to continue. Maybe you want to put a new envelope in

your printer or something. Try this:

PRINT PRESS<ANY KEY>TO CONTINUE."
FOR 1

= 1 TO 128 : I
= PEEK( - 16384) : NEXT : POKE -16368,0

I=peek (-16384) sets I to the value found in the keyboard soft

switch (see the May DOStalk if you don't know what that means). Reset-

ting a for-loop value inside the loop itself like this can get you ten years

if the Pascal police catch you, so do it with discretion. Until you press a

key, the value of I will always be less than 128. The for-loop will loop

forever, or until you press a key. That will set I to something greater than

128 and break you out of the loop. The final poke resets the keyboard

soft switch below 128 again.

Expand this technique a little and you have conditional execution:

PRINT "ACCEPT MESSAGE FROM ORK?<Y/N>"
FOR I

=1 TO 128 : l
= PEEK(- 16384) : NEXT : POKE -16368,0

IFCHR$(I-1 -128) = "Y" THEN CALL 64246

In the third line we had to subtract 1 from I because the for-loop in the

previous statement added 1 to it just before breakout. Then we subtracted

another 128 because Applesoft doesn't recognize ASCII letter codes

above 127.

One subtle effect exec files like these could have if you used them

from inside a program is jumbling your variables. If your program had

set I to a special value, for example, it would be scrambled when the

exec file was done with it.

Program Processing. So far all our exec file samples have used im-

mediate mode Basic statements. You can also fill a file up with

statements that have line numbers. When you exec a file like this, the

Basic statements are added to your program in memory (overwriting any

statements with duplicate line numbers).

The implications of this are astounding. You can write programs on

your word processor! Use all of your word processor's neat features for

finding and replacing variable names, for scrolling up and down, and for

moving things around.

Save your program into a text file and then exec it into memory. A
long program will take a while to load using this methfxl, but the power
of a word processor's editor can make up for this drawback. If you have

a program that's already half-written and you want to start using this

technique tonight, here's a little exec file that will turn Basic programs

into text files. It's a modified version of a program that appears in the

DOS Programmer's Manual on page 97.

0 DIM F$(30) : D$ = CHR$(13) + CHR$(4) : INPUT "FILE NAME?";
F$ : PRINT D$ + "OPEN" + F$ : PRINT D$ + "DELETE" + F$ : PRINT
D$ + "OPEN" + F$ : PRINT D$ + "WRITE" + F$ : LIST 1 , ;

PRINT D$-H "CLOSE" -hF$ : TEXT : END

RUN

After creating this file on your word processor, save it. Then load

your Basic program. Exec the file shown above.

It will apjjend a complete Basic program (as line 0) to your program

in memory. Then it will run the little one-liner.

In response to the "file name?" question, give a name for the new
text file that will hold your program lines. (If you have an extra return

following the run command at the end of the exec file, that will be used

as the file name and we'll die of syntax erroritis. . . . Just one re-

turn, please.)

Most readers will easily figure out how the program works. Line 0

simply opens a text file for writing and lists the program starting at line

1 . With the file open, a listed program behaves just like any other printed

text: It goes straight to disk.

Now you know how to convert a Basic program file into a text file so

you can edit it in a word processor. And you know how to convert a text

file back into a Basic program. It is also possible to have a Basic program

that writes another Basic program and puts it in a text file. The program

Poker, which comes on the DOS 3.3 Sample Programs disk, is a good

DIVERSI-DOS IS THE BEST
*** NEW *** NEW *** NEW ***

TLIST — Lists BASIC files without destroying the

program in memory. Use TLIST to copy lines

from one program to another / Improved list

format without indents, for easier editing / Visible

control characters / Also lists program in memory
with improved format

Insert/Delete Mode — Makes program editing a

pleasure! Insert characters in the middle of a line

without re typing. Also works for data entry!

Keyboard MACROS — Enter whole phrases with

a single keystroke! Make your own custom editing

keys, or redefine your entire keyboard (Dvorak

keyboard included)

Wildcard file names — Enter only the first few

letters of a file name (searches the directory for a

match)

BSAVE — "A" and "L" parameters are not

necessary (uses "A" and "L" from last BLOAD)

Recognizable ESCAPE and INSERT mode cursors

Lowercase DOS commands accepted

Catalog abort key

Lists text files to screen or printer

"Of all the DOS enhancement packages reviewed
in Peeling II to date, DIVERSI-DOS is the most
powerful in terms of its capabilities coupled with
its price. DIVERSI-DOS is the only product to

speed up all areas of DOS-LOAD/BLOAD,
RUN/BRUN, SAVE/BSAVE, as well as the
READ and WRITE of text files. ..The
documentation is superb. (Rating AA)"
— Peelings II Magazine

WHAT ARE YOU WAITING FOR???
Are you tired of waiting for DOS to load and save

files? Are you tired of waiting for DOS to finish so

you can type again? Are you tired of waiting for

your printer' When you buy DIVERSI-DOS'",
by Bill Basham, you won't have to wait any more!

Here's why:

1. DOS speed-up: Apple DOS 3.3 takes 18 disk

revolutions to read a single track, whereas

DIVERSI-DOS reads or writes a track m just 2

revolutions. This speeds up file processing

tremendously (see table).

2. Keyboard Buffer: DIVERSI-DOS allows you
to type ahead, as fast as you can, without missing

a single character.

3. Print Buffer: DIVERSI-DOS can use a RAM
card (16K 128K) to temporarily save characters

before they are printed. Thus, your computer
won't have to wait for your printer to finish.

4. DDMOVER: DIVERSI-DOS can now be

moved to a RAM card to increase the available

memory in a BASIC program.

DIVERSI-DOS, the QUADRUPLE utility,

requires a 48K Apple II, 11+ or //e with DOS 3.3. A
simple, menu-driven installation program is

included on the un protected disk. So what are

you waiting for?

ORDER TOLL-FREE

Call NOW: 800 835-2246 ext. 127 (orders only)

For information, call 815 877-1343

Disks normally shipped within 24 hours.

Only $30: Includes 1st class or foreign airmail.

Sold by mail order only.

Return in 30 days for full refund, if not totally

satisfied!

FREE - with your order — FREE
DOGFIGHT* II - By Bill Basham
— A special mail-order version of the arcade
game for 1 to 8 players, recently listed #6 on the

best seller list!

APPLE DOS DIVERSI-DOS
SAVEt 27.1 sec. 5.9 sec.

LOADt 19.2 sec. 4.5 sec.

BSAVE* 13.6 sec. 4.1 sec.

BLOAD* 9.5 sec. 2.6 sec.

READ** 42 2 sec. 12.4 sec.

WRITE** 44.6 sec. 14.9 sec.

APPEND** 21.3 sec. 2.3 sec.

*Hi-rcs screen X 80-sector BASIC program
** 52-sector text file

Send $30 (U.S. funds) to:

Diversified Software Research,

5848 Crampton Court
Rockford, Illinois 61111

Name:

Address:

City

Slate: . Zip Code:

Visa Mastercard, C O.D or personal check accepted.

Card tt:

Exp. Date:
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example of this kind of program. Poker is used to capture machine

language programs for use by Dr. Basic.

Executive Sophistication. The most sophisticated use of exec files is

to provide input for programs. For example, the following exec file,

named Copy Me, will execute the Fid program and copy itself onto

another disk:

BRUN FID.DI

1

6

1

6

2

COPY ME
Q
9

You'll notice that this file contains nothing but the command that

starts up Fid and the keystrokes needed to copy the file. An exec file like

this one is useful for frequent copying tasks, such as moving files from a

floppy to a fast RAM-based disk emulator and back.

This technique can be used with any program that uses the standard

I/O links for receiving commands. Programs that read the keyboard

directly can't use this technique.

Those of you whose eyes are sparkling with the possibilities for

perseverating with the exec command deserve a small holiday gift.

The Holiday Exec-Killer. Once you start using exec files you will

notice one small problem with them. Once you've started one, there is no

way to stop it. Exec files carry charms that can be broken only with

industrial-strength formulas. Even the usually all-powerful reset key is

incapable of killing a runaway exec file.

The following exec file modifies DOS 3.3 in such a way that you can

stop reading any text file—exec or normal—by pressing the escape key.

It works by telling Uncle DOS that the end of the file has been reached.

When you are using this modification and reading a normal text file,

pressing escape creates an end of data error (handy when you've just

PROTECT & ORGANIZE
your APPLE II SYSTEM

STC^RES

COOL stack™ — Sentry II FEATURES
IT LOCKS — Locks the Apple II computer and disc drives to base plate and

separate adhesion plate secured to table top

IT COOLS - Extends the life and reliability of the computer and peripheral filug-

in boards with quiet and efficient fan.

IT STORES — Provides neat and efficient organization of the entire computer

station including manuals and disks.

IT TILTS — Allows fast easy access to inside the computer.

Precision all steel construction provides optimum strength and durahiltty color malched

to the Afifile II computer

IBM PC OWNERS — SEE THE NEW COMPUTER ESCORTtM
APPLE II IS a trademark ot Ap[)le Comfuiter, Inc

COOL STACK and COMPUTER ESCORT are trademarks of FM|. Inc.. Patents Pending

For more information on Iheve and other fine FM) products contact your dealer or;
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started to read a text file five miles long and suddenly realize it was the

wrong one). When an exec file is working, on the other hand, pressing

escape causes it to die of apparently natural causes.

The modification works by intercepting Uncle DOS as he is just get-

ting the next character from a text file. We force him to take a look at the

keyboard soft switch. If no key or any key other than escape has been

pressed, we let him continue normally. If, however, somebody pressed

escape, we'll put a zero in his bucket and send him back whence
he came.

Whenever a zero byte is encountered in a text file, Uncle DOS takes

that to mean there is no more data. Thus, when he gets back and finds a

zero in his bucket, he thinks he has come to the end of the file and takes

the appropriate action.

The point at which we want to intercept Uncle DOS is byte 42544 (in

hexadecimal, that's $A630). Normally the machine language instruction

here is JSR $A68C. We'll change that to JSR $BCEF and put our in-

terception routine at that location. The space at $BCEF is empty in stan-

dard DOS 3.3.

Here is the assembly language code we will put at $BCEF:

BCEF- AD 00 00 LDA $0000 ;GET VALUE IN

KEYBOARD SOFT SWITCH
BCF2- 09 9B CMP #$9B ;00MPARE TO ESCAPE
BCF4- FO 03 BEQ $B0F9 ;IF ESCAPE, BRANCH
BCF6- 40 80 A6 JMP $A68C ;N0T ESCAPE, LET DOS

CONTINUE

BCF9- 8D 10 00 STA $0010 ;CLEAR KEYBOARD SOFT
SWITCH

BCFC- A9 00 LDA #0 ;PUTAZERO IN

ACCUMULATOR
BCFE- 60 RTS ;RETURN

And here is an exec file, which should be named Exec-Killer, that

makes the modifications:

IF PEEK(978)<>157 THEN PRINT "CANT CONTINUE." : PRINT "DOS
NOT AT NORMAL 48K LOCATION." : PRINT CHR$(4),"0LOSE
EXEC-KILLER"

CALL- 151

BCEF:AD 00 CO 09 9B FO 03 40 80 A6 8D 10 CO A9 00 60

A630:20 EF BO

3D0G

PRINT "EXEC-KILLER NOW IN PLACE"

This exec file could be written in many different ways—this par-

ticular way was chosen to demonstrate two things. In the first line, we
test to see if DOS is at its normal 48K location. If it isn't, this file won't

work. Rather than continuing, the file kills itself by sending DOS a close

command. Notice that in this case it was necessary to send the command
to DOS with a print statement and a control-D in the form of CHR$(4),

since the command did not appear at the beginning of a line.

Also notice that it is necessary to kill the exec file by name. Using the

close command without a file name will not close an active exec file.

This is so that close can be used from within an exec file to close all

other files.

The second thing the file demonstrates is the use of the Monitor from

within an exec file. If you are not familiar with Monitor commands, the

middle of the file will look like gibberish. But don't worry, it works.

Those of you who are more familiar with the Monitor may be surprised

that you can send commands to it from an exec file.

ProDOS Notes. As mentioned here last month, Apple will release a

new disk operating system for the Apple II series of computers in

January. It is called ProDOS. ProDOS includes its own exec command.

In fact, all of the above exec files work with ProDOS except the last two.

You can give commands to programs with ProDOS, but you can't give

them to Fid, because ProDOS and Fid are incompatible. ProDOS has its

own Fid-type program, called Filer. Exec-Killer was designed to modify

DOS 3.3 and thus doesn't work with ProDOS.

That's about it for this month. There should be enough material here

to keep any good perseverator busy the next thirty days. Isn't it too bad

Dr. O'Connell didn't call her husband's disorder Computer Persevera-

tion Mania? Then we could nickname it CPM. Di
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( Ir) Rule: "CAR LOAN b4 /

St Input

9785

25

15

3

UARIABLE SHEET

Name Output Unit Comment

pr ice dol lars price of car
doun 2446.25 dol lars down payment

loan 7338.75 dol lars bank loan

dp percent doun payment percentage
paijment 254.46618 dol lars monthly payment
i percent interest rate
term years term of loan

S Rule

RULE SHEET =:

pr ice-doi«in= loan

doun/pr ice=dp

payment^ loan»( i/( l-( 1+ i )*-term)

)

TKISolver does for equations
what word processing did for

words.'The first thing you should

know about the TKISolver™ program is

that it is not a spreodsheet. Instead, it

does something completely unheard

of (until now) - it turns your personal

computer into a voracious equation

processor.

The next thing you should know is

that if the TKISolver program can't

make life with your personal computer

easier (and pay for itself), even if you

use it only 15 minutes a week, you are

a very rare person.

And finally, you should know ex-

actly what equation processing is,

and how it works. If you keep reading

this, you will.

Equation processing with
TiCISoiver, or problem solving
made easy. The best way to under-

stand what the TKISolver program is,

is to understand what it does. The

following simple example is designed

to do just that. If you're still a little in

the dark after reading it, stop in at

your local computer store for a very

enlightening hands-on demonstration.

Begin by setting up your problem.

The TKISolver program lets you do it

quickly, easily, and naturally. For ex-

ample, o car costs $9785. What would

be the monthly payment on a three-

year loan if the down payment is 25%
and the interest rate is 15%?

STEP 1. Formulate the necessory

equations to solve your problem and
enter them on the "Rule Sheet" simply

by typing them in (as in the screen

photo). For example: "price-down =

loan."

STEP 2. Enter your known values the

same way on the "Variable Sheet." For

example: "9785" for price. You may
also enter units and comments, if you

want.*

STEP 3. Type the action command
I"!" on your keyboard) to solve the

problem.

STEP 4. TKISolver displays the an-

swer: the monthly payment is $254.40.

Backsolving, the heart of
TKISolver. Now that you've defined

the problem and solved it, TKISolver's

unique backsolving ability also lets

you think "backwards" to solve for any

variable, regardless of its position in
i

the equation. For example, if you con

only afford a monthly payment of

$200, you can re-solve the problem in

terms of that constraint. The TKISolver

program will solve the problem, dis- 1

playing your choice of a higher down
payment, a longer loan term, or a

lesser interest rate. This unique back-

solving capability forms the basis of

TKISolver's remarkably flexible prob-

lem-solving ability.
I



Also, as you can see from the

example on the screen, TKlSolver

deals not only with single variables,

but with entire equations and sets of

simultaneous equations. It also deals

with much more complicated problems

than this one. How complicated?

That's up to you. What kinds of prob-

lems? That's up to you, too, but pop-

ular applications include finance,

engineering, science, design, and
education.

Other extremely useful and
Interesting things TKlSolver
does. Aside from its basic problem-

solving abilities, the TKlSolver program
performs a number of pretty fancy

tricks. Like-. Iterative Solving; in which

TKlSolver performs successive approx-

imations of an answer when con-

fronted with equations that cannot be
solved directly,! like exp Ix) = 2 - x • y
and sin (x • y)= 3 - x - yl. Like: List

Solving; in which TKlSolver attacks

complete lists of input values and
solves them all, allowing you to exam-
ine numerous alternative solutions, and
pick the one you like best. Like: Tables

and Graphs; using the values you pro-

duced with the List Solver, the TKlSolver

program will automatically produce ta-

bles and graphs of your data. You con
look at your formatted output on the

screen or send it to your printer with

o single keystroke. And like: Automatic

Unit Conversion; in which TKlSolver

lets you formulate problems in one unit

of measurement, and display answers

in another. Very convenient what with

all this talk about going metric.

The TKlSolver program also pro-

vides a wide variety of specialized

business and mathematical functions

like trig and log and net present

value.

Then, there's TKISolver's on-screen

hfelp facility that provides information

on commands and features any time

you want it. Just type "?" and a topic

name.

And of course the TKlSolver pro-

gram combines all these features in

one integrated program.

TKISolverPocks moke problem-
solving o picnic. TKISolverPack™

application packages are specially

developed by experts in specific fields.

Each package contains a diskette with

about a dozen models that include

the necessary equations, values, and
tables for solving a particular problem.

The models ore usable as-is or you

can easily modify them.

TKISolverPack application pack-

ages available from Software Arts

include Financial Management,
Mechanical Engineering, Building

Design and Construction, and Intro-

ductory Science. Additional TKISolver-

Pocks are on the way from Software

Arts, McGraw-hlill, and others.

We know you're out there. No
matter who you are, or what you do,

if it involves using equations, the

TKlSolver program is an indispensable'

tool for you.

So, visit your local computer store

today, and see TKlSolver in action.

You'll be amazed at how much faster

and more effectively you'll be able to

work when you discover the power of

equation processing with the TKlSolver

program.
.

Software Arts
The inventors of VisiCalc'

27 Mica Lane, Wellesley, Massachusetts 02181

617/237-4000*You con easily define appropriate unit conversions on the unit sheet.

TK, TK! TKlSolver, TKISolverPack, The Problem Cruncher, the stylized I and the slogan "NOW YOU DON'T HAVE TO THINK LIKE A COMPUTER TO USE ONEI"
ore trademarks or registered trademarks of Software Arts, Inc. SATN,TK!SATN and DIP are trademarks or registered trademarks of Software Arts Products Corp.
Software Arts is a trademark of Software Arts, Inc. and Software Arts Products Corp. The TKlSolver program and the TKISolverPack applications packages ore

products of Software Arts, Inc. which is solely responsible for their contents. VisiCalc is a registered trademark of VisiCorp. McGraw-Hill is a trademark
of McGraw Hill, Inc. Copyright © 1983 Software Arts, Inc. All rights reserved.
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The Christmas season is an exciting time because some really nice

printers, add-on gadgets, interface cards, and other goodies may sudden-

ly come tantalizingly within reach. Curiously enough, it seems that no

matter how slick a new printer or add-on device is, it cannot overcome

two chronic problems in this portion of the personal computer industry:

poorly written user manuals and word processor programs that won't let

you exploit the full potential of your printer.

Word processor developers, this Christmas wish list is aimed at you:

Don 't give us a hard time about using our printers. A classic example is

the old version of Super-Text, which allows the user to enter only six

control codes. This effectively cuts out at least ten other functions that

You won't believe what Micromax has done for a printer interface

card. First, they made it Grappler-compatible, but they didn't stop there.

Their card (the Graphmax) supports color printing, zoom magnification,

picture cropping, and can capture text to be used for headings, footings,

and page numbering (no software needed). Four dip switches allow it to

be quickly configured for just about any printer. Oh yes, a full two-year

parts and labor warranty is also included. A real bargain at $149.95

($169.95 for color and zoom options).

The moral of the story is that if you manufacture printer-related

devices or software for the Apple and have a class act, we'll be happy to

review your product and evaluate it honestly for Softalk'i, readers.

Mil 11. i i I S
iJ?-: BY BILL HBKER

Printer Programs:

Boxing the Bugaboos
most printers are capable of performing. The other weakness in Super-

Text and many other word processors is that printer command codes take

up space on a printed line. For example, if you try to print out a line that

contains the escape-E and the escape-F to turn emphasis on and off, you

will find that the line ends prematurely, with a gap of four blanks (one

blank for each printer command character) at the right edge—rather lame

when you consider that word processors are made to work with printers.

Developers, if you spent as much time developing software that allowed

easy entry of printed command codes as you do inventing editing com-
mands, the world would beat a path to your door to buy your product.

One way for a user to avoid this difficulty with word processors is to

get a demonstration of how easy (or hard) it is to use the program with a

printer before purchasing it. Here are three key things to look for when
examining a word processor:

1 . Does the word processor allow only a limited number of preset (or

user-definable) printer command codes? If so, you'd better think twice

before purchasing it. You could be buying a lot of limitations.

2. Does the word processor's printed output have gaps in the right

edge of justified text that contains printer command codes? Nice, if you
like a shabby appearance.

3. Does the word processor refuse to allow you to enter certain

necessary (and almost universal) printer command codes, such as escape

and the control characters in the ASCII range 0 through 31?

If enough people refuse to buy the real dogs of the industry, upgrades

will be right around the comer.

There are, of course, printer and printer-peripheral manufacturers

who take pride in their work and make things easy on users. We'll be

reviewing some of their products here and making recommendations.
Hint: One hardware firm to keep your eye on is Micromax, which
manufactures cards that are compatible with the popular industry stan-

dards, adding extra features and bringing the price down—a tough act to

follow.

When this column began in October, we mentioned that there were

five main categories of common questions and problems with the Epson.

As a review, here they are again.

1. Printer hardware. This includes the paper-out condition, tractor

feeding, sheet feeding, care and feeding of the ribbon, maintenance tips,

and switch settings.

2. Printingfrom program control. This covers using printer functions

from Applesoft, Pascal, assembly language, CP/M, and so on.

3. Printing from word processor control. This includes commercial

programs that reduce your ability to control the printer directly.

4. Printer interface cards. This covers the mysterious MSB (most

significant bit, bit 7, also called the eighth bit or high bit) and the ins and

outs of sending characters to the printer.

5. Graphics. This covers hi-res, lo-res, and text screen dumps, as

well as more exotic things such as strip chart recording, artwork, and

just plain doodling.

Last month, we touched on some of the basics of printing from pro-

gram control. This time, we'll go into this topic in more depth, covering

how to print from the three most used languages on the Apple: Ap-
plesoft, Pascal, and 6502 assembly language. Suppose we need to write

the text shown in figure 1, which uses emphasis and italics. Let's begin

with an Applesoft program that will print the sample text. See listing 1

.

The program is pretty straightforward, except for two things that can

really give you fits: control-I"80N" and pr#l. Such little things that can

go wrong with printing will be set aside in a "bugaboo box" (figure 2).

Water Ouzel (oo'-zel). Any of several plump, thick-plumaged, aquatic

birds of the family CInclidae, allied to the thrushes, esp. Cinclus

aquaticus of Europe and C. mexicanus of western North Ameri-

ca, having the habit of jerking the body or "dipping" as they

perch, walk, etc.; a dipper.

Figure 1 . Sample text.



Free Post-it'Note traf

from3M diskettes.

We'll give you a 3M Post-it Note tray and a
sample pack of Post-it Notes— a $4.98 value.

Absolutely free! Just buy any specially marked
box of 3M diskettes and send in the proof of

purchase— with 75(pfor postage
and handling. Complete details

inside specially marked diskette

boxes.

One 3M value
deserves another.
3M diskettes have long been
noteworthy for their unparalleled

reliability. A reputation based

on over 30 years experience in manu-
facturing high quality computer media. Now
we're giving you one more good reason to

use high quality 3M diskettes.

So buy a specially marked box of

3M diskettes. And send for your
free Post-it tray and notes today!

Look in the Yellow Pages under
computer supplies and parts for

the 3M distributor nearest you.

In Canada, write 3M Canada,
Inc., London, Ontario. If it's

worth remembering, it's worth
3M data recording products.

3M hears you...

3M
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100

110
130

150

160
170

180

190
200
210

220

230
240
250
260

REM
REM
REM
REM

EPSON/APPLESFT DEMO
THE WATER OUZEL"

REM = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =

REM Variable Initialization

REM = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =

LET ESC$ = CHR$ (27):Q$ = CHR$ (34)

LET EES = ESC$ + "E'^EFS = ESC$ +

on/off

LETE4$ = ESC$ + "4":E5$ = ESC$ +
'

REM = = = = = = = = = =

REM Main Program
REM = = = = = = = = = =

'F": REM Emphasis

'5": REM Italics on/off

270
280
290
300

310

320

330

340

350
360
370

PR# 1

PRINT CHR$ (9)"N": REM Turn off video echo
PRINT EE$"WATER OUZEL"EF$," (OO'-ZEL). ANY OF
SEVERAL PLUMP, THICK-"
PRINT " PLUMAGED, AQUATIC BIRDS OF THE FAMILY
"E4$"CINCLIDAE"E5$", ALLIED TO"
PRINT " THE THRUSHES, ESP. "E4$"CINCLUS
AQUATICUS"E5$" OF EUROPE, AND "E4$"C."
PRINT " MEXICANUS"E5$" OF WESTERN NORTH AMERICA,
HAVING THE HABIT"
PRINT " OF JERKING THE BODY OR "0$"DIPPING"Q$" AS
THEY PERCH, WALK,"
PRINT " ETC.; A DIPPER."

PR#0

Listing 1. Applesoft program using the Epson printer.

As we fill up the box, you can refer to it to see why your printer program

is not working—and how to fix it.

Listing 2 shows an example of how to generate the text with a 6502

assembly language program.

The algorithm used in the 6502 version is fairly simple: Reset the out-

put hooks (CSW) to point toward slot 1 (where your printer interface

card is assumed to be) and send each character to be printed through the

standard Apple character output routine, COUT. Any special printer

codes are blended right in with the rest of the text to be printed and sent

to the printer. When the program is finished printing, it just resets the

CSW character output hooks back to the normal setting of COUTl (the

video screen). Here we have two more things to add to our bugaboo box.

Finally, listing 3 shows how we would print out our "Water Ouzel"

message from a Pascal program. Pascal tends to be a little fussy as to

how you tell it to work with a printer; this is complicated by the fact that

1. Control-I "SON" is almost universally misused and misunder-

stood. It is Intended to be used on/y for listing Applesoft programs. All

sorts of inexplicable printing problems can pop up if you blindly use
this command in your programs. To explain further, the control-l is a
command to alert your printer interface card that a command is com-
ing for it to interpret. This is similar to the way that control-D is used to

alert DOS that a DOS command is coming.

The "80" refers to a column width of eighty columns for an Ap-
plesoft program listing only. It is not intended to be used for any other

type of printing. The "N" tells the pnnter interface card not to echo, or

send to the video screen, characters sent to the printer. This is useful

for preventing scrolling during a screen dump. The command does
have a place, however; its proper use is for turning off the screen
echo (which can clear up a host of seemingly unrelated problems)
and should read, control-l "N" (no "80"). Control-I "1" will turn the

screen echo back on. From Applesoft, control-l is printed as CHR$(9),

as shown in line 290.

2. Pr#1 will temporarily disconnect DOS, preventing you from issu-

ing DOS commands within your program such as PRINT CHR$(4)
"OPEN FILE1." PRINT CHR$(4)"PR#1 " will keep DOS connected
but will disconnect any other program you may have had running
(such as GPLE or GALE) before you ran yours. PR#1 : CALL 1002
does the same thing as PRINT CHR$(4)"PR#1 " but does not

generate a< CR > and will not spoil a screen dump. "You pays your
money and you takes your chances."

3. When you're working from a machine code level and you need
to send the Epson an escape via COUT, you must either make sure
the high bit is on in the escape character (that is, send $98 and not

$18), or make sure that the screen echo is turned off. This will keep
the Apple from recognizing and intercepting the escape character.

4. If you change either the input (KSW) or output (CSW) hooks
from a higher-level language, DOS will change them right back again
with the very next character input or output. You can force DOS to

permanently accept the change with a call 1002 or a JSR $3EA. If

you're working from the machine level and you're careful, it isn't

necessary to do a JSR $3EA. This will leave a utility like PLE or GALE
still connected when you exit your machine code routine.

there are few books that really cover this topic well. Basically, there are

three things you must do when you want to use Pascal to send text to a

printer:

1. Declare a (global) printer identifier of type INTERACTIVE:

VAR PRINTER: INTERACTIVE;

2. Assign the physical printer device to the identifier:

REWRITE(PRINTER: 'PRINTER:');

3. Use the identifier as the first field in any Writeln statement that you
want to use for printer output:

WRITELN(PRINTER,'THIS WILL GO TO THE PRINTER AND NOT
THE SCREEN');

The following sample programs arejust that: samples. There are prob-

ably as many ways to print out text on a printer from those languages as

there are programmers. There are also faster, more concise, and more

elegant ways of doing the job. If you have such a method, send it in and

share it with our readers.

Figure 2. Printer bugaboo box.

Set Up Your DOT MATRIX PRINTER
With a Touch of a KEY!

TM

PCP
^ BOLD PRINT
^COMPRESSED PRINT
[T VARIABLE LINES
m ELONGATED PRINT

AND MUCH MORE!
No longer do you have to enter long ' set

up strings" to take advantage of your

DOT MATRIX PRINTER s capabilities

Just select from [he MENU. Jet your

computer do tfie rest' Comes complete

witfi PROGRAM DISKETTE and an

OPERATING MANUAL Easy to use

VERSIONS:
Apple \\ + , Apple lie and Apple ///

Witfl

APPLE DOT MATRIX
EPSON RX. MX'AND FX SERIES
C.ITOH PROWRITER IS II

& NEC DOT MATRIX PRINTERS

Please Specify Computer and Printer

a "profess/oilal" so/twt/re packtit^e fiyjni;

PRO/PAC™
14925-A Memorial Drive
Houston, Texas 77079
(713) 496-1179
' Requires QralUax Plus For Full Features

PRINTER
CONTROL
PROGRAM

See Your Dealer or Write or Call Us!

NOW ONLY
$29.95

plus S2.00 shipping and handling USA
VISA and MasterCard Credit Cards
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Next month, we'll skip ahead to printer interface cards and talk about

the mysterious eighth bit that gives everyone so many problems. In the

meantime, if you have any questions, or if you have discovered any real-

ly nifty ways of overcoming limitations with your favorite word proc-

essor, send them in so that we can finally get them collected into one

place for everyone to share.

Micromax, 6868 Nancy Ridge Drive, San Diego. CA 92121; (619) 457-3131.

Listing 2. Sample 6502 assembly language program using the Epson printer.

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

25
26
27

Program name: EPSON/6502 DEMO
Programmer: Bill Parker

Release date: 10/17/83

Assembler: Merlin

Purpose This program prints out a "Water Ouzel"

message on ttie Epson printer

* Definitions

OR
Ctrll

ESC

PRTRSLOT

Page 0 locations

CSWL
CSWH
TEXTPTR

•Monitor routines

GOUT

C0UT1

• MAIN PROGRAM

13

9

$37
$4E

$FDED

$FDFO

Should always have

hi bit set

Put your prntr slot

no here

Char output switch

Normally unused

(RND holder)

Output to any

device routine

Output to screen

routine

8000 A9 00 28 LDA #< SCO + PRTRSLOT ' 256 Adjust for prntr

slot no

8002: 85 36 29 STA CSWL Temp send

output to card

8004 A9 C1 30 LDA # >$C0 + PRTRSLOT • 256
8006

8008

85

A9

37

2B

31

32

33

STA

LDA

CSWH

#<TEXT Point at chars to be
800A 85 4E 34 STA TEXTPTR printed

800C A9 80 35 LDA #>TEXT
800 E 85 4F 36

37
STA TEXTPTR + 1

8010 AO 00 38 LDY #0

8012 B1 4E 39 PRCHAR LDA (TEXTPTR),Y Get char to be
printed

8014 FO 00 40 BEO QUIT Got end of msg
char'

8016 20 ED FD 41 JSR COUT No, print it

8019 E6 4E 42 INC TEXTPTR Bump ptr to next

char

801

B

DO 02 43 BNE • +4
801

D

E6 4F 44 INC TEXTPTR + 1

801F 4C 12 80 45

46
JMP PRCHAR

8022 A9 FO 47 QUIT LDA #<G0UT1 Done printing,

change
8024 85 36 48 STA CSWL output from card to

8026 A9 FD 49 LDA #>G0UT1 screen

8028 85 37 50 STA CSWH
802A 60 51

52

RTS

802B 09 CE 53 TEXT DFB Gtrll."N" Turn off vid echo
(kills scroll)

802D OD 54 DFB GR Space down 1 line

802 E 98 G5 55 DFB ESC,"E" Emphasis on
8030 07 El F4 56 ASC "Water Ouzel"

8033 E5 F2 AO GF F5 FA E5 EG
803B 9B G6 57 DFB ESG,"F" Emphasis off

803D AO A8 EF 58 ASC " (oo'-zel), any of several plump, thick
"

8040 EF A7 AD FA E5 EG A9 AG
8048 AO El EE F9 AO EF E6 AO
8050 F3 E5 F6 E5 F2 El EC AO
8058: FO EC F5 ED FO AG AO F4

8060 E8 E9 E3 E8 AD
8065 OD 59 DFB CR
8066 AO FO EG 60 ASC plumaged, aquatic birds of the family

"

8069 F5 ED El E7 E5 E4 AC AO
8071 El F1 F5 El F4 E9 E3 AO
8079 E2 E9 F2 E4 F3 AO EF E6
8081 AO F4 E8 E5 AO E6 E1 ED
8089: E9 EG F9 AO
808D 98 B4 61 DFB ESC, "4" Italics on
808F C3 E9 EE 62 ASC "Ginclidae"

8092 E3 EC E9 E4 E1 E5
8098 98 85 63 DFB ESC, "5" Italics off

809A AC AO El 64 ASC ", allied to"

809D: EG EC E9 E5 E4 AO F4 EF
80A5 OD 65 DFB CR
80A6 AO F4 E8 66 ASC the thrushes, esp.

"

80A9 E5 AO F4 E8 F2 F5 F3 E8
80B1 E5 F3 AG AO E5 F3 FO AE
80B9: AO
808A: 98 B4 67 DFB ESC.-4"
80BC: AO G3 E9 68 ASC " Cinclus aqualicus

80BF EE E3 EC F5 F3 AO El F1

80C7 F5 El F4 E9 E3 F5 F3

80CE 9B B5 69 DFB ESC, "5"

80D0: AO EF E6 70 ASC " of Europe, and
"

80D3 AO C5 F5 F2 EF FO E5 AC
80DB AO El EE E4 AO
80E0 98 B4 7

1

DFB ESC, "4"

80E2 C3 AE 72 ASC -c
80E4 OD 73 DFB CR
80E5 AO ED E5 74 ASC mexicanus"
80E8 F8 E9 E3 El EE F5 F3

80EF: 9B 85 75 DFB ESC,'*5"

80F1 AO EF E6 76 ASC of western North America, having

the habit"

80r4 AO r7 E5 r3 r4 E5 F2 EE
80FC AO CE F2 F4 EB AO Ql

81 04 ED E5 F2 E9 E3 El AC AO
810C E8 El F6 E9 EE E7 AO F4

8114: E6 E5 AO E8 El E2 E9 F4

81 1G: OD 77 DFB CR
81 1

D

AO EF E6 78 ASC 1 of jerking the body or "dipping as they

81 20 AO EA E5 F2 EB E9 EE E7
81 28 AO E8 E5 AO E2 EF E4
81 30 F9 AO EF F2 AO A2 E4 E9
81 38 FO FO E9 EE E7 A2 AO El

81 40 F3 AO E8 E5 F9 AO
8147 FO E5 F2 79 ASC "perch, walk.

814A E3 E8 AC AO F7 El EC EB
81 52 AC
8153 OD 80 DFB CR
8154 AO E5 F4 81 ASC " etc., a dipper."

8157 E3 AE BB AO El AO E4 E9
815F FO FO E5 F2 AE
8164 OD 82 DFB CR
8165 00 83 DFB 0 End of message

Listing 3. Sample Pascal program to print a sample text.

Program name: Epson/Pascal Demo
Programmer: Bill Parker

Date of release: 10/19/83

Purpose: This program shows how to use certain Epson
printer functions from a Pascal program.

PROGRAM EpsonDemo;
TYPE PrtrCmdType = (EmphOn, EmphOff, ItalOn, ItalOff);

VAR Printer: Interactive;

PROCEDURE Select(Var Printer: Interactive; PrtrCmd: PrtrCmdType);

VAR ESC: Char; (* Printer must be Var to be passed as param. *)

BEGIN
ESC : = Chr(27);

Case PrtrCmd of

EmphOn
EmphOff
ItalOn

ItalOff

End; (* Case *)

END; (* Procedure *)

Write(Printer,ESC,'E'); (* Epson command codes *)

Write(Printer,ESC,'F');

Write(Printer,ESC,'4'

Write(Printer,ESC,'5'

BEGIN (* Main Program *)

Rewrite(Printer, 'Printer:'); (* Assign phys device to identifier *)

Writeln(Printer); (* Print blank line *)

Select (Printer.EmphOn);

Write (Printer.'Water Ouzel');

Select (Printer, EmphOff);

Writeln(Printer,' (oo"-zel), any of several plump, thick-');

Write (Printer,' plumaged aquatic birds of the family ');

Select (Printer, ItalOn);

Write (Printer.'Cinclidae');

Select (Printer, ItalOff);

Writeln(Printer,', allied to');

Write (Printer,' the thrushes, esp. ');

Select (Printer, ItalOn);

Write (Printer,'Cinclus aquaticus');

Select (Pnnter.ltalOff);

Write (Printer,' of Europe, and ');

Select (Printer, ItalOn);

Writeln(Pnnter,'C.');

Write (Printer,' mexicanus');

Select (Printer, ItalOff);

Writeln(Printer,' of western North America, having the habit');

Writeln(Printer,' of jerking the body or "dipping" as they perch,

walk,');

Writeln(Printer,' etc.: a dipper.');

END. (* Mam Program *)
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A Programming Course For Beginners

what is the best way to learn

how to use an APPLE* com-
puter?

You could enroll in a class —
arranged at someone else's con-

venience, given by a technician

who may not be a very good
teacher. Or you could read a

book — written by a program-
mer who may not be a very

good writer. Or you could learn

in your own home, on your own
APPLE®, at your own conven-

ience, using the course that has

become a standard of the indus-

try.

Introducing
THE NEW STEP BY STEP,
a programming course for
beginners

In 1978, PDI introduced the

original Step by Step. The stu-

dent learned by interacting

with his or her computer. Thou-
sands of students learned how
to use an APPLE® computer
and the Applesoft® language
with Step by Step. Now, using
feedback from students,

teachers and learning special-

ists, we are introducing The
New Step by Step.

The New Step by Step, in

addition to sound and effective

teaching, includes computer
graphics, animation, sound
effects and a voice track.

How does
THE NEW STEP BY STEP
woric?

The computer program
shows screen displays

or sample program
outputs, while the

audio cassette explains

to the student what is

being shown. After each
instructional segment,
the student is asked a

question or asked to solve

a problem. The computer
checks the student's work.

When a lesson has been com-
pleted, the student turns off the

cassette and goes to the Step by
Step Workbook to review and

practice the material covered in

the lesson. After the practice as-

signment has been completed,
the student takes a quiz.

A final exam is included.

What does
THE NEW STEP BY STEP teach?

There are about twenty hours
of instruction. Topics covered
include:

• PRINT instruction

• Writing simple programs

INPUT
Loops GOTO
IF-THEN
Program counters

Library functions such as
INT and RND
Screen formatting, including
TAB, VTAB and HTAB
Subroutines

READ-DATA statements

FOR-NEXT loops

One-dimensional arrays

Nested loops

Low-resolution graphics

Multiple-statement lines

Program logic

Floating point notation

How can
THE NEW STEP BY STEP
be used?

Schools can use Step by Step for

individualized instruction in

programming in BASIC and in

computer literacy programs.

Families can use Step by Step to

ensure that all family members
can use the family computer.

Businesses can use Step by Step
to train their personnel.

APPLE® dealers can use Step by
Step to introduce prospective

customers to the APPLE®
computer.

Step by Step Two, which
teaches intermediate
^''^SIC programming is

'{^^ available for
,to; mi
^V^p7 programmers who have

"^"^"^r^^X-
completed The New Step
by Step.

Both programs are

nj,,^ available at retail

,r outlets or from PDI for
NWr^i $89.95 plus $3.00

,N shipping and handling.

6

*Applc 1^ a trademark o( Apple Computer Corp.

Program Design, Inc.

95 East Putnam Avenue
Greenwich, CT, 06830
203-661-8799
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One of the most powerful DOS commands is

init. When used with a proper file name, it will

rarely result in error. Load will make sure a

Basic program's name follows it, brun will look

for a binary program's name before proceeding,

and exec won't do anything unless it's followed

by the name of a text file. If any of the file name
conditions aren't met, these commands will just

result in an error message.

Init, however, doesn't care what follows; it

barges ahead with the initialization procedure,

destroying everything in its path to make way
for new files. The Trans Am of DOS com-
mands. If you accidentally type init hllo, init

textfile, or init followed by anything that passes

as a file name, DOS will initialize the disk that

is in the drive, regardless of what you meant to

type. The only thing that can stand in the way of

init is a write-protect tab on the disk.

When we initialized our first blank disk, we
created a slave disk. It's called that because it is

a slave to whatever system it was initialized on.

Confused? Read on.

Booting the System Master disk loads DOS
into the highest area of memory possible on the

system you're using. Think of RAM as a very

tall building. When you boot a master disk,

DOS knows that it's supposed to go to the high-

est floor; it gets on the elevator, pushes the but-

ton for the top floor, and goes there. Once it's

there, it makes a note of where it is (which

floor).

For the sake of simplicity, let's say each

floor in the building is the equivalent of IK. If

we're using a 16K Apple, a master disk will

send DOS to the sixteenth floor to begin filling

in the top ten floors (DOS takes just over lOK of

memory).

Now let's say we want to initialize a disk on
this 16K system. We put in the new disk, type

init hello, and thirty seconds later we have a for-

matted disk. It looks and functions like the

master disk in all but one respect. When you
boot this new disk, DOS doesn't automatically

load itself in the highest memory location avail-

able; it loads into where DOS was when it was

initialized. In this case, the top 10.5K of 16K
RAM.

That's why initialized disks are called slave

disks; where DOS goes when the disk is booted

depends entirely on the memory size of the

computer it was initialized on. Because the

master disk put DOS at the top of a 16K mem-
ory, the slave disk will put DOS there whenever

it is booted, regardless of the size of memory.
In other words, if you boot this slave disk on a

48K Apple, the disk will still tell DOS to go to

the sixteenth floor and begin filling in from
there. That leaves 32K above DOS unused.

In short, slave disks aren't too smart when it

comes to loading DOS. Whatever size memory
the Apple had when the slave disk was initial-

ized is the size memory that it assumes the com-
puter has when you boot the disk. A slave disk

formatted on a 32K Apple will always assume
it's being booted on a 32K system. On a 48K
Apple, that means some memory will be
wasted. A disk initialized on a 48K Apple won't

boot on a 16K Apple. Not yet.

Emancipation Proclamation. Slave disks

need not remain slaves for all eternity. A disk

that is to be used for nothing but data storage

will probably never be booted, so it doesn't

matter where it wants to load DOS. But if

you're storing programs on a disk that you plan

to boot now and then, you might want it to

behave like a master disk, loading DOS to the

highest memory address possible.

On the System Master disk, there is a pro-

gram called Master Create, which frees slave

disks and allows them to become master disks.

Running Master Create is simple. Just brun it

and follow the directions as you go along.

Once Master Create is loaded, remove the

System Master disk and insert the disk you wish

to update. When you're asked for the greeting

program name, type in the name of the slave

disk's current greeting program. Master Create

doesn't create or save a greeting program for

you as init does; it just lets DOS know what
name to look for when it boots. Now just hit

return, and when the disk stops spinning you'll

have a master disk.

Over the past few months we've been learn-

ing, talking about, and using DOS commands.

Since there's no such thing as a perfect world,

we'll very likely encounter errors now and

then. How to deal with errors deserves just as

much attention as how to do things right.

Tactless Apple. One of the great things

about computers is that, if you're wrong, they'll

let you know it. Unlike your work supervisor or

'o.

WHLIAMS—^•^— -

1816 FOURTH STREET^

BERKELEY, CA 9471 Q j

415/644-2022

SEND FOR FREE CATALOG'
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teacher at school, the computer tells you in no

uncertain terms when you've made a mistake.

Mr. Kindheart at work might remark, "Say,

Cromwell, do you think you could look over

these figures once more. I know you probably

have them correct, but they don't seem to match

the financial reports we received last month.

Maybe the reports are off. Well, check it out

anyway. Thanks." Miss Bardlove, the English

teacher, would similarly request that you reread

the second act of Macbeth. "Your comparisons

and contrasts between Lady Macbeth and Mr. T
are close but still not quite correct."

The Apple, when it encounters something

that doesn't quite match its expectations, will

usually beep rudely and fling an error message

your way. This would be comparable to Miss

Bardlove's or Mr. Kindheart's finding a

mistake and hurling your work back at you

screaming, "Wrong!"
Indeed, it seems rude for the Apple just to

beep loudly and tell you what you're doing

wrong, but that's a lot better than having it tell

you what it thinks of you, too. Thank goodness

computers don't have emotions. Well, at least

they don't exhibit them. Yet.

Sticks and Stones. Error messages are

perhaps the most degrading thing a computer

can spit at us, since they do little more than

reinforce our beliefs that computers are infalli-

ble and that it was we who caused the error, not

it. Computers are far from infallible, but when
we consider that a computer performs
thousands of operations a second, adding up to

tens of millions of operations per hour, we

realize that one error in a working day is close

to one in a billion. Not too shabby.

Computer errors can result from power
surges in the electricity, static inside the com-

puter, moisture in the air, faulty chips, and

everything in between. Problems like these are

best handled by professionals. The errors we're

going to look into are those created by us, the

lowly humans.

The two main kinds of error messages we
usually see are those relating to Basic and those

relating to DOS. Since error messages from

Basic are usually seen by programmers, we'll

put those aside and concentrate on those seen

more often by users of programs—DOS errors.

Broken down to their simplest elements, er-

rors are usually the result of a communication

problem between the person and the computer.

If you type catalogg, it's obvious that you
meant to type catalog, but the computer doesn't

know that. It's as though a nightclub entertainer

greeted the audience with, "Heaving heavy

bodies!" and the audience thought he was talk-

ing about martial arts (not an appropriate greet-

ing), when in truth the entertainer had nasal

congestion and was trying to say, "Evening,

everybody
! '

'

Another example would be the always popu-

lar typo, pr#65. We know it means prff6

(oops!), but the Apple thinks you really meant

to activate slot 65. As a result, it yells at you

and gives you a range error.

Introducing the Cast. What follows is the

Apple's inexhaustible stock of DOS error

messages and what they mean. Only in a perfect

world (never making a typo, never having a bad

disk, and never having your favorite show pre-

empted) could someone operate an Apple and

never run into some of these. Here's what they

mean and how to take care of them.

Language not available. The language you

need to execute your command isn't in

memory. The commands jp, int, run, and load

look for a version of Basic. Typing^ from In-

teger or int from Applesoft is an attempt to

switch to the version of Basic you're not using.

Typing load filename or run filename, where

filename is a program written in the version of

Basic you don't have, also throws this error

at you.

This error simply tells you that you have on- '

ly one version of Basic in memory. If you have

a 48K Apple with either Applesoft or Integer

Basic built into it, you can get the alternate

Basic (the one you don't have) by plugging in an

Integer or Applesoft ROM card into slot 1 or by

adding a language card (RAM card) to your sys-

tem. The ROM card gives you the other Basic

and nothing else; a RAM card will provide you

with an additional 16K or more to do with as

you please. Simply adding the RAM card to

your system won't give you the alternate Basic;

the alternate Basic must be loaded into the RAM
card from a disk, usually the System Master.

Range error. A number you typed was too

large. The Apple can handle numbers with as

many as thirty-nine places in front of the deci-

mal point (although numbers this large will be

printed in scientific notation). However, it han-

dles them in context. When it sees load hello, d,

it expects to see either a 1 or a 2 after the d, in-

dicating which drive you want to load the file

from. In this case, any number higher than 2

will result in a range error because DOS doesn't

recognize more than two disk drives on a one-

disk controller card.

But if you typed load hello, s, it will accept

numbers higher than 2 because when it sees

load hello, s it knows that s refers to a slot

number, which can be anywhere from 0 to 7.

So, whenever you're slapped with a range er-

ror, check for typing mistakes and try again.

Write protected. Aha—caught by your own i

precautions! DOS tried to write, save, delete, or

otherwise alter something on the disk but was

unable to do so because the disk is protected

against changes.

The cause of this is a write-protect tab (in

layman's terms: a little sticker that covers the

small notch on the side of the disk) on your

disk. When you insert a disk into the drive, it

depresses a small switch located just inside the

drive; you can feel it and hear it click as you in-

sert the disk. Once the disk is in position, the

switch will pop up into the notch.

In this "up" position, the switch tells the

drive that it's okay to change things on the disk

presently in the drive. For that reason, the notch

in the disk is called a write-enable notch. We
can protect valuable information (data files, im-

portant programs) by placing a write-protect tab

over that notch. Now, when the disk is in place,

the switch won't be able to pop up into the gap.

In this "down" position, it tells the drive not to

mess around with data on the disk.

Experienced users of write-protect tabs will

testify that it's dam near impossible to get tabs
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You EverWanted From
Personal Computing

Faster Easier

SOLVING PROBLEMS vs READING MANUALS
The real benefits of personal computing come from putting the hardware and software to work solving your business

problems and not spending hours reading through boring and tedious operating manuals.

PERSONAL COMPUTER BECOMES PERSONAL TUTOR
With Cdex Training programs you simply insert a Cdex disl<ette in your computer disk drive, turn on your

computer, and in an instant your personal computer becomes your personal tutor.

TRAINING
FOR PERSONAL COMPREHENSIVE TRAINING PROGRAMS
COMPUTERS: Each Cdex program contains at least three disks and many contain four disks. That's because

Cdex Training programs are graphical, interactive, and comprehensive. They not only tell youHow to use your
IB!VI®persona! computer how hardware and software work, but they allow you to operate it through simulations

with PC DOS — PC or XT and hands-on exercises with the actual hardware and software.

How to use your IBM®
personal computer with CPM86 REFERENCE GUIDE INCLUDED
or Concurrent CPM 86 — In addition, each Cdex program comes with a Reference Guide that contains

PC or XT keyboard and/or command references for the pertinent hardware or software

• IBM® PC communications using the

IBM® PC Asynchronous
Communications Program

• IBM® PC DOS 2.0

• How to use your Apple® lie persona

computer

TRAINING FOR PERSONAL
COMPUTER SOFTWARE:
• Advanced Training for the Lotus''''

1 -2-3 Program
• The Lotus'^'"' 1-2-3 Program
The MULTIPLAN^^'' Program
The VisiWorcf^' Program
The VisiTrend™ and VisiPlot™

The TK ! Solver Program
The MuitiMate™ Program
The VisfCaic® Program
The WordStar™ Program
The SuperCalc™ and SuperCalc^
The EasyWriter'^'^ i! Program
The dBase il® Program
The DB Master™ Program — Version 4

Program

so that you can use it later to refresh your memory.

COMPETITIVELY PRICED
Surprisingly, given the above comprehen-

siveness of design and content, Cdex
Training Programs are priced compet-

tively with other computer-based
training products that claim to pro-

vide training but only provide an in-

troduction to training.

USABLE TODAY AND
TOMORROW

Program

TRAINING FOR PERSONAL COMPUTER ACCOUNTING
SOFTWARE:
• The BPI® Genera! Accounting Program
• The State of the Art*' General Ledger System
• The Peachtree Genera! Ledger System

TRAINING FOR BUSINESS PRODUCTIVITY USING PERSONAL
COMPUTER SOFTWARE:
• "Managing Your Business Using Electronic Spreadsheets"
• "Making Business Decisions Using Electronic Spreadsheets"
These programs are for users of the Lotus^'*^ 1-2-3 Program,

MULTIPLy\N™ Program, VisiCalc®, VisiCalc iV® or VisiCalc® Advanced
Version Programs,^ or SuperCaic™ or SuperCalc^™ Programs.

With Cdex Training Programs you
can use them today to train yourself

on those features you need today and use

them tomorrow to train yourself on the ad-

vanced features you need to implement sophis-

ticated applications.

You get everything you ever wanted from per-

sonal computing. Faster and easier.

Cdex Training Programs are available for the

IBM® PC or XT and IBM compatible personal

computers, and the Apple II® Plus, Apple lie and
Apple III personal computers. See how effective

a Cdex Training Program can be. Ask your com-
puter dealer for a demonstration or call

(800) 982-1213
In California call (415) 964-7600.

Cdex Corporation

5050 El Camino Real, Los Altos, CA 94022
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to stay on disks. Hasty insertion or removal ot

disks tends to snag tabs on the disk drive, some-

times pulling them off. We have found that a

better way to write-protect disks is to use Scotch

tape instead of the conventional tabs that come

with a box of disks.

Software publishers often package their pro-

grams with write-protect tabs on them or with

no write-enable notch cut in the first place. It's

best not to store files on a program master disk.

Even if you use a separate disk for storing data

created by the program, you can still init the

disk accidentally. The tab prevents this. In any

case, if a disk has a tab on it, it was probably put

there for a good reason, so think twice before

removing it.

File not found. DOS can't find the file you

specified. Either the file isn't on disk, or you

misspelled it. Remember, the computer takes

everything in a literal way. Typing run Geo-

metric Function Programm will cause DOS to

look for a program spelled exactly that way,

even if the file is actually spelled with one m in

Program. Check your typing to make sure you

spelled it right. If you did, then check the cata-

log to see how it's spelled there.

Volume mismatch. It's rare to run into this

message; it just means that the volume number

specified in the command doesn't match the vol-

ume number of the disk in the drive.

In the disk initialization process, it's option-

al to specify a volume number. Volume doesn't

refer to the amount of information but rather to

the volume number, as in a book volume, or a

volume of an encyclopedia. In other words, giv-

ing a disk a volume number is almost like put-

ting a label on it. Volume numbers are assigned

in the init process; init hello, vlOO, for exam-

ple, initializes a disk with 100 as the volume

number. When you catalog this disk, it will say

disk volume 100 at the top of the catalog.

Disk volumes are assigned when you want to

make sure that certain files go only on certain

disks. Typing save filename, vlOO will result in

a volume mismatch error if the disk's volume

number is anything other than 100.

I/O error. The catchall of DOS error mes-

sages, I/O stands for input/output. When DOS
is unable to read from or write to a disk for any

reason, this is what it tells you. Most of the

time, it means that the disk drive door is open or

the disk's format doesn't match the current

DOS you have in memory. An Apple running

DOS 3.3 can't handle a disk that is formatted in

CP/M, Pascal, DOS 3.2, or any operating sys-

tem other than DOS 3.3.

Since this is perhaps the most aggravating

and potentially disastrous error to encounter,

we'U discuss how to handle it at the end of this

column.

Disk fiill. Hmm . . . your eyes are bigger

than the disk's stomach. The disk fiall message

doesn't always mean the disk is full. We found

out last month how the disk might think it's full

when it still has room left. This message is tell-

ing you that DOS can't find any place on the

disk to put data. There are several possible

reasons.

The first is that all the disk's sectors are

used. Fine. Get another disk.

The next is that DOS thinks all sectors are

being used when they really aren't. This can

happen when a file is edited to a smaller version

and saved under the same name. Even though

it's a smaller file, it occupies the same number

of sectors, leaving some of them unused; these

unused sectors are off limits to other files. All

this was covered last month.

Another possibility for a disk full error is

that there are no more places on the catalog for

file names. The catalog can hold only 105 file

names, so it's entirely possible that those slots

can get taken before all sectors on a disk are oc-

cupied. In this case, you can delete some files

that you don't need, each of which frees not on-

ly its sectors but its spot on the catalog as well.

File locked. 'Nuff said? The file you want to

change has been locked; you can see this by the

asterisk by its name on the catalog. The reverse

command of lock is unlock; unlock filename

works wonderfully.

Syntax error. Don't panic; though it sounds

like DOS is telling you that you don't know
what you're talking about, this message just

means you probably made a typo. Don't con-

fuse this with Applesoft's ?syntax error or In-

teger's ***syntax error, the DOS version of this

popular message has no question mark or

asterisks in front of it.

Once DOS recognizes one of its commands,

it will attempt to carry it out. But if it en-

counters something that doesn't go with the

command, the result will be this error. Typing

catalogg, for instance, will get you a syntax er-

ror; DOS recognizes the first seven letters of

catalogg, but the extra g fouls things up.

In short, check your spelling and try again.

No buffers available. Simple: You're out of

buffers. A buffer is an area of memory that is

set aside to hold things (data, keyboard input)

until the Apple or DOS is ready to transfer them

elsewhere. To illustrate, the save command
takes the contents of memory and feeds them

into a buffer. When the buffer is full, all of its

contents are then sent to disk; the save com-

mand stores things on disk a bufferfiil at a time.

Now that we understand what a buffer is,

let's get back to the error message. DOS com-

mands require that there be at least one empty

buffer in order for them to be executed. If a pro-

gram you just finished rurming has opened and

was using all the buffers for text files, then the

no buffers error will result when you try to issue

a DOS command.
The same thing happens if a program you're

writing tries to open another text file when all

the buffers are being used. Those familiar with

Basic can use the close command to free a buff-

er or the maxfiles command to increase the

number of buffers available; sixteen is the max-

imum number of buffers for maxfiles.

Unless otherwise specified, the Apple sets

maxfiles to three. So if you ever break out of a

program and all your DOS commands are met

with no buffers available, increasing maxfiles

can usually get DOS commands through. Sim-

ply typing maxfiles 4 (or any number up to six-

teen) will free some buffer space for DOS com-

mands to use.

Clearing the Apple's memory also frees

buffers; jp or int is a lot faster, but whatever

Basic program is in memory will be deleted.

File type mismatch. This means the com-

mand doesn't go with the type of file (Ap-
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plesoft, Integer, binary, or text) that was speci-

fied. For example, you can't blood a Basic flic

and you can't run a text file. All this message

says is that the verb (DOS command; doesn't

match the noun (file name). It's like saying,

"Pour me a car" or "Drive the beer." Catalog

the disk to make sure of the file type if you're

not sure.

Program too large. The DOS command
tried to load a file from disk, but there's not

enough space in memory for the entire file. Is-

suing either an fp or int command will clear

memory, making way for your disk file. You
can also use the maxfiles command to decrease

the number of buffers that are available; this

opens more memory space for Basic's use.

Sometimes a program that was previously in

memory has set himem or lomem values that

prevent you from loading your file. Himem and

lomem are Basic statements that set barriers

marking the highest and lowest memory ad-

dresses available to you. Street barricades

would be a good way to think of himem and

lomem; they're temporary markers that tell you
where you can or cannot go, depending on
what's happening on the other side.

For instance, himem is usually set right

below DOS, making sure you don't put infor-

mation where DOS is, thus damaging or alter-

ing it. This is like marking off streets with

wooden barricades to prevent cars from ac-

cidentally driving through a parade route or a

marathon race.

It's best to let programmers reset himem or

lomem by typing at the keyboard. For begin-
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ners, it's easier just to reboot the system.

Not direct command. Trying to execute an

append, open, position, read, or write com-

mand from the keyboard will result in this error

message. These commands can be executed on-

ly from within a program, so let's not worry too

much about them.

Do Your Part. We have seen that most of

these errors can be easily corrected. However,

one DOS error that creates a lot of confusion

and general hysteria among beginners is the I/O

error message. It seems that when DOS can't

figure out what's going wrong, it will tell you

that an I/O (input/output) error has occurred.

As we said earlier, I/O error just means that

for various reasons DOS is unable to read or

write on the disk. DOS is no lazy creature.

When you issue a save command, for example,

DOS does its best to save the information you

have in memory; if it's unable to do so the first

time, it tries again. And again. And again. In

fact, it attempts to carry out your command
ninety-six times before it gives up. When was
the last time you tried to do something ninety-

six times with no success? As a wise man once

said, "If at first you don't succeed, try again. If

you still don't succeed, give up. No sense in

making a damn fool of yourself over it."*

DOS isn't like that. Ninety-six tries is a lot

of times to try something, just to conclude that

it's impossible. Here's where we have to work
* Quote by W.C. Fields
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together with DOS—it needs our help.

One reason for DOS's problems in reading

from disk might be that some sectors on the disk

are damaged. We learned last month some of

the ways disks become injured: magnetic fields,

extreme heat or cold, fingerprints, dust par-

ticles, spilled orange soda, or being set on fire.

Bad sectors are the most aggravating causes of

I/O errors because they require delicate disk

surgery, which usually can be performed only

by computer experts armed with disk utility

programs (computer versions of brain scan and

X-ray machines).

A popular tool for fixing up disks that seem

beyond hope is Bag of Tricks, from Quality

Software. This little wonder lets you look at

disks sector by sector and repair damage that

seems impossible to repair, thus restoring one's

faith in an almighty being.

I/O errors received when you try to write to

disk usually occur because DOS is trying to

write on a part of the disk that is damaged; it's

sort of like trying to write on wet paper. The

best thing to do in this case is to remove the

disk, pop in another initialized disk, and save

your file on it. Once you've done this, it would

be a good idea to salvage whatever other files

you had on the bad disk by using Fid to copy

them to another disk.

Most of the time, a few bad sectors won't

spoil a whole disk. That is, you can usually

reinitialize the disk and use it over again. If the

damaged sectors are the result of some unob-

servable villain like magnets or heat (they

usually are), reinitializing the disk will set

everything right. But if the damage was caused

by excessive disk wear (a rare occurrence), then

it's best to write the disk off as having lived a

good and useful life.

Damaged disk sectors don't always give you

I/O error messages. If the damage has occurred

where DOS lives (tracks 0 through 2), the

results will vary. Sometimes the disk will refuse

to boot; sometimes it will boot but behave in an

odd manner when you issue DOS commands.

When this happens, the best thing to do is

rescue the files from the disk by copying them

to another disk via Fid.

Copying one file at a time can be pretty

time-consuming. Another way to save the disk

is to brun the Master Create program to put a

new DOS image on the damaged disk. After

that, you can copy the entire disk with CopyA.

Pleasant Dreams. It should now be easier to

sleep at night, knowing how to handle DOS
when it spits error messages at you. Computers

aren't so frightening when we realize that what

we often interpret as hostility and aloofness

from the computer is nothing more than its own
infantile way of communicating.

Infantile? You bet. Though microcomputers

are sophisticated pieces of machinery, they are i

still barely in the developmental stages, far I

from where we'd like them to be. When it

comes to communication between people and

computers, the computer is very much like a

young child. It knows only what it has been

taught and has no consideration for other peo-

ple's feelings; when it doesn't understand

something, it lets us know in a direct, uncom-

promising way.

Patience, patience. 3i
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Last month we looked at some of the statistics that technical investors

can obtain from Barron 's Market Laboratory. This month we'll examine

a few more. But before we do, a reminder: No matter how good the in-

vestment technique, the stock, the bond, or the company, investing is

still a game of chance. Some investors succeed at this game, but there are

many who don't. Therefore, whatever money you've invested or are

thinking of investing should be money you can afford to lose.

Perhaps an example will illustrate this point. Two months ago, we
stated in this colunm that a company's growth signifies its health. That's

a fine rule of thumb, but when you consider the recent bankruptcy of

Osborne Computer, a company that was growing at a fantastic rate, it

doesn't always seem to apply. For our purposes, how the company
wound up in such a state is not the issue; the lesson to be learned is that

everything can be right and still go wrong. Remember that, and you'll

probably do well with your investments.

More Market Laboratory. The various market diaries in Barron 's

Market Laboratory are important sources of volume statistics for the

technician. Figure 1 shows the NYSE common stock diary and the

NYSE composite diary. The difference between these two tables is that

the composite diary contains preferred stocks, while the stock diary

does not.

NYSE Common Stock Diary

Sept. 19 20 21 22 23

Total 1,479 1,480 1,489 1,482 1,483

Advances 909 775 507 741 569

Declines 349 449 701 449 642

Unchanged 221 256 281 292 272

NYSE Composite Diary

Total 1,949 1,985 1,975 1,977 1,996

Advances 1,116 1,016 707 956 785

Declines 482 591 858 620 809

Unchanged 351 385 410 401 402

New Highs 76 76 67 75 79
New Lows 8 8 8 12 9

Sales ths shs 99,175 120,422 106,594 113,638 112,357

Figure 1.

Why does Barron 's break out the preferred stocks? Because preferred

stocks are interest-rate sensitive, behaving just like bonds in many cases.

As discussed last month, the bond market's behavior is normally a har-

binger of how the equity, or stock market, will behave or react. For ex-

ample, if bonds and preferreds are falling, the composite diary will be

pulled down by the preferreds, but the common stock diary won't.

Watching the movements of both can give us a feeling as to where the up

or down pressures in the market may be coming from.

In the common stock diary, the total of issues traded represents the

number of stocks traded—not the number of shares, but the number of

stocks. Advances tells the number of issues traded that advanced, and de-

clines shows the number that fell. Unchanged displays the unchanged

number of issues.

For dyed-in-the-wool technicians, advances and declines are two of

the most important technical indicators. The difference between the two

statistics is usually plotted against a market index, such as the Dow Jones

30 industrials. This chart shows whether the market is sending contrary

signals. If the advance/decline line is going up and the Dow is going

down, a technician interprets this to mean that the market may be ready

to fall. This interpretation is not always correct (what is?), but ad-

vance/decline information is nonetheless a widely used point of ref-

erence.

The composite diary also shows the number of stocks that have at-

tained new highs or lows for the previous twelve-month period. Tech-

nicians often use the difference between the highs and lows to get an idea

of how the top and bottom ends of the market are doing, especially those

stocks used in the Dow Jones 30 industrials. For example, if the Dow
Jones 30 industrials average is going down and the number of stocks hit-

ting new market lows is getting smaller, a technician may interpret this

situation as a sign that the market will likely rally in the future. If the

number of new highs is getting smaller and the Dow is rising, the techni-

cal interpretation is that the market may have false hopes and will prob-

ably go bearish. Many technicians refer to this form of analysis as

divergence analysis. Market Laboratory also lists this kind of mforma-
tion for the American, over-the-counter, and New York bond exchanges.

Many technicians rely much more heavily on volume changes than

they do on price changes, but they don't necessarily have to chart these

changes in order to use them.

Figure 2 shows the twenty stocks that were most active on the New
York exchange during the previous week. This table is often used in

checking the "mind set" of the market.

As you know, the largest corporations in the United States, if not the

world, trade on the New York exchange; these include such companies

as AT&T, Exxon, and IBM. Many technicians consider the presence of

these firms in the "twenty most active stocks" table a good sign—a sign

that the market's expectations are high and that investors have their

heads screwed on straight. If the table is dominated by more speculative

issues, many technicians believe that investors are scrambling to make
some money before the market begins to fall. Although this analysis is
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qualitative rather than quantitative, it's still part of a technician's tool-

box. The same sort of analysis can be done for the American and over-

the-counter exchanges using information contained in similar tables.

The elements of Market Laboratory that we've covered this month

and last are enough to get you started as a technician, but we have only

NYSE Most Active Stocks

52 WeeKs

High Low Sales High Low Last Chg

701/4 54'/^ ATT 8,563,800 blh 65% 67'/4-|- l/o/o

127 73 Vi IBM 5,135,900 126% 122% 126%-|- 3'/2

56 '/i> 17'/4 MarLy s 4.755,500 39% 36% 38 '.4+ 1%
35% 8 Chrysir 4,394.300 30% 28 y? 30%-!- 1%
33 '/2 I9y4 RCA 4,323.800 33 '/2 27% 33'/4-|- 4%
26% 18% DiamS 4.318.100 25% 24% 25%
77'/? 46 '/4 GMot 3.667,900 74% 71 '/4 74% -1- 3'/2

36 '/8 22% Avon 3,629,800 28% 23% 23 '/2- 3%
2V2 PanAm 3.618.200 7% 7'/4 7%-i- '/2

64 '/8 25 FordM 3,427.800 64% 61% 64%-f- 3%
26'/. 17% BnkAm 3.284.100 22% 20% 20%- %
45'/« 27% GulfOil 3.147,500 45% 41 V2 44'/2-|- 3

38^ 20 '/2 K mart 3.143.000 38% 36% 37%-|- 1%
mi 27% Exxon 3.062,800 38 '/2 37 37%- %
46 'A 25% Citicrp 3,030,100 38% 36% 37%-)- %
30^i 13% Prime s 2,976,700 18% 15% 18%-F 3%
5744 37% GenEI s 2.862,100 52 '/2 49% 52%-|- 2%
44% 32% Pfizer s 2,660,100 41% 38 Vs 41 + 3

41 17% PhibS s 2.638,900 30% 28% 30%-!- 1%
38% 14% NwstEn 2.541,800 38% 38% 38V2-I- 1%

Figure 2.

scratched the surface of technical analysis. The purpose of these last two

tutorials has not been to teach you technical analysis, but to teach you

about it—to familiarize you a bit with the lingo technicians use and to

give you some idea where to look for technical information. If you're in-

terested in learning more about technical analysis, getting a book on the

subject from your local library or bookstore is a gocxl beginning. You
should be able to find a variety of materials written for investors at vari-

ous levels of experience.

Keeping Up—This Month's Review. No matter what your analyti-

cal orientation is or what you invest in, you need a way to keep track of

your investment dealings. With that in mind, we'll look this month at the

Dow Jones Market Manager, a software system designed to help inves-

tors stay on top of their portfolios.

Dow Jones Market Manager, Dow Jones & Company (Box 300,

Princeton, NJ 08540; 800-257-5114). $299.

Backup policy: One backup supplied; additional copies $30 each.

System requirements: 48K Apple II, II Plus, or lie; one disk drive,

printer.

Optional: Hayes Micromodem II.

The Dow Jones Market Manager is a portfolio reporting and account-

ing system that can track up to twenty-six different portfolios. The pro-

gram is designed to handle stocks, bonds, options, mutual funds, and

treasury issues. Let's explore its capabilities by going through the proc-

esses involved in establishing a portfolio, updating it, and printing out

reports.

Market Manager requires that the printer interface be in slot 1 and the

Micromodem II be in slot 2. Unfortunately, because the program is writ-

ten in Pascal, these specifications cannot be altered, so if your peripher-

als are arranged any other way, you'll have to swap them around each

time you run this program.

Since Market Manager can handle twenty-six portfolios, an investor

can choose from among twenty-six possible names—the twenty-six let-

ters of the alphabet. Though it may sound clever, this naming convention

is actually a severe drawback. Most people give their portfolios names

WhichCame First?
QUOTEMINDER and TELEMINDER are the revolutionary software packages that access quotes and news faster and cheaper
than ever before.

Fast Quotes
• Fast quotes means spending little or no time in front of your com-

puter; and best of all, money in your pocket.

• How fast? QUOTEMINDER can get you up to 40 quotes in as lit-

tle as 60 seconds!*

• How cheap? As little as a penny and a half per quote!*

• How versatile? QUOTEMINDER automatically interfaces with

Dow Jones Software''' VisiCalc^^ Lotus 1*2*3*"' and more.

• How much? QUOTEMINDER costs only $99.

• Get all the quotes you want and get them fast.

QUOTEMINDER
Quote Retrieval Software

*1200 Baud, non-prime time. Warner Computer.

Better Decisions
• Better decisions require up-to-the-minute, comprehensive news

information.

• Dow Jones News/Retrieval is the finest source for business and
financial news.

• Now you can tap into Dow Jones for less money and less time than

ever before with TELEMINDER.
• Less time—TELEMINDER runs all by itself.

• Less money—TELEMINDER's speed and efficiency save up to

50% of your on-line charges.

• Get ail the business and financial news you want. . .when you want
it. And it's only $195.

TELEMINDER
News and Quotes Retrieval Software

QUOTEMINDER and TELEMINDER. Which came first? It really doesn't matter. The fact is with either one you save

money; you waste no time and you can almost count your chickens before they hatch.

Creators of the Dow Jones Market Manager'"

For further information call 1-800-225-0076 (in N.J. 201-882-0466) Dealer inquiries invited.

Teleware, Inc. • RO. Box 729 • 28 Bloomfield Ave. • Pine Brook, NJ 07058

© Copyright, 1983, Teleware, Inc., Pine Broolc NJ Dow Jones News/Retrieval is a registered trademark of Dow Jones Co., Inc.

Dow Jones Software and Dow Jones Market Manager are trademarks of Dow Jones Co., Inc. Lotus 1*2*3 is a trademark of Lotus Development Corp.
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Advantage #2:

New Apple Portfolio Management System!

How to Invest
for Better Returns.
Turn your Apple into a powerful investing tool

Now you can improve your stock investments and
make more money. . . with Micro PMS.

Share virtually the same vast information, analysis

and expert advice enjoyed by major corporate investors
right on your Apple 11+ or lie at a fraction of the cost.

Here's how simple and comprehensive Micro PMS is . . .

Advantage #1: Accurate, Timely Portfolio Records.

First, you can set up your portfolio,

enter transactions and print current

appraisals. Then track and analyze your

stocks. Even graph trends. Stocks are

updated monthly or daily (optional).

50 Ways to Evaluate Stocks.

You can display and graphically compare
any of 50 characteristics of your portfolio

stocks, including price histories, growth
projections, earnings data and even risk

measurement and quality ratings.

Advantage #3: Rate your stocks against your objectives.

Give Micro PMS your investment
objectives— income, growth or an

aggressive portfolio. Micro PMS then
tells you which of your holdings actually

match those goals.

Advantage #4: Discover every stock that suits you.
Next, Micro PMS will find every stock

from its 1500-stock database which matches

your investment criteria. For example,

locate every stock with high yield, low

P/E, fast growth and low risk.

Solid Buy and Sell Advice.
You're even told specific stocks to buy

and sell to most closely match your

objectives. That way you can make better,

more profitable choices which align with

your goals.

Project Decision Implications.

Finally, project results of potential

investment decisions BEFORE you make
them. Using sample portfolios, you can
evaluate the potential impact of any

transaction you're considering.

Send for Information Today
For complete details, and the very low cost, return the

coupon today. Or, call 800-468-8324. (In Mass. 617-722-7939.)

Advantage #5:

Advantage #6:

YES! Please tell me more about turning my Apple
into a powerful investment tool with Micro PMS.

Mail today to: Boston Safe Deposit and Trust Company
The Boston Company Micro PMS Group Dept. S
One Boston Place, Boston, MA 02106

Name _
Address

City

- Phone -

-State- Zip

^•^ The Boston Company
A subsidiary of Shearson/Amencan Express, Inc

Apple is a registered trademark of Apple Computer Inc. © 1983 The Boston Company

that signify the kinds of securities that are contained in them, such as

bonds, high-tech, or blue chips. A single letter tells the investor nothing,

and it increases the off-system bookkeeping and tracking that must
be done.

When you input the letter of an existing portfolio, all transactions you
enter are automatically posted to that portfolio. When a new name (let-

ter) is given, the program establishes a new portfolio file and prompts the

investor for the transactional information.

If a transaction is the first one being entered into the program during

a session, pressing return displays the default date (entered when the pro-

gram is booted). If a transaction occurred on a different date, that date

can be entered. After the first entry, the default date will always be the

last date entered into the system, making it possible for the investor to

enter streams of prior transactions with ease. However, the date er-

ror-checking does not look for the validity of a date. It's possible, for in-

stance, to enter a log-on date of 10/5/83 and a buy transaction dated

10/05/89 without the program being the wiser. A program of this nature

should really do a better job of alerting the investor to dates that may not

be appropriate.

The next prompt asks the investor if the transaction is a buy (B) or a

sell (S). Market Manager then requests the number of securities involved

in the transaction, the symbol for the security, its type (S for stock, B for

bond, O for option, M for mutual fund, T for treasury issue), and the

dollar amount.

It is at the inputs for the amount and type of security that two major

flaws in Market Manager become evident. No matter what we tried, we
could not seem to get the program to accept a bond or treasury bill trans-

action. Every time the B or T key was hit, the system gave a rather rude

audio response and rejected the entry. And, believe it or not, Market

Manager does not accept cents, only dollars. So if you have a common
stock transaction for $1,200.76, you can enter the $1,200 but not the

seventy-six cents. This virtually negates the program's value for income

tax purposes. Next time you file your tax return, try rounding off all the

numbers. The aggregate effect might not be more than a few dollars over

the course of a year, but that could still push you into another tax

bracket, which would mean a larger tax liability.

Once an entire transaction has been entered, the investor is asked to

check to make sure that all the information is correct. If it's not, correc-

tion is done through the entry screen by answering "yes" to the prompt,

"Any changes?" and specifying the information to be changed. If the

information is correct, answering "no" to the prompt moves the pro-

gram along to the next transaction.

When the investor closes out a position (by entering both a buy and a

sell transaction on the same security), Market Manager displays the pro-

jected profit/loss on the position and asks whether the investor does in-

deed want to close out the position. If so, the program transfers the

details of the realized gain/loss to the reports. For example, if you were

to enter a buy transaction for one hundred shares of Apple Computer at

$30 per share and then enter a sell transaction for all one hundred shares

at a selling price of $50, Market Manager would tell you that your pro-

jected profit on the closed position is $2,000 ($50 selling price - $30

buy price *100 shares).

Market Manager can also account for cash. If securities are pur-

chased, the program automatically deducts the total cost of the transac-

tion from the cash balance. If a security is sold, the total proceeds from

the sale are added to the cash balance.

Remarkably, that's all there is to entering stock information in this

program. It's one of the simplest procedures in any program of its kind.

Unfortunately, the inability to accept full prices (prices that include

cents) and the problem concerning bonds and treasury issues almost ne-

gate the program's intended value.

The updating of current prices in the portfolio can be done automati-

cally by logging on to the Dow Jones News/Retrieval Service and col-

lecting the prices of any stocks, bonds, options, mutual funds, or treas-

ury issues listed there (some six thousand issues are included). It's also

possible to update the prices by hand using figures from a local news-

paper, the Wall Street Journal, or any other financial publication or

section.

The end-of-year closing-out of the present year's detailed information

is done by means of close-out utilities that are part of the program. These

utilities also carry forward any information the investor will need for the

coming year.
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Basic Apple™

BASIC

(Coan) A complete

guide to Applesoft

BASIC. Takes you from

beginning concepts

to more advanced ones

—and covers alternate

programming tech-

niques in Apple Inte-

ger BASIC, Offers over

80 programs— all con-

veniently indexed . Lo-Res and Hi-Res graphics

are fully covered. #5626, $14.95

P A S GAL
Pascal Programs

for Business

(Sv^an) A library of 28

essential business pro-

grams written in UCSD
Apple Pascal. Pro-

grams range from

basic statistics to

spreadsheets, word

processing, and data

security. Offers a

unique extended li-

brary of new Pascal procedures and functions,

plus a standard reference of Apple Pascal

functions and procedures. #6270, $16.95

Pascal Programs

for Games and

Graphics

(Swan) Helps users

realize the full poten-

tial of Apple Pascal.

Contains 22 Pascal

programs for video en-

joyment— generate

exciting displays of

light, try your hand

at nerve-wracking
games like controlling traffic at a busy moon-

port. The graphics editor allows you to

custom design character sets, save and

change pictures up to full screen, and print

a hard copy of the finished product on most

printers. #6271, $15.95

Pascal Programs

in Science and

Engineering

(Gilder and Barrus)

Contains 112 Apple i

Pascal programs (writ-

ten in UCSD Pascal)

that help solve prob-

lems confronting stu-

dents, scientists, and

engineers. Programs

cover general math,

calculations in basic electricity and elec-

tronics, computer-aided design of ampli-

fiers, power supplies, active and passive

filters, communication lines, and more. All

programs are ready to run and easy to modify.

#6265, $18.95

DataBase
MANAGEMENfT

Data Base

Management

for the Apple™

(Wadsworth) Explains

the basics of storing

and organizing infor-

mation on your Apple

II Plus or Apple He

home computer. In-

/ eludes DATA BASE, a

V functional, cross-refer-

enced data base man-

agement program written in Applesoft BASIC.

DATA BASE techniques can simplify household

chores such as checkbook balancing, organ-

izing appointments, tracking investment port-

folios, and more. Helps small businesses sort

mailing lists, track inventories, and much

more. #6282, $12.95

Apple IS a trademark of Apple Compuler. Inc. Apple is not

affiliated witfi Hayden Book Company,

I Speak BASIC

to My Apple™

(Jones) A classic com-

puter literacy course

for both students and

teachers. Requires no

previous computer ex-

perience on the teach-

er's part. Offers a com-

prehensive introduc-

tion to BASIC on the

Apple. The student text contains detailed les-

sons focusing on learning objectives, defini-

tions of key terms, programming exercises

—everything needed to give students a

fascinating insight into the Apple. Teacher's

manual adds special tips for lesson planning

and fine-tuning your teaching method, as well

as answers to quizzes.

Teacher's manual #6165, $18.75

Student text, #6175, $9.75

Exams available on spirit duplicating mas-

ters. All educators entitled to special 20%
discount.

Order By Phone
1-800-631-0856

operator STD3
In NJ call (201) 843-0550, Book Sales Dept.

Mail to: Hayden Book Company, Inc.

Dept. STD3
10 Mulholland Drive

Hasbrouck Hts., NJ 07604

Please send me the book(s) Indicated
below by code number. If I am not com-
pletely satisfied, I may return tfie book(s)
undamaged wittiin 10 days for a complete
refund.

I am enclosing $2.00 to cover postage and
tiandling.

I j Enclosed is my cfieck or money order
Bill my ' Visa r tVlasterCard

Name

Address

City

State/Zip

Visa/MasterCard # Exp.

Hayden=d
Signature

Residents of NJ anrj CA must add sales tax. Prices
subject to cliange.
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Based on the securities bought and sold, positions closed, and cash

balance. Market Manager generates four reports on a portfolio. They

cover holdings by portfolio, holdings by symbol, realized gains/losses,

and year-to-date transactions.

The holdings-by-portfolio report (see figure 3) shows all the current

open positions within each portfolio. For each security in the portfolio,

the report displays transaction date, the symbol of the security being

traded, the nature of the trade (buy, sell, short sale, or buy/trade to cover

a short sale), the quantity traded, the original cost of the security, the

average price per share (which is simply the total price divided by the

quantity purchased), the current value of the securities, the present price

per unit, the unrealized gain or loss, and whether the transaction is a

HOLDINGS BY PORTFOLIO

TODAY'S DATE 1 2/08/82

C T
O Y
D P B -:---n=TRANSACTION : ;1 2/08/82 UNREALIZD L

E SYMBOL E SS DATE QUANT SCOST PRICE SVALUE PRICE GAIN/LOSS S

A AAPL S B 3/15/82 100 1.528 15.28 3.312 33 '/a 1,784 S
A AAPL S B 3/15/82 200 3,060 15 40 6.625 33V. 3,545 S
A AAPL S B 3/1 r/82 200 2,853 14 26 6.625 33'/. 3,772 S

TOTAL AAPL 500 7,461 16.562 9,101

A DEC S B 1/15/82 50 4,128 82 56 5.450 109 1,322 S
A DEC S B 1/27/82 25 2,159 8636 2.725 109 566 s

•TOTAL DEC 75 6,287 8.175 1,888

A DJ S B 1/20/81 100 5,118 51.18 6.975 69*. 1,857 L
A DJ S B 1/23/81 200 10,201 51.00 31,950 69V, 3,749 L

A DJ S B 1/2'1/81 100 5,025 5025 6,975 69% 1,950 L

•TOTAL DJ 400 20,344 27.900 7,556

A IBM S B 5/20/82 100 6,313 63.13 9,450 94'/i 3.137 S
A IBM S B 5/20/82 50 3,182 6364 4,725 94'/! 1,543 S
A IBM S B 6/01/82 50 3,108 62 16 4.725 94'/, 1.617 s

•TOTAL IBM 200 12,603 1 8.900 6.297

VALUED SECURITIES LONG 1,175 46,695 71.537 24.842
VALUED SECURITIES SHORT 0 0 0 0
CASH BALANCE = 3305

Figure 3.

short-term capital gain or has aged sufficiently (one year) to be a long-

term capital gain.

The lower left portion of the report shows the column totals for both

securities held (valued securities long) and securities sold short (valued

securities short) . The cash balance for the portfolio is also computed and

displayed.

The holdings-by-symbol report is shown in figure 4. When this report

is chosen, the program asks which symbol (security) the investor is inter-

ested in. It then scans through each portfolio on the disk and records the

information given in the holdings-by-portfolio report for that particular

security.

The realized gains/losses report (figure 5) consists of all transactions

that have been closed by the investor. This report shows both purchase

and sale information, plus realized gain and loss and the capital gain

treatment that ought to be given the transaction. Although the program
assigns a short- or long-term capital gain indicator to the transaction, it

doesn't total up the gains by that classification. This would have been a

simple thing for the program to do and would greatly enhance the pro-

gram's value as a tax tool.

The year-to-date transactions report (figure 6) lists all the transac-

HOLDINGS BY SYMBOL

TODArS DATE 1 2/08/82

C T
D Y
D P B .TRANSACTION 12/08/82 UNREALIZD L

E SYMBOL E SS DATE QUANT SCOST PRICE SVALUE PRICE GAIN/LOSS S

A IBM S B 5/20/82 100 6.313 63 13 9.450 94'/: 3,137 S
Q IBM S B 6/01/82 50 3.182 6364 4.725 94 'A 1,543 S
Q IBM S B 6/01/82 50 3.108 62 16 4.725 94 'A 1,617 S
0 IBM S B 6/01/82 100 6.313 63.13 9.450 94'/i 3,137 S
X IBM S B 6/01/82 50 3.108 62 16 4.725 94'/i 1,617 S
X IBM S B 5/20/82 100 6,313 63 13 9.450 94'/, 3,137 S
X IBM S B 5/20/82 50 3,182 63.64 4.725 94'/, 1,543 S

VALUED SECURITIES LONG 500 31,519 47.250 15,731
VALUED SECURITIES SHORT 0 0 0 0

Figure 4.

STOCKMARKET INVESTORS: Calling thistoll-fpeenumber
canbe the best"investment"you'llevermake.

1:8003^2669
Discover the Market Maverick — a rfivniiitinnarv anarn,^, ^ar-tr^r a^, 7 /r>n/ar> t^^a^, hi^ri rta^t,,^^^ c^no,Discover the Market Maverick — a revolutionary

stock market program for the Apple II* and IBM-PC** com-
puters—with a combination of money making/money saving

features that you won t find in any other program at any price

Ours /s a decision-making tool. Ours is based on a model with

9 years of proven performance. Ours is used by professional
investors. Ours has the longest published Wall Street track

record of any model of its type. And ours is fully supported
statistically'

With the Maverick, you not only pinpoint stocks with the
greatest upside potential, but you can avoid those that are
over-extended and get out before price reversals

Record of success.
For 9 years ending 11/30/82.
the top 10% of stocks which the
model identified as most attrac-

tive rose 222 4% and the least

attractive 10% fell 112%' Two
years ago, 14 of the 20 most
overvalued stocks were in the

FINANCIAL SOFTWARE, INC.
11401 Westridge Circle, Chardon OH 44024

For our free no-obligation brochure or more
infornnation, call (from outside Ohio)

1800 3922669
In Ohio, call 216-338-6811

"Apple II is a trademark of Apple Computer, Inc. **IBM-PC is a trademark of IBM.

energy sector By 7/30/82, they had declined 53%
Meanwhile, the 20 most undervalued stocks (J C Penney,
Philip Morris McDonalds, etc ) appreciated 4 3%
In the recent bull market, from 7/82 to 1 1/82, the most attrac-

tive 10%, led by MCI, Tandem, NME, and Mitel, gained 45%
while the DJIA rose only 29%

The Maverick helps you to be early in recognizing either

neglected or overstated stocks, thereby giving you the needed
perspective to profitably go against the crowd.

Call us toll-free.
No operators, your call comes direct to FSI people who have
the answers Ask about system requirements Ask about our

S25 Home Demo Package (which we
apply to the $175.00 purchase price

when you buy) Ask about some of

the successes that users tell us

about You II never really know how
incredible the Market Maverick is

until you try it'
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REALIZED GAINS/LOSSES

C
0

E SYMBOL

PURCHASE SALE L
-

/

OTY DATE PRICE $COST DATE PRICE PROCEEDS GAIN/LOSS S

A DJ 100 1 1/23/81 51.01 5101 12/07/82 70.23 7023 1922 L

A AAPL 100 3/15/82 15,40 1540 12/07/82 33.46 3345 1805 S
A DEC 50 1/15/82 82.56 4128 1 2/07/82 111.36 5568 1440 S

A DEC 25 1/27/82 8636 2159 1 2/07/82 111.36 2784 625 S
A IBM 60 5/20/82 63,64 3182 1 2/07/82 94.56 4728 1548 S
A IBM 50 6/01/82 62 16 3108 12/07/82 94.66 4728 1620 S

TOTALS: 375 19218 23176 8958

Figure 5.

YEAR-TO-DATE TRANSACTIONS

TODAYS DATE

TRANSACTION DESCRIPTION

1 1/20/81
1 1/23/81
11/24/82
1/15/82
1/27/82

3/15/82
3/15/82
3/17/82
5/20/82
5/20/82

6/01/82
1 2/08/82
1 1/01/81
1 2/07/82
1 2/07/82

1 2/07/82
1 2/07/82
1 2/07/82
12/07/82

BUY
BUY
BUY
BUY
BUY

BUY
BUY
BUY
BUY
BUY

BUY
CHANGE
CASH
SELL
SELL

SELL
SELL
SELL
SELL

100
200
100

100
200
200
100

100
INITIAL
100
100

AAPL
AAPL
AAPL
IBM
IBM

IBM
DJ
ENTRY
DJ
AAPL

51.18
51.00
50.25
82.56
86.36

15.28
15.40
14.26
63.13
63.64

111.36
111.36
94.56
94.56

10201
5025
4128
2159

1528
3080
2853
6313
3182

3108
5025
50000
7023
3345

5568
2784
4728
4728

Figure 6.

tions that have occurred in a given portfolio during the year. This report

gives the investor an excellent audit trail against which to check the

year's portfolio entries to be sure that nothing was forgotten and that no

wrong information was entered.

When its reports are run, Market Manager prompts the investor to set

the top-of-form on the printer. Then, after each report finishes printing,

the program is supposed to send an eject signal to the printer so that a

new, clean sheet will be brought up for the next report. This top-of-

form/eject feature worked on only one of the reports we ran, so that the

end result of a printing session was a series of reports that were not easy

to separate or to read. Such a lack of attention to detail is inexcusable,

especially from Dow Jones.

In addition to automatic log-on and fetch of securities prices. Market

Manager offers the ability to retrieve financial news from the Dow Jones

News/Retrieval Service. The news program is quite nicely done and, in

contrast to some of the other modules of the program, very well designed

and planned.

Market Manager can retrieve up to sixty-six of the headlines for a

symbol or company that the investor specifies. After these headlines have

been received, the investor can scroll through them and retrieve the news
stories they accompany. As many as five stories can be saved on one data

disk, and these stories can either be printed or reloaded from disk at a

later date. The program can also print stories directly from the Apple's

memory.

All other information on Dow Jones is accessed by means of the

Market Manager terminal program. The information retrieved with this

module is stored in an 8,800-character memory buffer. Retrieved infor-

mation can be printed out, but it cannot be saved to disk. This is a real

surprise. When you're using an information service, and especially when
you're switching from one database to another, you receive many in-

structions. Once the information you're seeking has been transmitted

successfully, these instructions are of no use to you; they only take up
space on a report. In light of this, many investors read communications

files that were saved on disk into a word processor and edit out the in-

structions. But since the program doesn't aUow you to save the data to

disk, you can't do this with Market Manager.

To Invest or Not To Invest? Dow Jones is a name that commands
and deserves respect in the financial community. It is a company rich in

tradition and history that has become known for its quest for excellence.

Unfortunately, Market Manager does not live up to Dow Jones's reputa-

tion. Until significant modifications have been made, this program is not

a wise investment. jiM

"Your PortfoUo, Sir."
The DOW JONES INVESTMENT EVALUATOR^'' is

computer software that serves your personal investment

needs at home—accurately and efficiently.

A Personalized System

With the INVESTMENT EVALUATOR, your home
computer and a telephone modem, you have a personalized

system for managing your portfolio. A system that

automatically updates and tracks only those stocks you want

to follow—allowing you to evaluate your position at

a glance.

Easy Access to News/ Retrieval
This software automatically dials and connects you with

Dow Jones News/Retrievalf the world's leading supplier

ofcomputerized information on demand. It allows you and

your family access to current quotes, financial and business

news, general news, movie reviews, sports, weather and

even the Academic American Encyclopedia.

The Right Amount ofSoftware for the Job

The INVESTMENT EVALUATOR gives you the

capabilities you need without making you pay for a lot of

complex functions you may never use. Menu screens lead

you to what you want with one-touch commands. The

program is completely reliable , comes with an

easy-to-follow manual and is fully supported by the

Dow Jones Customer Service hotline.

From Dow Jones, Publishers

of The Wall Street Journal

Dow Jones has been serving the

business and financial com-

munities for 100 years. Now
Dow Jones Software serves

you at home.

For a free brochure call:

1-800-345-8500 ext. 262
(Alaska, Hawaii and foreign call 1-215-789-7008 est. 262)

Dow Jones Software

DowJones Investment Evaluator

...Bank on it
Available for Apple II, Apple lie,

IBM PC and Tl Professional.

Compatibility with Atari and
Commodore to follow. Copyright © Dow Jones & Co., Inc, 1983. AJl Rights reserved.
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Scrolling for Everyone. Scrolling is something you take for granted

on the text screen. When you reach the bottom of the screen, everything

automatically moves up one line and you continue typing as if nothing

had happened. But as you begin to experiment with fonts that write on

the hi-res screen, you come face to face with the scrolling problem.

The Monitor routine that scrolls the text screen won't help you on the

hi-res screen. Most hi-res writing routines use the output vector at mem-
ory locations 54 and 55 ($36 and $37 hex) to intercept normal output. If

your font uses the same size characters as the standard Apple character

set, you can plot your character at the current cursor position and then

call COUT, the Monitor character output routine. COUT keeps track of

assorted details like cursor position and automatic return when the right

bizarre organization of the Apple hi-res memory. As shown on the maps

of the hi-res screen on page 21 of the old Apple II Reference Manual and

page 34 of the Apple lie Reference Manual, the order of the addresses

doesn't appear to have an order. But it does, and the screen address of

the leftmost byte of each line (the base address) can be calculated from

the Y coordinate. That byte and the thirty-nine bytes immediately follow-

ing it comprise one hi-res screen line. Fortunately, we don't need to

know how to do these calculations, since there is a routine called HPOSN
at memory location $F411 in the Applesoft ROM that, among other

things, calculates the memory address corresponding to a particular set

of X and Y coordinates.

The base address, as we said, is just the address of the leftmost byte

End Grade Chats

TWenty-Fourth Floor:

Text,Graphics, Scrolling . .

.

byJamesW. foennan
edge of the screen is reached, so your routine doesn't have to.

However, when COUT decides it's time for a scroll, it accomplishes

this task by moving the memory that comprises the text screen. This

doesn't help you on the hi-res screen. So, it seems you must handle the

scrolling yourself. Memory location 37 ($25 hex) contains the current

vertical cursor position (0-23), and you can use this to decide when to

scroll. We'll look at how this is done later on.

The first problem to solve is how to scroll. Obviously, we have to

move all the hi-res memory to new locations that correspond to screen

positions above the present ones.

Presented here are several different ways of accomplishing this. Each
method has its advantages and disadvantages.

The Long, Hard Scroll. Since the amount of memory that has to be
moved is quite large, it would be unreasonable to write a routine in Basic

to do the scrolling—that is, unless you wanted to have time to go out for

a sandwich every time it scrolled. Clearly we need the speed of machine
language.

The problem tliat must be dealt with, as in all hi-res routines, is the

of the screen line. Once we know the base address of the line we are in-

terested in, we can use simple indexed addressing based on the X coordi-

nate to address any byte on that line.

Listing 1 shows a basic scrolling routine using this technique. The al-

gorithm goes something like this: Move "text" line 2 to "text" line 1.

Then move line 3 to line 2, line 4 to line 3, and so on. Each hi-res text

line, however, is composed of eight hi-res screen lines. So, to move one

line of text up one line, we actually have to move eight hi-res screen lines

up eight lines each. In terms of hi-res lines, then, we move line 8 to line

0, line 9 to line 1, line 10 to line 2, and so on.

Each line of the hi-res screen is composed of forty bytes. We're mov-
ing twenty-three text lines (the top line scrolls off the screen, so it doesn't

need to be moved anyplace), which at eight hi-res lines per text line is

184 lines. One hundred eighty-four lines times forty bytes per line equals

7,360 bytes, the number to be moved in order to scroll the whole screen.

Now is it clear why we can't do this in Basic?

One thing does make sense about the way the hi-res screen is laid out:

Each screen line is composed of forty consecutive bytes. This means
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that, in order to move a screen line up eight lines, only the base addresses

for the source line (the location we're moving from) and the destination

line (the location we're moving to) need to be calculated. We can simply

1
....................

2

3 * SIMPLE SCROLL
4

*

5
«*»»»«»««***«•«•«• *******

6 ORG $0300
7 HPOSN ECU $F411

0300 A9 08 8 LDA #$08

0302 A2 00 9 BASE LDX #$00

0304 AO 00 10 LDY #$00

0306 20 11 F4 11 JSR HPOSN
0309 A5 26 12 LDA $26

030B 85 06 13 STA $06
030D A5 27 14 LDA $27

030F 85 07 15 STA $07

0311 38 16 SEC
0312 A5 E2 17 LDA $E2
0314 E9 08 18 SBC #$08
0316 A2 00 19 LDX #$00

0318 AO 00 20 LDY #$00

031

A

20 11 F4 21 JSR HPOSN
031

D

AO 00 22 LDY #$00
031

F

B1 06 23 MOVE LDA ($06),Y

0321 91 26 24 STA ($26),Y

0323 C8 25 INY

0324 CO 28 26 CPY #$28
0326 DO F7 27 BNE MOVE
0328 E6 E2 28 INC $E2
032A A5 E2 29 LDA $E2
032C 18 30 CLC
032D 69 08 31 ADC #$08
032F C9 CO 32 CMP #$C0
0331 90 CF 33 BCC BASE
0333 60 34 RTS

Listing 1

.

1

2

3 * MORE ELABORATE SCROLL *

4

5 * FOLLOWS TEXT WINDOW *

6 * BLANKS BOTTOM LINE
*

7

8

9 ORG $0300
10 HPOSN ECU $F411

0300 A9 20 11 LDA #$20
0302 85 E6 12 STA $E6
0304 A5 23 13 LDA $23
0306 38 14 SEC
0307 E9 01 15 SBC #$01

0309 OA 16 ASL
030A OA 17 ASL
030B OA 18 ASL
030C 85 08 19 STA $08
030E A5 22 20 LDA $22
0310 OA 21 ASL
0311 OA 22 ASL
0312 OA 23 ASL
0313 18 24 BASE CLC
0314 69 08 25 ADC #$08
0316 A2 00 26 LDX #$00
0318 AO 00 27 LDY #$00
031

A

20 11 F4 28 JSR HPOSN
031

D

A5 26 29 LDA $26
031

F

18 30 CLC
0320 65 20 31 ADC $20
0322 85 06 32 STA $06
0324 A5 27 33 LDA $27
0326 85 07 34 STA $07
0328 38 35 SEC
0329 A5 E2 36 LDA $E2
032B E9 08 37 SBC #$08

index those addresses to get the addresses for the whole "from" and

"to" lines.

The routine calculates the ba.se address using the HPOvSN routine.

Before this routine is called, the Y coordinate is placed in the accumu-

lator and the X coordinate goes in the X and Y registers. The Y ccxjrdi-

nate the first time through will be 8 and the X coordinate will be 0. The
eighth screen line, remember, will be our first "from" address, with the

X coordinate of 0 used to get the base address of the line. These values

are set in lines 8 through 10, and HPOSN is called in line 1 1 . The base

address is returned in locations $26 and $27 and subsequently moved to

$06 and $07 by lines 12 through 15.

The Y coordinate is retrieved from $E6, where it was left by

HPOSN. Line 18 subtracts 8 from the Y coordinate's value to get the Y
coordinate for the "to" line, and HPOSN is called again.

At this point we have the base address for the "from" line in $06 and

$07 and the base address for the "to" line in $26 and $27. A simple loop

in lines 23 through 27 moves one line. Then the Y coordinate is recalcu-

lated and a check is made to sec if the last line has been reached. If it

hasn't, the process is repeated.

Lisfing 2 is a more useful implementation of this technique. It be-

haves just like the scroll on the text screen. In particular, it scrolls only

within the defined text window, so you can poke locations 32 through 35

to control the window just as you would on the text screen. Also, the new

program erases the bottom line of text after executing the scroll. It has

the added benefit of being completely relocatable; so although it is shown

at location $300, you can bload it anywhere in memory where you have

room. Just call the starting address to scroll.

As written, the program in listing 2 scrolls hi-res screen 1 . To change

it to scroll screen 2, just change the $20 in line 1 1 to $40.

All of this assumes that you already have a routine to print text on the

hi-res screen. If you don't, check out the April 1983 Softalk. No kidding,

there are two different character generators in there, one in Roger Wag-
ner's Assembly Lines column and one in Doug Carlston's All About Ap-

plesoft column. Take your pick. The routine also works on any hi-res

picture, so you can try it out right away even if you don't have hi-res text

routines.

032D A2 00 38 LDX #$00
032F AO 00 39 LDY #$00
0331 20 11 F4 40 JSR HPOSN
0334 A5 26 41 LDA $26

0336 18 42 CLC
0337 65 20 43 ADC $20

0339 85 26 44 STA $26
033B AO 00 45 LDY #$00
033D B1 06 46 MOVE LDA ($06),Y

033F 91 26 47 STA ($26),Y

0341 C8 48 INY

0342 C4 21 49 CPY $21

0344 DO F7 50 BNE MOVE
0346 E6 E2 51 INC $E2
0348 A5 E2 52 LDA $E2
034A C5 08 53 CMP $08
034C 90 C5 54 BCC BASE
034E 18 55 CLC
034F 69 07 56 ADC #$07
0351 A2 00 57 ERASE LDX #$00
0353 AO 00 58 LDY #$00
0355 20 11 F4 59 JSR HPOSN
0358 A5 26 60 LDA $26
035A 18 61 CLC
035B 65 20 62 ADC $20
035D 85 26 63 STA $26
035F AO 00 64 LDY #$00
0361 A9 00 65 LDA #$00
0363 91 26 66 ZERO STA ($26),Y

0365 C8 67 INY

0366 C4 21 68 CPY $21

0368 DO F9 69 BNE ZERO
036A C6 E2 70 DEC $E2
036C A5 E2 71 LDA $E2
036E C5 08 72 CMP $08
0370 BO DF 73 BCS ERASE
0372 60 74 RTS

Listing 2.



Now let's look at how you can use a scroll routine with your charac-

ter generator so that the hi-res screen automatically behaves just like the

text screen. There are two conditions that will cause COUT to initiate a

scroll. The first is the printing of a return character when the cursor is on

the bottom line. The second is when the right edge of the screen is

reached on the bottom line. As a side note, COUT does not actually

make two tests. When the right edge of the screen is reached, COUT
forces a return, and so it is always the return that forces the scroll.

Listing 3 is a short routine that sits in the output path before the char-

acter generator. It performs the necessary tests and jumps to the scroll

routine if necessary. Lines 12 and 13 should be changed so that SCROLL
points to the scroll routine and CHRGEN points to your character gen-

erator. If you don't have an assembler, make these changes in the hex

code corresponding to lines 28 and 33. This code is relocatable and may
be put wherever you like in memory. Finally, to use the scroll hook, you

must change the output vector so that this routine sees each character

first. To do this, place the starting address of the routine (low byte, high

byte) in locations $36 and $37 (54 and 55 decimal) and then call the DOS
hookup routine at $3EA (1002 decimal). In Basic it would look like this:

10 POKE 54, ADR - INT(ADR/256)*256: POKE 55,

INT(ADR/256) : CALL 1002

All subsequent output (until a reset or pr#0) will be intercepted by this

routine before being passed on to your hi-res character generator.

Hi-Speed Scrolling for Fun and Profit. The problem with the scroll

routine in listing 2 is that it's just too slow. This isn't a problem if you're

printing only a few lines at a time, but if you try to list a long Basic pro-

gram, the scrolling produces a wavy motion that can make you seasick

(the same motion occurs on the text screen, but it is too fast to notice).

What we need is a way to speed up the scrolling routine so that the wavi-

ness is undetectable.

The reason the scroll routine is so slow is that it has to calculate (via

HPOSN) the base address for each line. Since this calculation is done al-

most four hundred times, it really bogs things down.

wlUnElBcinmms
5635 Egst Rosedole/Fort Worth, TX 761 12

THE PROGRAMMABLE DATA ENTRY NUMBER PAD

HE
TENDER
Compatable
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APPLE
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• Four Programmable Keys
• Four Math Function Keys
• Four Cursor Keys
• Plus More

All for $1 99-^^
CALL OUR WAREHOUSE TOLL-FREE

AND USE YOUR CREDIT CARD
ADD $2 FOR SHIPPING HANDLING. CHECK. MONEY ORDER OK

If you have dabbled in graphics, you are probably familiar with the

concept of a Y-lookup table. This is simply a table of all the base ad-

dresses on the hi-res screen, and it is stored in memory so that your pro-

grams can just look up the addresses instead of calculating them. This

speeds things up considerably, but you pay the price in memory. Listing

2 could be modified to use a lookup table instead of HPOSN to get the

addresses, but there is an even faster way to scroll.

HyperscroU, the program shown partially in listing 4, does not waste

SCROLL HOOK
*

SET "SCROLL" TO
* SCROLL ROUTINE AND
* "CHRGEN" TO CHARACTER

GENERATOR

10

11 ORG $0300
12 SCROLL EQU $6000
13 CHRGEN EQU $9000

0300 84 35 14 STY $35
0302 C9 8D 15 CMP #$8D
0304 FO 07 16 BEQ RETURN
0306 A4 24 17 LDY $24

0308 C8 18 INY

0309 C4 21 19 CPY $21

030B 90 10 20 BCC WRITE
030D A4 25 21 RETURN LDY $25

030F C8 22 INY

0310 C4 23 23 CPY $23
0312 90 09 24 BCC WRITE
0314 48 25 PHA
0315 8A 26 TXA
0316 48 27 PHA
0317 20 00 60 28 JSR SCROLL
031A 68 29 PLA
031

B

AA 30 TAX
031C 68 31 PLA
031

D

A4 35 32 WRITE LDY $35
031

F

4C 00 90 33 JMP CHRGEN

Listing 3.

6000-
6002-
6005-
6008-

600B-
600E-
6011 -

6014-
6017-
601 A

-

60
1J

(o-

6443-
6446-
6449-

644C-
644F-
6452-
6454-
6457-

645A-
645D-
6460-
6463-
6466-
6469-
646C-
646D-
646F-
6471 -

6474-

AO
B9
99
B9
99

B9
99

B9

9^

39

99

B9
99

B9
99

B9
99
A9
99

99

99

99

99

99

99
99

C8
CO
FO

4C
60

00

80

00

80

00

80

00

80

50

50

DO
50

DO
50

DO
50

00

DO
DO
DO
DO
DO
DO
DO
DO

28

03

02

20

20

24
24

28

28

2C
2C
30
0

3?

37

3B
3B
3F
3F

23

27

2B
2F
33

37

3B
3F

60

LDY
LDA
STA
LDA
STA
LDA
STA
LDA
STA,
L[

FA

LDA
STA
LDA
STA
LDA
STA
LDA
STA
STA
STA
STA
STA
STA
STA
STA
INY

CPY
BEQ
JMP
RTS

#$00
$2080,Y

$2000,Y

$2480,Y

$2400,Y

$2880,Y

$2800,Y

$2C80,Y
$2C00,Y

^3080, Y

$3^
^

$37D0r
$3750,Y

$3BD0,Y
$3B50,Y
$3FD0,Y
$3F50,Y

#$00
$23D0,Y
$27D0,Y
$2BD0,Y
$2FD0,Y
$33D0,Y
$37D0,Y
$3BD0,Y
$3FD0,Y

#$28
$6474
$6002

Listing 4.

1 -800-433-3203
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any time calculating the addresses or looking them up in a table. For each

screen line moved, there is one line in Hyperscroll for the "from" line

and one line for the "to" line. All of the LDA and STA commands use

indexed addressing, so the whole thing is executed once for each column

to be scrolled, with the Y register set each time to the value of the scroll-

ing column. It is long, but only about twice the length of a program plus

a lookup table. It makes up for the length difference in speed.

Nevertheless, nobody relishes the idea of typing all that code. This is

where the Basic program in listing 5, Scroll Maker, comes to the rescue.

True, you stUl have to type in the Basic program, but once you've done

that you'll have a utility that can be used to generate many different

scrolling routines. Scroll Maker generates the entire machine language

scrolling program, which can be executed through the scroll hook
routine the same way the old routine was or called directly by another

program. By making simple changes in the Basic program, you can gen-

erate superfast scrolling routines for both text and graphics applications.

The variable L in line 160 holds the address where the scrolling rou-

tine will start. Since the code produced by this program is not relocat -

able, you should make sure this is where you want the code before

running the program. Of course, if you ever need to move your scroll

routine to a different location, you can just change line 160 and run it

again to generate new machine code at the desired location.

When you run this program, it will ask you how many lines to scroll.

We have been scrolling up eight lines at a time for standard text format,

but you can put anything you like in there. For example, if you want a

continuously scrolling background for a hi-res game, you will find that

scrolling only two or three lines at a time produces a much smoother (al-

though slower) effect.

When the program finishes, it will tell you the starting address and

length of the machine code, which you will need to bsave it. It will then

give you a small demonstration of your new scrolling routine. It draws a

few lines and then executes a scroll every time you press a key. Use the

repeat key to see the continuous scrolling effect. When you've had

enough, press E to exit the program.

Variations. As written, the routine created by this program will do a

standard scroll—that is, everything on the screen will be moved up, and

the bottom lines will be erased. The scrolling routine is written by the

loop in lines 230 through 310. Lines 330 through 390 take care of the

code to erase the lines left behind.

The subroutines at lines 900 and 1000 allow the option to wrap-

around—instead of erasing the bottom lines, they can be replaced with

the lines going off the top. This has some interesting possibilities as a

moving background for a game or as a special effect in a program title

picture. To implement this option, just add these lines:

220 GOSUB900
320 GOSUB 1000 : GOTO 380

The variable I in line 170 controls the scroll direction. If you want the

screen to scroll down instead of up, just change the value of 1 to - 1 be-

fore running.

In line 190 you have the option of scrolling hi-res page 1 or page 2.

Just change the value of PG to the page you want.

To try it out on one of your favorite hi-res pictures, just bload the pic-

ture before running Scroll Maker, and change line 1 1 10 to:

1110 POKE -16304,0:POKE - 16302,0:POKE -16297,0

The scrolls produced by this program are so fast that there is almost

no detectable flicker. Scroll Maker and Hyperscroll can be used for

smooth text scrolling or for interesting graphics.
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70 REM SCROLLING ROUTINE 599

80 REM FOR HI-RES SCREEN 600 REM POKER
90 610 POKE L,X:L = L + 1: RETURN
100 FOR 1

= 768 TO 776 799
110 READ X: POKE l,X 800 REM FIND BASE ADDRESS
120 NEXT 810 POKE 769,Y: CALL 768
130 DATA 169,0,162,0,160,0,76,17,244 820 REM POKE ADDRESS
140 TEXT : HOME : INPUT "# OF LINES TO SCROLL: ";N 830 POKE L, PEEK (38):L = L + 1

150 PRINT : PRINT : PRINT "Y = "; 840 POKE L, PEEK (39):L = L + 1

160 L = 24576: REM STARTING ADDRESS 850 RETURN
170 1

= 1: REM SCROLL DIRECTION (1 OR -1) 899
180 L1 = L 900 REM WRAPAROUND PART 1

190 PG = 1: REM PAGE TO SCROLL (1 OR 2) 910 FOR Y = (192 - N) *
(1 = - 1) TO N *

(1 = 1) + 191
*

200 POKE 230,PG * 32 - 1)

210 X = 160: GOSUB 600:X = 0: GOSUB 600 920 X = 185: GOSUB 600
220 930 GOSUB 800
230 FOR Y = 191 *

(1 = - 1) + N *
1 TO 191 *

(1 = 1) STEP 1 940 X = 141: GOSUB 600
240 X = 185: GOSUB 600 950 X = Y - (192 - N) *

(1 = - 1): GOSUB 600
250 GOSUB 800 960 X = 2: GOSUB 600
260 X = 153: GOSUB 600 970 NEXT
270 Y = Y - N *

1 980 RETURN
280 GOSUB 800 999
290 HTAB 5: PRINT Y" "; 1000 REM WRAPAROUND PART 2

300 Y = Y + N *
1 1010 FOR Y = (192 - N) *

(1 = 1) TO (N - 1) *
(1 = - 1) +

310 NEXT 191 *
(1 = 1)

320 1020 X = 173: GOSUB 600
330 X = 169: GOSUB 600:X = 0: GOSUB 600 1030 X = Y - (192 - N) *

(1 = 1): GOSUB 600
340 FOR Y = (192 - N) *

(1 = 1) TO 191 *
(1 = 1) + (N - 1)

'

1040 X = 2: GOSUB 600
(1 = - 1) 1050 X = 153: GOSUB 600

350 X = 153: GOSUB 600 1060 GOSUB 800
360 GOSUB 800 1070 NEXT
370 NEXT 1080 RETURN
380 FOR 1 = 1 TO 6: READ X: GOSUB 600 1099
390 NEXT 1100 REM DEMONSTRATION
400 Y = LI -1- 2: POKE L,Y - INT (Y / 256) * 256:L = L + 1 1110 HGR : POKE - 16302,0: HCOLOR= 3: HPLOT 0,0 TO
410 POKE L, INT (Y / 256):L = L + 1 279,191 TO 0,191 TO 279,0
420 X = 96: GOSUB 600 1120 GET A$: CALL LI: IF A$ <> "E" THEN 1120
430 HTAB 1: PRINT "SCROLL ROUTINE INSTALLED AT "LI 1130 TEXT : END
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John Couch, who has been on a leave of ab-

sence from Apple Computer (Cupertino, CA)
recently, announced that he has left the compa-

ny to join the board of directors of Software

Ventures (Mountain View, CA). Couch, who
was formerly vice president and general manag-

er of Apple, directed the development of the

Lisa. In other Apple news, the company has

won a small victory in what may prove to be a

protracted legal battle against Franklin Com-
puter (Cherry Hill, NJ). The Third Circuit

Court of Appeals ruled that Apple II pro-

grams—especially those stored in ROM com-
ponents and operating systems—are subject to

copyright protection. A lower court had ruled

earlier that the copyright law was unclear in its

application toward a computer's operating sys-

tem. Now, Franklin has the option to appeal the

case or return to the lower court, which will

rule on whether Franklin violated the copy-

right law.

Reporter Richard Sypher of the Tacoma News
Tribune practices one of the eye relaxation

techniques he learned at a Dataspan seminar for

VDT users.

Dataspan (New York, NY), a professional

training company, introduced its training pro-

grams for the automated office in the New York
area this past October. The skills courses were

geared toward increasing the productivity and

accuracy of VDT users while increasing users'

comfort on the job. Those who attended the

courses were counseled on methods to improve

ergonomic factors such as lighting, chair adjust-

ment, and terminal placement, and were taught

to utilize their short-term memory to avoid con-

stant shifting back and forth between the users'

source material and the VDT screen. The first

company to try the Dataspan programs was
Boeing Aircraft. A study conducted six months
after twenty-four Boeing employees took the

courses revealed an 86 percent reduction in er-

ror rate and a 91.5 percent increase in speed.

"We come in where the computer salesmen

leave off, showing workers how to deal with the

machine, not simply how to make it work.

That's what ergonomics is all about: the science

of adjusting machines to people and vice versa.

The workers win because they feel better and

the company wins because the work is better,
'

'

said Gerald L. SolofT, president of Dataspan.

Sirius Software (Sacramento, CA) has filed

a $20 million suit against Fox Video Games
(Santa Clara, CA), a division of Twentieth Cen-

tury-Fox, alleging breach of contract, fraud,

and breach of covenant of good faith. The com-
plex suit, which contains forty counts against

Fox, asserts that Fox failed to live up to a con-

tract between the companies that gave Sirius the

option to translate Fox's coin-operated arcade

games to personal computers and Fox the option

to translate Sirius 's personal computer games to

the arcades. The suit seeks to dissolve prior

agreements between the companies, including a

contract that would give Fox one-third of

Sirius 's common stock. Jerry Jewell, president

of Sirius and one of the plaintiffs named in the

suit, said that Fox made a string of promises it

didn't live up to. He declined to make further

comment.

Andrew Greenberg, coauthor of Wizardry,

has agreed to produce three war games for

Origin Systems (Houston, TX). The programs,

which will be released early next year, are

based on board games designed by Steve
Jackson—someone whom Greenberg says he

has admired for years. Robert Del Favaro,
who designed part of the scenario for Legacy of
Llylgamyn, will collaborate on the venture.

Greenberg said his new interest will not inter-

fere with his work at Sir-tech.

Apple has announced that it plans to rescue

hundreds of would-be computer buyers who got

burned when CompuPlus (Van Nuys, CA), one
of the largest Apple dealers, declared bankrupt-

cy last March. In the aftermath of its sudden
collapse, CompuPlus left hundreds of consum-
ers shocked and angry by not delivering mer-
chandise that was already paid for. A total of $4
million in claims from consumers, as well as

Apple and other large firms, was leveled against

the store. Apple has agreed to provide Compu-
Plus customers with their computers—at last—if

they agree to pay the difference between the full

list price of the equipment and the discounted

price they paid CompuPlus. In return, buyers

must sign over to Apple their claims against

CompuPlus, thus giving Apple a priority over

other corporate creditors. Under federal bank-

ruptcy laws, the first $900 of an individual's

claim goes into a category with higher priority

than claims of business creditors. Apple agreed

that if the company ever collects on its claims

for the undelivered discounted Apples, it will

split the proceeds evenly with individual con-

sumers.

Broderbund has moved. Its new address is

17 Paul Drive, San Rafael, CA 94903. The
company's phone number is (415) 479-1 170.

Synergistic Software (Renton, WA) has sold

the rights to several of its programs as part of

the transition toward becoming a software au-

thor house, said Synergistic president Robert
Clardy. Synergistic has sold Bolo to Sir-tech

Software (Ogdensburg, NY) and The Linguist

to Gessler Publishing (New York, NY).
Clardy also said that negotiations are under way
to sell Microbe to Atarisoft (Sunnyvale, CA),
the new multicomputer software division of

Atari.

William Millard, president of Comput-
erLand (Hayward, CA), was named one of the

400 richest people in the country in a recent is-

sue of Forbes. Millard, a college dropout who
made his fortune through the success of Com-
puterLand, opened his first store in 1976. Com-
puterLand now has 550 franchises worldwide

and $1 billion in yearly revenues. Millard owns

GAMESa
For Kids

ONLY ^2°° PER GAME
• SHOOT • CATCH

• BOUNCE • BOMB
• CHASE • DRAW
• CHASED • GUNNER
• COLOR TRAIL • CAR

• GO HOME • THE BLOB

• MAZE • TIC TAC TOE

• RAINBOWS • KEY FUN

• BUZZ • HELICOPTER

« BIG GUN * MISSILES

Don't Delay . . . Order Now!
For Apple II -h or He SEND »39.95

PLUS '2.00 FOR SHIPPING

IN AZ ADD 6% TAX Visa & MasterCard accepted

Southwest EdPsych Services,lnc.
P.O.Box 1870, Phoenix, AZ 85001 (602)253-6528
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MONEY MAGAZINE - Nov. 1982
"Among bookkeeping programs, earns high marks and is easy to use."

CREATIVE COMPUTING - Jan. 1983
"The documentation is thorough, easily read, and complete

"

"The program is so easy to use that rarely will reference have to be made to the

manual"

SOFTALK - Jan. 1982
"For the home user (and perhaps iri «ojni^\48s complex small business), the best

package we evaluated was Th^XM^^NTANT by Decision Support Software."

"The ACCOUNTANT does^H^d, make financial management a simple and
straightforward p^^^^te '

INFOWORLD - Jan. 3/10, 1983
"Complete flexible financial data base package for the home user."

"... exceptionally fast. . . . highly recommend."

The ACCOUNTANT
Finance Data Base System^"

Decision Support Software Inc.

1300 Vincent Place, McLean, VA 22101 • (703) 442-7900 • Orders Only: (800) 368-2022

Apple IBM " VisiCalc"'' The Home Accounlant" ate trademarks ol Apple IBM VisiCorp
,
and Conlinenlal Sollware respeclively

97 percent of the company, as well as other

assets. His personal fortune is estimated at

more than $500 million.

Michael McConnell, president of Comput-
erLand International, has announced the ap-

pointment of William Hossack as general

manager of ComputerLand Canada. Hossack,

who previously worked for IBM, will oversee

the planned expansion of ComputerLand in

Canada from the present thirty-one franchises to

forty-two.

SSM Microcomputer Products (San Jose,

CA) has changed its name to Transend Corpo-

ration in response to the success of its Transend

communications products. The name was
changed to emphasize the line's success, as well

as the company's new commitment to using re-

sources once allotted for other product lines in

electronic communications, said Transend
president Fred Krefetz.

Counterpoint Software has moved. Its new
address is 4005 West Sixty-fifth Street, Minne-

apolis, MN 55435. Counterpoint's phone num-

ber is (800) 328-1223.

Jack Koch, new director of corporate marketing

at Verbatim.

Verbatim (Sunnyvale, CA) has appointed

Jack Koch director of corporate marketing.

Koch formerly worked at IBM. Rod Crisp, the

previous director of marketing, is now director

of a new line of Verbatim microdisks.

Winton Churchill and Donald Hydrick
have formed Resource 1 (San Diego, CA), a

software design group. Productivity software

designed by the firm will teach management

skills and will familiarize executives with per-

sonal computers. The company's first project is

a time-management system for professionals.

United Stationers (Chicago, IL), a large

wholesaler of office products, has signed a let-

ter of intent to acquire High Technology Dis-

tribution (Saint Louis, MO). High Technology,

a wholesale distributor of microcomputer sys-

tems, will retain its present officers and staff un-

der the leadership of president Joseph Dahlem,

said Howard Wolf, chairman of United Sta-

tioners.



GET TRIPLE THE FUN
WITH SAMS NEWAPPLE GAMES

H

m

Sams three new Apple® games are so fun, you won't know
which one to play first.

The games themselves are relatively simple. The challenge

is in winning. So whether you're an experienced player or

beginner, Sams new games give you a lot of entertainment

for a little money— only $29.95 each.

In REGATTA, you sail a boat around one of four lake

courses displayed in full-screen, hi-res graphics. By work-

ing your soils and centerboard as indicated in the corner of

your screen, you race in real-time against a clock or

competitor The game moves quickly so you must think fast.

Sams complete documentation, including 17 illustrations,

moke it easy to learn and play. Game paddles, joysticks

and color monitor are optional. No. 26147.

BERMUDA RACE is the ultimate test for sailing enthusiasts

of all levels. Unlike REGATTA, you have time to think out

every move. To ploy, you respond to the conditions indi-

cated on the screen by changing your sail capacity, cen-

terboard depth and compass direction. Then by pressing a

key, you can check your progress on a vivid, hi-res graphics

map. Sail alone or against a competitor. But watch out! A
few compass degrees can make the winning difference or

leave you stranded in the Bermuda Triangle. No. 26129.

If you like battle games, you're going to love SPUD. The
object is to shoot at the Spud, moving it away from you and
toward your competitor If it touches his fort, he's destroyed.

The Spud itself acts I ike a hot potato as it bounces back and
forth between forts. Three kinds of ammunition let you

move the Spud, destroy your competitor's shield, intercept

shots, gain bonus points, and more. It's hi-res, high-action

in its purest form, and fun for all ages. Includes single

player game. Gome paddles, joy sticks and color monitor

are optional. No. 26162.

Sams new games are available for any Apple 11® compati-

ble computer with 48K RAM and one disk drive. So get

triple the fun with Sams new Apple games now. Visit your

local Sams dealer. Or call 800-428-SAMS or 317-298-

5566 and ask for Operator 464.

sms.
Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc.

4300 West 62nd Street, RO. Box 7092

Indianapolis, IN 46206

Offer good in USA only. Prices subject to cfionge witfiout notice. In Canada, contact

Lenbrook Electronics, Markhom, Ontario L3R 1R2.

Apple and Apple II are registered trademarks of Apple Connpufer, Inc

AD464



Blow
Gee whiz. Look what you've done.

Your big shiny Apple, destroyed.

And you thought you were just having
a httle fun?

Introducing our ^ _
new home computer game *
Cavern Creatures.™ Where one false move, one

mistaken twitch of the Joystick can do terrible

things to an Apple. Like shut parts down.

Who knows which ones? Making it act

awful funny and then . . . KA-BOOM!

The game's finished. And maybe, so is

your Apple. Oh, but don't worry
Cavern Creatures is just a game. Full of action.

Fun. Suspense. Just like our other games.

Whether they're blowing up your Apple.

Or totally blowing your mind.

How Much More Can One Joystick Jockey Take?

We've exceeded our past reputation for

bringing you some of the most super snazzy,

ultra-intense, graphically involving games around.

We've gone totally out of our minds with every

game from shoot 'em up, blast 'em out of the sky

strategies to mind game graphics guaranteed to

provoke a mental meltdown.

Are you ready?

Cavern Creatures"*

You can squirm. Beg. Plead.

And moan. Nothing will save

you, or your Apple, from being

blown sky-high by this game.
Don't worry. The effect's not per-

manent. Your Apple will recover.

But will you?



space Ark™
Skin-hunters, poachers and

mechanicals—enemy robots who
aren't exactly the warm and
friendly types—await you. Oblite-

rate the bad guys. Save the good
guys. You might survive this.

Ardy The Aardvark"*

Here's a tongue that's as long

and skilled as you are. Think you
can lick stinging ants and taran-

tulas? Use Ardy's tongue as you
make it through this maze!

Roundabout™
Sharpens your target skills

with 24, count 'em, 24 different

series of targets. How's your
hand to eye coordination, pal?

Argos™

And if you like to push people

around, lay off your little brother

and take on these aliens instead.

Save the Domed City from
doomsville.

Super Bunny™
No, SuperBunny is not

referring to all those Playboys

stashed under the bed. It's a

strategy/action game that just

might turn your brains into car-

rot puree. Cover your burrow!

Conquering Worlds™

So you fancy yourself a die-

hard strategist? Try conquering

this. Maybe you'll rule the uni-

verse if mom will let you off

restriction.

Bilestoad™

Avoid violence, but be prepared.

Incredible graphics make this

rated R! But if you're a wimp, pass

this game up. It's not for babies.

DATAMOST
The most out of our mindsr
TM is a registered trademark of Datamost, Inc. 8943 Fullbright Ave.. Chatsworth. CA 91311

(213) 709-1202 'Apple is a trademarlf of Apple Computers. © Datamost 1983
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News
Unless otherwise noted, allproducts can be assumed to run on either Ap-

ple II, with 48K, ROM Applesoft, and one disk drive. The requirement

for ROM Applesoft can be met by RAM Applesoft in a language card.

Many Apple II programs will run on the Apple III in the emulator mode.

Associated Technology (Route 2, Box 448, Estill Springs, TN
37330; 615-967-9159) has announced Personal-Message, a program that

can add a novel touch to birthdays, anniversaries, and other special occa-

sions. Personal-Message prints your message in characters seven inches

high onto standard fan-fold paper. From a menu of options, you can

select a variety of special-occasion wishes, which can be mixed with

your own message. $19.95.

Avant-Garde Creations (Box 30160, Eugene, OR 97403;
503-345-3043) has repackaged its Word Scrambler and Super Speller

game and is now selling it under the name of Word Scrambler and Spell-

ing Tutor. $19.95. Amperfinesse is a programmer's utility that enhances

Applesoft with additional high-level commands, provides a powerful set

of line-editing commands, and includes powerful sound and graphics

commands. $79.95. Electronic Flash Card lets teachers and parents drill

and quiz students of all ages. The program stores files of up to five hun-

dred question-and-answer sets supporting various symbols and foreign

letters. Files can be run in order or randomly. Answers can be displayed

and questions input when appropriate. $29.95.

Doublestuff Software (2053 West Eleventh Street, Brooklyn, NY
11223; 212-449-6300) lives up to its name by releasing doublestuff, a

graphics program that doubles the Apple He's graphics capabilities. Us-

ing Applesoft commands, you can program double resolution lo-res and

double resolution hi-res graphics; you get sixteen colors for each mode.
You must have a revision B Apple He and an auxiliary memory eighty-

column card for double lo-res; an extended eighty-column card is re-

quired for double hi-res. Along with doublestuff, the disk includes a self-

paced series of demo programs. $39.95.

A computer games album (LP)? Fantastic (5-12 Wilde Avenue,
Drexel Hill, PA 19026; 215-622-5716) has released Snack Attack &
Friends. The package consists of Snack Attack, County Fair, and Space

Cadette, all on a single disk for one price. $29.95.

Precision Software (6514 North Fresno Street, Milwaukee, WI
53224; 414-353-1666) has announced a new version of its disk emulation

software for Apple systems with 64K and 128K extended eighty-column

cards. The product, Ramdrive He, is compatible with Apple Pascal 1.1,

DOS 3.3, eighty columns, and double hi-res graphics. $29.95.

It's going to be an action-packed year, and Workman (1 West Thirty-

ninth Street, New York, NY 10018; 212-398-9160) is marketing the

1984 Computer Desk Diary, a daily note pad with the look of a green and

white computer printout. Illustrations and text are scattered throughout

the year, marking and explaining significant dates in computer lore. The
calendar also includes quick-reference guides to VisiCalc, CP/M, and

WordStar, and an ASCII code table. $8.95.

Strategic Simulations (883 Stierlin Road, Building A-200, Mountain

View, CA 94043; 415-964-1353) has entered the arcade field with

Queen ofHearts, a video pinball game. A sequential scoring system adds

to realism; you must knock down the right targets in the right order to

r

«EXTRA!

In mid-October, during an Apple special interest user group

meeting via telecommunications on CompuServe, Apple II in-

ventor Steve Wozniak spoke of sixteen-megabyte Apple lis with

twenty-four-bit addressing and Lisa-like mice.

The atmosphere at the time was that of a gathering of friends,

but the transcript reads like a presidential press conference.

Unlike most presidents, Woz's goal is to communicate, not hedge;

the strictures of business held him back only a little. Hard ques-

tions flew like racquetballs, but Wozniak never missed unless he

wanted to.

After fielding questions on Apple's corporate health with,

"Well, I'm not a fmance man, but I have Apple stock on margin

well above what I own,
'

' and after dismissing the upcoming IBM
Peanut as "like the Edsel," a home computer with not enough

dealer margin and too little software backing, Wozniak got down
to the subject he knows best, the Apple II, in all its manifesta-

tions—past, present, and future.

Of primary importance to n and n Plus owners, Woz spoke of

a plug-in board for which he's campaigning that will upgrade the

earlier Us to He's. But the lie is also headed for upgrading. Com-
menting on the soft-switching approach to using the extra 64K in

the He extended video card, Wozniak said, "I promise an alter-

native solution soon"—defined as "six months?"— "for direct

access to twenty-four-bit addresses." At another point, he spoke

of the "enhanced He family . . . headed toward sixteen megabytes

in a short time with a revolutionary 6502-based processor.

It may have seemed off the wall for a user to ask about the He
running in Lisa-emulation mode. If so, Woz embraced the wall

and part of the ceiling too: "I believe strongly in the advantages of

the Lisa/Mac user interface and see it as a reasonable goal for n
software in the future, based on double hi-res graphics and pos-

sibly clever software or a faster processor." Later, in talking

about the differences in the revisions A and B He motherboards

and the revision B's capacity for double hi-res, Woz conunented,

"This may become more important with future mouse software

and Mac-like user interface."

What-like interface?

"Just go to your local store and look at Lisa. Then imagine
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receive bonus points. Five flippers keep tlie ball in play and a tilt feature

keeps the playing fair. A scoreboard keeps track of the points for up to

four players and lets you know the all-time high score. $39.95.

Diversi-DOS, from Diversifled Software Research (5848 Crampton

Court, Rockford, IL 61111; 815-877-1343), is now available in an

enhanced version. The new version includes a feature that allows you to

list a file on a disk without destroying the program in memory. You can

then copy lines from the disk file on the screen into the program in

memory. You can also display control characters as inverse characters.

Diversi-DOS also has an insert mode and macros that emulate some
GPLE functions. $30.

The UDS 103 O/A LP modem from Universal Data Systems (5000

Bradford Drive, Huntsville, AL 35805; 205-837-8100) has been reduced

in cost by $50 to its current price of $145.

Howard W. Sams (4300 West Sixty-second Street, Indianapolis, IN

46268; 317-298-5400) offers a handbook on the practical problems that

confront a new microcomputer user entitled What Do You Do after You

Plug It In ? The book presents a tutorial covering use of microcomputer

hardware, software, languages, operating systems, and data communica-

tions, followed by a second tutorial on workable solutions to problems

occurring during computer use. $10.95. Word Processing for Small

Businesses describes word processing systems, discusses the decisions

that need to be made in choosing one, explains the options, and offers ad-

vice. Detailed descriptions cover more than fifty hardware and software

products. $11.95.

National Datec (4055 Cy Avenue, Casper, WY 82604; 307-265-

8888) has released an integrated accounting package for hard-disk-

based systems running under CP/M. Bytesmith Software is designed

to offer real-time processing capabilities to small and medium-sized

business organizations. Modules include general ledger, $495; accounts

receivable, $595; accounts payable, $595; payroll, $595; inventory,

$595. The packages run on CP/M systems with a five-megabyte hard

disk; also runs on a 5 '/4 -inch double-sided floppy, double-density, 600K
drive, or an 8-inch double-sided, double-density, 1.2-megabyte drive.

Excalibur Technologies (800 Rio Grande Boulevard N.W., 21 Mer-

cado, Albuquerque, NM 87104; 505-242-3333) has two new versions of

slightly less hardware and memory but an advantage taken to

make it faster and better with fewer resources (sound familiar, He
world?). Mouse, no color, no slots, but the finest software. Basic

and Pascal [for the Mac] are the finest ever done as well. . . . It's

rare for a successful company like Apple to do something so rev-

olutionary and great as Mac.

"Mac will use its own operating system, which was developed

to handle the user interface of Lisa more directly with better per-

formance. Such good software has been written for Mac that it

will be transferred to Lisa soon!"

The Mac, whatever it might be, will have 128K ROM, a

black-and-white monitor, and use a small floppy disk, according

to Wozniak—"around average personal computer price with nor-

mal peripherals."

"Initially Mac won't displace the [IBM] pc as a small business

machine due to memory, mass storage, and slot capability limits.

But Mac is intended to be a more finished product for the bulk of

the personal market— [with Apple] assuming which peripherals

and features the users would want and supplying them at lower

cost than if they had slots to make their own choices. Interesting.
'

'

Earlier, Wozniak had commented on the similar closed-

machine policy as it applied to the Apple III: "One of the down-
falls was that we were too smart. We knew the proper ways to do

all sorts of things and we didn't allow hackers to do things their

own random ways. I feel we were wrong to believe in our 'reli-

gion. ' Users should only use a good product (like SOS) if it's bet-

ter for their application, not because the company feels only one

way is right. It's a good lesson to learn." Apparently, corporate

Apple still hasn't learned it. If you have strong feelings about this,

Woz suggests, "please let them [Apple Computer] know."
But it was the mysterious Scotsman that had captured the

group's imagination, despite its suspected tightness. And Woz-
niak tried to comply by contrasting the birth of the new child

E# 171

Savvy for the Apple. Savvy One consists of the Savvy programming
language, a database management system, a text editor, and a co-

processor printed circuit card containing a Z-80A processor. Being

easier to use than Basic, Savvy One can be used for teaching computer

novices basic computer procedures and elementary programming tech-

niques. $349. Savvy Pro, for multiple and hard disk systems, includes an

automated database builder. Savvy programming language, a database

management system, and coprocessor. Savvy Pro helps professionals and

experienced users to develop a wide range of business and personal ap-

plications. $495.

Understanding Personal Computers is a video program series that

provides general information about personal computers that can be ap-

plied in various situations. The series stresses the development of general

skills and knowledge, rather than training for specific programs and

machines. The eight programs currendy available include introductions

to personal computing, hardware, software, printers, word processing,

and financial analysis. Available from Understanding Personal Com-
puters (Box 5849, Stanford, CA 94305; 415-494-3737). Each program

is $99.

Daily market research data on key commodities has been added to

AgriStar, an agricultural videotex service from AgriData Resources

(205 West Highland Avenue, Milwaukee, WI 53203; 414-278-7676).

The data, by Merrill Lynch Futures, provides information on wheat,

corn, soybeans, cotton, cattle, hogs, T-bills, gold, and heating oil. It

covers trends, trading parameters, moving averages, and over-

bought/oversold oscillators.

Microbase, a database program, has been released by Phantom Soft-

ware (Box 39, Sugar Run, PA 18846; 717-746-1919). It operates inside

of Apple Writer, allowing you to create blank forms, standard

documents, and data files. All files are standard text files and can be

handled by Apple Writer and other programs written in Basic and Pascal.

Microbase can be used on the Apple III or He and requires an eighty-

colunrn card and ProDOS. $39.95.

Signal is a free newsletter with useful information and hints for users

of Apple's Lisa. To sign up for a subscription, send your name, address,

and Lisa serial number to the publisher. Semaphore (207 Granada Drive,

with that of his own 11.

"I believe that Mac is the most revolutionary computer of all

time. Not that what it does hasn't been done before, but that it

hasn't been done at a price that will allow millions of users to wind

up experiencing it.

"I developed the original Apple strictly from a hacker mental-

ity, trying impressive tricks to satisfy a market of one—my-
self—which made it possible to include a lot of the accessible fea-

tures. For example, I didn't assign a team to design the hardware

and a team to design the software, but did them both. The lack of

task partitioning allowed the software to interact very closely with

the hardware and make personal computers inexpensive.

' 'The designers of the Mac worked closely enough to achieve

this, and many (Bill Atkinson, Andy Hertzfeld, Burrell Smith) are

hackers at heart. The Mac unfortunately is so perfect that we [Ap-

ple] didn't leave much room for hackers to do hardware 'for them-

selves' or 'their own way'—we feel there are no alternatives. . . .

"You [Mac owners] won't have the interesting world we [II

people] enjoy of programming to handle each of five eighty-

column cards, six printer interface cards, four dot-matrix printers

and a letter-quality printer, four modem cards, et cetera.

"The world of ones and zeros, registers and adders, instruc-

tion sets and video modes . . . this world is dear to many of us.

We were forced to learn it to be Apple pioneers."

Pioneers. Remember the survey that showed IBM pc owners to

prefer pepperoni-only pizza overwhelmingly, while Apple owners

opted for every combination—mostly the works? Silly, maybe;

maybe not. But aren't we, Apple II, n Plus, lie owners, all pio-

neers? You betcha.

So, come next spring, when you meet someone who says,

"I'm glad I have a Mac!" you can respond, "I'm glad I have an

Apple, n." He'll think you mean "also," and you won't spoil

his fun. 31
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Aptos, CA 95003; 408-688-9200).

For Apple III users requiring more than one serial communication

device, Apple Computer (20525 Mariani Avenue, Cupertino, CA
95014; 408-996-1010) has announced Apple Serial Card III. By inserting

the card into one of the Ill's slots, you can communicate with modems,

plotters, printers, and other serial communication devices without

disconnecting or reattaching any of the system's cables. Up to four cards

can be used at once. With appropriate software, the card lets you per-

form multiple tasks, such as printing documents while communicating

with another computer via modem. $225.

Intelligent Software (9609 Cypress, Munster, IN 46321; 219-923-

2340) has released its first educational software packages entitled

the Intelligent Tutor series. Five titles comprise the series: Algebra

/, Geometry, Algebra 11, Trigonometry and Advanced Topics, and SAT
Math. Each package in the series helps students identify their areas of

strength and weakness and allows them to practice a wide variety of

problems from all topics covered in each specific subject. Diagnostic and

practice modes let students test themselves or work on areas that need

help. SAT Math sells for $69.95; the other four are $49.95 each. The en-

tire series is available for $199.95.

Lordlings of Yore—The Game ofKnights, Knaves, and Necromancers

is being introduced by Softlore (8714 Wellesley Manor, San Antonio,

TX 78240; 512-691-2800). Designed for one to four players, the game is

centered on four mythical kingdoms that are attempting to conquer each

other through military, diplomatic, and mystical means. The game re-

quires a combination of strategic planning, resourcefulness, cunning,

and skill. $39.95.

New software from State of the Art (3 183-A Airway Avenue, Costa

Mesa, CA 92626; 714-850-0111). Word Processing integrates with the

company's accounting software. Without need of codes or complicated

instructions, the system can extract information from other programs and

insert the data directly into form letters, reports, and other documents. It

includes a help command, password security, and printer command
capabilities. $395. Professional Time and Billing may be used by itself as

a timekeeping system or combined with other State of the Art business

modules to form an integrated accounting system. This module was
designed for organizations that bill service by time. The software in-

cludes a comprehensive timesheet entry system that records billable and
nonbillable time, a billing system that turns time and expense records in-

to detailed bills for clients, an accounts-receivable system that tracks

client billings, an aged open bill report and month-end summary, and ex-

tensive reporting abilities. $795.

Counterpoint Software (4005 West Sixty-fifth Street, Minneapolis,

MN 55435; 612-926-7888, 800-328-1223) has released Early Games
Fraction Factory. Designed to teach fraction concepts at the elementary

and junior high levels, the game makes fractions understandable.

Numerators and denominators are described, and children learn to per-

form math functions with fractions. $29.95. The first adult and family

game from Counterpoint is Quizagon. Knowledge, strategy, and luck are

all part of the game. More than six thousand questions explore and ex-

pand the limits of what you know in the categories of science,

geography, sports, entertainment, the arts, history, words, and more.

$39.95. Early Games Matchmaker is a reading program for

preschoolers. Matchmaker playfully guides children through a series of

six matching games involving colors, shapes, sizes, lines and directions,

facial expressions, and reversible letters. Games are easy to play and re-

quire no adult supervision. $29.95.

Astrocalc is astronomical software for the amateur, the professional,

the teacher of astronomy, or anyone interested in the sky and its observa-

tion. Date, time, and location are input and Astrocalc calculates and

displays all basic data for the sun, moon, and planets. Output includes

rising and setting times, ascension and declination, angular size, and

more. From Zephyr Services (306 South Homewood Avenue, Pitts-

burgh, PA 15208; 412-247-5915). $29.95.

A new what-if question: What if data falls into the wrong hands? My
Secret is an encryption/decryption program that protects any kind of

DOS 3.3 file and many others. It completely scrambles entire disks or

selected files so they can't be read without the correct password. In their

scrambled form, files can be copied and transferred, but only someone

with the password of your choice can unscramble the files. Multiple

The Best Deal You Ever Had!
What: We guarantee that you'll enjoy Portfolio,

the most challenging and unique game ever

written for the Apple® computer.

What if: Play Portfolio - it's on us! If you don't

agree that Portfolio belongs in your software

library, we'll refund the full purchase price.

Why: We're confident that Portfolio will amaze
you and your friends. But don't just take our

word for it. ..see for yourself!

Where: Exclusively through Flexible Software.

Portfolio is an intellectually stimulating game
based on the investment world. No other real-

istic simulation has ever offered as many op-

tions, or as much fun!

Guarantee: If for any reason you are not satis-

fied with Portfolio, return it in good condition

within 15 days for a full refund.

When: Right now.

Who: You, if you own or have access to an

Apple® computer.

Don't Even Turn the Page!

You'll never get a better deal - a chance to try

out what could become your favorite enter-

tainment package, without any risk! Take us

up on our offer right now!

How: Call 1-800-334-0854 ext 822
or send check for $48.95 plus $2.00 shipping/

handling to:

Flexible Software

P.O. Box 5841 Dept. H
Charlottesville, Va. 22905

Same day shipping on all orders.

Add 3% on all Visa or Mastercard orders.

Virginia residents add 4% sales tax.

Apple is a trademark of Apple Computer. Inc.



passwords can be used for added protection. From Anthro-Digital (Box

1385, Pittsfield, MA 01202; 413-448-8278). $19.95.

If you can remember what an article was about but not what magazine

it was in, Syncom (1000 Syncom Drive, Box 130, Mitchell, SD 57301;

800-843-9862) can help. A free monthly guide called Infoscan indexes

more than four hundred articles from more than one hundred thirty-five

computer magazines each month. Infoscan is free through retail com-

puter stores, notices to computer user groups, and by direct mail to

subscribers.

The newest release from Learning Well (200 South Service Road,

Roslyn Heights, NY 1 1577; 516-621-1540, 800-645-6564), Space Math,

provides an almost unlimited number of math problems for children in

grades one through six. Players try to stop evil aliens from conquering

Earth. Answering questions correctly allows players to shoot at alien

spacecraft and provides fun with math practice. $49.95. That's My Story

is a creative writing program for one or more student authors. Students

can enter their own what-if questions that create writing challenges for

themselves or for the next writer. They can then make corrections or

change stories by following simple directions. $59.95.

BP Publications (Box 617 Stiles Road, Southbury, CT 06488;

203-264-2143) publishes a series of indexes to computer magazines. The

Computer Information Index Series. Published bimonthly with an annual

cumulation, each index is cross-referenced by subject, application, name

of hardware, software, and manufacturer. Full citations are given for

page, issue, and magazine titles with an indication of illustrations,

charts, screen displays, schematics, program listings, and

bibliographies. A brief description of each article is given. The index for

Apple covers twelve magazines. Subscription for 1983, $22 for three

issues and cumulation. Subscription for 1984, $22 for six issues and

cumulation.

Transend (2190 Paragon Drive, San Jose, CA 95131; 408-946-

7400), formerly SSM Microcomputer Products, has released upgraded

versions of Transend 1,2, and 3. The new versions include several

enhancements. By entering your particular terminal and peripheral

options, Transend automatically configures itself. For various remote

systems, you enter I.D., password, or any of eleven items, only once;

Transend remembers the information and logs you on automatically.

Keyboard macros combine several functions under one keystroke.

"Skip-through" menus let you enter a sequence of menu selections from

within the program and page ahead automatically. Transend 1, $89; 2,

$149; 3, $275. Transends under warranty can be upgraded at no charge;

those out of warranty can upgrade for $20.

Engineers, researchers, programmers, and anyone wanting to pro-

gram and learn the 68000 microprocessor might be interested in

Qpak-68, a board and software package that turns the Apple into a 68000

assembly language development system. The board plugs into the Apple

and uses the 68008, an eight-bit version of the 68000. The complete

system includes the plug-in board, an editor/assembler to create 68000

source code, a debugger, and documentation and reference material.

From Qwerty (9252 Chesapeake Drive, Suite 600, San Diego, CA
92123; 619-569-5283). $695.

Create-A-Test is a test-writing program that lets teachers select ques-

tions from question disks and print them out to produce tests in as few as

ten minutes. The program creates true/false, multiple-choice, fill-in,

matching, and problem-solving questions. Teachers can write their own
questions with the built-in text editor or purchase question disks. The
Create-A-Test question library currently has twenty-one disks containing

four hundred fifty questions each. Topics include chemistry, biology,

physical science, physics, botany, and geography. $89.95. Question

disks are $49.95 each. Program disk with four question disks, $200.

Gumball is a sticky new game from Broderbund Software (17 Paul

Drive, San Rafael, CA 94903; 415-479-1170). Sorting all the gumballs

would be a simple job, were it not for all the overzealous dental assistants

who try to blow up the factory with explosive-laced gumballs. Brush

after playing. $29.95. Drol launches gamesters on an amusing outer-

space rescue mission. There's plenty to cope with here—airborne
turkeys, scorpions, lizards, and a magnet-tossing witch doctor. Players

pursue a little girl and her propeller-beanied brother who have wandered
away from their mother. A rocket backpack, laser gun, and radar help

you try to rescue them and reunite the family. $34.95.

Plotpro is a set of three Microsoft Basic programs that make scientific

graphs on any 80- or 132-column printer. Plotpro creates linear, semi-

Hcits off to O
machine language
te«Khing system

that vrorks.
Machine language programming isn't easy, but you
don't have to be a genius to learn it. Despite what
you may think after getting lost in umpteen "How
to program the 6502 " books. Let The Visible

Computer: 6502 and your Apple teach it to you.

The Visible Computer: 6502 is a unique blend
of text and software for mastering the elusive skills

of machine language.
It's an animated simulation of the 6502 micro-

processor that lets you see with your own eyes how
the 6502 executes programs. You'll be using it as a

debugging tool for years to come.
It's a tutorial. The 150 page manual is more than

just instructions on running the simulator— it

may just be the best book on machine language
ever written.

It's 30 demonstration programs you'll work
through with the 6502 simulator, from simple
register loads to advanced programs that do high
resolution graphics and tone generation.

For Apple 11 Plus and lie computers. $49.95 at

better software dealers, or direct from Software
Masters, 3330 Hillcroft Suite BB, Houston, Texas
77057. (713) 266-5771. Bank cards accepted.

Please include $3.00 shipping.

The Visible Computer: 6502
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Free Enterprise
A business management game
You run your own company making decisions based

on economic factors and the actions of competitors.

It's your opportunity to sit on top and run a corporation.

Free Enterprise, based on an IBM-developed simulation

for training top-level managers, is as surprising and

demanding as the real world.

It lets you face the same on-your-toes challenges you

would in running a real business: pricing products,

determining budgets for advertising, production, plant

improvement, and R&D. Even securing bank loans and

deciding on stockholder dividends. You use computer

generated reports to make decisions. But if you're wrong

you could go bankrupt. Only the shrewd survive!

Free Enterprise can be played at three competency levels

so novices can compete with the more experienced, and

from one to six can play. It's the perfect chance to learn

about the free enterprise system — to practice business

strategies — and to enjoy it — with no risks.

Simulation components: disk, user's manual, pad of 50

record sheets, and pad of 50 decision sheets.

To obtain Free Enterprise, see your local dealer or send

in the order form below.

Operates on an IBM Personal Computer with 64k RAM
and disk drive (DOS 1.1) or an Apple II Plus with 48k

RAM and disk drive (DOS 3. .3). A printer is strongly

recommended.
For faster service, call Toll Free 800/621-0476.

In Alaska, Hawaii or Illinois, call 312/984-7000.

raPlill® SCIENCE RESEARCH ASSOCIATES, INC.

kHiImI 155 N. Wacker Dr., Chicago, IL 60606

A Subsidiary of IBM

Apple II Plus is a registered trademark of Apple Computer Inc.

Yes! Please send me Free Enterprise today,

yuanlily

Free Enler|iii>e SlOO.OOt each

for Apple 88-51600 for IBM 88-51610

Check method of paymenl:

VISA # Exp. Dale

Mastercard # Exp. Date

Name

Slreel

Cilv _ Slate Z

Signature

"M'Ui> shi|)pirif;. hufKllirif;. and local taxes, if appiicalile.

Mail lo: SKA, Software Products Dept.. 155 Noilh Wacker

Drive. Chicago, Illinois 60606

and full-logarithmic plots and will plot multiple functions on the same
graph. One module creates templates of the physical appearance of any

graph; templates can be saved to disk. Another module controls plotting

and printing of graphs limited only by paper length. From BV Engineer-

ing (Box 3351, Riverside, CA 92519; 714-781-0252). Requires CP/M.
$49.95.

IDEA Industries (1580 Woodvale Avenue, Box 86, Deerfield, IL

60015; 312-940-1010) publishes dNotes, the international journal for

microcomputer dBase //users. The twenty-eight-page bimonthly journal

is available by subscription and through selected computer dealers and

newsstands. dNotes covers database management, applications and

forms design, data entry programs, and information on new programs,

applications packages, and hardware. $44 for twelve issues.

dBase II for the Programmer is a book that helps professional pro-

grammers develop application systems with dBase II. Included is advice

on how to create database files, construct indexes, interpret error

messages, and debug the finished program. A primer on terms and com-

mands gives a brief introduction to dBase //language. Detailed examples

show how to develop large and small systems. The book is published by

Scott, Foresman Publishing (1900 East Lake Avenue, Glenview, IL

60025; 312-729-3000). $19.95.

Black Sands Software (15-2686 Palani Street, Pahoa, HI 96778;

808-965-9161) has written Fastax 83 for the Apple III to support the

needs of the professional federal tax preparer. Available within the pro-

gram are extensive help files for the nonprofessional. The program is set

up to be used while interviewing the taxpayer or to verify information

already collected. It prepares the 1040 form and fifteen other schedules.

$195.

The Personal Computer Glossary, published by Alfred Publishing

(15335 Morrison Street, Sherman Oaks, CA 91413; 213-995-8811), is a

sixty-four-page handbook of computer terms translated into simple

English. Part of the book explains commonly used generic computer

terms, and another part covers the meanings of frequendy heard com-

puter slang words. Both sections list terminology in alphabetical order.

$2.95.

Ziyad (100 Ford Road, Denville, NJ 07834; 201-627-7600) has in-

troduced a new paper feeder for printers. The Personalfeeder works in

an unattended mode to insert, remove, and collate sheets of paper for

many letter-quality and dot-matrix printers. Personalfeeder 's paper bin

holds up to two hundred sheets of paper, feeds paper of lengths from six

to fourteen inches, and permits the printing of superscripts, subscripts,

and reverse line printing. $495.

Magnetic Harvest (Box 255, Hopkins, SC 29061; 803-783-3151) has

released Gnosis VII, which it refers to as a computer gaming experience.

It's a board game, role-playing text adventure, psycho-social testing

tool, and puzzle generator. $19.95.

Pinball Magic is a collection of four pinball games written with the Pin-

ball Construction Set. It's available from Rebel Software (1440 Quince,

Denver, CO 80220). $21.95.

Rhino Robots (Box 4010, Champaign, IL 61820; 217-352-8485) has

released its Rhino-Com language card, which permits owners of the

Rhino XR robot to program it in an extended version of Applesoft. The

card contains an RS-232C interface so it can be used to operate other

peripherals such as a printer. $300.

CMA Micro Computer (5722 Santa Fe Trail, Yucca Valley, CA
92284; 619-365-9718) has a new version of its Construction Accounting

System available. The system offers a general ledger and payroll system

with job cost analysis. The new general ledger handles five hundred ac-

counts and automatically posts approved transactions from the payables

journal. The payroll system can manage up to one hundred fifty

employees with up to eleven deduction fields. The job cost system lets

you enter up to three hundred active jobs, each with up to one hundred

accounts. $795.95.

The Flashcard disk emulator from Synetix (15050 Ninety-fifth N.E.,

Redmond, WA 98052; 800-426-7412, 206-881-7110) is now being of-

fered with Artsci's Magicalc spreadsheet program for a package price

of $595.

You can protect your printer from dust and other dirty air conditions

with a printer cover from Discovery Design Center (Box 72289,

Roselle, IL 60172; 312-893-5468; 312-529-9014). Covers come in

several colors: tan duck with navy blue trim, blue denim with white trim,

or chestnut suedecloth trimmed in chocolate brown. Designed to fit Ep-

son, NEC, Apple, and Smith-Corona printers, the all-cloth covers don't



Microsoft SoftCard systems
introduceyourApple to tiiousands

ofnewprograms.
More powerful Apples. When you plug a SoftCardTw system
into the Apple® 11,11 Plus, or lie, you're adding the ability to

run thousands of CP/M®-80-based programs. Word proc-

essing, data-base management, analysis and forecasting

programs— SoftCard gives your Apple access to

thousands of software tools for use in your business
or home.
Premium capabilities. Apple II or II Plus owners
who want even more can add the Premium
System. In addition to CP/M-80, it provides an
80-column upper-and-lower case video card

and a 16K RAMCardiw. Apple lie owners
can have CP/M-80, 80-column video,

and 64K of RAM on a single card-

the Premium SoftCard lie.

Two computers in one. Any
of these systems turn your Apple
into two computers. One that runs
Apple software and another that runs
CP/M-80. Which means you'll double the
utility of your computer
Complete solutions. The SoftCard, Premium
System, and Premium SoftCard He have everything
you need. Easy-to-install circuit boards. The CP/M-80
operating system. Microsoft® BASIC. And the utilities you
need to manage CP/M-80 files.

Why Microsoft? Microsoft was the first microcomputer

software manufacturer The very first. Today
Microsoft software is running on several

million computers, worldwide.
With a reputation for dependability

and consistent product
enhancement.

' Ask your dealer. Ask about the

superior application programs the

SoftCard and Premium System make
f available to your Apple— high quality

programs for almost every area of home,
business and professional use. Then ask for a

demonstration of the complete SoftCard,

Premium System, or SoftCard lie. And introduce

your system to some of those thousands of new
programs.

BETTER TOOLS FOR MICROCOMPUTERS

MICR0SOFI
MICROSOFT CORPORATION

10700 NORTHUP WAY
BELLEVUE. WASHINGTON 98004

Microsoft and the Microsoft logo are registered trademarks, and

SoftCard and RAMCard are trademarks of Microsoft Corporation.



WHATDOEACH OF
THESE HAYDENGAMES
GIVEYOUTHATNOOTHER

GAME CAN?

____ SARQOn
II

Ttio Oomr>uter cnoss Chcrmplor

Now you'll have twice as much fun
playing Hayden games. Because when
you buy one game, we'll give you any
of these games free/

And what games!
There are widely popular fast action

games like LASER BOUNCE, WARGLE
and SHUTTLE INTERCEPT.
And strategy games that are in a

class by themselves, such as the classic

chess game, SARGON II.

Even text adventure games like

CRIME STOPPER and CRYSTAL
CAVERNS that will keep you on the

edge of your chair.

Inside every one of these Hayden
games, you'll find a coupon good for

another game of your choice.



no N07 Expost. ia
XRaya Of Magnetic fields

Do Nol Crush HMHW SOFTWARE \

BUY ONE, GET ONE FREE.
All you have to do is fill out the

coupon, complete the warranty card
and send them to us.

As soon as we receive them, we'll

send you your free Hayden game.

Take advantage of Hayden 's game

*Offer expires January 31, 1984. Hayden games are available for Apple™
disk, Atari '" disk and tape, Commodore'" disk and tape. Not every game
is available for every type of computer.

plan today. Check out all the exciting

Hayden games at your retailer now. Or
call Hayden at 1-800-343-1218. (In Mass.

(617) 937-0200.)

HAyDEN SOFTWARE
Hayden Software Company, 600 Suffolk Street,

Lowell, MA 01853

Apple, Atari and Commodore are registered trademarks of Apple Computer,

Inc., Atari, Inc., and Commodore Electronics Limited, respectively.
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Cartoon by Robert Cavey

contribute to problems of static electricity. $12.50.

Tumac Industries (650 Ford Street, Colorado Springs, CO 80915;

303-596-4400) manufactures a wall-mounted workstation. Three com-
ponents provide a sturdy support for a monitor, keyboard, or printer.

The unit mounts into the wall and a pivot arm supports a rotating table

surface. Components are available with a variety of built-in functions

such as adjustable keyboards, extensions, and security devices. $59.95.

Holiday shoppers: Tie-One-On (Box 40225, Philadelphia, PA 19106;

215-625-2855) thinks it's not a cop-out to give a tie as a gift. The Com-

puter Tie features the words bit, byte, floppy, hard, RAM, ROM, micro,

and mini woven into a navy silk-polyester blend necktie. Interface ward-

robe with computer. $15.95.

The Guild Computer Rack comes in a choice of finished mahogany or

ash. No assembly is required. The rack fits over the Apple II, holds one

or two disk drives, and supports a monitor on top. From Guild Com-
puter Rack (225 West Grand Street, Elizabeth, NJ 07202; 201-351-

3002). Mahogany, $69.95; ash, $54.95.

Winebuys is an electronic wine catalog published on the Source by
D'Vine Adventures (860 Piner Road, Unit 21, Santa Rosa, CA 95401;

707-526-9434; Source Mail, STW127). It lists fine California wines

from Sonoma County, giving wine lovers access to almost sixty Sonoma
wineries. D'Vine Adventures offers discounts on wines ordered.

Computer Science Press (11 Taft Court, Rockville, MD 20850;
301-251-9050) publishes Apple Assembly Language, containing more
than three hundred exercises. The book assumes the reader has some
knowledge of a programming language but requires no knowledge of

hardware. $17.95. For those who wish to gain more general knowledge
of computer hardware. Understanding Computer Systems might be the

book. $12.95.

The Riverside Computer Fair will be held at Loma Linda University

in La Sierra Campus Alumni Pavilion on December 4. The fair will

feature educafional, business, personal, and home computing applica-

tions. Hardware and software manufacturers, suppliers, and local com-
puter vendors will be showing their wares. Tutorial seminars and

workshops will cover basic computer usage, word processing, spread-

sheets, and software demonstrations. Riverside Computing Fair (Box

8236, Riverside, CA 92515; 714-687-3333).

Microcomputer Workshops (225 Westchester Avenue, Port

Chester, NY 10573; 914-937-5440) has added four programs to its

Algebra series. The programs are interactive, using the screen as a

worksheet; each contains a tutorial and explanatory error messages.

Binomial Multiplication, $24.95; Factoring Algebraic Expressions,

$29.95; Simultaneous Linear Equations, $29.95; Graphing Linear Func-

tions, $29.95. These four programs may be purchased with Microcom-

Why Your Apple Needs DAVID-DOS
TM

Your Apple is easier to use and runs much faster with

this new, Hcensed by Apple, DOS 3.3 update.

DaVID-DOS (rhymes with moss), is rated AA,

(top of its class), by the highly respected software

review magazine PEELINGS II.

Novices and Pros
DAVID-DOS is licensed by programmers for in-

clusion in the software they sell. 30 out of 60

bought it on the spot when DAVID-DOS was

demonstrated at the Original Apple Corps, UCLA.

DAVID-DOS receives applause from Apple

novices. That's whv vou need DAVID-DOS.

What's Going On
Every Apple Il/IIe boots up with DOS 3.3 soft-

ware.* DOS 3.3 is right there on the first three

tracks of all vour program disks. Your Apple is

supervised constantly by DOS 3.3.

Easier and 5 Times Faster

Our Installation Program goes in and makes spe-

cific permanant improvements to DOS 3.3 on all

your disks in a few seconds. (The programs on

your disks are not touched). From then on your

programs load up to 5 times faster. And vou have

new features that make vour Apple easier to use.

"Exceptions are Pascal & CPM Operating Svstenis.

Apple II and Applesoti are trademarks of Apple Compuler inc.

100 Sectors in 7 Seconds
Speed Load Applesoft, Integer & Binary 100

sector programs in 7 seconds. Tload Random
and Sequential Text Files at the same speed with

a simple command.

Automatic Card Support
Automatically supports an Integer or Applesoft

Rom Card in Any slot (without configuring).

Single key stroke Catalog and Catalog Abort.

Shows Free Sectors Left on each Catalog.

Nine New DOS Commands
1. TLOAD speeds loads all Text Files.

2. TLIST lists all Random/Sequential Text Files.

3. DUMP Binary/Ascii to screen or printer.

4. DISA dissembles Binary to screen/printer.

5. AL prints program Address & Length.

6. / Single keystroke, second Catalog command.
7. HIDOS moves DOS to the Language Card.

8. FIND hex group in 64K memory in 3 seconds.

9. DATE prints out. Use with Mtn. clock card.

Commands 8 & 9 in Hidos only.

10K More Memory
These nine commands operate identical to exist-

ing DOS commands. Use A or A$ for address

and L or L$ for length. Enter new commands on

the Keyboard and use them in Basic programs with

the familiar D$. Use HIDOS in Hello program

for turnkev startup, adding lOK free memory.

Variable Speed Scrolling

TLIST, DUMP, and DISA Features are:

1. Print with PR#.

2. Key operated variable speed control.

3. Instant pause with Space Bar.

4. Exit anytime with Return Kev.

Compatible
All DOS entry addresses have been preserved.

DOS is Same length and compatible with most

software. David- Dos is copvable and creates fully

copvable updated disks. Init areas were used for

Da\ id-Dos. Works with all Apple lis including

He 80 Col. Requires 48K. Complete documen-

tation for screen or printing and many utilities

are on the disk.

California residents

add 6'/^% sales tax. $39.95

( DAVID DATA )

To Order: Send Check To Foreign add $2.00.

12021 WILSHIRE BLVD., SUITE 212C
LOS ANGELES, CA 90025 (213) 478-7865
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puter Workshops 's Equations and Quadratic Equations as a six-disk set

for $150.

Participative Management Skills from Duosoft (1803 Woodfield

Drive, Savoy, XL 61874; 217-356-3111) is a set of interactive lessons

designed to help improve employee-management communications and to

reverse trends of declining productivity in business and industry.

Specific subjects cover benefits of participative decision making,

positive ways to use power, how to facilitate team communication,

understanding motivation dynamics, and achieving a consensus.

$249.90.

Micro Program Designs (5440 Crestline Road, Wilmington, DE
19808; 302-738-3798) has introduced Edu-Cave. The player descends

into a multichambered cavern, encountering hazardous queries posed by

the Wizard of Lore. Edu-Cave challenges players in arithmetic,

geography, and spelling. A quiz maker lets kids, parents, or teachers

design their own questions in history, languages, science, or any topic.

$29.50.

Calcu-Plot, a package of math utilities that transforms complex equa-

tions into easy-to-read graphics, is available from Human Systems

Dynamics (9010 Reseda Boulevard, Suite 222, Northridge, CA 91324;

213-993-8536). With this software, users can solve equations quickly

and accurately. Data can be input from the keyboard, disk files, and

VisiCalc files. Equations can be plotted one at a time or in sets on the

same graph. Calcu-Plot creates sequential disk files that can be used with

all the company's other products. $150.

Computing Guide is a quarterly directory of more than five hundred

personal computer classes offered in the San Francisco Bay Area.

Published by Lester-Song (10601 South De Anza Boulevard, Suite 301,

Cupertino, CA 95014; 408-973-0582), the guide lists classes covering

computer literacy, word processing, financial planning, database usage,

programming, graphics, and educational use. Classes are listed

geographically and by subject. $3.

Custom Data Systems (209 Acadia Drive, Madison, WI 53717;

608-833-6936) produces Shuttle, a program that loads an entire disk to a

Saturn Systems 128K RAM board in about twenty seconds, using normal

DOS. Shuttle also saves the contents of the RAM board to disk. $39.95.

Trying to find a particular file by shuffling through piles of disks no

longer need be a problem. Master Cat, from Fountain Computer Prod-

ucts (1901 Kipling, Lakewood, CO 80215; 303-232-8346), makes one

combined catalog of all the files on all your disks, organized al-

phabetically. Once this catalog has been created, it can be printed on

paper. $39.95.

Computer Care is a maintenance package to help keep systems clean.

It includes a head-cleaning kit, air blower, keyboard cleaner, screen

cleaner, disk library system, color-coded index cards, cable ties and

mounts, and other unusual products. Available from Basic Quality

Computer Products (1281 Westwood Boulevard, Suite 202-204, Los

Angeles, CA 90024; 213-473-1549), Computer Care is $29.95.

Academy on Computers is a twelve-week course that will provide na-

tionwide audience participative computer training via public television.

WNET/Thirteen (356 West Fifty-eighth Street, New York, NY 10019;

212-664-7120) will introduce the series, entitled Bits and Bytes, on

January 22. 1984. Designed for people wanting to become computer-

literate, the course will cover basic computer terms, the kinds of pro-

grams in use, ways to evaluate and select software, the operation of a

microcomputer, and simple computer programming.

InfoMail is a program allowing small business and other microcom-

puter owners to use the postal service's electronic mail system, a system

that is used almost exclusively by major corporations with large com-
puter systems. It's from Info Designs (6905 Telegraph Road, Bir-

mingham, MI 48010; 313-540-4010). Requires CP/M. $199.

Unik Associates (12545 West Burleigh, Brookfield, WI 53005;
414-782-5030) has developed Form Generator, a program that prints

finished forms for medical, real estate, engineering, and other piirposes.

For applications such as invoicing, Form Generator performs arithmetic

functions. $95; $29 until February 1984.

The SpeeDemon makes DB Master, VisiCalc, Pascal, Fortran, word
processing, and game programs run up to three and a half times faster.

Plugs into any slot. Available from Micro Computer Technologies

(1745 Twenty-first Street, Santa Monica, CA 90404; 213-829-3643).

$295.

Matrix Software (315 Marion Avenue, Big Rapids, MI 49307;

616-796-2484) has released Aslro*Talk, an astrology program that

generates horoscopes. For those new to astrology the program contains

an introduction to the concepts involved. Experienced astrologers can re-

ly on the program's accuracy. $39.95.

A directory called 1984 Programmer's Market lists more than five

hundred software publishers, arcade game publishers, and magazines

with information on who to contact and how to get software published.

The directory is published by Writer's Digest Books (9933 Alliance

Road, Cincinnati, OH 45242; 513-984-0717). $16.95.

Borg-Warner Educational Systems (600 West University Drive,

Arlington Heights, IL 60004; 312-394-1010) has made available its

Ufonic voice system, consisting of an interface card and an am-
plifier/speaker unit. Initial software for the system includes a program

that will allow users to include voice programs they write or to add voice

to existing unprotected courseware. $495.

The Exchange is a hi-res graphics stock market game from Kelcom
Management (30 Southampton Drive S.W., Calgary, Alberta, Canada

T2W 0T5; 403-253-5397). Players enter the world of blue-chip and

speculative stocks, precious metals, bonds, and futures. The game's ex-

change news service provides the latest in business tips and helps players

analyze the market. $59.95.

Cyclone Software (3305 Macomb Street N.W., Washington, DC
20008; 202-362-8740) traces roots with Patriarch I, a genealogy system

that combines easy data entry and editing with database features. It keeps

track of up to thirty generations per disk, prints family trees, and

generates reports with up to sixty print formats sorted on any five fields;

fifty fields per record are possible. $195.

Dow Jones (22 Cortlandt Street, New York, NY 10007; 212-285-

5466) has made available MCI MaU, an electronic message delivery ser-

vice, to subscribers of the Dow Jones News/Retrieval Service. Messages

can be delivered in four ways: next-day mail, guaranteed overnight,

four-hour same-day (in metropolitan areas), or electronically. Billing is

on a usage basis.

Grade Master, a grade management package, has been released by

Micro-Vision (Box 5311, Kingwood, TX 77325; 713-358-6687). Data
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disks can maintain records for seven classes, fifty students per class,

thirty-six grades per student, and twelve possible grade categories with

weighting. It generates progress reports, grade summaries, rosters with

optional grade posting, and distribution plots with statistical analy-

sis. $79.

Write Away, a word processor from Midwest Software Associates

(Box 301, Saint Louis, MO 63074; 314-997-6470, 800-835-2246, ext.

467), has been enhanced to take advantage of electronic mail. Terminal,

a communications program, has been integrated into the Write Away
system. It offers the following features: auto answer, file transfer, half

and full duplex, automatic dialing and answering, and capture. $175.

In an effort to cut the high price of educational software, Bertamax

(3647 Stone Way North, Seattle, WA 98103; 206-547-4056) has in-

troduced the Educational Software Licensing Plan for public and private

schools. It's designed for schools that have more than one brand of

microcomputer and can't afford to purchase a version of a program for

each machine. Schools with just one kind of computer can also take part

in the plan. One school is named a host and receives a set of two hundred

fifty program disks with teachers' manuals. The host is licensed to

reproduce copies of the disks and manuals for its member schools.

Schools wishing to participate should contact Bertamax. Annual

membership fee, $250. First-year license fee, $500. For grades one

through eight, Bertamax has introduced its Punctuation and Capitaliza-

tion series. The first program in the series is for grades one through

three; the remaining five programs are for grades four through eight.

Sentences without capital letters or punctuation marks are given on-

screen; the student presses the arrow keys to move the cursor under the

letter to be capitalized or to place a necessary punctuation mark. The

series covers the skills included in most standardized tests for various

grades. $45.50 each. Parts ofSpeech 1 consists of ten lessons for grades

three through six. This series covers, in order, noun and verb identifica-

tion, parts of speech in sentence context, adjectives, and adverbs. Pro-

grams are presented in color with optional sound. $45.50 each. The

Parts ofSpeech 2 series is also for grades three through six and provides

practice in identifying parts of speech as they occur in the context of a

paragraph. Self-scoring for the student is included. $45.50 each.

J & S Software (140 Reid Avenue, Port Washington, NY 11050;

516-944-9304) has two programs for teachers. Biology Test Maker
creates quizzes and tests of any size from a bank of nine hundred
multiple-choice questions on four disks. Tests can be saved on disk.

Teachers can add questions of their own to the test bank. The test ques-

tion bank includes the following categories: living things, genetics,

biochemistry, diversity, animals and plants, ecology, reproduction, and

physiology. $75. Chemistry Test Maker chooses its questions from a

bank of about seven hundred fifty multiple-choice questions. Teachers

can add their own. Categories include matter and energy, stoichiometry,

kinetics, equilibrium, atomic structure, acids and bases, bonding, the

periodic table of elements, oxidation/reduction, and organic chemis-

try. $75.

Design Trends (644 Danbury Road, Box G, Wilton, CT 06897;

203-834-1560) has updated SofTax for the 1983 tax season. The follow-

ing new features have been added: batch printing, end-of-year mailings

showing clients' prior years' figures, a print parameter file to set options

such as whether to round amounts to whole dollars or to include cents,

and preparer information for printing at the bottom of signature forms.

Individual version, $199; tax preparer's version for preparers of 1040

forms, $499; professional version, which contains individual, trust, part-

nership, and corporate returns, $850. Demonstration system, $25.

Courseware (10075 Carroll Canyon Road, San Diego, CA 92131;

619-578-1700) has unveiled the first in a series of program-writing

packages that allow teachers and business educators to create interactive,

self-paced lessons without the need for programming skills. The Apple

Authoring System is composed of four components: training, building

screens, creating graphics, and building lessons. Requires 64K; com-

pleted lessons can run on a 48K system. $255.

Associated Technology (Route 2, Box 448, Estill Springs, TN
37330; 615-967-9159) has released a four-volume reference set designed

to serve as a software management tool for establishing a company's in-

ternal programming and documentation practices. Three of the volumes

cover standard methods for programming in Cobol, Fortran, and Basic;



the fourth covers software documentation practices. The complete set

sells for $45.

Computer Publishers and Publications: An International Directory

and Yearbook lists more than seven hundred computer periodicals. The

book includes recommendations of books and periodicals for libraries, a

title index, a geographical index, and an author index. Published by

Communications Trends (710 Webster Avenue, New Rochelle, NY
10801; 914-576-7175), the book is updated every six months. $115.

Two programs from Gessler Educational Software (900 Broadway,

New York, NY 10003; 212-673-3113): La Guillotine, based on the

hangman word game, challenges students of French to save an en-

dangered aristocrat from the blade of the guillotine by figuring out and

filling in letters of a mystery word. The Spanish version is La Corrida de

Toros, in which players help a bullfighter stop the charge of an enraged

bull. In both games, players may choose lists of words from five

categories relating to days of the week, months, seasons, the weather,

restaurants, schools, household items, and various professions. Com-
pleting the word brings on a victory fanfare; missing the word causes the

aristocrat's or the bullfighter's demise. $27.95 each.

Purchasers of the Networker modem from Zoom Telephonies (207

South Street, Boston, MA 021 1 1; 617-423-1072) may also obtain a free

sign-up to the Source; members must still pay for hourly costs. $129.

American Educational Computer (2450 Embarcadero Way, Palo

Alto, CA 94303; 415-494-2021) has developed a line of educational soft-

ware for home use. One series is Easy Reader, covering phonics, words,

and reading comprehension. $39.95 each. Another is Matchmaker,

covering vocabulary skills, grammar. United States and world

geography, and beginning Spanish. The Matchmaker series lets parents

create tailored drills and includes a built-in reward system for students.

$39.95 each.

Chesell-Robocom (125 Pheasant Run, Suite 2B, Newtown, PA
18940; 215-968-4422) has released Robographics CAD-1, a computer-

aided design system. The package helps designers, illustrators,

educators, and other professionals produce scaled technical drawings

and custom graphics for building plans, mechanical drawings,

schematics, flow charts, and business graphics. CAD-1 uses a high-

precision hand-held controller to draw lines, circles, arcs, and tangents

to exact dimensions. $1,095. Two Robographics drafting plotters are

available to produce drawings. Model 1 plotter for A/B size drawings,

$1,495; model 2 plotter for C/D size drawings, $3,495.

Here are three booklets from the International Council for Com-
puters in Education (1787 Agate Street, Eugene, OR 97403;
503-686-4414). Computer Literacy Activities for Elementary and Middle

School Students is a collection of twelve introductory computer ac-

tivities. Logo in the Classroom takes Logo a step beyond the turtle by

sharing classroom experiences and solutions. Computer Metaphors: Ap-

proaches to Computer Literacy introduces a new way of thinking. The
approach relates the computer to familiar concepts in a nonthreatening

development of computer literacy. Booklets are $6 each.

The Learning Seed (21250 North Andover Road, Kildeer, IL 60047;

312-438-3251) publishes the following nutrition programs. Fast Foods

lets you select from the largest national fast food franchises to display

each one's menu. You then select a typical meal from the menu, and the

computer gives an analysis of the meal, showing calories; the percentage

of calories that come from fat; protein analysis; vitamin A, B, and C con-

tent; and amounts of other nutrients. Students can learn nutritional deci-

sion making. $36. What Did You Eat Yesterday? helps you balance your

diet. The program keeps track of the amount of calories you consume
and provides a nutritional breakdown of each day's intake. Hundreds of

foods' values are stored in the program's data file. $39. In Snackmaster,

the player with the lowest calorie count wins. Players take the role of the

snackmaster, whose.task is to select between-meal treats for Snackman.
Tempting snacks are presented, but the snackmaster must make selec-

tions that lead to the lowest possible calorie count. $36. In the language

area, 101 Misused Words explains fifty pairs of confusing homonyms,
sound-alikes, and other words that cause confusion. Users select only

those that they find confusing. Proper usage is explained, and practice

sentences are provided to test understanding. $37.

Syntauri (4962 El Camino Real, Suite 112, Los Altos, CA 94022;

415-966-1273) has come out with Dolphin Dialogue, a program that

creates dolphinlike sounds. With it, music professionals and novices can

experiment with unusual sounds and sound effects. The program was
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originally developed for a human-dolphin communication project. A
sound design feature lets you create and save sounds. To hear them, you

just play the Apple's keyboard; a sequence of letters triggers a sequence

of dolphinlike sounds. Requires the MusicSystem from Mountain Com-
puter. $39. With Simply Music, beginners and advanced music students

can play, compose, and orchestrate music and see the music they're play-

ing on the video screen. The product consists of a Simply Music disk and

a series of courseware disks accompanied by books that teach music with

the alphaSyntauri computer music system. The program disk includes

prerecorded songs and sheet music in a variety of styles. All songs can be

played back using multipart orchestration, or individual parts may be

turned off, allowing players to fill in or record their own parts while

playing the Syntauri keyboard. With five-octave keyboard, $1,295; with

four-octave keyboard, $995; Simply Music software only, $179.95.

Handicapper is a golf handicap management system from GolfSoft

(10333 Balsam Lane, Eden Prairie, MN 55344; 612-941-2172). Golfers

have the option of updating their handicaps more than every two weeks,

the prescribed interval, and they can set handicap maximums at any

value from one through fifty-four. Handicapper can also manage han-

dicaps for nine-hole scores, common in corporate golf leagues. Four

hundred handicaps can be maintained on a single disk. The program is

available in Microsoft Basic and CP/M. This is in addition to the Ap-
plesoft DOS 3.3 version introduced earlier this year. $175.

The 1984 edition of The Book ofApple Software is now available from

The Book Company (11223 South Hindry Avenue, Los Angeles, CA
90045; 213-410-9466). $19.95.

Teles Software Products (3420 Ocean Park Boulevard, Santa

Monica, CA 90405; 213-450-2424) has released TeloSchool, a student

record-keeping and report-writing system designed for elementary

schools. Up to forty-eight items of student data (thirty-five of which are

user-defined) are tracked, and up to four hundred student records can be

stored on a single disk. TeloSchool sorts up to five fields simultaneously

and prints reports on as many as thirteen data items. Requires two disk

drives. $549.

Omnium (201 North Second Street, Stillwater, MN 55082;
800-328-0223) markets TouchBase 2, a static control wrist rest. It slides

under the front edge of the Apple, offering wrist support, and dissipates

static electricity safely to the ground via a grounding cord. $49.

SubLogic (713 Edgebrook Drive, Champaign, IL 61820;
800-637-4983) puts you in control of a Piper 181 Cherokee Archer with

full flight instrumentation and a colorful panoramic view. Flight

Simulator II lets you practice takeoffs, landings, and complicated

aerobatics. The program features more than eighty airports in the New
York, Chicago, Seattle, and Los Angeles areas. Complete navigation

facilities are included; additional scenery areas are available. $49.95.

The DiscMaster II board allows you to connect two eight-inch or two

three-and-a-half-inch double density disk drives to the Apple. The board

comes with software drivers to run under DOS 3.3, Pascal 1.1, and

Microsoft CP/M. DiscMaster II contains ROM and RAM that can be

used to store the drivers, leaving the Apple's main memory free to be

used by programs. Available from Data-Cue (5696 Highway 431 South,

Brownsboro, AL 35741; 205-883-2933). $265.

Subscribers to the Source (1616 Anderson Road, McLean, VA
22102; 703-734-7500) now have access to the Associated Press stock and

videotex news services. The videotex service provides two hundred fifty

daily dispatches of international, national, sports, business, and weather

news. The stock service provides regularly updated stock and bond
reports, Dow Jones averages, closing tables of mutual funds, options,

and various other stock and commodities information.

An automated fund development system has been developed for the

Apple III by Healthcare Information Sciences (1231 Wood Creek

Drive, Greenwood, IN 46142; 317-888-3780) to aid the fund-raising of-

fice in planning, organizing, controlling, and evaluating the functions of

its office. The system handles storage, retrieval, and report generation of

donor profiles, pledge information, mail campaign information,

memorial files, and fund files. The program enables the staff to increase

its productivity, thus increasing the funds available for future hospital

research, expansion, and operations. $4,995.
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Part 6: Game Padc

You have probably heard that one of the main advantages of assembly

language is its speed, but you may not know exactly what that means. Af-

ter all, how fast is "fast"? We used to say, "fast as an express train"—

but the Apple can do a major change in personality, from business sys-

tem to arcade game, in less time than it takes an express train to travel

one mile.

Computer events are usually measured in microseconds—nulhonths

of a second. The express train we mentioned takes about a thousand mi-

croseconds to travel one inch. Most assembly language instructions are

executed in three or four microseconds.

Normally, we humans aren't interested in microseconds: Our reac-

tion time is measured in tenths of seconds. At a movie, we get a new pic-

ture every forty-two milliseconds (thousandths of a second), and it looks

like one continuous picture. In real time (that is, time as we humans per-

ceive it), anything from a microsecond to a few dozen milliseconds

counts as zero time.

But progranmiers, as you know, do a lot of things that would seem
strange to a normal human, and that goes double for assembly language

programmers (sorry about that). This month, you are going to learn how,
and when, to count microseconds.

Game Paddle Timing. Let's talk about reading the game controller

inputs. These are the only Apple inputs that can perceive an analog

signal—a signal that is continuously variable over a certain range (for

comparison, a digital signal must be in one of two states, 0 or 1 ; anything

else, like Vi, is an error).

As you might expect, reading these inputs is more complicated than

the usual, "Is it on or off?" There is a time factor involved. Each game
paddle input is connected to a timer, and the position of the paddle (or

knob, or joystick) determines the time delay for that input. In order to

read one of these ports, a program has to start the timer and measure how
long it takes to time out: The result is the position of the paddle.

Let's take that a step at a time. The problem is that the microproc-

essor chip (the "brain," or central processing unit, of the Apple) doesn't

understand analog inputs at all. That means that the analog information

must be converted into some form of digital signal before the microproc-

essor can recognize it. This is done by special circuits on the mother-

board near the game connector: The aforementioned timers convert the

analog input into a time-variant digital signal.

When a timer is triggered, its output goes from 0 to 1 (digital); then,

after a certain time (determined by the p)osition of the knob or joystick),

the output falls to 0 again. The signal is now purely digital, and tiie ana-

log information has been converted to a time interval.

In order to recover the analog information (the position of the knob)

es and Fast Loops

from this signal, the microprocessor simply measures the incoming sig-

nal against a timer of its own and reports the resulting value.

Parallel Time. The timing circuit is so simple that the Apple design-

ers chose to give each paddle input line its own timer: There are four of

them. Each one consists of a capacitor on the board, the variable resistor,

or rheostat, in the hand control, and an integrated circuit that manages all

four timers. Each timer puts out a perfectly good signal when triggered,

and they all trigger at once.

This seemed a little odd, since the Applesoft PDL (X) command
reads only one paddle at a time and it can't be used twice in a row, since

it needs "settling time" between uses. Most games nowadays (and many
word processors, graphics processors, and educational programs) use

joystick control, which requires the reading of two paddle inputs, pref-

erably at the same time. It would be nice to be able to read two timers at

once, since they're all running anyway.

Let's take a look at such a routine, which will also serve to demon-

strate the use of the X and Y indexes in nested loops. Later, if you want

to write a game or other program and you need to read a joystick, you

can use this routine instead of two PDL conunands with a delay between.

Unfortunately, it isn't as easy as modifying the existing routines; the

Apple people were too fast for us. They made the time constants of the

digitizing timers very short so as not to delay the calling program.

There's no way you can cram more instructions into their timing loop

without losing something—they didn't leave any room.

But we don't give up that easy. Our double paddle read can be done if

you're willing to sacrifice some resolution (that is, fineness of detail):

The routine returns a range of 0 to 100, instead of 0 to 255. This program

will read both joystick axes (GCO and GC 1 , in the Apple II Reference

Manual) on call 768. The values wUl be stored in locations 800 and 801

for later peeking.

Even that much required considerable thought and considerable re-

writing of the routine. When you use the microprocessor itself to

measure time delays, you have to be careful about instruction execu-

tion times; when you can't afford to waste any time at all, it gets even

trickier. And that is why our secondary topic this month is counting

microseconds.

Execution Time. Some instructions take less time to execute than

others (note: These instructions are being executed not because they did

anything wrong, but simply because, in the Great Program, their Time
has come). Execution time depends on the complexity of the instruction.

Some of the simplest ones, like LDA (immediate) or INX, take only two

machine cycles; the more complex ones, like LDA (indirect) or JSR,

take up to six or seven cycles. A "machine cycle" is the set of micro-
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processor activities that go with moving a byte from one place to

another, or modifying a byte. In the Apple, with its 1.023 MHz system

clock (that's megahertz, or million cycles per second), a machine cycle

takes about one microsecond: 1/1.023, or .9775 /usee, to be exact.

You may have trouble finding a list of assembly language commands

specifying the number of cycles taken by each instruction. Some books

on 6502 assembly language include such a list, but many do not. Even

the Apple reference books, good as they are in most respects, fail to in-

clude this information. Your best source for timing data is one of the

manufacturers of the 6502 chip itself—Synertek or Rockwell. See if your

computer store has any of their manuals, or write to them directly.

In most programming applications, you don't need to know the ex-

ecution speeids of the various commands— it's enough to know that they

execute "very quickly." However, if you're doing process control in

real time—for example, a tone generator, or a phase-controlled light

dimmer, or an event timer—you may find an understanding of command
cycle-times very useful.

From Time to Place. What we want to make is an event timer. With

that, we can measure the delay generated by one of the timers on the

game control port; that measurement will give us the position of the pad-

dle connected to that timer.

In order to read a game port, you must first send a signal to start the

timers (they all start together, even ifyou ' re using only one ofthem) . The

timers' outputs all go to one, and the time interval begins. After a certain

time, the output of each timer will fall to zero again; and the length of

time it takes will indicate the resistance of the rheostat connected to that

timer. If that resistance is the variable resistor in a game control or

joystick, then the time interval indicates the position of the knob or shaft.

You can measure this time interval with a simple loop. The algorithm

(a fancy word for "logical procedure," or "sequence of steps," or

"What you do is . . .") for the loop consists of three steps: (1) advanc-

ing the loop counter, (2) testing the timer output, and (3) repeating the

loop if it's still timing (output = 1) or exiting if it's timed out (output =

0). On exit, the value of the loop counter will indicate the resistance in

the timer circuit (and therefore the position of the knob or joystick): It

says, ' 'The delay was long enough for the loop to go aroundX times
. '

'

What we've described so far would look like this in assembly

language:

LOOP INX

LDA TIMER
BNE LOOP

EXIT RTS

But that's not enough by itself. We have to put a frame around it, to

take care of some housekeeping. To start with, we have to zero the loop

counter and trigger the timers: That's LDX #0 and STA TSTART. By

the way, it makes no difference what's in the accumulator when STA
TSTART is executed—this is not a normal "store" operation. All that's

needed is to send a signal to the "start timers" address. Even a read

command, such as LDA TSTART, would work. TSTART is, of course,

the label for the address of the start timer soft switch.

After the loop has finished, we need to do one more thing: save the

loop count somewhere. Right now it's in the X register, but it won't be

safe there very long. We'll use a byte of RAM out past the end of our

routine; $320 will be a good one, and its decimal address, 800, is easy to

remember; so STX $320 will take care of that. That gives us:

START LDX #0

STA TSTART

LOOP INX

LDA TIMER
BNE LOOP

EXIT STX $320
RTS

Reflnements. Even that isn't quite enough. First, we're going to

need what you might call a Murphy trap. Consider these two points: The
time delay produced by each game control port timer depends on the re-

sistance connected to that port (that is, the higher the resistance, the

longer the delay); and our timer, the way it is now, will stay in its loop

until the port timer times out (output goes to 0). Got that? Okay, quick

now, answer this: What if the joystick isn't plugged in?

Right, you got it. The program will hang up indefinitely, waiting for

the port timer to time out. If nothing is connected to the game port, the

resistance in the timer circuit will be infinite, as will the delay.

No problem; that's an easy one, if you think of it in time. We simply

add a step after INX, as follows: BEQ EXIT. When the counter "roils

over" (that is, when the value in the X register is incremented from 255

to 0), the BEQ reacts and gets us out of the loop. And we should add a

DEX to the exit routine, to adjust the limits of the final reading: What we
have so far will give us 1 for zero resistance and 0 for the rollover case,

and what we want is 0 and 255 respectively (if you want some exercise,

try working out the logic for both cases, with and without DEX )

.

That would work, but there's still one more change we should prob-

ably make. We've been cheating a little bit on the explanation, and this

would be a good place to clear things up. We have been talking about the

signal called TIMER—the output of any of the game port timers—as if it

were a one-bit signal, and it isn't. It's an eight-bit byte, like most inputs

to the microprocessor, but it's not a normal byte: Only the high bit (most

significant bit, sometimes called bit 7) changes. The other bits of that

byte (bits 0 through 6) are always zero.

It happens that bit position 7 serves a special purpose in 6502 sys-

tems—it's used to indicate negative numbers. Bit 7 is often called the

sign bit or the negative bit. In fact, two assembly language commands
are dedicated to bit 7: They test it and branch accordingly. BMI (branch

if minus) branches on bit 7 = 1 , or set: This is the convention for a nega-

tive number. BPL (branch if plus) branches on bit 7 = 0, or clear.

In the Apple II Reference Manual (page 24), they refer to this change

in bit 7 in yet another way. In binary numbers, bit 7 represents the value

128 (decimal); so the Apple book says that "the value becomes greater

than 128" when they mean "the high bit is set" (negative, or, for our

purposes, still timing), and "the value drops below 128" to mean "the

high bit is cleared" (positive, timed out).

We will acknowledge this confusion by changing the label from

TIMER to PORT to show that we're dealing with an eight-bit byte, and

we'll use BMI LOOP instead ofBNE to focus our attention on the bit that

is changing. That will give us:

START LDX #0

STA TSTART

LOOP INX

BEQ EXIT

LDA PORT
BMI LOOP

EXIT DEX
STX $320
RTS

This is probably about the way the Apple does it with the PDL com-

mand in Basic. At least, this produces the same results: If you use it with

a normal joystick or game control (total resistance 150K ohms), it gives

the expected range of 0 to 255

.

A Slight Improvement. But we wanted to do better than that. We
wanted to read two timers with one command. After all, all four of the

timers are running; couldn't we read two of them in each pass through

the loop? Well, yes, we could, but. . . .

The obvious way, as we mentioned earlier, is with a pair of nested

loops. We're already using one loop, since we're doing the same thing

over and over again: testing the timer. All we have to do is put in an in-

ner loop to test one timer and then the other.

Well, not quite. In the original version, when the timer timed out, we
stopped the loop. We can't do that here, or we'll lose the count for the

second timer. The loop has to keep rolling, with no change in speed, un-

til both timers have timed out.

Right, then, how about this? We reserve two bytes of RAM for

scratchpad locations, one for each timer: $320 and $321, decimal 800

and 801 . Then, on each pass through the timing loop, we test each timer;

if it's still timing, we write the current loop counter value into the

scratchpad location for that timer. If it's timed out, we skip the writing

step. That way, the value in the scratchpad location (after the loop is

finished) will be the value of the loop counter that was written on the pass

just before the timer timed out.
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Well, that's almost right. There's only one problem—that business

about skipping a step if the timer has timed out. That's a no-no. If you

start skipping a step, you change the number of steps in the timing loop,

and that changes the length of time it takes. That, in turn, will mess up

the value we get for the second timer, which is still going.

What we have to do, instead, is put in one or more dummy program
steps—commands that don't actually do anything—to take up the same

amount of cycle time as the step that was skipped. This is where a knowl-

edge of instruction execution times becomes important.

Both Legs Equally Long. The program has to branch into two paral-

lel paths—either of which will take the same number of machine cycles—

and then it has to rejoin itself, like a river flowing around a long, narrow

island. If the two pathways take the same number of cycles, they will

take the same time. That way, the timing loop will take the same time no

matter which pathway is used; we can update the scratchpad for a timer

if it is still timing, or roll on by if it has timed out, without affecting the

reading for the other timer at all.

The problem looks very difficult at first. We've been using a simple

STX (store X register) instruction, because we were storing X in only

one place; but now we are going to use two loops, one for timing (as be-

fore) and one to select which port timer we're dealing with. We will have

to use a form of STX instruction that is indexed by Y so we can update

the right scratchpad for each timer, from within the inner loop.

The only STX instruction, indexed by Y, is a zero-page instruction-

it doesn't work out there in main memory (if you don't know what zero

page is, just think of it as an important place in memory. We'll deal with

it another time).

Okay, so we can't use 800 and 801 for our scratchpad. We'll use 28

and 29 ($1C and $1D); they're available. And we'll use the Y indexed

STX instruction, $96 (store the X register in the zero page address that

follows, plus Y). The execution time for this instruction is four cycles,

so now we know the length of one component of one leg of our two

pathways.

With a little thought, you can figure out the length of the rest of that

leg, too—if you know about cycle times. Well, you have to know a lot

about cycle times. It turns out that a branch instruction (any branch in-

struction, BMI, BPL, BNE, and company) has two different cycle times.

The choice depends on whether the program takes the branch or con-

tinues straight ahead.

Every branch is based on a test of some condition: zero, negative,

overflow, or whatever. If the condition is not met, the program continues

to the next step, in sequence. This is a very simple process and takes only

two machine cycles. On the other hand, if the condition is met, the pro-

gram must branch to another address, which means the address in the

program counter must be changed. This takes longer: When the program

takes the branch, it uses three machine cycles instead of two.

We discovered, a while back, that one component of one branch of

our parallel pathways had to be a Y-indexed STX operation, which took

four cycles. We are trying to make these pathways as short as possible,

you remember; so we would like to combine the shorter leg of the branch

with the irreducible four cycles of STX. That will give us: branch on plus

(timed out: do not update, but waste time), otherwise update scratchpad

(still timing). The "update" path is six cycles long (two for the branch-

not-taken and four fo'r the STX), so the "waste time" path must also be

six cycles long; and we already have three cycles of it, the branch-taken.

Well, that makes it easy—we got lucky this time! A branch-taken uses

three cycles, and we have three more cycles to use up: We'll simply use

another branch-taken. We can reserve a memory address out beyond our

routine—call it WAIT. Then, when the timer we're testing has timed out,

BPL takes us to WAIT; once diere, another BPL takes us to SELECT,
which is where the other pathway will reach in the same length of time.

But now we are going to need another Murphy trap. If the resistance

in one of the time circuits is very near zero, that timer will time out be-

fore the microprocessor's timing loop even gets started; and thus, on

every pass through the loop, the program will bypass the update step for

that timer. The trouble with that is, it leaves the value in the scratchpad

location unchanged—and that value, which was left over from the last

use of this routine, is no longer correct.

Suppose you're trying to make a fast move in a program and you ram

the joystick as far over as it will go. Let's say also that you went toward

the zero end of the scale, causing the situation described above. Finally,

we'll assume that the joystick is being read over and over again by some
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calling program. Got that? Right. On the timer read cycle just before the

joystick hit the end of its travel, it was passing (let's say) 25—so 25 was

written into the scratchpad location and used by the program.

See what's going to happen? Now that you've hit the stop, the

resistance is nearly zero, and the scratchpad isn't being updated any

more—so it still reads 25 when the correct value is zero!

The answer to this one is easy, too—once you figure out what is going

on. You simply have to set the two scratchpad locations to zero before

you start the timing loop; then, if the timing resistance is zero and no up-

date takes place, the value in the scratchpad will be correct anyway!

A Good First Attempt. Listing 1 gives the program we have de-

scribed. We are using the X register to count passes through the loop and

the Y register to select which timer is being dealt with.

The first steps in the timing process (lines 15 through 18) zero the

loop counter and the output locations and send off a start signal to the

timers (this can be done by either a write or a read operation—that is, ei-

ther a load or a store instruction). Then the first timing loop begins.

The timing loop is the outer loop: It begins first and ends last. In fact,

the first step in the outer loop is to initialize the inner loop by setting the

timer selector (the Y index) to 1 , which will select game control port 1

(line 20).

Then the inner loop begins. Line 22 reads the timer selected by Y,

and you should be able to take it from there. The path advances to line 24

if the timer is still running or branches to line 34 if it's timed out. Either

way, the two paths rejoin at line 26.

Now it's loop time again. Line 26 advances the port selector, the Y
index, or, more precisely, retreats it (since we're counting backward in

this loop). Then line 27 tests whether we've finished the inner loop yet,

and if not sends us around once more (the reason we're counting

backward is so that we can use this BPL for a loop exit when Y goes

negative).

Lines 29 and 30 take care of the outer loop. Note that in this version,

the INX instruction is the last thing in the loop (instead of the first thing,

as it was before). That's why we don't need a DEX step here, as we did

last time.

Improving on It. The program in listing 1 looks smooth and elegant

on paper, but it has one fatal flaw: It's slow. As we mentioned earlier,

the Apple designers made the program for the PPL command as simple

70 INCOME TAX PROGRAMS
(For Filing by April 15, 1984)

APPLE II, 11+ and Me (3.3 DOS, 16-SECTOR)
(Also available for TRS-80's)

For the Tax Preparer, CPA., Lawyer

and Individual. 70 Tax Programs on 13-

3,3 DOS, 16-Sector disks. Order only

the disks you1l use.

Programmed for easy-use. Follow the

Form or Schedule closely Check-points

along the way Results on screen be-

fore printing.

70 TAX PROGRAMS include: Forms
1040. 1040A, 1040EZ, 1120, 1120S,

1065 and 1041. Schedules A, B, C, D,

E, FG,R, RPSEandW. Forms1116,

2555,2106, 2119,2210,2440,2441,
3468, 3903, 4136, 4137, 4255, 4562,

4684, 4972, 4797, 5695, 5884, 6251

,

6252 and 6765. Order only the disks

you need.

Also we have TAX PREPARER HELPER:

includes 12 PROGRAMS such as IN-

COME STATEMENT RENTAL STATE-

MENT SUPPORTING STATEMENT IRA,

ACRS, 1040/ES, ADD W-2s, PRINT
W-2 s and others.

TRY ONE DISK AND SEE FOR YOUR-
SELF. AP #1 DISK IS $24 75,

POSTPAID.

Write:—

GOOTH TAX PROGRAMS
931 So. Bemiston • St. Louis, Mo. 63105

FEATURES: —
1 Menu Driven

2. "Save on Disk"

3 BASIC. Unlocked. Listable

4. Name.'SS No F-S earned
over

5. Inputs on screen betore

printing

6. I.R.S approved REVPROC
lormat printing

7. Prints entire Form/Schedule

8. Calculates Tax etc.

9 Use GREENBAR in Triplicate

— don 't change paper all

season'

10. Our 5th Year in Tax

Programming

II We BACK-UP our programs

'

and as fast as possible so that the calling program wouldn't have to wait

around for a slow timer to run out; and then they chose component val-

ues that would produce a maximum reading of 255 with their fast

program.

Our program of nested loops, running under those same component
values, produces a maximum of seventy with a standard joystick. That

gives you a range of paddle positions from 0 to 70; this isn't as good as

we wanted, and besides, seventy is an awkward number to work with.

Can we make our loops run any faster?

Well, yes, we can, but we'll have to sacrifice the nested loop structure

to do it. Our inner loop has an LDA instruction and an STY instruction,

both using indexed addressing: If we used absolute addressing instead,

we could save one cycle on each instruction. That adds up to four cycles

on each pass through the timing loop—two instructions, used twice each.

Worse than that, the BPL in line 27 (the branch that closes the inner

loop) costs us three cycles every time we take the branch and two cycles

when we don't. That adds up to ten cycles on each pass through the tim-

ing loop.

The answer is to turn the iimer loop into a straight stretch of program,

without any branches (except of course the update/waste time branch,

which we have to have anyway). This means repeating some sections of

code, which makes our routine a few bytes longer, but even so it actually

runs in less time. The new version is in listing 2.

Note that this version uses page three addresses for scratchpad bytes

again instead of the zero page bytes. That's because of the STX instruc-

tion, which is part of one of our matched parallel pathways. STX (abso-

PADDLE TIMER

<10>

9 ORG $300
10

11 KEEP EQU $1C

12 TSTART EQU $C070

13 PORT EQU $C064
14

0300: A2 00 15 LDX #0

0302: 86 1C 16 STX KEEP
0304: 86 ID 17 STX KEEP -1-1

0306: AD 70 CO 18 LDA TSTART
19

0309: AO 01 20 OUTLOOP LDY #1

21

030B: B9 64 CO 22 INLOOP LDA PORT.Y

030E: 10 09 23 BPL WAIT

0310: 96 1C 24 STX KEEP.Y

25
0312: 88 26 SELECT DEY
0313: 10 F6 27 BPL INLOOP

28
0315: E8 29 INX

0316: DO F1 30 BNE OUTLOO

31

0318: 60 32 RTS

33
0319: 10 F7 34 WAIT BPL SELECT

DECIMAL 28 (PDL 0)

AND 29 (PDL 1)

READ HERE TO
RESET

PADDLE #0

SET COUNTER
TO ZERO

START THE TIMERS

SET THE SELECTOR

READ THE
SELECTED
PADDLE TIMER

IF TIMED OUT, GO
WASTE SOME
TIME

STORE COUNTER
VALUE FOR THIS
TIMER

FLIP THE SELECTOR
IF NOT DONE, DO
OTHER PORT

ADVANCE THE
COUNTER

IF NOT FINISHED,

DO NEXT CYCLE

OTHERWISE
FINISHED-
RETURN

Listing 1

.



COMMITTEDTO
OUR COMMITMENT IS YOUR GUARANTEE
OF SOFTWARE THAT CHALLENGES,
ENTERTAINS, AND INTRIGUES!

The WIZARDRY Phenomenon
Continues!

INTRODUCING:

[I WINDO- ™
WIZARDRY Now, better than ever, the Wizardry ad-

venture continues with LEGACY OF
LLYLGAMYN. Cast spells, work your
way through a 3-D maze and enjoy the
thrill of Wizardry with our newest soft-

ware innovation-WINDO-WIZARDRY^^
Its Lisa-like windows help you play fast-

er and more efficiently than ever before!

All the information you'll ever need is at

your fingertips' command. SOFTALK's
Review Editor, Roe Adams, calls LOL
"...an excellent game! It's a land-

mark in graphics advancement."
LEGACY OF LLYLGAMYN is a new
world of excitement!

"The Best Yet!"
Margot Comstock Tommervik,

Editor, SOFTALK

SOFTWARE INC. u
\pp\e is a registered trademark of Apple Computer, Inc SIR-TECH SOFTWARE INC., 6 MAIN STREET, OGDENSBURG, NY 13669, (315) 393-6633

ALL SOFTWARE AVAILABLE FOR THE APPLE AT YOUR FAVORITE RETAILER.
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yoir
^^To Find More Advanced,

More Sophisticated Apple® Software
.

V '

^ For Less! .

'

We've taken a "byte " out of the competition with advanced, easy-to-use

programs for your Apple'- Computer at "pared-down" prices.

FORTH WRITE ' , ^ ;

One of the first programs to confornn to the Fig, Forth 1983

Standard, Includes hi-res color graphics, string functions, RWTS
Interface, assembler and versatile screen editor. Available by

Dec, 115.95

6502 MASTER KIT • - <

•

All the tools needed for an assembly language program. This disk

now gives Apple'"- users the benefit of Automatic Flowcharting, as

well as an assembler, editor and debugger 124.95

TEST MASTER
Developed by an educator using the Forth Write System, this

program emphasizes the skills necessary for successful test-

taking. Through testing and analyses, you will develop better

skills in reading, studying and decision making. It also allows the

user to enter his own questions. $44.95

CATALOG MASTER
A catalog maintenance and organization system for disks.

Depending on catalog size, it can hold 64 catalogs on file. 24.95

NOTICE
As a consumer based company, we strive to keep our products affordable

and we welcome all suggestions, as well as Dealer and Private Author

inquiries. We pay competitive royalties especially to authors using our

Forth Write System.

VISA & MASTERCARD ACCEPTED

SPECIAL 10% DISCOUNT
when you use this order form

Please send check or money order with this order form.

Forth Write 6502 Master Kit

Test Master Catalog Master

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY STATE ZIP

Va residents add 4% sales tax Please add 1 25 Postage and handling fee

Allow 3 to 5 weeks for delivery We accept Visa and IVIasterCard

COMPUTER
CHAMLEMGES INC

11110 Gainsborough Ct Suite 11, Fairfax. Va, 20030 (703) 591-3326

lute, zero page) takes only three cycles, instead of the four for STX (Y

indexed, zero page), and that would have upset our timing; so we went to

STX (absolute, not zero page), which takes four cycles again (lines 24

and 28). The bytes used are $323 and $324 (803 and 804 decimal) be-

cause the new routine extends to address $322, overwriting the old

scratchpad location.

Otherwise the program in listing 2 is pretty much the same as the one

in listing 1 . However, it runs almost one-third faster: With a standard

joystick, it gives a range of 0 to 98. That should be near enough to 100

for most purposes.

If you want to use this routine in one of your own programs, remem-
ber that using it is a two-step process. First you have to read the timers

with a call 768; that will store the current values in locations 803

and 804. Then, when you need the information, you can peek those

locations.

It would probably be a good idea to calibrate your joystick (or other

type of control) against the program before using it. Jake a reading with

the control at each end of its range, and another in the middle: Adjust the

control carefully in each position, call 768, and peek the readings. With

that information, you can fine-tune your program for more sensitive joy-

stick control.

Synertek Lit. , Mail Stop 34, 3001 Stender Way, Santa Clara, CA 95054; (408)

748-7047.

0300: A2 00

1
*
*****

2
*

3
*

4
*

5
*

6
*

7 * *****

8

9
10

11 KEEPO
12 KEEP1
13 TSTART
14 PORTO
15 P0RT1
16

17

0302: 8E 23 03 18

0305: 8E 24 03 19

0308: AD 70 CO 20
21

030B: AD 64 CO 22 LOOP

030E:10 OF 23

0310: 8E 23 03 24

25
0313: AD 65 CO 26 PDL:1

0316: 10 09 27

0318: 8E 24 03 28

031B:E8

031 C: DO ED

031 E: 60

031 F: 10 F2

0321: 10 F8

29

30 CYCLE

31

32

33

34

35 WAITO
36 WAIT1

PADDLE TIMER

< 14 >

ORG $300

EQU $323
EQU $324
EQU $C070
EQU $0064
EQU $0065

LDX #0

STX KEEPO
STX KEEP1
LDA TSTART

LDA PORTO

BPL WAITO

STX KEEPO

LDA P0RT1

BPL WAIT1

STX KEEP1

INX .

BNE LOOP

RTS .

BPL PDL:1

BPL CYCLE

Listing 2.

DECIMAL 800
DECIMAL 801

SET COUNTER TO
ZERO

START THE TIMERS

READ THE FIRST

PADDLE TIMER
IF TIMED OUT, GO
WASTE SOMETIME

STORE THE
CURRENT
COUNTER VALUE

READ THE OTHER
PADDLE TIMER

IF TIMED OUT,
WASTE TIME

STORE THE
COUNTER HERE,
TOO

ADVANCE THE
COUNTER

IF NOT FINISHED,

REPEAT

OTHERWISE
FINISHED-
RETURN

REJOIN THE FLOW
REJOIN THE FLOW,
LATER



LetyourAppleteachyoutoprograminBASIC!
BASIC TUTOR makes learning BASIC easy. With it

your Apple will give you step-by-step instruction in

handling all the fundamental elements of the BASIC
language.

BASIC TUTOR begins in lesson one by assuming you
have no knowledge of programming. By the end of the

last lesson you will be writing carefully planned, well-

constructed programs of your own.

BASIC TUTOR is interactive, prompting you with

questions to which you will respond at the keyboard.

Positive reinforcement is given with each correct

answer, and specific aid is provided with each incorrect

answer to help lead you in the right direction. Also,

frequent summaries and reviews help make your new
knowledge stick.

BASIC TUTOR was designed for self-instruction. You
can work at your own pace to optimize your learning

curve. And BASIC TUTOR is fully compatible with

Applesoft BASIC, so that any original programs you
write will immediately run on your Apple computer.

BASIC TUTOR was written for SuperSoft by

Courseware Applications, one of the pioneers in

Computer Aided Instruction. Courseware Applications

has had extensive experience in all areas of C.A.I.

,

including corporate training programs, educational

instruction (including programs for the international

PLATO network), and military simulation courses. This

experience has helped make BASIC TUTOR
Computer Aided Instruction at its best.

With BASIC TUTOR you can turn your Apple into the

greatest teacher you've ever had. So start learning

BASIC today - with BASIC TUTOR.

Requires: Apple II DOS 3.3, 48K, one disk drive

BASIC TUTOR: $99.00

Apple II is a trademark of Apple Computers Inc.

SupeiS^ft.
FIRSTINSOFTWARETECHNOLOGY P.O.Box 1628 Champaign, IL61820 (217)359-2112 Telex 270365



STOCKING STUFFERS

Thank the stars that Christmas comes only once a year.

While you all have been out there fretting over what gifts to

buy, we here at Softalk have been laboring like Hercules to

compile the fourth annual Stocking Stuffers Holiday Gift

Guide.

What follows, arranged by category, is the most com-
prehensive listing of Apple hardware and software since

last year's Holiday Gift Guide. The individual entries are

manufacturers' descriptions of their wares. We haven't

tried all of them; we'll leave it to you to determine relative

gift value.

Here's what you can assume in terms of basic require-

ments: 48K memory (64K for He programs), Applesoft, an

eighty-column printer (if printer there need be), DOS 3.3,

and one disk drive, unless specified otherwise. A ROM Ap-

plesoft requirement can be satisfied with RAM Applesoft in

a language card.

At the end of the listings you'll find the complete ad-

dresses of all the firms and most phone numbers. If you

can't find the product in your neighborhood computer

store, you can call or write the company for the location of

its nearest retailer.

Good luck, and remember: 'Tis the season to be jolly!

Actioncraft
Pick-A-DUly Pair, by Norm Gray. As the room clerk at the Pick-A-

Dilly Hotel, the player must locate the matching Dillies. Dilly move-

ments are coordinated with a familiar melody. Eight variations of play.

$34.95.

Speedway Classic, by Norm Gray. Driving skills are exercised by

powering Indy-style cars around the oval speedway. Position, elapsed

time, speed, and laps-to-go are monitored on the instrument panel. Top

scores are recorded for recall. $39.95.



Adventure International
Saigon: The Final Days, by Jyym and Robyn Pearson and Norman

Sailer. Vietnam, 1975. The order has come down to get out now, but a

stray missile blows your helicopter to oblivion, leaving you to face a

savage environment gone mad. Find a way out. Gritty realism and

historic fact in machine language epic. $24.95.

The Curse of Crowley Manor, by Jyym Pearson and Norman Sailer.

The scene is London in 1913. Scotland Yard is buzzing with the news
that there's been a murder at the Crowley Estate. What starts out as a

simple homicide investigation becomes a trip into the depths of the oc-

cult. Program uses many unique plot twists and strange devices to guide

you to victory, or to the gates of hell. $34.95.

Escape from Traam, by Jyym Pearson and Norman Sailer. Your
small space cruiser is in trouble—and even though you survived the ini-

tial crash on a bizaare, distant world, you may soon wish that you hadn't.

The alien environment of Traam is replete with incredible wonders and

sights the like of which no human eyes have ever beheld. You must
escape this dangerous world. $34.95.

Earthquake—San Francisco 1906, by Jyym Pearson and Norman
Sailer. On April 19, 1906, at 5:18 a.m., one of the most violent earth-

quakes of modern times decimated metropolitan San Francisco. The
city's remains are awash with flame; buildings burn and crumble, and
death's dark sentry holds watch over all. It is through this madness that

you plunge, your chances of survival directly related to your ability to

reason logically in an effort to escape from fallen San Francisco with

your life. $34.95.

Labyrinth of Crete, by Cliff Johnson and Allen Pinero. You control

the actions of two powerful warriors, the stalwart Jason and the mighty

Hercules. Straight from the mythology of ancient Greece they come, and

their quest is a most dangerous one: the recovery of the mythical Golden

Fleece from the heart of the horrific Labyrinth! Many have tried, and

many have failed, to penetrate and exit the Labyrinth. Will you be able to

direct Jason and Hercules to success? $29.95.

Commbat, by Bob Schilling. A battle game that allows players on dif-

ferent computer systems to participate. You and your opponent are lo-

cated somewhere within a 4,096-square-kilometer combat zone. As soon

as communications are established (via 110 to 9600 baud modem or di-

rect cable connection), the battle begins. Decide which weapons to

carry, then load them onto up to eight remote-controlled tanks. Com-
puter displays all relevant data. Requires two computer systems with

RS-232 port and 300-baud full-duplex modem. $49.95

War, by Stan Erwin. A detailed war game for one or two players.

Your army consists of armored units, infantry units, engineer units

(which can either build or destroy all-important bridges), and aircraft.

Set against a backdrop of forests, cities, and rivers. Move your units into

battle and eventually destroy your opponent. $24.95.

Rear Guard, by Wayne Westmoreland and Terry Oilman. You are

there—charged with protecting your mothership from the deadly waves
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of inhuman Cyborgs that are approaching from behind. You must ma-

neuver around their ships as they pass and destroy them before they

move off-screen and into contact with the mothership. Advanced play

levels, running high score, sharp graphics, horizontal scrolling, and

mind-boggling sounds. $29.95.

Tunnel Terror, by Eric Popejoy. Space and time go berserk in Tun-

nel Terror. The scenario: while your ship moves around the circles on

the edge of a dimensional funnel, enemy forces move up the sides until

they either reach the top or are destroyed by your ship's fission tor-

pedoes. The enemy is varied as well as deadly. Can be played by one to

four players and features sounds, high score save, and sixty-one levels of

difficulty. $29.95.

The Eliminator, by Wayne Westmoreland and Terry Oilman. Your

mission unfolds at a breakneck pace as you pilot your Eliminator craft

over alien terrain and square off against hordes of marauding enemy

ships. But the action doesn't stop there. The Eliminator pulverizes the

competition with realistic sounds and superlative graphics. Running high

score and joystick compatibility. $29.95.

The Stone of Sisyphus. Carries you to a "thinking person's" dun-

geon wherein you must apply your skills to effect survival and to realize

your goals. This is an unfriendly, subterranean world populated by

hideous monsters and dripping with fabulous treasures—the latter entic-

ing you to face the former. Your survival hinges on hard intellect.

$29.95.

Morton 's Fork. The third entry in the Maces and Magic series

transports you into a world bereft of natural laws—a realm populated by

magical beings and strange creatures. The scenario is set within the con-

fines of an ancient wizard's fortress. Through keyboard input, you equip

your warrior with armor, weapons, and gold, as well as desirable per-

sonal attributes. Only then will you be able to face the dangers of Mor-

ton's Fork. $29.95.

Missile Attack, by The Comsoft Group, edited by Eric Popejoy. This

real-time action game pits your twin silos of ABMs against a barrage of

enemy missiles raining down on your cities. As your skill increases, so

does the difficulty. $29.95.

Pirate Adventure. The lost treasures of Long John Silver lie hidden

somewhere. Will you be able to recover them? Only by exploring this

strange island will you be able to uncover the clues necessary to lead you

to your elusive goal. $39.95.

Strange Odyssey. At the galaxy's rim, there are rewards aplenty to

be harvested from a long-dead alien civilization, including fabulous

treasures and advanced technologies far beyond human ken. Will you be

able to recover them and return home? $39.95.

Voodoo Castle. The count has fallen victim to a fiendish curse placed

on him by his enemies. There he lies, with you as his only possible hope.

Will you pull off a rescue, or is he down for the "Count" for good?

$39.95.

Adventure tt3. You race the clock to complete your mission in time,

or else the world's first automated nuclear reactor is doomed. Tread

lightly and don't forget your bomb detector. $39.95.

The Count. You awake in a large brass bed in a castle somewhere in

Transylvania. Who are you, what are you doing here, and why did the

postman deliver a bottle of blood? Who can say... but somewhere a

centuries-old evil lies in wait. $39.95.

Adventureland. Wander through an enchanted realm and try to

recover the thirteen lost treasures. There are wild animals and magical

beings to reckon with, as well as many other perils and mysteries. Can
you rescue the Blue Ox from the quicksand? $39.95.

Arex, by William Muk. Enter and neutralize at least 90 percent of the

enemy's territory while avoiding alien ships. The battle grid teems with

perils, and only the quick survive. Arex features Arcade Action
Graphics, joystick compatibility, and a host of extras, including high-

score retention, one or two-player option, and multiple skill levels.

$34.95.

Sea Dragon. A slick, arcade-ish simulation that puts you in command
of a nuclear sub that's armed to the hilt with deadly missiles and

torpedoes. Sea Dragon boasts a scrolling seabottom that extends the

equivalent of more than two dozen screens laid end-to-end. Two-player

option, sounds and high-score save feature. $34.95.

ARS Publications
Wizmaker 3.0, by Ron Richards. Use to modify characters for Wizar-

dry. Reserve or make a superhero. Resurrect the dead. Modify at-

tributes, level, status, age, gold, spells, experience, and hit points. Sup-

ports line printer and includes maps of Scenario #1 . $20.

ArtiHcial Intelligence Research Group
Eliza. Created at MIT in 1966, Eliza is actually a nondirective

psychotherapist who analyzes each statement as you type it in and then

responds with a comment or question. Designed to run on a large main-

frame, Eliza has never been available to personal computer users except

in greatly stripped-down versions. This version has the same power and

range of expression as the original. A complete source program is

available for a small additional charge. $45.

Artworx Software
Strip Poker, by Roger Harnish. Settle in for a sizzling evening of

Strip Poker. This program features opponents Suzi and Melissa, each

with her own style of play. The more chips you win, the more they take

off. Additional disks available. $34.95.

Data Disk #1 . Provides two additional female opponents for Strip

Poker. $24.95.

Data Disk #2. Introduces two male opponents to Strip Poker. $24.95.

Bridge 4.0, by Arthur Walsh. Bridge 3.0 has now been upgraded to

Bridge 4.0. Features include scoring, Blackwood convention, ability to

replay and switch hands and other convenience features. Allows you to

both bid the contract and play out the hand. You and your computer part-

ner play against two computer opponents. $23.95.

Poker Tourney, by Edward Grau and Roger Harnish. You are

entered in a high-stakes draw poker tournament facing six opponents.

Each has his own style of play and of bluffing. Poker Tourney utilizes the

Joker, has true table stakes play, and each hand is played based on pot

odds. $23.95.

The Vaults ofZurich, by Roger Harnish and Felix and Greg Herlihy.

Zurich is the banking capital of the world. The rich and powerful deposit

their wealth in its famed impregnable vaults. But you, as a master thief,

have dared to undertake the boldest heist of the century. You will jour-

ney down a maze of corridors and vaults to reach the chairman's

chamber and steal the most treasured possession of all—the OPEC oil

deeds. $25.95.

Avalon Hill
Fortress of the Witch King. Enter the fortress, realm of a dark and

mysterious lord, whose slightest whim gives you great treasures or

plunges you into deadly combat with the vicious hacker. Your quest is to

find the arch ruler and slay him. But beware, for there are conditions to

be met and battles to be fought. $25.

Tactical Armor Command. You control individual tanks, anti-tank

guns, and infantry squads. For one or two players featuring hi-res

graphics. Five different scenarios. $40.

Legionnaire. Takes the war-gamer back to the ancient times of Julius

Caesar. You command your legions (as Caesar) against as many as ten

barbarian hordes in this real-time full-color strategy game. The action is

animated on a huge scrolling map. $40.

Avant-Garde
Federation. As commander of a Federation starship, you must pro-

tect your planet from the Drom drones. Using your laser cannon, you

destroy their flying ships while your neutrostatic bombs eliminate sur-

face emplacements. To get to their mothership, you must first destroy

their remote fighters, but beware of their tracking bombs. $29.95.

Hi-Res Computer Golf II. Play golf on your computer during those

blustery days. The fairways, lakes, trees, sand traps, and roughs are

true-to-scale, and the greens are contoured. Includes a variable wind fac-

tor. You select your clubs and control your own swing, or auto-swing se-

lection can be used. $34.95.

Jumpjet. JumpJet makes you the pilot of a JumpJet. Your job is to

fly sorties against cruisers, submarines, and kamikaze fighter-bombers

while avoiding anti-aircraft fire, protecting your fleet, and watching your

fuel supply. Successful missions will result in the surrender of the Out-

sider general. $29.95.

Trompers. Arnold Strump's shortwave broadcasts have prompted the

invasion of hundreds of zany little critters called Trompers. Your job is

to help Arnold catch these bouncing creamres in his net. It's easy at first,
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but by the time you reach the higher levels, the Trompers have removed

the streethole covers. $29.95.

Lazermaze. In the twenty-fourth century, conflicts are settled in the

Hall of Mirrors. Shoot a lazer beam into the hall and guess where the

lazer will exit. A correct guess results in the conflict being settled in your

favor. Begin with thirty mirrors and work your way to seventy. $29.95.

Air Traffic Controller. You are an air traffic controller at a major

metropolitan airport. Your monitor serves as a radar screen, and your

job is to use the radar readout to direct the flight paths and landings of

helicopters, passenger jets, military jets, and private prop planes.

$19.95.

Triple Arcade Insanity. This program puts three different arcade-

type games on one disk: Alien Onslaught, Galactic Conquerors, and An-

dromeda Blitz. Each is more difficult than its predecessor. $29.95.

Beagle Bros
Beagle Bag, by Bert Kersey. Twelve listable gamcs—TextTrain,

Buzzword, Magic Pack, and more—on one jam-packed, copyable disk.

BeagleMenu greeting program displays a catalog of only the programs

(on your disks) you want displayed, such as only Applesoft or only

locked files, for one-key selection. $29.50.

BitCards
BitCard. Customized software gift. The current BitCard release can

be ordered fully customized. The recipient will be called upon to help

solve the adventure and find many other references to himself throughout

the program. A personal holiday greeting message from the sender can

also be included. $18.50.

Blue Chip Software
Millionaire. A stock market simulation game that doubles as an

educational vehicle for learning about investment finance. Millionaire

allows a player using a microcomputer to compress seventy-seven weeks

of stock trading into a two-hour exercise. A player begins with a

hypothetical $10,000 and, in simulated "weeks," makes purchase deci-

sions based on a steady stream of business and news information .As prof -

its increase, the player progresses through a series of levels that allow

increasingly sophisticated trading, borrowing, and other investment

alternatives. $59.95.

Tycoon. A commodity market simulation game that doubles as an

educational vehicle for learning about investment finance. A player

begins with a hypothetical $10,000 and, in simulated "weeks," makes
purchase decisions based on a steady stream of business and news infor-

mation. As profits increase, the player progresses through a series of

levels that allow increasingly sophisticated trading and other investment

alternatives. $59.95.

Broderbund Software
Spare Change. You're the owner of an arcade, but zikes, the

characters of your favorite game, the comical Zerks (Zeke and Ozzie),

have broken out and are trying to steal your tokens for their piggy bank.

You'll have to resort to trickery to stop them by playing the jukebox,

ringing the pay phones, and popping popcorn. $34.95.

Drol. A young girl and her brother have been lured away from their

mother by a witch doctor and made to wander aimlessly through the

ruins of a lost civilization. Your mission is to guide the rocket-propelled

hero through legions of cartoon scorpions, monsters, flying turkeys,

swords, magnets, and vacuum cleaners to reunite the family. $34.95.

Labyrinth. Descend into the labyrinthian depths of Prince Julian's

long-abandoned diamond mines in search of treasure. You'll encounter

terrifying creatures guarding dark corridors with walls that move con-

stantly to expose entryways and seal off exits. $29.95.

Serpentine. Giant serpents set forth to slay their slithery cousins. To
add to the fun, the snakes lay eggs and fight ferociously to protect their

young. $34.95.

The Arcade Machine. Create your own arcade games. No program-
ming knowledge needed. Comes with a selection of full-color monsters

(or design your own), dramatic explosions and sound effects, and
automatic high scoring features. $59.95.

David's Midnight Magic. Hi-res pinball with dual flipper controls,

upper and lower playing levels, tilt mechanism, rollovers, multiple ball

play, electromagnetic deflectors, and many special effects. $34.95.

Apple Panic. The apples will get you if you don't watch out. Forced

to flee from pursuing apples in a multilevel mansion, you set traps for

your pursuers along the way. $29.95.

Sky Blazer. Test your ability to attack and evade supersonic tanks,

heat-seeking missiles, explosive balloons, enemy jets, and fuel-guzzling

bluebirds in your maneuverable fighter as you battle to clear away the

Flatlanders' radar, ICBM installations, and headquarters. $31.95.

Choplifter! With realistic throttle action, you maneuver a daredevil

rescue chopper. You fight off enemy jet fighters and air mines above,

and tank fire and air-to-ground missiles below, to rescue hostages held

behind the lines and bring them out alive. $34.95.

Seafox. In a lone submarine you take on a convoy of enemy ships and

its escort while dodging exploding depth charges, mines, and torpedoes.

You will need superior maneuvering ability, courage, and a welcome

aquatic ally to survive. $29.95.

A.E. The A.E. are coming. Squadrons of menacing stingrays are

streaking down from the sky to attack you. Wave upon wave elude the

firepower of your trigger-action missiles. You're doomed to be pestered

forever unless you drive these waves of A.E. "rays" out of the solar

system. $34.95.

Gumball. You're an apprentice gumball sorter. You'll have to keep

up with your sorting duties and zap the flashing, dynamite-spiked gum-
balls before they go off. Watch out for your supervisor. He'll make life

even tougher. $29.95.

Lode Runner. As a Galactic commando out to recover gold from the

Bungeling Empire, you'll have to maneuver through 150 levels of play

by running, jumping, and drilling new passageways with your laser pis-

tol. Using the game generator, you can design your own playing fields.

No programming knowledge needed. $34.95.

Cheapsuit Software
Star Ferry. See if you can run a passenger service to the stars! Build

starships (six types), borrow money at outrageous interest, give detailed

flight orders to each ship, print detailed status reports. No two games

alike. Save-game option. Avoid black holes, pirates. Stay one jump
ahead of your merciless creditors! $20.

Special offer for

SOFTAIK readers

1/3 off regular

subscription

rate!

MICRO TIMES
The only nationwide newspaper just

for Apple Computer users.

News on latest hardware and software developments

Reviews Regular columns User group reports Programs

Affordable classified ads for buying and selling

used Apple equipment and software

Information for the novice as well as the experienced user

Yes, please send me 12 big monthly issues at the special

rate of only $10,001 Enclosed is my check or money order.

Name

Address

City, State, Zip

.

Send to: MICRO TIMES, P.O. Box 87-S, Moline, IL 61265
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Counterpoint Software
Quizagon. A family game, or a party game, that challenges players

with over 6,000 questions in the categories of sciences, sports, entertain-

ment and arts, and potpourri. Two disks, four sides to this game of

knowledge, strategy, and luck. $39.95.

Cross Educational Software
Dinosaurs. Contains four games, a graphics demo, and a paddle

graphics program. Games include Fire Fight, an arcade-type dinosaur

battle, and Dinosaur Hangman, where a Zeuglodon will get you if you

don't watch out! $15.

DataKnight
Grand Slam Trivia. A question and answer game for everyone who

is crazy for baseball. Quality block graphics, offensive and defensive

strategies, and six difficulty levels make the game realistic and loads of

fun for one or two players. Original questions by baseball experts.

$34.95.

World Series Questions. An additional data disk of more than 650

questions for DataKnight's Grand Slam Trivia game. These questions, as

on the original, are written lovingly by baseball fanatics with hints, six

difficulty levels, and optional multiple-choice answers. Additional data

disks will be released each month to support the game. $19.95.

Datamost
Ardy the Aardvark, by Chris Oberth. Tired of shoot- 'em-ups? Want

something more than spaceships and missiles? Come down to Earth and

get caught in the tongue-twisting world of our hero, Ardy the Aardvark.

The object is to help Ardy eat his dinner; avoid stinging ants, worms,

and spiders; clean out the anthill; and move on to more food. $29.95.

Argos, by Ron Lowrance. From space to planet to city street—a fight

all the way. An action-packed arcade-quality game where you fight off

waves of alien invaders in three different scenarios. Has missiles,

bombs, lasers and jet fighters. The enemy even tries to parachute onto

the streets. $34.95.

The Bilestoad, by Mangrove Earthshoe. The amazing world of The

Bilestoad was designed to let mankind survive a technological future

gone wild. Within the thirty-nine levels and forty-four combat areas, you

may work out your aggressions man-to-man or man-to-robot in stunning

and barbaric battle, or use some clever strategy and see if you can out-

smart the enemy. $39.95.

Cavern Creatures, by Paul Lowrance. You've probably heard the

rumors around Command Central about the Underground City. Does it

exist? And if you do find it, what lies beyond? You'll discover the truth

for yourself as you fly through the caverns, shooting enemies and gather-

ing fuel. A special surprise is in store if you reach the end, but to do so

requires concentration and split-second timing! $29.95.

Conquering Worlds, by Walter Hochbrueckner. A strategy game
with high action. Contains months of continuous challenge. Scan the

galaxy by checking your star system map. Decide on strategy and what

kind of warp power to use, but be ready to switch tactics. The enemy is

intelligent and will fight with guile and force. $29.95.

Roundabout, by Gumby Bitworks. Fascinating shapes zoom, rotate,

and zig-zag about the screen while you try to shoot them before they trap

you. The foes travel in packs, and after you successfully fight one

swarm of attackers, another pack will challenge you. $29.95.

Space Ark, by Art Huff and Bob Flanagan. Designed by an artist,

Space Ark challenges you to find, capture, and protect representative

samples of all friendly life throughout the universe. To do so requires

skill, for you must fight off the skin hunters, poachers, and mechanicals

at the same time. $39.95.

Super Bunny, by Vic Leone. A flash of white... a cloud of car-

rots... and a mighty bunny roar. Hopping out of the midwestern sands

comes—Super Bunny! In this video comic, you guide Reggie Rabbit to

his magic carrots—avoiding wolves, snakes, owls, traps, and cages.

When Reggie eats his carrots, he takes on supernatural powers-
becomes Super Bunny—and beats up on the enemies of Rabbitville.

$29.95.

Davka
The Lion 's Share. Bible adventure game based on the Book of
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Daniel. You're a military spy trying to make your way into ancient

Babylon and signal the Persians when to attack. For both experienced

and novice adventure players. No prior knowledge of the Bible required.

Features animation, sound, hi-res graphics, and original music. $34.95.

I.Q. Baseball. Quiz game for baseball buffs. Animated ballpark,

scoreboard with sound and music. Computer pitches questions on

baseball fact and lore; correct answers score runs. Both easy and difficult

question sets. Play against computer or another player. Supplementary

disks cover all major league teams and World Series. $24.95.

Purimaze. Two games on the Jewish holiday of Purim. In Purimaze,

player is Biblical character Mordecai moving through a tricky labyrinth

to find Queen Esther. The Wheel of Fortune affects his fate. In Hang
Human, player guesses Purim words in hangman game. Brochure sum-

marizes history and observances of Purim. $25.

The Philistine Ploy. Bible adventure game based on the Book of

Judges. You seek the Treasure of the Seven Nations, pursued by a

Philistine warrior who is trying to kill you. For both experienced and

novice players. No prior knowledge of the Bible required. Features

animation, sound, hi-res graphics, and original music. $34.95.

Dynacomp
Space Tilt. A test of both skill and patience as you use your game

paddles to roll a ball through a hole in your television screen. Uses hi-res

graphics to represent a plane with a randomly placed hole in it. The game
paddles tilt the plane around the X and Y axes. The ball then rolls ac-

cording to the plane's orientation. Each time you succeed in this task, the

hole is replaced with an even smaller hole. $18.95.

Bridge Master. A comprehensive bridge program designed to pro-

vide hours of challenging competition. Bidding features include the

Blackwood convention, Stayman convention, preemptive openings, and

recognition of demand bids and jump-shift responses. $29.95.

Space Lanes. A simple but exciting simulation of the economics of

the space transportation industry. The object is to establish and expand

space transportation companies in a competitive environment. Hal, the

computer, is one of the players. Up to three additional players are

allowed. $14.95.

Valdez. Simulation of supertanker navigation in the Prince William

Sound area of Alaska. Contains a detailed analysis of ship response

characteristics, as well as a model of tidal patterns in the Sound. $23.95.

Backgammon 2.0, by Giga. Tests your backgammon skills and im-

proves your game. A human can compete against the computer or against

another human. The computer can even play itself! Played in accordance

with the official rules of backgammon. $23.95.

Starbase 3.2. A new and exciting program related to the classic space

simulation many have played on large computers. This version is a

significantly enhanced program that is more complex and more challeng-

ing. It was written by a visiting Croylin who decid,ed to give his side a

chance. The Empire gets even! $17.95.

Space Evacuation. How many people can you evacuate from Earth

before the sun explodes? The goal is to save everyone. However, the

highest recorded score is 97 percent. Can you do better? $19.95.

Games Pack I and Games Pack IL Each package contains a cross- i i

section of traditional computer games. The packages are set up as one

large program; after completing one game, another game can be run

without having to reload. Games Pack I includes simple physical models,

such as Catapult and Lunar Lander, a mathematical brain teaser. Switch;

and entertaining gambling games. Blackjack, Horse Race, Craps, and

Slot Machine. Games Pack II contains the popular word puzzle, Jotto;

two entertaining card games, Acey Deucey and Crazy Eights; the game of

Life, plus Wumpus, Number Guess, and Calendar. $18.95 each.

Moonprobe. Navigate your Lunar Lander to a precise (and

presumably safe) landing on the surface of the moon. The program starts

you out in a stable orbit above the moon's surface. By varying the

Lander's attitude and amount of thrust, you direct the probe to drop

slowly from orbit. You must land at the predetermined probe site.

$16.95.

Blackjack Coach. Learn and practice your blackjack skills with the

Coach giving advice and consent. Test various playing and betting

strategies. Blackjack Coach includes a thirty-page tutorial manual.

$33.95.

Mensa Master. The first computer version of the card game that is



WASHINGTON (UPI) — The U.S. Air Force/NASA have

developed an experimental spacecraft given the title XTM. Due

to the vague description as to the design or purpose of the XTM,

the press is still in the dark about many aspects of the craft or

its intended mission. It has been discovered, however, that at

least three pilots have been lost if the
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favored by members of Mensa, the "high IQ club." While easy to learn,

the game demands a different approach and strategy with each new hand.

Two levels of play. $19.95.

The Olde Gin Parlour (Gin Rummy). It allows knocking, laying off,

and all standard game conventions. The game is easy to learn, and the

documentation includes some fascinating history on the game of gin

rummy, as well as a complete set of rules. Program is for one player

against the computer. $22.95.

Go Fish. Classic children's card game, adapted for one player against

the computer. Uses graphics that make the game suitable for play with

small children. $18.95.

Poker Party. If you enjoy draw poker, then this is the software

package for you. Poker Party is better classified as a simulation than a

game. An inexpensive tool for learning the subtleties of draw poker. Not

just a two-handed game, but seven-handed. Usual rules of draw poker

are followed. $23.95.

Management Simulator. Based on similar games played at graduate

business schools by teams of managers. The game realistically models

the economic marketplace of the business world. Comes with a nine-

page instruction manual that includes a sample playing form. $29.95.

Monarch. Elected the ultimate ruler of your own country, it is your

job to decide the country's budget. Your country's income comes from

farm produce and tourism. Half your land is farmland, but it also has ex-

cellent mineral content. It is up to you to decide how to manage the coun-

try's economy and redistribute the wealth to your countrymen. Can you

keep your countrymen happy (and yourself in office) for eight years?

$18.95.

Lem Lander. A hi-res graphics real-time simulation of lunar excur-

sion module maneuvering. Several interesting terrains are saved on disk

as data files. The amount of thrust is controlled by the paddle knob, and

the direction by the paddle button. $16.95.

Starship Landing Party Adventure. While on patrol, your starship

suddenly encounters a severe cosmic storm that bums out all the ship's

power crystals. There is just enough power left to beam down one person

to an abandoned mining planet, armed only with a hand laser, and then

beam that person back up again with a supply of power crystals. Your

job is to get those crystals! $19.95.

Handicapper. A handicapping scheme for thoroughbred races on

track lengths of six, six and one-half, or seven furlongs. Designed by a

mathematician and tested by professional bettors and handicappers. Pro-

duces the winning horse about forty percent of the time. However, in

certain instances it can be much more accurate. You feed race data to

computer. $33.95.

Optimac. A work-day simulation designed to maximize the overall

output of interrelated production equipment. Based on four different

machine relations commonly found in agriculture, construction,

transportation, and industry. Once the relations, machine types, and

other data has been entered, Optimac will simulate an eight-hour work
day (at two-minute time increment intervals) for those conditions and

quantities. The resulting simulated workday is displayed graphically and

numerically. $43.95.

Genesis— The Adventure Creator. Genesis has two parts. The
Creator allows you to create and edit your adventures. The Player allows

you, or anyone else, to play any adventure you have created. After you

get a feel for the system, you will probably be able to create a moderate-

sized game of about thirty-five locations in one to two hours. $49.95.

Poker Machine. Simulates the card-playing slot machines found in

Las Vegas and Atlantic City casinos. The preset odds employed in the

simulation follow those used in actual casino machines, thereby present-

ing a realistic representation. While Poker Machine offers the oppor-

tunity to have harmless fun, you may also try out betting strategies on it

before risking money in those other machines. $19.95.

Super Sub Chase. Take over the controls of a destroyer in search of

a submerged enemy submarine. The only clues you wUl receive are from

your sonar, and you will need a good memory and powers of deduction

to find the sub in your territory. Hi-res graphics simulation. $23.95.

Earthware Computer Services
Zoo Master, by Kevin Ryan. A fast-paced, multilevel arcade game.

To keep you moving, the upper levels permit your adversary to disap-

pear. Can you catch the animals and the mad scientist without being cap-

tured? $20.
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Edu-Ware Services
Prisoner 2. Enter The Island, and play a game of delusion and

paradox. A science fiction adventure. $39.95.

Electronic Arts
Pinball Construction Set. A computerized erector set. It allows the

user to design and play his own pinball game from a library of pinball

machine parts such as bumpers, balls, and paddles using only a joystick.

Three ready-to-play pinball games are included as examples. $40.

The Standing Stones, by Peter Schmuckal et al. Dungeon role-

playing adventure with over 200 monsters, fifteen levels, several games

within a game, humor, and a three-dimensional perspective. The quest is

to find the Holy Grail and escape with it. $40.

Hard Hat Mack. All you have to do is finish the building. Sound

easy? Then you're forgetting about OSHA inspectors, the neighborhood

punks, and the fact that falling bodies (including your own) accelerate at

a rate of thirty-two feet per second. $35.

Axis Assassin. The Master Arachnid spins webs and sends alien

shapes to eliminate the player. The player, an Axis Assassin, maneuvers

in four directions and shoots in two. To get extra men, the player blasts

into the Master Arachnid's nest to steal them. One hundred levels. $35.

Julius Erving and Larry Bird Go One-on-One. Arcade simulation

basketball contest in which the player assumes the style and moves of

basketball greats Larry Bird and "Dr. J." Special features include hot

and cold shooting spells, fouls, backboard shattering, instant replays,

and player fatigue. $40.

Electronic Courseware Systems
Ear Challenger. An aural-visual game designed to increase tonal

memory using a series of pitches that are played by the computer. The
game includes several levels of difficulty based on the number of pitches

presented. Each pitch is reinforced visually with a color presentation on

the display screen. $39.95.

First Flight Data Systems
Bull Run. A stock and option simulation game for one or two

players. By investing in stocks, options (calls and puts), and interest-

bearing T-Bills, each player tries to beat the market or his opponent. The

program features routines that generate news, dividend changes, interest

rates, stock dividends, and market research. $29.95.

Funtastic
Space Cadette. An arcade-style game. Space cadettes in the Space

Military Academy test their skills on the Academy's simulator to deter-

mine if they're tough enough to defend the galaxy. It has both a one-

player mode and a two-player mode. In the two-player mode, both

cadettes maneuver their ships simultaneously in head-on combat.

$34.95.

H.A.L. Labs
Vindicator. A paranoid's nightmare come true. Robots appear all

around you, dragons streak toward you, and mutants, centipods, pod hat-

chlings, and more fill the screen. Kill everything while saving your eggs

from the birds! $25.

Super Taxman H. Four mazes; smooth, clean control; music; mon-

sters; challenging ranks; and cartoons. You've never seen fast until

you've played level twenty-four. $25.

Sheila. The arcade game with a fantasy twist. Sheila's locked in the

tower of the Kriel's castle—can you rescue her? Wield spears, bombs,

and magic against the vast array of monsters in your path. Those who
can, do graphics; those who can't, make slogans. Help Sheila. $25.

Hayden Software
Wargle. A maze game featuring seven playing fields. Score points by

hitting the Wargles with a light beam that can be fired frontward or

backward. Six levels of play. Keyboard input with player assignment of

key controls. $34.95.

Shuttle Intercept. Hi-res arcade game with sound effects. Player con-

trols a space shuttle; score points by retrieving friendly satellites and by

destroying enemy satellites, flying saucers, and meteors. Four playing

levels with "hyperspace transitions" in which the shuttle can act only

defensively. Pause mode. $34.95.
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Sargon II. Preeminent chess program featuring seven levels of play.

Kibbitz mode offers hints to player via audible signals. Hi-res display of

chess board and pieces. $34.95.

Reversal. Computer adaptation of the strategy game Othello, the

objective of which is to capture your opponent's pieces. Play against

another person or the computer. Hi-res graphics display features smiling

faces on winning side's pieces and frowning faces on loser's pieces.

$34.95.

Microscopic Journey. An educational adventure game. Player steers

a vessel through the bloodstream, heart valves, connective tissue, and

lungs in order to reach a tumor and cut it away with a laser. Along the

way there are obstacles to overcome. Option is provided to save game in

progress. $34.95.

Go. Computer adaptation of the ancient Oriental strategy game, the

objective of which is to capture opposing pieces and stake out as much of

the board as possible. Handicap option provides different levels of play.

$34.95.

Championship Golf. With an aerial and side view of each hole, the

player selects one of twenty clubs and the strength and direction of each

stroke. Handicaps of one to eighteen affect the reliability of strokes.

Special putting routine; penalties for out of bounds. One to four players.

$24.95.

Laser Bounce. An arcade game with hi-res graphics, animation, and

sound. Shoot laser beams at satellites passing overhead, deflecting them

toward the enemy's energy modules; score points for each module

destroyed. Defend against enemy lasers by activating a defense shield

that bounces enemy beams back to their territory. Paddles required.

$34.95.

Tetrad. A three-dimensional tic-tac-toe game with sixteen squares

each on each of four tiers. Audible cues. $24.95.

Bellhop. An animated climbing game with the task of delivering lug-

gage from the lobby to each of seven suites on the top floor. Player

works against time, with the tip diminishing as time ticks by. Four

rounds of play, sound effects mark time. $34.95.

King Cribbage. Classic card game. Hi-res graphic representation of

playing cards and cribbage board. Plays regular cribbage and "mug-
gins." $34.95.

Kamikaze. Hi-res arcade game with animation and sound effects.

Player scores points by shooting down enemy aircraft while defending

against enemy bombs, floating mines, and kamikaze attacks. Pause

mode. $34.95.

Final Conflict. Objective is to destroy the enemy's central controller

by programming robots to penetrate their base, avoiding obstacles along

the way. Player can customize the battlefield and choose either a fast-

paced tactical game or a strategic game in which all orders are pro-

grammed at the outset. Color, sound effects. Can be played against the

computer or a human opponent. Paddles required. $34.95.

Crystal Caverns. Text adventure in which the player searches for

treasures buried in an old mansion. Save and restore commands. Accepts

many full sentences and strings of commands. $34.95.

Crime Stopper. A text adventure in which the player assumes the role

of A! Clubs, private eye, and tries to rescue a kidnap victim by the mid-

night deadline. Save-game option stores sequence of commands entered;

restore command recalls play. Accepts many full sentences and strings of

commands. Occasional sound effects. $34.95.

Homeware
Apple Downs. Enjoy a day at the track. Select your horse from the

racing form displayed on the screen, place your bets, and watch as the

horses race around the oval track. $20.

Mystic Oracle. Got a question? Consult the Oracle. Gaze into the

crystal ball and see your answer appear. The Mystic Oracle knows all

and answers all, but be respectful. The Oracle gets upset and does

strange things if you start insulting it and using language that is "not so

nice." $10.

Hy-Tek
Profit Motive. A realistic big business simulation in which you can

produce, market, and sell any one of several different products. It is not

a flashy arcade style game, but a ftin, mind-teasing challenge. One to ten

players may compete in two levels of play. Institutional version also

available. $39.95.
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Independence Software
Socket Wilderness: Don Juan in RAM. Ada's notorious progenitor

accesses the fateful loop of his own poetical character, Don Juan. The

hardware seems to come to life and Juan crashes in epic verse. But what

a way to go. Tasteful graphics. $45.50.

Infocom
Infidel. The first in the new Tales ofAdventure series. Challenges

you to find the buried entrance to the last great Egyptian pyramid. Once
inside, it is up to you to seize the priceless treasures that have remained

there for thousands of years. $49.95.

Enchanter. Takes you into a realm of magical powers and perilous

world. First entry in a new Zork-like trilogy with magic spells abound-

ing. $49.95.

The Witness. Deadline's worthy successor breaks another barrier of

time and space—this time, into the past. A hard-boiled whodunit of the

Thirties, The Witness masterfully reconstructs the great detective era.

Working from a police file and battling a twelve-hour limit, you'll take

on your most intriguing case to date. $49.95.

Suspended. You're in cryonic suspension miles beneath a distant

planet's surface, with responsibility for the entire civilization above.

You must act through your robot crew, six robots that carry out your or-

ders simultaneously and each of whom offers a distinctly different view.

The success of your strategies will determine your fate and that of your

world. $49.95.

Deadline. A mystery with a difference: You are the detective. Work-

ing from an actual dossier, you face a challenge so sophisticated that

your suspects possess flesh-and-blood personalities. And some of those

personalities are so treacherous that, should you make the wrong move,

one of them may do you in. $49.95.

Planetfall. A humorous science fiction adventure set in the far future.

You are the lowliest ensign aboard the stellar patrol ship Feinstein. When
your ship explodes, you are jettisoned onto a mysterious and deserted

world plagued by floods, pestilence, and a mutant Wild Kingdom. You'll

meet Floyd, a mischievous, multipurpose robot with the mentality of an

encyclopedia and the maturity of a nine-year-old. Together, you and

Floyd will unravel the mysteries of Planetfall. $49.95.

Starcross. Mindbending science fiction launches you headlong into

the year 2186 and the depths of space. You are destined to rendezvous

with a gargantuan starship from the outer fringes of our galaxy convey-

ing a challenge that was issued eons ago, from light-years away—and

only you can meet it. $39.95.

Zork I: The Great Underground Empire. Confronts you with perils

and predicaments ranging from the mystical to the macabre, as you strive

to discover the twenty treasures of Zork and escape with them and your

life. $39.95.

Zork II: The Wizard of Frobozz. Takes you into new depths of the

subterranean realm. There you'll meet the wizard, who will attempt to

confound your quest with his capricious powers. $39.95.

Zork III: The Dungeon Master. The final test of your courage and

wisdom. Your odyssey culminates in an encounter with the dungeon

master himself, and your destiny hangs in the balance. $39.95.

Insoft
Zargs. As captain of the top-secret Zarg spaceships, you must arm

yourself in order to be protected against bright objects from the region of

Crab Nebula, who are launching a full attack on Earth. To avoid deadly

x-rays, you must work against time to rotate and dock your spacecraft

into one of the ports before beaming yourself back to Earth. $19.95.

Grapple. Takes place on the remote planetoid of Squelchem, where

the galaxy's worst mutations are sent to a maximum security prison. You
are the warden and your guards are androids, equipped with only stun

guns. There is a prison break and your guards must try to stop it, but

with each successive wave of attack, the job becomes more difficult. Can
it be done? Flay and find out. $19.95.

Spider Raid. Writen in GraForth. You are Hero Maximus, leader of

one of the few remaining spider packs on Earth. You and your two loyal

warriors must seek out the only food supply left, the common fly.

Beware of deadly acid rain and your fiercest enemy, Toxicus beetle.

Only speed and cunning can save you from certain death. $19.95.

"
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Gary Irwin & Associates
Source Code. The source code to four games, written in Basic, for

pleasure as well as education. Each game presents a different approach to

computer gaming techniques. They are well documented, with remarks ;

to make them easy to understand and modify. Color graphics required. '

$39.95.
;

Jor-And
j

Secret Agent—Mission One. A thrilling adventure with over 100 in-

tricate hi-res drawings created with the Gibson light pen. Contains ex-

citing puzzles. The fate of the world is in your hands. $32.95.
[

Relcom Management i

The Exchange. Hi-res stock market simulation for one to six players. I

Generate game variations of blue chip and growth stocks, precious
'

metals, bonds, and futures. Experience taxes, splits, rises, declines, div-
'

idends, stock tips, special news bulletins, and become a tycoon or go

bankrupt. Challenging and instructive. Two disks. $59.95.

Key Enterprises
Fun Facts. This unique program will print your daily biorhythm plus

two pages of many interesting personal statistics based on your birthday.

$19.95.

Krell Software
Super Star Baseball and All Time Super Star Baseball. Based on in-

teraction of actual batting and pitching data. Select rosters and lineups; i

exercise strategic choices, including hit and run, base stealing, pinch hit-

ting, intentional walking, and so on. Highly realistic. Each game in-

cludes about fifty players. $39.95.

Magnetic Harvest
Gnosis VII, by Gary Cuba. Do you really know who you are? Find

out in this esoteric challenge that combines the best features of a fantasy-

based text adventure, a dynamic board game, and a complex, ever-

renewable logic puzzle. A unique mental landscape for true adepts and

alchemists, savants and saints. Twenty-page guidebook and blank logic

charting forms included. $19.95.

Mattel Electronics
Burgertime. As the burger chef, you're out to build delicious ham-

burgers. As you run through the colorful maze assembling the ingredi-

ents, nothing can stop you—except menacing hot dogs and pickles that

are out to ruin the meal. Bury them under beef patties, lettuce, and buns,

or knock them out with pepper. The game gets more difficult as you get

better. One or two players. $17.50.

Lock W Chase. A fast-action chase game in which you maneuver

your thief through the maze, picking up coins and other treasures. Billy-

club-swinging cops are in hot pursuit, but you can temporarily escape

them by locking gates behind you. The longer you survive, the more

valuable the treasures become. One or two players. $17.50.

Nightstalker. The relentless robots have you on the run. Destroy one,

and it's replaced by an even faster and smarter one! There's a bunker to

hide in, but be careful! The spiders and bats can give a stunning sting to

slow you down and make you easy prey for the alien robots. One or two

players. $17.50.

MicroLab
Crisis Mountain. Strategy/action arcade game that can blow up at

any moment. Nine levels with hi-res color graphics. $35.

Dino Eggs. Save the dinosaurs from extinction. Multiscreen arcade

game with hi-res graphics. $40.

Miner 2049er. Multilevel arcade game with hi-res graphics. You and

Bounty Bob go deep into an abandoned uranium mine. $40.

Death in the Caribbean. Death-defying island treasure hunt with hi-

res color graphics. An adventure strategy game. $35.

Micro Magic
Boa. To recover the king's stolen jewel, you must ride your giant boa

through mazelike caves. But there are mice and rats who like to nibble at

the boa's tail. If the boa can eat them first, he grows long enough to wrap

around the jewel. Surprise ending. $29.95.
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Crack your way into Babylon, an

eerie city of dreams, sfargazers,

wizards and savage lions Find

Daniel, then signal your Persian

forces to attack the city at the

right psychological moment.

Don't rr " '

The biiJii /siiventure Game
Series is for Apple 11 + /lie computer

with 48K and one disk drive.

Games are $34.95 each.

Ask for these adventure games
at quality computer software

stores. To order direct, send your

check Credit card holders may
call toll-free.

(Add $2 lof shipping and handling )

Call Toil-Free

1-800-621-8227
Dealers may call toll-free

for information and orders.
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We re pleased to announce
what we believe are the greatest

adventure games of all time.

They're based on stories that have

been 3,000 years in the telling.
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begin. But we've woven new ad-

ventures through high technology.

With stirring action. Startling

sound Dazzling sights. Every

memt>er of your family will thrill to

the realistic animation and the
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this unique, new game source-
the Bible.

The first of our Bible Adven-

ture Games is The Philistine

Ploy. Based on the biblical

Book of Judges, it starts

at a time when law and
order have fled from the

hills of Judea. It's a turbulent

world of intrigue and revenge,

altars and idols, heroes and
justice. You'll seek the long-

lost myth k «' Treasure of

the Sevei ns, racing

against a dangerous Philis-

tine warrior who is trying

to kill you! But you don't

have to know your Bible

stories to begin enjoying

this adventure game.

CORPORATION

R4^ Nortti Mirhiqan Avenue • Suite 843
Chicago, Illinois 60611

THE
PHILISTINE PL

DAVKA ADVENTURE GAMES. . .WE TOOK OUR TIML
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Micromax Systems
Cubit. A strategic arcade game with a three-dimensional pyramid as

the playing field. Your task is to jump from block to block changing the

pyramid's color. Against you are bouncing balls, disguised snakes, and

vicious gremlins. But with a set of transport disks and a magic star to

help you, you can outwit your opponents. $39.95.

Microsoft
Microsoft Decathlon. Enjoy the excitement of Olympic competition

any day, using your personal computer. Decathlon's exceptional graph-

ics will make you feel like you are right there. Ten different events keep

it exciting; you will not learn one trick for a perfect score. Lets you com-

pete against up to five other players, or you can play by yourself.

$29.95.

Mind Games
The Desecration. A game that incorporates the action of three arcade

games and a full-blown hi-res adventure in 196 colors. Each of the four

games can either be played separately or as one complete action story. $37.95.

Mind Systems
Spitfire Simulator, by Ted Kurtz. Pursue three-dimensional moving

targets in a 360 mph Spitfire fighter plane. Eight target types. Scores for

targets destroyed. Acrobatic flight simulator (loops, rolls, and so on)

with two landing fields. Many convenient control options. Can access

Airsim-1 scenery to fly a Spitfire around New England. Paddles or

joystick. $40.

Airsim-1, by Ted Kurtz. Flight simulator with scenery along New
England coast from Boston to New York City, with five landing fields.

Acrobatic flight simulator (loops, rolls, stalls, and so on). Cruising speed

approximately 120 knots. Equipped for instrument flying (artificial

horizon, HSI) with an instrument flying mode (500-foot ceiling) to prac-

tice instrument approaches. $24.95.

Airsim-3 Airplane Simulator, by Ted Kurtz. Acrobatic flight simu-

lator with standard instrumentation plus all instruments required for IFR

practice (ADF, VOR, HSI/VOR, DME, OM, MM). Scenery along Cali-

fornia coast with ILS runway approaches at six airports. User mode for

setting up customized ILS approaches, including runway scenery.

$44.95.

Muse Software
Castle Wolfenstein, by Silas Warner. An all-time favorite arcade/

adventure game. Classic. $29.95.

A.B.M., by Silas Warner. Enjoy missle madness with A.B.M. Can
you save the East Coast from enemy attack? $24.95.

Firefly, by Silas Warner. Fire up your Apple with Firefly, the chal-

lenging maze game. $24.95.

Frazzle, by James Nolan. Outer space game where alien beasties sur-

round and attack your Frazzle ship. Save yourself from total destruction.

$24.95.

The Cube Solution, by Leonard Biggerstaff. Master the cube. Here

is the enjoyable way to deal with the common cube headache that any

cube owner will appreciate. $24.95.

The Best ofMuse. Ten Muse games on one disk. Provides any Apple

owner with a super selection of enjoyable games. $24.95.

International Gran Prix, by Richard Orban. Arcade-quality three-

dimensional Formula One car race. Five courses, eight levels of dif-

ficulty, five-speed manual transmission, one-button shifting, and full in-

strument panel. $29.95.

Caverns of Freitag, by David Shapiro. As a Thechu Warrior, you

must seek out and slay the evil dragon, Freitag, thus ending his reign of

terror over your homeland. Fast-paced action for the hardiest of war-

riors! $29.95.

Titan Empire, by Ed Zaron. Defend the universe from the evil Titans

as you travel a realistic solar system in your starship. The dark outposts

of deep space will be your battlefield as you encounter the Titan Empire.

There is no turning back. $34.95.

Navic Software
Jury Trial. An adult multiplayer game simulates courtroom pro-

ceedings. Players assume the roles of attorneys and witnesses, while the

HOME & FAMILY ENTERTAINMENT

MAST E R

BY KEVIN RYAN

A fast moving arcade game in which you try to cap-

ture the animals and the mad scientist. Be watchful for

the higher you go, the more there ore . . .and they may

disappear only to reappear and zap you when you

least expect it. Stimulating, non-violent fast-action!

Supports Sweet Micro Systems' Mockingboard, sound

and speech synthesizer. $20°°

Two excellent simulations

for strategy lovers.

STAR SEARCH
By Mark Goles

Pluto star base receives a signal from the direction of

Epsilon Eridani. You are asked to find the source. Did it

come from intelligent life? Configure your space ship

and choose your crew. You may need to go into the as-

teroid belt to refuel (a mini-arcade game). Possible life

forms within the realm of credible science. Fun, educa-

tional and challenging. This is the game you've been

waiting for. $45*"'

VOLCANOES
By Gordon Goles

Mythical Wrangelia boasts 25 volcanoes. Are you will-

ing to accept the challenge of predicting eruptions and

warning the people? Highly educational but full of sur-

prises — including a Bigfoot, $49^"

All three great games are for Apple ][, ][ + , lie, 48K, one or two disk drives.

V EARTHWARE COMPUTER SERVICE lSo\?,Volfoo^97.o. (503)344-3383
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computer is the jiidge and jury. Cases are randomly selected from the

database, and players must be observant and clever in selecting favorable

jurors and convincing them with persuasive testimony. $29.

Odesta
Odin (Othello). Join the growing number of strategists exploring the

subtleties of a game that may change the way you think. Offers a full

range of features to help you master the secret of Odin. $49.95.

Checkers 2.1. Learn the complexities of this strategy game by in-

teracting with its twenty-four user features. Included are fifteen levels of

play, advice, take back, and replay of games. $49.95.

Chess 7.0. A new microcomputer standard for what many consider to

be the ultimate game of the intellect. Introduces a new generation of in-

teractive intelligence with twenty-seven cursor-controlled features.

$69.95.

Omega Microware
Nightfalls. A full-color, hi-res, arcade-style game that tests your

ability to survive the invasion of enemy aliens. Fight off the aliens each

night and rebuild your city during the day. $29.95.

Origin Systems
Exodus: Ultima III, by Lord British. Features new animated graphic

techniques, full sound effects, and multicharacter interplay. Step into a

new fantasy world and use your skill and wit to find and destroy the in-

sidious Exodus! $54.95.

Caverns of Callisto, by Chuckles. Combines real-time vertical and

horizontal scrolling with expert color graphics. Five levels of caverns

are filled with treacherous monsters, boiling volcanoes, and secret

passages that will challenge even the most experienced player. $34.95.

Penguin Software
Ring Quest. Hi-res graphic adventure. The sorceress Lisa has come

into possession of a magical ring that corrupts its owner. As the ring's in-

fluence grows, she is beginning to wreak havoc on the inhabitants of

your native land. You must travel to another dimension, track down
Lisa, and reclaim the ring before she destroys everything in sight. Of
course, she will try to stop you. $19.95.

Expedition Amazon. Fantasy role-playing game. You must lead an

expedition deep into the Amazon rain forest to find the ruins of a fabled

Inca citadel, which is rumored to hold a great secret in its underground

tunnels. You command a party of four specialists. Watch them grow in

skill and stamina, if they survive. $19.95.

The Coveted Mirror. Animated graphic adventure with arcade-style

games included. The once-tranquil medieval kingdom of Starbury has

fallen under the evil rule of the black-hearted King Voar. All that stands

between him and absolute power is a single shard of a magical mirror.

You must get to it first. $19.95.

Tactic 9. A colorfully animated thinking/strategy game that you play

on nine fields simultaneously. It is amazingly simple yet startlingly com-

plex. $19.95.

Bouncing Kamungas. You are a melon farmer, trying to plant and

harvest your crop in the midst of a lightning storm while the kamungas

bounce out of the sky and smash your melons. Your only defense is a

pitchfork, which unfortunately also attracts the lightning. As if that weren't

hazardous enough, when you harvest enough melons, you must try driv-

ing a truckload to town for delivery. $19.95.

Crime Wave. Arcade action chase game. Every felon in town is try-

ing to knock off a bank in order to raise the money to buy the latest in

anti-peace officer technology: the dreaded Robot Rammer! Hop into

your trusty blue cruiser and see if you can round up the robbers. Mock-
ingboard Speech and Sound board option. $19.95.

Thunderbombs. Arcade shoot-'em-up. Out for a cruise in your in-

terstellar cloudship, you find yourself suddenly in the midst of a swarm
of alien dronebombs. Trapped in deadly crossfire, your only recourse is

to dodge and fire back as fast as you can to destroy the waves of attacking

aliens. Mockingboard Speech and Sound board option. $19.95.

Pie Man. Nonviolent arcade fun. When the pies come out of the

oven, put whipped cream and a cherry on each one and put them in the

pie bin. Watch out for grease spots, flour sacks, and the slightly tipsy

wedding cake baker. If you let seven pies fall to the floor, you are fired.

$19.95.

The Quest. Graphic adventure, As King Gait's newest advisor, you

must accompany his champion, Gorn, on a quest to rid the kingdcjm of a

vengeful dragon. There are many ways to arrive at the game's solution.

With over 200 locations and a parser that accepts full and multiple

sentence instructions. The Quest fills two sides of a disk. $19.95.

Transylvania. In this hi-res graphic adventure, you search all of

Transylvania in order to find and rescue the Princess Sabrina. You en-

counter vampires, werewolves, and many other sorts of creatures as you

explore the forest and castle. Put the clues together in time, and the

Princess is saved. If you fail, she dies at dawn. Transylvania uses over

100 colors and superb graphics to provide hours of enjoyment for all

adventurers. $19.95.

Minit Man. Two arcade games in one. Your silos are empty,

awaiting three interceptor missiles that are loaded on trains on the other

side of the gorge. You have to stop the enemy's robots that not only have

shattered the bridge across the gorge, but also have penetrated the

building complex to sabotage your missile launch computer. $19.95.

Pensate—The Thinking Game. An original thinking game of eva-

sion. The object is to get to the top of an eight-by-eight grid while

avoiding all other playing pieces. The computer has ten types of pieces,

each of which moves in a distinct pattern relative to the player's move.

Multiple play options. One and two-player modes. $19.95.

Spy's Demise. Fast-action arcade game. Gather dossiers, tapes, and

microfilms from each floor of a Soviet diplomatic mission. You must

avoid the embassy guards, who make frequent rounds in elevators at

unscheduled intervals. A prize is yours if you crack the secret code in

time. $19.95.

The Spy Strikes Back. Fast, real-time action arcade/strategy game.

The spy is back to thwart an international terrorist's threat. Can you help

him evade the electronic guards while searching the 120 sections of a

five-story castle? A prize is yours if you put the clues together in time.

$19.95.

Phoenix Software
Mad Rat, by Logan Zintsmaster. Three blind mice are trapped in

Zacks Sixth Avenue department store. Danger lurks everywhere. Their

lUhy wonder

KNOW with

Super Disk
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Now, you can create and print

professional lool<ing disk labels.
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• Can be Set-Up for any printer.

• Print, ignore or rename any of the
(
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• Perfect for protected or
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captor takes a perverse pleasure in throwing cheese at them for food,

then makes it downright dangerous for them to get to the cheese. How-
ever, the mice have one hope: you. Your deft maneuvering can save

these poor little souls. $24.95.

Masquerade, by Dale Johnson. Solving this graphic adventure could

make you $1,000 richer. Anyone solving this adventure is asked to sub-

mit his or her final score to Phoenix Software. From the correct entries.

Phoenix will award one lucky adventurer with $1,000. So, sharpen up

your skills. Multiple solutions to tough puzzles will keep you working

for many hours. Full color. $34.95.

Gemini, by John O'Fallon. The fate of the universe rests on your

shoulders. An evil space lord and his legion of fighting robots have anni-

hilated the last outpost of the rebel forces. You alone are left to defend

the galaxy. You will be terribly outnumbered. $19.95.

Queen of Phobos, by Bill Crawford and Paul Berker. Set in deep

space aboard a derelict starliner, this graphic adventure pits you against

four computer-generated opponents. Your mission is to get the famed

Mask of Kuh-Thu-Lu and get out alive. Only the strong will survive.

$34.95.

Bats in the Belfry, by Samuel Moore. It's rough work being a novice

netter with the Swat and Squash Exterminators. Your first job takes you

to an old schoolhouse infested with bats. You must catch and dispose of

them before they reach the belfry. See if you can make the exclusive club

of Bat Masters. $29.95.

Adventure in Time, by Paul Berker. Using all their wits, experienced

players will race through time in an effort to save the world and capmre

a master criminal. Exciting text adventures. $29.95.

Birth ofthe Phoenix, by Paul Berker. An adventure tutorial designed

for the novice. Learn the tricks of solving the more complex adventure

games: mapping, dealing with locked doors, light sources, and so on.

$22.

Sherwood Forest. You have a chance to save Robin Hood. He does

not remember that he has vowed to tie the knot with fair Maid Marion on

this very day. You must lead Robin out of his amnesia and into wedlock,

all without getting our hero killed. This graphic adventure features

full-color animation. $34.95.

Quality Software
Ali Baba and the Forty Thieves. Encounter sultans, thieves, fierce

and friendly creatures as you guide your alter ego, Ali Baba, through the

thieves' mountain den in an attempt to rescue the beautiful princess.

Treasure, magic, and great danger await you. $32.95.

Beneath Apple Manor. Special edition of the first Apple fantasy

game. Includes hi-res graphics, faster moves at lightning speed, sound

effects, more monster types, more magic items, a deeper dungeon, and a

save-game feature. $32.95.

Pro Poker. Now you can play eight-handed poker any time you want.

An excellent way to improve your poker skills. Fun, but it's much more

than a game. An extremely interactive program and a complete poker tu-

torial that will improve your poker-playing skills. $39.95.

Space Vikings, by Mitch Robbins. An adventure in deep space. The

galaxy is in rebellion, you command a Federation Starship, and your

Viking troops are ready for battle. The fate of every star system is in

your hands. Will you reunite the Federation or become the terror of

twenty worlds? $49.95.

Escape, by Ed Eaglehouse. A challenging game of skill and strategy.

You've just broken out of your cell in a maximum-security prison of the

future. The electronic guards have been alerted and are closing in fast.

Your stolen laser has eight shots left. Can you escape? $29.95.

Roadblock, by Terry Eagan. An arcade-strategy original with fast ac-

tion and hi-res graphics. As county sheriff, you must dispatch your pa-

trol cars to surround and capture a fleeing bank robber. Since his

getaway car is faster than your own pursuit vehicles, you'll have to think

ahead and develop a workable envelopment strategy if you want to keep

your job (and improve your score). $29.95.

Zendar, by Terry Eagan. An economic-defense simulation for

strategy game enthusiasts. You have been given absolute ruling power

over one country on the continent of Zendar for a period of ten years.

You must allocate aid and resources, annex other countries, make trade

agreements, and defend your borders from enemy attack. Many
variables make for an infinite variety of strategic possibilities. $29.95.

Frontline, by Terry Eagan. A fast-paced battle of wits and strategy

for one or two players. Enemy forces are trying to break through one of

your frontline sectors; you respond with the troops, tanks, and planes at

your command. Then press your attack and attempt to penetrate the

enemy line. Requires quick offensive and defensive tactical maneuver-

ing. $29.95.

Rainbow Computing
Stellar Defense, by Tom Burlew. The peace treaty with the Ma-

chiavellian Cartel has failed as the Confederation of Planets comes under

attack. Also, the treacherous Sadie Empire pursues a covert campaign of

hostility. You, the captain of the only operative spaceship, are charged

with the defense of the Confederation. $49.95.

Pot O' Gold Plus. Forty-six games. Variety of games in lo-res, hi-

res, or text. Paddles required. With an Echo II, text will be spoken;

otherwise, text is displayed on-screen. Includes Othello, Eliza, Sink the

Ship, Pinball, Color Math, Space War, and more. $39.95.

Reston Publishing
Multiploy, by Paul Coletta. Combines features of an arcade game

with mathematical operations. Offers four different operations at three

different difficulty levels. Arithmetic problems in the form of invading

spaceships come streaming down the CRT. Players must answer them

quickly, or the Answer Base will be destroyed. The computer
automatically ranks players at every skill level. $24.95.

Word Worx, by Intentional Educations. Consists of two word games

on separate disks: Myspellery and Sentence Maker. Play competitively or

solo. In Myspellery, the player must decode a mystery word using as few

clues as possible. Sentence Maker challenges you to turn five initial let-

ters into as many grammatically correct sentences as you can. $34.95.

Apple Graphics Games, by Paul Coletta. A book/disk combination

with ten completely documented games using Applesoft, sound, and hi-

res graphics. Games include Spider (control a fly whose goal is to eat the

spider's eggs); Piano (using Apple II as a concert piano) ;fa/>5 (match

wits with the computer) and Poker (play a game of five-card stud with

an opponent). Book/disk, $30.

Rhiannon Computer Games for Girls
Jenny ofthe Prairie. A spunky pioneer girl becomes separated from

her covered wagon train and must face the advancing winter alone. Jen-

ny's job is to gather nature's provisions from a hazardous environment.

Engaging, hi-res graphics accompany many hours of fun and interactive

discovery, for children of ages seven through twelve. $34.95.

Chelsea of the South Sea Islands. A nineteenth-century British girl

becomes stranded on a small Pacific island while traveling to boarding

school in England. With her pet kiwi, she explores for naUve treasures

and confronts tropical dangers. For children of ages seven through

twelve. $34.95.

Cave Girl Claire. Claire loves to wade through the tall grasses to

watch the Woolly Mammoth. Her skillful fire-tending can ward off wild

animals, but her extended existence depends on seasonal foraging for

food and medicinal plants. For children of ages seven through twelve.

$34.95.

Lauren of the 25th Century. Lauren takes over responsibility for

maintaining a tenuous reclamation project at a sun-baked desert outpost.

The blazing sun provides plentiful solar energy, but also threatens the

fragile life forms she has pledged to protect. An interactive adventure

with surprises and imaginative, hi-res graphics, for children seven

through twelve. $34.95.

Rocklan
Diamond Mine. Ready to begin an exciting quest for fabulous

diamonds far below the earth's surface? Then hop into your subterranean

mining vehicle and get ready for a fast-paced arcade game that puts your

reaction time and strategic thinking to the test! $34.95.

Howard W. Sams
Bermuda Race, by John Biddle and Gordon Mattox. If you'd rather

be sailing, try this ultimate test for any sailing enthusiast, novice or ex-

pert. Simulates the blue-water sailboat race from Newport, Rhode

Island, to the island of Bermuda with vivid hi-res displays that let you

chart your progress and find out how good a sailor you are. On-line

tutorials teach you sailing terms, and a clear, concise instruction manual



; helps improve your race against time, your opponent, or yourself,

t $29.95.

Caves of Olympus, by Thomas and Patrick Noone. In this adventure,

you are the only good-guy robot left on the planet Olympus, which is

under siege by hostile invaders. Hi-res color, with many special effects.

$29.95.

Regatta, by Joseph DeMuth and Eric Peterson. Here's another

chance to sharpen your sailboating skills! Allows complete control of

tiller and sails as you race a friend or the clock around your choice of

four different courses. On-line instructions let you review your controls

land the rules of the game instantly, while colorful hi-res screen displays

bring you the true flavor of sailing! $29.95.

Voyage of the Valkyrie, by Leo Christopherson. Bursts of music

from three different Wagnerian operas cheer you onward as you battle

giant Scandinavian war birds in your quest to conquer the island of

I

Fugloy and claim its gold. Pick your level of difficulty from ten possible

j

choices. Animated graphics; includes blank island maps. $29.95.

Sansoft Plus
Strip Blackjack. An adult computer card game. Play strip blackjack

with Chyrl. A picture disk with four additional women and two men is

avaOable. $29.95.

Lucky Slot. Simulates a colorful slot machine. Allows different

amounts to be bet; even allows you to buy odds. Winners' names saved

to disk to challenge future players. $14.95.

S-C Software
S-C Games Disk. Pit your wits against the Apple. Includes Cubic

(three-dimensional tic-tac-toe). Tone Concentration (like Simon), Lo-

Res Space War, Numeric Mastermind, Lo-Res Jig-Saw Puzzle, and

several more. Both Integer Basic and compiled versions included on

disk. $15.

Sensible Software
Quadrant 6112. Maintain your position against swarms of alien

starships as they attack your lone fighter ship. You must save the quad-

rant from the aliens, and you must do it alone. $29.95.

Cyclotron. Destroy the evil Mangan devices before they damage your

cyber crystals—the heart of the Cyclotron. If the Cyclotron is destroyed,

Mangan forces will take over the empire. How long will you be able to

hold out? $29.95.

Sentient Software
Cyborg. A science fiction adventure written by a science fiction au-

thor. Cyborg allows full sentence input from the player. This text adven-

ture contains character development and animals to whom you can talk.

$34.95.

Oo-Topos. Adventure written by a science fiction author. Complete a

dangerous outer space mission for the Galactic Council. $32.95.

Gold Rush. Avoid renegade Indians, ferocious grizzly bears, and un-

scrupulous claim jumpers in this fast action, hi-res graphics game. Sur-

vive the hazards and stake your claim in the gold-rich mountains of Col-

orado. $34.95.

Congo. Rescue suvivors of a lost expedition as you float down from
the headwaters of the raging Congo river. Avoid wild animals, natives in

their war canoes, and dangerous rapids on your quest for the missing sur-

vivors. $34.95.

Sierra On-Line
Crossfire. Aliens attack from all sides. An ever-dwindling supply of

ammunition keeps you on your toes. $29.95.

Frogger. Hippity-hop across crowded highways and alligator-infest-

ed streams to your riverbank home. If the gators don't get you, the clock

wUl. $34.95.

Sammy Lightfoot. More than just another climbing game, Sammy
climbs, bounces, swings, and jumps his way through multiple levels of
circus fun. $34.95.

Apple Cider Spider. As a little spider, you can have lots of fun on
your way through a cider factory. Be careful, though; rolling apples,

moving blades, conveyor belts, and apple mashers can smash you like a

bug. Also stay away from those frogs and birds. $34.95.

Ultima II. Create your own personality and venture through dun-

geons and castles, land and sea, space and time to overcome Minax's evil

reign. $59.95.

Dark Crystal. Become Jen, last of the Gelfling race, and return the

shard to the dark crystal before the next great conjunction. Fail and the

reins of power will remain in the clutches of the evil Skeksis. $39.95.

Sirius
Capture the Flag. A unique action game with color graphics and

music. The player competes against the computer using keyboard, joy-

stick, or game paddles. Each player begins in a different section of the

playing field and has his own three-dimensional view of the maze. The
invader tries to find the exit that leads to the flag while the defender tries

to capture the invader, resulting in a hilarious chase. $39.95.

Escapefrom Rungistan. An adventure game featuring music, anima-

tion, and arcade sequences. The player finds himself in a jail cell in

Rungistan, due to be shot at sunrise. His task is to escape the jail and then

the country. Needless to say, there are plenty of obstacles to prevent him
from doing so. $29.95.

Hip Out. The first marble-type game to appear in video format. Play-

ing against the computer or a human opponent, each player tries to pre-

vent the other's marbles from dropping through one of nine different

playing courses by trapping them in gates. The gates flip to release or

trap marbles in a chain reaction as each marble is dropped. $29.95.

Fly Wars. Features a Spider-Fighter, the sole survivor of an alliance

of spiders who dared to challenge the tyranny and oppression of the Ray-

gunites. Ensnaring flies in the web he spins, the player finds them regen-

erated into caterpillars armed with Rayguns. If he can trap them as well,

while dodging their fire, they turn into explosive cocoons. Beetles and

bug spray are among the other weapons of the heartless Raygunites.

$29.95.

Free Fall. A humorous game that has the player falling through space

collecting treasures and avoiding deadly showers of needles, bombs, and

guns on his way to safety holes in the ground. The game features colorful

graphics, three levels of difficulty (each with three playing screens), and

a choice of keyboard, game paddles, or joystick. $29.95.

Gorgon. A computer version of the well-known arcade game licensed

Remodel
CastleWblfenstein

in minutes.
introducing TGEU. The powerful, machine-lan,t;ua>ie utilits'

that remodels every feature of the game. Stop startup delays,

crashes and chest waiting. Get any item, in any quantity.

Start in any room, at any rank. Handicap your aim. Even add

items. And lots more. Includes disk, S-page guide, strategies

and a free map. Only $15, plus $2 postage and handling. From
Moxie, 2049 Century Park East, Suite 5264'A, Los Angeles,

CA 90067. For Apple® and compatible computers. Each disk

numbered and guaranteed. Dealer inquiries invited.
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We added another head
so you won't have to buy another disk.

That's the beauty of a double sided head. A
floppy disk which allows you to read and write on

both sides. For more storage, for more information,

for keeping larger records,

and for improved perfor-

mance of your system.

That's what our new Elite

Two and Elite Three offers.

It's the first double headed
Apple® compatible disk

drive in the industry. And of

course, the technology is

from Rana. We're the com-
pany who gave you 163K

bytes of storage with our Elite One, a 14% increase

over Apple's. And now with our high tech double

sided heads, our Elite Two and Three offers you two

to four times more storage than Apple's. That's

really taking a byte out of the competition.

We putour heads together
to give you a superior disic drive.

We designed the Elite Three to give you near

hard disk capacity with all the advantages of a

minifloppy system. The double sided head oper-

ates on 80 tracks per side, giving you a capacity of

652K bytes. It would take AVi Apples to give you

that. And cost you three times our Elite Three's

reasonable $849 pricetag.

Rana s double sided heads give Apple
II superior disk performance power
than second generation personal com-
puters such as IBM's

It takes 4V2 Apples to equal the capacity
of our superior Elite Three.

The Elite Two offers an impressive 326K bytes

and 40 tracks on each side. This drive is making a
real hit with users who need extra storage, but

don't require top-of-the-line capacity Costwise, it

takes 2^/2 Apple drives to equal the performance of

our Elite Two. And twice as many diskettes. Leave it

to Rana to produce the most cost efficient disk

drive in the world.

We've always had the guts to be a leader.

Our double sided head may be an industry

first for Apple computers, but nobody was surprised.

They've come to expect it from us. Because Rana
has always been a leader We were the first

with a write protect feature, increased capacity

Your word processor stores 5 times as many pages of text on an Elite Three
diskette as the cost ineffective Apple

and accurate head positioning. A first with attrac-

tive styling, faster access time, and the conve-

nience of storing a lot more pages on far fewer

diskettes. We were first to bring high technology to

a higher level of quality

So ask for an Elite One, Two, or Three.

Because when it comes to disk drives, nobody
uses their head like Rana.

RanaSystenns

21 300 Superior Street, Chatsworth, CA9131 1; 213-709-5484, For dealer information call toll free:

1-800-421-2207, In California only call; 1-800-262-1221, Source Number: TCT-654,

©Apple is a registered trademark of Apple Computer. Inc. Available at all participating Computerland stores and other fine computer dealers
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from Williams Electronics. Gorgons are ripping through the atmosphere,

snatching up helpless humans in their talons. The player in his fighter

plane must attack and destroy the Gorgons, cut speed, dive, and rescue

the now-falling people, returning them safely to earth. Radar and hyper-

warp control assist him in his mission. $39.95.

Kabul Spy. An adventure game set in Central Asia. The player

crosses the Afghan border with the help of a guide and then sets out alone

to rescue and secure the secrets of the imprisoned Professor Eisenstadt.

The in-depth plot, extensive vocabulary, and colorful graphics make
Kabul Spy an intriguing adventure game. $34.95.

Plasmania. An arcade-style game simulating a voyage through the

veins of a critically ill patient in order to find and destroy a life-

threatening blood clot near the patient's brain. In a race against time, the

player must maneuver carefully, avoiding and/or destroying the defense

cells, bacteria, antibodies, and enzymes that threaten his mission.

$34.95.

Repton. A complex arcade-style game requiring both strategy and

skill; duo-directional scrolling, option keys, and unlimited levels of play.

The player must stop Quarriors, Spyes, Draynes, and others from steal-

ing Repton's energy and building an enemy base. Repton T-shirt transfer

included. $39.95.

Snake Byte. Lets the player control a snake as it eats apples on its

way through a series of twenty obstacle courses. The snake's length and

speed increase with each apple he eats, making it more and more difficult

not to bump into obstacles, himself, or the optional Perilous Purple

Plums. In addition, penalties are exacted if the snake eats his apples too

slowly. $29.95.

Sneakers. A multiphase arcade game in which the player must battle

a variety of colorful animated creatures, including Sneakers, Cyclops,

Saucers, Fangs, H-Wings, Meteors, Scrambles, and Scrubs. Eight

separate attack scenarios are featured on each of five levels of difficulty.

The player also gets bonus ships for completing each level. $29.95.

Space Eggs. An arcade-style game in which the player cracks open

flying orbs with his ship's phasers and then has to deal with what he's

hatched. Spiders, Wolves, Lips, and Fuzzballs must be destroyed before

they attack. Each package includes a multicolored T-shirt transfer pro-

claiming, "I Fried the Space Eggs!" $29.95.

Wavy Navy. A battle on the high seas featuring amusing graphics,

maritime music, and three levels of skill, each including a number of

progressively more challenging rounds. Kamikaze fighters, helicopters,

and Exocet missiles assail the player from the air as he tries to cope with

huge rolling waves that continually change his position and expose him

to mines in the water. One to four players. $34.95.

Twerps. Combines a number of arcade genres into a multilevel space

scenario. The player controls Captain Twerp, on a rescue mission to

save fellow Twerps from various perils, not the least of which is his own
limited supply of fuel. Players must develop strategies to deal with Or-

bitors, Glingas, and Gleepnoks. Modulated sound effects give the sense

of distance. Eight levels of play. $29.95.

Type Attack. Teaches typing skills in a fast-action arcade-style game.

Giant groups of words and letters falling from the sky can only be

repelled by typing the same words or letters on the computer keyboard.

The game includes thirty-nine preprogrammed lessons, a Lesson Cre-

ator, with which users can design their own lessons, and a real-time

words-per-minute bar with player-selected speeds from one to ninety-

nine. $39.95.

Wayout. A three-dimensional action game featuring twenty-six dif-

ferent mazes, each with its own set of interesting quirks that challenge

the player searching for a way out. Drifting fireflies give clues as to the

direction of the exit, and the player must always be on guard against the

mischievous Cleptangle, which is continually trying to steal the player's

compass and mapmaker. $39.95.

Beer Run. A whimsical game featuring hi-res color graphics and

several levels of play. The player climbs to the top of the Sirius building

via ladders and elevators. Once on the roof, a blimp transports him to the

Olympia building, which he must climb down. He must avoid the

guzzlers and bouncers who try to stop him along the way and catch fall-

ing cans of beer dropped by Artesians. $29.95.

Blade of Blackpoole. An advanced adventure game with numerous

puzzles to baffle and challenge the player as he tries to find the magical

sword Myraglym. The program has provisions for storing and returning

to up to ten stages of play, permits the player to string multiple actions

into single commands, and has a large vocabulary. $39.95.

Buzzard Bait. Pits the player against man-eating birds who prey on

humans in order to feed their young. The player is on a rescue mission to

save the people from their fate. A bonus round for the successful player

offers a second play segment. $34.95.

Sir-tech Software f

Wizardry. A ten-level fantasy role-playing program that will hold

you spellbound. Breathless adventuring awaits you at every turn,

$49.95.

Knight ofDiamonds. The second scenario in the Wizardry universe

Requires thirteenth-level characters created in the first scenario. All six

levels will keep you on your guard. You can never be sure of who or

what you will meet at your next encounter. $34.95.

Legacy of Llylgamyn. The third scenario in the Wizardry saga fea-

tures new window graphics, as seen in the Apple Lisa computer, that

enhance the challenges awaiting you at every turn. Characters from ei-

ther scenario one or two are needed to play this game. $39.95.

Wiziprint. A must for Wizardry fans. This character printout utility

records information such as known spells, attributes, and gold pieces of

your characters quickly, neatly, and in an easy-to-read format. Compati-

ble with all Wizardry scenarios. $24.95.

Police Artist. A fun way to help develop memory and recognition

skills in children and to sharpen these skills in older players. In the game,!

the player is an eyewitness to a crime and must remember the culprit'sl

face in order to identify him in a police lineup or to construct a likenessl

from a catalog of face parts. $34.95.

Star Maze. A hi-res arcade game. Player must venture through i

maze while trying to pick up power crystals. Also must eliminate enemj

ships and keep an eye on a limited power supply. $34.95.

Galactic Attack. Real-time simulation of space wars. To completeB

your mission, you must travel to planets, hold off enemy armies, and

transport human armies to gain control of the planets. Meanwhile, you

must conserve your resources in order to be able to fight off the Kzanta

Star marauders that try to destroy you. $29.95.

Softdisk
Chiang Chest. A two-sided, unprotected disk filled with games,

utilities, and adventures. Man-Eng, Master of Evil is a hi-res adventure

that occupies an entire side of the disk. Also get Space Gom, Hi-Res

Movie, Volume Name Changer, and more. $9.95.

Super Trivia and the Best ofLarry Selzer. A two-sided, unprotected

disk packed with programs, quizzes, games, utilities, and tutorials. Get a

fast-paced trivia game with over 300 questions, a physics demo, a spa

game, and a page-flipping tutorial. $9.95.

Warp and the Best ofDan Tobias. A two-sided unprotected disk with

fifteen programs. In Warp, explore the many worlds of space and time to

escape the clutches of an evil scientist. Planet of the Robots, Musician,

and more. $9.95.

Carrier Lander, by Roger Wick. Simulate landing your jet fighter on

an aircraft carrier. As an added bonus, there are four pinball games on

the back of the disk, which is two-sided and unprotected. $9.95.

Softsmith
The Island Prison. Do you have keen intelligence, sharp memory,

and a passion for mystery? If you can answer yes to any of these ques-

tions, you may be able to escape from the island and gain freedom. Or
you may be the ideal prisoner, a perfect candidate for brainwashing

$32.95.

Southwestern Data Systems
Bezare. First hi-res arcade game written by an alien. Part of the rules

are to discover the rules. Plenty of action with succeeding levels offering

new challenges. $34.95.

Norad. A hi-res, high-speed "wargame" that challenges you to de-

fend the entire continent against a nuclear onslaught. The advantages of

using a little strategy in your playing and the unique game design make

this more than the usual " shoot-'em-up" game. $34.95.

Starfire Games
Casino Master. Gambling can be a very expensive pastime,

especially if you don't know how to win. Casino Master provides the op-
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portunity for you to develop winning skills for seven different casino

games. Each game is accurately simulated in full-color graphics with ex-

citing animation and realistic sound effects. $34.95.

Global Thermonuclear War. Match your wits against the computer

and prevent WW III. Be prepared to fight with a full arsenal of state-of-

the-art tactical and strategic weaponry. Game features Hal speech syn-

thesis, exciting color graphics with animation, realistic sound and special

effects, and skill levels (joystick play optional). $34.95.

Time Machine I. The first in a series of challenging time-travel

adventure games. Catapults you into mind-bending mystery where the

extraordinary is commonplace and dangers are as real as any human ex-

perience. Features exciting graphics, animation, and realistic sound and

special effects. $34.95.

SubLogic
Flight Simulator, by Bruce Artwick. Combines superior flight

simulation with state-of-the-art animated three-dimensional graphics.

Practice takeoffs and landings, steep turns, rolls, and other aerial

maneuvers. If you feel in control of your plane, declare war and head

into enemy territory where your mission is to destroy the enemy's fuel

depot. $25.

Night Mission Pintail, by Bruce Artwick. Arcade simulation pro-

gram with five bumpers, seven standup targets, nine rollovers, two spin-

ners, and much more. Comes with ten preset modes of play. Forty user-

adjustable program parameters let you create and save up to 100 custom

modes of your own design. Paddles are recommended but not required.

$34.95.

Saturn Navigator, by Wes Huntress. Challenge your intellect with

this beautiful hi-res simulated space flight from Earth to Saturn.

Maneuver your spacecraft into an optimal approach trajectory, place the

ship in orbit, and rendezvous with the orbiting Saturn space station.

Sophisticated three-dimensional graphics provide an out-the-window

view of the ringed planet during your approach. $34.95.

Superior Software
The Quest for the Holy Grail. Search through forests and monas-

eries of Merrye Olde England for the Grail and encounter dragons, killer

rabbits, black knights, wanton wenches, man-eating trees, fair maidens,

and many others. $24.95.

Doom Valley. Classic adventure game with features such as game-

save and music. Search for and save plane crash survivors. Copyable,

listable, and modifiable. $19.95.

Asteroid Belt. Fast-action arcade game. Written in assembly lan-

guage, with source code included for advanced progranuners. $24.95.

Telephone Software Connection
Computer Concentration, by John Price. A computer version of the

Concentration game. Locate matching pattern pairs in as few turns as

you can. Has both color and black-and-white versions for either one or

two players. $25.

Three Sigma
Space Spikes. Ground-to-air, air-to-air, and air-to-ground action

awaits you. Defend yourself against falling projectiles, kamikaze pilots,

and the deadly laser batteries. In the finest tradition of space shoot- 'em-

ups. Requires joystick. $20.

Vega$ Video. Before venturing to Lost Wages, Nevada, or to the new
casinos in Frantic City, New Jersey, sharpen your skills with Vega$
Video. Enjoy fast hi-res action as you bet against the house in five-card

stud, red dog, and draw poker. $20.

Top-Notch Productions
Pollywog, by Alan Wootton. Player controls a school of pollywogs.

Eat the algae (but beware the creepies and killer fish) and watch yourself

metamorphose into a frog. Lay your own eggs and bring more pollywogs

into the world. Reach the highest stage of the pollywog life cycle and

you're a prince! Sixty-four levels. $29.95.

Turning Point Software
Pentapus. Your journey begins deep in outer space in a vast and un-

charted region of another universe. To return home, you must control the

stargates between universes. Pentapus is one of the few games a human

can win and includes all those features you've come to know and love.

$29.95.

Ultrasoft
The Mask ofthe Sun. The premiere release of a series of challenging

and truly enjoyable animated adventures. The graphics and animation are

created by a professional artist and Ultravision, Ultrasoft 's exclusive

graphics language. You see and feel your movements; traps have more

realism; puzzles are more involving. Sound, upper/lower case text, and

acceptance of English sentences as commands. $39.95.

The Serpent's Star. In the second of a series of animated adventures,

the search for the Serpent's Star takes Mac Steel into the hostile

Himalayas of Tibet. Ultravision makes possible fabulous hi-res graphics

and animation. Enhanced text handling and vocabulary, sound effects,

and state-of-the-art graphics. $39.95.

United Software of America
Survival Adventure. A helicopter drops you deep in the midst of a

dense jungle. You have only twenty days to complete your mission and

rendezvous with the helicopter. $24.95.

Robot Battle. You have been deposited onto the surface of the planet

Gamma Hydra IV to repel robot invaders that have taken over control of

the planet and are subjecting the colonists to Robotization (a painful

process whereby the human body is transmuted into a robot). Your mis-

sion (whether you decide to accept it or not) is to destroy as many robots

as you can and to save the colonists. $29.95.

Bug Battle. Armed only with your trusty can of bug spray you must

defend your garden from giant caterpillars, spiders, and the weed-plant-

ing next-door neighbor. $22.50.

Star Dance. Do you have the skill to balance a nova star or capture a

blazing sun? You'll find out when you take the master control with Star

Dancel $24.95.

Space Raiders. Take command of your star fighter for the ride of

your life! Blast off through hyper-space to different sectors of the galaxy

to save the federation star bases from alien invasion! $24.95.

Versa Computing
Battlesight. A real-time tank warfare simulation on a hi-res,

three-dimensional battlefield. Player has five M60A3 tanks dug in on

high ground overlooking the enemy's avenue of approach. This is not an

arcade game against relatively defenseless Klingons, but a realistic

simulation involving well-equipped and trained adversaries. $39.95.

Wolffware
Sports Complex. A set of three sports simulations—baseball (Apple-

soft), football (Integer), and golf (Applesoft). Baseball uses real player

stats; disk includes fourteen teams and utility to add more. Football pits

player versus player or computer. Twenty-eight offensive plays, thirteen

defensive formations. Golf consists of eighteen-hole course in graphics.

$30.

Xerox Education Publications
Fat City. Get in a wrecker and see how many buildings you can flat-

ten before flying garbage cans flatten you. Nine towns. Disk, poster,

stickers, instructions, vinyl binder. For ages eight to ninety-nine.

$39.95.

Chivalry. A fantasy board game/computer game. Play twenty arcade-

style games in your quest to rescue the king. Disk, gameboard, playing

pieces, poster, user's guide. One to four players. Ages eight to ninety-

nine. $49.95.

Stickybear Basketbounce. Win points by catching objects—before

running out of baskets, getting clunked on the head, or being tripped.

Sixteen rounds. Disk, poster, desktop mobile, stickers, instructions.

Ages three to ninety-nine. $39.95.

Old Ironsides. Maneuver your ship and outwit your opponent in this

two-player game. Use powder magazines, compasses, cannons. Graph-

ics re-create real sailing experiences. Disk, poster, log book, binder.

Ages eight to ninety-nine. $39.95.

Stickybear Bop. Animated shooting galleries ofjuggling Stickybears,

ducks, planets, balloons, and more to knock off the screen while ducking

falling sandbags. Disk, game, poster, stickers, instructions. Ages three

to ninety-nine. $39.95.
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Action-Research Northwest
AIDA (Apple Interactive Data Analysis). Statistical analysis package

for production research work with large survey data files. Full range of

analysis, from descriptive statistics to multiple regression. Complete

data manipulation, transformation, and case selection. Fast and accurate

calculations. Up to 4,000 cases and 255 variables per file. $235.

Addison-Wesley Publishing
Bursar Student Activity Fund Accounting System. Keeps track of

funds generated by such extracurricular activities as athletic teams, march-

ing bands, newspapers, yearbooks, scholarships, and student councils.

A comprehensive system, providing everything from receipts to printed

reports. No accounting background needed. $195.

Energy Monitor. Energy-use monitoring system tracks energy use

within a single building or for as many as ninety buildings. Accounts for

energy units, energy expenditures, and energy use relative to climatic

variables. Produces a set of six reports that contain information on how
much of each fuel type is used in each facility on a month-by-month

basis, as well as comparing this year's consumption to last year's. $245.

Equip School Equipment Inventory System. An equipment inven-

tory program designed specifically for schools. It enables education

managers to allocate, locate, and account for all the physical assets of a

department, school, or school system. $195.

Micro-DSS/Analysis. Provides the materials executives need to make
the best possible decisions. Designed for ad hoc analysis, it does not im-

pose a fixed approach to analysis. DSS/A lets you explore relationships

between different kinds of data in minutes. It is explicitly designed to

provide flexibility by combining the tools needed for effective decision

making. $495.

Micro-DSS/Finance. Microcomputer modeling with mainframe

power gives financial planners and managers the full power of a com-

prehensive planning, analysis, reporting, and graphics system on a

desktop computer, combining the ease of built-in standard functions with

sophistication that enables you to manipulate, cross-reference, and rear-

range information as though you were using a large computer system.

$795.

Purchase. Annual school purchasing system. Makes a school's an-

nual ordering process a cost-effective system. Purchase compiles

specifications, computes quantities and prices, and prints all necessary

forms. Use in a single department, school, or an entire school system.

$195.

Advanced Systems Concepts
Printer Sharing Units and Port Expanders. For business computers.

Allows sharing of printers by multiple work stations, as well as expan-

sion of computer ports. Manual and intelligent data switches available

for RS-232C or parallel interfaces peripheral networks. Twenty-four-

hour ASCI Express Service for business needs. $60 to $200 per port.

AgDisk/HTS
Budget Analysis. Extension module to farm accounting permits

budgeting based on the previous year's data. Percentage increases or

decreases can be made across the board. Actual versus projected per-

formances can be presented as a graph on the screen or printed. Compare
current budget with previous year's budget. $150.

Cash Flow Analysis. Extension module to farm accounting or stand-

alone product. Cash flows can be generated for one year in the future or

up to five years. Provides condensed listing or detailed listing. Four

graphs are provided. Period comparison, expense percentage graph,

operating loan analysis, net cash comparison. $150.

Corn/Soybean Management. Contains five different programs:

Grain Storage Decisions, Harvest Loss Calculations, Crop Yield

Calculator, Field Population Calculator, and Planter Calibration. You
can adjust variables to determine how much crop to store and when to

sell. Also determine combined efficiency, estimate yields, and establish

the right plant population. $140.

Crop/Livestock Profit Projector. Use on any type of farm enterprise.

Designed to answer two important questions: What should I produce and

how much should I produce? It projects profits for specific enterprises

based on expected production costs and market conditions. Built-in

"what if allows in-depth analysis. Bar graphs are generated to illustrate

expenses as percentage of income. $95.

Crop Record Keeping. Crop and field information can be kept on an

unlimited number of topics. Subject areas such as plowing, disking,

planting, and harvesting. Plant population, row spacing, fertilizer ap-

plications and costs, weather information, and special comment section

for your own input are provided. Graph comparisons can also be

generated. $600.

Enterprise Analysis. Extension module to Farm Accounting.

Generate specific profit and loss reports for each of your farm enter-

prises. Generate this information on the enterprise as a whole or account

by account for the enterprise and on a ' 'per' ' basis defined by you (per

CWT, per acre, per pound, and so on). $150.

Farm Accounting. You have double-entry accuracy with single-entry

ease. Cash or accrual basis; 250 account capacity. Select your chart of

accounts from six predesigned farm charts of accounts, then change and

update them as you wish. Control the length of accounting period and se-

quence of report printouts. $600.



Financial Management. Contains five programs, each dealing with a

different area of money management. The Land Purchase Analysis pro-

gram lets you make an in-depth cash flow analysis before any purchase is

made. Accurately calculate cash flow per acre, ratio of borrowed money
versus market value, loan balance, and many other parameters. Also on

the disk are Depreciation Schedules, Farm Profit Analysis, Loan Cost

Calculator, and Interest Income Calculator. $140.

Machinery Management. Contains four programs for operation cost

estimation that help you calculate total fixed and variable costs of any

piece of machinery. Also programs that let you determine the benefits of

leasing versus buying machinery, and ownership versus custom hiring.

$140.

Market Charting. Helps you make commodity buying and selling

decisions based on thorough market information. Up to thirty-two com-
modities can be charted. Bar charts, point and figure charts, basis charts,

and spread charts can be generated. Complete with zoom and forward

and backward tracking of each commodity. Trend lines can also be

generated. $450.

Swine Management. Contains four programs: Swine Ration

Analysis, which also graphs your adequacy of ration, Feeder Pit

Analysis, Hog Selling Decision, and Sow Productivity Calculator. $140.

Swine Record Keeping. Record information for swine producers.

Breed types, management practices, gestation actions, death causes,

culling flags vital to decision making, production targets to meet user

specifications. Weekly worksheets printed for open and available swine.

Data entry can be made by groups or by individual animal . Breeding in-

ventory, sow productivity, sow history, pig death, boar conception rate,

and production target reports can be generated. $600.

VisiCalc Templates. Work with the popular VisiCalc program.

Business management, cow-calf herd management, crop management,

feed-lot cattle management, machinery management, swine farrowing

management, swine finishing management. Set-up files to speed up



manipulation of the template, as well as example data files, are included.

$95 per volume.

Aguila
E-Setup. A printer control utility that allows the user to preset print

options before using existing software. Can specify print style, line spac-

ing, and paper control from a simple "plain English" menu without pro-

gramming control codes or installing additional hardware. Printers sup-

ported include Epson, Okidata, Gemini, NEC, and Prowriter. $34.95.

Alf Products
CP/M-86. For the Alf 8088 processor card. Provides Apple users

with access to a wide variety of software written to run under CP/M-86.

$100.

Alpha Logic Business Systems
VC Expand. Allows you to use VisiCalc with Saturn memory

boards to provide up to 176K of usable workspace in an Apple. VC Ex-

pand/80 provides additional workspace and the added ability to work

with eighty columns using many of the popular eighty-column boards.

$69 and $89 respectively.

Alternative Software
Micropayroll. Source-listed, menu-driven, permits fifteen deductions

per employee, up to 145 employees, multistate and local taxes, fixed sal-

ary, hourly, piecework, and commissions, multiple overtime rates.

User-changeable tax rates. NEBS standard checks. All reports. $199.95.

Anthro-Digital
F.A.R.M. Accounting package that does accounting the way

farmers do it. This is not a VisiCalc screen or an adapted general ledger,

but a cash basis system that allows complete reporting covering crop and

livestock enterprises, and so on. Produces Kw/Ca/c-compatible Schedule

F. Multiple checking accounts too. $395.

F.A.R.M. Aids. A set of seven VisiCalc templates for fanners, in-

cluding Cash Flow Summary, Inventory Summary and Net Worth, Best

Crop, Finishing Hogs Planner, Feeder Pig Production Planner, Beef
Feeder Planner, and Dairy Cow Production Planner. $60.

My Secret. An effective data encryption/decryption program for any

Apple II files, including graphics, text, VisiCalc, program, and many
word processor files, even entire disks. The single password may include

any keyboard character. $19.95.

Performance Manager. Runs automatically within VisiCalc to track

performance of a project against goals or budget and give results in ab-

solute and percentage values in comparison to previous month and same

month a year ago. $35.

Rental Manager. An integrated accounting package for the apart-

ment rental property manager. Includes A/R, A/P, GL, and tenant

records, all connected for automatic posting and double-entry account-

ing. Fixed asset management is also included. $695.

Versacalc. A unique enhancement of VisiCalc that sorts VisiCalc

screens, automates processing with menu-selectable modules, and in-

cludes an extensive tutorial on those parts of VisiCalc not well

documented in its own manual. Easel binder. $100.

Apple

BPI Business Accounting System. A practical, no-nonsense pro-

gram. It was designed by business and accounting professionals for use

in many kinds of business. It operates quickly and easily so you have

rapid access to your accounting records. The result for you is a decrease

in clerical/operator time and faster, more profitable response to every-

day business questions. Five individual systems: general ledger, ac-

counts receivable, inventory control, payroll, and job cost. These sys-

tems function independently and are available separately or they can

interface with one another as one comprehensive accounting system.

Gives you immediate capabilities in specific areas and provides for the

addition of other systems when you need them. Two disk drives. $395
per module except job cost: $595.

Apple II Business Graphics. Gives you the advantage of seeing the

big picture. Allows you to convert sales and stock activities, production

schedules, manpower projections, quality and control data into easy-to-

read, comprehensive charts and graphs. Viewing numerical information

graphically gives you a sharp perspective on the figures affecting your

organization. Language card. $175.

Senior Analyst II. Allows professionals to put away their pencil, pa-

per, and calculator when tackling corporate planning and financial

modeling projects. Powerful planning tool that will save time and reduce

errors by making it easy to create and display different budget and plan-

ning models, profit and loss reports, cash flow projections, and fore-

casts. Two disk drives. Language card. $225.

Quick File He. Easy-to-use personal database filing system that gen-

erates reports, sorts. Fifteen fields; files as long as disk allows. $100.

Applied Software Technology
Invoicing Template. Used in conjunction with VersaForm, provides

a powerful but easy-to-use invoicing application package. Predefined en-

try screen, including data entry checking and automatic calculations, for-

mat for output to preprinted invoice forms, control instructions for sev-

eral management reports including sales analysis and accounts

receivable, and a start-up set of forms. $49.95.

Purchase Order Template. Used in conjunction with VersaForm,

provides a powerful but easy-to-use purchasing application package. In-

cludes predesigned entry screen, including data entry checking and auto-

matic calculations, format for using preprinted purchasing forms, sev-

eral sets of management report instructions, and a start-up set of forms.

$49.95.

Legal Office Manager. Used in conjunction with VersaForm to auto-

mate recordkeeping, billing, scheduling, and database management
functions of a small to medium-sized law practice. Includes a system for

month-end close/billing that brings balances forward. Includes Versa-

Form'^ comprehensive error checking and flexible reporting. $249.

Qbase Personal Database/Reporting System. Provides greater ac-

curacy by allowing extensive data entry checking to be built into entry

screen design. Report definition has rich selection options and easy for-

matting of any data filed. Report instructions are saveable, with variable

title or selection values available. $189.

VersaForm Business Database. Provides free-form screen design of

files based on familiar business forms, with headings and column areas.

Includes extensive data entry checking and automatic filing built in by

the user. Flexible report function contains powerful data selection op-

tions. Easy formatting for output to preprinted forms in batch or singly.

$389.

Artsci
Magicalc. A spreadsheet program that supports multiple RAM

cards in any combination up to 512K. Capable of forty or seventy-

column software display and eighty-column hardware display. Column
widths are adjustable. Cells and columns may be made invisible to hide

sensitive data. Compatible with DIF and VisiCalc formats. $149.95.

Magic Mailer. An automatic form letter package that will insert

names and any other information into a document and print personalized

letters. Automatically rejustifies the letter each time. Allows the user to

enter one name at a time or accepts hundreds of names stored on disk.

Capable of selected mailings. $69.95.

Magic Memory. A database designed to simplify the storage of

valuable information. Simulating an address book, the database has two

sets of index tabs (A-Z and twenty-four tabs you label yourself). Each

tab can hold 250 nine-line records. You can add, delete, edit, sort, and

transfer information with a single keystroke. $99.95.

Magic Words. An automatic spelling dictionary for checking letters

and documents written with the family of Artsci word processors. The

system will perform a variety of tasks, from printing a list of errors to

checking and rewriting a correct document back to disk. Contains 14,000

words and has provisions for hundreds of custom user dictionaries.

$69.95.

Artworx
Mail List 3.0, by Arthur Walsh. Stressing ease of use along with

powerful features, this is a versatile data manager. Addresses are

created, edited, added to, or deleted from your files. Entries retrieved by

name, keywords, or zip code. Can be written to a printer or to another

disk file for complete file management. Program will produce address

labels (one, two, or three-up) and will sort alphabetically or by zip code

(five or nine digits). More than 1,000 addresses can be stored on a
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itypical single-density disk. With minor changes to the program code,

[virtually any size address label can be used. $39.95.

I

Ask Micro
Accounting Plus II. A comprehensive accounting system that con-

sists of the four modules needed to automate a small business's account-

ing process: General Ledger, Accounts Payable, Accounts Receivable,

and Inventory. Other modules available include standalone Inventory,

\Payroll Plus, Labels Plus, Invoices Plus, Data Plus, and GL Plus. $400

to $1,250.

Accounting Plus Super He. Easy-to-use, cost-effective way of

organizing and processing financial data into useful management infor-

mation. Interactive modules supply General Ledger, Accounts Payable,

Accounts Receivable, Inventory Control, and Payroll. $395 per module.

Chuck Atkinson Programs
Pro-Bookkeeper. Single-entry bookkeeping that gives you income

and expense, pay, and tax reports. Prints checks. $199.

Quick Register. Point-of-sale inventory tracking. Print sales slips,

I lautomatic purchase orders, and price identification tags. No sorting.

I ;$250.

t iAvant-Garde
j

Ultra Plot. A menu-driven, flexible business graphics package. The

iiuser
can design and print pie charts, scatter charts, bar charts, stacked

ibar charts, line graphs, high-low graphs, and a unique United States map
chart. $70.

I

Ultra Plot/DIF/Datagraph. Package has all the features of Ultra Plot

ibusiness graphics package plus a DIP interface. Interface allows the user

to search, select, sort, total, or average data from VisiCalc or other DIP
files and use the data to create business graphics. $99.

BPI Systems
I Business Analyst. A cash flow manager. Accepts financial informa-

tion from BPI General Accounting, or operates independently. Maintains

budget spreadsheets, tracks P & L, and provides for business fore-

casting. Statements: Income, Changes in Financial Position, Changes in

Net Working Capital. Reports: Ratio/Variance Analyses. $395 to $595.

Payroll. Multistate payroll program automatically calculates gross

pay, tax withholdings, deductions or allowances to pay, and net pay for

all employees. System can handle regular, overtime, and double-time

hours; varying pay scales per employee; and integration with the CYMA
General Ledger for complete job cost capabilities. $1,095.

Small Business. Includes complete integration of general ledger, ac-

counts receivable, accounts payable, and payroll functions, as well as al-

jphanumeric customer, vendor, and employee numbers. Audit files store

[original entry information resulting from corrections or changes to date.

Twenty-six user-defined journals can be set up in the general ledger.

Budgeting by account and subaccount; date sensitivity throughout the

system. $1,095.

Church Management. Provides churches with computerized mem-
ber recordkeeping, accounting, text editing. Features member access by
name, number or group, budget projections, income accounting. Prints

income statements, mailing labels, letters, newsletters, directories,

geographical visitation lists, and groupings such as Sunday school and
choirs. $495.

Broadway Software
Diskinvoice System. Reliable, low-cost accounts receivable package

for the small business, free lancer, or professional. Written in Applesoft

Basic. Generates invoices, file copies, and statements quickly and easily.

Unprotected and guaranteed. Full documentation included. $55.

Broderbund Software
Accounts Receivable. Four hundred customers and 1,725 transac-

tions per data disk—unlimited number of disks. Prints invoices,

statements, aging report, customer list, mailing labels, past due notices,

payment report, bank deposit slip, salesperson and department analysis.

$395.

General Ledger with Payables. Two thousand ledger accounts, three

levels, 255 second and 255 third locations, 200 open payable accounts,

1,000 checks per disk. Up to 1,600 open invoices. Prints trial balance

report, profit and loss statements, balance sheet, checks, check register,

and many other reports. It also has a user-defined report generator.

$495.

Payroll. Three hundred employees per data disk, up to fifteen divi-

sions or states, five taxable types of pay, thirty additional deduction

types. Computes all necessary taxes. Prints check detail, check register,

checks, W-2s, summary reports, and all necessary quarterly and annual

reports for 941 reporting. $395.

BusinessMaster
BusinessMaster Plus. A fully integrated, menu-controlled general

business accounting and bookkeeping software package including

general ledger, accounts receivable with order entry, accounts payable

with vouchers and purchase orders, payroll, inventory, fixed asset ac-

counting, and mailing list. Requires 64K (CP/M 2.2), two disk drives,

and a 132-column printer. $495.

Business Solutions
The Incredible Jack ofAll Trades. An integrated software package

that combines word processing, file management, calculation analysis,

and the ability to sort and print mailing labels all in one easy-to-use pro-

gram. $179.

Cache Data Systems
Ledger, by Bruce Scott. A menu-driven double-entry general ledg-

er, supporting forty accounts and 12,000 journal entries. Built-in reports

include trial balance, journal and ledger listings. Financial report for-

mats are user-defined and flexible. Also supports automatic posting of

the journal, closing of accounts, nine special journals, and journal con-

solidation. For the CP/M Apple. $105.

Calcshop
OpVal. A stock option analysis program that takes just eighteen sec-

onds to evaluate ninety-six options. Features include newspaperlike tabu-

lar displays for forecasted and quoted prices, expected profit, and more.

Black-Sholes calculations; recall of all security information; market
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quotes from Dow Jones or keyboard; auto-calendar to the year 2060;

strategy and position graphs. $250.

Century Software
Tax Byte '83. A tax planning program that provides the means to

plan income strategy. The menu options offer a quick, easy, and efficient

tool to analyze tax liability through "what if" simulation before making

an irreversible decision. $69.95.

CET Research Group
SEQS (Simultaneous Equation Solver). Determines a real root

from one equation or solves a family of as many as twenty equations,

which may be a combination of linear, nonlinear, and transcendental.

Applications range from compound interest calculations to solution of

engineering problems. Specific models may be formulated and stored on

disk for recall and use with recurring problems. $100.

Commercial Software Systems

Real Estate Models for the Eighties. Set of sixteen VisiCalc-

compatible templates for "creative financing" analysis. The models help

analyze wraparound, buydown, ARM, GEM, SAM, and many other

mortgage plans. The templates are completely up-to-date with current

real estate practices and tax laws. $65.

Compu-Law
Client Management System 2.0. Law office A/R and billing pro-

gram, written in Pascal and entirely menu-driven and self-prompting.

The program enables a small law office to keep track of its time, ex-

penses, and payments, and to produce customized statements and a va-

riety of management and financial reports. $2,495.

Compumax
Bill of Materials. Software package written specifically for the

small manufacturer. Designed to handle inventory control and materials

requirement planning. Will also "explode" your bill of materials. $350.

Compu-Tations
Mail/Phone List. A versatile utility program for school, home, or

work. User enters and stores name, address, and phone data for friends

or businesses. The information may be changed, deleted, sorted, and

printed on the screen or on mailing labels. $14.95.

Computer Systems Design

Restaurant Profit Analysis. Tracks sales and performs inventory

control . Allows for entry of ingredient base and for definition of menu
items. Enter sales keyed by waiter/waitress or in batch quantities. Tracks

loss, pilferage. $495.

Computer Tax Service

Money Street. Checkbook financial system that cuts taxes, controls

expenses, and saves accounting time. One hundred user-defined ac-

counts, 2,400 entries, unlimited checking accounts, credit card account-

ing. $99.95.

CompuTrac
CompuTrac. A consolidated program that allows the stock or com-

modities trader to generate studies in technical analysis and associated

bar graphs to anticipate market trends. Maintains a strong support

system to help with any problems. Members receive frequent program
updates. $1,800.

Maxiledger. Enhanced general ledger package offering user-

definable detail and subtotal accounts as well as divisional reporting

capabilities. $350.

Microbase. Data management system with the ability to locate, sort,

and select needed information from a larger base of information. Fast,

flexible report generator. $149.

Microinv. A series of programs that carry out the inventory control

functions of a small business. The master file maintains detailed informa-

tion on your inventory stock, while the transaction file monitors data on

items received into your inventory or issued to job locations. $140.

Microledger. Performs the essential duties of double-entry book-

keeping. The programs will interact with other Compumax accounting

programs using two files. $140.

Micropay. Handles the necessary operations of accounts payable re-

1

quired by most small businesses. Two files are used to monitor activity

during a user-defined period and to keep a permanent record of all due I

and paid A/P. $140.

Micropers. A complete payroll system and a personnel management

system. The payroll system handles both hourly employees paid on z.

weekly basis and salaried employees paid biweekly. $140.

Microrec. Manages and documents the accounts receivable functionsi

of your business accounting system. Using a transaction file you can

monitor transactions and then accumulate them into a master file. $140.!

Order Entry. Handles documentation and control of both purchase!

orders and sales orders. It generates and prints orders and statements ir

mailable format. Manages changes in description, price, and quantity

when orders are shipped or delivered. Computes tax and monitors bacli

orders. $140.

Concept Group
Architect's Business Manager. Complete financial management

package for architectural firms. Fully interactive job cost system with

payroll, general ledger, accounts payable, and receivables. For small

and medium-sized firms (250 employees, 134 active jobs). Compatible

with ALA accounting system. $2,200 with $150 annual update fee.

Engineer's Business Manager. Complete financial management

package for engineering firms. Fully interactive job cost system with

payroll, general ledger, accounts payable, and receivables. For small

and medium-sized firms (250 employees, 134 active jobs). Compatible

with ALA accounting system. $2,200 with $150 annual update fee.

Prompter. Helps you keep your project on time, coordinate and

report on all the tasks that must be done to complete your projects, and

allocate resources to the tasks as they have to be done. Allows on-screen

entry and editing for schedule modification. Requires CP/M. $89.

Consumers Software
Spreadsheet Auditor. VisiCalc users—your spreadsheets can look

perfect and still be wrong. The Spreadsheet Auditor lets you print the

formulas behind your spreadsheets in an easy-to-read grid. Large formu-

las can be wrapped around. Ideal for documentation, training, as well as

error finding. $99.

Continental Software
F.C.M. A filing, cataloguing, and mailing program to keep any type

of record on your personal computer. With F.C.M.'s form letter, thd

program ties into a variety of word processors, allowing the user to have

standard form letters and mailing lists. $99.95.

The Home Accountant. Personal and small business financial

management program tracks all your finances automatically. The pro-

gram budgets, forecasts, keeps track of checkbooks, reconciles bani

statements, and even prints checks. It also flags and recalls any tax

deductions. $74.95.

Property Management. Accounting program for owners anc

managers of residential, industrial, and commercial properties ol

developments of up to 1 ,000 units. This program calculates and displays

standard accounting reports for the overall property along with tracking

individual accounting records of each tenant, such as date of lasi

rent/lease. $495.

The Tax Advantage. A tax assistance and year-round tax planning

program. Takes you through standard federal 1040 tax forms and relatec

schedules. With its one-key commands, the user can tell at any point ir

the 1040 how much tax is owed. Performs complex operations such as

income averaging and describes any item of the federal United States ta>

form. $59.95.

Craftsbury Software
Mail Manager. Professional mailing list program that creates mai

merger files for all versions of Apple Writer II, Screen Writer II, Ex

ecutive Secretary, Magic Window II, and for its own built-in word proc

essor. Features 9,999-record capacity, instant search over any com
bination of fields, sort by name, zip code, or any other field, labels in u].

to four columns, and user-defined file structure. $89.95.



ICyber-Tech
The Wall Street Analyst. Program works in conjunction with Value

Line Investment Survey and features two levels of analysis. It is menu-

driven, and analyzed stocks can easily be graphed, printed, stored,

ranked, and updated. Program and manual, $74.95.

CYMA
Accounts Payable. A cash management tool that optimizes a small or

medium-sized business 's use of its cash. To fit the needs of different

businesses, cash basis or accrual accounting methods may be used. Any
(changes to data in the system that affect financial position are recorded as

a complete entry in the audit files. $1,095.

Accounts Receivable. Provides small to medium-sized businesses

with up-to-the-minute account ledgers and aging detail on receivables.

Easy to use, functions transparently, and adheres to sound accounting

principles. $1,095.

Client Accounting. Based on the CYMA General Ledger. Performs

job costing, budgeting, and graphing of activity within accounts. Goes

beyond General Ledger by performing after-the-fact payroll, loan

amortization, and ratio analysis. $1,695.

Construction. One to thirteen budget periods, with the option to roll

teach total into a separate budget for complete tracking of income and ex-

pense accounts; complete job costing capabilities; automatic generation

of recurring and/or reversing entries; check registers showing broken

check sequence and voided checks; trial balance and funds flow work-

sheets; complete audit files that automatically record changes affecting

the financial position of the company. $2,795.

General Ledger. Stores general journal transactions and job cost en-

tries with complete audit trails. Provides up to twenty-six different

user-defined financial statement formats and produces a comprehensive

range of financial reports for screen display or printing. The system has

superior password protection and extensive data file integrity-check and

backup/restore facilities. $1,095.

Inventory. A complete inventory management and order entry sys-

tem that includes multilevel bills of materials, sales and purchase order

entry, back-order tracking, subassemblies, and finished goods in multi-

ple locations. It is designed for small to medium-size wholesale or retail

operations and can be integrated with other CYMA accounting packages.

$1,095.

\\ Medical, Orthodontic, Dental, Chiropractic. These medical pro-

rigrams provide patient billing, third-party billing, practice analysis, and

patient recall. Allows the practice to use any combination of balance for-

. ward, open-item, and contract receivables with payment-book capabili-

S jties. Single or multiple-doctor practices can be managed with this sys-

i Item. Automatically generated insurance forms for chosen patients.

1,695.

i
Data Security Concepts

I

VisiCalc Formatting Aids 4.5. Gives Apple II -I- /He or Apple III

jjowners formatting features while retaining the speed, power, and

I jmemory of standard VisiCalc. Now printed reports can look their best

with variable width columns, selective rows and columns, comma inser-

tion, centered headers, and many other local and global enhancements.

One or two drives. $54.95.

Decision Support Software
The Business Accountant. A general ledger that does not require

accounting knowledge. Instantaneous balance sheet as well as profit and

loss. Back-date entries with automatic end of month's balances adjust-

ment. Define 200 accounts and sixty-three codes (for project manage-

ment). Optional interface to VisiCalc and Multiplan. $225.

Digisoft Computers
Mailcom. Send over 2,000 letters per hour, delivered in less than

''forty-eight hours at twenty-six cents a piece, from your computer, using

ithe U.S. Postal Service's E-Com system. Menu-driven software, in-

cluding a text editor, mailing list manager, set-up and format programs,
and communications. $195.

Digital Marketing
Bibliography. Compares citations in a manuscript with entries in a

card catalog and constructs a bibliography of all entries cited. Entries are

added to the catalog using a text editor. Each catalog entry has a key-

name followed by bibliographic information. Entries may be of any

length and format. Will work with most word processors including

WordStar, Spellbinder, PeachText, and SuperWriter. $125.

Datebook II. Schedule appointments for up to twenty-seven different

doctors or lawyers. Three appointment schedules are displayed on the

screen at a time. Searches for openings that fit time of day, day of week,

and/or year constraints. Appointments are made, modified, or canceled

easily. Copies of day's appointments can be printed quickly. $295.

Dental Practice Management. A versatile A/R and practice-analysis

system for single or multiple doctor practices. The system is pro-

grammed to print statements on "speed-mailer" or preprinted forms; in-

surance statements are set for ADA-approved forms, or the system will

print any form desired by the user. It produces a range of management

reports, mailing and recall labels, and a file-word processing interface.

$995.

Footnote. Automatically numbers and formats footnote calls, foot-

notes and text, placing footnotes on the bottom of the correct page. At

user's option, the footnotes can also be removed from the text file to a

separate note file. Footnotes can be entered singly or in groups, in the

middle or at the end of paragraphs. Includes Pair, a companion program

that checks on the termination of underline and boldface commands.
$125.

Milestone. A project management and time scheduling program that

uses a critical path network analysis process to schedule manpower, dol-

lars, and time. It can be used by executives, engineers, managers, or

business people to produce a Pert chart or to investigate tradeoffs be-

tween manpower, dollars, and time. Requires 56K RAM and CP/M or

UCSD p-System. $295.

Plan 80. A financial modeling system that's easy to use and powerful

enough to replace most timesharing applications. You write a Plan 80

model just the way you would write a letter using any editor or word
processing program. You'll remember how you created the model, be-

cause calculations are defined using English, not matrix coordinates.

$295.

The Specialist. A medical billing/accounts receivable package spe-

cifically designed with the specialist in mind. This easy-to-use but com-

prehensive package is available in five different specialties: anes-

thesiology, family practice, internal medicine, radiology, and surgery.

For a single- or multiple-doctor practice. $995 to $1,495.

Hyper Typer. A personal typing teacher for beginning typists.

Prompts the user for all corrunands, familiarizes him with the typewriter

keyboard, and guides him through speed drills. $29.95.

Disk Depot

GolfLeague Statistics. Fully automated system to manage, analyze,

and print records for an industrial or school league of up to twenty teams

and fifty players, with minimal effort. Automatic team scheduling, tee-

off order, player standings, USGA handicap system, course records by

player and course, equitable stroke adjustment, and computed match

play points. $139.95.

DJR Associates

FMS-80. Database management simplified for new users. Screen

Writer program automatically defines a file and data entry screen from

the format that has been established on the word processing screen.

Menu-driven, generates custom-made reports without programming.

Special development language accesses up to nineteen open files at the

same time, performs random and sequential keyed reads and writes, and

supports full string handling operations for complex business, financial,

and scientific applications. $395.

Dow Jones
Market Analyzer. A technical analysis product that allows automatic

collection, storage, and updating of historical and daily stock market

quotes and construction of technical analysis charts. Accesses informa-

tion from Dow Jones News/Retrieval. $349.

Market Manager. A portfolio management product that allows pri-

vate and professional investors to access pricing and financial informa-

tion, and provides an accounting and control system for portfolio of se-
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(714) 779-2772 TELEX: 183511 CSMA
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curities. Accesses information from Dow Jones News/Retrieval. $299.

Market Microscope. A fundamental analysis product that allows

users to choose and follow indicators for extensive lists of stocks and

industry groups and to sort, rank, screen, and get critical points for buy-

ing and selling. Accesses information from Dow Jones News/Retrieval.

$699.

Dynacomp
Life Cycle Analysis and Depreciation. Creates a data file of

business expenses for equipment which can later be used to calculate and

display a variety of reports. You may project annual costs, find the pres-

ent worth, create depreciation schedules, and justify tax deductions.

$39.95.

Payfive. Flexible payroll accounting package with special capabilities

that will allow your accountant to do your records from the check stubs.

$149.95.

Portfolio Management. Written by a stock broker to help manage

portfolios for individual customers. A variety of reports, attractively and

professionally laid out, can be generated for clients. $69.95.

Text Master. A general-purpose text editor that features English-

oriented textual information. Interfaces with any printer connected to

your Apple. Can process any length file segment by segment; thus it is

possible to process files as large as a disk. $49.95.

Stock Master/Stock Plot. Companion programs designed to help the

investor record fiscal data on companies of interest, record stock transac-

tions, and track price action on these same companies. $59.95.

Data Smoother. Provides the user with a fast and easy means to least-

squares smooth equally spaced data and plot the results. Any size data set

may be treated within the memory limits of your machine. Very useful

for smoothing out day-to-day stock market fluctuations in order to deter-

mine underlying trends. Also beneficial in planning inventory based on

varying sales volume. $23.95.

Fourier Analyzer. A scientific program that can be used to examine

the frequency spectrum characteristics of defined duration signals, such

as groups of pulses. The user inputs a data set, which is Fourier trans-

formed into the frequency space descriptors of amplitude and phase. The
results are then displayed in tabular form. A powerful tool for the engi-

neer, scientist, student, or anyone involved in cyclic phenomena (music,

stocks, and so on). $23.95.

Microcomputer Bond Program. Designed to help you evaluate

bonds. Provides a quick and easy way to estimate prices and yields of

fixed income securities under a broad range of assumptions and estimates

about the future. $59.95.

Microcomputer Stock Program. Designed to help you analyze stock

prices. Provides timing signals for stock purchases and sales. Buy and

sell indicators are generated by means of a unique auto-regressive price

trend analysis. Requires only weekly high, low, and close prices and the

volume of shares to aid you in your investment decisions. Completely

menu-driven and easy to use. $59.95.

Tax Optimizer. Designed to evaluate various tax alternatives and to

select the most advantageous method for the preparation of individual

federal income tax returns. You can easily determine the advantages or

disadvantages of your projected financial decisions and actions. $59.95.

Transfer Function Analyzer. Frequency spectrum analysis package

designed with the engineer in mind. It applies the concept of the Fourier

integral transform to an input data set to provide a frequency domain rep-

resentation of the function approximated by that input data. Based on

Dynacomp's Fourier Analyzer, but includes special data handling fea-

tures. A key tool for the electronics and acoustics engineer involved in

the analysis of limited-duration signals. $29.95.

Active Circuit Analysis Program (ACAP). An active and passive cir-

cuit analysis program. Can be used to solve for the node voltages of a

network. The circuit elements that can be analyzed by ACAP are

resistors, capacitors, inductors, voltage sources, current sources, and a

voltage-controlled current source. $43.95.

Analysis of Variance. Four programs in one. Each program per-

forms a specific task matched to the designed experiment under analysis.

$43.95.

Basic Scientific Subroutines, Volume 1, by F. Ruckdeschel. The
first in a series of books designed to provide microcomputer users with

scientific subroutines written in Basic. These subroutines have been

designed to facilitate the application of microcomputers to scientific

tasks that have previously been largely in the domain of the large

timeshare mainframe computers. $20.95.

Basic Statistical Subroutines, Volume 1. A collection of non
parametric statistics routines keyed to the text, Nonparametric Statistics

for the Behavioral Sciences, by Sidney Siegal. The routines are writter

in Basic and can all be called from an easy-to-use menu. Full facilitie

for data storage, retrieval, and editing are also provided. Comes with

100 -I- -page instruction book. $99.95.

Beam Deflection. The first in Dynacomp's new series of structura

analysis software packages. Consists of two programs. First prograa

permits the development of data files that describe the problem. Follow

ing this, the analysis program is called. $39.95.

Digital Filter. A comprehensive data processing program that per

mits the user to design his own filter function or choose from a menu ol

filter forms. The filter forms are subsequently converted into nonrecur

sive convolution coefficients that permit rapid data processing. $53.95

Harmonic Analyzer. The third in Dynacomp's series of Fouriei

transform software packages. Whereas Fourier Analyzer and Transfei

Function Analyzer were designed with limited duration signals in mind

Harmonic Analyzer is specific to repetitive wave forms (cyclic proc

esses). $33.95.

Multilinear Regression. The third program in the statistics series

Capable of treating multivariate situations with no limit (other thar

available computer memory) on the number of dimensions. $28.95.

Regression I. A complete and coordinated regression curve fittin

package for the analysis of linear and nonlinear, one-dimensional data

Based on various subroutines and techniques presented in volumes one

and two of Basic Scientific Subroutines by F. Ruckdeschel. A powerfu

statistical tool for use in engineering, business, and the social sciences

as well as education. $23.95.

Regression H (Parafit). A parametric least squares regression pro

gram designed specifically for the determination of nonlinear coeffi

cients in complicated mathematical expressions. This is to be contrastec

with the linear polynomial coefficients calculated by Regression

Features include automatic plotting of the data fitted function anc

residuals, cassette (or disk) data saving and loading, and data file build

ing/editing. $23.95.

Roots. If you want to determine the zeros of a polynomial having rea

coefficients. Roots is the program for the task. Employs a relativelj

little-known algorithm described in the computer mathematics literatur

several years ago. The algorithm iteratively seeks all of the roots simul

taneously. The convergence is cubic (and therefore rapid) and very sta

ble, requiring no explicit initial guesses from the user. $19.95.

Stattest. Performs statistical tests of hypotheses and includes t-tests

chi-square tests, and F-tests as well as simple regression and a rando

number generator. Data can be entered under program control or fronn

tape or disk. Any external file that already contains data in the simple

format required may also be used. Once the data is loaded, it may be

edited by the program's own data manipulation routine. Ideal for the ex-

perienced statistician as well as the occasional user. $33.95.

el Dorado Software
Bizi-Calc. Library of twenty standard financial/accounting formi

for popular spreadsheet programs. Each ready-to-use form includes on

screen Worknotes for easy completion. Both disk and manual include ;

six-part spreadsheet tutorial. Manual features a comprehensive applica

tions section for using each form for forecasting and analysis. $60.

Calc-Kit. VisiCalc enhancement program for data management anc

presentation. Printed report designer offers variable width columns anc

cells plus multiple typestyles. Cell list documents your spreadsheet for

mulas. Interfile data mover allows information interchange betweer

multiple VisiCalc files, and graphic Interpretor offers nine graphic por

trayals of data stored in various files. $100.

50/50. Forty business management forms for popular spreadsheel

programs. Each ready-to-use form includes on-screen Worknotes fo

easy completion. Manual includes a spreadsheet mtorial. Forms rang

from an advertising analysis to vehicle maintenance costs and includ

breakeven, depreciation, loan amortization, profit point, compoun
growth, linear regression, and investment analysis. $60.

In the Mail. Business letter generator for popular word processin

programs such as Apple Writer II and WordStar. Ninety-nine profes

sional letters covering standard business correspondence needs. Twenty
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informative reports. Information Master will organize and print

everything from mailing lists to stock market data. Simply specify what

kinds of records you want to store, type in the information, and let Infor-

mation Master do the organizing, calculating, and reporting. $150.

Job Control System. Can be used by any small or medium-sized com-

,pany in construction, manufacturing, or service industry. Can be easily

^integrated with a company's existing method of collecting hours, costs,

[and quantity produced data. Reports generated include individual job ac-

mvity reports and daily post audit trial. Work-in-progress inventory value

computed accurately. $450 to $950.

Order Scheduler. Simplifies the shipping and scheduling process.

Once a purchase order has been entered, it will prioritize over 500 pur-

fciase orders by the date received, print a listing of the items to be

pipped on any given day, maintain up-to-date purchase order information,

Rnove filled purchase orders, and produce several useful reports. $150.

H P.A.C.E. A general-purpose estimating product that acts as an aid in

^t)raising equipment, labor, material, and general construction or

^aufacturing project needs. It calculates and produces a statement of

^^;stimated cost, as well as types and amounts, of resources needed.

^Hides costs, automatic estimate updating when prices change, and the

^Hbility for user-defined calculations. $395.

^^m)octor's Office Companion. A medical billing package that is

Hfigned to support 5,500 guarantors for a one to five-doctor office. Pa-

nt data is gathered for automatic printing of the HCFA 1500 Universal

Bsurance form. DOC gives particular attention to insurance billing ac-

rayfities, but also provides for other payments such as cash payment. Ac-

counts receivable aging reports capability is included. Will support up to

);1,000 CPT codes, for which DOC will provide the corresponding

^description when entered during daily transactions. $995.

The Store Manager. A point-of-sale package that is also an inventory

control system capable of handling up to 1 , 160 items. Produces invoices,

purchase orders, receiving reports, expense vouchers, packing slips, and

quotations. Maintains up-to-the-minute sales totals, generates valuable

inventory management reports, and maintains a current customer and

vendor list with up to 1,115 names. Updates your inventory figures and

your name and address list immediately after each sale. $250.

Transit. Converts Apple data files into Information Master files. Lets

you upgrade from outdated software. Once you have converted your data

flies into Information Master files, you gain all the sorting, searching,

and printing features of Information Master without writing a single line

of code or reentering a single record. $50.

tHoward Software Services

K Real Estate Analyzer. Performs detailed objective projections of

^Kr-tax flow, IRR, ROI, and FMRR on commercial and residential

^»erty. Dissimilar properties can be directly compared. $225.

B^B^^ Tax Preparer. A tax package for year-long record keeping and

I^Bcnd filing. Prints on preprinted 1040 and generates supporting

H^ftin IRS facsimile format. Easy to use for the professional tax

^^Her and individual. $225.

^Hian Systems Dynamics
^^Hnova //. A complete analysis of variance package with analysis of

^^'iance. Anova II accepts up to five factors in randomized designs,

^^.ted measures designs, or any mixed design. Also gives a complete

^H'a table with all SS, DF, MS, F, and P values. $150.

^^megress II. A multiple regression program package with a research

^B^ase and five full multiple regression solutions. Offers simultaneous

^ward, backward, stepwise, and polynomial solutions. Gives correla-

and covariance matrices, multiple and partial correlations. $150.

^^tats Plus. A complete general statistics package with database
Hnagement. Provides most statistical analyses required by the profes-

Ronal researcher, including one to five-way cross tabulation, analysis of
Variance, t-tests, regression, and nonparametric tests. $200.

py-Tek
Friendly File Folder. While not intended to compete with major

I

database programs, this one fills the need for a moderately sized
database. $39.95.

Innovative Programming Associates
Labcat (Research Pathology/Toxicology Software). A user-orient-

ed system designed for easy storage, sorting, and retrieval of necrop-

sy and histopathologic observations. Records animal and pathology

numbers, days on test, and more. Prints nine tables, seven of which can

be sorted by user-defined parameters for fate and days on test. $14,995.

Real Estate Listings Maintenance. Comprehensive residential

listings maintenance program that can store up to twenty-eight

characteristics on a home and search the listings based on an individual's

requirements. Requirements can be stated as needs or preferences, and

all homes matching these are sorted and printed out or viewed on-screen.

$3,000.

Intra Computer
Printer X Switch. Permits businesses with two computers and two

parallel printers (dot-matrix and daisy wheel) to direct either computer's

output to either printer for word processing or graphics. Including print-

er cables, $220.

Intra Day Analyst
Analystfor Commodities. Provides real-time graphics and technical

analysis for futures price action. Tracks twenty commodities. Each has a

variable length bar chart and one of fourteen technical studies on-screen

simultaneously. A strong support system is maintained for user prob-

lems. Members receive regular updates. $1,500.

Analyst for Stocks. Provides on-line graphics and technical analysis

of real-time stock price action. No fifteen-minute delay. System follows

quotes for one hundred stocks and displays bar charts for fifteen stocks

along with any one of fourteen analyses for each chart. Members receive

program updates frequently. $1,500.

Investor's Software
Evaluation Form. Computer adaptation of the National Association

of Investment Clubs method of common stock selection. No modem is

required. All data is free. Full documentation, any exchange, funda-

mentalist-based. Plots any stock with six years of data. Educational.

Especially good for new investors. Buy/sell/hold ranges, risk/reward

ratio, "what if" capability. $80.

'Compared to other checkbook programs,

CHECKMINDER"
is a real pleasure to use."

'v \ Rick Taylor, President, Sleeping Bear Software

CheckMinder'" is by
far the easiest and
most efficient personai

and smali business

checlcbook package
avaiiabie for the Apple.

• rapid data entry

• 999 categories

• multiple accounts
• prints a variety of

reports

• program in memory,
no module loading

Ask for CheckMinder
at your Apple dealer or

order direct from us.

SLEEPING

SOFTWARF
1124 Fuhrman Road

Cincinnati, Ohio 45215
513/769-0692

$24.95 - ECON. VERSION

$69.95 - DELUXE VERSION
Send check or

M O plus $3.00 shipping, Ohio

residents add 5.5% sales tax VISA

or MC accepted. Dealer inquiries

invited

Apple is a trademark of Apple

Computer, Inc.

* CheckMinder runs on Apple 11+

or lie or /// and 1 disk drive.
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J R Software
Stock Price Forecast. A fundamental analysis program designed to

isolate profitable investments. The program develops a model of the

stock's yearly high and low prices based on the company's past financial

history and several economic indexes. Using the model, the stock's

future price is forecast based on estimates of the company's future earn-

ings and dividends. Menu-driven. $135.

Jupiter Island

microCellarmaster. A beverage inventory and wine list printing

program. Maintains detailed inventory for up to forty locations, prints

elegant wine lists, produces many administrative reports. Single-user

package, $750; multi-user, $1,500.

Key Enterprises
Payroll Check. A simple payroll program written for small to medi-

um-size businesses. Designed for easy use with minimum knowledge of

computers and payroll procedures. Prints checks, information for

quarterly reports, W-2s, and many detail reports. $395.

LJK Enterprises

Data Perfect. A single-load, easy to use database manager system

with the user in mind. Multiple searches are allowed in the same field.

The package includes utilities generator, report generator, mailing labels

generator, and a built-in calculator. $129.95.

Macro-Trend
Macro-Trend. A totally automated commodity trading system.

Generates entry points, exit points, reversals, and protective stops.

Shows distinct success as a long-term trading method that identifies ma-

jor trends very early. $2,500.

MBSI RealWorld
RealWorld. Applications consist of flexible, integrated accounting

and business packages designed for use in small businesses. Compute ac-

counts receivable, accounts payable, general ledger, order entry, inven-

tory control, payroll, and sales analysis. $650.

Megahaus
MegaFinder. An easy-to-use filing system that allows you to create

the form of your choice and then file information away using the form.

Also included is a powerful report generator. Allows information such as

names and addresses to be merged with letters. $59.95.

Microcomputing Research
The Computing Investor Series. Seven programs for the small in-

vestor who wishes to take advantage of the Apple's analysis help. The

programs cover technical, fundamental, and accounting aspects of port-

folio monitoring. $99.

Micro Data Base Systems
KnowledgeMan. An all-in-one information management system that

integrates relational data management, a query language (like SQL/DS),
third generation spreadsheet, statistics, printed-forms management,
form-oriented screen I/O management, a full-scale programming
language, plus security safeguards, including encryption. $500.

Micro Decision Systems
DocuCalc. Used by financial analysts to review complex models

during development. Grid arrangement shows equations in correct posi-

tion without truncating. All global details, ranges, graphs, and so on

reported. $95.

Microfinancial

Flexware Accounts Payable. Designed to increase profits through

reduced labor involvement in processing payables, better cash flow

forecasting, and improved vendor discount processing. Integrates with

General Ledger, Inventory, and Purchasing. Duplicate invoice protec-

tion; batch control of invoices; posting of one month's transactions

before the last month is closed; unlimited distribution of expenses; ac-

count number validation; partial payments; and scheduling of payments
based on due dates, vendor priority, and available cash. $1,200.

Flexware Accounts Receivable. Program can be used by itself with

invoices entered manually directly into the system, or it can be used with

Flexware Order Processing for automatic invoice generation. The
general ledger update is automatic. Open item system; instant inquiry !

and update of account status; general ledger account number validation;
j

multiple ship-to addresses; partial payments; automatic finance charges;

automatic statements and dunning notices; automatic recurring entry

processing; order discounts; and extended descriptions. $1,000.

Flexware Application Development System. A mature and complete

application development system that provides simple application defini-

tion using a data dictionary and database, easy application modification,

and automatic writing of end-user documentation. Creates applications

that are multiuser, transportable, and reliable. Provides formatted screen

data collection, totally consistent operator interaction, fast execution,

and extensive on-line help. $5,000.

Flexware Financial Reporting and General Ledger. Designed so

that detailed or summarized information flows into the system from the

other Flexware applications. Allows you to specify your own account

number structure. Standard reports, plus allows users to create as many
and varied financial reports as they wish. Multicompany accounting;

standard financial statements; user-defined financial statements; com-
parisons to budget and/or previous years; current year summaries;

automatic recurring entries; account number validation; statistical data

reports; job cost interface; complete audit trails; and up-to-the-minute

financial status with a trial close. $1,500.

Flexware Inventory Control. Gives management the information

needed to optimize inventory levels. Tracking by inventory class and

product category; perpetual inventory; receipt, sale, and adjustment

processing; physical count adjustment; reorder point and reorder quan-

tity processing; multiple prices; and part number cross-reference. $900.

Flexware Order Processing. Instant update and inquiry of customer

status; reference to orders by customer or order date; ship-to variable

by order with multiple ship-tos for each customer; generation of

acknowledgements if desired; payment terms vary by customer; credit

memo processing; credit limit checking; credit hold protection; reserva-

tion of inventory; back order processing; noninventoried item process-

ing; multiple warehouse; price lookup or allows special pricing;

calculates taxes. $1,100.

Flexware Payroll. Provides comprehensive processing, recording,

and analytical functions for managing a large or small payroll. Can be

modified to accommodate individual customer's requirements.!

Multicompany; hourly and salaried employees with multiple pay rates;

'

user-defined and standard deductions; variable pay frequencies; check

processing; advances and pay adjustments; comrnissions and bonuses;

quarterly and annual reports; W-2 printing; control over access to sen-

sitive data. $1,500.

Flexware Sales Analysis. Gives general management and sales

management the timely information they need to control production, pur-

chasing and marketing efforts. Provides various levels of summarization

and selection in reporting to allow focusing of effort on areas of interest.

In addition to the standard reports, allows the user to analyze his sales

data and answer his own questions.

MicroLab
Asset Manager. Balance sheets, amortization of assets. Prints and

figures tax schedules. $200.

The Data Factory. Powerful database with flexible entry and
retrieval. Formats reports to your needs. Free one-year extended war-

ranty. $300.

Invoice Factory. An invoice maker that also generates statements,

aged receivable reports, product or customer reports, and sales analyses.

$200.

Payroll Manager. Automatically prints out your business payroll

checks. Figures hours and makes all deductions. Fast and easy. $300.

The Tax Manager. Easy to use to figure federal income taxes and

print out returns. An extended warranty option keeps the program cur-

rent with the latest tax laws. $180.

Wall Streeter. Portfolio management. Enter today's closings,

ratings, and S&P. Project buys, sells, and holds. $300.

MicroPro International
CalcStar. An electronic spreadsheet and financial planning tool that
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calculates solutions to complex numerical problems in finance and helps

you answer that "what if" question in business. By combining CalcStar

with WordStar, you gain printing options such as boldface and underlin-

ing, and you get the ability to insert CalcStar spreadsheets into WordStar

documents. Requires CP/M. $195.

DataStar. Allows you to enter, update, and retrieve virtually any

kind of information commonly used in business. Allows the user to cre-

ate numerous tailor-made applications, from customer record systems

and company telephone directories to inventory systems and real estate

listings. DataStar can combine with SuperSort for additional capabili-

ties. Requires CP/M. $295.

InfoStar. Easy-to-use microcomputer database management system

that doesn't require the user to learn a computer programming language.

Four levels of help menus in simple English guide the user through each

step of data entry form design and detailed report generation. Updates

records easily across file boundaries; provides up to nine control breaks

plus arithmetic calculations within a report; allows the user to incorpo-

rate data from multiple files. Print enhancement features include bold-

facing and underlining of selected data fields. Requires CP/M. $495.

MailMerge. Data/text file merging program. A multipurpose file

merging tool that works with WordStar software. Can be used to gen-

erate personalized form letters, invoices, mailing labels, and documents

constructed from commonly used paragraphs. Requires CP/M. $250.

PlanStar. A comprehensive financial modeling tool. Handles up to

1,000 worksheets per modeling project, with a capacity of more than

32,000 cells per worksheet and the ability to consolidate any number of

worksheets. Financial models are created by writing calculations in Eng-

lish instead of entering formulas in worksheet cells. This information is

stored separately from the actual worksheets and can therefore be edited

in a variety of ways to produce multidimensional reports. Data may also

be displayed in bar charts or line graphs. Requires CP/M. $695.

Microsoft
Microsoft Multi-Tool Budget. A tool designed to help you develop

interrelated budget planning and control worksheets for one product or

for an entire product line. Helps you learn about or brush up on the fun-

damentals of budgeting with a "textbook" tutorial and case study. Pro-

vides a self-teaching demonstration that teaches how to use the budget

system in a matter of minutes. Multi-Tool Budget requires Multiplan for

the same operating system. $150.

Microsoft Multiplan. Lets you design a worksheet to fit your needs.

Starts as an open grid, so you can personalize it to your specific project.

Saves you hours in examining different alternatives or updating from
forecast to actual figures. Recalculates the entire worksheet
automatically when one number is changed. Helps in all types of

business analysis and forecasting (cash flow analysis, budget planning

and consolidation, pricing analysis, resource allocation, and merger
analysis). Plan weekly, monthly, and yearly budgets, then see how a few

changes in spending affect your total financial picture. $275.

Microsoft Multi-Tool Financial Statement. A financial analysis tool

for gaining valuable insight into all major aspects of a company's
business. The program computes eighteen of the most important and
commonly used financial ratios, including three liquidity ratios, four

leverage ratios, five efficiency ratios, and six profitability ratios. The
program provides you with a short, interactive, self-teaching demo so

you can learn to use the Financial Statement system in a matter of

minutes. Requires Multiplan for the same operating system. $100.

Momentum Software
Litmus, by Eric Sohr, M.D. A powerful cross-indexing database,

originally developed as a medical application in patient files and disease-

symptom cataloguing. $140.

Multisoft
Multi-Trieve. A high-performance database displaying multiple rec-

ords in the form of a table. Horizontal scroll can be used to shift a table

to the left or right. File reorganize, label and report printing are stan-

dard. $99.

Muse Software
Address Book. Store 700 names and addresses, then print envelopes

and mailing labels. Use with form letter or alone. $49.95.

Data Plot. Create and include charts and graphs, right in your

reports. Four different kinds of charts available. $59.95.

Navic Software
Business Analyst. Compares historical business expenses with pro-

jected expenses, and calculates overhead and G&A burden rates. Useful

for contractors and manufacturers in preparing bids and proposals.

Especially effective for government contractors in complying with

government requirements for cost reporting. $55.

Cash Controller. Functions as a specialized accounts payable pro-

gram. Capacity is 300 invoices. Sorts by age and amount .so that cash re-

quired can be adjusted to handle small invoices regardless of amount,

along with those that are due because of age only. Automatically

alphabetizes and prints reports. $30.

Mortgage Maker. Calculates monthly payments on a loan, and prints

detailed amortization schedules. $19.95.

Portfolio II. Tracks up to forty stock market investments. It has pro-

vision for user-determined sell-off criteria and prints lists of portfolio

contents and sell-off lists. Displays price trends in hi-res graphics.

Calculates yields and portfolio value at any point. $27.50.

Stockroom Manager. One thousand-item inventory program. The
program makes provision for searching by part number or description. It

accommodates unit price, stock quantity and minimum stock level, and

prints reports for reordering. Stockroom location is listed for each item,

and there is a routine for calculating the value of the entire inventory.

$30.

Tax Shelter. Calculates 1983 individual income taxes. User responds

to computer-prompted questions regarding type of income, deductions,

credits, and payments. The computer then calculates tax liability and

stores the database on disk. User is then able to recall the data and

evaluate the impact of changes to any entry. $45.

Client List. A mailing list program with a capacity of 250 names.

Prints labels, alphabetizes, sorts by zip code, sorts by two optional

categories, and so on. $35.

Nordic Software
The Media Master. A complete log and billing system for radio sta-

tions. Functions include scheduling, availability, affidavits, sales projec-

tions, log generation, billing, sales recap, traffic order and client lists.

Requires five-megabyte hard disk and a wide-carriage printer. $6,000.

Apple Dance. A computer matching program. Use the questionnaire

provided or design your own. The program will print up to ten compati-

ble partners. Sell these lists at your next dance to raise money for your

class or group. $75.

Vehicle Maintenance Reporter. A complete record keeping system

for vehicle fleet repairs, maintenance, and expenses. Capable of han-

dling large and small fleets. Parts costs; labor costs; reports on work

codes, vendors, mechanics, vehicles, and departments all at machine

language speed. $649.

Norell Data Systems
Visualize. A documentation utility program that helps the user of

VisiCalc in the design, development, and documentation of template

spreadsheets. Hard-copy reports of the template layout, the calculations,

and any anomalies found in the design are produced by the software.

Each report includes file information, size statistics, and global param-

eters. Three sample application templates are included: check register,

cash flow, and a balance sheet and operating statement. All sample
templates are fully annotated, and the package comes completely docu-

mented. $100.

N-Squared Computing
Stock Analyzer. A series of programs incorporating all major

technical analysis functions for the detailed study of individual stocks

and commodities, including routines for popular price-volume in-

dicators, and the capability for creating and testing custom indicators.

$295.

Interface. Optional program for automatic updating through Com-
puServe (N-Squared Data Base) and Dow Jones DJNS (stocks). Program

includes interfaces for VisiCalc, Dow Jones Market Analyzer, and

Compu-Trac data files. Requires D.C. Hayes Micromodem II. $450.

The Internist. Written for members of the medical/health profes-
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sions. Based on the Merck Manual, allows the user to run differential

diagnoses on any combination of over 450 symptoms for 331 common
chronic and acute diseases/conditions, including nutritional deficiencies

and disorders. User also has the option of either displaying or printing

out diagnoses and references. Package includes a protective vinyl binder,

user manual, program disk, and database disk. $95.

Market Illustrator. Consists of two complementary programs for

plotting, smoothing, and comparing all types of financial data. One pro-

gram (Stock Illustrator) features price, volume, and on-balance volume

charting for stocks and futures/commodities. The second program

utilizes split-screen displays for comparing data with program-generated

indicators and includes a complete weekly historical database, compris-

ing over 130 statistics compiled from Barron 's (latest 120 weeks). $195.

Market Analyzer. Versatile and adaptive program that provides

essentially total manipulative capability to create and compare the most

complex indicators and indexes. $295.

Omega Microware
Tax Templates. VisiCalc templates that will handle most of the tax

schedules used in conjunction with the federal 1040 forms. A copy of

Laser's Your Income Tax is included. This package is designed for use

with versions of VisiCalc providing DIF and Boolean logic & IF func-

tions. $49.95.

The Chart Trader Plus. A software package with various programs

that allow user to make an in-depth analysis of a portfolio, as well as to

predict price movements in both the futures and the equity markets. This

package includes data file management and hi-res graphics that can chart

up to 240 days at once. $149.

Financial Trader. A software package with various programs that

encompass Engineers System, Moving Average Crossover with Op-

timization, Colver Method, Wilders Six System, Relative Strength Index

Trading System, and Gann's Square of Nine. Provides for the creation

and maintenance of data files in the Compu-Trac data format. $499.

Professional Trader. A software package with various programs that

encompass Engineers System, Moving Average Crossover with Op-
timization, Directional Movement System with Optimization, Wilders

Six System, Relative Strength Index Trading System, and Gann's Square

of Nine. Program provides for the creation and maintenance of data files

in the Compu-Trac data format. $699.

Super Expander. A VisiCalc preboot package that, combined with

one or two Ramex 128K expansion boards, expands the usable space of a

VisiCalc template. By changing the memory format on a disk, this

package will enable the user to establish a 255K template—while taking

only twenty seconds per memory board to store or save a template.

$64.95.

Super Expander (Eighty Columns). A VisiCalc preboot package that,

combined with one or two Ramex 128K expansion boards, expands the

usable space of a template. By changing the disk's memory format, this

package can establish a 255K template—while taking only twenty sec-

onds per memory board to save a template. $99.99.

Super Expander Plus. A VisiCalc preboot package that, combined

with the Ramex 128K memory expansion board, expands memory to

135K (255K with two Ramex boards). Twenty-six additional VisiCalc

commands enable the user to get more utility out of VisiCalc. This ver-

sion is compatible with the Videx Videoterm (with inverse EPROM), M
& R Enterprises' Sup'R Term, Computer Stop's Double Vision, Omni
Vision, Vision 80, and Apple's He eighty-column card. $125.

Options-80
Stock Option Analyzer. Compares alternative opportunities. Allows

user to optimize return based on judgment of how share prices will

behave. Handles buying and selling of puts, calls, spreads; includes risk,

conunissions, cost of money, and dividends. Graphs and tables. $125.

OR-D System
A Complete Medical Management System. Diagnosis, treatments,

and prescriptions; various insurance forms; insurance monitoring per pa-

tient; complete accounts payable system; various management reports,

such as aging and provider analysis; marketing and letter writing; state-

of-the-art recall system. Written in Pascal for a hard disk system.

$3,500.

A Complete Dental Management System. Per-visit billing, daily in-

come, various insurance forms, insurance monitoring by patients, com-

plete accounts payable system, state-of-the-art recall system. Marketing

and letter-writing feature provides analysis reports and patient history.

Written in Pascal for a hard disk system. $3,500.

A Complete Legal System. Includes time billing, trust account, and

case monitoring by various dates. Unlimited number of reports to

choose. Keeps track of amounts owed according to arrangements. Com-
plete accounting system. Written in Pascal for a hard disk system.

$3,500.

Orrington Economics
Micromarkets II. A database of demographic and retail sales vari-

ables for use by market researchers and sales managers. Designed for

easy use with VisiCalc and other spreadsheet programs. Contains infor-

mation for each state and for each of the 200 largest metropolitan areas.

$99.

Peachtree Software
Access Pak. A data exchange product that consists of four pro-

grams: Information Access, a WordStar-io-PeachText translator, an

EasyWriter-to-PeachText translator, and a VisiCalc-to-PeachCalc trans-

lator. The file conversion programs translate ASCII files produced by

other packages into the proper format for PeachText or PeachCalc. Also

converts any embedded commands into their Peachtree Software equiva-

lents. Requires CP/M. $525.

Information Access. Serves as a bridge between Peachtree Soft-

ware's accounting packages and office productivity products. Allows the

user to create procedures that will convert accounting data files to for-

mats that are readable by PeachText, PeachCalc, or List Manager. Re-

quires CP/M. $375.

Job Cost System. Gives small-business people a reliable means of en-

tering estimates and cost transactions and of tracking cost and profitabili-

ty on a job-by-job basis. Operators can enter costs for labor, equipment,

materials, subcontractors, and other overhead as they occur and generate

various management reports as needed. These reports will enable

managers to compare estimated and actual costs for specific tasks within

selected jobs, pinpoint unprofitable areas, meet deadlines, and outbid

competitors by estimating more accurately. Requires CP/M. $750.

List Manager. Gives the user complete control over the design and

application of information and mailing lists. Serves as an excellent data-

base manager for some applications. User can define and create records

with up to fourteen line items, order files by three preset "keys," and

have lists sent to the screen, disk, or printer. Has sophisticated condi-

tional commands that precisely control output. Requires CP/M. $250.

PeachCalc Electronic Spreadsheet. Allows the nonprogrammer to

use the microcomputer's memory as a large automated worksheet

containing up to 254 rows and sixty-three columns of text, numbers, and

formulas. Lets operators analyze numerical and financial data faster and

more accurately, reduce preparation time, and produce paper reports.

Requires CP/M. $150.

Peachpak/4. Accounts Receivable, Accounts Payable, and General

Ledger. Consists of three interactive business application packages for

the small business with limited microcomputer capacity. Modules can be

purchased separately. Requires CP/M. $395.

PeachPay Payroll. Supported by the PeachTax service for tax record

maintenance, offers a comprehensive range of controls over all aspects

of the payroll accounting ftinction (including tax and other withholding

requirements). Can be used independently or in conjunction with

General Ledger. The PeachTax update service, an annual subscription,

keeps the user informed of tax changes. Requires CP/M. $750.

Personal Calendar. An effective, convenient scheduling tool. Can

accommodate as many as ninety-eight people or facilities. Can also be

used to manage the time of conference rooms, machines, or other facil-

ities. Helps schedule, reschedule, and cancel appointments and meet-

ings. Enables users to automatically schedule a recurring appointment or

meeting on a daily, weekly, or monthly basis, and can schedule a group

meeting for as many as ten participants after finding a commonly avail-

able time. Requires CP/M. $195.

Accounts Payable. Can be an independent application or interfaced

with General Ledger. Besides maintaining a complete file for each ven-



CHARACTERS
Willy Byte: electronic hero
Hex Luthor: digital archviUian

Cybil Nibble: 13 year-old player
of Willy Byte m the Digital

Dimension
Sidney Nibble: 16 year-old

brother

cene ~ A suburban
home m the 1980's on
a late Sunday
evening. A teenager,

Cybil Nibble has
been playing (for the

umpteenth time) Willy Byte m
the Digital Dimension, the
newest creation m computer
software from Data Trek, Inc.

She decides to go to bed and
quickly enters into a deep sleep
that plunges her into the Digital

Dimension. She finds herselfon
the ground gazing at eight
towering electronic circuit

poles, each emitting an orange
glow that consumes the entire

sky. Fascinated and perplexed
by the sudden change m

environments, Cybil notices an
animated object, high m the
heavens swinging from pole to

pole.

Cybil (whispering to herself):

The lightning speed, the
energetic response, the total

commitment, it must be Willy
Byte!

(At that moment the game's
charismatic electronic hero,
Willy sees Cybil and slides
gracefully down the pole to

meet his newest acquaintance.)

Willy Byte (cheerfully):

Greetings, Cybil! Welcome to the
Digital Dimension.

Cybil The Digital what?
Willy: You know my home, the
mside of your computer Watch
this!

(Offhe scampers about the
keyboard room, pulling and
tugging on each bit while
dodging the stinging sensation
ofstatic charges As soon as
Willy completes his task and the
byte has safely left the keyboard
room, a pale expression comes
over Willy's face.)

Cybil Are you alright?

Willy Byte (concerned)
Problems m the

Power Room.

Cybil (confused):

What problems?
Willy Byte (assertive):

Follow me!

(As Willy and Cybil sprint

toward the I/O port, a sinister

laugh IS heard from above - the
laughter ofHex Luthor Suddenly
a bolt ofstatic charge is seen
thundering its way toward Willy
Byte)

Cybil Watch out, Willy!

(Cybil awakens from her dream
to find her brother Sidney
standing m her doorway )

Sidney (concerned): Cybil, are
you alright?

Cybil I guess I was dreaming.

Sidney: As 1 was walking to the
kitchen I noticed that the
computer was left on. The
screen's got a picture of a new
game on it,

but I can't

find the

disk.

Cybil (animatedly): Yeah, it's

Willy Byte in the Digital

Dimension. Mom and Dad
bought It for us, I'll show you.

Sidney (sarcastically): They did
what!?

Cybil (on a sudden upsurge of
emotion): Dad says that when I

play Willy Byte I learn all kinds
of stuff about computers.

Sidney: Like what?

Cybil: First you jump into the
CPU room. And then there are
lots of other game rooms to

explore, and each is a part of the
computer.

Sidney: Oh really

Cybil Yeah! And in this game
you guide Willy on his wild
adventures while he skydives
into the Power room, operates a
crane m the RAM room, bounces
in and out of the CPU, and zips
around the Disk Drive room, I got
extra points for flowcharting
Willy's . .

.

Sidney (perplexed):

Flowcharting'?' What's
flowcharting?

Cybil It IS all explained
m that little

book that

came with

Willy

Sidney: Where V^-^ is it? . . Here it

IS. Ljook at that! Is that cover HOT!
It looks like an album cover
From the looks of all these
pictures This looks great . .

.

Got to Play! Where's the disk? . .

,

Cybil!

Cybil (dashing to the computer):
Mom and Dad will let us play as
long as we want and I'm first.

Sidney (impatiently): Go for it!

Look for Willy Byte m the
Digital Dimension at your
nearest dealer or call DTI Data
Trek toll-free at (800) 654-SOFT.
In California, call toll-free

(800) 652-DATA.

Suggested Retail: $39.95

<tt\ data brok
121 West E Street

Encinitas, California 92024
(619) 436-5055

Available for the Apple II Atan 400,

800 and 1200

Apple IS a trademark ofApple
Computer Inc.

Atan IS a registered trademark of
Atan, Inc.



HowtDgetintoudi

KoalaPad TouchMet
puts the controls

atyour

fingertips.

Paint the screen With

coloriil graphics or play lightning-

fast games with just a touch of your

finger. The KoalaPadTouch

Tablet makes using your com-

puter more fun than ever before

Just moving your finger across

he special touch-sensitive surface

controls graphics, game

commands, and much

more. It's a great way

to get the most out

of your computer

while you just sit



^MircQmputer.
relax.The KoalaPad fits

comfortably in the palm

of your hand for easy use.

And once you have it in

There's a full line of KoalaWare pro-

grams to choose from

with a perfect

Dancing Bear™ brings

afunny, furry cabaret

star right into your
home where your
own programmedper-

formances will win

applause every time.

your hands, it's hard to

put down. That's because

the KoalaPad does ^
much more than joysticks,^

paddle controllers or the

"mouse." Each KoalaPad

set is packaged with a KoalaWare

graphics program'

for creating beautiful,

high-resolution

graphics right on the

screen.

And that's

just the beginning.

Logo Design Master'"

uses computerized

graphic design to help

children and adults learn

the basics ofprogram-
ming and prepare
for more advanced
applications

Spider Eater™ the game that

attacks musical education

with a voracious appetite,

taking a bite out ofthe task

oflearning the musical scale

combination

of entertainment

and education.

Add a touch of

excitement today to your

Apple® Atari® Commodore®

orIBM®computer

See the KoalaPad

Touch Tablet at the computer store nearest

you. To locate the dealer in your area, call

toll free 800-227-6703. (In California,

800-12-7979.) Qiioaia
Technologies Corporation

We make computing more personal'."

Spellicopter™ takes offinto

the world ofspelling with

aerial acrobatics to

challenge young students

'Software included with Touch Tablet varies with computer type.

KoalaPad, KoalaWare. Logo Design Master.

Spider Eater and Dancing Bear are trade-

marks of Koala Technologies Corporation

Spelllcopler is a trademark of I)esignV;'are, Inc

Koala Technologies Corporation.

3100 Patrick Henrv Drive,

Santa Clara. Ca. 95050



Sams answers all

your questions.
Sams introduces two new books
on the new Apple lie - computer So if

you're new to Apple lie programming,
bams has the answers you've been
looking for

For a detailed understanding of

Applesoft programming, start with

APPLESOFT FOR THE APPLE lie. Brian

and George Blackwood, authors of

Sams APPLESOFT LANGUAGE, wrote
this book especially for new Apple He
owners. Read it and you'll quickly learn

Applesoft syntax, programming
techniques, commands, functions, and
more. You get all this for only $1 9.95.

And that's a value you won't find in any
other He Applesoft book around.

Sams APPLE He PROGRAMMER'S

REFERENCE GUIDE is a mustfor He

owners of all experience levels. It

provides quick answers to your
day-to-day programming questions.

And includes short applications and
demonstration programs written in

Apple BASIC and 6502 assembly
language. Written by David L.

Heiserman.

So when it comes to your Apple He

questions, Sams answers with

APPLESOFT FOR THE He, No. 22259,
$1 9.95, and APPLE He PROGRAMMER'S
REFERENCE GUIDE, No. 22299, $1 9.95.

Buy yours today! Or call

Operator 474 at 31 7-298-5566 or

800-428-SAMS

SAMS
Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc.

4300 West 62nd Street • P.O. Box 7092 • Indianapolis, IN 46206

Offer good in U S A only Prices subject to change without notice. In Canada, contact Lenbrook Electronics, Markham, Ontario L3R 1 H2.

Apple lie IS o registered trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.
AD474
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dor, it helps determine which invoices to pay by due date, discount date,

or according to certain cash requirements. Prints checks and check

register. $750.

Accounts Receivable. Used independently or in conjunction with

General Ledger, Accounts Receivable helps prepare bills for and obtain

timely collections from customers. Prints invoices, statements, and

aging reports and maintains customer account information, sales taxes,

and the accounting detail for posting to General Ledger. $750.

General Ledger. The center of a sophisticated series of interactive

business application packages. Used independently or in connection with

other Peachtree accounting packages, it allows the manager to maintain a

complete financial picture of his business. $750.

Inventory Management. Offers detailed control over all aspects of

inventory operations, whether used independently or in conjunction with

Accounts Receivable and Sales Invoicing. Features include four types of

transactions, eleven reports generated, flexible master file format, length

of time an item is on reorder, and so on. $750.

Sales Invoicing. A bridge between Accounts Receivable and Inven-

tory Management that allows simultaneous access to and updating of the

two packages' data files. Using Sales Invoicing eliminates the laborious

two-step method of entering data in Accounts Receivable and Inventory

Management. $750.

Phantom Software
Blank Forms 1. Collection of predefined blank form templates for

use with Microbase. Contains invoices, statements, purchase orders, and

so on that are available from several computer forms distributors. Can be

modified. $17.95.

Business Letters 1. Contains assorted business letters for use with

Microbase, each professionally written. Includes sales letters, credit in-

quiries, collection letters, and so on. Can be modified. $17.95.

Microbase. A small database program written in Word Processing

Language designed to enhance Apple Writer III. Allows the creation and

maintenance of blank forms, standard documents, and data files, which

can be integrated and printed automatically. $39.95.

Phoenix Software
Invoice File, by John Zornes. The invoice is the single most impor-

tant source of vital business information. Yet many companies fail to

utilize this source, often wasting precious time and money reinventing

the wheel. Invoice File is a template for DB Master that helps you pull

useful reports from your invoices. $89.95.

Communicate and Win. Developed by behavioral psychologists, this

program provides you with techniques for dealing with people. Whether
you have to interact with customers, your supervisor, employees, or sup-

pliers, your success depends on knowing the other party and knowing
how they react to you. Now you can buUd profiles of others as well as

yourself. $250.

Forms Foundry, by Rick Rohlfing. Using the "universal form" or

plain paper, you may print invoices, sales receipts, purchase orders,

debit and credit memos, statements, and more. $149.95.

PMS
Medical/Dental Billing System. Handles the billing needs of up to

ten doctors and enables the user to master the system within only a few

hours. System is modular and easily accessible through a main directory.

Handles up to 20,000 active patients and 6,000 transactions per billing

cycle. Standard insurance forms, an immediate itemized statement at

time of service, plus twenty-five other management reports can all be

generated. Requires Corvus hard disk. $1,995 to $2,495.

Physical Exam. Uses a combination of constant values and a format

that, when filled out, will print a report for the patient. Default section is

for stating the physician's "normal" descriptions for up to fifty organ

systems. This covers almost any part of the body that is required for a

physical exam by insurance companies, government agencies, private

corporations, small and large companies, and health and education-

related professionals and organizations. Name of the patient, chart

number, date of birth, sex, age, blood pressure, temperature, pulse, res-

piratory rate, weight, and height are logged. $99.

Professional Management Systems
Dental Disk. Fully integrated and tested. Produces management

reports, allows easy data entry daily to produce insurance forms, billing,

prophy lists, recall notices and lists, and more. Written in plain English

for the first-time user. Menu-driven. Will support multiple doctors.

$1,500.

Optic Disk. Designed for optometric field. For the first-time user, a

plain English package to produce management reports, recall patients,

and print lists, bills, and mail labels. All menu-driven. Starts at $1 ,500.

The Book. Complete record keeping for all of a stock broker's cus-

tomers and prospects. Keeps objectives, account types, personal infor-

mation, and date last contacted. Also retains transactions, name of se-

curity, date, price, P/L, and commissions. Two hundred fifty customers

and 150 transactions per disk. Lists; mail labels by multiple fields. $395.

Spinal Disk. Chiropractic office management system. Handles daily

transactions, billing, and insurance forms. Production and management

reports. Patient lists from a number of fields. Menu-driven. Training

time is only a few hours. Easy-to-follow manual. Starts at $1,500.

Programmed Press
Bonds and Interest Rates Software, by Dr. Albert Bookbinder. Six-

teen interactive programs on bonds and interest rates for anyone inter-

ested in using the computer to evaluate price, risk, and return on fixed

income investments. $100.

Commodities and Futures Software, by Dr. Albert Bookbinder.

Thirteen interactive programs for conmiodities and futures for anyone

interested in using the computer to evaluate price, risk, and return on fu-

tures or commodities. $100.

Foreign Exchange Software, by Dr. Albert Bookbinder. Eleven

interactive, profitable programs for foreign currency exchange. For any-

one interested in using the computer to evaluate price, risk, and return on

foreign currencies. $100.

Handbook, by Dr. Albert Bookbinder. Lists all Basic programs and

provides background information to help the reader understand concepts

and applications. $19.95.

Investment Software Package, by Dr. Albert Bookbinder. Fifty

interactive programs for anyone interested in using the computer to

evaluate price, risk, and return on investment. Includes six packages:

Stocks, Bonds, Options, Futures, Foreign Exchange, and Statpak. $100.

Option Values Software, by Dr. Albert Bookbinder. Based on the

best option valuation models, eight interactive programs for options on

stock or futures. For anyone interested in using the computer to evaluate

price, risk, and return on options and futures. $100.

Statistical Software for Forecasting, by Dr. Albert Bookbinder.

Twenty statistical programs for use in forecasting. For anyone interested

in using the computer to make more profitable forecasting business deci-

sions. $100.

Stock Market Software, by Dr. Albert Bookbinder. Seventeen inter-

active programs for investment in common stock. For anyone interested

in using the computer to evaluate price, risk, and return on investments.

$100.

Pro/Pac
Financial Management Models. Designed to help a service firm

determine its billing rates, budget and control projects, plan staff

assignments, monitor billable time, estimate fees, forecast cash flow,

and more. Uses VisiCalc to maintain flexibility and perform "what if
analysis. $295.

Rainbow Computing
Daisy Professional, by Kevin C. Killion. Offers full range of

statistical capabilities; basic stats, correlations, hypothesis testing, mul-

tiple regression, crosstabs, nonparametric stats, data/time series trans-

forms, analysis of variance. Handles missing data. $199.95.

Reader's Digest Services
ListMaker. Designed to help manage lists and files efficiently and

creatively. Allows the user to input information and produce hard copy

in whatever format the user requires. For use by small businesses, clubs,

or individuals who need to manage information. $97.50.

Howard W. Sams
Financial Facts, by Ed Hanson. Instantly computes the majority of

data you'll commonly need in personal and small-business financial man-
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agement, and allows you to print out major factors. Quickly figure an-

nual, nominal, and effective interest rates; loan principal, term, balance,

regular payment, last payment, and amortization; straight-line, declining

balance, and sum-of-years depreciation; required investment for future

value; minimum investment for withdrawals; annuities; and more.

$59.95.

Financial Planning Mind Tools. Automatically supply your

Multiplan or VisiCalc spreadsheet with the correct formulas and column

headings to instantly calculate present, net present, and future values;

yields; internal and financial management rates of return; and basic sta-

tistics. Also lets you do break-even analyses; depreciation schedules;

ACRS; and variable-rate, graduated-payment, graduated-payment

adjustable, and wraparound mortgages. $79.95.

Instant Recall, by Charles R. Landers. Friendly and extremely fast

data handler allowing free-form entry and instantaneous search and re-

trieval of characters, words, or combinations in files more than 28,000

characters long. Each screenful of data you enter becomes a record you

can edit, file, manipulate, or print out as it appears. Loads files in five

seconds or less and supports all types of printers. Allows use of Apple

lie's special keys, features, and lower-case characters. $59.95.

Money Tool, by Herb Honig. A financial tracking and budgeting sys-

tem that gives you the information you need to manage income, ex-

penses, and tax information for your home or small business. Provides

reports of all financial activities, keeps your checkbook balanced and re-

conciled, and manages your savings and checking accounts for maxi-

mum earned interest with minimum bank charges. $59.95.

Satori Software
Bulk Mailer. A complete mailing list program for the serious user.

Features include duplication elimination, zip and alpha sorts, multiple

search parameters, automatic entry defaults, ease of use, and large

capacity (up to 2,400 names). A special hard disk version is available

with a 32,000-name capacity. $125.

Inventory Manager. A comprehensive inventory control program

designed especially for retailers, wholesalers, or other businesses in-

volved with merchandise sales. Up to thirteen major categories and

2,700 items are managed with numerous reports available including sorts

by vendor, gross profit, items sold, and so on. Prints purchase orders

and work sheets. $150.

Legal Billing. Efficient billing program for law firms. Computer
screen models professional time slips. Prints statements, aging reports,

lawyer time reports, and more. Handles up to eighteen lawyers, 200

clients, and 2,000 monthly time slips. $350.

SBCS
Agri-Ledger. A flexible accounting program for use on any farm or

ranch operation. Prints income statement, balance sheet, budget reports,

audit trail, and Schedule F. VisiCalc cash flow template included. Large,

flexible chart of accounts. Enterprise analysis reports for up to twenty-

six farms with ninety-nine enterprises on each. Free program updates.

$550.

General Ledger. Double-entry accounting program features nine

profit centers, budgeting, and a variety of reports. User-defined chart of

accounts. Detailed documentation, practice session, sample chart of ac-

counts. Program backup included. Free program updates. Free replace-

ment of damaged disks. $349.

Accounts Receivable. An open invoicing accounts receivable pro-

gram. Menu-driven program provides for credit and debit memos, full or

partial payments, progress billing, invoice aging, and printing of

statements. A flexible system for general business. Use alone or in-

tegrate with SBCS General Ledger. $249.

Scitor
Project Scheduler. A project management program designed to help

management meet deadlines and beat cost targets through fast and easy

project forecasting, scheduling, control and tracking of project status.

Menu prompts permit easy data entry for modification or updates to

large, complex project plans. Provides "what if analysis capabilities.

$285.

Select Information Systems
Information Please. A true relational database combined with

sophisticated spreadsheet capabilities. Designed to store and retrieve in-

formation the way people do. Information Please features Fast Finder,

Forms Fill-In, Gyro-Printing, and Network TV (a unique learning game
that teaches relational information management through a simulation

game). $295.

Sky Software
Paypac. Job cost payroll management package maximizes profits

through the accurate tracking of labor costs. Paypac prepares an entire

company's payroll, tax deposits, and reports quickly, easily, and inex-

pensively as it simultaneously updates personnel files, labor distribution

accounts, and job cost records. $395.

Sofstar

VisiCalc Real Estate Templates. Amortizations, personal financial

statements, ACRS depreciation, income property investment analysis,

internal rate of return, mortgage loan analysis. A versatile problem-

solving package for executives, developers, brokers, accountants, at-

torneys, and real estate analysts of all kinds. Combines the power and

flexibility of VisiCalc with the simplicity of a menu-driven program.

$129.

SoftCorp International
SpeedStat. Analysis of variance is a sophisticated but easy-to-

operate research and analysis tool. Handles up to six factors. Factors can

be crossed and nested, fixed or random (user specifies hypothesis tests).

Randomized, block, or split-plot experimental designs. Can analyze

completely general (balanced) factorial experiments and hierarchical

experiments. $249.

Speed Stat 2: Regression and Correlation. A powerful, menu-
driven, state-of-the-art regression package. It provides five regression

methods: standard multiple linear, forward stepwise, backward step-

wise, forward selection, and backward elimination. Handles up to thirty-

two independent variables and 2,048 cases. Extensive editing and trans-

form capabilities. Accepts DIE files. $299.

Soft-Life
Attach. Driver allows user to do screen dump of text to any printer

from programs, help screens, menus, and so on. Also allows user to tog-

gle dot-matrix printers between normal and condensed size print.

$29.95.

Softlink
Practical Accountant. A single-entry, small business accounting

j

program. It's friendly enough to balance your checkbook, yet so- \

phisticated enough to provide you with the cash flow, profitability, and

forecasting information important to managing a small business. Among
the key features are easy data entry, automated reports, flexible,

customized chart of accounts, and easy access to records. Prints checks

and keeps track of accounts payable and accounts receivable. $149.95.

Softsmith
Datadex. Can't keep up with your information flow? At last there is

a powerful Apple DOS database manager with all the power and speed

normally found only in CP/M systems. Answers all your information

management needs easily, quickly, and accurately at the touch of a key.

$150.

4 in I. Comprehensive utility program that combines word process-

ing, database management, complex calculations, and mailing lists and

labels into a single, easy-to-use program. You can jump from word proc-

essing to calculations without ever switching disks. $179.95.

SoftVue
Tutorial Videotapes. Business software such as the PES series can

be taught or learned easily— forget the manual. SoftVue tutorial

videotapes teach the beginner one step at a time. Learn the program, not

the programming. Ideal for office training and vocational classes. $125

each.

Software Arts
TK!Solver. First-ever equation processor for personal computers. A

revolutionary tool for anyone who uses equations, formulas, and mod-
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eling for analysis, design, planning, or problem solving. The program

features a unique backsolving ability, iterative and list solving, tables

and graphs, automatic unit conversion, and thirty-four built-in functions.

$299.

TKlSolverPack for Financial Management. Designed for use with

the TK.'Solver. Includes thirteen models with the equations, values, and

tables necessary to solve problems common to financial analysts and

managers. Topics include compound interest, net present value, level

debt service, cost of equity capital, analysis of financial statements, stock

option pricing, bond swaps, convertible debt, and bond refunding deci-

sions. $100.

TKlSolverPack for Mechanical Engineering. Designed for use with

the TK.'Solver program. Includes thirteen models, each complete with the

equations and values necessary to solve problems common to mechanical

engineers. Topics include analysis of elastic beam bending, springs, area

moment of inertia, Mohr's circle, rotational systems, heat transfer, fluid

flow, and hydraulics. $100.

Software Connections
Timekeeper. Electronic appointment scheduler and address book.

Personal appointment calendar replaces standard appointment and ad-

dress book. Multiuser scheduling capability automatically selects avail-

able time slots in calendars of several users for group meetings. $195 to

$695.

Software Publishing
PFS:File. Allows the user to record, file, retrieve, and summarize

information in a fraction of the time it would take with a conventional fil-

ing system. Information is organized on forms designed directly on the

computer screen. Sorts by any item on the form and can search for a nu-

meric range. Wildcard or opposite match. $125 on II and lie; $175 on

m.
PFS:Report. Sorts, calculates, formats, and prints presentation-

quality reports from information in files that are created with PFS:File.

Totals, subtotals, averages, subaverages, counts, and subcounts can be

printed on every column. Has comprehensive sorting capabilities plus
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automatic page numbering, title printing, and centering. $125.

PFS:Solutions. Ready-made applications of PFS software for spe-

cific recordkeeping tasks. Each PFS.Solutions comes with a complete

form design and three to seven predefined reports that are used with

PFS. File and PFS.Report. Just enter your information onto the prede-

fined form that appears on the computer screen. A few keystrokes will

produce the lists and reports you need. Twelve disks with guides. $20

each.

Software Technology for Computers
Accounts Payable. Maintains pertinent data on up to 300 invoices,

sixty charts of accounts, and 120 vendors on file at any time. Various re-

ports are generated, as well as a check-writing routine. Provides a com-
plete audit trail on all transactions. $275.

Apartment Manager. Automated recordkeeping system designed

specifically for use in residential income property management. Main-

tains financial and managerial data for up to six separate apartment, rent-

al, or condominium complexes on each data disk. Provides accurate rec-

ords of monies received, expenses paid, and vacancies. $395.

The Creator. An applications designer that produces finished Basic

applications programs in the following categories: graphics, invoicing,

database, searching, sorting, instructions, listing, mailing list, sound,

word processing, output, budget, menu, aging, input, and format. Create

versatile, customized applications by simply answering English ques-

tions. $250.

IFO. Employs the use of Capass algorithm and Soundex intelligence

to phonetically find information that you can't spell or pronounce. Glo-

bal edits, calculated fields, screen-building routines, duplicate options,

five-level Boolean search capabilities, quick formatted prints, and sort

files. No prior programming knowledge required. $200.

Inventory Program. A menu-driven program with several error

protection devices. Each inventory record contains stock number, de-

scription, vendor number, class location, reorder point, and so on. Each

record can be entered, edited (on screen), updated, or deleted. Records

can be sorted in ascending or descending order. $275.

Mailing List Program. A menu-driven program that requires no

o
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programming knowledge. Maintains a complete mailing list and gen-

erates a telephone listing that includes last name, first name, phone num-

ber, and record number. Up to 800 labels can be stored on a single disk.

$60.

Media Scheduling. Uses ISAM-structured routines (VTSR) to make
it extremely fast and responsive. Various reports are generated. Provides

a year-to-date analysis of all your bookings and scheduled films, plus

current and YTD analysis of your scheduling accounts. $500.

Payroll Package. A complete system for doing payroll, but will also

maintain an employee history file. Will handle commissions, bonuses,

sick pay, holiday pay, overtime, and cash advances. Prints payroll

checks, W-2 forms, summary reports, and year-to-date reports. $275.

Professional Time and Billing. Performs time management and bill-

ing functions. Up to 120 user-defined rate codes of time, expenses, or

fixed fees can be used. Requires no previous background in computers or

programming. $395.

Sonora Enterprises
Sauce. Flexible database/language system, similar to SAS main-

frame system. Concatenates, merges, interleaves, or fuzzy merges with

up to sixteen open files. Record size is 25,600 bytes, no record limit. Se-

lection and computation with compiler flexibility. Redefine databases.

Multilevel sorts, plots, custom formats, data entry. Winchester/

Ramdisk-supported. $350.

Sophisticated Software
Labeler. A program engineered to let you design and print your own

custom labels. Print any number you like, any way you like. Prints large

print and centers lines automatically. Great for making your own
time-saving, custom return-address labels. $19.95.

Le Menu. Tired of cataloguing and having to run or brun the pro-

grams you want? Le Menu eliminates the hassle. With only two key-

strokes, you can access any program you want. Works on hard disk sys-

tems. $39.95.

Little Black Book. Sophisticated and simple. Ideal for anyone who
wants to maintain a "little black book" of names and notes electronical-

ly. You can add any number of notes to client files in any form you

choose, all indexed by name and date. Simple to use and lightning fast.

$99.95.

Micro-Mass Mailer. Sends your message with the impact of a tele-

gram in a customized, impressive, businesslike form. The computer

prints your message inside the envelope and addresses the outside all at

the same time. $69.95.

Print-A-File. An electronic filing system that lets you store, retrieve,

and print client information by any criteria you select. Organize accord-

ing to age, name, address, account number, date, or whichever method

best suits your needs. Ideal for anyone who has to keep track of large

numbers of people and send specific groups of them mailers or literature.

$39.95.

Scheduler. Keep your life simple with the Scheduler. Don't forget

those important dates and events. Schedule as far in advance as you like.

Review your day's schedule at the touch of a few keys, or print out a

daily schedule. $69.95.

SouthWest EdPsych Services
Check Writer. A flexible and powerful mini-accounts payable sys-

tem. Maintains accurate records on 400 checks per month, 100 vendors,

and 100 separate accounts. Unique format system allows layout of the

printed check to be customized by the user so any check can be used.

$69.95.

SSR
Infotory. A stand-alone inventory management system that can

accommodate up to 1 ,400 inventory items. Anyreport is its unique, built-

in data management subsystem that allows the user to custom design re-

ports based on the eighteen predefined fields of information provided for

each item. Anyreport, along with three other reporting functions—sales

and cost analysis, price report, and a standard inventory report— is

available from Infotory' s, main menu. $295.

State of the Art
Accounts Payable. Helps you manage your payment policies and

accurately forecast your cash needs. This system can speed invoice proc-

essing, calculate discount opportunities, and generate cash requirement

forecasts whenever necessary. Also provided are up-to-the-minute rec-

ordkeeping and purchase reports detailing purchases and returns. $395 to

$595.

Accounts Receivable. Gives you better control over your collections,

cash receipts processing, and credit policy decision making. Automati-

cally maintains credit limit and balance-due information that can be ac-

cessed instantly. Delinquency and invoice aging reports may be gen-

erated to help identify trouble spots and aid in collections. $395 to $595.

Billing System. Can turn the records of time invested and expenses

incurred into detailed bills to your clients, including charges and ex-

penses exacfly as you want your client billed. Also tracks client billings

and processes receipts. Other aspects are a detailed aged-oj)en bill report

and month-end summary. Allows for multiple levels of employees and

billable employee rates storing individual employee records that may be

analyzed. $395 to $595.

Budget and Financial Reporting. Expand your General Ledger

recordkeeping to include budget and history information. Provides for

divisional, departmental, budgetary, and comparative reporting, along

with automatic posting of recurring journal entries. Produces an auto-

matic audit trail of all activity to date. $395 to $595.

General Ledger. A fast, easy-to-use, and accurate recordkeeping sys-

tem that allows your company to produce valuable and extensive finan-

cial reports on demand. With interactive account maintenance, simpli-

fied journal entry, and audit trails, the system lets you record your

accounting data quickly and accurately. Because the system is inter-

active, you can have immediate account inquiry and up-to-the-minute re-

porting. $395 to $595.

Inventory Control. Combines sophisticated database management
and reporting capabilities. Allows for minimum/maximum quantity, eco-

nomic order quantities, and maintains purchase order and on-hand data.

Multiple costing methods are available concurrently, including Average,

Last Receipt, and Original Cost. Automatic generating of count sheets

with location and costing information is also provided. $395 to $595.

Payroll. All of your compensation and deduction calculations,

including printing checks, are performed automatically with corre-

sponding audit trails. Accommodates multiple payroll periods and pay

rates. Lets you process both hourly and salaried employees, and provides

extensive on-demand inquiry and reporting that you can use to evaluate

employee records. $495.

Sales Invoicing. Invoice entry is made faster by accessing address

and terms information from the customer file. Billing instructions and

pricing data may be retrieved instantly from stored information.

Comprehensive Sales Journal reporting includes daily invoice recaps,

gross profit analysis, sales commission reporting, and monthly profita-

bility reporting by invoice, salesperson, and customer. $395 to $595.

Stoneware
DB Master, Version Four. Create and use large files with this file

management program. Offers faster screen displays, random searches,

and report printing. Also includes easier file and report format design

and improved screen prompting. $350.

Sum Software
Fig Factory. Generates and stores symbols and figures and complete

on-screen pictorials without a graphics tablet. Arrow or joystick input.

Color version (requires 256K) or black and white super hi-res version

(128K). $74.95.

Sunrise Software
Tax Mini-Miser. A professional tax planning package. Allows the

user to quickly compute the tax consequences of up to six alternative tax

strategies and to project the tax effect of a strategy up to six years. Auto-

matically computes the regular tax, income averaging, alternative mini-

mum and preferences taxes. $295.

Superex International Marketing
Superex Retailer. Issues sales receipts and invoices, updates inven-

tory (1,000 items on floppy, 20,000 on hard disk), tracks back orders

and receivables, creates receiving reports, maintains a customer mailing

list, tracks sales by item and salesperson, and contains a powerful report
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"Popular Computing says

The Home Accountant

does just about everything

you'd ask of a personal

finance package."*

"You mean you can use

The Home Accountant

for business,

too?!"

"Absolutely.

Wouldn't want to run

my consulting firm

without it."

"The Home Accountant

is the #1 best-selling

home finance package

in the world."

"The Home Accountant

even flags transactions lor lax time.

And that's a big time-saver

because I can transfer information

to The Tax Advantage'" program

and easily figure out what I owe."

"My company has

5 checking accounts,

6 business credit cards

and 3 money market

funds to keep track of.

The Home Accountant

makes it easy."

"The Home Accountaiit

is great for

realistic budgeting."

"I'm so glad you brought

it home, i never thought

that creating a budget

and managing money
could be so easy."

"Softalk Magazine

says it's the most

thorough and

powerful program

of its kind." t

"I agree."

"It automatically prints

my checks. And gives

them a very

professional look."

"You can create trend analysis

graphs for each budget

category, so you can make
^visual comparisons of where

you stand financially."

"And you can do it in

full-scale color graphics."

* Popular Computing, November, iyH2

t Apple Soltalk, April, iy«2

' "The Home Accountant

will even print a

personal financial statement

and net worth statement.

Keeps me right on top of

my finances."

Everyone's talking about The Home Accountant
Is it because it's the #1 bestselling

home finance package in the world? Or
because it's extremely thorough and
powerful and easy to use? Or because
it's great for home and business use?

Or because it has up to 200 budget
categories and handles up to 5

checking accounts?

Yes. But there are a lot more reasons
why people buy The Home Accountant.
And why you will, too.

Because The Home Accountant can
literally save you hours of time. And
take the headache out of handling your
finances. Whether it's setting up a budget,

cataloging your expenses, balancing

your checkbooks or handling your
credit cards and money market funds.

For personal or business use.

The Home Accountant will even
print net worth and financial state-

ments. Not to mention being a lifesaver

at tax time. Especially when you're able

to transfer information onto Continen-
tal's The Tax Advantage™ program and
figure out what you owe. Quickly.

In short. The Home Accountant is the

most effective software program there

is for managing your money. And man-
aging it easily.

Stop by your Continental Software

dealer today and pick up The Home
Accountant. You'll see what everyone's

talking about.

The Home Accountant is available

for Apple Il/Ile, IBM PC/XT, Atari

400/800/1200XL, Osborne® TRS-80
Models 1II/4, Commodore 64, Texas

Instruments Professional, Zenith

Z-100/110, Compaq and KayPro compu
ters. Actual budget capacities will vary

with each computer.

For your free 48 page booklet,
"Tips For Buying Software," please
write Continental Software, 11223
South Hindry Avenue, Los Angeles
CA 90045, 213/417-8031,
213/417-3003.

Continental
Software
A Divisiun ot Arcdyji. Iiil
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generator. Floppy disk version, $300; hard disk version, $450.

Systems Plus
Books! The Electronic Ledger. Powerful, flexible, easy-to-use

accounting software. Appears on-screen as a typical ledger page with en-

tries accomplished by simply pointing to a function. AP, AR, recurring

entries, and enhanced budgeting modules. $345.

The iMttdlord. Handles all the paperwork and recordkeeping func-

tions for any type of income rental property. Can maintain multiple own-

ers and multiple rental units and types. Prints a variety of financial and

management reports, checks, and mailing labels. $595.

ICS Software
TCS Q/Label. Generates labels from information stored in data

files. The label format is completely user-defined, allowing the flex-

ibility to create labels in the exact format required. Can also be used to

prepare "labels" on media other than standard labels. User-definable

file and label formats and the capability to print labels from one to twenty

lines long, one to one hundred thirty-two columns wide, and from one to

four labels across. Price determined by dealer installation and support.

$300 through $700.

TCS Simple. A unique database management system that uses data

files to their fullest advantage. User can generate customized reports;

query, display, enter, or delete data from data files; and separate files

created in Simple. Includes customized reports and queries, English

sentence form commands, subtotals and totals of fields or report col-

umns, and cross-referencing and multiple-sort indexing. Price deter-

mined by dealer installation and support. $300 through $700.

res Total Inventory. Inventory control package that provides

numerous management reports for effective decision making. Includes

multiple locations and departments handled with item ID, fractional units

calculated to three decimal points, control reports that provide accurate

audit trails and programs, and reports available by department, location,

or vendor. Price determined by dealer installation and support. $500
through $1,200.

TCS Total Ledger. A complete general ledger system designed to

record financial transactions, provide balance sheets and income

statements, and generate comparative data on financial position over a

two-year time frame. Price determined by dealer installation and sup-

port. $500 through $1,200.

TCS Total Payables. Designed to keep track of current and aged ac-

counts payable. The system maintains a complete record for each ven-

dor, determines which vouchers to pay by due or discount date or within

certain cash requirements, and prints checks automatically with a check

register. System includes full check-writing capabilities, fifty-state

capability, a detailed check register, and flexible compensation methods.

Price determined by dealer installation and support. $500 through

$1,200.

res Total Payroll. Designed to record the employment history of

each employee in a company, allow departmentalized reporting of

employees, and keep current monthly, quarterly, and yearly totals for

each. It has user-specified information to compute state and federal

taxes, 941s and W-2s, and to calculate weekly, biweekly, monthly, and

semi-monthly salaries. Price determined by dealer installation and sup-

port. $500 through $1,200.

TCS Total Receivables. A complete invoicing and monthly
statement-generating system that keeps track of current and aged ac-

counts receivable. Includes open item or balance forward accounts, flex-

ible open credit reconciliation, and statement and invoice billing on plain

paper or preprinted forms. Price determined by dealer installation and

support. $500 through $1,200.

TCS Total Utilities. A package consisting of eight database utilities

that aid in the backup, translation, and verification of data files. Allows

the user to perform mass changes and deletions, rebuild indexes, recover

damaged keys, and back up data when files get too big for one disk. Price

is determined by dealer installation, training, and support. $300 through

$700.

Technical Horizons
Calc-Connector. Converts formatted reports and text files directly

from your favorite software into VisiCalc or DIP format. The data can

then be manipulated in VisiCalc for further analysis. Converts any CP/M

or Apple DOS ASCH text file. $49.95.

VisiCalc Instructor. Learn VisiCalc in less than an hour while run-

ning the VisiCalc Instructor on your Apple. Comes complete with train-

ing manual and disk. $29.95.

Telephone Software Connection
Desk Calendar II, by Leighton Paul. Use at home or office to help

remind you of important dates and appointments. Prints easy-to-update

daily schedule with room to add your own notes. Can search by keyword

and knows most holidays. Stands alone or works well with most clocks.

$35.

Titan Technologies
VC/80. Enhances VisiCalc with supported eighty-column cards.

Allows upper/lower-case letter entry. $49.95.

VC-Expand/80. Enhancement to VisiCalc. Increases memory up to

177K, allows eighty-column display, individual column widths, and

other features such as multiple disk storage of large worksheets. $79.95.

Troy-Folan Productions
Stock Momentum Studies. Allows the user to chart stocks, com-

modities, and indices using momentum, moving averages, and percen-

tage changes. Includes Momentum Indicator Signals, a decision-making

system. With four disks, manual, and Apple Dumpling board. $525.

Twentieth Century Business Systems
System Consulting, Design and Programming Services. Serving

the Chicago area metro business community. Specializing in VisiCalc

and dBase 11. Custom application development. References available.

Consulting services since 1979. $20 to $60 per hour.

Videx
Prebootsfor Apple Writer and VisiCalc. Preboots allow Videoterm

and UltraTerm owners to use these software packages with the expanded

display of the Videx hardware. Contact the manufacturer for the specific

version necessary to ensure compatibility between your software and ex-

panded display card. Apple Writer prehoot, $29; F/s/Ca/c preboot, $69.

Westware
The Ledger. A professional-quality accounting program written for

use in general business or CPA applications. Supports a general journal

and five subsidiary journals. Produces a clear, formatted report of

balance sheets. Has flexible account numbers, produces general ledger

report containing detailed audit trail, generates a combined report or in-

dividual profit center report. $495.

The Payroll. Designed to give an extremely flexible performance

base to a wide range of difficult pay situations. Comes with nine different

pay type categories, as well as an other-pay module that will support

almost any conceivable pay situation. The deduction module is also

designed with the idea of handling a wide range of difficult payroll

deductions. $595.

The Turningpoint Series. A fully integrated business accounting

system containing general ledger, inventory, receivables, payables, and

payroll. A simple database is included with the package for general of-

fice use. The system uses a KSAM firmware card that permits high-

speed searches on a key field and eliminates external sorting after data

entry. $1,595.

Weyer-Ware
Master Business Analyzer. A unique VisiCalc template that allows

rapid and easy five-year and ten-year financial analysis of a new business

or product. Provides an easy-to-use data entry format to answer "what

if financial questions about a new proposal. Therefore, it is possible to

rapidly screen various new business or product options under many dif-

ferent assumptions. $59.95.

Woolf Software Systems
Micro Financier. A personal and very small business finance pro-

gram for systems using CP/M or compatible operating systems. Full

facilities are provided for manipulation, reporting, and graphing expen-

ditures and budgets. The system supports any number of user-definable

accounts. $125.
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Account Dictionary Search/Scan Screen Data Entry Screen

USE YOUR COMPUTER
TO SAVE HUNDREDS YEARLY

The idea is simple: as tlie computer manages
your checking account, it creates a valuable

library of financial facts.

You'll use the library to save income taxes, cut

expenses, and save accounting fees. Here's

how:

Save Income Taxes. Money Street

catches every tax deduction and credit

in your checkbook. No more lost

deductions.1.

2,

Cut expenses. See how you spend
money. At home, in the office, or in

business, you'll save because Money
Street keeps you up-to-date.

3

Money Street maintains running totals of 100

account categories. Best of all, the totals are

up-dated with each check or deposit you enter.

Save accounting fees. Money Street

gives you neat, crisp reports. It

generates 90% of the data needed for

taxes, ledgers, and journals.

Besides all this. Money Street does all your

bank balancing chores, prints reconciliation

statements, and even creates an easy-to-

access cancelled check file.

LEARN IT IN 30 MINUTES

• Complete tutorial included.

• On-screen demo included.

• Program map included.

• Plain English manual.

• "Help screen" included.

• Set-up time: 20 minutes or less.

Data entry includes many automatic

features.

Handles unlimited checking accounts

or credit cards.

One master program does it all.

IT COSTS NOTHING TO LOOK!
We sell Money Street with a "no questions asked"
money-back guarantee, so you can try us with no risk.

Call 24 hours at (702) 832-1001 to order or request

information. After-hour calls to our answering machine
cost about twenty-nine cents from anywhere. If you
like, we'll call you back and tell you more about Money
Street.

So why not give us a try? Money Street is tax deductible

when used to collect tax data. Better yet, it handles

unlimited checking accounts or credit cards.

For your information, we have sold nearly 900 programs
since March and have had only eight returned!

Money Street is a trademark of Bullseye Soff/i/are,

Apple is a registered trademark of Apple Computers, Inc.

r"
PLEASE SEND:

Money Street

Price $99.95

Utility $25

Back Up $10

Information

Dealer

Information

•

For Apple II -I- , lie

III (emulation)

3.3DOS,48K

VISA M.C. CHECK COD

Card/C

Name

Address

City _

State -Zip_

All orders add $2.50 shipping and handling.

COMPUTER TAX SERVICE • (702) 832-1001

P.O. BOX 7915 • IIMCLINE VILLAGE, NV 89450
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ComrhdHic^tions
Action-Research Northwest

Zip-Comm. Communications add-on for Zardax. Turns Zardax into a

communicating word processor to send and receive text files. Talk to

other Apples, mainframes, information services, typesetters. Includes

terminal mode. 300 or 1200 baud. Works with serial, modem, and

popular eighty-column cards. Log-on files and X-on X-off supported.

$80.

Advanced Micro Techniques
Intelligent Terminal. Allows user to connect to other computer sys-

tems or communications utilities such as the Source or CompuServe.
With Iterm you may record all received data into a disk file; also transmit

data previously recorded in a disk file. While on-line you may display

disk directories, erase files, alter the communications parameters, and

open and close the receive and transmit files. $150.

MicroEZLNK. An interface to Western Union's EasyLink service.

Provides automatic dialing, automatic message formatting, and
automatic log-on to EasyLink system with a single keystroke. Through

the use of MicroEZLNK' s Directory Services function, the user is able to

send a single message to multiple recipients with a single connection.

Takes care of formatting the message for the various types of messages

available, including telex, TWX, Mailgram, telegram, and international

cable, all automatically from the same message file. $150.

MicroTLX. Turns your CP/M computer into an intelligent

telex/TWX machine. You may send and receive telex and TWX mes-

sages from anywhere in the world; also send Mailgrams, telegrams, ca-

bles, and multiaddress messages to any location. Provides all these facili-

ties through a simple-to-use, menu-driven interface. Telex II (TWX)
network. $150.

Advanced Systems Concepts
ASCI Switch. Port expanders, sharings. For computers and modems

using RS-232 or parallel ports. Allows remote operation of peripherals

and computers under software control of electronic switches. Staff avail-

able for configuring peripheral networks. Twenty-four-hour ASCI Ex-

press Service available. Expanding line of data communications prod-

ucts. Each port, $50 to $200.

Alpha Logic Business Systems
DOS File Exchange II (DFX II). Allows you to transfer any type

of DOS 3.3. file between two Apples and to "chat" on the screen

simultaneously. In reflexive VC mode, both users can work on the same

VisiCalc screen simultaneously. You may also program together in Ba-

sic. $79.95.

Alpha Software
The Apple-IBM Connection. Allows for communication between
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two computers—the IBM pc/XT and the Apple. Menu-driven and easy

to use, providing the necessary utility program to convert file types A, I,

or B. Requires the Hayes Micromodem II plug-in modem board, a

Mountain Computer CPS Multifunction Card, a CCS Card, or the Super

Serial Card for transfer. On the IBM side, requires any RS-232 interface

card. $250.

CompuServe
CompuServe Consumer Information Service Starter Kit. A versa-

tile, easy-to-use, interactive videotex service designed especially for the

personal computer user. With a computer, modem, and the CompuServe

Starter Kit, a local phone call (in most United States cities) will connect

you with a world of information, communications, and entertainment.

$49.95.

Dab Systems
Micromover. Tranfers files from disks on one Apple 11 to disks on

another Apple over a phone line. Only one copy needed as the other Ap-

ple is downloaded. DOS 3.2 and 3.3. No file conversions required.

Hayes Micromodem II/Apple Communications Card/other interfaces.

$50.

Digisoft Computers
Mailcom. Send over 2,000 letters per hour, delivered in less than

forty-eight hours, at twenty-six cents apiece, from your computer, using

the United States Postal Service's E-Com system. Mailcom is interac-

tive, easy-to-use, menu-driven software, including a text editor, mailing

list manager, set-up and format programs, as well as other communica-

tions aids. $195.

Digital Laboratories
Micro Matrix. A push-button central exchange for eight serial data

units such as computers, video displays. Teletypes, printers, modems,
and instruments. Different signaling systems can be used in any combi-

nation, including RS-232, current loop, and TTL. $995.

Micro Matrix II. A line-controlled, general-purpose switching unit

for eight industry-standard RS-232/20ma ports. Includes protocols suit-

able for both terminal and computer control. One port may be perma-

nently in control, or any port may obtain command. $995.

ESP-1. Creating four software-controlled ports from one, the ESP-1

consists of a control port that connects to one of four expansion ports.

Connections are established upon the control port's receipt of two char-

acters—a prefix followed by a port designator. $395.

MultiSpool. A 60K buffer that networks multiple computers to print-

ers in any combination. Data to be printed is allocated to individual spool

buffers, and held in a queue if necessary, for transmission to printers as

they become available. Computers may continue on their next tasks after

transmitting to MultiSpool. $595 to $995.

3R. A compact connection unit that allows three current loop and

RS-232 devices and terminal equipment such as Teletypes, high-speed

printing terminals, video displays, computers, and modems to be com-
bined in a common system. $395.

TLC-1. A push-button device that connects a wide variety of equip-

ment such as terminals, printers, modems, and computers. Logic circuits

enable switching of all data paths in any combination: A-B, B-A, A-C,
C-A, B-C, and C-B. Six control bits, each indicated by an LED, direct

data movement between TLC-1 ports. The three ports are each assigned

a key that turns these bits on and off. Each bit, when "on," connects a

transmitter of one port to the receiver of another. $245.

Digital Marketing
MicroLink II. Conducts keyboard conversations, sends and receives

electronic mail, and exchanges any file (up to disk capacity). Saves all or

selected parts of transmission to disk. Development of the MicroLink II

was based on input from thousands of data communication users. De-
signed by, and for, the nontechnical user. $99.

Exec Software
Execucom. Turns Apple with modem into an intelligent terminal

work station. Features unattended long file capture, 300 or 1200 baud

operation, backscroUing to review text off-screen, file capture "after the

fact" from backscroUing buffer, full-screen editor, macros, execs, and
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more. For most modems. Hotline. On-line newsletter. Thirty-day

satisfaction guarantee. $79.95.

Fountain Computer Products
Tekterm. Intelligent terminal software with both communications and

graphics capabilities. Emulates a Tektronics 4010 graphics terminal, of-

fers five modes of operation and other unique features, supports most

serial cards and modems. $125.

GameMaster
GameMaster. The fun-oriented computer network housed in a thirty-

five-room electronic mansion in Evanston, Illinois. Open to computer

gamers who enjoy challenging, interactive, multiplayer games. Intro-

ductory membership (includes four hours on-line), $15; full membership

(includes fifty-page system documentation plus ten hours on-line), $50.

On-line hourly rate, $3.

Giltronix
Automatic Scanner. Enables keyboard or computer program con-

trolled sharing of a common device among numerous computers, termi-

nals, and modems. Switches eight lines, RC-232 interface. Available

with one I/O and three, five, or seven conmiunications ports. Includes

integral line drivers/receivers for improved data transmission. $359 to

$509.

Automatic Switching Unit. Enables selection of peripherals in local

or remote locations under keyboard or computer program control. Asyn-

chronous; RS-232 protocol. Fixed and auto baud rate. Available with

one I/O port and three, five, or seven communications ports. Includes

integral line drivers/receivers for improved data transmission. $459 to

$609.

Distributed Control Unit. Enables either a peripheral device connect-

ed to one of the communications ports to establish connection with the

common (I/O) port, or a device on the I/O to select any peripheral.

Asynchronous; RS-232C, eight wires switched. Fixed or auto baud.

Available with one I/O port and three, five, or seven communications

ports. $599 to $699.

Hayes Microcomputer Products
Smartmodem 300. Connects directly to the phone line and your com-

puter's RS-232C port to communicate with remote computers from 0 to

300 baud. Executes and responds to your commands and special param-

eter settings. Features include built-in audio monitor. Touch Tone or

pulse dialing, and full or half duplex. Requires RS-232C serial port,

RS-232C cable with DB-25 connector, software. Estimated retail: $250.

Smartmodem 1200. High-speed version of the popular Smartmodem
300 with identical operating features. Operates at 1200 baud or at 0 to

300 baud; compatible with Bell 212A-type modems. Extensively tested;

compact design; competitively priced. Both modems are FCC approved

for direct connection to any U.S. telephone system. Requires RS-232C
serial port, RS-232C cable with DB-25 connector, software. Estimated

retail: $695.

Micromodem He. Single board (no microcoupler) plugs into

peripheral slot and connects directly to a standard modular phone jack to

allow your computer to communicate over phone lines. Built-in com-
mand language dials phone numbers, sets duplex and baud rate (1 10 or

300), and permits control of your computer from remote locations. On-

board speaker for monitoring calls; handles Touch-Tone dialing and

plugs into single- or multi-line connections. Includes Smartcom I. $329.

Smartcom I. Conununications software for the Micromodem He with

any of three Apple operating systems: DOS 3.3, CP/M, or Pascal.

Menu options: originate/answer call, create, list, transfer files, set com-

munications parameters. Three file transfer protocols, including verifica-

tion for error-free transmission between Hayes programs. Stores three

telephone numbers and displays in forty- or eighty-column mode with

lower-case letters. $119.

IAS
Genterm. A complete communications package for file transfers and

communicating with most any micro, mini, or mainframe computer in

use today. Genterm offers auto dial, auto log-on, and protocol customi-

zation. Buffered file capture enables receiving files larger than memory.

Transfer seven- and eight-bit files with error checking. $79.95.
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Metatek
Metascope. A hardware/software extension of the Apple that turns

the system into a sophisticated data line monitor. Monitors RS-232C at

speeds to 19.2K bps. Asynchronous, byte-oriented synchronous, and

SDLC protocols. 4K data capture with trigger feature. Display in hex,

ASCU, or EBCDIC. $895.

Microcom
Micro/Courier. An electronic mail program that communicates be-

tween Apple lis. Can send and receive messages (any Apple DOS 3.3

file) automatically and unattended when phone rates are lowest. Main-

tains a mailbox of one hundred phone numbers and up to twenty-six dis-

tribution lists for group mailings. Menu-driven, includes an editor.

$150.

Micro/Terminal. A terminal emulation package for the Apple II and

III that allows communications with remote mainframes or

microcomputers, public data networks, or other personal computers.

Adjustable terminal options and communications parameters permit you

to log on, execute commands, capture or send data, and log off automati-

cally and unattended. Other features include simulprinting, keyboard

mapping, an editor, and autodial/redial. Apple II, $84.95; Apple III,

$99.95.

PCS/2000 Networking Modem. Designed for error-free unattended

file transfer between microcomputers at 1200 or 300 baud. The
PCS/2000 LCD clock and 32K file buffer combine to permit unattended

file transfer. Features include configurable printer buffer, data transpar-

ency, auto-dial/auto-answer, nine stored phone numbers with battery

backup, simulprint, additional RS-232 port. $995.

RX/1000 Networking Modem. Auto-dial, auto-answer. Bell-com-

patible 212A error-correcting modem. Ensures error-free communica-

tions between any two Microcom modems and can also communicate

with any standard Bell 212A modem. Creates an error-free network be-

tween personal computers, terminals to minicomputers, and main-

frames. Nine stored phone numbers with battery backup, simulprint,

flow control, and two independent RS-232 ports. $895.

Micro Decision Systems
LoadCalc. VisiCalc loader. Converts text data downloaded from

mainframes into DIP files. Handles mixed text and values without spe-

cial formatting or programming. Now you can move your mainframe da-

tabase into 1-2-3 or VisiCalc. $95.

MicroSparc
TelText. A general-purpose data communications package. Lets you

send text to and receive text from computer bulletin board systems,

commercial time-sharing systems, or other personal computers equipped

with a modem. Other programs included can be used to convert Apple

Pascal text files, Applesoft, Integer Basic, and binary programs to DOS
3.3 text files. Also allows you to create a phone number directory so that

numbers can be accessed by pressing only two keys. $79.95.

Multi-Tech Systems
Modem II. A complete 300/1 10 baud communications system. Plugs

directly into one of the computer's I/O slots. Comes complete with

communications software. $399.

W.H. Nail
Radio Teletype and Morse Codefor Radio Hams and SWLs. Allows

direct connection of the Apple computer (via the cassette ports) to trans-

mitter/receiver. No interfacing hardware required. $59.95.

NewsNet
NewsNet. Distributes more than 125 specialized business newslet-

ters on-line. Latest issues often available on-line days before print edi-

tions. Read full text, scan headlines, search for any meaningful
keywords. Newsflash, NewsNet's electronic clipping service, constantly

monitors all incoming newsletter issues, plus UPI and PR Newswire, for

users' preselected phrases. Prices start at $18 per hour.

Novation
Apple-Cat II. Direct-connect modem that plugs directly into a slot in

the Apple II. Three hundred baud full duplex, 1200 baud half duplex.

Comes with its own terminal software program. Can communicate with i

deaf community. Many options available. $389. '

Cat. An acoustic coupler that operates in answer, originate, and test
'

modes at data rates up to 300 baud. Compatible with Bell 103 and 113

modems. FCC approved. $189.
|

D-Cat. Direct-connect modem with RS-232C interface. Offers the ;
<

portability and low cost of an acoustic modem, operates at half or full

duplex in five operating modes. Compatible with Bell 103 and 113 ^

modems and FCC approved. $199.

J-Cat. One-fifth the size of an ordinary modem, yet has several

unique features including auto search (automatic code selection), an

audio beeper, and two LED status indicators, as well as an
i

RS-232/TTL-compatible serial interface. $149.
,

212 Auto-Cat. This modem operates at 1200 baud full duplex, has
j

auto answer capabilities with automatic data rate selection, includes a

seven-segment operating mode display, delayed test mode, and pulse dial

mode, with dial tone detection. Has RS-232C interface. $695.

212 Apple-Cat II. Separate board provided as upgrade card to Apple-

Cat n to give 1200-baud full duplex operation. Can also be purchased as

a two-card system. All same features and software as in Apple-Cat n.

$389 as upgrade; $725 as two-card system.
|

i

Peachtree Software i

Telecommunications. A high-performance, easy-to-use data commu-
]

nications package. It provides electronic communications capabilities i

with other computers, including timesharing systems, large-scale
|

i

computers, subscription information utilities, public access bulletin
[

boards, and other telecommunications users. In a matter of minutes, via

regular telephone lines, Telecommunications can send a document or
j

:

data file around the block—or around the world. $150. I i

I

Rogue River Software
Odd-Couple. A set of machine language programs that allow commu-

1

nications between an IBM pc and an Apple computer. Communications
i

can be direct or through a modem at speeds up to 9600 baud. Menu-driv-
1

en for ease of use and can transfer any file. Communications can also be

Apple to Apple or IBM to IBM. $79.95.

Howard W. Sams
Hello Central, by Bruce Kallick. Use this menu-controlled terminal

program and any compatible modem to communicate with information

networks and other microcomputers. Built-in, twenty-command text edi-

tor lets you prepare, save, retrieve, manipulate, and print the letters,

files, and other material you send and receive. Dials voice calls, takes

messages, allows remote control, converts Basic and binary files, and

much more. $99.95.

Sensible Software
Tele-porter. A new standard in telephone transfer programs. Individ-

ual DOS 3.3 files or entire five-inch disks (CP/M, DOS, Pascal, Pro-

DOS, or SOS) can be transferred between Apples using modems at up to

2400 baud. Files can be transferred simultaneously in both directions,

with automatic data compression and complete error checking, while

users chat with each other. $79.95.

Softronics
Softerm I. A powerful and flexible terminal-emulation program that

provides basic TTY-compatible terminal communications to a variety of

host computers, timesharing services, and information services. DOS,
CP/M, and Pascal disk formats may be used for file transfers using mul-

tiple protocols, including Xmodem. $135.

Softerm 2. Includes all feamres of Softerm 1 and provides an exact

terminal emulation for a wide range of conversational and block mode
CRT terminals. Terminal emulations include ADDS Regent 20, 25, 40,

60; ADDS Viewpoint; Data General D200; Datapoint 3601; DEC
VT102 and VT52; Hazeltine 1400, 1410, 1500, 1520; Honeywell

VIP7205; IBM 3101-10, 20; Lear Siegler ADM-3A, ADM-5; and Tele-

video 910, 925. $195.

Software Connections
Electronic Mail Software Package for Corvus Omninet. Allows

users to send letters and transfer files to each other locally or to users at



other networks over the phone lines. Letters may be addressed to indi-

vidual users or to a predefined distribution list. $745 to $1,195.

Software Sorcery
A.B.B.S. Communicate with friends and associates; meet other

computerists; give customers that extra bit of help, and attract new ones.

With A.B.B.S. , a modem, and a phone line, turn your Apple II into an

electronic message center. $74.95; deluxe version, $164.95.

Source Telecomputing
The Source. An on-line information and communication service for

personal computer owners providing electronic mail, bulletin boards,

conferencing, UPI news, stock and bond quotes, financial news, elec-

tronic shopping, airline schedules, movie reviews, hotel and restaurant

guides. Membership, $100 (one-time fee), hourly fees, $7.75 to $20.75.

Southwestern Data Systems
ASCII Express. SDS's first communication package, this program

still offers an economic solution to the basic communication needs of the

Apple owner. Features include a built-in directory, keyboard macros, a

text editor, and more. $59.95.

ASCII Express: The Professional. Powerful Apple DOS communi-

cations package. Easily transfers files of any type or size. Supports all

popular modems and eighty-column cards. Features include interactive

macros, 1200-1- baud capability, unattended operation, protocol trans-

fers, plus subscription offers from CompuServe, BRS After Dark,

NewsNet, and Delphi. $129.95.

Online. Lets your Apple become your own private-access dial-up

system. Four levels of passwords for complete security. Fifty user ac-

counts; ideal for electronic mail or announcements by clubs or

businesses. $89.95.

P-Term: The Professional. For the Pascal Apple. Supports all popu-

lar modems and eighty-column cards; 1200-baud operation, protocol

transfers, and more. Includes subscription offers from CompuServe,
BRS After Dark, NewsNet, and Delphi. $129.95.

Z-Term. Sophisticated, full-feature terminal package for the CP/M
Apple; send files of any size, receive files up to 4 IK, auto-save mode,

terminal emulation, and much more. $99.95.

Z-Term: The Professional. Powerful communications package for

the Z-80-equipped Apple. Supports all popular modems and eighty-col-

umn cards, protocol transfers, 1200-baud operation, auto answer, unat-

tended transfer, plus subscription to CompuServe, BRS After Dark,

NewsNet, and Delphi. $149.95.

Telephone Software Connection
Answering Machine, by Ed Magnin. Automatically answers modem

phone line with your name, takes messages, gives outgoing messages to

friends when they call in. Owner can retrieve messages or exit program

to Basic from remote terminal. Displays or prints detailed system log,

has sophisticated security routines. Requires Micromodem. Works well

with most clocks. $35.

Phone Secretary II, by Ed Magnin and Bob Kovacs. Let your

modem also manage your voice calls. Place calls by name, not number.

Time calls (no clock required) and keep a log to compare with phone bill.

Holds over 1,000 names, two phone numbers each. Prints personal

phone book for travel. Also times and logs incoming calls. For

Micromodem or Apple-Cat (with ROM). $40.

Telephone Transfer II, by Ed Magnin and Leighton Paul . Sends

Applesoft, Integer, binary, or text files from one Apple to another. Two
countdown timers show remaining transfer time. "Chat" while sending

files. Automatically corrects errors due to line noise. Compatible with

Micromodem or Apple-Cat (with ROM). $75.

Terminal Program, by Ed Magnin. Memorizes and repeats your log-

on to most systems. 16K capture buffer can be reviewed/printed while

on- or off-line. Upload text easily. Supports upper and lower case, key-

board macros, untypable characters with or without an adapter. For-

mats display for forty-column screen. Requires Micromodem. $35.

Transend
Transend 1. Allows instant information exchange with other Apples,

THE AFFORDABLE ACCOUNTING PROGRAM
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mainframes, and public networks. Allows user to automatically save

information to disk, print while receiving, and download or upload

information. Can temporarily store information in a capture buffer for

editing, printing, or storing at user's convenience. Also supports key-

board and log-on macros for automatic connection to other computers.

$89.

Transend 2. Gives user all the options of Transend 7, plus the ability

to send multiple data with full CRC error detection and automatic re-

transmission. An estimator determines the length of each transmission in

advance. User-created transmit lists allow user to send a series of files

with just one command. $149.

Transend 3. Allows automatic information exchange between Ap-

ples. Automatic redial and password file protection guarantees the se-

curity of user information. Supports multiple addressing of up to 128

people, complete text editor, personal appointment scheduling.

Clock/calendar scheduling lets user schedule correspondence for any fu-

ture time. $275.

AMC 300 Modemcard. A 1 10 and 300 baud modem. Supports the

following features: auto dial/auto answer. Touch Tone and pulse dialing.

Line monitoring allows the user to hear the carrier, busy signal, or bad

connection. The AMC 300 Modemcard is Bell 103-compatible and fits

completely inside the Apple without any external parts except for the

RJll cable that connects to the wall jack. Micromodem U-compatible,

and includes a free subscription to the Source. $325.

Trutec Software
Person-to-Person. A high-performance phone and address database.

Has a comprehensive auto-dialer, dials voice and computer calls, uses

Sprint, pays bills, and so on. Is also an address book, does mailing lists,

merge-prints form letters, and keeps memos. Menu-driven, fast, and

friendly. $69.95.

U.S. Robotics
Telpac. Telecommunications software that gives dynamic transmis-

sion interaction, allowing your computer to serve as a dumb terminal.

send and receive files, act as host, autodial from a nonvolatile library of

numbers (with auto log-on), and time dial with pre-set commands.
Utilizes a simplified, friendly format. $79.

Telpac Software. Using the terminal mode, this will allow the

microcomputer to function as a standard terminal to communicate with a

host computer system. Will send a file from the local disk drive to a host

computer; receive files from a host computer using standard communica-
tions protocols; allow a microcomputer to be accessed remotely using the

host computer mode. In this mode, any standard terminal can be used

with the system to run programs, retrieve data, or send data. $79.

Password. A 300/1200 autodial, auto-answer modem. Full/half

duplex Bell 212A, 103, and 113 compatible. Utilizes only 12 ICs on a

single board design. May be used with a wide variety of communication

software, including Telpac, Ward Christensen's public domain pro-

grams, and Crosstalk. $449.

Woolf Software System
Move-it. A smart terminal and file transfer program for small

computers running CP/M, CP/M-86, MS-DOS, and other operating sys-

tems. All Move-it commands can be controlled from one end, allowing

communication to unattended computers. Features include trans-

mission/reception of files, error-free transfers between Move-its, sup-

port for autodial modems, local and remote directories/user numbers,

and messages. Includes configuration and help utilities. $125 to $150.

Zoom Telephonies
Netmaster. A "communications freeway" that lets you speed any

Apple file to another computer through noisy phone lines without errors.

Lets you transfer games, computer graphics, documents, any DOS 3.3

file directly from disk to disk, all with computer accuracy. Works with

any modem, compatible with other communications software. $79.

Networker. Plug-in 300-baud, single-slot, direct-connect modem.
The Apple Communications Card is on-board, and it comes with both

Networker communications software on disk and a subscription to the

Source. $129.
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YOURSPREADSHEETS
CAN lOOK PERFECT
AND STIU BEWRONG.

You know how it is.

You spend hours building up a

spreadsheet. Inserting data. Changing

figures. Adding new formulas

suggested by others.

When you're finished, everything

looks perfect. But is it?

Are those totals really right?

What formulas produced that

bottom line?

Is it out? And if so, by how much?

The only way to be sure.

If you use VisiCalc®, Lotus™ 1-2-3*

or SuperCalc™
,
you need

The Spreadsheet AUDITOR.
Why? Because only the AUDITOR

allows you to quickly and simply

print out every formula in your

spreadsheet.

Formulas are displayed in a two-

dimensional grid that matches the

layout of your spreadsheet exactly.

Coordinates are printed. Pages are

numbered.

So you can refer to any section

instantly — identify changing

patterns — and spot errors or

omissions, without having to move
your cursor from cell to cell.

For Lotus users, the AUDITOR
even provides a complete listing of

all named and special ranges.

Quick, simple, sure.

You don't have to waste time altering

column widths. Or worry about

clipping important formulas.

The AUDITOR scales columns
automatically.

It gives you the option of wrap-

ping long formulas into manageable
columns that are easy to read.

A permanent record.
The AUDITOR allows you to

document any spreadsheet, and

create a permanent record.

It lets you examine the logic

behind spreadsheets "handed down"
by previous users.

And generates formats that can be

followed by other users later.

Other company benefits.
In companies where several people

are using spreadsheets, a series of

listings can grow to become an

application's library.

The AUDITOR makes sure

everyone knows what spreadsheets

have been developed, so no-one

wastes time reinventing the wheel.

The perfect teaching tool.

The AUDITOR helps new users to

learn spreadsheet building tech-

niques quickly because it displays

the formulas behind the numbers.

Printouts also show what formulas

to type into any given grid location.

Put the Auditor on your side.

If you're making responsible financial

or corporate decisions based on
spreadsheets, you can't afford to be

without the AUDITOR one more day.

THE

A small price to pay
Best of all the AUDITOR costs

just $99.

And that's a small price to pay for

spreadsheets you know are right.

For more information:

contact Consumers Software at

(604) 688-4548

(Dealer enquiries welcome.)

To order your copy.
Enclose cheque or money order for

$99 and mail to:

Consumers Software Inc.

Dept. A, Ste. I06, 314 East HoUy Street

Bellingham, Wa. 98225
or, caU 800-645-5501 toU-free.

(We accept Visa and Master Card.)

Please specify whether you have an

IBM/PC or an Apple II or He.

""signifies manufacturers' trademarks.

®Signifles manufacturers' registered trademarli.

SPREADSHEET

FOR SPREADSHEETSYOUCANCOUNTON
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Academic Hallmarks
Knowledge-Master Series. Quiz formats. Examples follow.

Bible. Challenging competition program with 400 high school objec-

tive test items covering the Old and New Testaments. $27.

General Math. Covers math history, numbers, Roman numerals,

properties, sets, other bases, multiples, factoring, series, progressions,

roots, powers. $27.

Geometry. Covers lines, angles, curves, triangles, circles, quadri-

laterals, polygons, solids, volume, and areas. $27.

Word Processing. Covers mathematical word problems on distance,

speed, mixtures, taxation, interest, discount, percent, and measurement.

$27.

Physics One. Covers matter, change of state, mass, weight, density,

atomic structure, measurement, theories, laws, fluids, and gases. $27.

Physics Two. Covers waves, sound, magnetism, light, color, optics,

spectroscopy, energy, and radiation. $27.

Chemistry One. Covers elements, periodic table, chemical com-
pounds, acids, bases, salts, chemical bonds, solutions, suspensions, and

ions. $27.

Chemistry Two. Covers chemistry history, chemical laws, atomic

structure, metals, gases, electrolysis, distillation, halogens, hydrates,

and mixtures. $27.

Astronomy. Covers astronomy history, stars, planets, eclipses, theo-

ries, gravity, spectroscopy, and space programs. $27.

Geology One. Covers geology history, theories, geologic time, pale-

ontology, earth's crust, earth's interior, earthquakes, volcanoes, and gla-

ciers. $27.

Geology Two. Covers mineralogy; petrology; igneous, sedimentary,

and metamorphic rocks; sedimentation; speleology; soils; stratigraphy;

hydrology; and ores. $27.

Meteorology. Covers atmosphere, temperature, pressure, wind,

clouds, humidity, fronts, air masses, seasons, climates, storms, and pre-

cipitation. $27.

Biology One. Covers life; cells; tissues, organs; skeletal, respiratory,

circulatory, digestive, excretory, and endocrine systems. $27.

Biology Two. Covers coelenterates, echinoderms, worms, moUusks,

arturopods, insects, fish, amphibians, and reptiles. $27.

Biology Three. Covers birds, mammals, primates, protists, bacteria,

and taxonomic zoology. $27.

Biology Four. Covers plant anatomy and physiology, photosynthesis^

plant reproduction, taxonomic botany, and plant ecology. $27.

Biology Five. Covers evolution, genetics, reproduction, biology his-

tory, and ecology. $27.

Health. Covers first aid, diseases, disorders, alcoholism, tobacco

habit, drugs, narcotics, history of medicine, and nutrition. $27.

Psychology. Covers defense mechanisms, abnormal psychology,

personality, motivation, emotion, thinking, intelligence, learning, sensa-

tion, perception. $27.

Knowledge Bowl. Covers all secondary disciplines. Eight disks avail-

able individually or as a group. $172, or $27 each.

English One. Covers prefixes, suffixes, roots, stems, plurals, sylla-

bication, etymology, and language history. $27.

Shakespeare. Covers Shakespeare's life and times, as well as his

poetry, histories, tragedies, and comedies. $27.

Literature One. Covers world authors and famous world literature.

$27.

Literature Two. Covers forms and elements of literature, literary

techniques, figures of speech, and proverbs. $27.

Geography One. Covers maps, continents, oceans, seas, islands,

lakes, rivers, deserts, and mountains. $27.

Geography Two. Covers national parks and the geography of the

United States, Canada, and the Middle East. $27.

Geography Three. Covers the geography of Australia, New Zealand,

Africa, Asia, and Europe. $27.



World History One. Covers ancient Middle East, Egypt, Greece,

Rome, feudalism, medieval history, Reformation, Renaissance, and the

history of France. $27.

World History Two. Covers World War I, World War II, and the

history of Germany, Great Britain, and Canada. $27.

World History Three. Covers history of Africa, Latin America, Rus-

sia, the East, and Southeast Asia. $27.

Government. Covers forms of government. Declaration of Indepen-

dence, Constitution, amendments, separation of powers, citizenship,

local government, legal terms, and elections. $27.

American History One. Covers early explorations, colonial period,

American Revolution, and the Confederation. $27.

American History Two. Covers the Civil War and the period between

1853 and 1982. $27.

American History Three. Covers history of native Americans, the

Old} West, American military history , some famous Americans, and

presidents. $27.

Addison-Wesley
Micro-DYNAMO. A computer language for constructing and exe-

cuting continuous simulation models to study business, social, economic,

biological, psychological, and engineering systems. These continuous

models are useful when the behavior of the system depends more on

aggregate flows than on the occurrence of discrete events. $245.

Ahead Designs
Scramble. Displays a scrambled word in large letters. The player

types the correct spelling. Parents can pick and change their children's

spelling words. They will have fun unscrambling the words while learn-

ing to spell. Ages seven to twelve. $15.95.

Word Division. Reinforces identification of prefixes, suffixes, and

division of compound words, presented in large letters. Each player

commands his own laser and attempts to divide the word before time

runs out. Parents can create, add, and edit words. Ages seven to twelve.

$19.95.

American Training International
ATI Training Powerfor Multiplan. Teaches the use of Multiplan in

less than three hours while providing practice with real Multiplan com-

mands. The interactive training disk and tabbed handbook teach usable

skills in a fraction of the time required by conventional methods. $75.

Menu-Powerfor Wordstar, Volume One. Teaches the use of Word-

Star in less than three hours while providing practice with real WordStar

commands. Interactive training disk and tabbed handbook. $45.

Command Power for WordStar. Recommended for those who have

completed Menu Powerfor WordStar, Volume One. $45.

ATI Training Power for CP/M. Teaches CP/M in less than three

hours while providing practice with real CP/M commands. Interactive

training disk and tabbed handbook. $75.

ATI Training Power for dBase II. Teaches dBase II in less than

three hours while providing practice with real dBase //commands. Inter-

active training disk and tabbed handbook. $75.

ATI Training Power for VisiCalc. Teaches VisiCalc in less than

three hours while providing practice with real VisiCalc commands. In-

teractive training disk and tabbed handbook. $75.

ATI Training Powerfor SuperCalc. Teaches SuperCalc in less than

three hours while providing practice with real SuperCalc commands. In-

teractive training disk and tabbed handbook. $75.

ATI Training Powerfor Benchmark. Teaches the use of Benchmark
in less than two hours while providing practice with real Benchmark
commands. Package includes an interactive training disk and tabbed

handbook. $75.

ATI Training Powerfor BPI General Accounting. Teaches the use

of BPI in less than three hours while providing practice with real BPI
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commands. Includes an interactive training disk and tabbed handbook.

$75.

ATI Training Powerfor EasyFiler. Teaches the use of EasyFiler in

less than one hour while providing practice with real EasyFiler menus.

Includes an interactive training disk and tabbed handbook. $75.

ATI Training Powerfor EasyPlanner. Teaches the use of EasyPlan-

ner in less than one hour while providing practice with real EasyPlanner

menus. Includes an interactive training and tabbed handbook. $75.

ATI Training Powerfor Easy Writer II. Teaches the use of Easywrit-

er II in less than one hour while providing practice with real EasyWriter

II functions. Includes an interactive training disk and tabbed handbook.

$75.

ATI Training Power for MBASIC. Teaches the use of MBASIC in

less than one hour while providing practice with real MBASIC statements

and commands. Includes an interactive training disk and tabbed hand-

book. $75.

ATI Training Power for MicroPlan. Teaches the use of MicroPlan

in less than one hour while providing practice with real MicroPlan com-
mands. Includes an interactive training disk and tabbed handbook. $75.

The Answer in Computers
Torricelli Series. Courseware for computer-assisted instruction.

Author. A courseware authoring program. Educators need not be

computer experts to create courses with Author. Create initial pages, in-

dex, quiz, test, and final pages. Branching is provided. Screen editor

commands, page management (copy, delete, and so on), and presenta-

tion portion. CP/M only. $295.

Studio. A linear presentation program for courses created with the

authoring program. Free with the purchase of Author. CP/M only. Sold

separately as a demo for $30.

Editor. A courseware authoring program similar to Author. Progress

on course can be easily viewed by author. Supports global variants,

screen editor commands, centering, and right margin justification.

CP/M. $295.

School. An interactive presentation program for courseware writtem

with Editor. Supports date, time, and color options. Allows interruption!

and resumption of course at same point. Provides immediate feedbackt

and percentile scoring. Uses features such as blink, reverse video, andi

highlighting. CP/M. $150.

Scribe. A utility program that allows courseware to be spell-checked!

and number of allotted pages to be changed. Optional companion to

Editor, Scribe cm also be used as a standalone program. CP/M. $150.

Anthro-Digital
Hebrew II. A mini-word processor for the Hebrew language. Prints)

from right to left, includes optional vowels, prints numbers from left to

right, can label any Apple graphics screens, and prints out on most print-

ers. $60.

Hebrew II Plus. A mini-word processor for Hebrew and English.

You can switch between languages at will; each prints in its proper direc-

tion, and Hebrew provides optional vowels. Create word lists and bi-

lingual texts. Print out on most printers or use separate graphics dump to

print giant letters. $90.

F.A.R.M. Designed to teach agricultural accounting, based on the(

way farmers actually work. Each student can set up and operate severali

working farm models. Provides extensive reporting to show effects.

$165.

Apple Computer
Apple Logo. A sophisticated, proven tool for problem solving, bothi

for children and adults. It's a language for programming, designed to ac-

commodate both the beginner and the advanced user. An ideal tool for

home education. Teaches problem-solving skills by providing a flexible

tool for individual exploration. $175.

Applied Microsystems
Elements of Medical Terminology. A drill and practice course im

medical terminology. Twenty-one lessons teach the student to construct a

virtually unlimited vocabulary of medical and anatomical terms throughl

the assembly of combining forms, prefixes, and suffixes. Institutional:

version allows up to 100 students to take the course concurrently. $20;

institutional version, $40.

Introduction to IBM OS/JCL. An interactive tutorial in IBM Jobi

Control Language for OS that runs on any Apple with Applesoft. Teni

lessons cover JCL syntax, record blocking and space allocation, condi-

tion codes, partitioned and sequential organization, catalogued data sets,

and IBM utilities. Institutional version tracks up to 100 students concur-

rently. $25; institutional version, $50.

Beginning Basic. An interactive tutorial in Applesoft for the begin-

ning programmer. Twelve lessons cover everything from screen format-

ting and branching to looping techniques, arrays, and graphics. Dynamic

examples are developed on the screen and allow the student to see execu-

tion in real time. An on-line index of terms is included. $34.95.

Artworx
Monkeymath, by Dennis Zander and Roger Harnish. Marvelous

graphics and animation couple the fun and excitement of an arcade game
with the opportunity to learn and practice number placement, addition,

subtraction, multiplication, and division. Each skill may be practiced at

three levels of difficulty. For ages four to ten. $23.95.

Hodge Podge, by Marsha Meredith. Provides knowledge in a most

enjoyable (and nonintimidating) fashion for children from eighteen

months to six years of age. Many cartoons, animations, and songs; each

key provides something different for the child to explore, from apples to

zigzags. $19.95.

ATV Research
Imagesoft Public Domain Compilations. Programs include graph-

ics/sound, home, education, business and finance, games, and utilities.

Ideal for those learning Basic. Each program is listable, permitting users

to analyze and learn from, as well as to modify, the program. One
category, $24.95; all seven categories, $89.95.

Avant-Garde
Word Scrambler and Spelling Tutor. A fun way to teach spelling. A

word is flashed on the screen and the student must spell it correctly. Cor-

Highest Quality, Lifetime Guarantee!

DISKETTES
^-g ^^^^ soft-sectored, with

A •O^ envelopes, hub ring, double

density, double-sided on APPLE and other

computers not using tinning pulse holes.

Order 100 for $155.

^-|y|Q For bulk paks of 100 of above,

q^J-^V single-sided. Hard plastic

stand-up 10-diskette carrying cases $2.75

each, 4 for $10 (beige, black, blue, green,

red, grey, yellow).

Disk Drives
CI OO APPLE-compatible, 40-

kpXW track, full-size, Siemens type

quality drives, with manufacturer's 1-year

warrantee.

Add $2 to total order for UPS shipping or ($5
for drives), plus $2 for COD or $4 for credit

card or invoiced orders. y-^-^.^
VF ASSOCIATES
6327 Western Ave. , N.W. . Wash. . D.C. 2001

5

(202) 363-1313
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rect answers are awarded points, while incorrect answers lead to practice

exercises. The word-scrambling option adds an entertaining twist.

$19.95.

AEN Grading System. Designed to eliminate tedious hours with a

grade book. Alphabetizes, calculates, and records grades of one student,

many students, or categories of students. The user can choose from num-

ber grades or any of three types of letter grades. The package includes a

demo, manual, and tutorial. $70.

Electronic Hash Card. This program turns the monitor into a flash-

card. Parents or teachers create files on math, vocabulary, foreign-word

translations, or questions and answers. The program also supports for-

eign characters and accent marks. $29.95.

ZES Authoring System. An authoring system designed to allow

teachers to develop their own lessons without programming knowledge.

This menu-driven system includes graphics, animation, branching, and

extensive record-keeping. The program comes with four disks and an

extensive, 200-page manual. $250.

Sentence Diagramming. Four separate exercises designed to enforce

grammatical ideas. The user is required to identify parts of speech,

usage, and types of sentences, as well as to diagram sentences. Twenty

sentences and three levels. $29.95.

Special Products and Algebraic Factors. An excellent program for

home or school, this package is designed to develop skill, accuracy, and

speed when working with the distributive law, binomials, trinomials, and

quadrinomials. Also included are exercises on factors. $29.95.

Logic and Euclidean Geometry. A unique approach to teaching

logic. Designed to teach nine forms of logical deduction. The exercises

can be done using angles, or they can be done in picture/symbol logic. A
brief history is also included. $29.95.

Introductory Algebra. A series of exercises utilizing the distributive

law, binomials, trinomials, substitution, division of terms, and more.

The user chooses the type and level of each exercise. Versatile enough to

be used in home or school. $29.95.

ZES Courseware. Each standalone package can be used to pretest,

instruct, review, or quiz its subject areas. Complete with graphics, ani-

mation, branching, record-keeping. Can be used with the ZES Authoring

System. Includes topics in math, physics, weather, physiology, gram-

mar, and the German language. $29.95.

Ultra Function Plot. Calculates and graphs values for any equation

that can be written in Applesoft Basic, including sine, cosine, quadratics,

and more. The user chooses the equation and the range of X values; the

program calculates and graphs the Y values. The program also allows

overlays and blowups. $59.95.

Arithmetic Drill and Practice. A back-to-basics math program de-

signed for use in the home or school. The user can practice any of the

four basic math operations individually or in random groups. Seven

exercise groups, each with three different difficulty levels. $15.95.

Behavioral Engineering
Beginning Composition Strategy. Uses eye movement leads and

linguistic props to draw out ideas and teach people about composition

and creative writing in a way that is fun and easy. $34.95.

Composition Strategy: Your Creative Blockbuster. An advanced ver-

sion of Beginning Composition Strategy. More sophisticated prompts
give you more control and more options for creativity. $49.95.

Letter Man. Hungry gobblers chase you around a maze at faster and

faster speeds. You move by typing the letters that fill the maze. Learn to

type while you are playing. $34.95.

Math Gallery. You direct a magic ray at math formulas that move
past in the colorful shooting gallery. If you hit the incorrect equation, the

magic ray turns it into the right one. The more you get right, the faster

and more challenging the game becomes. $29.95.

Math Strategy. Uses the interplay between eye movement and
memory to instill the best strategy for learning basic math. Self-paced in-

struction helps you learn to make lasting mental pictures. $34.95.

Spelling Gallery. Shoot misspelled words in the gallery for high

I

score. A fast-moving and challenging game that teaches speed recogni-

! tion and speed-reading skills, in addition to spelling. $29.95.

Spelling Strategy. Eye movement leads and self-paced instruction

teach you the best strategy for spelling. You will be able to spell any

word frontward and backward. $34.95.

Typing Strategy. Teaches you to type as quickly and accurately as a

professional typist. Animated hands and keyboard show you which key

to press and which finger to use. Games and exercises help to increase

your speed and accuracy. $34.95.

Louis K. Bell
The Dimensional Analysis of the Great Pyramid. Includes ancient

and modern measurements of the pyramid's three chambers, principal

triangles, and coffer. The program is a mixture of theory and history; it's

based on twenty-five years of research. $25.

Berry Systems
Learn USA. Your Apple can teach the states of the union to your

children. A United States map is displayed; each state can be enlarged,

showing the state and capital name, as well as the surrounding states.

State flower, bird, population, and so on also displayed. Quiz modes.

$39.95.

Talking Pictures Alphabet. Let your Apple speak to your children

(no additional hardware required) . Each letter is presented with an illus-

trative picture; the computer gives both the letter and the name of the ob-

ject. Children can use the program by themselves. $39.95.

Big Red Apple Club
Disk Network. A collection of programs, tutorials, and articles that

comes to you on a nonprotected floppy disk. Produced on a monthly ba-

sis, it also includes a special reader-input section where you can meet and

exchange information with Apple users around the world. Six-issue sub-

scription, $25.

Blythe Valley Software
Hansel and Gretel. This classic story is written in three reading

levels. A fourth level enables the user to edit existing text. The graphics

may also be used in any order to create an original story, allowing this

program to be used for creative writing. $34.95.

Briar Rose. Similar to Hansel and Gretel, using the story Briar Rose

(Sleeping Beauty). $34.95.

The Story Teller. A large selection of graphics for use in the home

CIRCASCRIPT #20
WORD PROCESSOR

FOR APPLE II, 11+ and lie

SUPPORTS //e 80 COLUMN CARD
FEATURES INCLUDE:

• Global Search and Replace
• File Size of 12-15 Pages
• Instant-view Help Screens
• Saving Blocks of Text
• Page Heading & Numbering
• Inserting Files from Disk

• Lower Case Adaptor
Compatibility

• Indentations

• Tabbing
• Underlining

• Access to DOS
• Centering Text
• Shift Lock
• Use Your Printer's Special

Features

CIRCASCRIPT PLUS

$59.95

ALL OF CIRCASCRIPT' S FEATURES PLUS:

CircaJian
Sofia

• Mail List Merging

• Spelling Program Compatibility

P. O. BOX 1208
MELBOURNE, FL 32902

(305) 723-5717

APPLE IS A REGISTERED TRADEMARK OF APPLE COMPUTER, INC-
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and school. With the graphics, the user can create a story and save it for

later enjoyment. A vocabulary builder and a tool for creative writing.

$29.95.

Milky Way Merchant. A trading strategy game in which you make

deals for profit, identify markets and their needs, and plan your trading

route. Beginning players may use the automatic set-up feature, while ad-

vanced players may set up their own variations of the game. $34.95.

BPI Systems
Speed Reading. Increases reading comprehension and effectiveness

as well as speed. Eight self-paced lessons let you increase reading skills

gradually. Self-instructional manual and library of reading selections;

prints progress reports, charts, and graphs for each reader. Ideal for

home, classroom, or office. $195.

BrainBank
Four Basic Reading Skills. Five programs teach how to recall

details, identify the main idea, draw conclusions, and put things in order.

Complete with review test. Ages nine and up. An introduction to four

practice sets. $60.

Basic Skills Practices A, B, C, and D. Four separate practice sets,

each containing five programs that give practice with the skills learned in

Four Basic Reading Skills. Ages nine and up. $60 each.

Science—The Human Body: An Overview. Eight programs on two

disks teach how the main body systems work. Covers muscular, di-

gestive, respiratory, skeletal, circulatory, and nervous systems. Includes

a review test. Ages ten and up. $90.

Science—The Skeletal System. Five programs explain in detail the

skeletal system. Covers bones, joints, ligaments, and cartilage. Includes

a review test. Ages ten and up. $70.

Social Studies— The States Game. Five programs, designed as

games, teach you hard facts while you guess the states from descriptive

clues. One to four players; ages eight and up. $60.

American History—The Decades Game I, //, and HI. Five game
programs teach dates and facts about America's history. One to four

players; ages fourteen and up. $60 each.

Grammar—Classes of Nouns. Five programs teach the difference

between common, proper, and special classes of nouns. Also covers

tricky areas of capitalization. Includes a review test. Ages thirteen and

up. $60.

Word Elements One and Two. Each set has five programs that teach

the usage and meaning of prefixes. Complete with a review test. Ages

nine and up. $60 each.

Word Elements Three and Four. Each set includes five programs

that teach the usage and meaning of suffixes. Complete with a review

test. Ages nine and up. $60 and $70 respectively.

Word Elements Six. Six programs that teach the usage and meaning

of prefixes. Complete with a review test. Ages nine and up. $70.

Grammar—Word Functions. Nine programs teach look-alike and

sound-alike words—homonyms and synonyms. Also includes lessons on

antonyms. Includes a review test. Two disks. Ages eight and up. $99.

Millionwaire. A TV-style quiz show for one to four players, or for

larger groups playing in teams. A wisecracking master of ceremonies.

Bob BrainBank, and his assistant. Donna DiskDrive, present questions

from forty-one categories. Players bet part or all of their bankroll

attempting to win one million BrainBucks and the game. $34.95.

C & C Software
Magic Crayon. Lets children draw, select color, and watch the

computer redraw their own pictures. Instructions are available in picture

form for prereaders. $35.

Learning About Numbers. Uses colorful, lively graphics to teach

number skills. In Let's Count, a happy face winks at correct answers.

Children control the hands of the clock in Let's Tell Time. A graphics

story in Arithmetic Fun reinforces arithmetic skills. Preschool through

fourth grade. $40.

Cdex
How To Use Your Apple He. Computer-based training that uses

graphics. Self-paced and interactive, the computer becomes a tutor.

Teaches DOS commands and special keys. Introduces CP/M, UCSD p-

System, and the Basic language. Three disks and a user guide. $69.95.

Managing Your Business with the Multiplan Program. Computer-

based training on the basics of Multiplan. Includes instruction on ap-

plications for business management. $69.95.

The VisiCalc Program. Computer-based training on the use and ap-

plications of VisiCalc. $69.95.

CET Research Group
French Curve. Employs a cubic spline algorithm in least squares

smoothing and expansion of tabular data. Noisy data sets may be smoothed

before further processing of the data. Also offers interpolation, nu-

merical integration, and graphical display of tabular data. $95.

NLLSQ. A nonlinear least squares (nonlinear regression) program

designed to fit a user's data to a model of his or her choice. A primary

application is in analyzing experimental data from physical and engineer-

ing research. The user must provide suitable data set and Basic code that

defines the problem of interest. $150.

COMPress
EnBasic. If you are familiar with Basic, you'll be able to create

high-quality CAI materials without hardware modification. Unlike most

authoring systems, which simplify CAI by limiting the range of ap-

proaches, EnBasic allows full control of the logical structure of instruc-

tional design. $150.

Compu-Tations
Spanish Vocabulary Drill. A drill-and-practice program for learn-

ing Spanish vocabulary words. Includes several files on the disk; also al-

lows the user to input and save additional files. $24.95.

German Vocabulary Drill. Similar to Spanish Vocabulary Drill. In-

cludes practice in German-to-English translation and vice versa. $24.95.

French Vocabulary Drill. Similar to Spanish Vocabulary Drill. In-

cludes practice in French-to-English translation and vice versa. $24.95.

Basic Judaism. Eight quizzes covering Jewish life, leaders, holidays,

services, and so on. A menu-driven program that reinforces right an-

swers and repeats missed questions until the subject is mastered. $34.95.

Early Elementary I. Four programs with counting, color, number,

and shape drills. The programs require very limited keyboard skills and

provide positive comments, graphics, and optional music reinforcement.

A comprehensive Teacher Management File is included; the documenta-

tion includes ten behavioral objectives. Preschool through grade two.

$29.95.

Early Elementary 11. Four programs with drills on the alphabet,

numbers, and the inside/outside concept. Classrom-tested. Includes a

password-protected Teacher Management File and documentation of be-

havioral objectives. Preschool through grade two. $29.95.

Special Skill Builders /. Includes the same programs as Early Ele-

mentary I for use in Special Education situations. Unique in that game

paddles as well as the keyboard may be used to respond to screen presen-

tations. $29.95.

Special Skill Builders //. Includes the same programs as Early Ele-

mentary II for use in Special Education situations. Also uses game pad-

dles. $29.95.

Typing Teacher. A hands-on program that utilizes behavioral learn-

ing principles to teach anyone to master the typewriter or keyboard.

Written by a behavioral psychologist, the program concentrates on drill,

practice, and reinforced learning through eight phases of instruction.

$14.95.

Word Power. A drill-and-practice program designed to help anyone

from the third grade on increase vocabulary skills. The disk includes sev-

eral practice files; users can input, revise, store, and retrieve their own
files, each including up to thirty different words. $24.95.

Schoolhouse L A collection of ten educational programs on one disk,

primarily oriented to the elementary and intermediate grades. $24.95.

Soccer Math. Math program that utilizes graphics of soccer players.

Includes addition, subtraction, and multiplication problems in ten skill

levels. Teacher Management File automatically adjusts the skill level of

each user based on the number of correct anwers. $24.95.

Study Quiz Files. A user-oriented program that allows you to create

lessons in quiz form on any subject without programming knowledge.

Place an entire course on the disk, with modular lessons that can be re-
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trieved, run, or revised at will without having to rewrite lessons. $24.95.
Multiple Choice Files (MCF). Similar to Study Quiz Files, except it

creates multiple-choice tests. Contains randomized questioning and stim-

ulating, high-impact, immediate-feedback learning strategies. A/CF pro-

vides for five choices to each question stem. Hard copy multiple-choice

tests can be printed. $24.95.

Computer Tutor Publishing
Computer Tutor. Four one-hour videocassettes that explain how to

use the Apple II and He computers. Each tape is divided into easily man-
ageable 15-minute segments for interactive use with the computer.
Titles: First Byte oftiie Apple, Basic Programming, Graphics, Problem
Solving. $135 each.

Basic Programming: Coding, Counting, and Comparing. Used to

teach fundamentals of Basic on any microcomputer. Demonstrates ways
to get data into the machine, examines types of variables, describes loop-

ing and subroutines, and explains how the machine decides what to do
next. Ages twelve to adult. $135.

First Byte of the Apple. Looks at main components inside the Apple
and shows operational hook-up. Explains software and floppy disks, and
shows how to initialize a disk and develop a simple program. Also
discusses input and output devices, CPU, RAM, ROM, and bytes. Ages
twelve to aduh. $135.

Graphics: A Picture Is Worth 1000 Words. Explains lo-res graphics,
hi-res graphics, text windows (including peek and poke), and the concept
of shape tables (creating, storing, and manipulating). Ages twelve to

aduh. $135.

Problem Solving: Calculating, Formatting, and Filing. Teaches
math functions (RND, INT, LOG), explains how to format the screen
and use some useful string functions, discusses how to read and write
text files, and gives an overview of word processing with Apple Writer
and record keeping with VisiCalc. Ages twelve to adult. $135.

Control Data
The Computer Literacy Series. These short, independent courses

cover basic concepts of computers in order to help the novice overcome
"computer anxiety," develop computer skills that can be used on the
job, and understand and choose computer-related careers. $49.95 each.

PLATO Travel Vocabulary. Teaches over 500 common travel words
related to transportation, lodging, food, health, and general conversation
in Spanish, French, and German. $49.95.

PLATO Vocabulary for Shopping Use. Designed with over 500
words in French, Spanish, and German relating to shopping for clothing,

personal items, toys, tools and outdoor equipment, furniture, groceries,
and household items. $49.95.

The Life Coping Skills Series. Four courses to help you learn more
about yourself and improve relationships with others on a personal or
business level. Topics include Building Relationships, Forming Positive
Behavior, Increasing Self-Esteem, and Communication Skills. $49.95
each.

Basic Number Facts. Designed for elementary math students. Gives
practice in numbers zero to ten using an animated racetrack and two cars.

Students solve problems, trying to improve speed and accuracy with
each race. Each time the problems are solved faster, the student wins the
race. $49.95.

Physics: Elementary Mechanics. Designed for senior high physics
students. Tests and evaluates knowledge of the principles of mechanics.
Simulated physical situations are presented with animation. A question is

asked and the student is challenged to use the least possible amount of
help and information. $59.95.

Counterpoint Software
Early Games for Young Children, by John Paulson. Nine games

designed to teach basic skills to children ages two to six: matching num-
bers, counting blocks, adding and subtracting blocks, matching letters,

working with the alphabet, typing names, comparing shapes, and draw-
ing colorful pictures. No adult supervision required; picture menu gives
children control. $29.95.

Early Games Music, by John Paulson. Four games encourage chil-
dren ages two to twelve to experiment with music. They learn to play
tunes, add graphics, and create original tunes, using the computer to re-
cord and play back the music. Names of notes and keys of the piano are

introduced. $29.95.

Early Games Piece of Cake, by Dr. Robert Eyestone. At the bakery,
children learn to add, subtract, multiply, and divide cakes as they come
out of the oven. In Catchacake, players go through the same opera-
tions—at high speeds, so the cakes won't splat on the floor. Challenging
fun for elementary ages. $29.95.

Early Games Fraction Factory, by Dr. Robert Eyestone. At the frac-

tion factory, children see and describe fractions, find equal values with
different denominators, multiply whole numbers by a fraction, and add
and subtract fractions. Colorful graphics and musical sounds help chil-

dren visualize and understand the concepts. Grades three through six

$29.95.

Early Games Matchmaker, by Jane Adolf and Charles Boody. Play-
fully guides children through discrimination games involving colors,
shapes, sizes, and directions. Musical sounds and colorful graphics help
children understand why their responses are right or wrong. Matching
games are fun for learning prereading skills. Even two-year-olds need no
adult supervision. $29.95.

Courseware
Courseware's Authoring System. Allows educators to create excit-

ing, interactive, computer-based instruction—without programming.
Lessons including concept, instruction, examples, review, and quiz can
be built easily and linked into entire courses. Color, graphics, scrolling,

and other features enhance lessons with the touch of a key. $255.

Creative Curriculum
Speed Reading Courseware. A complete program for high school

through adult that will increase your reading rate at least 250 percent
with high comprehension— in twenty easy-to-use lessons. Program con-
tains twenty-eight articles on disk and fifteen articles in a supplemental
reading book to help transfer skills to the printed page. $99.

Phase Reading I and II. High interest/low difficulty program that

teaches reading and comprehension skills, correct eye movement, short-

term visual memory, phrase reading techniques, and new vocabulary.

Accompanying skillbook helps to transfer what students learn to the
printed page. Reading level three to four. $49.95 and $59.95.

Pightfor Independence. One of six programs developed to increase

reading comprehension and improve study skills. Motivating material

from United States history develops new vocabulary words, basic
perceptual training, and skill practice with phrases. Accompanying skill-

book allows for the transfer of reading skills to writing areas. Reading
level four. $79.95. Five other programs, reading levels five through
nine, also available at $79.95 each.

Alaskan Gold. Similar to Fight for Independence . Reading level

nine. $79.95.

North to Alaska. Similar to Fight for Independence. Reading level
eight. $79.95.

Building the Transcontinental. Similar to Fight for Independence.

Reading level seven. $79.95.

The War Between the States. Similar to Fight for Independence.
Reading level six. $79.95.

The Westward Movement. Similar to Fight for Independence.
Reading level five. $79.95.

Cross Educational Software
Create-A-TeSt. Enables teachers to produce perfectly formatted

tests in ten minutes. Prints selected questions from question disks.

Teachers can write their own question disks with the built-in text editor

or use prepared disks. Twenty-one disks are available in chemistry, phy-
sics, biology, geography, and physical science. $89.95.

Physics: Vectors and Graphing. Contains seven vector programs and
one graphing program. Datagraph sets up a graph, fits a line to data, and
calculates the intercept and slope of the line. $15.

Physics: Statics. Five programs diat teach the procedures for solving
statics problems. Each problem is illustrated, and vectors are drawn at

appropriate points. Some of the problems ask students to use their own
calculators while working along with the computer. $20.

Physics: Motion. Nine programs that teach the procedures for solv-

ing motion problems. Graphing Motion demonstrates the concepts of
slope and area for students who are learning calculus. $20.
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Physics: Conservation Laws. Eight programs on conservation of mo-

mentum, energy, and angular momentum. One- and two-dimensional

collisions are discussed. Bouncing Ball is a game that teaches the conser-

vation of kinetic and potential energy. $20.

Physics: Circular Motion. Four programs discuss the problem-

solving methods of circular and harmonic motion. Two other programs

use graphics to explain why a satellite stays in orbit. $20.

Physics: Thermodynamics. Seven programs for science and engi-

neering students that solve heat problems and teach kinetic theory. In

Ideal Gas Cycles, the P-V gas cycles are graphed on the hi-res screen.

$20.

Physics: Electricity. Seven programs at the calculus level cover the

traditional physics topics related to field theory and circuits. Gauss's

Law and Ampere 's Law each apply the laws to an example problem. $20.

Physics: Optics. Six large programs on two sides of a disk. Three

programs cover ray diagrams used in geometrical optics. The other three

discuss physical optics for more advanced students. $20.

Atomic Physics. Six programs that teach atomic and nuclear structure

to physics and chemistry students. Some programs use little math.

Atomic Models presents the historical development of atomic models

from Democritus to quantum mechanics. $30.

Solar System Astronomy. Seven programs containing extensive hi-

res graphics. No math required. Useful to grades nine through adult. In-

ner Planets and Outer Planets give up-to-date information on the planets

and their moons, including data from NASA fly-bys. $30.

Stellar Astronomy. Eight programs useful to grades nine through

adult. Types ofStars draws a hi-res diagram and explains main sequence

stars, novas and super novas, white dwarfs, red giants, blue giants, and

variable stars. Cosmology land //discuss physical and philosophical the-

ories of origins. $30.

Physics Gems. This disk is crammed with thirty math and science

programs. They contain color pictures, animation, and user inputs. Pro-

grams include Least Squares Fit, Metric Height and Weight, Finding Ab-

solute Zero, and Weight on the Planets. $35.

Physics Lab Interface—Light. Contains a kit of parts that can be

plugged into the Apple game controller. Four phototransistors are in-

cluded. The accompanying disk calibrates the interface and demonstrates

each experiment. Experiments include timing a pendulum and measuring

the acceleration of gravity. $60.

Physics Lab Interface—Heat. Contains a kit of parts that can be

plugged into the Apple game controller. Four thermistors are included.

The accompanying disk calibrates the interface and demonstrates each

experiment. Experiments include melting point and specific heat. $60.

Physics Lab Interface—Sound. Contains a kit of parts that can be

plugged into the Apple game controller. A speaker, microphone, and

transistors are included. The accompanying disk calibrates the interface

and demonstrates each experiment. Experiments include audio spectrum

analyzer and speed of sound. $60.

Grade Reporter. Contains two programs. The large-class program

prints reports that can be posted on a bulletin board; also makes his-

tograms of test scores. The small-class program prepares detailed grade

reports that can be given to each student. $19.95.

Spell-a-Vision. Builds visual memory by displaying words in large

letters. Clues are included; spelling words must be typed correctly from

just the clues to score 100 percent. Parents or teachers can enter spelling

lists with the built-in text editor. The disk includes 1,500 words with

clues for elementary students. $24.95.

Cygnus Software
The Metric System Tutor. A two-hour, in-depth study of the metric

system. Consists of the following areas: development of linear, mass,

and volumetric units; converting units; and final test. Removes students'

fear and dislike of the metric system. Grades six to twelve. $66.

The Scientific Method. A one-hour program that introduces students

to the scientific method of problem solving. The following areas are cov-

ered: define problem, collect information, make hypothesis, check hypo-

thesis, reach conclusion. A series of puzzles, mysteries, and problems

enable students to practice the scientific method. Grades six to twelve.

$39.

The Characteristics ofa Scientist. Introduces students to the methods

of a scientist. Shows how curiosity, observation, skepticism, and

open-mindedness enable the scientist to gather information and arrive at

a conclusion. Students practice methods with a series of puzzles, obser-

vations, and so on. Grades six to twelve. $39.

Davidson and Associates
Word Attack. A vocabulary-building system with four well-de-

signed and graphically appealing exercises, including a fast-paced arcade

game. Words and sentences illustrating usage are presented on nine dif-

ferent levels (ages eight to adult), accessing data files of 675 words. Con-

tains an easy-to-use editor. Additional data disks available. $49.95.

Math Blaster. Presents addition, subtraction, multiplication, divi-

sion, fractions, and decimals operations in graphically appealing exer-

cises, including a fast-paced arcade game. Extensive data files contain

over 600 problems for students ages six to twelve. An editor makes it

easy to enter additional problems. $49.95.

Speed Reader II. A complete reading improvement course. Pro-

fessionally designed exercises build speed and comprehension with just

thirty minutes of practice per day. Contains five activities with thirty-five

reading selections, each with questions to check comprehension; also in-

cludes an editor that allows user to enter new selections and a grade-level

analyzer to determine reading level. $69.95

Davka
Bible Baseball. Quiz game on the Old Testament. Animated ball-

park and scoreboard with sound and music. Computer pitches Bible

questions; correct answers score runs. Both easy and difficult question

sets. Play against computer or another player. Supplementary disks

cover other Bible subjects in depth. $24.95.

All about Chanukah. Teaches the origin and basic customs of

Chanukah. Includes a spinning dreidel game. Shows the Maccabean
revolt in full-color graphics and concise text. A bouncing ball teaches the

Hebrew blessings for the Menorah. Other sections include Facts About

Chanukah, Words of the Sages, and a quiz. $30.

DesignWare
Crypto Cube. A challenging word-puzzle game for one or more

players ages eight to adult. The game features a rotating cube that has

crossword-puzzle grids on four sides. Players take turns uncovering let-

ters hidden behind the grid and trying to guess the words. Comes with

1,000 words; user can also add word lists. $39.95.

Creature Creator. An educational game that allows children to create

dancing creatures and practice pattern analysis. Once formed, a creature

can be programmed to hop, stomp, wave, roar, and make other motions.

The computer makes one creature dance, and the child tries to program

another creature to do exactly the same dance. For ages four and up-
even adults! $39.95.

Spellicopter. An action spelling game for ages six and up. Players

pilot a helicopter, maneuvering it through skies crowded with balloons,

thunder clouds, and other obstacles in order to rescue the stranded let-

ters. Context sentences are displayed; if a word is misspelled, the correct

spelling is displayed. Includes 400 words. $39.95.

Developmental Learning Materials
Arcademic Skill Builders in Math. Six fast-paced, brightly picmred

arcade games that give practice in math operations. The series includes

Alien Addition, Minus Mission, Meteor Multiplication, Demolition Divi-

sion, Alligator Mix (addition and subtraction), and Dragon Mix (multi-

plication and division). Includes blackline masters and flashcards. $39

each. All six for $220.

Arcademic Skill Builders in Language Arts. Similar to Arcademic

Math, but gives practice in language arts areas. The series includes Verb

Viper (subject/verb agreement at four levels). Word Man (word building

through patterns). Word Invasion (recognition of parts of speech). Spell-

ing Wiz (spelling demons). Word Radar (sight word recognition), and

Word Master (antonyms, synonyms, and homonyms). Includes blackline

masters. $44 each. All six for $245.

Digipac Computer Consulting
Titrator. Hi-res simulation of an acid-base titration. Uses sound and

color graphics. Draws the pH curve as the titration progresses. Titrates

either strong or weak acids. $23.95.

Gradebook. Stores students' scores on individual assignments. Cal-

culates weighted averages, does statistical analysis on marks, plots a
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mark distribution graph. Marks can be normalized and adjusted. Prints

reports. All data is easily entered and edited. $23.95.

Graphical Analysis. Scientific graphing program to plot fitted curves

using least squares analysis. Fits both linear and curved mixed-case la-

bels, plus superscripts and subscripts. Overlays are possible in different

colors. Includes suggested experiments requiring graphical solutions.

$23.95.

Disk Depot
Seating Chart. Allows a teacher or secretary to sort students quickly

into a seating chart according to the particular teacher's method of

arrangement. Students are seated alphabetically, randomly, or by any

other method desired. Changes can be effected quickly and new charts

printed easily. $29.95.

Generic List Generator (GLG). Allows an alphabetical list to be

extracted from a main list by typing only the number of the item, thereby

saving typing and alphabetizing time. GLG has been used for attendance,

field trip lists, and overdue books, but you may have other applications.

$39.95.

Special Reports to Parents. Includes two programs: Deficiency Slips

and Excellence Slips. These programs enable the teacher to personalize

special report notes to parents. Written in Applesoft; can be modified for

each teacher. $29.95.

Book Questions. Files and prints out questions at a student's request.

Teachers may input up to twenty-five different questions per book, save

them on a disk, and modify them or add to them whenever necessary.

$19.95.

Math Facts Teacher's Aide. Students take brief tests to determine

math facts known, slow facts, and facts not yet mastered. The computer
then prints out its findings and provides practice sheets for slow and un-

known facts. When the student has mastered all the facts, a Certificate of

Mastery for that level is issued. $79.95.

Registration IL (One Level). Allows teachers to select students for

classes by sorting them according to their choices or by random sorting.

Note: This is designed for one level of classes. Ideal for elementary, one
department, or a special activity. $39.95.

Dynacomp
Children's Carrousel. Nine menu-selected games with great color

and sound (including the carrousel and alphabet songs). Games include

matching shapes, counting, letter recognition, and more. Field tested.

Preschool children. $19.95.

Teacher's Gradebook. Store, retrieve, summarize, update, or other-

wise use and report student data—student rosters, grades, and absences.

Up to seven grading categories and twenty marks for each category. In-

cludes password protection, easy data entry and retrieval, and versatile

record structure. $49.95.

Teacher's Aide. Drills for addition, subtraction, multiplication, and

division. Five levels of difficulty. Includes an option to display each step

in long division and multiplication. Features large block graphics for

easy readability. Grades one through six. $13.95, cassette; $17.95, disk.

Probability Through Problem Solving. Twelve programs treating

probability—with dice, coins, marbles, playing cards, and more. Easy to

use, entertaining, challenging, and student-tested. A self-test is included.

Two disks. Grades seven to twelve. $39.95.

Celestial Basic. Twenty-three programs for amateur astronomers and

students. Quickly find planetary positions, rising and setting times of

planets, sun, and moon for any locality, on any date. Check lunar

eclipses, view the skies from any spot on Earth, and learn the constella-

tions. Two disks. $49.95.

Spell It. A spelling quiz system with more than 1,200 words. The
words flash on the screen, and the user must type the word from memo-
ry. Misspelled words are repeated. Scores are reported and can be print-

ed. Users can also make their own ten-word quizzes. $19.95.

Earthware Computer Services
Volcanoes. A simulation of volcanism in game format, allowing

players to do "real-life" investigations and interpret ambiguous data.

May be played by two to four players, or teams. Highly educational and

fun. In use by over 200 colleges and universities. $49.50.

Star Search, by Mark Goles in consultation with Gordon Goles. A
planetary exploration game. Player must configure his own spaceship
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and set a course to explore the planets of Epsilion Eridani in search of

alien life. $45.

Educational Courseware
The Basic Tutor. Series of nine disks designed to provide a guided

tour into the world of Basic programming. Includes system commands,

programming commands, graphics commands, music and sounds, text

files, shapes/pictures, sample studies, advanced topics, and program-

ming aids. Complete series, $280; per disk, $36.

Educational Media
Self-Exploration Series No. 1. Four interactive guidance instruments

designed to allow high school and college students to learn more about

themselves. Includes Money Values Inventory, Parent Relationship

Scale, Self-Concept Inventory, and Stress Management. $39.95.

Self-Exploration Series No. 2. Four interactive guidance instruments

designed to allow high school and college students to learn more about

the area of career exploration and selection. Includes Occupational

Values Inventory, Occupational Orientation Matrix, Career Planning

Questionnaire, and Internal-External Occupational Orientation Survey.

$39.95.

SelfExploration Series No. 3. Four interactive guidance instruments

designed to allow high school and college students to assess their own
smdy skills. Includes the following: What is your study quotient? How
do you think? How do you smdy? and How do you learn? $39.95.

Counselor Log. A system of counselor accountability that allows

counselors to keep track of daily activities and to generate complete and

accurate reports covering a specific period of time. Data is stored on

personal disks. Package includes two duplicate disks, manual, and case.

$59.95.

Creativity. Designed to increase student creativity through the use of

rhyming couplets and word puzzles. Features color, large and small

character fonts, and both visual feedback and feedback through songs.

$19.95.

Math Machine. Utilizes a child's natural curiosity to foster the learn-

ing of math skills. Challenges students in grades two to eight with an ar-

cadelike format in which response speed becomes significant as skills

develop. $19.95.

Ed-U-Comp
Individualized Math. A drill-and-practice program in addition, sub-

traction, multiplication, division, or all four operations that meets the ex-

act needs of each child. Can be easily reviewed and revised when nec-

essary. Includes game as reward. Choose sound or silent play. Quantity

discounts to schools. $24.95.

Edutek
A Clock Game. An excellent device for developing and reviewing

time-telling skills. Students can win up to $500 (Play Bucks) by telling

time. The game saves reports for the parent and optionally prints checks

for the Play Bucks earned by the student during a session. $25.

Counting Fun. A fun activity that helps beginners find the numerals

one to nine on the keyboard and exercise counting skills. A colorful

lightshow rewards players for typing numerals in the correct sequence.

Players are also rewarded for correctly counting small sets of objects.

$20.

Edu-Ware Services
Algebra, Volumes One to Six. This first-year algebra course offers a

selection of learning styles. Work sample problems, solve equations

step-by-step, study rules, and/or read discussions of concepts. Hi-res

color flowcharts show progress, and volume six reviews concepts with a

comprehensive test. Volumes one through four, $39.95 each; volumes

five and six, $49.95 for the set.

Spelling and Reading Primer. Two programs that make basics of

spelling, reading, and computer operation fun and easy. Adjusts to indi-

vidual learner's needs, allows selection of particular word groupings,

and reviews recorded performance. Hi-res graphics display word/picture

combinations. $39.95.

Spelling Bee Games. Skyhook, Squadron, Dragon's Puzzle, and

Convoy—four colorfully animated games that develop hand coordina-

tion, memory skills, and motor skills of young children. Choose from
twenty-two word lists for each game to build spelling and reading
readiness skills. $39.95.

Compu-Read. Develops and strengthens reading skills for speed, re-

call, and test-taking. Adjusts to learner's individual skill level and gives

detailed feedback on progress and reading rates. $29.95 each.

SAT Word Attack Skills. Gain familiarity with the SAT format as

you prepare for the antonym portion of the test. Each word has been

carefially selected for its frequent appearance on the SAT. Two disks—

Prefixes and Roots—each with six lessons. $49.

PSAT Word Attack Skills. Tutorial for deciphering new or unfamil-

iar words to improve test-taking skills. Develops language skills in mas-

tering word definitions, connotations, and applications. Two disks—

Prefixes and Roots—each with six lessons. $49.

Compu-Spell. Ideal for classroom or home. Keeps records for up to

sixty users, displays all spelling words in sentence context, records most

recently misspelled words. Use with data disks that contain word lists for

grades four to eight. Compu-Spell, $29.95. Compu-Spell data disks,

$19.95 each.

Eiconics
The Eureka Learning System. A courseware authoring system that

gives educators the freedom and flexibility to design their own courses.

$300.

Electronic Arts
Music Construction Set. An interactive music composition and

learning tool easy enough for beginners and powerful enough for ex-

perts. Pick up notes, rests, sharps, clef signs, and other symbols, put

them on the staff, and immediately hear them play. Save to disk or print

your compositions. Examples included. $40.

Electronic Courseware Systems
Seventh Chords. Designed to improve aural skills in the perception

and identification of seventh chords. Hard copy reports may be obtained

with the use of a printer. Diagnostic information is available to the learn-

er at the completion of each lesson. $39.95.

Intervals. Similar to Seventh Chords, but designed to improve

perception of intervals. $39.95.

Basic Chords. Similar to Seventh Chords, but working with basic

chords. $39.95.

Elements of Mathematics. For individuals interested in teaching

mathematics fundamentals using computers. Contents include adding

fractions (common denominators), adding more fractions (unlike

denominators), reducing fractions, and student record-keeping option.

$49.95.

ECS Computerized Gradebook. Designed to provide a statistically

accurate method of keeping smdents' scores and assigning grades. Up to

fifty names, ten scores each; computed final score and letter grades;

conversion to standard scores; scores individually weighted; distribution

of any score set, with mean and standard deviation; letter grades as-

signed. $49.95.

Aural Skill Trainer. Designed to improve aural skills in the percep-

tion and identification of intervals, basic chords, and seventh chords.

Hard copy instructor reports available with printer. Diagnostic informa-

tion is available to the learner at the completion of each lesson. $99.95

Keyboard Drill. Designed to increase speed in identifying notes

randomly placed on the bass and treble staves. A keyboard display is

used; correct answers are selected with a movable cursor. Time limit is

set by the user to adjust level of difficulty. $39.95.

Key-Signatiire Drill. Designed to increase speed in identifying major

and minor keys on bass and treble staves. Drill reinforces key relation-

ships by asking for both the major and minor keys of a given signature.

Drill can be timed and the time limit set to adjust difficulty. Summary
score is presented. $39.95.

Note Name Drill. A music activity drill designed to increase user's

ability at naming notes in treble and bass clef. Twenty notes are random-

ly presented one at a time; a summary score is presented when a lesson is

finished. The drill can be timed, with the limit set by the user. $39.95.

Elements of Music. For individuals interested in teaching music

fundamentals using computers. Developed for use with children and
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nonmusic majors who wish to learn the elements of music at an entry

level. Contents include note names, pitches on the keyboard, key signa-

tures, and student recordkeeping. $99.95.

Encyclopaedia Britannica Educational
Keyboard Master. A keyboard skills program that introduces three-

to eleven-year-olds to computer keyboards. Includes an exciting game
that rewards good keyboard skills. $34.95.

Math Basics. Introduces math skills to children ages four to eleven.

Addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division tutorials with practice

lessons. S39.95.

Crossword Challenger, SAT Version. Helps high schoolers prepare

for this all-important exam through the challenge of crosswords. $49.95.

Word Scrambler, SAT Version. High school students can prepare via

a challenging and fun word search game. $49.95.

Crossword Challenger. A vocabulary-improvement game for all ages

that utilizes the challenge of crossword puzzles. $44.95.

SAT Fragmentation. Helps high schoolers prepare for the all-im-

portant SAT via a challenging word game. The objective: connect words

that have been split into two parts. $49.95.

Word Scrambler. A word-search game for all ages. Improves word

recognition and vocabulary skills through the fun of a challenging word

game. $44.95.

Fragmentation. Improves word recognition and vocabulary skills

through an exciting one- or two-player game. Players connect words that

have been split in two. For all ages. $44.95.

My First Words. A child's first step to reading. For preschoolers

(ages three to six). $34.95.

Master Writer. A perfect first word processing program for ages nine

to adult. Invaluable for junior high, high school, and college students as

well as home and business. This word processor performs most of the

functions of more expensive programs. $49.95.

Master File. A perfect first database program for ages nine to adult.

Enter, store, sort, and list any information you wish. $49.95.

Math Helper. A math skills program for ages nine to adult. Evaluates

computations, stores calculations and science formulas, and solves prob-

lems that the user presents. $39.95.

Essertier Software
Basic Math System S. An eight-disk set covering all basic math

from second through ninth grade. Completely menu-driven; tutorial in

nature. Includes five curriculum disks, one data storage disk, one test

disk, and one class disk. $350.

FlipTrack Learning Systems
How to Use WordStar and Mail Merge. A tutorial with four audio

cassettes. User learns to create, edit, format, and print documents; use

WordStar commands for underscore, boldface, search and replace, and

more; use Mail Merge to prepare and merge-print form letters, mailing

labels, and so on. Includes User's Guide. $75.

How To Operate the Apple HI. A tutorial with four cassettes. De-

signed for the first-time computer user, it teaches how to set up the com-

puter, use the keyboard, and run programs. Also, it teaches how to use

System Utilities disk. Demonstration disk, files, and an Operator's Guide

are included. $110.

How To Operate the Apple He. A tutorial with three audio cassettes.

Teaches student to use each key and essential operating system com-

mand, run programs, enter data, make backup copies of files and disks,

and much more. A quick, easy, nontechnical approach for the nonpro-

grammer. Includes Operator's Guide. $57.

How To Use WordStar. A tutorial with three audio cassettes. User

learns to use WordStar to create, edit, and reorganize documents; merge

forms and print documents; specialized commands for underscore, bold-

face, page headings, subscripts, search and replace, microjustification,

and much more. Includes User's Guide. $57.

How To Use Multiplan. A tutorial with four audio cassettes. User

learns to use commands to build a cash flow model, answer "what if"

questions, and change data. Includes User's Guide. $75.

How To Use Apple Writer. A tutorial with three audio cassettes. User

learns to create, edit, format, and print documents. Includes User's

Guide. $57.

How To Use VisiCalc. A tutorial with four audio cassettes. User

learns to use VisiCalc commands to build a cash flow model from
scratch; answer "what if questions about the model; enter labels, val-

ues, and formulas; use replication; and more. Includes User's Guide.

$75.

How To Operate the Apple // Plus. A tutorial with three audio cas-

settes. User learns to use each key and essential operating command, run

programs, use the System Master disk, enter data, make backup copies

of files and disks, and more. Includes Operator's Guide. $57.

How To Operate Your Computer Under CP/M. A tutorial with three

cassettes. Users learn how to use the most common CP/M commands for

formatting and copying disks, copying and erasing files (including

"wild-card" shortcuts), creating and editing documents, and using batch

processing to run application programs. Includes Operator's Guide. $60.

Focus Media
The Basics ofBasic. Here's a great way to learn Basic programming:

twelve lessons that hold your hands and guide you through introduc-

tory programming in easy-to-follow screens with beaufiful graphics.

Extensive documentation with review is provided, but you won't need it.

$99.

Fullmer Associates
Typemaster. A shell program that improves typing skills. The

teacher inputs drills, which the computer uses to control progress toward

the speed and accuracy objectives. Unique drills are computer-generated

by student's performance. Detailed progress reports available and print-

able. Sample drills included. $60.

Division: One Digit Divisors. High-quality, multi-track lesson. In-

cludes pretest, posttest, reteaching and drill, story problems, and divid-

ing with money. $30.

Function Plotter. Utility program for teachers, students, engineers,

and experimenters. Helps find maxima and minima and view overall

curve shapes. Plots up to five equations at the same time. Various plot-

ting and viewing options. $75.

The Learning Box. Winner in Johns Hopkins national search for

handicapped aids. A drill shell/authoring program. Outputs facts on any

subject in a tic-tac-toe format with color and sound. Teacher inputs an-

swers and questions to disk, which the computer uses to control the

game. No programming skill required. More than fifty drills per disk;

sample drills included. $50.

Alphabetize. Teacher utility for presenting words for alphabetizing

or spelling drills. No programming skill required. Words randomly se-

lected during drills. $50.

Funk Vocab-Ware
Power of Words. Volumes One and Two. A word builder geared to

high school through college-level vocabularies. Humor, sound effects,

and amusing graphics. $29.95 each; both for $52.95.

Gessler Publishing
Anagramas Hispanoamericanos. Teaches and reviews locations,

names, capitals of Spanish-speaking countries. $37.95.

Poker Pari. A culture game for intermediate or advanced French stu-

dents based on poker. $39.95.

Poker Listo. A culture game for intermediate or advanced Spanish

students based on poker. $39.95.

Poker Parat. A culture game for intermediate or advanced German
students based on poker. $39.95.

La Guillotine. A "hangman" game with language learning activities

for beginning to intermediate Spanish students. $27.95.

La Corrida De Toros. A "hangman" game with language learning

activities for beginning to intermediate French students. $27.95.

Deutsche Grammatik: Der-Die-Das. Teaches how to decline definite

article; accusative, dative, either/or prepositions. $29.95.

Le Present Et Le Passe Compose Des Verbes Reguliers Et Irregu-

liers. Formation of present and past tenses of regular and irregular

French verbs. $32.95.

La Carte De France. Explore the various regions of France while

reading about each province. $43.95.

Pronoms Relatifs Et Interrogatifs. A review of these pronouns with

rules and exercises. $33.95.

Un Cours De Grammaire. A French grammar review program with
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multiple-choice and fill-in questions. $43.95.

Spanish Word Order. An interactive program using linguistic pat-

terns to teach basic sentence structure. $34.95.

Spanish Grammar Review. A series of seven disks covering the most
important topics in Spanish grammar. $199.

Gnosis
P-Lisp. A full Lisp interpreter for the Apple II, featuring floating

point mathematics and hi-res graphics. This version of Lisp contains all

standard functions found in large computer Lisps and includes full sup-

port for Apple disk functions, machine code programming, and full

graphics capability. $149.95.

Gold Disk Quality Software
Scandura Training Systems, by Dr. Joseph Scandura. A complete

set of diagnostic pretests and retention posttests, tutorials, and mastery
tests in whole number arithmetic (grades one to six) and language arts

(grades three to seven). This is an intelligent teaching system. $35 each.

Harcourt Brace Jovanovich
Computer Preparation SAT. An interactive learning system that

helps students score high on the SAT. Includes a 470-page textbook, two
double-sided disks, and a fifty-page user's manual. Four complete prac-
tice tests (verbal and math) that are timed, scored, and results diagnosed.
Personalized study plan. $79.95.

Hartley Courseware
Analogies Tutorial. Teaches children how to attack and solve analo-

gies. Strategy is the key. The child learns how to identify an analogy and
then complete it. Hints or explanations guide children toward the correct

answer. Analogies may be modified to provide a challenge for everyone.
Two disks, $49.95.

Clock. Even preschool children can learn to tell time by moving the

hands of the clock to match the digital time. Includes three different les-

sons and five levels of difficulty. The computer keeps track of errors,

generates new problems, and provides a simple tutorial in the event
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that the child misses a problem. $39.95.

Memory Match. A "concentration" type game for children from
four to forty. Players challenge the computer or friends, or try to bet-

ter their own scores. Words at three levels of difficulty are included.
Easily modified by users. Match the heart for twice the points. $35.95.

Medalists—States. A habit-forming game that teaches all about the
United States. Students play the game over and over to try to improve
their own scores, or they compete with friends. Learning exercises are
presented randomly and can be changed often. $39.95.

Medalists—Continents. A challenging game that encourages students
to study and learn about world geography. The students "buy" clues as
they compete against their old scores or challenge the top three stu-

dents—the Medalists. Clues may be changed frequently to keep the game
exciting and current. $39.95.

Hayden Software
microDivision. Animated fish and boats convey the principles of,

and provide practice in, basic counting and division of whole numbers.
Drill in long division through the twelves table. Visual and musical
reinforcement. Correct answer provided after three incorrect responses.

Single-function calculator included. Ages four to ten. $29.95.
microMultiplication. Similar to microDivision, but animated rabbits

teach basic counting and multiplication of whole numbers. Drills in col-

umn multiplication through the twelves table. Ages four to ten. $29.95.
Microtyping II. Drill and practice for beginner typists. User may se-

lect single characters, short words, computer program listings, or para-
graphs; may also create and save own practice text, which is easily modi-
fied with a built-in text editor. Words-per-minute and number of errors
reported. Junior high and up. $29.95.

microSubtraction. Similar to microDivision, but teaches subtraction
of whole numbers. Drill in column subtraction of two-place numbers
requiring borrowing from the tens place. Ages four to ten. $29.95.

microAddition. Similar to microDivision. Animated apples and bal-

loons provide practice in basic counting and addition of whole numbers.
Drill in column addition of two-place numbers showing carrying to the
tens place. Ages four to ten. $29.95.

ALGEBRA GOES ELECTRONIC!

ALGEBRA ARCADE was created by math instructors

and student-tested for four years. It's educational
software that really works.

Ten Algebroids on a coordinate system, the villainous '

!

Graph Gobbler and suddenly algebra is a '

;

game! Students enter in an algebraic equation and / '''.iy''-

the resulting graph zaps the Algebroids and racks ;

up points—but watch out for the Graph Gobbler!
Collide with him and you lose points and up to three turns.

The ALGEBRA ARCADE is challenging to math
students of every skill level. Beginners enjoy

playing with simple straight lines while math
sophisticates can create complicated curves

:^^sing the ten algebraic functions included in

i^\;^ihe:gam6 (s etc.).
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Factor Blast. A mathematics game that sharpens skills in factoring

whole numbers up to 100. Hi-res graphics and sound effects. Three lev-

els of difficulty, plus a penalty option that adds challenge. One or two

players ages ten and up. Paddles optional. $34.95.

How to Program in Applesoft Basic. Twelve self-paced, interactive

lessons that teach Applesoft Basic to the novice. Material covered in-

cludes input, if-then conditionals, for-next loops, arrays and subscripts,

functions, strings, gosub and return, color graphics, and program or-

ganization. Last lesson defines, analyzes, codes, and tests a practical

programming task. Junior high and up. $49.95.

Programmer's Workshop. Comprehensive tutorial and set of utilities

in structured Basic programming for both beginners and experts. Work-

book provides step-by-step instruction in structured programming, while

program disk contains subroutines for sound generation, screen control,

keyboard input, mathematical computations, and other useful functions.

Junior high and up. $49.95.

High Technology Software Products
Chem Lab Simulations tfl: Titrations. Hi-res graphics gives users

realistic control over three experiments: an acid-base titration experi-

ment; determination of a weak acid equilibrium constant, including a ti-

tration experiment and a pH-meter experiment; and the determination of

Avogadro's Number, including a titration experiment and a mono-
molecular experiment. One-time license fee, $100.

Chem Lab Simulations #2; Ideal Gas Law. Features colorful lo-res

graphics; written in machine language for fast response time and

immediate feedback as users change the gas environment. Illustrates the

ideal gas law, the kinetic-molecular theory, and the principles of diffu-

sion. One-time license fee, $100.

Chem Lab Simulations #3: Calorimetry. Demonstrates Hess's Law
as user determines the heats of reaction of three separate chemical reac-

tions. Dynamic hi-res graphics provide a realistic animation of the acmal

steps of the experiments, such as heating water with a Bunsen burner and

mixing reactants in a calorimeter. One-time license fee, $100.

Chem Lab Simulations #4: Thermodynamics. In this simulation,

capillary mbe experiments illustrate heat of vaporization and the thermo-

dynamics of an equilibrium reaction. One-time licerse fee, $100.

Harmonic Motion Workshop. Visually presents harmonic motion

with hi-res graphics. An object is placed in harmonic motion on the

screen. Using the keyboard, the student can alter the phase, amplitude,

the damping factor, and so on, immediately seeing the effect made on the

motion of the object. One-time license fee, $75.

Projectile Motion Workshop. Four programs designed to illustrate

projectile motion under a uniform force of gravity. The user controls the

projectile's initial velocity and its angle of fire. Covers vertical motion,

firing upward and downward, horizontal firing, and component motion.

One-time license fee, $75.

Charged Particle Workshop. Three programs that simulate the mo-
tion of a charged particle under the influence of various combinations of

electric and magnetic fields and crossed electric-magnetic fields. The
fields, initial velocity, mass of the particle, and its electric charge can be

varied. One-time license fee, $75.

Lab Statistics Package. Uses hi-res graphics to provide an inter-

esting, interactive demonstration of least square curve fitting (linear, ex-

ponential, geometric, or parabolic); also performs statistical calculations

on actual data, giving the mean, standard deviation, correlation, and

more, for ongoing usefulness. One-time license fee, $50.

Hi Tech
Word Search. Develop word-search puzzles for classroom, clubs,

newspapers, or for fun at home. Move words around on screen in any di-

rection. Beautiful format printouts using any letter quality or dot matrix

printer. $34.95.

Word Match. Develop matching tests, quizzes, or fun activities for

home or classroom use. Easy and quick way to do fill-in-the-blank cur-

ricular activities. Professional printouts on any printer. $24.95.

Word Scramble. Develop word scramble puzzles using your word
lists. Scrambles letters on screen and prints to any printer in seconds.

Beautiful printouts with student name line, date, titles, and more. $24.95.

Homeware
Stacey's Math Series. Four programs to assist children in grades

one to three in addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division. Simple

single-digit problems are flashed on the screen using lo-res color graph-

ics. A correct answer gets a "happy face" and a computer fanfare. $20.

Teddy Bears Counting Fun. Teaches elementary math and counting

concepts to preschool and first-grade children as they count the number
of teddy bears appearing in six different scenes. $10.

Innovative Programming Associates
Module I—Intro to Computer. A basic foundation module covering

the use of the keyboard and the operation of computer system compo-

nents. Introduces the user to computer terminology and theory and pre-

sents a brief historical background. $44.95.

Module II—The Computer as a Calculator. Shows how the comput-

er can be used to perform calculations ranging from simple arithmetic

functions to more advanced topics such as trigonometry and combined

functions. $29.95.

Module III—The Printer. Reviews the purpose of a printer and de-

scribes the varieties available. Demonstrates various forms of output,

specific applications, and graphics. Available to run on an Epson printer

with an interface board (MX-lOO or MX-80 with Graftrax). $36.95.

Module IV—Computer Graphics. Provides a comprehensive intro-

duction to computer graphics. Deals with both hi-res and lo-res graphics

and their many applications. Game paddles or joysticks helpful. $44.95.

Module V—Business Applications. Demonstrates a variety of useful

programs including income tax, mortgage, and college financial aid cal-

culations. Also covers payroll, inventory, and sales reporting. $44.95.

Module VI—The Uses ofa Database. Shows the advantages of using

a computer to store and sort information. Discusses what is needed to

create a database and allows the user to create his or her own database.

Printer helpful. $44.95.

Module VII—Business Forecasting. Shows how the computer can be

used to forecast future conditions based on past and current trends. Con-

cludes by allowing the user to make projections for a hypothetical busi-

ness. $36.95.

Module VIII—Computer Simulation. Guides the user through train-

ing, educational, and financial situations. Also includes interactive simu-

lations in which the user makes decisions affecting the outcome. $36.95.

Module IX—Statistics. Illustrates, in a nontechnical and easy-to-un-

derstand manner, how the computer can be used to perform statistical

calculations. Includes permutations and combinations, probability,

mean-median-mode, regressions, and more. $29.95.

Interactive Video
How To Operate the Apple II (II and Il/e) and How To Operate the

Apple HI. A straightforward video presentation on basic concepts about

computers. $89.99 each. Available in interactive format, including

computer program. $300 each.

Interlaken Technology
Calfex. A generalized, menu-driven program for analysis via

mathematical equations. Provides the format for solving problems and

displaying results while allowing the student access to the keyboard to

create labels, input values, and write equations needed to solve prob-

lems. $250.

Island Software
/ Love America Series. A local map-reading program. Two United

States map programs teach city locations, longitude and latitude, direc-

tionality, names of states, and abbreviations. Also included: Flyover

Tour map game and History Star game, an exciting way to review his-

torical facts. Four disks, $100.

Foreign Language Series (Spanish, French, Italian, or Latin). Vo-

cabulary drills that feature oversized letters and accent marks. User may
respond in English or in the foreign language. Covers nouns, verbs, mis-

cellaneous basic words; users can also create and save their own word

lists. $80 each set.

Mindstretcher Series. Nine programs on five disks. This popular

series was specifically designed for gifted/talented students in grades

three to nine. Students are challenged to use analytical problem-solving

techniques to solve entertaining and educational puzzles. Titles: Jigsaw,

Rubik/Candles. Traffic Jam/Chain Reaction, Black/Kayles , and

Jinx/Welter. $125 per set.
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Young Folks Series. Four graphically appealing programs for ages

four to seven. Puss in Boots teaches location concepts. Word Factory

helps identify spelling reversal problems. Letter Games teaches letter

discrimination and helps identify letter-reversal problems. Milk Bottles

teaches quantity concepts. $100 per set.

J&S Software
The Apple Grade Book. A grade reporting program for teachers of

all grades. Grades can be weighted, sorted by class alphabetically or nu-

merically. A disk can handle up to 250 students, each class can handle up
to eighty students, and there can be up to thirty-five grades per student.

$34.50.

The French Game. Designed to help beginning, intermediate, and
advanced French students improve their vocabulary. A hi-res racing

game is used to motivate students. Actually, there are eight games in

one. Easy to change and list words. $34.50.

The Vocabulary Game. Designed for students in grades nine to

twelve, it's a hi-res baseball game that helps improve vocabulary. Al-

most 1,000 words. High scores are recorded, and it's easy to list and
change any or all words. $29.50.

The Antonym Game. A hi-res automobile racing game designed to

help students improve their vocabulary. Especially designed for SAT
review. A special utility permits changing and listing of words; high

scores are recorded. $29.50.

Jefferson Software
Career Directions. Developed for use by young adults who are pre-

paring to enter college or the job market. The occupational database
analyzes student interest for over 460 specific occupations that range
from high-level professions to entry-level jobs. $59.95.

Korsmeyer Electronic Design
Mentor. The state of the art approach to circuit design; diverts pre-

cious time from calculator usage and text reference to more creative de-

sign work. Currently in use by major development labs and educational

institutions nationally. $174.95.

Krell Software
Krell's Basic Educational Skills Tutor Instructional Modules:

Mathematic Topics. A multidisk series that teaches basic concepts of
mathematics. Each program maximizes student-computer interaction to

foster understanding and to guide progress as students demonstrate mas-
tery of the lexicon of mathematics. An entertaining context to ensure stu-

dent involvement. Two sets of disks, $169.95 each.

Plato's Cave. Spectacular game for aspiring scientists of all ages.

Players probe Plato's Cave with light beams as they explore the relation

j

between illusion and reality, and the relation between evidence and in-

ference. Graphic, dynamic, and challenging, with difficulty levels suit-

able for all. $49.95.

Botticelli. Players compete to teach the computer how best to interro-

gate their opponents in order to discover which famous people, char-

acters in fiction, mythological beings, animals, places, or things their

fellow players are thinking of. A delightful introduction to the world of
artificial intelligence and the art of questioning. $34.95.

Adventures in Flesh, by Professor Fred Williams. Reveals the hu-
man body in a fascinating and exhilarating adventure game. Program in-

forms players about the details of human anatomy and physiology. Both
scientifically serious and enthralling; extensive documentation. It pro-
vides hours of instruction and entertainment to ages twelve and up.
$49.95.

Descartes' Delight, by Professor John Miller. Takes you step by step

as you explore the world of graphs and learn to write your own programs
in a special language that makes learning coordinate geometry both sim-
ple and fun. Extensive documentation and dynamic special effects.

$79.95.

Isaac Newton and F.G. Newton. Isaac Newton challenges players to

j

assemble evidence and discern the underlying "laws of Nature" that

have produced this evidence. Players propose experiments to determine
if new data conform to the laws. F. G. Newton presents all data in graphic
form. Players select difficulty levels. $49.95.

Time Traveler. Using the Time Machine, players face a series of his-

torical situations in which they build alliances and struggle with ruling

powers. Each unique game confronts players with complex decisions and
demands, for real-time action. Quite different from the usual children's

adventure. $24.95.

Sword of Zedek. Treachery, deceit, and witchcraft are confronted in

the fight to overthrow Ra, Master of Evil. Players encounter wolves,

elves, dragons, and others in their search for treasures and special pow-
ers. In this fantasy world, players must use powers of persuasion, mili-

tary skill, and logical analysis. $24.95.

Galileo, by Professor Roger Hickey. A scientific adventure game.
Players explore the world of optics, learning as they go. As in other ad-

venture games, players must search out treasures (in this case, optical

components) and build scientific tools essential to their quest. Age
twelve and up. $34.95.

Graduate Record Exam Series. More than thirty programs covering

vocabulary, word relationships, reading comprehension, all aspects of
mathematics, graphs and charts, and analytic reasoning. Thoroughly
tested. Customizes programs to match individual study needs, so user

can concentrate efforts on the areas of greatest potential score increase.

$349.95.

Micro-Deutsch. Twenty-four grammar lessons covering instruction

of an introductory German course. Includes four test units. Grammar
lessons use substitution transformation drills, item ordering, transla-

tions, and verbal skills. Suitable for use with high school or college text-

books. Extensively field-tested at SUNY-Stony Brook. $179.95.
Krell's Connections. Offers children of all ages a new world of enter-

tainment and intellectual challenge. Parents and educators will be grati-

fied by its intriguing, yet serious, nature. An inifial set of databases is in-

cluded, dealing with geography, chemistry, mammals, mathematics,
tools, and everyday objects. $99.95.

Odyssey in Time. An advanced form of Time Traveler. Includes all

the intellectual challenges of Time Traveler, but adds ten additional his-

torical eras. Also, the player must now contend with a formidable and
treacherous opponent, the Adversary. Games may be saved for later

play. $39.95.

Black Death. Players fight the spread of this deadly plague by choos-

ing strategies for inoculation. Designed to teach basic principles of epi-

PCRSONflLITV PROFILC
fl self-Qnalytic program that lulll give you some brilliant insights into luho you
really are. $29.50

THC DR€flM MRCHINC
fl complete program to evaluate and help you anolyze your dreams.
Included is a 123 page illustrated book B€VOND DReflMING. $49.50

RSS€RTIV€N€SS TRAINING
fl program to help you become the self assertive person that you have
alujays ujanted to be. $29.50

STR€SS MflNRG€M€NT
fl program that defines luhat stress is; measures the stress in your life and
helps you deal lulth its causes. $29.50

INTIMRCV, TH€ ART OF COMMUNICATION
UUith this tool you can understand your relotionships and the effectiveness of

your interactions. This program opens the doors of communication . $29.50

ON B€COMING A H€RO
The program that alloujs teenagers to clarify their life values and identify

their most cherished ideals. $29.50

TH€ PUPP€T
fl marvelous program for children that deals luith one of the most important

life issues: taking responsibility. $20.00

TH€ SCflR€DV-CflT

fl program for children from 8 to 80 that helps them deal ujlth the issue of

F€flR. $29.50

flLL PflOGflflMS FOR THG flPPL€ II, II + . He. Check or money order must
accompany your order (no credit cards, please), fldd $1.50 for shipping on
any size order. From California odd 6% sales tox.

PSVCHOLOGICRL PSOFTUJRRC

4757 Sun Valley Rood
Del Mar, Colifornia 92014
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demiology and public health decision making. Portrays the medical op-

tions and costs of fighting epidemics in the context of a sophisticated,

scientific simulation game. Highly graphic. $49.95.

Pythagoras and the Dragon. A mathematics game that introduces

Pythagoras as a mentor to the player of Sword ofZedek. When help is re-

quested, Pythagoras poses mathematical questions. Depending on speed

and accuracy of responses, he confers secret information useful to over-

throw Ra, Master of Evil. Levels available range from arithmetic

through plane geometry. $39.95.

Electoral College and Primary Fight. Illustrates the workings of the

United States Electoral College system. Users actually simulate

presidential elections, selecting candidates and estimating their likeli-

hood of winning on a state-by-state basis. Graphic and numerical results

are displayed. A wide range of options is available. $39.95.

War of the Samurai. Game of combat and intrigue, it's an exciting,

easy to play, but strategically complex version of Go. Many options,

including mobility and probabilistic rules of capture. Detailed graphics.

For two to four players—with all the possibilities of alliance building,

negotiation, and opportunities for double cross. $39.95.

Krell's SAT Prep Series. Forty-two-program series. Complete

coverage of all SAT topics, including the Test of Standard Written Eng-

lish. All materials presented in SAT format and at the same level of diffi-

culty encountered in SAT exams. Scoring and explanations provided in-

stantly. Guarantees a seventy-point SAT score increase. $299.95.

Krell's Logo. The MIT authorized version. Comprehensive four-disk

set includes two copies of Logo, all utility programs and Sprite drivers,

all MIT demonstration programs, shape editor, music editor, twenty-

one-program Alice in Logoland tutorial series, and massive documenta-

tion, including full-color wall chart. $89.95.

Alexander the Great. The ultimate game for developing word and

arithmetic skills. Permits equal competition between players at different

skill levels. Complete graphics and range of options. $49.95.

Krell's Basic Educational Skills Tutor. A multipurpose diagnostic,

exam simulator practice, and worksheet generator package for help in

mathematics. Complete documentation provides full instruction on user

options and analytic features. Topics include language of math, opera-

tions, geometry, graphs and charts, measurement, word problems, and

equations. $269.95.

Operations and Processes. The Great Fibonacci, Master of Mathe-

matic Processes and Operations and renowned "magician," introduces

students to the wondrous world of arithmetic skills. He offers charm and

enlightenment in a systematic, step-by-step, and highly interactive ex-

ploration of arithmetic. Designed for self-teaching at home or in school.

$169.95.

Linear Equations. An engaging, yet thorough, introduction to the

world of linear equations. Join Detective Ranch Holmes as he explains

the most elementary concepts about equations: what they are, how we
use them, how we build them, and how we solve them. Designed for

self-instruction. $119.95.

Shakespeare and the Dragon. A spelling game that introduces

Shakespeare as a mentor to the player of Sword ofZedek. When help is

requested, Shakespeare poses spelling questions. Depending on speed

and accuracy of responses, he confers secret information useful to over-

throw Ra, Master of Evil. Levels available range from elementary

through college level. $39.95.

Galactic Magellan. A graphic cosmic adventure. Players create and

explore unknown galaxies, using the stars they discover to help them

successfully complete exploratory expeditions. Cooperative or competi-

tive. A wonderful introduction to the art of scientific reasoning. Ages

eight and up. $34.95.

The Learning Company
Juggle's Rainbow. While playing with dancing rainbows, butter-

flies, and windmills, children develop reading and math readiness skills.

In colorful, delightful games, children learn spatial concepts like

"above" and "below," "left," and "right." Even a pre-reader can

learn how to use a computer. Ages three to six. $29.95.

Bumble Games. By playing with Bumble, a friendly character from

the planet Furrin, children learn fundamental math skills. Children learn

to plot numbers and even create their own computer graphics. Ages four

to ten. $39.95.

Bumble Plot. While trapping robbers and discovering underwater

treasure, children learn advanced math skills and learn to create comput-

er graphics by plotting positive and negative numbers on increasingly

complex grids. Ages eight to thirteen. $39.95.

Gertrude's Secrets. Children develop logical thinking skills in the

animated world of Gertrude, the go-getter goose. They learn to catego-

rize and recognize patterns while solving playful puzzles and can even

create their own puzzle pieces. Ages four to ten. $44.95.

Gertrude's Puzzles. In the animated world of Gertrude, the go-getter

goose, children develop abstract thinking skills by solving complex puz-

zles using colors and shapes. They can even design playing pieces with

Gertrude's graphic editor. Ages six to adult. $44.95.

Rocky 's Boots. A "build-your-own-computers" kit. $49.95.

Moptown Parade. A progression of seven playful games designed

around colorful Moppet characters. Teaches logic, strategy develop-

ment, and pattern recognition by arranging and matching Moppets in the

imaginary world of Moptown. Ages six to ten. $39.95.

Moptown Hotel. In seven increasingly challenging games, children

test hypotheses, use analogies, and develop strategic thinking skills.

Children arrange Moppets in Moptown's fantasy world. A sequel to

Moptown Parade. Age nine to adult. $39.95.

Magic Spells. Sharpen spelling skills in Magic Spells' adventure

world of castles, demons, and wizards. Children spell and unscramble

words with fourteen word lists. Players can tailor the game to any level

by creating their own lists. Ages six to ten. $34.95.

Learning Tools
Administrative Planning System. Provides interactive access to a

small or large student/client database. Prints information for program

planning; local, state, and federal reporting; and other purposes as speci-

fied by the user. English-like language is used to answer administraUve

inquiries and sort information. $1,195.

Individualized Planning System. Organizes, manages, and locates

user-defined information on each individual student or client. IPS prints

individualized plans and other user-defined reports. Confidentiality is

maintained through passwords and authorization levels. $495.

Curriculum Management System. Centralizes and coordinates

instructional and service resources including goals and objectives text-

books, learning activities, library materials, films, field trip ideas, and

others. Users can create, access, edit, and print curricula in any subject

area and exchange CMS curriculum and resource files through the

nationwide SMSNetwork Exchange. $295.

Line Associates
The Specialware Directory. A complete listing of microcomputer

software/courseware for special education. Thoroughly indexed. Indi-

cates curriculum skill areas, educational levels, hardware compatibility,

instructional approach, handicap/special audience, and professional

level. Lists software/courseware from approximately 200 publishers.

$13.95.

MicroLab
Learning System. Prepare a tutorial for training or testing. Test for

comprehension and learning. $75.

Math SAT. Fast, effective way to improve math SAT scores. Unique

instruction and test modes help users learn quickly. $30.

English SAT. Fast, effective way to improve verbal SAT scores.

Unique instruction and test modes. $30.

Highrise. Build a tower of blocks; twenty levels of block-balancing

and fun. Play against the clock or in instructor mode with no timing or

scoring. $30.

Micro Power & Light
Country Combo. This quiet, educational puzzle strengthens a young

person's perceptual and inductive reasoning skills while exercising his

creativity and aesthetic sensitivity. Experimentation involving the

congruence of shape, pattern, and color is an essential part of this game

puzzle. For children in primary and early elementary school. $29.95.

The Ear. The human ear, presented graphically in color. The parts of

the outer, middle, and inner ear are shown by shape and location, their

functional relationship to other parts, and movement. Users can choose a

narrative in either Latin terms or lay terms. $24.95.

Library Skills. Describes what is in the library and how to use it. Tu-
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torial; entertaining exercises covering fiction, nonaction, and bi-
ograpiiies; the Dewey Decimal System; using the card catalog; and using
reference material. Presented in a format that elementary students find
enjoyable. $24.95.

The Program. Computer literacy about programs and programming.
Numerous illustrations. Addresses questions like: What is a program?
Why are there different program languages? What makes a program
good? How easy is it to program? Is there more to it than programming?
Written for junior high to adult. $34.95.

Micro Program Designs
Stock Market Tycoon. Exciting money-game has players invest in a

simulated stock market. Watch the accelerated price "board" and
charts. Call the "broker" to buy, sell, or sell short. Fast action; several
weeks take only thirty minutes. For kids ages nine to ninety. No stock
knowledge required. $29.50.

Mr. Krypto. Designed for fun, but spelling ability and logical think-
ing powers improve during play. A series of word games for ages six to
adult. Scrambled words, coded words, coded messages, cryptograms.
Level of challenge is player-selectable. Help always available. $29.50.

Math Alert. Arithmetic refresher course for grades four to adult.
Numbers, addition, subtraction, multiplication, division, fractions, deci-
mals, and percentages. Applications in retail selling, discounts, depreci-
ation, interest, bank accounts, and take-home pay. Work at your own
pace. Develop confidence, speed, and accuracy with numbers. $19.50.

Microsoft
Microsoft Typing Tutor II. Helps users acquire or improve typing

skills with a combination of individualized lessons and drills. Gives in-
stant feedback on progress and tailors future lessons to work on weak
areas. Three options for evaluating progress: individual key drills, para-
graph drills, or tests. $24.95.

Milliken Publishing
Educational games use sound, color, graphics, and animation to

teach kids ages four to fourteen basic skills in math and language. Four
word games, twelve map games. Two per disk. Includes user guide and
support materials. $32.95.

Minnesota Educational Computing Consortium
Mathematics: Elementary Volume One. Games of logic and drills

on basic facts and the metric system. Eleven programs, including a drill
on rounding numbers and a sophisticated game, Hurkle, that teaches the
coordmate system. Support manual includes an illustrated worksheet for
each program. For grades three and four. $36.

Language Arts: Elementary Volume Two. Use the computer to pro-
vide individualized word and spelling drills to students. Seven programs
generate crossword puzzles, mazes, scrambled word games, and timed
spelling tests; also, the Talk program introduces young children to the
computer by having them carry on a conversation with it. $37.

Mathematics: Elementary Volume Three. Seven programs confront
students with real-life situations that teach a wide variety of skills. Civil
simulates fourteen Civil War battles; Sell Apples, Sell Bicycles, Sell
Lemonade, and Sell Plants all call for economic and business decisions.
Provides drill and practice on United States capitals. $39.

Mathematics: Elementary Volume Four. Odell Lake simulates a
typical food web; Odell Woods is similar. Gives drill and practice in esti-
matmg math problems, and Math Game provides drill in the four basic
operations. Solar Distance teaches concepts of distance in astronomy,
while Ursa is a tutorial on constellations found in the Northern Hemi-
sphere. $39.

Social Studies: Elementary Volume Six. Five simulations that add
excitement to geography, history, or economics lessons. Simulates the
fur trade of the 1870s while developing map-reading skills. Oregon
simulates a trip to Oregon in 1847, Sumer takes place in an ancient king-
dom, and Voyageur simulates the transportation of furs by canoe in the
early 1800s. $41.

Language Arts: Elementary Volume Seven. Nine programs that add
fun and magic to teaching prereading skills. Letter recognition and al-
phabetical ordering are learned in Caterpillar and Train. Initial con-
sonants are covered in A Isfor Apple. Pictures, Words, and Shapes chal-
lenge children's memories, and Smile, Wuzzle, and Spaceship all make

learning about numbers fun. $37.

Using Computers in the Classroom. A comprehensive training man-
ual that can be used to teach instructors having little or no knowledge of
computers and educational computing. The material has been organized
into eighteen different modules so that a combination of sessions or
workshops can be held. $20.

Grade Manager. A powerful and highly flexible computer grading
package for the classroom teacher. Allows teachers to record and print
scores and to compute letter grades. Up to 1,088 students. Percentage
and curve grading can be used. First-time users are guided step by step
by the manual. $37.

Teacher Utilities Volume One. Nine programs that enable teachers to
design posters and puzzles and create their own tests and drills. Five pro-
grams can be used with a printer to make master or individual copies of
word games tailored to students' needs. The support manual contains
suggestions on classroom use. $40.

Nutrition Volume One. Helps students learn the importance of a bal-
anced diet. Food Intake Analysis performs a quick, accurate nutritional
analysis of foods consumed by an individual in a day. Support manual
contains a food catalog, food diary, nutrition report, evaluation, and
menu plan. $37.

Muse Software
RobotWar, by Silas Warner. The best-selling game that teaches pro-

gramming. Players program robots and let them loose on the battlefield
of the future. Hours of fun for kids of all ages. $39.95.

Three Mile Island, by Richard Orban. Players decide whether or not
nuclear technology is too complex to handle as they manage the facility
and either supply electricity profitably or lose their license to operate.
Sloppy operation or pushing too hard may cause a radiation leak—or
worse. $39.95.

The Voice. A talking disk for the Apple. Learning is fun when the
Apple talks back, and it can with The Voice. Easy to use; a favorite of
kids of all ages. $39.95.

U-Draw II. You'll be amazed at what you can draw. Hours of fun
and learning! $39.95

Elementary Math Edu-Disk, by Ed Zeldman. Math is easy when
learned with color pictures and demonstrations. Keep score and test math
skills with Elementary Math. $39.95.

Know Your Apple He. Introduces users to the capabilities of an Ap-
ple lie computer. Especially for new users. Uniquely packaged for holi-
day gift-giving. $24.95.

N-Squared Computing
Nutritionist. An interactive diet analysis program with graphics.

Displays analyses of foods, recipes, and diets in percent of RDA and
weight for nineteen or thirty-eight nutritive components. Shows diet de-
ficiencies and excesses and their sources; automatically creates food
lists. $145.

Opportunities for Learning
Opportunities for Learning. A catalog of educational software de-

signed for the home, with courseware covering math, science, language
arts, programming, history, and games for the family. Featured are the
new generation of "learning games," which are ideally suited for home
use. Free upon request.

Peachtree Software
Compu-Math Arithmetic Skills. Lets young children interact com-

fortably with the computer, which is the key to establishing computer
literacy. Not only uses hi-res graphic displays and a minimum of text
commands, but offers a "rehearsal" sequence at the bottom of its screen
displays in which an animated hand demonstrates keyboard procedure.
Arithmetic skills cover counting, addition, subtraction, multiplication
and division. $49.95.

Compu-Read. Powerful tool for improving reading speed, recall, and
test-taking skills. Because Compu-Read's level of difficulty matches the
user, the system can be used in the home or in the classroom by students
with a wide range of reading abilities. In addition, custom designed up-
per/lower-case letters are available in two sizes for easy reading Ages
eight to aduh. $19.95 to $29.95.

Compu-Spell. Tracks and maintains records for up to sixty individual
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learners, displays all spelling words in sentence context, records any

misspelled words, and draws from this list to remediate and strengthen

learning. Accommodates from one to sixty individual learners. $29.95.

Counting Bee. Introduces young children to counting, addition, sub-

traction, shape discrimination, weight, and measure. Colorful graphics

and animation. Black Counting, Moving Circles, Comparing Lengths,

Dragon's Mixed Shapes, Dragon Subtraction, Green Water Height,

Comparing Weights, and Dragon Addition. Ages four to eight. $29.95 to

$39.95.

Edu Ware Algebra. A sequence of six independent volumes that con-

stitute a first-year course in algebra. In each unit you may select one or

more distinct learning styles. Work sample problems, read a discussion

of a concept, watch as an equation is solved step by step, or study the

rules that govern an operation. Algebraic concepts, monomials and sim-

ple factoring, introduction to graphing, irrational numbers, quadratic in-

equalities, and so on. $39.95 to $49.95.

EduWare Fractions and EduWare Decimals. Build and reinforce

learners' mathematic skills. Animated figure cues the learners' attention

to individual components of the equation or concept shown on the

screen, breaking the process down into sequential steps. Learners may
advance to a new concept or backtrack to review a previous one. Both

EduWare Fractions and EduWare Decimals offer a Learning Manager

System. $49 each.

PSAT Word Attack Skills and SAT Word Attack Skills. Tutorials

that give you an edge in mastering vocabulary, deciphering new or unfa-

miliar words, and taking tests. Word Attack Skills prepares you for the

antonym portion of the SAT. Each word in the package has been careful-

ly selected for its frequent appearance on the SAT. Helps develop impor-

tant language skills such as word definition, word connotations, knowl-

edge of roots and prefixes, application, and familiarity with the SAT
format. $49.

Spelling and Reading Primer. Covers simple two and three-letter

words, four-letter one-syllable words, one-syllable words with diph-

thongs, simple multi-syllable words, hard c's and silent, double vow-

els/consonants, directions, and numbers. Two styles of learning: Spell

word or select object by pressing space bar. Ages five to ten. $39.95.

Personal Computer Art
Math I. Instruction and drill in number identification, word prob-

lems, area, perimeter, metric system, circles, triangles, absolute and in-

teger values, ratios, percents, positive and negative numbers, squares,

and square-roots. Good for both home and school; completely self-

prompting. Keeps score. $38.

Game Pac I. Selected games that teach logic, and a few extras for

fun! Eleven games in school version; fourteen (which include simulated

gambling) in home version. Four games include some form of graphics.

School version, $24.95; home version, $27.95.

Sci-Math. Math utility for teachers of advanced math, engineers,

scientists, and math students. Noninstructional. Seventeen problem

types, including definite integral, derivative, interpolation, matrices,

vectors, roots of quadratic and trigonometric, polynomials, coordinate

and angle conversions, area of many-sided figures. $79.50.

Personal Tutor Associates
An Audio Instructional Course for PFS:File/Report. Consists of

three ninety-minute cassettes. Hands-on learning to set up several types

of files to manage data using PFS:File and to report, analyze, sort, and

calculate using PFS:Report. $49.95.

An Audio Instructional Course for VisiCalc. Consists of three

ninety-minute cassettes and an examples disk. A hands-on guided tour

takes students through the commands and functions of VisiCalc. It also

helps students make templates and "what if" models. $49.95.

An Audio Instruction Course for WordStar. A hands-on course with

three ninety-minute cassettes. Taught from a beginner's level in noncom-
puterese language to bring students to a more advanced level where they

can extract full use of WordStar. $49.95.

An Audio Instructional Course for dBase II. Includes three ninety-

minute cassettes. Takes students through the commands and techniques

involved with this database manager. $59.95.

The Pillsbury Company
Eat Smart. Analyzes users' diets for one day in terms of recom-
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mended dietary allowances for eight key nutrients. Also offers sugges-

tions for improving the diet. Includes a program disk, educator's guide,

supplementary worksheets, and thirty nutrition brochures. $19.75.

The Professor
The Great Creator. Makes it simple to create and operate multiple-

choice and fill-in-the-blank questionnaires in any of seventeen lan-

guages, including English. There is no limit to the number of question-

naires that can be created. No programming skills necessary; the pro-

gram is menu-driven. $399.95. Demo, $5.

The French Computer Series. An effective way to learn and improve

French language skills. Each program includes a bilingual (French and

English) instruction manual plus a program disk that is entirely in

French. Ten programs in the series. Brief descriptions follow.

Savoir Ecrire. An excellent introductory program for developing

and/or expanding the ability to read and spell in French. Utilizes hi-res

graphics and sound effects to facilitate easy learning of the material pre-

sented. $45.95.

Cherchez La Difference. Reinforces reading comprehension in

French while building vocabulary. User chooses the word that doesn't fit

into a specific category (e.g., red, blue, house, green). Five levels of

difficulty feature more than 2,000 words. (Lower-case display with

accented letters; no additional hardware required.) $24.95.

Augmentez Votre Vocabulaire I. Contains a French vocabulary list

"

of over 2,000 words. Ten modules consist of graded vocabulary ques-

tions on synonyms and antonyms. (Lower-case display with accented let-
j

ters; no additional hardware required.) $24.95. '

Augmentez Votre Vocabulaire II. Similar to Augmentez Votre Vo-

cabulaire I, but with a more advanced word list. $24.95.

Mots Caches. Offers a stimulating system to improve French vocabu-
j

lary in the form of a French wordsearch game. Words are hidden hori-

zontally, vertically, or diagonally, as in popular wordsearch puzzles.

Hundreds of different puzzles can be made by the computer. $24.95.

Mots Caches Geographic. Similar to Mots Caches, except geo-

graphical locations are used. Hundreds of different puzzles are pos-

sible. $24.95

Mots Croises Et Mot Secret. Hundreds of different crossword puz-

zles develop French vocabulary skills. Secret word games are included ,

for increasing both vocabulary and spelling skills. Puzzles and games are
j

created by the computer working from a vocabulary list of over 700

words. $24.95.

Le Prisonnier. In French. Darkness. ..drowsiness. ..sleep. ..deep

sleep... awake... "Where am I?" You have been abducted to The Island,

a dreaded prison at the end of the world, where sophisticated brain-wash-

ing techniques, electronic surveillance, plots, and counterplots abound.

Are you ready to put your French skills to work? $34.95.

Terroriste. In French. It is the year 2000. The world is an immemse
armed camp. Countries are struggling with internal conflict. Violence is

the way of life. Opposing forces try to stop you from completing your

mission. Game paddles required. $34.95.

Les Bathisseurs d'Empire. In French. A role-playing fantasy adven-

ture into the unknown. Participate in the birth of an empire. Graphics,

animation, and sound effects present a fascinating way of practicing and

learning French. $37.95.

The Professor's Physics Series, by Steve Kamm and Mark Cross.

Authors are university professors with many years of experience teach-

ing college physics. Labeled diagrams, detailed text, and interaction be-

tween user and programs. Animation and color graphics are utilized to

enhance the learning of material presented. Eleven programs in the se-

ries. Brief descriptions follow.

Vectors and Graphing. Vector resolution, vector addition, dot prod-

ucts-magnitude and direction form, cross products-magnitude and direc-

tion form, products using unit vectors, vectors and scalars quiz, and

graphing data. $15.

Statics. Method, easy beam problem, beam problems, ladders, and

inclined planes. $15.

Motion. Graphing motion; one-dimensional kinematics; gravity

problems; projectile; dynamics. General method, motion on an inclined
^

plane, and rotational acceleration. $15.
^

Circular Motion. Constant speed, acceleration, simple harmonic mo-
^

tion, orbit theory, and the circular orbit game. $15.

Conservation Laws. Linear momentum, angular momentum, one- ,
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dimensional collisions, inelastic collisions, conservation of energy,

conservative forces, nonconservative forces, and energy of a bouncing

ball. $15.

Electricity and Magnetism. Gauss's law. Ampere's law, resistor

combinations, capacitor combinations, RC circuits, RCL circuits, and

Lorentz force. $15.

Thermodynamics. Thermodynamic processes and cycles, heat

engines, calorimetry, ideal gas cycles, and molecular motion and

pressure. $20.

Optics. Mirror ray diagrams, lens ray diagrams, types of images,

waves, diffraction, and lasers. $20.

Atomic Physics. Atomic models, particles and waves, electron

clouds, Rutherford scattering, radioactive decay, and various nuclear

reactions. $30.

Solar System Astronomy. Inner planets, outer planets, greenhouse

effect, history of the solar system, life in the solar system, and comets

are covered. $30.

Stellar Astronomy. Types of stars, galaxies, constellations, Sirius

and the White Dwarf, death of a star, the Doppler effect, and cosmology

are examined. $30.

The Professor's French Series. Nine programs, all in French, which

are translations of English-language programs put out by other compa-

nies. The series includes programs on math (fractions, decimals, and

arithmetic), on perception, on prereading skills (same and different, let-

ter identification), and on programming. Also, the series includes an

educational game concentration. $24.95 to $77.95.

Program Design
Reading Comprehension: What's Different? Students select the

word that doesn't belong in a series. Analytical skill and reading compre-

hension are the keys to mastering the challenge. Course contains hun-

dreds of exercises. Ages eight and up. $23.95.

Spelling Builders. Master the difficult words that stump most people.

Is it supercede or supersede, combustable or combustible^ A voice narra-

tion accompanies the programs, which offer both a spelling drill and a

method of approaching difficult words. Final test of 320 words. Junior

high and up. $26.95.

Vocabulary Builder One: Beginning. Eleven programs include a set

of graded vocabulary questions on synonyms and antonyms (the most

common type of vocabulary questions on an IQ test). The last lesson is a

vocabulary test. Total of 400 questions; 2,000 words in course. $23.95.

Vocabulary Builder Two: Advanced. Eleven programs like those in

Vocabulary One, but using a more advanced word list. $23.95.

Vocabulary Builders Package. Vocabulary Builders One and Two,

packaged in one convenient container. $44.95.

Analogies. Defines and describes some common types of analogies.

Six programs teach a method for analyzing analogies and provides prac-

tice in handling all types of analogies. Final lesson tests abilities. $23.95.

Number Series. 1,2,4, 7, 11...What's next? Learn how to approach

number series problems and how to analyze their patterns. Then practice

with increasingly difficult problems. The computer provides clues if you

have trouble. $23.95.

Preschool IQ Builder One. Children decide whether pairs of figures

are the same or different. They also match the letter on the monitor to

one on the keyboard. Both programs teach vital cognitive skills and are

wonderful introductions to the computer. $23.95

Preschool IQ Builder Two. Children make the face on the screen

sing a happy song by matching letters, numbers, symbols, or words. A
program that small children love. Ages three to six. $23.95.

Preschool Package. Preschool IQ Builders One and Two, packaged

in one convenient container. $44.95.

New Step by Step. Learn to program in Basic. Package includes a

computer program that shows sample program outputs, checks student

work, and scores quizzes. Audio explains what is being shown on the

computer screen and assigns problems for students to solve. Workbook
reviews material and gives extra practice. $89.95.

Preparing for the SAT. Teaches more than subject matter; teaches

how to take the SAT. Includes Analogies, Vocabulary Builders One and
Two, Number Series

, Quantitative Comparisons, a unit on time strategy,

and a unit that evaluates test-taking strategies. Consists of six disks and

one audio cassette, a manual, and the booklet, "Making the Grade."

$119.95.

Step by Step Two. The sequel to Step By Step. Covers intermediate

Basic programming, machine language programming related to Basic,

and hi-res graphics. Consists of a workbook, disks, and voice cassettes

in a convenient storage binder. High school to adult. $89.95.

Quantitative Comparisons. Eight programs that prepare students for

SAT-type math problems. Problems start with elementary concepts and

cover most material that appears in the test. Comprehensive guide in-

cluded. A final test is given, along with explanations. $26.95.

Memory Builder: Concentration. Test powers of concentration,

memory, and attention span by matching pairs of words hidden behind

the grid of boxes on the screen. The games get tougher as players con-

tinue. The computer keeps score; players play against themselves, the

computer, or friends. Ages six to adult. $23.95.

Psychological Psoftware
On Becoming A Hero. A tool to help young people clarify which

life values are most important. Enables them to choose their most cher-

ished ideals. Also gives methods for evaluating character and maturity.

$29.50.

Psychotechnics
Telemath Disk One. Four arcade-style programs provide math

reinforcement for grades two to three. Includes Frog Fun, Addition

Baseball, Pirate 's Gold, and Moo. Combines validated software with ar-

cade game action to make learning fun but effective. $39.95.

Telemath Disk Two. Four arcade-style programs for math reinforce-

ment in grades three to six. Includes Plumb Crazy:! ,
Geoterm, Totem

Pole Toppers, and Witch's Brew. Makes learning fun but effective.

$39.95.

Telemath Disk Three. Four arcade-style programs provide math

reinforcement for grades three to six. Includes Pic-N-Plot, Line Up,

Move and Measure, and Coin Connection. $39.95.

Telemath Disk Four. Math reinforcement in grades four to six. Fea-

tures four arcade-style games: Dyn-O-Mite : 1 , Multiplication Baseball:!,

Jump Daredevil Multiplication, and Dewey Packum. $39.95.

Telemath Disk Five. Four arcade-style programs for math reinforce-

ment for grades three to six. Features Jump Daredevil Subtraction,

Kingpin Decimals, Dribble Division, and Multiplication Baseball:!

.

Combines validated software with arcade game action for learning that is

fun but effective. $39.95.

Telemath Disk Six. Math reinforcement for children in grades five to

seven. Includes four arcade games: IRS Average, Target Practice:!,

Area Bridjit.l, and Dribble Subtraction. $39.95.

Telemath Disk Seven. Four arcade-style programs for math rein-

forcement for grades four to eight. Includes Dribble Multiplication,

Plumb Crazy:2, Concentration, and Area Bridjit:! . $39.95.

Telemath Disk Eight. Four arcade-style programs in math reinforce-

ment in grades four to eight. Includes Dyn-0-Mite:2, Jump Daredevil

Division, Target Practice:!, and Fraction Football. Combines valid in-

struction with fun game action. $39.95.

Telemath Disk Nine. Math reinforcement for grades four to eight.

Features four arcade-style games: Dyn-0-Mite:3
,
Jigsaw Fractions,

Jump Daredevil Fractions, and High Stakes. $39.95.

Telemath Disk Ten. Four arcade-style programs for math reinforce-

ment in grade eight. Includes Tic-Tac Subtract, Search and Score,

Divide and Conquer, and Bridge It. $39.95.

Telemath— Trial Size. Two arcade-style math reinforcement pro-

grams from the validated set of eighty Telemath activities. Features

Plumb Crazy:! and Dribble Multiplication. Telemath combines validated

software with arcade game action to make learning fun but effective. $10

(limited time offer).

Quality Educational Designs
Factoring Whole Numbers. Twelve highly interactive programs

that present the concepts of factoring in both a tutorial and an exploration

game. Individually paced, providing choice of difficulty and speed of

presentation. A teacher's manual is provided. Designed for middle

school or adult review. Three disks, $90.

Arith-Magic. Three highly interactive programs that present moti-

vated practice in whole-number operations. Includes Diffy, the case of

the disappearing difference, Tripuz, an addition or multiplication puzzle,

and Magic Square, an exploration of patterns. $35.
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Reader's Digest Services
Chambers of Vocab. Use your knowledge of word meanings to work

through four mazes as quickly as possible. A total of 300 words on the

disk; players may enter personal lists of new words, eight at a time. One
to four players. $39.95.

Key Lingo. An adventure game taking place in a sea of words. One to

four players act as co-captains of the Loquacious II and sail the seas try-

ing to match words with appropriate meanings. A total of 300 words on

the disk; players may enter personal lists of new words, eight at a time.

$39.95.

Trickster Coyote. Object of this chase game is to capture a tricky coy-

ote by demonstrating a knowledge of vocabulary words. A total of 300

words on the disk; players may enter personal lists of new words, eight

at a time. One to four players. $39.95.

Right On Programs
Challengit Series. Two complete social studies packages for grades

five and six. Each set contains three programs plus reproducible vocabu-

lary, reproducible crossword puzzle, and bibliography. Fifth grade: In-

dian Life, Patriotic Songs ofAmerica (with music), and American Inven-

tions that Changed the World. Sixth grade: The Middle Ages, The

Renaissance, and Seven Wonders of the World. $100 per set.

Researchit. Six individual programs to familiarize young people with

six valuable reference tools that every educated person must know how
to use. All programs geared to a specific book, and that book is included.

The World Atlas, $59.95; The World Almanac, $99.95; Reader's Guide

to Periodical Literature, $44.95; Telephone Directory, $44.95; Roget's

Thesaurus, $59.95; and The Dictionary, $99.95.

Puzdeit??? A series of word ladders that teach vocabulary, defini-

tions, and pronunciation. Graduated in difficulty from simplest three-let-

ter word puzzles to most difficult six- and seven-word puzzles. Available

in sets. Set A—thirty-six puzzles, three and four-letter words, $99.95;

Set B—thirty-six puzzles, five-letter words, $99.95; Set C— sixteen

puzzles, six and seven-letter words, $99.95.

Rocklan
Picture Parts. An exciting, challenging mathematics action game that

offers three levels of fun and practice in basic addition, subtraction, and

multiplication. Give the correct answer before adding another picture

part. $39.95.

Space Journey. In this mathematics action game, players pilot their

spaceships toward home. Reach home by correctly answering problems

in percent skills. $39.95.

Howard W. Sams
Music Games, by Lydia Bell. Twelve menu-driven games that use

musical tones and an animated color display of notes on a scale to test the

player's ability to recognize notes and rhythms. Games can be competi-

tive or noncompetitive and are designed with various skill levels for one

or more players from ages five through adult. Comes with complete

game descriptions and instructions. $29.95.

Scarborough Systems
Songwriter. Brings the world of music to life. At the touch of a key,

a note can be positioned higher or lower on the scale, the tempo adjusted,

or notes simply erased. The songs can be replayed through the computer

or on a home stereo via a connector cable that is included in the package.

$39.95.

Picturewriter. Makes it fun for children ages four to twelve to create

colorful graphics and line drawings on the computer while learning the

basics of computer programming. Users learn about spatial relation-

ships, the relationships between colors, and the development of

geometric patterns. This is the second of Scarborough Systems' Arts

Series. $39.95.

Lightning Software's MasterType. Provides typing instruction by

means of an exciting video game. Defend your command ship by typing

the enemy words correctly—otherwise, the words will zap you. Includes

eighteen progressive lessons, graduated from home letter recognition to

nine-letter words, numbers, and a variety of programming words.

Gives you the ability to create your own lessons. Fun for all ages.

$39.95.

Scholastic
Square Pairs. A fun approach to developing basic learning skills by

matching numbers, words, and patterns. Children become familiar with
,

logical concepts and strengthen their skills while playing the game, i

Comes with a library of subjects and allows young users to design their

own games, making them simple or complex. $39.95.

Tot Turtle Tracks. Makes computer programming an exciting adven-

ture. Children learn the fundamentals of computer programming as they

control the movement of a "turtle," commanding it to select colors,

draw lines and circles, and create other shapes. Children learn

problem-solving skills that help prepare them for the study of Basic,

Logo, and other programming languages. $39.95.

Scientiflc Software Associates
Q-Card. A questionnaire analysis package. Can process rating

scales, true/false or yes/no items, checklists, and multiple-choice items.

Includes master-tabulation, user-selected sorts, cross-tabs, correlations,

frequency distributions, and more. Data may be entered via keyboard or

an Optical Mark Reader. $395.

Scott, Foresman Electronic Publishing
Early Reading. Through color graphics, animation, and carefully

constructed context, children are taught fifty-two new words. Sentence

completion offers practice, and "Make a Story" allows users to deter-

mine the courses that their stories take. A help function key allows young

readers to get help as needed. Grades K to two. $54.95.

Reading Rainbows. Offers seven activities through which children

study, practice, and apply skills in recognizing class, size, and part-

whole relationships. Includes an adventure story in which Clyde the

Dragon takes users along on a search for a rainbow. Makes use of color

graphics, animation, music, and a help function. Grades K to two.

$54.95.

Reading Fun. Offers seven interactive activities in recognizing prob-

lems and solutions, cause-effect relationships, and the feelings of

characters. Includes the fable of the lion and the mouse and a folktale en-

titled "Why Bats Fly at Night." Uses color graphics, animation, music,

and a help function. Grades one to three. $54.95.

Reading On. Seven interactive activities through which users study,

practice, and apply skills in using maps, graphs, and schedules. Content

includes stories about a family of goblins and a near-crisis in space. En-

hanced by color graphics, animation, music, and a help function. Grades

two to four. $54.95.

Reading Roundup. A Western theme is found in seven interactive

activities. Helps users understand figures of speech, recognize ap-

propriate word meanings, and understand idioms. Content includes a

story in which characters solve riddles to find an old Indian hideout.

Enhanced by personalization, animation, music, and a help function.

Grades three to five. $54.95.

Reading Rally. Users learn to distinguish fact from opinion, recog-

nize author's purpose, and recognize bias and connotations of words.

Seven interactive activities, including a highly animated reenactment of

the Boston Tea Party. Users can read the story from three different

points of view. Grades four to six. $54.95.

Reading Flight. Users learn to classify and summarize information

and to outline. Seven interactive activities, including Balloon Smash, a

game where darts reward correct responses in the practice sections for

each skill. Enhanced by color graphics, animation, music, and a help

function. Grades five to seven. $54.95.

Addition and Subtraction Three. Color, animation, and an adventure

theme help to teach addition and subtraction. Students learn to regroup

numbers and to find sums and differences with and without renaming.

Each activity offers a tutorial, as well as practice exercises. Includes

management system. Grades one to four. $39.95.

Multiplication Two. Mighty Multiplication, an animated character,

helps teach multiplication by multiples of ten and one hundred, multi-

plication of two- or three-digit numbers with or without renaming, and

word problems involving multiplication. Tutorial as well as practice pro-

vided. Includes internal management system. Grades two to five.

$39.95.

Numeration One. Uses color, animation, and a circus theme to teach

numeration and place value. Teaches students to identify and order one-,
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two-, and three-digit numbers; to identify ordinal numbers; and to com-

pare numbers using greater than and less than symbols. Tutorial, prac-

tice exercises, and management system provided. Grades K to three.

$39.95.

Numeration Two. A carnival theme helps to teach numeration con-

cepts with large numbers. Students learn to identify place value, write

numbers through nine digits, and round numbers off to the nearest ten,

hundred, or thousand. Tutorial, practice exercises, and management sys-

tem all provided. Grades two to six. $39.95.

Fractions One. Teaches students to identify what fractional part of a

whole or a group is shaded, to write and illustrate fractions, to write

equivalent fractions, and to write and illustrate mixed numbers. Features

color and animation; includes tutorial, practice exercises, and manage-

ment system. Grades three to six. $39.95.

Decimals. Color, animation, and a sports theme to help teach deci-

mals: to give the decimal for a graphic presentation, to compare decimals

through hundredths, and to subtract decimals through hundredths. Each

activity offers a tutorial as well as practice exercises. Management sys-

tem included. Grades three to six. $39.95.

Decimals Two. Color and animation in the "Decimal Deli" teach ad-

vanced decimal concepts. Students learn to give the numeric form of

a decimal when given its word form; to compare, order, and count

decimals through hundred-thousandths; and to multiply decimals. Tu-

torial, practice exercises, and management system included. Grades four

to six. $39.95.

Probe: Beginning Basic Programming Activities. A series of spiral-

bound practical workbooks that provide an introduction to Basic.

Available for four grade/age levels: grades one to three, four to six,

seven to eight, and nine to adult. All books provide glossaries of com-

puter terms and conunands; each has a corresponding instructor's guide.

$39.95.

Select Information Systems
Teach/M. The first on-screen tutorial designed to teach users about

the CP/M operating system. Leads users through all set-up procedures,

including booting the system, initializing and copying disks, and transfer-

ring files from one disk to another. Self-paced instruction method. Ex-

plains DIR, STAT, PIP, and more. $79.

Sensible Software
Report Card. Enables teachers to track the progress of their students

throughout the school year. Calculates student and class averages, ranks

students, posts exam results, and more. Custom editor allows easy cor-

rection of mistakes and removal of incomplete grades. $59.95.

Sierra On-Line
Learning with Leeper. Introduces preschool children to practice

sessions in math, and to reading and writing readiness. Includes Dog
Count, Balloon Pop, Leap Frog, and Screen Painting. $34.95.

Bop-A-Bet. Uses the popular maze game format to teach alphabetical

order. Students move around the maze, selecting letters in sequence as

they go. $27.95.

Dragon's Keep. A captivating adventure into dragon territory;

develops reading comprehension. Any child who can read at the second-

grade level can play the game. $29.95.

Troll's Tale. A compelling adventure through a fantasy land;

develops reading comprehension. $29.95.

Silicon Valley Systems
E-Z Learner. A study program to help students or hobbyists learn

large amounts of information effectively and conveniently using a flash-

card type of study atmosphere. Enter the questions and answers, and E-Z
Learner will quiz you to see how many you get right. Has capabilities to

study several different subjects at once. $39.95.

Rapid Reader. A speed-reading program that allows the user to in-

crease reading speed utilizing the Apple as his teacher. $39.95.

Toddler's Tutor. A Sesame Street type of game for children to learn

their ABCs. Vibrant with color monitor. $24.95.

Simulations Software
The Doctor Game. Patients come to the doctor for help and become

better or worse depending on diagnosis and treatment by the player. In-

cludes tutorial of lab facilities and glossary of common medical terms.

$27.95.

Sirius
Type Attack. Teaches typing skills in a fast-action, arcade-style for-

mat. Giant groups of words and letters falling from the sky can be re-

pelled only by typing the same words or letters on the computer key-

board. Includes thirty-nine preprogrammed lessons, a Lesson Creator,

and a real-time words-per-minute bar with player-selected speeds from

one to ninety-nine. $39.95.

Sliwa Enterprises
SEI Literature Series. A twenty-six-disk series that provides a com-

prehensive review of literature at the high school to college level . Titles

include Shakespeare, Poe, Twain, and Women Authors. Each disk con-

tains 300 questions, hints, and in-depth analyses. SEI authoring system

can be used to expand the database. $25 each; set, $550.

SEI Foreign Language Set. Four disks that focus on vocabulary of

French, Spanish, and German (beginning to intermediate levels) and

"foreign" words in English. Each disk contains approximately 800

words and phrases; the SEI authoring system can be used to expand the

database. $30 each, $100 for set.

SEI SAT Skills Set. Developed over the past three years as aids to

students preparing for college board exams. Sentence completion, word

analogy, and vocabulary are covered on three disks; two math disks

cover fractions to trigonometry, including computer graphics. Available

separately; $110 for set.

SEI Private Pilot Written Exam. Hundreds of questions from the

FAA Private Pilot-Airplane Written Test, chosen by experts to cover all

required FFA private pilot subject areas. A hint is provided for each

question, and all charts and diagrams are included. $30.

SEI History of Space Flight. Hundreds of questions lead students

through the space age. People, places, events, politics, physics—the

milestones and turning points of space exploration are all covered. A
hint, reference, or in-depth information is given for each question.

Designed to build recall and understanding. $25.

SEI History and Government Series. Ten disks that provide review,

reinforcement, and insight into world history and world government for

students at the high school to first-year college level. United States

history and government are emphasized, with additional special disks to

cover world affairs. Available separately; $215 for set.

Softdisk
Applesoftfrom the Ground Up, by Dallas Snell. Author of The Quest

has made this Applesoft tutorial user-friendly and interactive. If you

have always wanted to learn Applesoft but found the manuals intimidat-

ing, now is your chance to get started. $12.95.

Machine Magic—Part One, by Greg Malone. Cuts through the veil

of darkness enveloping the mystical world of machine language pro-

gramming. Part one sheds light on the basic incantations and techniques

necessary for creating quality graphics and sounds from machine lan-

guage. For the would-be graphics programmer. $12.95.

SofTech Microsystems
SoftTeach. A computer-aided instruction package for the UCSD Pas-

cal programming language. Progresses step-by-step through a dual set of

quizzes: one quiz tests your knowledge of UCSD Pascal, and the other

quiz requires you to write a Pascal program. A documentation package is

included. $75.

SoftVue
SoftVue Tutorial Videotapes. The easy way to learn to use computer

programs such as Apple Writer and the entire PFS series. Forget the

manual, learn by watching. The continuing library is ideal for schools,

offices, and computer stores to teach how easy many computer programs

really can be. $125 each.

Software Arts
TK.'SolverPackfor Introductory Science. Designed for use with the

TK.'Solver pTogram. Covers topics in chemistry, biology, physics, ther-



modynamics, and population studies at the high school and college level.

Contains twelve models with the equations, values, and tables needed to

solve particular problems in these fields. $100.

Software Connections
Classroom Monitor. Disk-sharing/printer-sharing network software

that lets a teacher view the display of any student from the teacher sta-

tion, broadcast one student's display to screens of other students, and

download a program from shared central disk drives to all student sta-

tions. Floppy version, $395; hard disk version, $495.

Software Masters
The Visible Computer 6502. An integrated system for learning 6502

machine language. Includes a "6502 simulator" that shows the inner

workings of a 6502 microprocessor and a 150-page tutorial manual.

$49.95.

Software Technology for Computers
Language/Reading Development. Appropriate for elementary stu-

dents as well as adults. Objectives are to develop speed while maintain-

ing or improving perception, increase concentration, improve spelling

skills, develop vocabulary, and expand vocabulary through drill exer-

cises. $175.

Southwest EdPsych Services
The Math Machine. Over 1 10 instructional objectives cover math

skills typically taught in kindergarten through sixth grade. Innovative re-

inforcement system, record keeping, and management included. For

schools and parents. $79.95.

Math Wars. An exciting multiple-player arcade game for children

and adults. Fast, hi-res color graphics are combined with sound edu-

cational content to produce a truly educational game. Over thirty-five

instructional objectives cover addition, subtraction, multiplication, divi-

sion, fractions, and decimals. $39.95.

The Reading Machine. Covers reading skills typically taught in kin-

dergarten through third grade, with over twenty-eight instructional ob-

jectives. Record keeping, management, and reinforcement systems in-

cluded. Large hi-res letters, pictures with each word, and upper/lower-

case letters. $59.95.

The Spelling Machine. Child-tested, inexpensive, effective instruc-

tional software to improve spelling skills. Contains 700 words and sen-

tences, innovative reinforcement system, record keeping, management,

and text-editing system for insertion of user-selected words. For schools

and parents. $49.95.

Spelling Sorcery. Three exciting color graphics programs that

harness the power of arcade games to make spelling fun for children and

adults. $34.95.

Southwestern Data Systems
Spanish for the Traveler. Opens up the magic world of being at ease

while traveling in a foreign country. Intended for those who wish to learn

the essentials of Spanish needed for traveling, or those wanting to brush

up on earlier classes in Spanish. Makes it easy to learn the language

quickly. Includes disk, manual, and four audio cassettes. $59.95.

Spin-A-Test Publishing
Game Powerfor Phonics. Helps remedial reading students by diag-

nosing 241 specific reading difficulties and giving them intensive prac-

tice in word structure and phonics. Each game focuses on one skill, play-

able seven ways. Emphasizes word recognition, comprehension,
vocabulary building, sentence improvisation, listening, and spelling.

The forty-page manual has instructions for 1,280 language arts games.

$55.

Spinnaker Software
Alphabet Zoo. A combination of two maze games that teach the

relationship between sounds and letters; sharpen skills. $29.95.

Delta Drawing Learning Program. Children create colorful draw-

ings on the computer screen by using single-key commands to control the

cursor. Can be used in graphics or text mode. $49.95.

Pacemaker. Three-part learning game in which a child completes a

blank face, animates the face, and plays a Simon Says type game with the

computer. $34.95.

Hey Diddle Diddle. Three-part learning game that introduces chil-

dren to Mother Goose lore. $29.95.

In Search of the Most Amazing Thing. B-Liner pilot goes in search

of the Most Amazing Thing in the land of Darksome Mire. Each time the

player solves this educational adventure, clues leading to the location of

the Most Amazing Thing change. $39.95.

Kindercomp. Collection of six learning games that prepare a child to

read, spell, and count. $29.95.

Rhymes and Riddles. Letter-guessing game presented in three for-

mats: nursery rhymes, riddles, and famous sayings. $29.95.

Snooper Troops I and II. Learning adventures. Players are private

detectives trying to determine who perpetrated the crime and what the

motive was. Players drive around town, question suspects, search houses

for clues, and use a Snoopnet computer. $44.95.

Story Machine. Learning game in which child writes a story with

supplied vocabulary. Stories are animated and can be saved to disk.

$34.95.

SRA
Educational Software. To teach the basics in computing, mathe-

matics, reading, administration of classrooms, games, and many others.

Write for catalog. License fees $65 to $1,600.

SubLogic
Whole Brain Spelling, by David Manton and Susan Campanini. Has

received widespread critical acclaim from educators in the field for its

new approach to the development of improved spelling skills. Uses color

graphics to provide positive user feedback and to emphasize visual

aspects of the learning process. Available in six word-list categories:

General (ages eight to adult), A Child's Garden of Words (preschool to

eight). Fairy Tale, Medical, Scientific, and Secretarial. $34.95.

Sunburst Communications
The Factory: Strategies in Problem Solving. Color graphics and ani-

mation are used in this three-level program that challenges students to

create a geometric product on a simulated machine assembly line that

they design. Focuses on several problem-solving strategies, including

working backward, analyzing a process, determining a sequence, and

applying creativity. $49.

Meet the Computer. A how-to program designed for students and

teachers who want to develop computer literacy from the beginning or

brush up on their computer skills. Package includes quick-reference

folders for programmers, reproducible graphs and charts for plotting and

keeping records, disk with answers, and additional activities. $29.

M-ss-ng L-nks: A Game of Letters and Language. Young people's

literature. Engrossing language puzzles improve students' reading, writ-

ing, grammar, and comprehension skills. Helps develop an appreciation

of syntax, vocabulary, and the mechanics of writing. Passages from nine

classics of children's literature are offered. Nine difficulty levels permit

the creation of over 500 different puzzles. $49.

SuperSoft
Basic Tutor. A self-study program using both computerized lessons

and a printed manual to teach Basic programming. Each of the nine les-

sons contains numerous problems, tests, and a thorough summary. A so-

lutions disk is provided. Students will learn to analyze problems and then

design and code Basic programs to solve them. $99.

Systems Design Lab
Multiple Regression Analysis. A statistical program used for multi-

purpose predictions. The program may be used in business, education,

or any field where historical information is used to predict future events.

Includes system disk and comprehensive documentation. $39.95.

The Forecaster. A statistical program used for linear regression trend

analysis. The program may be used in business or education, where his-

torical information is used for trend and graphing analysis. Includes sys-

tem disk and comprehensive documentation. $29.95.

Taurus Software
CP+. A very effective training course for new computer users. Also

includes a combination of control and file management "utility" pro-
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grams. Provides simple communications between users, the computer

operating system, and application programs through English-language

directions. $200.

Teach Yourself by Computer Software
Individual Study Center. A miniauthoring drill-and-test program for

grades 1 to 12. Maintenance authoring system, six presentation pro-

grams, user manual, and demonstration question/answer set. Can be

used with over fifty prepared subject data files; or user, with no pro-

gramming knowledge, can create own program. $54.95; subject data

files, $5.95 each.

Mind-Memory Improvement Course—Steps One and Two. Mind-

Step One is an introductory course in memory techniques with ten tutori-

al and exercise programs using graphics and animation. Mind-Step Two
supplements Mind-Step One using audio cassettes for listening-skill prac-

tice. Junior high to adult. Integer Basic. Mind-Step One, $31.50; Mind-

Step Two, $36.50.

Lesson Tutorgraphs—Shore Features. Full-color tutorial program

with hi-res graphics on the geographical features of the shore/beach area

of the coast. Programmed presentation of lesson material with reviews

based on user's response. Test is provided. High school to college level.

$24.95.

Lesson Tutorgraphs—Weather Fronts. Full-color tutorial program

with hi-res graphics on weather fronts, their structure and nature. Pro-

grammed presentation of lesson material with reviews based on user's

responses. For incorrect answers, information is presented again in

different format. A test is provided and graded. High school and college

level. $24.95.

Telephone Software Connection
Time Tutor. Patiently quizzes your children on "telling time" by

having them look at an analog clock and type the time, and then making

the clock's hands match a digital display. Five skill levels. Keeps prog-

ress chart for each user. $25.

Math Tutor. Generates random drills in the four basic operations

based on each user's ability level. Student profiles can be easily modified

to challenge any age. Encourages mastery of math facts by limiting re-

sponse time. Displays and maintains progress charts on each user. $25.

Spelling Tutor. Patiently quizzes your children on their spelling

words for school. Easy entry of new words. Old words are accumulated

into a review list. Keeps a running progress chart for each child. Uses

tachistoscopic technique. $20.

Terrapin
Terrapin Logo. The original Logo for the Apple. A powerful, easy-

to-use programming language. Turtle graphics allows even preschoolers

to begin developing mastery of programming techniques. Step-by-step

tutorial with appendix and reference guide. $149.95.

Three Sigma
The Gene Scene. A human genetics game and educational activity.

Learn the basic principles of Mendelian genetics as you gain awareness

of the emotional, ethical, and financial considerations that must be faced

during genetic counseling. For one to four players. $30.

SAT Review. High school students! Prepare yourselves for the up-

coming SAT examinations by reviewing over 3,000 synonyms and anto-

nyms. Features include multiple-choice answering, definitions, and illu-

strative example sentences. $50.

Twentieth Century Business Systems
BINS. You are the line manager of a small warehouse. During any

eight-hour day there are shipments to store and orders to fill. How well

you complete the requirements of the job will decide how many days you

can play. $29.95.

Merchant Mariner. Objective: to accumulate wealth by trading

commodities on numerous islands in the "Samon Sea" in the late 1800s.

Excellent learning game for the commodities and equities markets and

the law of supply and demand. Watch out for sea monsters, disasters,

robbers, and the guild. Can save game at any time. $39.95.

Vernier Software
Orbit. Simulates the motion of an earth satellite. Launch site, angle.

At last...

The smart to buy software
To find out how, write or call

TOLL FREE: 1-800-328-3890 6023).
In Minnesota, call toll free: 1-800-682-5816 (ext. 6023)

SoftClUb PO Box 296 Altoona, Wl 54720
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and speed of launch are selected. Students may experiment with velocity.

$24.95.

Precision Timer. Uses the computer as a lab timer. Measures times

to 0. 1 millisec in ten different timing modes. Time data is collected, and

the computer can help analyze it. Times may be displayed in large block

letters. Use with PASCO photogates or with homemade photogates

(complete instructions included). $39.95.

Vector Addition. Graphically demonstrates the head-to-tail addition

of vectors. Magnitudes and directions are input; the vectors and their re-

sultant are drawn. Numerical results are also calculated. $24.95.

Projectiles. Allows students to experiment with projectile motion,

including the effects of air resistance and wind. $24.95.

Ray Tracer. Uses hi-res graphics to illustrate the principles of geo-

metrical optics. Reflection, refraction, Snell's Law, total internal reflec-

tion, image formation with lenses and mirrors, dispersion, and spherical

and chromatic aberration demonstrated. May be used as a lecture dem-

onstration aid or as an educational game. $24.95.

Charged Particles. Simulates the motion of various charged particles

in a magnetic field. Student selects the particle, speed, and the magnetic

field strength. $24.95.

Wave Addition. Graphically demonstrates the superposition of

waves. Various phenomena such as interference, beats, the "shaping"

of waves by the addition of harmonics, and Fourier synthesis can be

demonstrated. $24.95.

Graphical Analysis. Plots well-labeled graphs of experimental data.

After data is entered, modified versions of the graph (e.g., with x-axis

data squared before plotting) may be quickly drawn to help in the search

for the relationship between the variables. Copies of the graphs may be

made on a printer. $24.95.

Kinematics. Students control the starting speed, acceleration, and

elapsed time for the motion of a truck which moves across the screen.

They attempt to cause the truck to move according to preassigned

parameters. $24.95.

Versa Computing
Color Me. A children's coloring book of twenty-five pictures. Child

uses joystick or paddles to dip cursor into a choice of thirty-two paint

pots for color-filling any part of the picture. Colored picture may be

saved. For added learning, each picture is labeled in large type. Joystick

or paddles required. $29.95.

Solar System. Hi-res, full-color graphics bring each planet, the sun,

the moon, and beyond, down to earth. Tests knowledge of astronomy

with hundreds of questions on different skill levels. $39.95.

Meet the Presidents. An educational game presenting the forty presi-

dents of the United States. Tests skills on historical facts about United

States presidents. Gives practice in visual recognition as portraits unfold

on the screen. $39.95.

Globe Master II. Nine hi-res, full-color maps and hundreds of ques-

tions about states, capitals, countries, landmarks, and history. The maps

include Europe, Asia, Africa, South America, Australia, the world,

Canada, and United States topographicals. $39.95.

Anatomy I. Ten hi-res, full-color graphics that deal with human
anatomy. Includes cell types, digestive system, circulatory system, skele-

tal system, and more. Hundreds of questions test general knowledge.

$39.95.

Alphabet Squares. An ideal program for a young computer-user

learning the ABCs. Excellent hi-res color graphics present three familiar

objects and a letter. Child uses joystick or paddles to move a pointer to

the correct picture, which expands to fill the entire screen. Joystick or

paddles required. $29.95.

Wadsworth Electronic Publishing
Algebra Arcade. Provides a whole new formula for having fun while

learning and practicing algebra. Players enter an algebraic equation that

will zap as many Algebroids as possible with the resulting graph. After

an equation is entered, the Whirlwind rushes along the path of the graph,

knocking down the Algebroids and racking up points. $49.95.

John Wiley & Sons
One Hundred Top Colleges: How To Choose and Get In, by

McClintock. A book and disk set designed to match up students' needs

and desires in colleges— social, academic, avocational, and

geographic—with the characteristics of top colleges. This allows

smdents to focus their attention, energy, and application dollars. $34.90.

Winners Circle Education
Math Invaders. So much fun that children won't even realize they are

strengthening their math skills. Immediate and graphic feedback gen-

erates excitement and motivation. Novel Galactic Navy ranking system

spurs enthusiasm. Includes instruction booklet, disk with forty develop-

mental sequence and numerical sequence drills, and reference card.

Grades K to twelve. $45.

PSST—Problem Solving Strategy Training. Is your child struggling

with word problems? Relieve frustration and tension with a lighthearted

approach to problem solving. An amusing game that assists children by

strengthening their ability to reach valid conclusions through sound rea-

soning. Grades four to high school. Disk and manual. $24.95.

Xerox Education Publications
Exploring Tables and Graphs, Grades Five to Six. Students experi-

ment with tables and picture, bar, line, and area graphs. Fun applications

and topics include satellites, women in industry, incomes, and more.

Double-sided disk, teacher's guide, and twelve Line Masters included.

$34.95.

Exploring Tables and Graphs, Grades Three to Four. Children

learn how to use tables and bar, picture, and area graphs. Topics include

animals, languages, populations, and more. Double-sided disk, teacher's

guide, and twelve Line Masters included. $34.95.

Stickybear Shapes. Three games: Name a Shape, Pick a Shape, Find

a Shape. Correct answers make animated pictures come alive. Includes

disk, hardcover book, poster, instructions, stickers, and vinyl binder.

Ages three to six. $39.95.

Stickybear Opposites. Big, colorful, animated pictures—Stickybears,

unicycles, balloons, and more—teach opposites. Up/down, full/empty,

in front/behind, and lots more. Disk, hardcover book, poster, user's

guide, stickers, and vinyl binder included. Ages three to six. $39.95.

Stickybear Numbers. Colorful moving objects—trucks, ducks,

planes, and others—teach numbers and counting. Over 250 picture

combinations. Disk, hardcover book, poster, stickers, user's guide, and

vinyl binder included. Ages three to six. $39.95.

Stickybear ABC. Award winner. Full-screen, full-color, animated

pictures and sound represent each letter in the alphabet. Disk, hardcover

book, poster, user's guide, stickers, and vinyl binder included. Ages
three to six. $39.95.

XPS
The Dean's List. Education at all levels utilizes word/meaning asso-

ciation as an effective learning aid. The Dean 's List provides a highly

interesting and motivational way to encourage students to study word or

phrase associations. Flexible enough to be an indispensable study aid for

almost any subject. $24.95.

Crypto-Gen. Converts typed-in text into exciting cipher puzzles. Fea-

tures three different difficulty levels; instructor may provide a clue with

each puzzle. Puzzles take only seconds to prepare, have a maximum
length of 250 characters, and print on either the screen or on paper.

$24.95.

Drill Master/Drill Instructor. Provides question drills needed to re-

inforce learning. Presents drills in user's choice of format and content.

Drill Master is used for automatic preparation of instructions and ques-

tions. Drill Instructor comerts information into an automatic instruction-

al package for student use. English commands; no special programming

required. $39.95.

Ziggurat Software
Gradekeeper Plus. The answer to classroom record keeping. Organ-

izes grades for 150 students per file. Features easy grade entry, class or

student summaries, grade editing, statistics, sorting by grades or av-

erages, screen or printer-directed output of data, file editing and merg-

ing, alphabetized class lists, and more. $34.95.

Spelling-Binder. Allows students to recognize, find, and correct mis-

takes in spelling, usage, or any course content testable in sentence form.

Comes with three twenty-five-sentence spelling drills and software to

create original exercises for any course content. Excellent for school or

home use. $24.95.
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SPRITE I™

Fast action animation. Smooth and flicker-free. Software included easily

lets you create and move sprites and lets you paint colorful backgrounds.

Enjoy unique multi-plane action where sprites move freely under and
over each other. Sprite I plugs easily into any slot of your Apple computer
to give you the excitement and quality of arcade graphics. $149.

SPRITE 11"

Add the dramatic dimension of realistic sound effects to all the action in

Sprite I. Sound you can easily program yourself. Sound synchronized to

the action on the screen. The Sprite II includes a sound generator that

lets you create almost any imaginable effect—gunshots, explosions,

music, the roar of an engine. $249.

SUPERSPRITE"'
The ultimate sprite package. Actual speech, thanks to the amazing
ECHO II™ speech synthesizer. The ability to simultaneously join sprite

graphics and Apple programs together on the screen. The STARSPRITE I™
diskette featuring the new Ampersprite language for creating and moving
sprites, painting background scenes and programming sound effects.

Yes, SuperSprite has it all. Sprites, sound, speech, software. $395.

Call 800-426-7412 for your nearest dealer.

10635 N.E. 38th Place

Kirkland, WA 98033
(206) 828-4884
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ABW
Teksim. The Apple II/Tektronix 4010 simulator uses the hi-res plot-

ting capabilities of the Apple to allow the user to access Plot 10 or Plot

70-compatible software packages on a host system. $475.

Accent Software
Accu-shapes. The most powerful, easy-to-use shape creation tool

for Applesoft shape tables. Dual lo-res/hi-res capabilities for easy editing

in magnified detail. $34.95.

TGS: The Graphic Solution. Powerful animation system for the non-

progranmier. Ideally suited for training, education, and promotional pur-

poses. Create interactive animated presentations combining text and

graphics with movie-quality results. New version menu driven. Ex-

cellent tutorial manual. Expansion modules available for light pen or

touch tablet. 64K, Apple II. $149.95.

Alpha Software
Type Faces. Offers the user fifteen different character fonts ranging

from formal to friendly to conform to any printing situation. It is a

powerful, easy-to-use printing tool that will greatly increase the

capability of the user's dot-matrix printer. Type Faces provides typeset-

ting capabilities to individuals who need to enhance business presenta-

tions or who want an inexpensive method of producing elegant reports or

flyers. There are over one hundred symbols available ranging from
Roman Complex, Italian Gothic, and English Gothic to special symbols

and Greek lettering. $125.

Anidata
Market Analyst. The fastest, easiest to use, and most flexible

technical analysis package available. Graphs basic technical studies in

addition to user-specified formulas and features split-screen charting.

Retrieves updates automatically over the phone; nine years of historical

data available through the two databases. Also maintains portfolio

records and includes a smart telecommunications system. $495.

Animation Graphics
A.G.I.L. Super Slide Show. Turns your Apple into a slide projector

for briefings, demos, slide shows, or just plain fun. Uses pictures from

A.G.I.L. Paint Program or another graphics program. Can include

animation and will run continuously or stop to wait for a command to

continue. Easy enough for children but also sophisticated enough for the

professional graphic artist. $29.

A.G.I.L. Paint Program. Use to make quality illustrations and pic-

tures. Includes sketch, pendraw, rubberline, animate, radial line, box

maker, text, shapedraw, colorfill, cut and paste, point to point, scroll

capabilities. Menu-driven, no programming needed, includes shape
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tables and fonts. Usable by children or professional graphic artists. $35.

Arrow Data Systems
Arrow Code 150. A complete in-house numeric control program-

ming system. Includes editor, calculations, trigonometry, plotting rou-

tines for mills, lathes, and turret punches. Utilizes interactive graphics

and code words to define parts programming. Job cost estimating also

available. Complete system, $8,900.

Avant-Garde
Hi-Res Secrets. A complete tutorial with Apple graphics designed

for the user who wants to go beyond the Applesoft tutorial. Four disks

and a 263-page manual lead the user through the routines needed to

create block shapes, vector shapes, and H-plot shapes, as well as dif-

ferent types of animation. $125.

Hi-Res Secrets Graphics Applications System. The standalone se-

quel to Hi-Res Secrets, this package is a tutorial on how to put your

graphics programming knowledge to use. Three disks and a manual lead

the user on a step-by-step basis through techniques on improving Basic

programs, going from Basic to assembly, creating three-dimensional

drawings. $75.

Paintmaster Scene Utility. This is a perfect program for the person

who wants to design adventure game scenes or who wants to do freehand

drawing on the hi-res screen. It allows for line drawing, shape drawing,

scene painting, scene editing, screen sketching, and screen compression.

Over 300 colors and patterns are available. $34.95.

Super Shape Draw and Animate. This package consists of two pro-

grams that interact with each other—Super Shape Draw and Super Shape

Animate. Super Shape Draw allows the user to draw in any direction, in-

cluding diagonally, using keyboard commands. Super Shape Animate

allows the user to choose from two types of animation. $34.95.

Balbesoftware Systems
Sight 'n Sound. Takes music/sound from a stereo or cassette player

and synchronizes it with a light show of the user's design on the hi-res

screen. Demos include laser design, kaleidoscope, EKG, and guitar

player whose lips move with the sound. No hardware modifications.

$26.95.

The Animator. A system for producing animated "film" strips. User

enters only key frames, and The Animator calculates the in-between

frames. Demo includes ballet sequence. Talented ballerina has twelve

independently moving body parts. Fifty-seven-page manual, three

tutorials, and shape generator that works independently. $51.95.

Beagle Bros
Alpha Plot, by Bert Kersey and Jack Cassidy. Create hi-res pictures

and charts, appendable to your programs, with variable-sized, rotatable,

proportionally spaced text. See lines before you draw; mixed and reverse

colors; instant lines, circles, boxes, and ellipses. Relocate image sections

on either page. Also reduce hi-res images to one-third disk space. Un-
protected. $39.50.

Apple Mechanic Typefaces. Twenty-six proportionally spaced

typefaces, large and small, for use with Apple Mechanic's type-display

programs. Many full ninety-six character, ftilly editable type fonts. Bonus

Beagle-Menu greeting program catalogs only selected file names on your

disks for one-key selection. Unprotected. $20.

Apple Mechanic, by Bert Kersey. Keyboard-draw shapes; shape

tables written automatically and stored on disk for animation in your Ap-
plesoft programs. Use and design professional-looking proportionally

spaced type; six fonts included on the disk. Byte Zap inspects/edits any

byte on a disk. Includes sixty pages of instructions and useful Apple tips.

Unprotected. $29.50.

Frame-Up, by Tom Weishaar. High-speed Apple presentation utility;

lets you create professional displays of mixed hi-res, lo-res, and text.

Loads hi-res in two and a half seconds. Each image keyboard or paddle

advanced, or auto-run mode shows each frame in predetermined order

and time. Send presentations on disk to friends and associates. Un-
protected. $29.50.

C & C Software
T & G. A package for placing text and graphics on the Apple's hi-

res screen. Accessed from Basic by expert or novice programmers, T &
G prints three sizes of text and creates and displays full-color graphics

and animation. Package includes tutorial, sample program, and complete

documentation. $65.

Commsoft
PhotoCaster. Converts your Apple II into an instant camera for

black-and-white or color photographs. With PhotoCaster you can take,

display, edit, enhance, store, and print photos. The I/O board includes

a modem that allows photos to be exchanged via telephone in eight

seconds. With video camera, $749.95; without video camera, $499.95.

Crow Ridge Associates
Apple Flasher. More than a super slide projector simulation for hi-

res (DOS 3.3) screen files, Apple Flasher helps manage collections of hi-

res graphics screens. Fast loading. Scans disks for screens in one and one-

half to two seconds. Displays screens at up to one-and-one-half to two

seconds each. $34.50.

Data Transforms
Fontrix. Extends the Apple hi-res screen to sixteen times its normal

size, allowing for graphics creation {Fontrix accepts input from
keyboard, joystick, trackball, tablet, paddles, and mouse) and typeset-

ting on screen (use fonts provided, or create your own with the font

editor), then prints enormous graphics on over twenty-six dot-matrix

printers. $75.

Desktop Computer Software
Graph 'n' Calc. The decision support-graphics system that links a

spreadsheet and graphics package together. Within minutes you can

master its single-key commands. With Graph 'n' Calc you can develop

forecast models and analyze statistical and financial data. Then visualize

your projections with a variety of different charts and graphs. $129.

Doublestuff Software Development
doublestuff. Using standard Applesoft Basic commands on the Apple

He, you can program in two graphics modes: sixteen-color double lo-res

(80x48) pixels and sixteen-color, hi-res (560x192) pixels. Includes

manual, reference card, and eighteen demonstration programs. $39.95.

doublestuffdesigner. Paint on the Apple He in more than 512 colors.

Different brushes contain magnify mode for precision touch-ups, mirror

image, and color reverse capabilities. Includes manual, reference card,

self-paced demonstration disk, and pictures. $69.95.

Fox and Geller
dGraph. A graphics system that can be used by anyone to get pres-

entation-quality pie, bar, line, and piebar charts. It includes an easy-to-

use data entry procedure and the ability to perform very powerful

analyses of databases created by Ashton-Tate's dBase II. In addition, it

can be combined with programs written in Basic, Pascal, and PL/I.

$295.

Gold Disk Quality Software
Super Slide Show, by Ken Hatfield and Bob Flynn. A powerful

slide show and animation utility, suitable for beginners or experts. $29.

Paint Program, by Ken Hatfield and Bob Flynn. A versatile and ex-

tremely powerful illustrator program for young graphic artists and

would-be animators. $35.

Heller Software
Audio Spectrum Display. Multicolored graphics display of audio

frequencies entering the cassette port. Connect your stereo and "see"

your music. Entertaining and educational. One channel per octave over

ten-octave range (31 Hz to 16,000 Hz). $21.95.

Human Systems Dynamics
Calcu-Plot. Transforms your complex equations into graphic

displays. Use the included equations, enter your own equations, or enter

empirical data. Plot with linear, semi-log, log-log, or polar coordinates.

Add names and titles to graphs. Mathematical utilities solve equations.

$150.



Insoft
GraForth. Graphics programming language for entertainment,

educational, and other graphics software creation. Designed for novices

and professionals alike, GraForth features fast three-dimensional anima-

tion graphics including rotation, scale, transposition, and perspective.

Character set graphics are also included in full color, as are turtle

graphics. GraForth also has a software-based music synthesizer for add-

ing music or sound effects to your program. $75.

Interactive Microware
Curve Fitter. Permits selection of the most appropriate curve to fit

experimental results. Available methods include scaling and transforma-

tions, averaging, smoothing, interpolation (polynomial, cubic spline, or

Stineman) and least squares fitting (polynomial, geometric, or exponen-

tial). Data may be entered via keyboard or from disk. Data format is

compatible with other IMI products, including Scientific Plotter,

Vidichart and Quickl/O. $25.

DMP Series Plotter Adaptation. Enables use of IMI's Scientific Plot-

ter program with Houston Instrument's DMP series color plotters as out-

put devices for plots of scientific, engineering, and business data. $50.

D/S File Converter. Permits bidirectional data interchange between

IMI's Scientific Plotter program and VisiCalc. $25.

HP 7470A Plotter Adaptation. Facilitates use of IMI's Scientific

Plotter program with Hewlett-Packard's model 7470A two-pen color

plotter as an output device for graphs and plots of scientific, engineering,

and business data. $50.

Scientific Plotter Version II. Draws professional-looking graphs.

Data may be input from the keyboard, disk, or from an end-user

subroutine. Data may be supplied either as X,Y pairs or as Y values at a

constant X interval. More than one data set may be plotted on the same

graph. Control of length and position of each axis, grid size, and interval

between numbers makes it possible to plot data in one, two, or four

quadrants with different scales superimposed on the graph. Scientific

Plotter Version II contains all previous updates to Version I. $25

.

Vidichart. A high-speed machine language graphics display sub-

system permitting CRT display of data from analytical instruments or

end-user databases. Up to four different curves may be shifted left, right,

up, or down on the screen and expanded or contracted along the X or Y
axis. An on-screen report shows the current status of the display, in-

cluding the scaled coordinates of the graphics cursor and the value of the

curve under the tracking cursor. Data format is compatible with other

IMI products, including QuickI/0, Scientific Plotter, and Curve Fitter.

$25.

Interlaken Technology
Calfex/Graphics. Used with Calfex software. Allows text mode

graphics and tables to be displayed or printed. Three plots may be

displayed simultaneously for comparison. $75.

ISI Island Services
Graphics Service (Image-Base). Need electronic pictures for your

Apple II? Would you like to send electronic greeting cards? Now you can

call Image-Base twenty-four hours a day and download hi-res color pic-

tures to your Apple. A complete library of functional graphic pictures is

available, or ISI can create posters, logos, portraits, and other types of

images for you. All pictures are automatically saved to disk. Average

cost is $10 per page.

Madwest Software
Amperdump. Graphics printing utility. Can be used in menu-driven

mode or incorporated into Applesoft programs. $40.

Ampergraph. An ampersand utility that adds twenty-two commands
to Applesoft, allowing generation of professional plots of scientific or

financial data. $45.

Micro Co-op
KoalaPad Illustrator. A quality graphics designer package.

$106.25.

Micro Program Designs
Dr. Grafix. Economical, easy-to-use utility package for hi-res

shapes and graphs. Design shapes directly on hi-res screen. Edit shape

tables quickly. Tutorials; animation techniques; mixed text and graphics;

conversion of numerical data into line, bar, pie chart forms. $19.50.

Micro Works
DS-65 Digisector. A random-access video digitizer that converts a

TV camera's output into digital information the Apple can process. It

features a 256-by-256 resolution, with up to sixty-four levels of grey

scale. The DS-65 can be used for computer portraiture, security systems,

moving target indicators, reading bar codes, and just about anything

else. Comes with on-board EPROM software for displaying digitized

images on the hi-res screen. $349.95; with camera, $599.

Picture Scanner. This software package is an applications tool for

processing video images for display on the Apple's hi-res screen, as well

as a sample program to assist anyone wishing to write their own image

processing software. Demonstrates five methods of displaying digitized

images with pseudo grey scale on the hi-res screen, for different applica-

tions. Requires the use of the Micro Works DS-65 Digisector; compati-

ble with either Applesoft or Integer Basic. $39.95.

SuperScan. This software enables the user to enhance the Micro

Works DS-65 Digisector's hi-res pictures with colors. Choose from

twenty-one different colors and assign them to grey scale values. Modify

pictures, zoom, enhance, contrast, and so on. Print routines for the

Anadex 9500 and 9501 , Epson MX-80 and Paper Tiger IDS-460 are pro-

vided. Written by Magna Soft for exclusive distribution by The Micro

Works; compatible with Applesoft. $79.95.

Peachtree Software
Business Graphics System. A menu-driven, eight-color graphics

program that produces ten specialized types of charts and graphs for out-

put to screen, plotter, or printer. User defines chart characteristics; nu-

meric data is entered through an on-screen data form, either from a

PeachCalc file that BGS converts for graphing, or from a file created

with an ASCU text editor. $295.

Peachtree Graphics Language. An interactive graphics program-

ming language that consists of 150 English-language commands. Lets

you build procedures and command files for creating a variety of charts

good for business, engineering, and scientific applications. User defines

shapes, vectors, grid axes, and axis labels; color (choice of eight), hue,

saturation, and luminosity; and fill patterns with adjustable spacing and

angle. $395.

Penguin Software
Additional Type Sets. Fifty extra fonts and character sets, both large

and small, to use with The Complete Graphics System. Typefaces include

Old English, Italic, Block, Oriental, Creepy, Three-Dimensional, Com-
puter, and many others. Language type sets include Hebrew, Greek,

Russian, and others. $19.95.

The Complete Graphics System. Includes packages formerly known
as The Complete Graphics System II and Special Effects. Create two-

dimensional graphic images with ninety-six brushes and over one hun-

dred colors. Use the fast automatic fill routine and label your drawings

with text. Assemble two-dimensional line drawings into a three-

dimensional object, then edit and combine it with other drawings. The

tricks included let you magnify any portion of the screen two to eight

times to alter the individual points easily. Do full screen picmre flips and

much more. $79.95.

The Graphics Magician. Design shapes and assemble animations,

then add them to your own programs. Store hundreds of multicolored

pictures on a disk. Use the fast automatic color-fill routine, a paintbrush

routine for shading and detail, text, and over one hundred colors. You
will be able to transfer files between microcomputers. Unprotected.

$59.95.

Magic Paintbrush. An easy-to-use drawing program for creating hi-

res pictures with lines, circles, brushes, and color filling in over one

hundred colors. Includes dozens of "clip-art" picture screens from

which you can take shapes and put them into your own pictures. $29.95.

Map Pack. Use computer-generated maps in your software or pres-

entations. Includes outline maps of all fifty states, the United States,

Canadian provinces, and the continents. Simply load the maps into The

Complete Graphics System and add to the pictures as you like. $19.95.
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Transitions. Turn your picture disks into professional presentations.

Over thirty-five choices of screen wipes between pictures including

spiral, radar, and geometric wipes; a windshield wiper effect; and many
others. Pictures are stored in packed format allowing over one hundred

per disk. $49.95.

Phoenix Software
Zoom Grafix, by Dav Holle. A hi-res graphics screen printing pack-

age that works with combinations of printers and interface cards. Prints

upright/sideways, either screen, in any size or proportion. You may also

print any portion of the hi-res screen using the zoom window. $49.95.

PrimeSoft
Prime Plotter. A comprehensive graphics and statistics package

with built-in slide-show/replay capabilities and plotter interfacing. Its

modular structure allows expansion and customization to user needs.

$240.

Rainbow Computing
Poor Man's Graphics Tablet, by Vincent Arnold. This software

was designed for precision drawing and tracing. Has an unlimited palette

of colors and fifty-nine different textures. Full shape table functions are

included. Can move, rotate, duplicate, or combine shapes. Complete

documentation. $49.95.

Rainbow Graphics, by Bill Smith. Draws lines, dots, frames, circles,

polygons, and boxes using your joystick and buttons. For use by artists,

youngsters, handicapped, designers, or anyone who wants to have fun

drawing. Full shape table functions. Joystick with two buttons. $29.95.

Reston Publishing
MovieMaker, by Interactive Picture Systems. A versatile and easy-

to-use computer animation system. Operating in a microcomputer en-

vironment, up to 300 full frames of animation can be created and edited

at any one time. Absolutely no programming is required by the animator.

Includes four recordable color and sound tracks, eel painting and 128

colors. $60.

Sensible Software

Graphics Department. Comprehensive graphics system includes a

complete charting system (for bar, scatter, line, and pie charts), a com-
plete lettering kit with over thirty fonts, a slide projector presentation

system, and an extensive set of graphic tools for adding the finishing

touches to any hi-res picture. $124.95.

Image Printer II. Printer utility program for "dumping" any hi-res

screen to over twenty different types of printers, including Apple Dot

Matrix, Epson, and many letter-quality printers. Image Printer also ex-

tends the capabilities of most graphics printer cards. $49.95.

Sirius
E-Z Draw 3.3. A professional tool for developing graphics images.

Includes twenty different and imaginative font styles; all Apple Basic

colors can be used. Simple one-character commands allow user to re-

verse, slant, rotate, or mirror fonts and images in any part of a picture in

any combination, and to expand and compress images horizontally and

vertically. $39.95.

Pascal Graphics Editor. A complete editor for creating fonts, pic-

tures, and images. Can be used directly for display or animation with in-

cluded utilities. Any portion of the screen may be defined as a Draw-
block array and rotated, inverted, mirrored, compressed, or expanded
both horizontally and vertically. $39.95.

SofTech Microsystems
Turtlegraphics. A machine-independent, adaptable set of library

subroutines that produce portable, hi-res monochrome or color graphics.

UCSD Pascal, Fortran-77, and Basic can be used to create graphics soft-

ware for use on any microcomputer that runs on the p-System.
Turtlegraphics is included in the p-System Bootable System. $75.

Software Publishing
PFS:Graph. A graphics package that can work alone or use data

from PFS.File or VisiCalc files to produce bar, line, or pie charts of pre-

sentation quality in minutes. Line and bar graphs can be mixed and

matched, and four graphs can be displayed on a single set of axes. Bar

graphs can be stacked. Automatic formatting, scaling, legend labeling,

and pattern fill. Apple II, lie, $125; Apple III, $175.

Software Technology for Computers
Coloring Board. Can create, change, store, letter (upper and lower

case), and retrieve colored or black and white drawings. Requires no

special add-ons. $75.

SubLogic
A2-3DI Graphic Family, by Bruce Artwick, James Bozek, and Dav-

id Denhart. A three-dimensional graphics program for professional ap-

plications. Features include selectable resolution, full color capability,

and independent object call functions. Two disks, $1 19.85.

AB-3DI Basic 3D Graphics, by Bruce Artwick. Ideal for those appli-

cations where a high-precision output (up to 4,000 x 4,000 resolu-

tion) is required. Can be used with plotter or any other type of applica-

tion where output is to be processed in the same manner. $40.

Summagraphics
MM Series. Low-cost, high-performance digitizing tables designed

to perform cursor steering, menu picking, and graphics tasks, with the

added flexibility of a mouse. Comes in three sizes of tilt-adjustable tables

with either an RS-232 or TTL serial interface included. MM961, $395;

MM1201, $500; MM1520, $1,300.

SummaMouse. Low-cost, high-reliability digital mouse for menu se-

lection, graphics, and text editing. Offers up to 100 lines of resolution

per inch. Available with either an RS-232 or TTL serial interface. $300;

with RS-232 interface, $310.

Superior Software
Usable Graphics—Demo Disk I. A collection of over thirty-five

graphics displays, programs, and routines you can use in your own pro-

,|ED IN STACKS OF ARTICLES ?
CONSIDER HIRING A
LIBRARIAN FOR ONLY

Quick Search Librarian (QSL) makes it easy to enter and edit

your journal references, search for articles, and print or sort a

list of articles using the 48K APPLE* II + computer. Important

QSL features include:

• Two keystrokes select any one of 255 keywords or any one
of 255 journal titles.

• Four lines available for listing authors, title and/or comments.
• Powerful data base screen editing, copying and merging

features.

• Average search speed is 50 articles/second with multiple cri-

teria; average sorting speed is 40 articles/second when sort-

ing on 3 fields.

• Typically, 1000 articles can be stored on a single disk,

• Includes sample data base and tutorial for Scientific American.
1981.

VISA or [\/lastercard orders accepted. QSL manual available sep-

arately for $5. (Price of manual deductible later with purchase

of QSL software.) Add $1.50 for shipments made m U.S.A.

Trademark of Apple Computer, Inc

m- INTERACTIVE MICROWARE, INC.

Ill P O. Box 771, Dept. 2
UJ State College, PA 1 6801 , (81 4) 238-8294
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grams. A full disk of usable fun and a great, inexpensive way to learn

about Apple II graphics. $19.95.

Synetix
Sprite I and Sprite II. Graphics hardware devices that include soft-

ware for sprite creation and background scene painting. In addition to

sprite graphics, sound generation is included on Sprite II. Sounds and

sprite movement/animation can take place simultaneously with no break

in action. Sprite /, $149; Sprite II, $249.

SuperSprite. A full-featured graphics and sound package. It includes

sprite graphics with sixteen hi-res colors, sound generation, and speech.

These features are easily programmed with the included StarSprite I soft-

ware for sprite creation, background scene painting, programmable

speech and sound generation. Additional software available. $395.

Systems for the Arts
Video Loom II. Computer weaving; simulates handlooms with up to

thirty-two harnesses and sixty-four treadles. Makes full use of hi-res

graphics. Requires no knowledge of computer programming. $84.95.

T & W Systems
Cadapple/Versacad. For computer-aided drafting (CAD). $1,995.

Tangent 270
Fonts I. High quality characters based on Hershey's character

repertory. Great for use in your graphing and report programs. Twenty-

one character sets including Roman bold, Italic, Greek, Math, and

Music. Characters can be rotated and enlarged or compressed under pro-

gram control. Fonts / database, manual, and sample programs, $24.95.

Telephone Software Connection
Banner Maker, by Ed Magnin. Add some excitement to your next

special event. Great for parties, club meetings, boosting your favorite

team, sales promotions, or fun and profit (imagine your kids selling ban-

ners to your neighbors). Creates long banners on form-fed paper from
whatever you type. Four letter sizes in both upper and lower case. $25.

Giant Graphics, by Ed Magnin. Turn your favorite hi-res pictures or

graphs into giant three-by-three or three-by-five-foot posters. Needs
form-fed paper but works well even with nongraphic printers. Includes

free sample TSC poster. $35.

Tid Bit Software
Graphicmaster. A visual presentation system consisting of five inter-

active modules on a single disk that offers flexibility for the creation of

text and animation, plus a graphic Ampersand Language for complete

control of these elements through Applesoft Basic. $79.95.

Townsend Microware
Imaginator I. Exciting new professional-quality three-dimensional

graphics program. Images created with the powerful, easy-to-use

graphics editor can be manipulated and displayed in a variety of ways us-

ing the versatile interactive display commands. Display objects on
screen, dump to graphics printer, or save to disk. Includes comprehen-

sive manual with tutorial. $129.

United Software of America
Apple World. Create animated, three-dimensional color images in

true perspective with full rotational ability. A powerful screen-oriented

text editor is included to facilitate image formation. Now you can

"sketch" your dream house, a car, or an office and view it from a dis-

tance, up close, and at different angles, both exterior and interior.

$59.95.

Three-D Supergraphics. This product has three-dimensional color

graphics that get drawn so quickly that animated displays are possible.

The program is completely compatible with Integer and Applesoft Basic

languages, DOS, and assembly-language programs. $39.95.

Versa Computing
Expansion Pac I and Expansion Pac II. Expanded software for the

Apple VersaWriter. Pac I includes 350 predefined shapes. Shape tables

for architecture, plumbing, electrical, circuit boards, landscape, and so

on. Pac II includes commands such as shrink picture to one-fourth size in

color, magnify picture segment to full screen, fast picture loader, and

more. $39.95 each.

West Coast Consultants
Curve II. A combined business and scientific graphics package

designed for use with several popular plotters. The program is menu-
driven and also includes twenty-six Basic subroutines for highly

customized output. Curve //plots Cartesian, parametric, and polar equa-

tions, bar, pie, and line charts in both linear and log space with flexible

labeling. $275. VisiCalc DIF-file option, $25.

Curve Perspective. An economical, highly sophisticated CAD/CAM
graphics program designed for use with most plotters. The program plots

any three-dimensional object with or without hidden lines removed. Up
to 500 line elements, circles, arcs, and the like may be used. The pro-

gram translates, rotates, and scales the image on screen in either perspec-

tive or orthographic projection. $450.

Curve Three-D. Plots three-dimensional hard-copy graphics of user

data, space curves, and mathematical functions of the form Y-F(X,Z) to

a variety of plotters. Full 360-degree rotation of the surface with hidden-

line algorithm, tick marks, and scale numbers allow you to quantitatively

study three-dimensional information. $199; with CRT option, $250.

Curvefit. Performs up to four mathematical fits to X,Y data allowing

you to replace the data with either a straight line, polynomial (up to

degree 9), exponential, or power law equation. Goodness-of-fit

parameters are displayed along with equation coefficients. Plots of the

fits and "residuals'" may be directed to any of several plotters. $99.50.

John Wiley & Sons
Imagination: Quilt, by Moshell. A vividly visual program for

everyone from preschoolers to professional fabric designers. The user

programs (and can edit, save, or combine) a multicolor pattern or

"seed." Quilt then repeats it all over the screen. Teaches concepts of

programming, planning, editing, and repetition. $34.95.

$20,000 Net Profit Last Year

BEAT THE POINT
SPREAD WITH
YOUR PERSONAL
COMPUTERII mm-

In the past three years, a personal computer

has consistently produced a major profit picking

Professional Basketball bets A S200bet on each

computer pick last year produced 520,000 Net

Profit

Vie program is fully automatic and self-

prompting It even checks for typing mistakes A
praaice program demonstrates how to use all

the funaions

For each game, enter the team names and

scores The computer calculates statistical med-
ians for the point spread and total points

For upcoming games, enter the team names

and instantly the screen displays the favorite, the

point spread and total points prediaed You bet

those games where the computer gives you an

advantage versus the spread or over/under

points

If you enter the performance of each team

versus the spread, the computer also reports

high percentage situations worth betting

Diskette includes the complete program

package for entering game data and obtaining

prediaions. for pratticing use of the program

and for erasing old data each year You can even

review the last prediaions It is complete, well

tested, highly accurate and easy to use The

computer system costs atx)ut 10% of one year's

net profit

Program requires a 48K Apple II, DOS 3 3, I

disk drive and Applesoft ROM It is also available

for TRS-80 /VIodel III & others

Each diskette comes with stats for games al-

ready played when you make your purchase,

you can quickly be in the middle of the anion

fickam Software also produces programs for

NFL & U SFL Football, Horse Racing and Dog
Racing,

We also sell computer systemsl!

The Predictor for

Professional Basketball

$139.95

Available at leading
Apple Dealers

THE PREDICTOR
PICKAM SOFTWARE
312 S. Lds Angeles Street

L3S Angeles, CA 90013

(213) 687-9530

CALL TOLL FREE
OUTSIDE CALIFORNIA

(800) 858-4848



Home/Hobby
American Avicultural Art and Science

Bird Classification Program. User-friendly relational database pro-

gram of birds. User simply selects location, size, and number of colors.

Fast search algorithm finds name of bird, order, ecological status,

habitats, and other information. Program includes 1,000 U.S. birds.

$50.

ATV Research
Bonus-Plus Imagesoft Disks. Now for about the same price as a box

of ten blank disks, micro users can also get approximately 100 "free"

programs ranging from games, graphics, business, education, home,
utilities, and so on. Programs are on back sides of a number of the disks

and do not affect the use of the fronts. $29.95.

Avant-Garde
Hi-Res Architectitral Design. Plan and design an individual room, a

complete floor plan, or a total building. After using a paddle or joystick

for drawing the walls, seventy-five different floor plan shapes are a key-

board command away. The program will calculate lengths, diagonals,

and angles on screen. $29.95.

Creativity Tool Box. Designed to eliminate creative blocks, this pro-

gram allows the creation of instant people and instant graphics with key-

board commands. It also helps the user write music and poetry. Also in-

cluded are action sounds, hi-res scrolling, and the Superfont program,

which allows seventy-two type size/style combinations. $44.95.

The BBE Company
Jogger Logger. A computerized runner's diary that allows the user to

record and accumulate distances, times, and conditions by date; summa-
rize and compute average rate (pace) and other statistics by month and

year; and keep an accurate and professional record of a running pro-

gram. $19.95.

Berry Systems
The Handle. Family finance program that maintains files on as many

accounts as necessary. Easily access expense records by payee, date,

amount, code, or a combination of all four. More than twenty options to

aid you in maintaining and analyzing your expenses. Includes plotting

with bars, lines, and monthly graphs. $59.95.

Computer Shopper. Let your Apple help you with your grocery list.

Make list by choosing from large categorized grocery file. Get printout

with item, price, and total. Add your own items and prices. Change and
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delete items any time. $29.95. Computer Cookbook plus Computer Shop-

per, $45.

Computer Cookbook. Let your Apple maintain your recipe files.

Comes with several recipes; add your own in easy-to-use, easy-to-cor-

rect format. Plan a whole meal—program adjusts ingredients for number

served. Search recipe file by category or recipe name. $29.95.

Big Red Apple Club
Big Red Apple Club. A national Apple computer user group. Mem-

bers receive the club's monthly publication, The Scarlett Letter, contain-

ing programs, utilities, and educational applications. Club also has a

software library of over 3,000 programs distributed to members free of

charge. One-year membership, $12.

Brahman Software
In Depth Poisoning. This is an educational tutorial on poisoning. It is

packed with information about poison prevention, the worst poisons, a

simulated poisoning, and a poison reference of the most commonly
ingested poisons. $39.95.

CoinMinderll
CoinMinderll. Computerized filing and inventory system. Use to

build an electronic catalog of your coin collection; retrieve and update

information quickly; calculate appreciation of coins. $179.95.

Commsoft
Roots/M. A specialized database program designed to store, retrieve,

and display thousands of facts about your family in standard genealogical

format. Prints pedigree charts and family group sheets. Requires CP/M
and 80-column cards. $49.95.

Compu-Quote
Coins. A unique program that enables a coin collector to catalog an

entire collection and obtain various reports that provide personal invest-

ment information. The principal feature of Coins is a built-in market

value file that supplies latest pricing information. $95. Quarterly market

value updates. $25.

Computer Applications
Pathfinder II. A satellite tracking program that will track any cir-

cular or elliptical orbit satellite, display the orbit on a North American or

world map, and provide tabular display of orbital information. Database

of satellite reference orbit data included. $49.95.

Computerized Management Systems
Grocery List. Useful household program designed to organize

supermarket shopping. Shoppers will instantly be able to use this easy,

self-prompting program to scan a file of 500 user-defined shopping

items, choosing those needed with a single keystroke and printing a

shopping list organized by table, section number, and so on. $24.95.

Continental Software
The Home Accountant. The world's top-selling personal and small

business financial management program tracks all your finances auto-

matically. The program budgets, forecasts, keeps track of checkbooks,

reconciles bank statements, and even prints checks. $74.95 .

Craftsbury Software
Personal Wealth. A comprehensive inventory system for keeping

track of investments, valuables, and other personal possessions. Perfect

for insurance, stock market, warranty, estate purposes, and so on. In-

cludes seventeen descriptor fields, multifield search, sort by item name
or category, and math functions. $39.95.

People Tracker. A mailing list and address book program that fea-

tures instant, multifield search, name or zip code sort, labels in up to

four columns, customized print formats, special multiple coding fields,

auto date, and comment line. $39.95.

Memory Jogger. A flexible appointment and event calendar cali-

brated for the next 100 years. Never forgets a bill, birthday, engage-

ment, or project deadline. Features one-time entry for recurring events

and rapid search over all fields. The day of the week is computed
automatically. User decides whether events are to be listed in chronolog-

ical or alphabetical order. $39.95.

Wine Connoisseur. Combination cellar inventory and record of tast-

ing notes that provides quick, accurate access to information on all wines

in storage and pinpoints the right wine for the occasion in moments.
Features fifteen inventory descriptors and twelve tasting descriptors.

Comes with instructional disk that teaches how to select and taste wines.

$39.95.

Micro Chef. Professional menu planner now available for the home.

The data disk is filled with specially selected, fully tested gourmet reci-

pes from around the world. Rescales serving sizes, prints shopping lists,

finds lost or forgotten recipes instantly, prints recipes in three-by-five-

inch card format and creates personalized recipe disks. $39.95.

Crane Software
Menu Generator. Save time with custom computer menus. The

menus can run other programs, boot disks, and execute user-supplied

commands or functions. Create menus in less than ten minutes without

programming. Editing is even faster using the program's database capa-

bUities. $39.95.

Creative Peripherals Unlimited
Time-trax. A time and date calendar program that will remind you of

appointments, errands, birthdays, holidays, bills to pay, and much more.

With a simple keystroke you can make, review, and edit entries or search

for any entry from past, present, or future months. Clock module in-

cluded. $99.95.

Cross Educational Software
Aquarium. A community aquarium simulation plus four games. Ten

different kinds of fish interact, eat, breed, and grow up. You can catch

them in Aquarium Fishing. $25.

The Christmas Story. A half-hour program in three parts: Shepherds,

Prophecy, and Wise Men. Contains the story of the birth of Christ.

Seven hymns and extensive hi-res graphics. $12.

Jonah. The Bible story of Jonah illustrated with twenty hi-res pic-

tures. There are three versions: no text, easy text for young readers, and

full text for older readers. $6.

Methodist, Bible Books and Hymn Book. Teaches the history of the

Methodist Church rather than the Catechism. Also includes a game about

John Wesley's twenty-five Articles. $15.

Presbyterian, Bible Books and Hymn Book. Package contains the

Presbyterian Child's Catechism, games and songs that teach the books of

the Bible, and hymns with a bouncing ball above the words. $15.

Samson. The Bible story of Samson illustrated with twenty-two hi-

res pictures, in three versions. $15.

Samuel. The Bible story of Samuel illustrated with twenty hi-res pic-

tures, in three versions. $15.

Custom Software Design
Stock. Stock investment analysis program designed to help the

personal investor analyze corporate issues along the guidelines estab-

lished by the National Association of Investment Clubs. Extensive earn-

ings/share, price earnings, and dividend and sales growth analyses are in-

cluded. A buy/hold/sell structure is developed. $89.95.

Decision Economics
Stockcraft. Stock market system featuring portfolio management,

technical analysis, and optimized trading strategy. Expanded version.

$188.

Decision Support Software
The Accountant Finance Database System. Double-entry bookkeep-

ing system that does not require knowledge of debits or credits. User-de-

fined accounts as well as tax codes. Permits back dating of entries.

Menu-driven. Net worth statement obtained within three seconds. End-

of-month reporting. Optional interface to VisiCalc or Multiplan. $129.

Dietware
Dietware. Allows a person to assemble a diet menu consisting of

foods of one's own choice. Comes complete with the composition of 700

foods (calories, carbohydrates, proteins, cholesterol, and sodium). Reci-

pes with nonstandard ingredients easily entered with the special reci-
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pe-entering module. Diets can be printed out and/or stored on the disk.

$59.95.

Don't Ask Computer Software
SAM (Software Automatic Mouth). An innovative software package

that adds speech capabilities to the Apple. $99.95.

Dresselhaus Computer Products
Finger Print. Convenient add-on for Epson printers. Puts control of

print modes at your fingertips. Condense, emphasize, or even skip perfo-

rations by simply tapping the control panel buttons. Does not interfere

with normal printer functions. Plug-in module installs easily without sol-

dering, comes with a reference label and one year warranty. $59.95.

Dynacomp
The Family Budget. Designed as a two-part electronic home data

recordkeeping program. Budget is used to record expenditures, both

cash and credit, and income on a daily basis for the period of one calen-

dar year. Charge Accounts provides a continuous record of all credit

transactions. Each program provides options for hard-copy printout of

various data. $34.95.

Personal Finance System. Offers the user one of the most complete

financial management packages available, allowing the individual or

small-business person complete flexibility in maintaining all aspects of

financial recordkeeping. $39.95.

8th Dimension Enterprises
Personal Inventory. General tool for the professional who does a lot

of work at home. Professional resource search and sort reference pro-

gram for professional or personal library, home inventory/insurance log,

and locator for seldom-used items. $59.95.

Einstein Software
Einstein Memory Trainer. Expand your (human) memory and have

fiin doing it. The fully structured tutorial system with color graphics is

based on the applied psychology of learning—the computer provides the

dynamic interaction required for performance feedback, and Einstein's

human factors engineering allows user compatibility with the com-
puter. $89.95.

Family Life Software
Natural Family Planning Personal Charting Program, by Frank M.

Ringsmuth. Used for the daily charting of a woman's fertility signs.

Each cycle is displayed with temperature and cervical mucus signs plot-

ted graphically, as well as in text. A statistical analysis of all charted

cycles displays cycle length, peak day, and the post-ovulatory phase.

$39.50.

GolfSoft
GolfSoft Handicapper. A computer program capable of producing

handicaps comparable to those of the United States Golf Association.

Both CP/M and Applesoft versions available. Printed reports produced

of master list, posting sheet, handicap cards, distribution, and ranking.

$175.

Statistician. Golf analysis program designed by a PGA golf pro to

help golfers identify flaws in their games. Written for the Apple, Statisti-

cian provides twenty-six video or hard-copy reports. $34.95.

Gourmet Software
The Pizza Program. Database meal planning system. Answers the

question, "What are we having for dinner?" Generates helpful dinner

menus and shopping lists. Allows the user to modify the database to cre-

ate menus that fit his taste and budget with detailed shopping lists. $34.50.

Heller Software
Checkbook. Records checks, reconciles with bank, lists for tax pur-

poses and budgeting. Program is listable with rem statements. Unpro-

tected. $26.95.

Store Coupon Program. Records coupons and lists by expiration date

or category. Also tracks refund offers. Coupons and refund offers kept in

ALL FOR THE UNBELIEVABLY LOW PRICE OF $660.00!!!

Available at computer stores everywhere.

Or order direct and receive a 10% Introductory Factory Rebate through

January 1, 1984.

1 30 page manual only $20 prepaid.

Dealerships currently available.

Prices and specifications subject to

change without notice.

RHINOROBOTS

from Rhino®
The Scorpion is a versatile robot designed

especially for the serious robot enthusiast. By
following the detailed instructions Included in the

kit, you can build this highly sophisticated and
entertaining device. With 32 lines of I/O and

complex machine intelligence capability, It Is

completely software programmable. Among the

many talents of the Scorpion are Its ability to see

and read codes, to learn obstacle locations and

avoid them, and to follow a tape on the floor at 99
different speeds.

LOOK AT THESE CHALLENGING
AND EXCITING FEATURES:
RS-232 C serial interface allows the Scorpion to obey
instructions and answer questions from any host

computer with a serial printer interface.

6502 microprocessor on board with 8K of EPROM and

2K of RAM, expandable to a full 64K system.

The special Scorpion language with 30 instructions is

explained in detail in the 130 page manual (8V2 x 11)

accompanying the kit

The two axis optical scanner provides data for pattern

recognition and camera experiments Over a 300
degree scan in both vertical and horizontal planes. The
visual patterns can be displayed in the computer CRT

Order today:

Rhino Robots, Inc.

P.O. Box 4010, 2505 S. Neil St.

Champaign, IL 61820
217/352-8485
Telex: 3734731 RHINO ROBOTS C
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numbered envelopes for easy reference. $29.95.

High Technology Software Products
Some Common Basic Programs. The entire collection of seventy-six

programs featured in the book of the same title by Osborne/McGraw
Hill. The book is included with the disk. $40.

Homeware
Night Before Christmas. The beloved children's story of a visit from

Saint Nick. A classic retold using lo-res graphics and sound effects. $20.

The Christmas Story. Story told from the Gospels using lo-res

graphics and music. $20.

Caroling. Gather 'round your computer to sing your favorite

Christmas carols. A total of nineteen carols with graphics. $20.

Menu Planner. Organize and store your favorite breakfast, lunch,

and dinner menus, then let Menu Planner do all the work. Prepare menus
for one, two, or three meals a day for up to two weeks plus print out a

shopping list of needed items. $20.

Recipe File. Organize your recipes into twelve or more categories

and store for future reference. Recipe File will also convert a recipe to

serve a larger or smaller number than originally intended. $20.

Metric/English Conversion. Convert any metric or English measure

into its equivalent in both measuring systems. Handles length, distance,

weight, mass, liquid volume, dry volume, temperature, and recipe meas-

ures. $10.

C R Hunter & Associates
The Permanent Portfolio Analyzer. Based on a strategy devised by

investment advisor Harry Browne, program shows the investor how to

develop and track a portfolio that is inflationproof, so that its purchasing

power (dollars adjusted for inflation) is protected no matter what course

inflation takes. $295.

Hy-Tek
Sports Pool. Computerizes the neighborhood or office sports pool.

Applicable to all sports and even comes set up for NFL football. All the

record keeping and form generation is done by the computer. Put the fun

back in tracking your favorites with Sports Pool. $39.95.

HLS Duplication/L&S Computerware
Crossword Magic. Creates a British nonsymmetrical puzzle using

your words and clues. Simply input your words and watch the magic

begin. Once your puzzle is complete, you can either play it on the screen

or print out a hard-copy version using most graphics printers. $49.95.

Insoft
Electric Duet. A music synthesizer that can play two simultaneous

notes without expensive add-on circuit boards. Play any of the selections

included on the Electric Duet disk, or create your own music with the

versatile music editor. Five-octave range and a choice of four different

voices. $29.95.

Knossos
Health-Aide. Unique diet, nutrition, and exercise program that al-

lows you to track nutrient intake, plan meals, or analyze thirty-four

nutrient items plus cost. Includes an expandable database of over 700
foods, personalized requirements, meal planning, 150 energy activities,

monthly/yearly graphs of all values, ten additional daily items, and
weight control. $79.95.

Micro Ink
Micro on the Apple—Volumes I, II, and III. A disk of assorted pro-

grams: Utilities, Applications, and Games. Includes book with complete

program descriptions. $24.95 each; $59.95 for boxed set of three.

Micromation
Gutenberg Jr. An easy-to-use, fully functional word processor for

the Apple II that introduces the user to a revolutionary way of handling

text. With ready-to-use formats. Superior text editor with full word
wrap, forty/eighty-column hi-res and lo-res screen display. Offers 115

user-definable screen characters and two-file split-screen editing. $85.

Gutenberg Sr. A word program for the 64K Apple II. Because of its

flexibility and power, it can meet the needs of many academic and
technical writers. Some of the main features are the creation and inclu-

sion of pictures in text, special formatting capabilities for mathematical

expressions, and so on; modem communications; programmed editing;

and data capmring capabilities. Also contains the Gutenberg Paint Pro-

gram. $325.

Micro Program Designs
Stock Watch. Powerful but very easy to use. Monitors price and vol-

ume data for up to forty-five stocks. Hi-res data bar graphs. Multiplei

moving averages for trend spotting. No modem required. Includes Port-

folio Watch disk for buy, sell, dividend, cash account record main-

tenance, and reports. $59.50.

MicroPro International
Starlndex. WordStar option. Allows you to create an alphabetized in-

dex with subentries, a table of contents with up to four levels of em-

phasis, a list of figures, and a list of tables, all in your own personal

style. Requires CP/M. $195.

SpellStar. A spelling checker that works with WordStar to find spell-

ing and typing errors. Scans documents at hundreds of words per second

comparing what you've written with its comprehensive dictionary. Re-

quires CP/M. $250.

WordMaster. A comprehensive video text editor used mainly by pro-

grammers. Screen-oriented editing allows you to see the results of inser-

tions, deletions, and block moves immediately. Command mode allows

the user to enter or execute editing commands and conduct searches,

global replacements, and text moves. Insert mode accommodates high-

speed data entry. Video mode allows the user to display a portion of the

file on the screen and update as changes are made in the file. Requires

CP/M. $150.

WordStar. Designed to be simple to learn for users with no computer

experience, yet it contains more powerful capabilities than many stand-

alone word processing systems. Features include a wide range of print-

ing and formatting options, such as horizontal scrolling, hyphen help, .

column move, as well as help menus and training materials. Requires

CP/M. $495.

Momentum Software
Pro/file Predictions—NFL. Professional football outcome predictor :

based on unique statistical averaging methods; easy to use. Free book, ,

Secrets of the Super Athletes, included in package. Eighty percent accu-

racy in 1982 playoffs. $29.95.

Monogram
Dollars and Sense. Innovative easy-to-use software package for

home computers that brings financial management within the grasp of

average, as well as financially savvy, customers. An easy-to-create-and-

maintain personalized financial database gives the user extraordinarily

fast access to information. $100.

Muse Software
Advanced Blackjack. Designed to teach one of the most sophisti-

cated, powerful, yet simple card counting strategies. $49.95.

The Eating Machine. If you are counting calories, health conscious,

or just want a more nutritionally balanced diet. The Eating Machine will

open your eyes to the world of healthful diet management and sound nu-

tritional planning. $49.95.

Know Your Apple. Learn about your amazing Apple with animated

screen graphics, music, and voice. $34.95.

Navic Software
Family Medical Advisor. Diagnose illnesses from overt symptoms

that are easily observed by the patient. All in layman's language, the

computer poses questions that are answered "yes" or "no" by the pa-

tient. A special algorithm is then used to calculate the most probable ill-

ness or medical condition producing those symptoms. Also includes

symptoms of poisonings and drug abuses. $37.50.

Nikrom Technical Products
Notebook. Gives rapid in-out access to all your notes on financial

information, insurance numbers, names and addresses, dates, DOS
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notes, medical, business, auto, and otiier information. Automatically

cross-references your memorandums and keeps an alphabetized index.

Easy-to-use search routine. $55.

N-Squared Computing
Nutritionist. Diet analysis program that graphically displays analyses

in weight and percent of RDA for nineteen nutrients. Identifies deficien-

cies, excesses, and their sources. Automatically creates food lists for

special requirement diets. Includes all utilities for editing, expanding,

and changing database and RDA files. $145.

Nutritionist II. Interactive graphics diet analysis program that ana-

lyzes foods, meals, recipes, and diets in weight and percent of RDA for

thirty-six nutrient components including trace elements and amino acid

breakdown. Identifies sources of deficiencies and excesses; identifies

foods meeting user-specified requirements. $295.

PBL
The Personal Investor. Portfolio management, news terminal, and

quotation system designed to allow the private investor to take control

of securities investments. This system can connect your computer with

the Dow Jones News/Retrieval Service to update the value of your port-

folio, retrieve business news and information, and collect quotations.

$145.

Peachtree Software
PeachText 5000. Consists of five of the Peachtree Software Office

Productivity products in one package: PeachText word processor. Ran-
dom House Thesaurus, PeachCalc electronic spreadsheet. Spelling

Proofreader, md List Manager . Requires CP/M. $395.

PeachText with the Random House Thesaurus. Comes in two
sizes—permits the user to access 4,400 indexed words and 26,000
synonyms (118K disk) or 5,000 entries and 50,000 synonyms (204K
disk). Requires CP/M. $300.

Spelling Proofreader. A high-performance software package that

finds spelling mistakes and typographical errors in documents prepared
by word processors and text editors. Check a twenty-page document
(about 10,000 words) in less than a minute. Comes with a 20,000-word
standard usage dictionary, but any number of words can be added using
the "Maintain Dictionary" option on the menu. Supplies you with fig-

ures on the number of words read, the number of unique words, the num-
ber of words that do not match the dictionary, and the percent of proof-

ing completed. Requires CP/M. $150.

Spelling Proofreader with Black's Law Dictionary. Contains ap-

proximately 15,000 legal terms, including the 800 most frequently cited

cases, for a total of about 36,000 entries. Requires CP/M. $250.
Spelling Proofreader with Stedman's Medical Dictionary. Comes in

two sizes—22,000 and 50,000 words—giving a total dictionary size of
43,000 or 71,000 words. Requires CP/M. $250.

Phoenix Software
Banner Magic, by Barry L. Star. Now you can create fantastic ban-

ners on your own printer. Great for parties, picnics, sporting events, or

special celebrations. Say it with style using seven-inch letters on large

banners. $24.95.

Pickam Software
Baseball Predictor, by Jim Jasper. Written by the author of Basic

Betting, this program is able to compute winners and overs/unders for

the NBA. $139.95.

Portware
Portware. A family of modules and utilities for portfolio manage-

ment. The Portcom module puts the portfolio on-line to Dow Jones for

quotes and updating. The Portrac module keeps records. The Portrend
module monitors portfolio and market performance. The Portrate
module analyzes portfolio structure against goals. Modules available

separately. Four-module system, $439.50.

Proforma Software
Tax Break Annual. For 1983 tax year. Superfast tax optimizer

annually updated by an IRS enrolled agent with twenty-five years of tax

planning experience to expose all loopholes, exclusions, and tax benefits

the IRS never tells you about. The program examines 120 tax return op-

tions and automatically selects the one that saves you the most money.
Scores your tax return for "risk of audit." $130.

Tax Break Planner. For 1983 and future tax years. Goes beyond Tax
Break Annual to allow you to do "what if" simulations for investments

and tax-shelter options. $180.

Tax Break—Federal Official Forms. Enhance your Annual or Plan-

ner to prepare approved, signature-ready federal forms of the optimized

tax return. $75.

Tax Break—California Official Forms. Enhance your Annual or

Planner to prepare approved, signature-ready California state forms of

the optimized tax return. $75.

Psychological Psoftware
The Dream Machine. Complete program to evaluate and help you

analyze your dreams. Included are helpful tutorials, a dream dictionary

with over 200 listings, and a dream log. This program comes with the

123-page illustrated book. Beyond Dreaming. $49.50.

Stress Management. This program defines exactly what stress is and

what causes it, measures the stress in your life, graphs it, and helps you
to deal with its causes. The program is a tool for helping you to reduce

the stress in your life. Student edition available. $29.50.

Assertiveness Training. Program to help you become the person you
have always wanted to be. The art of assertiveness is clearly defined with

tutorials dealing with all major aspects of assertiveness. You can learn

how to say no without feeling guilty. Student edition available. $29.50.

Intimacy, The Art of Communication. This program is a tool for un-

derstanding and evaluating relationships. Helps you open the doors of

communication and develop the skills necessary to get your needs met.

You are helped to analyze, evaluate, and identify problem areas and sig-

nificant issues. $29.50.

The Scaredy-Cat. This is a program to help children deal with their

fears. The concepts presented are both psychologically sophisticated and
delightfully simple. In this illustrated and animated story, the Scaredy-

Cat tells how he deals with his fears. $29.50.

The Puppet. Program deals with one of the most important life is-

sues: taking responsibility. In this story, Pookie the puppet tells how he

allowed other people to pull his strings instead of taking responsibility

for his own behavior. When he began to take responsibility, life became
an excifing adventure. $20.

Personality Profile. A self-analytic program for determining one's

personality dynamics. Gives insights into who you really are and in-

cludes useful tutorials on understanding personality growth and develop-

ment. $29.50.

Quinsept
Family Roots. For your genealogy. Stores standard and custom

information, does group and individual sheets, four types of charts,

various indexes, general searches, and much more. Very comprehen-
sive. Satisfaction guaranteed. $188.50.

Rainbow Computing
Bat-Stat, by Bob Bernstein. Designed to keep track of cumulative

batting statistics for a baseball team of up to twenty players. Batting av-

erages are automatically computed. Bat-Stat features easy data entry and
edidng, error-handling, blank score sheet printing, team roster listing,

game and season report printing. $49.95.

Super Sound, by Tom Cleaver. Musical rhythms, gunshots, sirens,

lasers, explosions. Add these and many more exciting sounds to your
Apple. Use them in your programs or create your own sounds. $19.95.

Bowling Data System 2.0, by Arnold Hooten. Data management pro-
gram provides accurate record keeping and report generation for bowl-
ing leagues of up to forty teams with six bowlers per team. Eighty-col-

umn printer. $149.95.

Rally Electronics
The Beale Cipher Tool Kit. A collection of programs to aid in your

search for the solutions to the Beale ciphers. Contains the history of the

Beale ciphers and the story of the Beale treasure. $39.95.

Howard W. Sams
Personal Finance Analysis Mind Tools. Gives you an additional,
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businesslike edge with a sophisticated budgeting system that helps you

use your spreadsheet to manage your personal finances as you would

manage a business. Five instantly available worksheets help you keep

track of income, expenses, investments, accounts receivable, cash and

credit account balances, check register transactions, and taxes. $79.95.

Sansoft Plus
Sex-O-Graphic. Based on the theory of biorhythms. This program al-

lows you to plot your daily biorhythm chart or your Sex-O-Graph chart

and print them on an Epson with graphics. $19.95.

Sensible Software
Disk Recovery. Certifies that DOS disks have not developed any bad

spots. Helps recover valuable data should a defect occur later. Allows

use of the back sides of disks with greater confidence. $30.

Super Disk Copy. The "standard" copy program for transferring

DOS files between one or more Disk 11 drives. Also features undeleting

files, alphabetizing file names, lock/unlocking files, and fixing file sizes.

$34.95.

Multi-Disk Catalog IV. A fast, friendly database program designed

specifically for keeping track of all the files on your Apple CP/M, DOS
3.2., DOS 3.3, and Apple Pascal disks. $25.

Disk Organizer. Provides complete control over the organization of a

DOS disk catalog. "Fancy titles" are easy with the built-in line editor.

Supports alphabetizing, deleting, renaming, locking files, undeleting

files, changing the name of the hello program, plus more. $30.

Shadetree Software
The Store House, by Mike Baker. Personal inventory system with

thirteen definable categories, automatic file setup, multiple files, printer

options (top and bottom margins, form length, number of copies). Inven-

tory household items, disks, coin collections, and so on. Thirty-page

manual. $36.95.

Silicon Valley Systems
The Collector. A great help for hobbyists who collect stamps, coins,

baseball cards, and so on. Helps to log and keep track of exactly what

you have in your collection. Will help you collect anything except

dust. $24.95.

Sleeping Bear Software
CheckMinder. A checkbook budgeting program that will track in-

come and expenses for up to 999 categories and for up to 3,400 active

transactions per disk. An extremely easy to use, easy to understand

package with an extensive variety of reports. The entire program runs in

RAM. A deluxe version includes a sixty-page three-ring binder with

backup program disk. The economy version includes four pages of in-

structions. Deluxe version, $69.95; economy version, $24.95.

Smith Micro Software
Stock Portfolio System, Second Edition. An investment portfolio

accounting, record keeping, and timing control system. Investments cov-

ered include stocks, bonds, options, money markets, CDs, and other

cash accounts. Security values entered either manually or via modem.
Terminal mode provided for access to Dow Jones. $185.

Soft Ctrl Systems
Sort ROM. Sorting routines become a permanent part of the Ap-

plesoft Basic language. A single basic command to the Sort ROM is all

that is required to sort any size or type of array with the lightning speed

of machine language. $39.95.

Soft Touch
Recipe Handler II. Now, something to suit your Appletite. Store, ex-

pand, contract hundreds of cooking recipes. Print recipe, instructions,

and/or ingredients for easy shopping. (Coded sorting, too.) A gift for

gourmet and cook alike. User-friendly and thorough. $39.95.

Software Specialties
Filter Design I. Designs electronic passive (LC) Butterworth and

Chebychev filters. The filters may be low-pass, high-pass, band-pass.

and band-rejecting using two different configurations. The source and

load impedances may be equal or unequal. The program will also graphi-

cally plot the attenuation versus frequency and the time-domain re-

sponse. $34.95.

Filter Design II. Designs active electronic Butterworth and Cheby-

chev filters. The filters may be low-pass, high-pass, band-pass, and

band-reject. The program will also graphically plot the attenuation ver-

sus frequency characteristic of the filter over any desired range. The re-

sponse to a square wave input can also be plotted by the filter design pro-

gram. $39.95.

Sundex Software
Certified Personal Accountant. Organizes, analyzes, and manages

your personal finances. Easy to learn and use with on-line help and

tutorial. Use it for tax planning, budgefing, bill paying (with check writ-

ing), and stocks. Handles many checking, credit card, money market,

savings, and cash accounts, as well as stocks, assets, and liabilities. Pre-

pares net worth, cash flow, tax, and other reports. $99.95.

Personal Payables. Takes care of all bill paying and keeps personal i

and family bookkeeping well organized and up-to-date. Helps at tax i

time, too. Prints on personal and continuous-form checks. Handles

recurring payments and alerts you to those coming due. Tracks up to ten

accounts, with flexible reporting by date, payee, tax, and so on. Easy to

learn and use with on-line help and tutorial. $49.95.

Syntauri
Simply Music. System is for the person or family that wants to learn,

listen to, and play music with the computer. $1,495.

Systemics
GolfCap. An easy-to-use golf recordkeeper and handicapper. Stores i

USPGA-type handicaps, prints lists alphabetically or by handicap. Two (

hundred fifty golfers per single-sided disk. Perfect for leagues, courses,

.

or country clubs. $49.95.

Systems Design Lab
Pro Football (NFL): The Gold Edition. A sophisticated pro football I

prediction system designed for serious handicappers. The program has

produced encouraging results against the Las Vegas line and comes com-

1

plete with a system disk, a data disk, and over one hundred pages of i

documentation. $199.50.

USFL: The Gold Edition. Designed for serious pro football handi-

1

cappers. The program produced excellent results over the Las Vegas line >

during the first USFL season. Comes with a system disk, a data disk, and (

over one hundred pages of documentation. $199.50.

Win at the Races. A thoroughbred handicapping system that employs

the formulas of the currently popular book. Winning at the Races, by Dr.

William Quirin. The program has been thoroughly tested and comes with \

the system disk and comprehensive documentation. $49.95.

Tax Man
Taxman-84. With VisiCalc/SuperCalc, prepares your form 1040. i

This template series includes all forms and schedules in IRS approved c

printable format. The logic provided will identify your deductions,

which exceed statistical standards, compare this year's data and tax re-

sults with last year's, and will flag forms that change due to last-minute

changes in your input. Complete set of all forms and instructions is in-

cluded in the comprehensive manual. $95.

Telephone Software Connection
Video Librarian, by Rick Connolly. Maintains an electronic card

catalog for your videotapes and videodiscs. Quickly locates entries by ti-i

tie, category, or keywords. Prints entire list in order by title, tape num-i

ber, or blank time remaining. $40.

Checkwriter. Save unnecessary steps, reduce errors. Prints form-fed

i

checks at same time it records them into your checkbook. (Also accepts

hand-written checks.) Powerful search and summary with totals by,

payee, memo, or tax code. Easy bank statement reconciliation. $40.

Three Sigma
Personal Financial Planner. Small changes in savings and spending)
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habits can have a great impact at retirement time. Categorize and analyze

your data; assess your current and future financial situation; instantly see

the answers to your "what if" questions. $35.

Turning Point Software
Time Is Money Personal. Designed for the person with no account-

ing or bookkeeping background who wants a fast, flexible personal ac-

!
counting system. Suitable for a single checkbook or an entire small

i business. The program is a single disk system and a printer is optional.

$100.

Universal Barter
Dial Your Match Maintenance Program. Version 1 . 1 is designed for

special use in conjunction with the Dial Your Match bulletin board. Pro-

gram maintains and records all data for usage on all DYM systems, in-

cluding passwords, address codes, system access number, and date of

!
your last call. Records up to ninety-nine systems. Version 1.2 maintains

files on specific people on each DYM system and records up to 255

DYM systems. Version 1.1, $15.95; Version 1.2, $29.95.

Vagabondo Enterprises
Ceemac. Ceemac is the language of Fire Organ, which was the first

"soft visual album." It is designed to create dynamic, abstract visual en-

tertainment "scores" that can be played interactively or simply enjoyed

passively. Complete with fifty-two-page manual. $75.

Versa Computing
Here's Hollywood. Tests your knowledge about the movies and

1 Academy Award-winning stars. Practice visual recognition as the por-

traits unfold before your eyes. You can change the clues for further

enjoyment. Twenty-four hi-res portraits. $24.95.

Virtual Combinatics
Micro Cookbook. Computerized cookbook and recipe management

system. Easy to use and complete with international entree recipes. En-

ter, modify, or remove recipes, even create your own cookbook disk.

Print a shopping list and recipes. Automatically adjust serving sizes. .Se-

lect recipes by name, ingredient(s), and/or classification(s). $40.

Micro Barmate. Computerized bar guide and beverage management

system. Enter, modify, or remove beverage recipes, even create your

own bar guides. Print a shopping list and recipes. Select a recipe by

ingredients on hand. Select by name, ingredient(s), and/or classification.

Stocking, bartending hints, party planning, and glossaries included. $40.

Weyer-Ware
Apple Cooler. Unique adaptor mounts your heat-producing power

supply outside your Apple case in only a few minutes using a screw-

driver as your only tool. Instructions included. $6.95.

John Wiley & Sons
Imagination: Music, by Moshell. A music-writing program that lets

anyone make up tunes, even with no musical knowledge. User selects

notes, choosing pitch, tempo, duration, by reference to previously

chosen notes. All notes stay on screen. Teaches planning, editing, and

some musical notation. $34.95.

Imagination: Picture Programming, by Hughes. A story-writing

program that lets even preliterate children make up their own animated

cartoons. User selects, directs, and edits the movements of a dozen

vividly portrayed animals to create an original "movie." Teaches con-

cepts of programming, planning, editing, and memory. $39.95.

Personal Investment Analysis, by Held. A personal financial plan-

ning program that analyzes investment options. Lets users assess the

relative profitability of tax-free versus taxable securities, analyze mort-

gage terms, weigh convertible bonds, plan a retirement income program,

and more. $60.

Investment Tax Analyst, by Advanced Investment Strategies. A
VisiCalc template to help individual investors or financial professionals

weigh the tax effects of potential investments. Incorporating all current

federal tax liabilities, credits, and savings expectable from any in-

vestment(s) for up to six years and compares net present value. $150.

Pilots asked us for it.

Pilots and nonpilots love It!

I

We are pleased to present our new

Airplane Simulator ...

Ground scenery: San Diego to San Francisco with many airfields.

Aerobatic: Loops, rolls, stalls and more.

Instrumentation; Standard basic Instrument panel, plus everything

required for instrument flying. HSI, ADF, VOR's, NDB's, approach
markers, ILS, DME, radar.

ser definable: Set up your own navigational situations, with runway
scenery, wind conditions and nav-aid locations.

Educational; Special features for exploring navigational-instrument

behavior.

Engine sound if Mocklngboard (not included) Is installed.

Optional Feature: Store flight data in RAM card. Useful for research

purposes, Contact us for details.

Apple II, 11+ , He, Apple /// in Apple II emulation mode. 48K RAM, pad-
dles or joystick. Recommended for ages 14 to Adult.

$44.95 Mass. residents add 5% sales tax. Overseas shipping add
S5.00. See your dealer or contact us directly. Visa, Mastercard.

corporation

P.O. Box 506
Northampton, MA 01061

(413) 586-6463
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Advanced Micro Techniques
MicroLlB. Allows the user to store many files into a single larger

file. Once a file is stored in the library, it is managed, updated, and re-

trieved through simple MicroLIB commands. This means that less space

is required on disk to contain the same number of files. Also, once a file

is placed into a library, MicroLIB provides two levels of security: pass-

word and encryption. $295.

DPatch. Allows the user to recover data from damaged floppy and

hard disks. Provides for complete control by the user. DPatch also pro-

vides a complete surface analysis to examine the surface of any disk unit

and flag I/O errors so that CP/M will not attempt to use the faulty areas.

DPatch allows the user to recover files that have been erased from the

disk. $195.

Adventure International
Apple Spice, by Corey Kosak and David Fox. A set of fast assembly

language routines that alleviate some of the drudgery of writing pro-

grams in Applesoft Basic. Apple Spice allows you to concentrate more on

your program logic and less on things like "prettifying" the screen and

detecting keyboard entry errors. Greatly expands Applesoft's

capabilities by adding features found in many larger Basics such as Print

Using, String Search, If-Then-Else, and Line Input. $29.95.

Anthro-Digital
DOS-PAS. Gives you a way to transfer your files back and forth be-

tween DOS 3.3 and Apple Pascal. All kinds of files are supported includ-

ing text files, as from a database, and binary files, such as machine lan-

guage routines and graphics created with one of the many DOS graphics

programs. $35.

QuickTrace. A comprehensive machine language debugger allowing

user-definable breakpoints, a variety of display formats, the ability to

single-step, trace, or run in background. You can change memory con-

tents at will and display pointers, the stack, and contents of selected loca-

tions. $50.

Amper-Magic. Volume one is the way to expand the Applesoft lan-

guage. It provides the means to attach additional commands to your Ba-

sic program; you need not know any machine language to use it, not even

addresses. Includes the attaching program and twenty-three commands.

$75.

Amper-Magic Command Library. Volume two provides twenty-sev-

en more Applesoft commands that you use just as if they were buUt into

Applesoft. Absolutely no knowledge of machine language required. Re-

quires Amper-Magic volume one. $35.

Avant-Garde
Amperfinesse. A programmer's utility package that enables the user

to give Applesoft the power and versatility of higher-level languages like

Fortran. The package allows the user to chain Applesoft programs, use

new program editing routines, add 8K of storage to a disk, simplify

graphics, and much more. $79.95.

Super Quality Epson Hi-Res Dump. For the Epson MX-80, FX-80,

and MX-100. This package allows you to print the hi-res screen in your

choice of three sizes and three qualities. You are also given the choice of

mirror, negative, flip, or rotated images. All printouts are true black-

and-white copy and automatically centered. $25.

Barrington Educational Computer Cooperative
The Integer Fix. A utility program that converts disks containing

programs written in Integer Basic so they may be run just as if an Integer

Basic firmware card were installed in your Apple. $20.

Beagle Bros
Beagle Basic, by Mark Simonsen. Rename Applesoft commands,

plus add new features—else follows if-thens. Swap swaps variable

values. Tone makes music-writing easier. HScm reads any hi-res dot.

Scrl scrolls text up or down. Also goto and gosub, a variable or expres-

sion, create inverse rem statements, redefine Apple's Bell, and much
more. Unprotected. $34.95.

Double-Take, by Mark Simonsen. Two-way scrolling for catalogs

and listings, with new improved list format (each statement on a new line

for clarity). Monitor listings feature up/down scroll too. Variable display

shows all current variables/strings with values and line numbers.

More—auto-line-number, instant hex converter, free-space-on-disk

display. Unprotected. $34.95.
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DOS Boss, by Bert Kersey and Jack Cassidy. Reword Apple's DOS
("Catalog" can be "Cat," "Syntax Error" can be "Oops!" or anything

you want). Protect programs from tampering and listing; customize cata-

logs; personalize disk volume headings. Includes fascinating Apple pro-

gramming tips and hours of entertaining educational reading material.

Unprotected. $24.

Flex Text, by Mark Simonsen. Run Applesoft programs with twenty,

forty, fifty-six, or seventy-column text, upper and lower case, without

extra hardware. Program as usual with standard commands (plus Htab

1-70!), with the ability to add hi-res graphics to text. Each character re-

defmable, or use with DOS Tool Kit fonts. (Seventy-column feature re-

quires black and white monitor.) Unprotected. $29.50.

Pronto-DOS, by Tom Weishaar. Triple the speed of disk operations.

Bload hi-res in three seconds instead of ten. Load a sixty-sector program

in four seconds instead of sixteen. Supports all Apple DOS commands.

Init new disks with fifteen extra sectors of storage. DOS may be moved

to language card or lie high memory for 10,000 extra bytes of usable

memory. Unprotected. $29.50.

Tip Disk #7, by Bert Kersey. One hundred programs from Beagle

Bros Tip Books one, two, three, and four. Fascinating tricks to make

your Apple do things it's never done! All programs are listable, copy-

able, and changeable. Each teaches an interesting Apple programming

technique. Comes with useful Apple Command Chart and Peeks &
Pokes Chart. Unprotected. $20.

Utility City, by Bert Kersey. Twenty-one useful programming

utilities on one disk. Reformat Applesoft listings with page breaks;

catalog in multiple columns; auto-post run-number and date in programs;

put invisible commands in programs and invisible and trick names in

catalogs. Much more—twenty-one listable, customizable programs.

Unprotected. $29.50.

DiskQuik, by Harry Bruce and Gene Hite. Requires lie and extended

eighty-column card. Enjoy the benefits of another disk drive without

buying one. DiskQuik makes your Apple lie's extended eighty-column

card act like a silent, super-fast disk drive in slot 3. All normal DOS
functions such as load, save, catalog, and so on are supported simply by

specifying slot 3 (for example, CATALOG, S3 ). Unprotected. $29.50.

GPLE, by Neil Konzen. The Global Program Line Editor lets you in-

stantly edit Applesoft program lines without cursor-tracing and the like.

Features global search and replace and programmable escape functions

(escape-C can catalog, escape-L can list, and more; anything you want).

Now compatible with Apple lie eighty columns and most all eighty-col-

umn cards. Unprotected. $49.95.

Big Red Apple Club
Amper Clamper. Allows you to add the power and speed of machine

language to your Applesoft programs. It comes prepackaged with over

twenty machine language routines that you can start using right away.

Some of these include fast text file read and write, wildcard array search,

and fast array sort. $19.95.

Broadway Software
Disk O' Utilities. Thirteen handy programming tools on one DOS 3.3

disk. Check free sectors with every catalog; find hidden control char-

acters; automatic line numbers; sort catalog—three ways; dump screen

to printer; undelete files; verily disks; and much more. Full documenta-

tion included. A real software bargain. $13.95.

Cache Data Systems

Cypher, by Bruce Scott. A dynamic algebraic calculator for the

CP/M Apple. Allows the user familiar with simple algebra to set up and

execute sequences of equations without resorting to formal programming

languages. Features straightforward entry syntax, automatic equation

sequencing, query variables, plus model storage and recall in standard

text format. $75.

CRVFIT, by Bruce Scott. Automatically curve-fits up to 1 ,000 data

pairs against up to nine different arithmetic functions. Data entry in de-

limited free-form directly from keyboard or text file. Single-key opera-

tion, printer control, detailed and alpha-graphic presentation of results.

For die CP/M Apple. $55.
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Classical Computing
Speak Up! This one hundred percent machine-language program

features easy text-to-speech conversion from within your own Basic pro-

grams. $39.95.

Computer-Advanced Ideas
Ultra Fast Copy. A utility disk that improves access to the computer

by increasing the speed of copying disks. Offers means of securing disk

protection. $29.95.

Bug Byter. A sophisticated utility program that aids users in learning

machine language and debugging machine language programs, as well as

educators who wish to demonstrate the operation of the computer's cen-

tral processor. $47.50.

Ultra Disk Test. A utility program that allows the user to test and

confirm the working condition of the disk drive. $29.95.

Ultra Fast Loader. Simultaneously boots DOS and files in one-tenth

of the usual time, then loads additional files in less than ten seconds. Dis-

plays space remaining on your disks. Lets you create DOS-free disks

with ten percent more storage. $29.95.

Ultra Disk Pack /. A package of three utility programs: Ultra Fast

Copy, Ultra Disk Test, and Ultra Fast Loader. $59.95.

Computer Systems Design
Print IL Enhances your existing print statement by formatting float-

ing point and integer output. Also makes X,Y cursor positioning easy.

Allows for insertion of $ and leading * in appropriate formats. Trans-

parent to user, not affected by rebooting. $25.

D & MM Software
Development and Debugging Aids. Contains Applesoft Variable

Dump, a utility that will produce "snapshot" dumps of Applesoft vari-

ables in either immediate or deferred execution mode; and Qwik, a utili-

ty that will generate predefined or user-defined character strings in place

of one-keystroke inputs. $19.95.

Datam Consultants
Applecode. An Applesoft code generator. User sets up a screen as it i

should appear in the program. Applecode then writes code to create the

screen, handle input and printing of variables, and produce sequential

and random access files. Code becomes part of your program and is

accessible to user. $30.

Datascan Software
The Silencer. Changes the Apple II flashing cursor to a steady block.

Also allows switching between steady block and flashing modes at any

time. Activated upon boot-up. No hardware adjustments required.

$16.95.

Data Security Concepts
Universal Text Formatter. Reads and prints any sequential text file

including word processor files with such options as printer/screen, pro-

portional spacing, page break, conversion to upper case, visible dis-

play/replacement of space, return, and control characters. An excellent

debugging tool. Handles any size file. $19.95.

David Data
David-DOS Enhancer. Speed-loads text files, Basic, and binary. Ten

additional new DOS commands: Tload, Tlist, Tsave all text files. Dump
and disassemble binary. HIDOS moves DOS to upper 16K. Find hex.

Date stamp files with or without clock card. / = catalog. Automatically

supports Integer card. Copyable and full documentation. $39.95.

Digisoft Computers
Mailcom. Send over 2,000 letters per hour, delivered in less than

forty-eight hours, at twenty-six cents apiece, from your computer, using

the U.S. Postal Service's E-Com system. Mailcom is interactive, easy to

use, menu-driven software, including a text editor, mailing list manager,

semp and format programs, and communications. $195.

Diversified Software Research
Diversi-DOS. A DOS 3.3 compatible disk operating system that
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speeds up the processing of Basic, binary, and text files. The system in-

cludes an improved list format for Basic programs, keyboard macros, in-

sert/delete mode, wildcard file names, catalog abort key, lower-case

commands, keyboard typeiahead buffer, and print buffer. $30.

Dynacomp
The Shape Magician. Has several very powerfiil graphics features

that include the ability to define shajies in a shape table. The shapes may
then be drawn, rotated, and scaled on the hi-res graphics screen. This

ability is useful for applications that require the repetitive drawing of

similar shapes at different locations or angular orientations. $29.95.

UtU. Menu shows the list of options available in Util, along with the

currently selected slot/drive and track/sector numbers. Contains a full

set of fiinctions for disk manipulation. $19.95.

Eden II Computing
Insta-Load. Set of five utility programs. Chief is "Fastrack, " which

saves Applesoft and binary files in fast-loading format without modify-

ing DOS. Others delete such files, create extremely fast-booting disks,

map disk contents, and check disk surface. $19.95.

Einstein Software
Einstein Compiler. Automatically translates Applesoft Basic pro-

grams into efficient Apple machine language, reducing running time as

much as twenty times in some instances. By accelerating a program's ex-

ecution speed, it enables the user to retain the programming convenience

of Applesoft and still produce sophisticated programs. $129.

Ellis Computing
Nevada Edit. A CP/M-based, character-oriented full-screen video

text editor designed for computer program text preparation. Features in-

clude single-key commands for cursor control, scrolling, block-moves,

search and replace, customizable tab stops, default file type, keyboard
layout, and CRT by menu selection. Easily configured to most terminals.

The disk comes with an easy-to-read manual for $29.95.

Enhanceware
DICE 83. Dan 's I/O Control Enhancements make it easy to use lower

case on any Apple equipped with a Dan Paymar lower-case adapter.

DICE also provides other enhancements to the Apple's I/O system. $10.

Fountain Computer Products
Master-Cat. Enables you to find any program in your disk collection

in seconds. Builds a master catalog of all the files on all your disks

organized alphabetically and by disk number. $39.95.

Fox and Geller
Dutil. A utility that performs a variety of functions for users of Ash-

ton-Tate's dBase II. These include syntax checking, increased speed,

documentation, and program improvement. $99.

Gryphon Microproducts
dBRx. Adds mathematical, statistical, and string functions to

tiSa^e//—exponentiation, square root, log and trig functions with preci-

sion from seven to nine digits. Also includes BTrim, Pack and NoSpace
string functions. Written in machine language and dBase code. $150.

PUPl. Moves Basic files (text, binary. Integer, Applesoft) to a

Pascal disk and produces printer-formatted listings of Pascal text files.

Supports Pascal wildcards, single or multi-user drive operations,

forty/eighty-column outputs. On-line user assistance, understandable er-

ror messages. $39.95.

PUP2. Moves Pascal text files to a Basic disk and displays and

modifies any byte from a Pascal or Basic disk. Supports Pascal

wildcards, single or multi-user drive operations, forty/eighty-four col-

umn outputs. On-line user assistance, understandable error messages.

$39.95.

High Technology Software Products
The Tool. An entry screen generator, database manager, and report

formatter designed to reduce application development time. Assists a

program developer by handling dl screen editing, field formatting, and
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ipmKniGHT
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entry validation. The database manager portion supports over 15 million

records spanning from one floppy disk drive to four twenty-megabyte

drives; random and sequential access; partial and masked key lookup;

record length as large as memory. Provides Cobol pictures and allows

leaders, multiple column width, paging, page numbering, titles, calcula-

tions at print time, totals, and subtotals. $395.

Hy-Tek
The Utility Company. A compilation of useful information, pro-

grams, subroutines, and other data designed to make personal computing

easier and more enjoyable. $39.95.

Jupiter Island
Colortext. Accesses the capabilities of the IDS Prism printers without

programming: more than twenty-one colors, six type sizes, foreign lan-

guage characters, proportional type, many text-formatting features.

Fifty-three commands. $149.

Krown Computing
The Last One. A code generator accepting plain English commands

from diversified menus translates into cost reduction. Produces ready-to-

use programs in Basic, error-free. Tailor-made, in-house modification

capability. Reduces programming time ninety percent. $395.

Laumer Research
Full Screen Editor. Window-oriented, forty-eight column editor

upgrade kit for the S-C Macro Assembler. Requires 16K RAM card or

Apple He. Supports Videx, STB80, and Apple HE eighty-column video

systems. Allows rapid professional assembly language development. In-

cludes source code and Applesoft Sysgen program. $49.

Flash! Runtime Source Code. Lets you use the Flash! compiler and

S-C Macro Assembler as an assembly language development system. De-

velop programs in Integer Basic, compile into assembly code with the

Flash! compiler, and optimize the code with the S-C Macro Assembler.

$39.

Flash! Integer Basic compiler. Includes thirty-three extensions to Ba-

sic and ability to list generated machine and assembly language with

symbolic labels. Compiled code doesn't require Integer Basic to run.

$79.

LRH Enterprises
The Menu Maker. Will help you create and edit disk program

menus. Allows up to thirty items per menu and up to fifteen sub-menus

plus full editing: add, delete, change, and rearrange display order. The

Menu Maker generates a Basic program that you can modify. $14.95.

Metaresearch
Metatext. Eighty-column option involves high-density character

packing. Because CRTs vary in their graphics resolution, a forty-column

editor is also provided. The eighty-column packing is extremely useful,

especially during rudimentary text editing, and uses a font that has been

carefully designed for optimum readability. The Medroff text formatter

allows right justification, hard margins, indentation, headers, pagina-

tion, form feeds, and so on. Medroff also allows for the replacement of

formatted files back onto the disk. $79.

3DRB. Three-dimensional graphics, animation, and red/blue stereo

package. One way to fully utilize the color graphics capability of your

Apple II. Designed to provide graphics software for many applications.

Easy to use. $59.

Micro Ink
Micro Utilities Disk. Four utilities: Applesoft variable dump, gar-

bage collection, Applesoft compression program, and disk zapper. $12.

MicroLab
Life Saver. First aid for blown disks. Data recovery program that

works at the nibble level. $25.

Micro Motion
Implementations ofthe Forth Computer Language. Conforms to the

latest standard and includes a 200-page tutorial and reference manual.

$140.

For YourAPPLE **
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MicroPro International
StarBurst. New user-interface software, a systems building tool,

unites MicroPro programs or links together other software programs to

perform ordinary office tasks. Can be used by anyone who wants to sys-

temize office routines and eliminate learning or using operating system

commands. Managers and system designers can create a custom series of

menus and help messages; users simply press a single key from a menu
to automate a series of tasks. $195.

SuperSort. Combines speed and flexibility in sorting, merging, and

selecting information from data files. Allows a wide variety of user-

specified criteria during the sort/merge process. SuperSort I (eight-bit

systems), $250; SuperSort // (sixteen-bit systems), $200.

MicroSparc
AmperSoft. Moves the Apple's disk operating system into the upper

16K of a 64K computer, increasing usable program memory by about

10,000 bytes. Also allows access to program files on disk with only

two-character commands. AmperSoft includes the popular print using

feature to allow fast and easy formatting and alignment of numeric and

alphabetic output. It is also a powerful machine language utility for su-

perfast sorting of numeric and string arrays. $49.95.

AmperKit. Programming tools that work with MicroSparc's Amper-

Soft. With AmperKit you can do multicolumn sorting (up to nine levels),

use names and expressions instead of line numbers for branching, correct

running Applesoft programs without destroying the data that has been

generated so far, and much more. Like AmperSoft, all commands are

used with one-line statements preceded by the ampersand. There is even

a special double ampersand command that allows you to use your own
amper-routines. $39.95.

The Assembler. Used to translate a 6502 assembly language source

file into machine language; built-in editor to allow entry and modifica-

tion of an assembly language program. 8080 assembler macros, a sub-

routine library, several utility functions, and macro libraries. It can also

assemble Sweet-16 programs. $69.95.

MacroSoft. A tool for writing Basic programs that are compiled di-

rectly into 6502 machine language. MacroSoft is made up of a library of

assembly language macros. It is twenty-five times faster than compiled

programs because it does not have a run-time package. A MacroSoft pro-

gram is entered into memory with the editor that is supplied with Micro-

Sparc's The Assembler, after which it is assembled directly into machine

code. $49.95.

GALE. An Applesoft program development tool that performs line

editing, output control, hexadecimal/decimal conversion, auto-line num-

bering, search and change, renumber, append, variable cross-reference,

and user-definable macro functions. GALE uses word processing tech-

niques to facilitate all phases of program development and editing.

$49.95.

Directory Master. Allows you to format and customize the screen

display that appears when the catalog command is used. Directory Mas-

ter also lets you create your own disk header, sort the catalog in any se-

quence, add disk titles at any position in the catalog, and hide files so

they're not displayed when the disk is catalogued. $29.95.

AMP (Amper Memory Program). Increases the usable program

space in your Apple II by providing an extra 10,000 bytes of directly ac-

cessible memory . AMP moves the disk operating system into the upper

16K of a 64K Apple computer. $29.95.

Proof. Assists users of VisiCalc in retrieving and printing the formu-

las and variables used in creating models and tables. Proo/ prints your

VisiCalc data models in row sequence, column sequence, or grid format.

The way it is organized in your VisiCalc model. Proof w\\\ print models

out to the maximum limits of normal VisiCalc. $49.95.

Key Perfect. A utility for detecting errors in programs entered from

magazines or books. Use it after you've finished typing in a program

from a magazine or book. A quick run of Key Perfect and a comparison

of the Check Code tables accompanying the new program will verify

correct entries and expose incorrect ones. $29.95.

Micro-Ware
Font Loader. Load custom fonts into your dot-matrix printer and use

them to turn your printer into a custom typesetter. A font editor is also

provided to allow you to create your own graphics, text, foreign lan-

guage letters, and math and electronics symbols to load into your printer.

$39.

Mountain View Press
MVP-Forth Pads (Professional Applications Development System).

Includes public-domain source and complete instructions for program
development. $400.

MVP-Forth Programmer's Kit. A complete, public-domain version

of the Forth computer language. Includes disks, user manual, and refer-

ence books. $15().

Nikrom Technical Products
Master Diagnostics II and Master Diagnostics He. Will examine

every functional operation of your computer, detect errors, and report

any malfunctions. Besides the diagnostics part of the analysis, both pro-
j

vide routines for complete external and internal maintenance of your

computer. Disk drive speed calibration, head cleaning routines, mother-

board ROM test. Also tests Micromodem II, parallel PROMs, RAMs,
eighty-column card test, and monitor skew. $55.

Nordic Software
Super Tracer II. A step and trace utility for Applesoft Basic. It al-

lows you to trace and display the actual statements and variables of your

Applesoft program while it is running. Super Tracer II is completely

transparent to the program being traced. Does not interfere with graph-

ics, text display, DOS, or other I/O commands. $44.95.

Omega Microware
j

The Manager. Allows DOS to be loaded onto a 16K memory card to
|

provide more motherboard memory usage. In addition, will permit the

user to utilize a 16K RAM card as a forty-five-sector disk emulator.

$34.95. *

The Consolidator. A VisiCalc utility that allows user to manipulate

the data of separate files without reentering them on another template.

Consolidate several different files that are located on the same disk. '

$49.95.
i

The Transporter. Enables the user to move the VisiCalc program to a '

Corona Starfire hard disk drive and to save the templates on the hard I"

drive. Consequently, the user can incorporate a hard drive, load a
'

VisiCalc file in just a few seconds, and save innumerable VisiCalc files f

on the Starfire. Program utilizes forty columns (explicitly). $49.95. %

Copywriter. A disk utility that will copy unprotected software quickly

(approximately 20 seconds per disk drive) onto blank disks. A Ramex
128K or Saturn 128K is required. With an Apple n or Apple He and a ,

memory expansion board, you can apply up to seven disk drives within

the duplication process. $99.99.

The Inspector. Available in an EPROM or floppy disk. This package

enables the user to manipulate the memory of a floppy disk and the

Monitor, map disk space, edit disk sectors, and display memory in hexa-

decimal/ASCII. It is an ideal tool to rebuild a blown disk, but note that

the EPROM requires Integer Basic on the motherboard or on a language

card. $59.99.

Watson. A complementary utility that is available in an EPROM or

floppy disk. This package adds a disassembler, hex/decimal/signed deci-

mal converter, and unlock disk space. This is an ideal tool to rebuild a

blown disk, but note that the EPROM requires Integer Basic on the

motherboard or on a language card. $49.99.

Penguin Software
^

Transitions. Create professional slide show demonstrations from hi-

res picture files. Offers choice of forty-four screen wipes including

spiral, windshield wiper, radar, and more. Permits miniature catalog

preview of pictures, which are stored in packed format. $49.95.

Paper Graphics. Print out any hi-res graphics screen using hundreds

of printer/interface card combinations. Crop the screen and print any

portion, magnify any area, print sideways, upright, reverse, upside

down, and even label your screens with text. $49.95.

Short Cuts. Add extra commands to Applesoft Basic by using the am-

persand command. Sort strings, real numbers, or integer arrays as well i

as associated pointers to disk and data records. Get extensive error-

i
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checking during user input and error messages generated at run time. Do
quick and easy print formatting and include help screens. Coexists with
almost every other Apple utility. Unprotected. $49.95.

Port-A-Soft
Disk Format Conversion/Downloading Service. Convert to/from

over one hundred disk formats, including various IBM and Apple disk
formats. Minimum charger per disk, $5.

Practical Software
The Disk Labeller. Program for automatic printing of disk labels

showing sectors free, sectors used, DOS, and files. Features include
built-in default and escape functions, automatic configuration for printer
slots and drives. Completely menu-driven—requires no documentation
$59.95.

Pro/Pac
PCP—Printer Control Program. Sets up your dot-matrix printer for

many different print styles with just the touch of a key. $29.95.

Quality Software
Bag of Tricks. Four comprehensive utility programs and documenta-

tion that includes these programs: Trax—displays the internal Apple disk
formatting operation; /ni'r—will reformat one or more tracks and can
change sector order; Zap—a sector editor with more than fifty com-
mands; Facar—automates the process of repairing a damaged disk cata-
log. $39.95.

R R Software
Janus/Ada. A subset of the Ada programming language developed

^by the U.S. Department of Defense. A structured language enables pro-
grams to have a modular construction that simplifies program develop-
ment. Also simplifies program maintenance. Complete package, $310;
development package, $420.

S & H Software
Amper Sort/Merge (AS/M). General-purpose text file sort-merge

utility program used by itself, called from a user's program as a subrou-
itine, or called from within VisiFile for super-fast sorting. $69.95.

DOS Enhancer. Quick DOS. Over eighty-five-page manual, training
program, support disk with approximately twenty support programs for
.quick copying of disks, and so on. Publisher and author phone sun-
iport. $69.95.

^

jHoward W. Sams
Apple Aids, by Allen Wyatt. Package of twelve Apple H-based pro-

gramming aids that let you copy disks, format disks with no DOS
remove existing DOS from a disk, see an improved directory (including
any deletes), and undelete deleted files. Also lets you map free and in-use
sectors on any disk; list tracks and sectors used by files; load, inspect,
alter, and write to any sector of any normally formatted disk; do text
dumps; and lots more. $49.95.

The Programmer. Create your own custom software with this power-
ful Basic code generator that translates your ideas into runable, unlocked
Basic as you choose from items in a menu series. Helps you create
graphics, database management software, engineering and accounting
programs, and more. Completely documented and illustrated, $199,95.

Sansoft Plus
Compress/Expand. This program takes large thirty-four-sector pic-

ture files and compresses them into much smaller files that take up fewer
sectors on a disk. The Expand program recovers these files with no loss
of quality. Since fewer disk sectors are used, the pictures load much fast-
er. Unprotected, with source, documentation, and demos. $20.

S-C Software
Disasm 2.2e. Symbolic two-pass disassembler handles data tables,

displaced object code, lets you substitute meaningful labels of your
choice. An address-based cross-reference table gives insight into the in-
ner workings of machine language programs. Designed to complement
the S-C assemblers, but will also support DOS Tool Kit and Lisa assem-
blers. $30.

Double Precision Floating Point. For the scientist or engineer who is

not satisfied with Applesoft's nine-digit precision. With this 2,048-byte
machine-language augmentation package, you can get twenty-one-digit
precision out of Applesoft whenever you need it. Supports +, -,*,/,
Input, and Print. Includes subroutines for standard math ftinctions! $5o!

Es-Cape. Full-function, user-friendly, interactive program editor for
Applesoft. Complete line editor for fast, easy changes; split-screen dis-
play; single-key operation; global search and replace; automafic line
numbers; keyboard macros; and more. $60.

S-C Docu-Mentor for Applesoft. Complete documentation of Ap-
plesoft internals. Using your ROM Applesoft, produces ready-to-assem-
ble source code with full labels and comments. Educational, entertain-
ing, and extremely helpftil. Requires S-C Macro Assembler, two disk
drives. $50.

S-C Macro Assembler. Combined editor/assembler includes twenty-
nine commands and twenty directives, with macros, conditional assem-
bly, global replace, edit, and more. Provides new level of power and
performance for beginner and professional programmer alike. $80.

S-C Macro Cross Assembler Modules. Owners of the S-C Macro
Assembler may use their Apple II as a development system for most other

THE DATA BANK TM

All. the POWER ofthe High priced data base WITHOUT THE HIGH PRICE

u^lp^PmPMn. V H^MCMM^J^LPw''^''^^' ^^P^""^ - VERSATILE to fit all your needsUSER FRIENDLY and MENU DRIVEN with interactive pre-selection for speed and ease

^"^rnMpfJ.m
p^^^^ to understand user Manual - UNLOCKED for customization and backupsCOMPATIBLE-uses Conventional Random files-INTERFACES with Vis icalc* and word processors

functions DATA-easily changed, relocated, or transferred to new files

SeIrches'^' 5 rnt'^nH inn i ,

REPORTS, FORMS, Mail Labels. Checks, Invoices .SEARCHES - 15 types and 100 levels SIMPLE and EASY - to handle Large files

THE DATA BANK - is a complete package no need to
buy additional utility packs. Requires APPLESOFT* with
48K and at least one disk drive. Price $170.00 add $3 00
shipping, Calif, res. add 6% sales tax.

WSA

564 Tara Court
Manteca, CA 95336

•Applesoft and Visicalc are Trade Marks respectively of Apple Corriputer, Inc and Visicorp

(209) 239-2116
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microprocessors, including 6800, 6805, 6809, 68000, Z-80, 8085,

8048, 8051, and LSI-1 1. Individual modules priced from $32.50 to $50.

S-C Xref. Generates an alphabetized listing of all labels used in an

S-C Macro Assembler source file, showing with each label the line

number where it is defined, along with all line numbers containing refer-

ences to the label. $20; with complete source code, $50.

Sensible Software
Edit-Soft. Line editor for Applesoft programmers that features global

search and replace, user-definable macros, line splicing, auto line num-
bering, and a "characters inside quote" counter. $39.95.

The Bug. Machine-language debugger for both novice and experi-

enced programmers. Features many memory and register breakpoints,

selective full-speed execution, and more. $50.

Build Using. Applesoft print-using utility that formats and justifies

strings as well as all types of numbers. Easily added to almost any Apple-

soft program. $30.

APlus. Allows Applesoft programmers to write structured programs.

APlus provides several new "structured programming" commands to

control logic flow and automatically indent program listings. $39.95.

Appleguard. A sophisticated disk duplication system for software au-

thors that provides both "in memory" and "nibble copy" protection.

Appleguard gives an author time to create another masterpiece instead of

worrying about protecting the first. $250.

B.E.S.T. Applesoft programming aid that will cross-reference vari-

ables and lines, remove remarks, shorten variables, pack lines, merge
and renumber, auto line number, and more. $40.

Shadetree Software
Amper Expander I, by Mike Baker. Fast, easy-to-use machine lan-

guage utilities for the Applesoft programmer. Input anything, print us-

ing, ring bell, clear to end of line or page, swap variables, sound effects,

if-then-else, wait time, wait key time, DOS free space. Includes manual
with examples. $31.95.

Smart Systems
Smartscreen. A screen-generating utility for use with Apple Pascal.

Helps develop sophisticated applications; as easy as filling out a form.

Allows freeform screen design with forty- or eighty-column screens. On-
line documentation and hard copy of a screen with one keypress. Price

includes documentation, tutorial, and shipping and handling. $75.

The Screen Printer. A Pascal library procedure that may be called at

any point in your program. You may print the left- or right-hand side

separately or the full eighty columns. Price includes documentation,

demonstration program, and shipping and handling. $25.

Pascal Screen Utilities. A Pascal library unit that includes proce-

dures to clear, blink, or reverse any rectangular region on the screen.

Read any screen location and return string. Save the current screen, clear

and display something else, and then restore the original screen. Price in-

cludes documentation, demonstration program, and shipping and han-

dling. $25.

Soft Ctrl Systems
Disk Copy ROM. A resident disk duplication program in ROM. Fast,

convenient, and easy to use. Promotes disk backup because it's always in

memory, ready for use. $39.95.

FID ROM. Moving any kind of disk files is not only fast but conveni-

ent and easy. Includes volume number selection for hard disk users and

can be used with any combination of floppy disks, hard disks, and disk

emulators. $39.95.

Renumber/Merge ROM. Apple Computer's infamous renumber pro-

gram resident in ROM. Renumber all or part of an existing program,

move portions of an existing program within itself, or merge two pro-

grams into one. $39.95.

Utility ROM. Five resident utilities for Applesoft programmers.

Alphabetize a disk catalog; recover a lost program from memory after

fp, new, a crash; expunge DOS from a disk. Automatic program line

numbering and program listing control. $39.95.

Softdisk
Super Utilities and the Best of Chris Koeritz. A two-sided, unpro-

tected disk filled with utilities, three adventures, an arcade game, and i

more. Do a hi-res dump to an MX-80 without Graftrax, scroll the screen*

backward, convert machine language to Basic, and so on. Hi-res screen '

designer. In Softdisk's Rich and Famous series. $9.95.

SofTech Microsystems
Basic Compiler and UCSD Pascal Compiler. Supports structured

programming and separate compilation. Basic is fully integrated and

compatible with UCSD Pascal and Fortran-77. A documentation pack-

age is included. The UCSD Pascal Compiler feamres the de facto Pascal

standard for microcomputers. UCSD Pascal is a fully developed lan-

guage with extensions for systems development and commercial applica- j

tions programming. A documentation package is included. UCSD Pascal

Compiler, $375; Basic Compiler, $225.

p-System Adaptable System. A form of the p-System designed for

'

adaptation to a specific microcomputer. The adaptable system also in-

cludes the Advanced Development ToolKit and a documentation
package. The p-System Adaptable System is available for many of the;

major microprocessors. $250.

p-System Bootable System. A fully functional operating system de-

signed for text processing and application execution. Combined with a

p-System language, the p-System Bootable System is also a complete

application development system. It includes screen editor, file manager,

application services, printing and configuration utilities, command
menu, library manager, p-machine emulator, turtle graphics support,

and a documentation package. The p-System is available for most major

eight-bit and sixteen-bit microcomputers. $250.

KSAM. A programming package that can be incorporated into appli-

cation programs. It supports sequential and keyed retrieval of data and is

designed to help you write programs that require fast access to informa-

tion. The KSAM package also provides utility programs for maintaining

a A'5y4A/-managed database. A documentation package is included.
,

$100.

Edvance. The p-System advanced, menu-driven screen editor. Ed-

vance can edit files of unlimited size and features nested editing, the abil-

ity to edit more than one file at a time, and macro command functions,

plus the ability to assign many functions to a single keystroke. Combined

with the p-System print utility, Edvance is a text processor. A documen-

tation package is included. $100.

Advanced Development Tool Kit. A collection of programming tools

designed for use with the p-System and at least one programming lan-

guage. The tool kit includes symbolic debugger, native code generator,

assembler, linker, program analysis tools, and a documentation package.

A version of the tool kit is available for each microprocessor supported

by the p-System. $150.

Softstalker
Simple*DOS. An easy-to-use-utility that edits, creates, retrieves,

maintains, and sorts Applesoft-usable direct, random, or sequential text

files. Includes a facility to incorporate file access into your program.

Also allows you to write simple programs in Basic that perform sophisti-

cated file handling. $49.95.

SoftVue
Demonstration ofApple Writer. The easy way to learn to use the Ap-

ple Writer word processing program. Forget the manual; learn by watch-

ing. This tutorial videotape guides you through Apple Writer in short,

easy to learn steps. Ideal for office and vocational classes. $125.

Southwestern Data Systems
Apple-Doc. An Apple software classic, designed for anyone writing

Applesoft programs. It's easy to create lists of every use of every vari-

able in a program, along with referenced lines and constants. Global re-

,

place function renames any variable name throughout a listing. $39.95.

Applesoft Command Editor. Powerful utility designed to speed up ^

program listing entry and editing. Functions include a line editor,

macros, hexadecimal conversion, memory dump, renumbering, andt
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more. $39.95.

Copy-Cat. Versatile copy and catalog editing combination. Features

include file copying, converting, comparison; lock/unlock; delete/unde-

lete; verification; and more. Powerful catalog editor offers catalog

listing, delete, sort, rename, file move, exhume, and zero-size text file

creation. $34.95.

Disk Library. An elegant, user-oriented system for creating and

maintaining a thorough, cross-referenced index of all your disk-based

programs and files. Instantly retrieves any file name, sorts in four sec-

onds, and consolidates up to 1 ,200 catalog entries into one file. Produces

reports formatted to your printer for easy notebook insertion. $49.95.

Doubletime Printer. Gives your printer true independence from your

Apple. Print files while you run completely different programs. Back-

ground printing is not limited to RAM. $99.95.

List Master. Helps Applesoft programs run faster and use less mem-
ory by removing rems, combining lines, and shortening variable names.

A smart renumber routine retains the logical structure of listings. A list-

ing comparator shows lines added, deleted, or changed when comparing

two programs. $39.95.

Merlin. Top-selling macro-assembler makes assembly language pro-

gramming easy; user-oriented manual, very powerful editor, twenty-

eight pseudo-ops. Eighty-column and RAM card support, compatible

with many other assemblers. Includes Sourceror, which creates labeled

source listings from raw binary data. $64.95.

Munch A Bug. Powerful, f\ill-featured assembly language debugging

program with many unique options. Makes it easy to find errors in

machine language code for the beginner or pro. Special options allow it

to become dormant until specified conditions are met, at which point it

activates a powerful trace mode. $49.95.

Holiday Special: Merlin Combo. Merlin, Munch A Bug, and Roger

Wagner's Assembly Lines: The Book. Everything you wanted to know
about assembly language programming made easy. $119.95.

Printographer. Hi-res printing utility to print your hi-res graphics on

any graphic printer. Also lets you do printing from within your own pro-

grams with a minimum of effort. Features include picture cropping,

horizontal or vertical printouts, inverse inking, almost unlimited

magnifications, and more. $49.95.

The Routine Machine. Choose from a library of machine language

subroutines and install them automatically in your Applesoft program.

No knowledge of machine language or memory allocation necessary.

Menu-driven; combines the speed and efficiency of machine language

with the convenience of Applesoft. $64.95.

&Array. The first library package of the Routine Machine system.

Over thirty routines for array manipulation and program enhancement,

including array delete, clear, redimension, rename, high-speed read,

write, sort, and search. String garbage collection is speeded up forty

times, and numeric arrays can be treated as matrices for overall mathe-

matical calculations. $49.95.

&Chart. Greatly simplifies the creation of chart graphics. Commands
such as axes and scale instantly provide the graphic environment you

want. Highly sophisticated system for hi-res graphics. Features include

hi-res character sets for labeling, automatic grid scaling, logarithmic

scales, printer dump routines, and more. $49.95.

&Sampler 1. Over twenty-five machine language routines covering a

wide range of applications that can be used in almost every Applesoft

program such as if-then-else, number input, get, catalog modifications,

disk sector map, find free sector, shell sort, and more. $49.95.

&Screen. Dedicated to creating screen displays. Uses a screen

generator editor to create a text screen that is then turned into a single

ampersand-linked statement. Create menus, report screens, data-entry

templates, and more. Includes many additional routines. $49.95.

Speedstar. Full-function Applesoft compiler that lets you compile all

or part of a program and/or pass variables between the compiled modules

and your Applesoft program. Easily converts programs to fast and effici-

ent 6502 machine language. $99.95.

Stellation Two
Assembler Development System. A 6809-based system with all nec-

Making money is one thing.

Managing it is something else.

The Smart Checkbook does the job. Manages
your money the way you want it managed—easily.

imagine: push a button and get family budget
reports, net worth statements, tax records.

Custom reports, too. Know where your monies
go, accurate to the penny and well organized.

"Instant Reconciliation'.' The Smart Checkbook
doesn't just tell you if you're out of balance— it

finds mistakes and corrects them on the spot.

It even catches bank errors!

AND print checks, of course! With payee's name
and address!

Advanced features? Split transactions and assign

the amounts to the categories you choose. Track
sales taxes and much more. And theres a prac-

tice account to get you started.

Yes: unlimited accounts, combined accounts,
organized accounts. A 160k disk, holds up to

2,000 transactions. Bigger disks—even more

The Smart Checkbook is available for Apple CP/M
IBM-PC, and most CP/M, CP/M-86 and MS-
DOS computers.

Order today. $149 complete. VISA and Master-
Card accepted. Call 703-281-1621

Softquest Inc.

P.O. Box 3456
McLean, VA 22103

,the -

heckbook
Trademarks:
The Smart Checkbook—Softquest Inc. CP/M and CP/M-86—Digital Research, Inc. PC-DOS—IBM MS-DOS—Microsoft Corp.
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essary hardware, software, and documentation to write 6809/DOS
3.3-compatible programs. Write programs for the color computer or just

take advantage of a strong assembler for the Apple. Comes with the Mill

6809. $325.

SubLogic
Music Maker, by Jim Baldridge. Sound quality and ease of use make

this a choice of novice users and professional musicians alike. Create and

play four-voice music on your Apple with no additional hardware re-

quirements. Enter whole to 256th notes, dotted notes, triplets, quintup-

lets, staccato, regular, or legato notes; all flats and sharps. $39.95.

Sun Microsystems
The Bridge. Allows users of PFS:File to pass information from their

PFS files to other applications that accept standard DOS 3.3 text files or

DIP files as input. With this program, users may use PFS to store infor-

mation and then pass it to word processing programs, spreadsheets, or

user-written programs. $39.95.

Sympathetic Software
Certify Apple II Disks. Both front and back. Ensures you will not

lose data because of bad sectors. Allows you to use disks even if they

have flaws. $25.

Techware
Chartech. Turns WordStar into a scientific-technical word processor

capable of printing ninety-four Greek/math or other special characters on

a printer with dot-addressable graphics. Characters displayed on screen

with Videx eighty-column card and Greek/math ROM. $95.

Telephone Software Connection
Data Disk Creator, by Tony Dahbura. Preformatted data disks for

the Apple? Easily make your own! Keep handy for whenever needed.

Thirty-two extra sectors for programs or data. If booted, will reconnect

to DOS already in memory. Requires DOS 3.3. $20.

Its' the Season^ for

Super Specials from Sof-tecH!

Beagle Brothers
Datamost
Eduware
Lightning Software
Nikrom
Penguin
Sierra On-Line
Spinnaker

Synergistic

Broderbund Software
Datasoft Inc

The Learning Co.
Muse
Phoenix
Sensible
Sir-tech

SSI
Xerox

Quick Compare, by Ed Magnin and Leighton Paul. Quickly com-
pares the program in memory with earlier versions on disk—without the

nuisance of converting both to text files. $25.

Desk Calculator II. Tired of explaining to your friends why you need

both a computer and a calculator? Then use our ninety-eight functions:

hexadecimal, trigonometry, metric, statistics, ten memories, and much
more. Hard copy of calculations on your printer is optional. $30.

Thermal Scan
Pseudo-disk. Apple owners with 16K RAM cards now have the use

of another superfast, solid state, sixty-two-sector capacity disk drive.

Seven files may be saved on it at one time. Hi-res pictures loaded in un-

der three seconds. Works with Basic and machine language programs.

$34.95.

Titan Technologies
Pseudo Disk. For Saturn 32K RAM card. Creates pseudo disk in

RAM for spontaneous response to data commands. A great gift idea for

the owner of a Saturn 32K RAM card. Pascal. $32.95.

Ember. Extended Basic interpreter creates up to four megabytes of

memory for Applesoft when used with Saturn RAM cards. A great gift

idea for the Saturn RAM owner. $49.95.

U-Microcomputers
Structured Basic. Adds structured commands to Applesoft without

the operating system and other complexities of Pascal. Includes full

procedure handling, including disk resident procedures, local variables,

and so on. Interpreter allows all thirty-two new commands to be used in

immediate mode, listed and executed in programs like other Basic com-

mands. $135.

U-Net. A shared resources network for Apples and VIC-20 allowing

use of common disk drives and printers. Includes full file security; users

have own catalog and file, printer spooling on one or two printers, mes-

sage facilities. $100.

Super Kram. Keyed Random Access Method (K.R.A.M.) converts

your computer into a powerful database. Super Kram is added to your

Basic programs and is configured for your own particular needs. Fea-

tures include multiple key fields, automatic file reorganization, direct

and sequential access, and support of multiple disks. $135.

Versa Computing
Advanced X-Tended Editor (AXE). A professional programming aidi

that provides the user with a text-editor-style extension to the standard i

Applesoft operation system. Over thirty commands. $69.95.

XPS
XPS-Diagnostic. A comprehensive, easy-to-use diagnostic. Each

program comes complete with a simplified user manual, backup disk,

and lifetime warranty . Tests all major functions of your Apple II or He

system with minimal user input, and it speaks your language. The tests

included are Main Memory, System ROMs, Disk System, Drive Speed,

Keyboard, Printer, CPU, Peripherals, Monitor Tests, Game Port, and

Media Verify. $49.95.

Ziggurat Software
Formater III. Many of the same features as the Proportional Text

Formater but for use with the NEC PC8023A printer and its proportional

character set. Also features enhanced characters and has the same re-

quirements as the PTF. $34.95

Proportional Text Formater. Proportionally formats text for your

Centronics l'illl'i9 printer. Features proportional, condensed,

elongated, and underlined characters with full, left, centered, and right

justification, plus full, half-forward, or reverse linefeeds, column tab

bing, pagination, and more. Interfaces directly with Apple Writer II. Re
quires Apple, CCS, Grappler, Mountain CPS, JBE, or similar interface

cards. $39.95.

Universal Mono-Spaced Formater. Allows use of your printer's

software-controlled features. Select print styles, double widths,,

underlining, reverse linefeeds, graphics, alternate character sets, and so

on. Limited only by your printer. Comes with Epson, Centronics, and

PC8023A commands, plus customizing software for other printers.,
jjj

Same requirements as other Ziggurat formatters. $34.95.

i



Wo^ Processing

Action-Research Northwest
Zardax. Designed for the business and professional environment.

Simple control commands. Typewriter-style shift and lock. Glossary.

(Form letters and mailing lists. Menus for disk access and printing DOS
j3. 3-compatible text files. Forty- or eighty-column display. Modifiable

irivers for most interface cards and printers. $210.

4guila
AE-Typeset. Provides typeset control within Apple Writer. Any font,

vidth, intensity, line spacing, or extra character feature is now available.

Dn-line help menu recalls single-key selection codes, and a comprehen-

;ive manual-on-disk provides the keys to perfect formatting control. For

I-l-/IIe and Epson, Gemini, Okidata, NEC, and Prowriter. $59.95.

Maestro. An interactive training system that operates within Apple
Writer, providing self-paced, multilevel instruction at your convenience.

\nyone can learn the basics quickly and master advanced features only

IS needed. You can use what you've learned and then return to where
^ou left off. For Apple Writer 11+ /He. $39.95.

Artsci
Magic Window II. Successor to the Magic Window word processing

system, operates with a forty-column display, with an eighty-column

board, or in a seventy-column, no-hardware mode. User-friendly, menu-

driven, and designed to automatically use many add-on hardware ac-

cessories. Has an editing command card for easy reference. $149.95.

Beaman Porter
Power Text. Automatic word processing system for the Apple n. He,

and in. Automatically produces headers, footers, closings, cover pages,

and table of contents. $199.

Broderbund Software
Bank Street Writer. Features include add, move, insert, and erase

blocks; universal search and replace; document chaining; page

numbers/page headers; and automatic word wrap. The program comes

complete with a self-teaching tutorial, easy-to-use reference manual, and

a free backup disk. $69.95.
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Circadian Software
CircaScript. Word processor for Apple II family. Eighty-column

available for He. Over fifty features including underlining, tabbing, page

headings and numbering, indentations, embedded printer commands,

save and insert text blocks, access to DOS, global search and replace,

text centering. Menu-driven, machine language. $39.95.

Concept Group
Masterspecl Disk Library Service. Available to current subscribers

with PSAE div. AIA Service Corporation. Masterspecl A/S/C and M/E

text on 5 '4 -inch disks for microcomputers in Basic and Short Language

versions. Text includes "notes to specifier" (nonprinting) in A/S/C

library. Requires WordStar (CP/M) word processor. $695 first year,

$250 renewal fee.

Cross Educational Software
Peachy Writer. A text editor that is easy to learn and use. Features

include editing, upper and lower case, right justification, and disk man-

agement routines. Printer control characters can be inserted in the

text. $24.95.

Flowersoft
D-Labels + . A multifunction label printer that uses your printer's en-

hanced capabilities to produce professional-looking sorted disk catalog

labels. Designs and stores mailing or shipping labels, which can be sort-

ed and searched for selective mailings. $49.

Kensington Microware
Format-ll. New word processing package supports all advanced

features of the Apple lie. Single-keystroke editor is fast and easy to

learn. Text is displayed on screen exactly as it will print on paper.

$150.

Living Videotext
ThinkTank. An outlining tool that gives you the power to create,

print, review, and edit your ideas on a personal computer. Self-

documenting and intuitive commands make it easy to organize and

reorganize ideas with a single keystroke. $150.

LJK Enterprises
Letter Perfect. Allows you to see how your document will look in

print on the screen. This software has many editing commands and

choices for controlling the way your text is printed, including turning on

and off justification, altering line or page length, and including headers

and footers. $149.95.

Spell Perfect. Indicates words that are possibly misspelled in a docu-

ment and gives the opportunity to correct the word immediately instead

of proofreading a second time. The program lists similar words to avoid

use of a dictionary . You may also expand your program to meet your in-

dividual needs. $89.95.

Megahaus
MegaSpell. A spelling checker designed to be used with its compan-

ion word processor, MegaWriter. MegaSpell ignores MegaWriter for

matting commands and comes complete with a 40,000-word dictionary

to which the user may add 10,000 more words. $59.95.

MegaWriter. An easy-to-use yet powerful word processor. Part of a

complete family of programs, it comes with mail list merging and a

document organizer included. $59.95.

Midwest Software
Write Away. An advanced word processor that uses all the features

and keys of the Apple He, Franklin, and Basis 108 computers, local area

networks, and hard disks. $175.

MicroSparc
LexiCom. A general-purpose file conversion program. Can convert

Apple Writer documents into a form that may be used by Superwriter and

vice versa. May also be used to convert Apple Writer I or Super-Text

documents into standard sequential text files that may be used by several

different word processors. LexiCom can convert sequential text files into

a form that can be edited by Super-Text or Apple Writer I. Other features '

include the ability to read Apple CP/M files. Muse Address Book files,

VisiCalc files. $49.95.

MicroLab
Home Writer. Easy-to-use word processor with built in database and

mail list merger. $49.95.

Muse Software
Form Letter Module. Send a personalized letter to everyone on your

mailing list with Form Letter Module. $100.

Super-Text Home/Office. One of the best values in word processing,

offering forty, fifty-six, or seventy-column screen display using no addi-
j

tional hardware. Unique design mode for creating special character sets. I

$99.

Super-Text Professional. Deluxe word processor featuring on-screen

formatting and help reference guides, eighty-column screen, math mode,

and split screen. $99. A

Palantir
Palantir. Provides "what you see is what you get" word processing.

Accomplished with multiple stored document formats, keystroke •

glossary, quick pagination, multiple headers/footers, and extensive help

screens. Includes a powerful Mailout using conditionals, keyboard data i

entry, include statements, integer math. $350.

Phantom Software
i

Business Letters 1. Contains assorted business letters for use with "

Microbase, each professionally written. Includes sales letters, credit in-

quiries, collection letters, and so on. Can be modified. $17.95.

Blank Forms 1. A collection of predefined blank form templates for i

use with Microbase. Contains invoices, statements, purchase orders, and

so on that are available from several computer forms distributors. Can be

modified. $17.95.

Microbase. A small database program written in Word Processing

Language. Allows the creation and maintenance of blank forms, stan-

dard documents, and data files, which can be integrated and printed auto-

matically. $39.95.

Quark
Lexicheck lie. Spelling check program that can be invoked from

within Word Juggler lie with a single keystroke. Contains a 50,000-word

dictionary that checks your documents at a rate of 8,000 words per;

minute. Your own specialized terms can also be added to the dictionary.

$129.

Word Juggler He. Virtually nothing to memorize. Comes with easy-

to-install replacement keycaps that label functions. The touch of a button

deletes characters, words, paragraphs. Has single-keystroke control of

document preview and printout. Comes with PFS and Quick File inter-

face. $239.

Raised Dot Computing
Braille-Edit. A word processor that uses the screen, voice, or braille,

depending on the user's needs. It is designed to meet all of the word

processing needs of the blind and those working with the blind. $300.

Howard W. Sams
Pen Pal, by Chris and Ann Moller. Highly versatile and powerful

word processor that displays your text on-screen as either a continuous

text file or as it will appear when printed out. Permits left/right justifica-

tion, centering, indentation, auto page-numbering, text search, search-

and-replace, delete, block manipulation, and much more. Handles text as

either a standard Apple text file or as a binary file (your choice).

$59.95.

Select Information Systems
Select. A menu-driven, full-feature word processor with single-key

commands, a built-in expandable spelling checker, and a merge pro-

gram. Select's on-screen tutorial. Teach, guides the user step-by-stepi

through a series of lessons that teach every aspect of word processing in,i
^

ninety minutes or less. $495.

1
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Sensible Software
Black's Law Dictionary. The only brand-name legal dictionary

available for the Apple. A total of 20,000 legal terms are combined with
15,000 of the most commonly used words from the Random House Dic-
tionary on a single disk. Can be used with the Sensible Speller and the
Apple Speller. $99.95.

Sensible Speller IV. Top-rated spelling verification program includes
the 80,000-word official Random House Dictionary, concise edition.
Compatible with practically all Apple word processors. $125.

Sierra On-Line
Screen Writer II. Bestselling word processor contains two disks,

complete documentation, and quick reference boards. $129.95.

Silicon Valley Systems
List Handler. Eliminate paperwork and introduce accurate record-

keeping with the List Handler. Simple, versatile filing program not only
stores and prints lists and labels, but also merges with other word proc-
essors to print letters. $49.95.

Spell Handler. A 90,000-word dictionary for Word Handler. Will
check and mark spelling and typographical errors in a Word Handler
document. Also allows you to create custom dictionaries that include
your own words. Will scan your document for errors at the rate of ten
words per second. $59.95.

Word Handler. An easy to learn and use word processor. Direct-to-
disk editing allows documents larger than memory, simplicity of opera-
tion, and clarity of display format, including upper and lower case, un-
derlining, bold, superscript, and so on. Will give foil lines on-screen in

sixty-six-column format, or will give eighty columns with Videx or
Videx-compatible eighty-column board. $59.95.

Soft Ctrl Systems
Format ROM. A resident word processor for all Applesoft print

statements. Includes all the features of a foil-blown word processor:
right and left justification, indenting, centering, page titling and number-
ing, and so on. Also includes print using routines. $49.95.

Software Publishing
PFS: Write. An easy-to-leam, easy-to-use word processing package

that interfaces with the other members of the PFS family and with other
popular software programs. In addition to its comprehensive editing
fonctions, also allows the user to print personalized form letters from
PFS.File, to merge PFS. Report and PFS. Graph output into the body of a
PFS-.Write document, and to merge output from other programs such as
VisiCalc and Lotus 1-2-3. $125.

Southwestern Data Systems
The Correspondent. Extremely versatile and economical, with many

of the features found in more expensive word processors. Nearly sixty
commands include character and line insert/remove, block copy/move/
delete, forward/reverse tabbing, word gobble, split screens, help and
note pages, math fonctions, bidirectional scrolling, centering, right
justification, and more. $44.95.

United Software of America
Apple Typewriter. Full-fonction backupable word processor requir-

ing no additional hardware. All eighty columns so that "what you see is
what you get printed." Supports all special print modes of all printers.
Unlimited document size. Includes word wrap, auto headers and footers,
changeable margins, and more. $34.95.

Venture Software
Direct Mail II. Selects information from database files to merge with

text created by most Apple-compatible word processors. Prints per-
sonalized letters, invoices, labels, or almost any form. Accepts keyboard
entry with no database required. $99.95.

Letter Menu. An integrated series of WPLs consisting of more than
900 lines ofWPL commands designed to simplify daily correspondence.
Letter building and addressing become automatic. Completely menu-
driven. Complements Direct Mail //. Tutorials. Educational tips to
writing better WPLs. $39.

Howa
fireman
anda
broken
leg
made
soflHBre
simple.

^^(^That does a fireman know
about designing software?

Nothing. Usually.

Meet Dennis Jarvis, a firefighter from
Southern California. About five years ago he
broke his leg in a fire-related accident and was
confined to the house for about six months. To
keep him occupied, Dennis' wife bought him a

computer.

Dennis had never used a computer before.

But he proved to be a natural.

Dennis was soon writing his own programs.
And Basic Accounting from Firefighter was
bom.

It was brilliant.

And so simple, you don't have to know
anything about accounting theory to use it.

But don't get the wrong idea. Just because it's

simple, doesn't mean it's not smart, too.

Basic Accounting from Firefighter has so many
more features and capabilities than the best sell-

ing accounting package, there's no room to list

them in this ad. You'll just have to ask your
dealer to show you.

Dennis? He returned to the Fire Department
soon after his leg healed, but remains the

spearhead of Firefighter Software.

In fact, in his never-ending efforts to make
Firefighter the most personal, most supported
software, Dennis has set up a telephone hotline

to answer your questions and provide consulta-

tion. That's just Dennis' way of insuring

Firefighter remains superior, always simpler yet

smarter.

Hotline: (213) 991-8200

FIREFIGHTER.
SIMPLER, SMARTER SOFTWARE.

mmPRACTICAL
mPERIPHERALS

31245 La Baya Drive, Westlake Village, CA 91362
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Accessory III

Key III. New detachable keyboard adapter for the Apple III. Comes
with a lower keyboard cover, thirty-six-inch extension cable, and com-
plete installation instructions. Cable hides under the keyboard when in

normal position. $129.

Apple Computer
Business Graphics III. Makes presentation of financial models and

plans even more effective. Convert any numerical information into com-
prehensive, easy-to-read charts and graphs. Reports, forecasts, and pro-

posals will look more professional and have greater impact. $175.

Senior Analyst III. A flexible financial modeling and planning pro-

gram for managers or professionals who need to analyze, consolidate,

and share financial information. Easily develop complex models and

consolidate many models into one, or pull information from existing

models into a newly created one. Model budgets, planning, profit and
loss reports, cash flow projections, and forecasts. $350.

Access III. Communications program for time-sharing and stand-

alone tasks; gives access to remote information services, minis, and

mainframes. $150.

Apple Business Basic. High-level structured programming language.

$125.

Apple Speller III, by Sensible Software. Spell-checking program

based on the Random House Dictionary recognizes 81,400 words in-

cluding geographic terms, names, abbreviations, figures. Gives word
counts, word incidence; works with most Apple III word processors.

Directly accessible from Apple Writer III, version 2.0. $175.

Apple III Pascal. Program preparer with editor, compiler,

disassembler, linker, filer, system library. $250.

Apple Writer III, by Paul Lutus. Uses WPL (word processing

language) to automate text manipulation and document creation. Adjusts

print format during printing; translates from typewriter shorthand to

English or other language and back again. $225.

BPI General Accounting, by BPI Systems. Includes General Ledger,

Accounts Receivable, Accounts Payable, and Payroll. 256K, ProFile.

$495.

Mail List Manager. Generates, stores, sorts, edits, and prints mail-

ing list files. $150.

Quick File III. Personal index card or filing system that generates

reports, sorts. Fifteen fields; file as long as disk allows; can be put on

ProFile. $100.

Applied Software Technology
VersaForm, by Joseph Landau. Business forms processor. Does in-

voicing, purchasing orders, mailing lists, client billing.

Creative Software
Data Base III. A menu-driven database management and reporting

system that supports over 32,000 records. It provides user definable

screen layouts and reports, up to eight keys for searching, calculations,

subtotaling, text file processing, and a mail list interface to Apple Writer

III. $250.

Fiberbilt
Apple III Carrying Case. Features foam-padded cover and base,

removable locking cover that allows for cables to exit the case with the

cover closed and locked, nonmetalic hold-down strap, rubber no-slip

bumpers, and sturdy ABS plastic end-cap construction. Brown. $100.

Great Plains Software
Harddisk Accounting Series: Payroll. Program is user defined,

allows for multistate payroll with twenty different pay types and deduc-

tions per employee. Produces W-2 and 941 preparation reports. Has
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eight different pay periods. System requires hard disk. $495.

Accounts Receivable. Maintains customer file of up to 32,766
customers, retains detailed history of each customer, allows partial

payments, and will access finance charges at straight percent or dollar

amount. Allows balance-forward and open-item customers. System re-

quires hard disk. $495.

Accounts Payable. Maintains vendor file up to 32,766 vendors, will

automatically calculate and take advantage of early payment discounts,

print checks or handle manual checks, make full or partial payments,

post cash requirement reports to simplify cash management. Requires

hard disk. $495.

Inventory Control with Point of Sale. Maintains parts file up to

32,766 parts, as well as maintaining serial numbers. Suggests substitute

items and will calculate commissions eight different ways. Point of Sale
will print sales slips and invoices. Requires hard disk. $595.

General Ledger. Maintains up to 32,766 accounts and 999 profit

centers and retains the details of each transaction for the entire fiscal

year. Provides user-formatted financial statements and retains monthly
totals for current year. Last year and budget figures. Requires hard disk.

$495.

Kline Productions
Merge III. Merge file utilities allow data files created by Apple

Writer III or PFS III to be merged with any letter document created by
Apple Writer III. These jobs are simple but powerful examples of the

capabilities of Apple Writer IIPs Word Processing Language. $79.95.

Last Electronics
Plexa-Lok III. Acrylic protective cover for the Apple EL Slips over

keyboard, protecting it from spills, dust, and unwanted little fingers. Ap-
ple can be left on for extended periods without worry of overheating. En-
hances the look of that expensive investment. $24.95. Frosty Apple:
$1.50 extra.

Microcom
Micro/Terminal. Gives access to any in-house or remote database;

set up and log only once. Built-in editor or edit off-line. $99.95.

Peachtree Software
Accounts Payable. Can be an independent application or interfaced

with General Ledger. Besides maintaining a complete file for each ven-
dor,, it helps determine which invoices to pay by due date, discount date,

or according to certain cash requirements. Prints checks and check
register. $750.

Accounts Receivable. Used independently or in conjunction with
General Ledger, Accounts Receivable helps prepare bills for and obtain
timely collections from customers. Prints invoices, statements, and
aging reports and maintains customer account information, sales taxes,

and the accounting detail for posting to General Ledger. $750.
General Ledger. The center of a sophisticated series of interactive

business application packages. Used independently or in connection with
other Peachtree accounting packages, it allows the manager to maintain a
complete financial picture of his business. $750.

Inventory Management. Offers detailed control over all aspects of
inventory operations, whether used independently or in conjunction with
Accounts Receivable and Sales Invoicing. Features include four types of
transactions, eleven reports generated, flexible master file format, length

of time an item is on reorder, and so on. $750.
Sales Invoicing. A bridge between Accounts Receivable and Inven-

tory Management that allows simultaneous access to and updating of the
two packages' data files. Using Sales Invoicing eliminates the laborious
two-step method of entering data in Accounts Receivable and Inventory
Management. $750.

Phantom Software
Blank Forms 1. Collection of predefined blank form templates for

use with Microbase. Contains invoices, statements, purchase orders, and
so on that are available from several computer forms distributors. Can be

modified. $17.95.

Business Letters I. Contains assorted business letters for use with
Microbase, each professionally written. Includes sales letters, credit in-

quiries, collection letters, and so on. Can be modified. $17.95.
Microbase. A small database program written in Word Processing

Language designed to enhance Apple Writer III. Allows the creation and
maintenance of blank forms, standard documents, and data files, which
can be integrated and printed automatically. $39.95.

Quark
Lexicheck. High-performance spelling checker designed for use

with Word Juggler. Contains a 50,000-word dictionary that checks your
documents at a rate of 10,000 words per minute. You can also add your
own terms to a personal dictionary. $149.

Terminus. Communications program designed for use with Word
Juggler. Allows you to communicate between your Apple and other

RS-232 devices. You can predefine the that are protocols necessary for

communicating with as many as fourteen different systems. Ideally

suited for electronic mail as well as other communications applications.

$89.

Word Juggler. Virtually nothing to memorize. Special keyboard
templates label most editing functions. The touch of a button deletes

characters, words, paragraphs. Has single-keystroke control of docu-
ment preview and printout. Comes with PFS and Quick File III interface.

$239.

Catalyst. Allows boot from hard disk; transfers all programs to Pro-
File. $149.

Soft-Life
Attach. Driver allows user to do screen dump of text to any printer

from programs, help screens, menus, and so on. Also allows user to tog-

gle dot matrix printers between normal and condensed size print. $29.95

.

Software Publishing
PFS:File. Form-oriented information-management system stores and

retrieves up to 32,000 entries. $175.

PFS.Graph. Works alone or interfaces with PFS databases and
VisiCalc files. Produces bar, line, and pie charts, merging data from
several sources. $175.

PFS:Report. Generates reports; sorts, calculates, and manipulates
data filed with PFS.File. $125.

State of the Art
State of the Art General Ledger and Business Modules. Standalone

interfaceable modules for twelve accounting periods. Includes General
Ledger, Accounts Receivable, Accounts Payable, Payroll, Inventory

Control ($595 each). Sales Inventory, Budget and Financial Reporting

($495 each), and Professional Time and Billing, $795.

Sum Software
Fig Factory. Generates and stores symbols and figures and complete

on-screen pictorials without a graphics tablet. Arrow or joystick input.

Color version (requires 256K) or black and white super hi-res version

(128K). $74.95.

VisiCorp
VisiCalc Advanced Version. For corporatewide modeling applica-

tions; develop sophisticated templates to be filled in by novice users. On-
screen help, IRR and calendar functions, macro facility, variable column
widths, locked cell values, and hidden cell contents. $400.

VisiCalc III. Expanded memory, u/lc, eighty columns. Four-way
cursor movement. $250.

VisiSchedule. Critical path PERT scheduler. $300.



Addison-Wesley
Computers in Teaching Mathematics, by Peter Kelman et al. Pre-

sents a wealth of ideas, including the basic information mathematics

teachers need to introduce computers into their schools. Emphasizes the

traditional uses of the computer in teaching mathematics and explores the

potential for a revolution in curriculum. $13.95.

Computers and Reading Instruction, by Leo and Olga Geoffrion.

Brings together the many ways in which computers can be used to teach

reading. Every chapter includes useful computer applications, de-

scriptions of actual computer programs, and ideas for future develop-

ments by both individual classroom teachers and the educational com-
puting industry. $13.95.

Practical Guide to Computers in Education, by Peter Coburn et al.

Spans all grade levels and all major subjects. Contains practical tips,

techniques, recommendations, strategies, resources, and scenarios based

on actual classroom computer operations. Also includes a special re-

source section. $9.95.

The Addison-Wesley Book ofApple Software 1984, edited by Jeffrey

Stanton, Robert P. Wells, Ph.D., Sandra Rochowansky, and Michael

Mellin, Ph.D. The 1984 edition of this software guide has been
completely updated. It provides all the necessary information on more

than 500 software programs for the Apple. Offers not only a listing of

available software programs for education, business, utilities, games,

and entertainment, but also a critical analysis of every program. Each re-

view is done by an expert. $19.95.

Applesoft Basic Toolbox, by Larry G. Wintermeyer. Teaches the

fundamentals of using the language to solve any number of simple

programming problems. Most programmers find themselves at a loss

when attempting more difficult tasks such as those that require the com-

puter to store and retrieve information from floppy disks. Applesoft

Basic Toolbox helps programmers bridge this knowledge gap. $16.95.

Teach Yourself Apple Basic, by Peter Mears. This easy-to-follow

book/software package shows new Apple users or new Basic pro-

grammers how to understand and use Applesoft Basic in only four hours.

Shows how to operate the Apple with confidence: how to turn it on, in-

sert the disk, and begin the program. The self-paced software teaches the

essentials of Applesoft Basic programming in short lessons. $34.95.

Apple Visions, by Bob Bishop, Harry Vertelney, and Lucia Gross-

berger. In this book/software package, the authors combine sound and'

color graphics with games and other educational programs to guide even

the newest programmer through the elements of assembly language. The

software contains convenience programs that help users achieve

sophisticated effects in their own programming. $39.95.
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Applegate Computer Enterprises
Periodical Guide for Computerists. A resource tool for locating up-

to-date information, indexing articles, reviews, and more published in

major computer magazines. 1983 bound edition, $15.95; CP/M "Softln-
dex" edition, $29.95.

Black Box
The Black Box Catalog. A mail-order catalog of over 300 data

communication devices and accessories. Products range from cables and
switches to protocol converters and statistical multiplexors. Free.

Black Sun Program Exchange
The Black Sun Catalog. Offers Apple users the opportunity to rent,

buy, sell, or swap new and used Apple software. Over 700 titles to

choose from. Lifetime membership, $25.

The Book Company
Apple Graphics and Arcade Game Designs. The book provides the

advanced Basic or beginning machine language programmer with a solid

introduction to Apple computer graphics and arcade game design con-
cepts. Presents a thorough grounding in the Apple's screen architecture

and in the advantages of doing bit-mapped designs. $19.95.
The Book ofApple Software 1984. Save hundreds of dollars by tak-

ing the guesswork out of evaluating programs before you buy. Each
evaluation is written by an expert in his or her field. Features the latest

on hardware options, software vendors, and tips on getting maximum
use and enjoyment from your Apple computer. $19.95.

The Apple User's Encyclopedia. A complete guide for Apple own-
ers. Contains exhaustive listings of software and hardware enhancements
available, as well as information about the operating systems, the Basic
language, and major programs. $19.95.

What If...? A Guide to Computer Modeling. Beginning with a his-

torical introduction to modeling, the book details the technique of build-
ing a model for use on a microcomputer. Many of the modeling packages
on the market are described, allowing readers to choose one suitable to

their needs. Finally, several examples are given that tie together model-
ing principles and working methods in a comprehensive manner. $19.95.

Chilton Book Company
A Critic's Guide to Software for the Apple II Computers, by Phillip

I. Good. Evaluating and using the most popular spreadsheet, word proc-
essing, data management, and graphic packages. For professionals in

business, agriculture, law, and health. $12.95.

Clark Software
A Guide to Investor Software. Lists the names, addresses, and phone

numbers of all companies offering software for investors. The programs
are described in detail, including price and required configuration. Sec-
tion on database services, associations, books, and computer sames
$5.95.

CompuSoft Publishing
The Basic Handbook, An Encyclopedia ofthe Basic Computer Lan-

guage, by David A. Lien. Large, up-to-date collection of Basic words.
Each Basic word is alphabetically listed with test programs and sample
runs. Variations in usage combined with alternate spellings provide com-
plete cross-reference for each Basic word. A special section provides
valuable tips on how to translate a program with "foreign" Basic to run
on your computer. $19.95.

Dataphile Digest
Dataphile Digest. A monthly survey of Apple-related computer peri-

odicals. Each month, after reading over sixteen magazines, the authors
reference and categorize everything that has to do with Apples in an
easy-to-use format. Includes short condensations of each item. Subscrip-
tion for one-year (twelve issues), $36.

Digit Magazine
Digit. A magazine designed for young people ten to sixteen and their

families who are interested in computers and high technology. Single
copy price, $1.95; six issues, $8.95.

Diskazine Publications
Diskazine. A bimonthly magazine on disk. Games, contests, demos,

and more. Trial issue, $8.50; one year subscription, $39.

Electronic Courseware Systems
A Planning Guide to Successful Computer Instruction. For individ-

uals interested in the educational applications of computers. Contents in-

clude introduction to computer hardware, selection criteria for computer
hardware, selection and evaluation criteria for courseware, computer in-

struction site development, sources and software for educational use.
Eighty-one-page three-ring binder. $19.95.

Hayden Book Company
Basic Apple Basic. A complete guide to Applesoft Basic. It takes the

reader from beginning concepts such as entering data, obtaining output,
and planning programs to more advanced topics such as numeric and
string arrays and sequential and random access files. $14.95.

Data Base Managementfor the Apple. Teaches the basics of storing
and organizing information on a home computer. Includes Data Base, a
simple, functional, and cross-referenced database management program
written in Applesoft Basic. $12.95.,

Hy-Tek
Selling your Software—The Personal Computerist's Guide to Fame

and Fortune. . . Maybe! A guide of what to do and what not to do in trying
to sell that program you have labored over for so long. Written by the
staff of Hy-Tek 's Software Division, it is based on actual experience
$9.95.

Mentat
Mental. An amateur magazine. Contributors write articles about

their interests in computers and computing. Free.

Menu
The International Software Database. On-line database of software

information that is publicly available. Complete details on over 50,000
software packages from vendors worldwide are contained in the ISD.
The ISD is currently available as File 232 through Dialog and through
the Knowledge Index. A $60 per connect-hour fee applies to Dialog, and
$24 per hour to Knowledge Index.

Microcomputer Applications
High-Tech Consulting. Provides essential information for anyone

considering a career as a computer consultant. Discusses finding work,
setting rates, and interfacing with clients. $18.95.

Micro Ink
Best ofMicro, Volumes Two and Three. A collection of the best arti-

cles from Micro magazine. Volume Two, $8; Volume Three, $10.
What's Where in the Apple, by Professor Luebbert. A complete de-

scription of the Apple memory, including the Monitor, Basic, and DOS.
Includes a programmer's guide for use from Basic and machine lan-

guage. Book, $24.95; database disk, $14.95.

New York Zoetrope
Directory of Online Databases. Directory of more than 1,500 on-

line databases and services available via personal computers, terminals,
and videotext receivers. Descriptions include subject, content, analyses!
producer, address, and price. These databases support research and
development activities, individual and organizational planning, financial
analyses, operations and evaluation, and provide the latest industry in-

formation. Thoroughly indexed. $29.95.

Osborne/McGraw-Hill
Apple II DiskGuide. This computer-side aid gives users quick refer-

ence tips on DOS, Basic, Exec files, machine language Monitor, peek
and poke locations, the system memory map, and more. Includes illus-

trations for easier understanding. $7.95.
Apple II User's Guide, 2nd Edition. The second edition of this user

guide includes operating instructions for all the Apple lis. It also has m-
torials in Basic programming plus additional information on the Ap-
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pie eighty-column card, DOS utility programs, graphics, and sound.

$17.95.

The Osbome/McGraw-Hill Guide to Your Apple III. This one-vol-

ume guide will quickly teach you about the Apple III system, files, and

utilities, and the Sophisticated Operating System (SOS). A comprehen-

sive guide to Business Basic is included, and a variety of special topics

are covered in the appendixes. $17.95.

Peelings II

Peelings II. Computer publication devoted entirely to the in-depth

evaluation of software and hardware for the Apple II. Peelings II is a

"consumer's guide" that provides its readers with the information nec-

essary to make intelligent choices rather than chance purchasing deci-

sions. The topic areas are broad, ranging from entertairunent products to

business software. Cover price, $3.

Prentice-Hall
The Apple Personal Computerfor Beginners, by Seamus Dunn and

Valerie Morgan. Written for hobbyists and students, this "learn-by-do-

ing" introduction to the Apple concentrates on the most popular configu-

ration: Applesoft Basic and a disk system. The book is divided into elev-

en compact, sequenced chapters that teach the reader how to pro-

gram and make full use of the different facilities available on the Ap-

ple. $12.95.

The Apple House, by John Blankenship. Provides a complete, work-

able system for computerizing the home with the Apple computer, in-

cluding schematics and program listings. Explains in an educational and

structured manner how the system is designed so that readers can cus-

tomize their own systems to meet specific requirements. $22.95.

Pascal for the Apple, by Ian MacCallum. Suitable as a self-help

guide for hobbyists, as a text for freshman/sophomore-level courses in

Pascal programming, or in introductory microcomputer courses. Leads

the reader line by line through sample programs. The effect of each line

is demonstrated on the screen with comments. Contains 200 exercises

with solutions. Introduces methods of designing correct programs. $26.

Programmed Press
Computer-Assisted Investment Handbook, by Dr. Albert Bookbind-

er. Get new ideas and fifty profitable programs from author's forty years

of experience in stocks, bonds, options and futures, foreign exchange,

and statistical package. All fifty programs explained to help reader

understand concepts and applications. $19.95.

Quality Software
Beneath Apple DOS. Covers the intricacies of Apple's DOS. How

DOS 3.3 differs from other DOS versions, how disks are protected, how
tracks are formatted, and so on. Includes a large number of diagrams and

tables, source listings of useful disk utilities, glossary of over 150 terms,

and many programming examples. $19.95.

Reston Publishing
Better Basic for the Apple, by J.N. P. Holt and R.C. Holt. Contains

all the necessary information about Basic and DOS to use the Apple

effectively. Write, enter, edit, and run programs interactively using

Applesoft Basic. The text contains numerous programming examples, as

well as detailed descriptions and examples of graphics. $14.95.

The Apple Logo Primer, by Gary G. Bitter and Nancy Watson. Find

out what an exciting, useful, and creative language Logo really is. This

handbook makes learning easy for anyone—no previous experience

needed. Simple-to-follow instructions, many examples, and an in-depth

discussion of all concepts. Suggested activities encourage learning Logo
through discovery and exploration. $14.95.

Fancy Programming in Applesoft, by Gabriel Cuellar. Discover the

"hidden" secrets of Applesoft Basic. Fancy Programming in Applesoft

offers users the tips, techniques, and shortcuts to give programs that

professional touch. Complete program listings and subroutines like

Backspace, Length Control, Bubble Sort, Screen Dump, High-Resolution

Editor, and Shape Generator. Also available with a program disk. Book,

$15; book/disk, $30.

Howard W. Sams
Apple Fortran, by Brian D. Blackwood and George H. Blackwood.

Gives full programming details on Apple Fortran 77, plus an introduc-

iton to Apple's Pascal language card, the use of Fortran on single or mul-

tiple disk drives, and several programs in Fortran that you can use im-

mediately. $14.95.

Apple Interfacing, by Jonathan A. Titus, David G. Larsen, and

Christopher A. Titus. Describes the internal Apple II control signals

available for I/O interfacing and shows you how to use them with Apple-

soft to control devices and communicate with other computers, modems,
serial printers, and more. Furnishes real, tested interfacing circuits that

work, plus complete breadboarding to help you check out your own in-

terfacing ideas. $11.95.

Applesoft for the Apple He, by Brian D. Blackwood and George H.

Blackwood. A detailed Applesoft programmer's reference manual writ-

ten specifically for the Apple He and covering all aspects of He syntax

and programming techniques. Ideal for new owners and users of the lie,

as well as students and advanced programmers. $12.95.

Applesoft Language, by Brian D. Blackwood and George H. Black-

wood. Now in its improved and updated second edition. New material

includes coverage of disk operations and presents additional detail on

numbers and number programming. Quickly introduces you to Applesoft

syntax and programming, including advanced programming techniques,

graphics, color commands, sorts, searches, and more. $13.95.

Apple II Applications, by Marvin L. De Jong. Provides engineers,

technicians, teachers, and others with a broad spectrum of tested

programming and board-level interfacing applications usable in the real

world or as classroom demonstrations. Applications can be modified to

fit your needs. Includes serial and parallel I/O boards, EPROM boards,

remote data acquisition system, and more. $15.95.

Apple II Assembly Language, by Marvin L. De Jong. Specifically

directed to the beginning assembly language programmer who has no

prior experience with the language. Shows you how to use the

three-character, fifty-six-word assembly language vocabulary of Apple's

6502 microprocessor to create powerful, fast-running programs. $15.95.

Apple II Circuit Description, by Winston D. Gayler. Provides a de-

tailed circuit description of the Revision 1 Apple n motherboard, includ-

ing the keyboard and power supply. Compares Revision 1 with other re-

visions and includes timing diagrams for major signals. $22.95.

Basic Tricks for the Apple, by Allen L. Wyatt. Clearly written by a

seasoned professional . Useful reference for programmers that provides

ideas, examples, and special Applesoft subroutines to use or modify as

part of your own Apple programs. Helps with a lot of the niceties that

make Apple programs look polished and run well. Assumes a working

knowledge of the language. $10.95.

Circuit Design Programs for the Apple II, by Howard M. Berlin. A
series of ready-to-run engineering programs in Applesoft that show you

"what happens if and "what's needed when" as they apply to periodic

waveform, rms, and average values, the solution of simultaneous equa-

tions, and more. Ideal for electronics design engineers and others faced

with solving problems related to plotting and simple verification of

experimental data. $15.95.

Disks, Files, and Printers for the Apple II, by Brian D. Blackwood

and George H. Blackwood. Provides basic to advanced details for using

disks, files, and printers, including explanations for Apple programming

with sequential-access, random-access, and executive files. File struc-

ture is emphasized by programs written in sections, explained in detail,

and then put together as a functional unit. $15.95.

Enhancing Your Apple II, Volume 1, by Don Lancaster. Among
other things, readers learn to mix text, lo-res, and hi-res together any-

where on the screen and in any combination; how to make a one-wire

modification that will open up whole new worlds of three-dimensional

graphics and other special effects; plus a fast and easy way to tear apart

and understand somebody else's machine language program. $17.95.

Intimate Instructions in Integer Basic, by Brian D. Blackwood and

George H. Blackwood. A complete guide to using Integer Basic. In-

cludes much to help build Integer programs that run smoothly and take

full advantage of that dialect's rapid-running characteristics. Also covers

graphics, games, and many ready-to-use programs. Good companion

book for Applesoft Language. $8.95.

Intermediate Level Apple II Handbook, by David L. Heiserman.

Hard to find, practical information that uses ROM-based Integer Basic to

lead you into Apple 6502 machine and assembly language programming.

Helps you get deeply into Apple's memory map, program video peeks



The more you want to

read, or the more you have to

read, the more you need Super

Speed Reading. The program's so clear, so

graphically presented that you'll quickly learn

to read 2 to 10 times faster!

The program works so well because it

was developed by . .

.

The Expert

J. Carson Kovar is the

leading reading authority who
taught speed reading to the

Eisenhower & Kennedy White

House staffs, thousands of men, women,

children and businesspeople. Now she has

improved her successful classroom methods

and used the full power of the computer to

make the course more personal, more
responsive and amazingly easy.

What it does

Super Sfjeed Reading teaches you to read

at incredible speeds, with improved compre-

hension! Everything from light novels, heavy

books, newspapers, reports, trade magazines,

memos, school books to computer code.

^
How it does it

=^1., You learn

in easy to fol-

low steps. You
from one

speed plateau

to the next -

until you reach

SPEiB!
SuperSpeeaReading
teaches you to read up to 10 times faster

the high speeds you want. Perhaps 800,

1500 or 3000 words per minute.

The on-screen directions include

dramatic graphics which make every

example crystal clear, even for a youngster.

The screen text is in upper & lower case (in

your choice of 3 type styles) ... all without

extra hardware!

You'll find 120 on-disk story pages for

reading practice. Plus sections devoted to

business, school and computerist use. There

are places to keep everybody's records with

charts to show your progress. And, a special

Flash Section displays hun-

dreds of phrases at speeds

from 100 "to 10,000 words

per minute. While the Flash Section has an

important teaching function, we must admit

it's also as much fun to use as a game!

The instruction manual is uncomplicated

and very reader friendly. It's

loaded with extra information

(if you're curious) and many
reading and comprehension

exercises as well.

Reading at high speeds

is not only useful for pleasure, for business,

and for school, it's also more rewarding.

Start today in the privacy of your own
home, at your own pace—at a third the

cost of class

sessions. It's

a wonderful

skill the entire

family will

use for a

lifetime.

SUPER SPEED
READING

Introductory price:

$149.

2 disks + reader friendly manual

For any 48K Apple !I,ll+,lle* with Applesoft in ROM or

, language card. Requires DOS 3.3 & 1 disk drive.

Available now, at your computer store, or from:

Magnum
^SOFTWARE

21115 Devonshire St., Suite 337

Chatsworth, Ca 91311 (213) 700-0510

VISA, Mastercard. COD. Check accepted. Add $3.00 shipping ;

handling.

*Apple II, lie are trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc.
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and pokes, deal with lo-res and hi-res graphics, mix machine code with

Basic, use Integer's mini-assembler, and more. $16.95.

Mostly Basic: Applications for Your Apple II, Book I, by Howard
Berenbon. Provides an assortment of twenty-eight useful and ready-to-

use Applesoft programs including a telephone dialer, digital stopwatch, a

spelling test, house-buying guide, gas mileage calculator, and many
more. All have been completely tested and debugged for use on your Ap-
ple n. $13.95.

Mostly Basic: Applications for Your Apple II, Book 2, by Howard
Berenbon. A second gold mine of fascinating Basic programs, including

two dungeons that test your math and history abilities and another one

that's strictly for fun, eleven household programs, a monthly savings

plan and six more on money or investment, two that test your level of

ESP, and more—thirty-two in all. $12.95.

Polishing Your Apple, Volume I, by Herbert M. Honig. Clearly

written, highly practical, concise assembly of all procedures needed for

writing, disk-filing, and printing programs with an Apple n. End your

searches through endless manuals to find the routine you need. Useful

for any new Apple user, regardless of experience level. Ideal for class-

rooms. $4.95.

Polishing Your Apple, Volume 2, by Herbert M. Honig. Guides in-

termediate-level programmers in making finished, commercially salable

products. Guides you in creating professional-looking menus, doing ef-

fective error-trapping, and improving program flow. Includes routines

for generating whole-dollar entries that automatically align and round to

two decimal places. Eliminates using return on most entries, and offers

four-digit dating that shows day, month, year, and more. $4.95.

S-C Software
Apple Assembly Line. Monthly newsletter for assembly language

programmers, beginner or advanced. Tutorial articles, advanced tech-

niques, handy utility programs, commented listings of code in DOS and

Apple ROMs. $15 a year, add $3 for first class postage in USA, Canada,

and Mexico; add $13 postage to other countries.

Skarbek
Software Directoryfor the Apple Computer. Over 450 pages of com-

plete program descriptions. More than 1,000 programs, all alphabetized

by category: business, database, education, entertainment, graphics,

home/personal, programming aids and utilities, special interest, vertical

market, and word processing. Vendor list and dictionary of computer

terms. Special holiday price, $9.95.

Softalk Book
Applesoft Isn 't Hard: Basic Programmingfor the Apple II, by Doug

Carlston. Teaches how to program in Applesoft Basic—step-by-step

through the commands, hi-res and lo-res graphics, creating useful pro-

grams such as flash cards and a Basic word processor. Lots of examples.

Book, $19.95; disk, $9.95; both $27.96.

Graphically Speaking: Portrait of the Artist as a Young Apple, by

Mark Pelczarski. Pelczarski explains the graphics functions, covering

lo-res, hi-res, 3-D illusions, color, binary files, picture-packing, shape

tables, and more. Book $19.95, disk, $9.95; both $27.95.

Assembly Lines: The Book, by Roger Wagner. Culled from the

series in Softalk, Wagner's book starts with the fundamentals of

assembly language programming and works up to more sophisticated

routines. Original columns have been expanded and joined by an in-

troduction and several appendixes. $19.95.

Softdisk
Softdisk Magazette. A monthly publication contained entirely on two

disks. Four full sides of ready-to-run programs, programming tutorials,

music, graphics, subscriber bulletins, and running demos. All unprotect-

ed. Twelve two-disk issues, $55; trial issue, $10.

Softwarehouse International
Softwarehouse International. A discount club for computer software

and accessories. Club members pay a one-time fee of $10 for which they

receive an eighty-three-page catalog and several newsletters each year

reviewing software and sharing information. Members can also ask for

advice or suggestions while planning a purchase, and may request as-

sistance if they have difficulties after the sale. $10.
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Apple II Plus. Leads the reader line by line through sample programs
[

with the effect of each line demonstrated on the screen with comments.

Contains 200 exercises with solutions. Introduces methods of designing I

correct programs. $26.
j

Martha Stuart Communications
Powersharing: The Microcomputer, by John and Barbara McMul-

len. Videotape. Provides an ideal starting point for anyone who needs to

understand the microcomputer—what it is and what it does. For the com-

puter beginner or simply the interested individual, this tape demystifies

the microcomputer, makes it more approachable, and demonstrates its

power and versatility in action. On half-inch VHS and Beta video for-

mats, $195; on three-quarter-inch u-matic, $225.

Sybex
The Apple Connection, by James W. Coffron. Those dreamt-of

computer-controlled home appliances are now possible with your Apple

computer. Learn the simple techniques for putting your computer to

work controlling external devices. $12.95.

Apple Pascal Games, by Douglas Hergert and Joseph T. Kalash. A
fiin way to learn a powerful programming language. Through progres-

sively more complex games, you will learn the structure and syntax of

this important language: record types, set types and operators, pointer

types, and linked lists. $15.95.

Apple II Basic Programs in Minutes, by Stanley R. Trost. Get the

advantage of programming your Apple n without having to learn how to

program. This collection of practical Basic programs allows you to take

ftill advantage of the Apple functions, instantly. $9.95. i

The Apple II Basic Handbook, by Douglas Hergert. Need to clarify i

a Basic keyword or function? Do it quickly, without rereading most of

the programming manual. You will find clear descriptions and examples

of each word in the Apple n Basic's vocabulary in this dictionary-style

handbook. $13.95. !

Advanced 6502 Programming, by Rodnay Zaks. Develop sophisti-

cated efficient programs for the 6502 microprocessor. Learn advanced

techniques ranging from algorithm and data structures design to code op-

timization and register allocation. $13.95.

Basic Exercises for the Apple, by J. P. Lamoitier. Learn the true
i

i

style and subtleties of Apple Basic through actual practice. Graduated i

exercises in math, business, operations research, games, and statistics

teach you how to program in Basic. $12.95. i

Basic for Business, by Douglas Hergert. Learn how to put Basic to i

i

work to automate frequent business tasks. Each function in the powerful

Basic programming language is described in this business-oriented guide
, 1

to programming. $13.95. i

Basic Programs for Scientists and Engineers, by Alan R. Miller. (

This book contains scientific and engineering application programs writ- i

ten in Basic. It includes applications in statistical analysis and matrix

algebra, linear and nonlinear curve-fitting, and Newton's method for
;

solving equations. $15.95. i

Celestial Basic: Astronomy on Your Computer, by Eric Burgess. I

You may never get to the moon on the space shuttle, but you can see the
j

heavens with your computer. This book presents programs that rapidly

complete typical astronomic computations. $13.95. f

Computer Power for Your Law Office, by Daniel Remer. Reach
I

peak productivity in your law office, simply and inexpensively. Learn
t

how to select the most beneficial combination of hardware and software i

for your law practice. $19.95.

Doing Business with Pascal, by Richard and Douglas Hergert. The f

power of Pascal can be used to make business more efficient. The first \

book of its kind, this book explains how to design business systems in

Pascal, write practical business programs, and use the powerful Pascal 1

language extensions. $17.95.

Doing Business with VisiCalc, by Stanley R. Trost. You know
p

VisiCalc can perform miracles, but how? Here are more than forty n

practical business applications using VisiCalc. Applications include tl

financial statements, master budgets, pricing models, and investment e

strategies. $11.95.

Don't! (Or How To Carefor Your Computer), by Rodnay Zaks. An
p

easy, entertaining guide to computer and peripheral preservation. Specif- b

ic advice is presented about the care and maintenance of your computer, e

floppy disks, hard disks, the CRT terminal, the printer, the computer d
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room, software, security, and documentation. $11.95.

The Easy Guide to Your Apple II, by Joseph Kascmer. This jargon-

free companion tells you how to get started on the right foot with your

Apple. Each practical operation that you can perform with your Apple

computer—word processing, mathematical calculations, budgeting, fil-

ing, and more— is clearly explained. $9.95.

Executive Planning with Basic, by X.T. Bui. Business managers:

Speed up and improve decision making and planning. This collection of

Basic programs offers help in many areas of business: cost/volume/prof-

it, linear programming, inventory management, and more. $13.95.

Fortran Programs for Scientists and Engineers, by Alan R. Miller.

This book contains scientific and engineering application programs writ-

ten in Fortran. One semester of calculus is required and some familiarity

with Fortran or another high-level language is recommended. $16.95.

From Chips to Systems: An Introduction to Microprocessors, by

Rodnay Zaks. Are you intrigued by the mystery and power of micro-

computers? This beautifully illustrated book takes you on a fast-paced

adventure through the fundamental concepts and inner workings of a mi-

crocomputer. $17.95.

International Microcomputer Dictionary. This description of all ma-

jor computer components and a list of more than 200 common computer

terms with translations in French, German, Spanish, Italian, Polish,

Norwegian, Danish, and Hungarian will assure you no more confusion

over technical jargon. $3.95.

Introduction to the UCSD p-System, by Charles W. Grant and Jon

Butah. Find out how to optimize the use of Pascal. This is a clear, simple

guide for all UCSD Pascal users. It explains how to use the p-System to

write more efficient programs. $15.95.

Introduction to Pascal (Including UCSD Pascal), by Rodnay Zaks.

Find it fast, and all in one place. Whether you're new to programming or

simply new to Pascal, this book will help you. Pascal features are cov-

ered progressively and in detail, from basic definitions to complex data

structures. $16.95.

Introduction to Word Processing, by Hal Glatzer. Learn, in nontech-

nical terms, what a word processor can do and how it achieves these

feats. Concepts common to all word processing systems are explained

and features are analyzed in detail, from screens to scrolling and format-

ting. $12.95.

Mastering VisiCalc, by Douglas Hergert. Solving problems with

VisiCalc can be simple. Beginning with a description of VisiCalc and

what it can do for you, this book goes on to provide step-by-step explana-

tions of each of its features. $11.95.

The Pascal Handbook, by Jacques Tiberghien. Finally, the entire

Pascal vocabulary summarized in one place. This dynamic reference vol-

ume puts Pascal at your fingertips. Clear, concise, reliable descriptions

of each word and symbol and short sample programs illustrate the ele-

ments of the language. $19.95.

Pascal Programs for Scientists and Engineers, by Alan R. Miller.

Scientists and engineers, Pascal can do it for you. Learn Pascal through

examples or just use the practical program collection. An explanation of

Pascal programming theory and techniques is included with each pro-

gram. $17.95.

Programming the 6502, by Rodnay Zaks. Make your microproc-

essor perform the way you want it to by applying simple assembly
language programming. All aspects of programming the 6502 are clearly

]

explained here, from elementary concepts to advanced data structures

and program development. $14.95.

6502 Applications, by Rodnay Zaks. Use the 6502 microprocessor

for real-life applications. Learn how to operate I/O chips, connect de-

vices, and develop practical application programs for the 6502. $13.95.

Wadsworth Electronic Publishing
General Ledger Accounting System for Supercalc. Enables you to

produce a fully integrated GLAS that can be saved on disk and used as

needed. Written in plain English and presented in a workbook format

that is easy to follow and leads you through all the applications of the

electronic spreadsheet functions. $19.95.

The Survival Kit for Apple Computer Games. Gives you a play-by-

play advantage on more than two dozen of the most popular and exciting

home computer games. Featuring a galaxy line-up of perilous video

escapades—adventure, fantasy, strategy, and arcade—the book offers

detailed, fun-to-read descriptions, winning strategies, and tips from the

experts. $9.95.

Widl Video Publications
The Blue Book for the Apple Computer. A complete "where to find

it" directory of software, hardware, and accessories. Contains over

4,600 listings in sixty-two categories. 912 pages, third edition. $24.95.

The Computers Are Coming. An overall introduction to computing

for the layperson, meant for someone who has heard about computers

and needs a simple introduction. Provides a good working knowledge of

the effects of computers and their applications. Illustrated. $5.95.

The Easy To Understand Computer Dictionary. Computer terms de-

fined in simple, nontechnical language. Also contains half-page illustra-

tions for each word to provide a good understanding of the more com-

monly used terms. Illustrated. $5.95.

What a Computer Can Do for You. A good explanation of how the

computer can be a useful tool. Written in an easy to comprehend style

with plenty of illustrations and applications for the beginner. $5.95.

John Wiley & Sons
Apple Basic: Data File Programming, by Finkel and Brown. A

self-teaching guide to programming and maintaining data files for bill-

ings, cataloguing, customer lists, processing numerical data, and many
other business and home applications. $14.95. Accompanying program

disk (optional) $19.95.

Apple IIAssembly Language Exercises, by Scanlon. Hands-on exer-

cises and problems to practice and perfect assembly language program-

ming skills. Designed for effective learning, the exercises cover proc-

essing lists and data tables, input/output techniques, even developing

music programs. $10.95.

Apple II Basic Quick Reference Guide, by Held. Designed for use

right by the computer, this handy card (six inches by twelve inches, eight

panels) lists and defines all the Applesoft Basic statements, system com-

mands, input/output processing statements, arithmetic operation sym-

bols, error messages, memory statements, and more. $2.95.

Basicfor the Apple II, by Brown, Finkel, and Albrecht. A complete,

friendly introduction to programming in Applesoft Basic. Assuming no

prior knowledge, this self-teaching guide takes readers from turning on

the computer to writing useful and entertaining programs confidently and

efficiently. $12.95.

Golden Delicious Games for the Apple Computer, by Franklin,

Koltnow, and Finkel. A self-teaching guide to writing your own games

in Applesoft Basic. Teaches principles of game design and sophisticated

programming skills needed. $12.95. Two accompanying program disks

(optional), $34.95.

6502 Assembly Language Programming, by Fernandez, Tabler, and

Ashley. A self-teaching guide to programming the Apple's 6502 micro-

processor and gaining the speed and efficiency of assembly language

programming. Assuming almost no prior knowledge, it works through

the entire assembly language instruction set, offering hundreds of oppor-

tunities to practice coding typical routines. $12.95.

Using VisiCalc: Getting Down to Business, by Klitzner and Plociak.

A complete, practical guide to getting the best use from VisiCalc, easily

and efficiently. Teaches all VisiCalc commands and how to design tem-

plates. Also includes eight ready-to-use templates for financial planning,

forecasting, cash flow analysis, inventory management, break-even

analysis, and more. $16.95. Template disk for Apple U, He (optional),

$39.95.

Window
Window. A new concept in publishing. Window is a learning

magazine on a disk. Each issue includes a variety of programs, games,

interactive reviews, columns on VisiCalc and Logo and a feature pro-

gram. Each issue is $24.95. A subscription (five issues per year) is $95.

Yes!
Computers: Comprehensive Guide. A sixty-four-page annotated

mail order catalog for the best in microcomputer books. It reviews 819

books chosen to help you make the most of your microcomputer. Topics

included in the guide are business applications, assembly language and

microprocessors, programming languages, and artificial intelligence,

among others. All books included in the guide are available from the

Yes! Bookshop through its mail order service. $2.



Accessbries
A B Computers

Swapper Stopper. Automatic game port expander. Plugs inside your

Apple and provides automatic switching between joystick and paddles.

Simply pick up either joystick or paddles, and Swapper Stopper auto-

matically passes control to that device. Requires no unsightly externally

mounted cables or switches. Installs in seconds. $26.95.

AbCom
Apple Skin. A protective cover for the keyboard portion of the Apple

II series. Adhesive Velcro tabs secure custom-fit Apple Skin in place.

Constructed of urethane-coated pack cloth with double-stitched seams.

Brown, navy, or silver. Other colors also available. $9.70.

Disk Jumper. An eighteen-inch disk drive extension cable for the

Apple n series. Ideal for situations that require the computer to be moved.

Remains attached to the control card during transport, thus preventing

damage due to frequent reconnections or misalignment of pins. $22.95.

Apple Crate. A lightweight protective carrying case for the Apple II

and two disk drives. Constructed of urethane-coated cordura and fully
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padded with three-eighths-inch closed cell foam. Available in brown or

navy. Separate computer and disk drive compartments allow the Apple

Crate to be stowed in tight places such as under airplane seats. $108.

Advanced Business Technology
Numeric Keypad. With handsome, engravable matching presentation

stand. Compatible with all software. $125.

Advanced Systems Concepts
Data Communication Equipment. Cable, modems, intelligent and

manual data switches, converters. Products allow peripheral networks

using RS-232C or parallel interfaces. Staff available for configuring such

peripheral networks in a business environment. Cable, $24; modems,

$110; switches, $60 to $200 per port; converts, $100 to $500.

Parallel and RS-232C Data Switches. For electronic or manual

switching of computers or peripherals. Allows remote operation, com-
puter backup, multiport addressing, expanding, or printer sharing. Staff

available for configuring peripheral networks. Twenty-four-hour ASCI
Express Service available. Expanding line of data communications prod-

ucts. $60 to $200 per port.

Alf Products
Bulk Disks. Without labels, sleeves, or boxes. Single-sided, double

density. Each: Nashua, $1.60; 3-M, $1.65; Memorex, $1.65; Verbatim,

$1.90. Tyvek sleeves, 7 cents each; sold in increments of one hundred.

Alpha Delta Communications
MACC Master AC Control Console. Features lightning spike and

voltage surge protection with master and individual circuit switch con-

trol. Provides eight 120 volt AC outlets, three stage 2,000 AMP surge

protectors, and lighted switches. UL listed. $79.95.

Amtek Systems
Amtek Power Siftors. Improve system performance; reduce failures,

unfound software "bugs," and lost files. $450.

Apogee Designs
Aptek Apple Stand. Holds monitor and drives securely with slotted

sides for airflow or fan. $29.50.

Aptek Printer Stands. Feature shelves for manuals and four-inch

paper space. MX-80 size, $27.50; MX-lOO size, $29.50.

Aptek Sound Control Stands. Include a lid and acoustic foam to con-

fine noise. MX-80 size, $79.50; MX- 100 size, $89.50.

Aptek Disk Rack. Double-bay, covered disk rack. Conservatively

holds sixty 5'/4-inch disks. $29.50.

Numeric Keypad. The perfect accessory for the professional user. If

you would like fast numeric input and a calculator, relax; you can now
have both. This flexible input device includes a full numeric keypad and

twelve function-oriented keys. Use with VisiCalc software. Complete
with hardware; no software required. $159.95.

A2D Company
Model 2001 Joystickfor Apple II. Hand-held for easy use with right

or left hand with long-life, soft, tactile feel buttons, quality components,

and eight feet of cable. New features include external defeat of the self-

centering action and expanded trim range. Also, Model 3001 Joystick for

Apple He. $27.79.

Model 2002 Pair of Game Paddles. These are reliable and easy-

to-use with soft, long-life firing buttons. Designed to be hand-held for

easy use with right or left hands. Same high quality as the A2D Joy-

stick. $27.79.

Atlantic Cabinet
Fifty-Inch Personal Computer Desk. Split-level design allows print-

ers and other accessories to be placed on the one-inch-thick, leather-look

work surface. Large drawer and shelf are featured. Available in oak or

walnut laminates. $190.

Aztec Electronics
Hold-It. Computer and office equipment antitheft device. No tools

required. Maximum equipment flexibility. School sy.stems, office com-
plexes, medical facilities, apartments, and dormitories. $19.95.

Bretford Manufacturing
ECIO Mobile CRT table. Adapts to varied educational and training

uses. Six-foot-square work surface can be adjusted to different heights;

adjustable, slotted top shelf holds television monitor or other equipment;

three-outlet electrical unit with twenty-foot three-wire cord and ground-

ed plug; cord organizer/modesty panel; heavy gauge steel construction

and a high-impact baked enamel finish in beige. $239.

Cases
C-Series Cany Case. Models to hold Apple II and two drives; Apple

III; Apple III monitor. $110.

Flight Form Transit Case. Models to hold Apple II and two drives;

Apple III and two drives; Apple III and Monitor III. $250 to $331.

CE Software
InvisiCalc. The first high-tech pet rock. This amazing atomic spread-

sheet operates on literally every computer system—even pop-up toasters!

Provides hours of fun at both home and office. Why ask what if . . .

when you can ask who cares? $5.98.

Codo Manufacturing
Ribbons. Full line of ribbons to fit various printers. Nylon and film.

Prices vary.

CompAid Products
Plot-A-Lot. A laminated sketch pad for II Plus graphics to simplify

text and graphics screen layouts. Surface may be wiped clean with a

damp rag for reuse. Set of eight colored pens included. $19.95.

Compucart
Compucart. Holds your personal computer monitor, keyboard, disk

drives, printer, expansion chassis, software, and manuals. Lock them
safely away with your personal key. Adjustable design accepts most pc

systems, including Lisa, takes only four square feet of floor space, and

rolls easUy wherever needed. $595.

Compu Cover
Static-Free Compu Covers. Plastic and durable cloth-backed vinyl

custom-fit to stylishly fit each individual piece of your computer equip-

ment. Start at $3.95.

Compugift
Terminal Look-Alikes. Plastic; AVi by 6 by 414 inches. Come in

three styles: Computer Caddy (for pens, pencils, pad, and so on),

Computer Planter (for the green thing), and Computer Bank (for that

loose change). Instead of a screenful of words or numbers, there is room

for a favorite snapshot. $11.99 each.

Compu-Quote
Calc/Pad. A specially designed layout pad for electronic spreadsheet

users. It is printed on both sides and consists of fifty punched sheets per

8'/2-by-l 1-inch pad. Plenty of room in each box for penciling in the re-

quired text, value, or formula. $4.75.

Computer Case
Computer Cases. Designed to carry equipment in a fully operational

configuration. Simply remove the lid and operate. Constructed of lug-

gage material with mahogany wood sides and a heavy, brown vinyl cov-

ering that is saddle-stitched for strength and appearance. Cases make it

possible to transport your equipment in a safe, protected manner. $109.

Computer Practice Keyboard
Practice Keyboard. Explains each special key function, making it

possible to practice finger positions anywhere, anytime. Printed on

8'/2-by-l 1-inch stock to fit standard size binders. Plastic lamination to

protect and keep keyboard clean, plus a brief dictionary of computer

words printed on the back of each keyboard. $3.95.
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Covers A Lot
Dust Covers. Custom-made quilted dust covers, machine-washable,

antistatic. Gray, chocolate, cream, navy, burgundy, or rust. Covers can

be made to order. Two-in-one (monitor on top of system) and keyboard,

$40 per set; monitor, $24; disk drive, $15; keyboard, $24; wide printer,

$24; narrow printer, $20.

Creative Computer Peripherals
KeyWiz and KeyWiz VIP. Auxiliary keyboards for use with

microcomputers. Two preprogrammed with specific function keys and

one with a user-definable keyboard. The KeyWiz VIP allows you to pre-

program up to sixty-two keys per keyboard and can go back and forth be-

tween four keyboards, providing 248 user-defined keys. KeyWiz 83,

Convertible, $299; KeyWiz VIP, $439.

Creative Computer Products
Kleertex Keyboard Templates. Fit templates over the keyboard of the

computer, listing the prompts, formats, symbols, and functions—with

key-by-key examples— for WordStar, VisiCalc, dBasell, and other

popular software programs. $19.95 to $32.95.

Cuesta Systems
Datasaver. AC power backup unit. Ninety-watt model supports Ap-

ple with dual drives and monitor. Two-hundred watt model powers Ap-

ple with fixed disk. Prevents data loss due to voltage drops or transients.

AC line conditioning, internal battery for five- to fifteen-minute holdup,

audible/visual/electronic alarms, auxiliary battery jacks for extended

time or portability. Compact desktop styling. Ninety-watt, $395;
200-watt, $695.

Diskus Products
Diskus Dividers. Set of five color-coded index tab dividers to aid fil-

ing in any type of disk storage container, including one-inch-deep carry-

around types. Tabs may be gum labeled, written on with marker or

grease pencil, or simply used to flag programs by color. $2.99.

Diskfiles. Capacities of more than 125 disks for space-efficient stor-

age and filing. Compartments are separated by removable clear inserts,

plus five color-coded index tab Diskus Dividers. Stackable with disk

drives; made of dark translucent acrylic. $59.95.

Doss Industries
Apple Center. Designed to protect your Apple II or lie from theft and

unauthorized use. All-metal construction. Bolts easily to a tabletop.

Cooling fan and surge protection built in. $239.95.

The DP Consultant
Labels. Consists of 124 labels; fifty-six rectangular labels that tell

you disk contents, sixty universal symbols advising on disk care, and

eight blank disk labels for versatile use. $3.

D/Punch
Flip-It. Turn your floppies to flippies. Stop wasting half your memo-

ry/money. Use both sides of your single-sided disks. There is no need to

measure, make alignment marks, or alter your hardware. Great as eco-

nomical means for having backup copies. Five and one-quarter inch one-

step is portable; will convert your floppies wherever you need. $16.95.

Dynatec Systems
Cooling Fan. $38.

Joystick. $25.

Keyboard. $62.

Fiberbilt Computer Cases
Apple II Case. A security cover at home, and a travel case on the

road. One or two disk drives always remain connected; cover can be

closed (and locked) or completely removed without disconnecting cables

from monitor or printer. Contour-molded base with a hold-down strap

and foam padding. $69.50.

FMJ
Printer Pal. All-steel stand stores paper below printer for extra

convenience and space. Includes paper guides, cable clip, and rubber .

feet. Models available for most printers. $29.95 to $54.95. 1

Cool Stack. All-steel shelf unit for storing your disk drives and moni-

tor above the Apple II. Includes fan to keep the computer and cards run-
|

ning reliably. Optional Power Sentry has four power outlets, keylock t

switch, separate reboot switch, and transient suppression. $86. i

Monitor Stand. Supports your monitor over your computer, allowing 1

easy access to the computer and flexibility in positioning. Optional ball-

bearing swivel plate allows easy mrning of monitor. All-steel welded
|

construction. $39.95.
(

Cool Stack-Sentry II. Offers the features of locking, cooling, easy

tilt access, and efficient organization in one compact unit. Precision all- 1

steel construction with attractive textured finish. $175 including fan and

library rack.
i

I

Giltronix f

Selecto-Switch RS-232-C 5200 Series. Enables port expansion and ',

device sharing. Available with one I/O port and two to six communica-

tion ports. Switches twenty-four lines. Manual operation; no power
s

required. P.C. board construction. Five year limited warranty. $159
| (

to $299.

Selecto-Switch 5400 Series. Centronics-compatible. Enables printer
,

sharing. Available with one I/O port and two or three communication

ports. Switches thirty-six lines. P.C. Board construction. Five year
j

i

limited warranty. $239 to $279.

Graphic Dimensions
I

Applelog Notepad. Makes documenting and notetaking easier, organ-

izing and filing more efficient. Each page has space for user reference
'

information, the status of the information, and its disposition. Printed in

red on quality white stock. 5 Vi by 8 Vi inches punched to fit most binders.
j

$5.

Guild Musical Instruments
'

Guild Computer Rack. Comfortably fits over keyboard. Holds one

or two disk drives and easily supports a monitor on top. Fully vented to

accommodate fans. Fully assembled. Solid mahogany, $69.95; solid

ash, $54.95.
.

,

Hayes Products !

Mach II Joystick. For use with game, business, and graphics applica-

tions. Provides perfect arm alignment with 360 degrees of movement,
i

has fine trim adjustment for each axis, and incorporates a self-centering
;

feature that can be externally disengaged. $44.95.

Mach III Joystick. Provides the same quality features as the Mach II,

plus features never before available in an analog joystick—push-button

switch on the stick handle and stainless-steel ball as its main pivot.
i

$54.95.
I

Hi Tech
Right Notch. A handy little tool that cuts a sharp, clean square notch

in exactly the right place, allowing you to use the reverse side of disks .

for double the storage. $19.95.
|

Hollander Office Products
\

Anti-Static Dust Covers. For all office machines (computers,

printers, CRTs, disk drives, typewriters). Clear plastic or cloth-backed

vinyls in saddle tan or almond. $1 1 .95 to $26.95.

HSP Computer Furniture
Space Saver. Accommodate the complete Apple with separate key-

board. Has swing-up aluminum document holder, twenty-six-inch key-

board height; high-pressure laminate finish in wood grains and solids.

$169.

Hutton Industries
\

The Qwk Cover. Protection for the Apple II and He. Made of

high-impact, tectured black plastic, the cover holds itself snugly in place

on padded arms. Distinctive and quality protection against dust and

debris. $12.95.
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Hy-Tek
The Computer Mug. The cheapest insurance available for your Ap-

ple, disks, and nerves! High-quality, wide-bottom mug with spill-resis-

tant top featuring Apple peeks, pokes, and calls sealed within its thermal

sides. Apple color compatible. $9.95.

Intra Computer
Printer Switch. Permits word processing computers with parallel

printer ports to easily toggle between high-speed dot-matrix and letter-

quality daisy wheel printers. Includes printer cables. $165.

I-Protect
Nonglare Leaded Acrylic Filter. Nonglare, antiradiation, anti-

ultraviolet static reduction image enhancement filter. Reduces glare,

reduces static charge by an average of eighty percent, and greatly

enhances the image contrast. Attaches with velcro. Includes sturdy

aluminum frame. $99.95.

Plain Leaded Acrylic Filter. Reduces radiation and ultraviolet emis-

sions by ninety-seven percent. Reduces static charge by an average of

eighty percent. Attaches with velcro. $49.95.

John James Furnishings
Comp-u-Comer. A modular furnishing system that offers many op-

tions and allows for custom configurations. $399.

Compu-Mate. All-wood or laminate work stations and matching

printer stands. Retail computer outlet merchandising also available,

consisting of fixtures, display cases, and design services. $199.

Kensington Microware
System Saver. Power convenience center with multioutlet strip. Plug

in your printer and monitor and one front-mounted switch powers your

whole Apple system. Protects system from irregularities in the power

line—surges, spikes, and line noise. Cooling fan keeps dangerous heat

from building up inside the Apple. $89.95.

Kraft Systems
Apple Joystick. Features spring-centering and free-floating stick

modes selectable by switching external toggle switches on the bottom of

the case. Trim controls on each axis, and a full one-year warranty.

$64.95.

Kraft Paddle Pairs. Features an optimum 185-degree rotation. Cus-

tom potentiometers designed specifically for Apples, assuring hi-res and

accuracy with no "hop." $49.95 per pair.

Last Electronics
Plexa-Lok IL Acrylic protective cover for the Apple. Slips over key-

board, protecting it from spills, dust, and unwanted little fingers. Apple

can be left on for extended periods without worry of overheating. $19.95.

Plexa-Lok III. Acrylic protective cover for the Apple III. $24.95.

LinTek
Monitor Mover. Adjustable mechanical arm that will hold the

microcomputer display up off the user's desk, freeing valuable work
space. Adjusts in four ways to provide complete flexibility of placement

in the work area. Features all steel construction, off-white urethane

finish. $129.95.

Lloyd's of London Press
Lloyd's 1984 Diaries. Business diaries of calf's leather, with

international vacation listings, major city maps, and a history of Lloyd's.

Models for your pocket, wallet, or desk. $6 and up.

LoTech
Patch Computer Bug Spray. While the pet of Silicon Valley may not

get the bugs out of your system, it will remove grime from most video

display screens. The product includes tongue-in-cheek directions, laced

with heavy doses of computer jargon and "disk-claimers." $5.95.

Luxor
Portable Computer. For Apple model LE-MST Station. Industrial

foam construction with steel monitor shelf. Four-inch, heavy-duty bail

bearing casters provide easy movement over rugs or rough floors. Top
shelf secures disk drives. Monitor can be secured to top shelf with safety

strap or locks. $118.

Metafab/Microcomputer Division
Microbridge 1 and Microbridge 2. Durable steel printer stands. Slot-

ted for bottom feed printers, if needed. Create storage space underneath

printer paper supplies. Textured and finished in neutral beige. MB 1 (for

eighty column printers), $25.95; MB 2 (for 132 column printers),

$33.95.

Microstand 2.2. Durable steel shelving stand for Apple lis. May be

used with or without side mount fan units. Shelving for disk drives and

monitor. $45.95.

Microcomputer Accessories
Manual Easel. Made of thick bronze-tinted acrylic with an extra

wide lip. Makes those bulky computer and software manuals easy to use

by propping them up at a comfortable viewing angle. It even has protec-

tive pads to prevent skidding. $20.

Rolltop 100 Disk File. Makes storing and locating floppy disks a

breeze. It has twice the capacity of the leading flip-style file, yet takes up

no more room. Holds one hundred 5 '/4-inch disks and includes ten index

tab/dividers to keep programs organized. Constructed of textured gray

unbreakable ABS plastic with a rolltop tambour door of baked-on bronze

enamel paint and anti-skid feet. $36.

Mimco Stick
Self-Centering Joystick. Increase control of fast-action games. The

smooth, bidirectional axes and three push buttons enhance user abilities.

Flipping a switch transfers control from joystick to external port, al-

lowing connection of paddles and other accessories without going inside

the Apple. $59.95.
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Nanos Systems
Basic Reference Card. Quick reference to: Applesoft and Integer Ba-

sic, Basic statements, Basic ftinctions, derived functions, special charac-

ters and operators, system and utility commands, pokes, peeks, calls,

monitor commands, key and control fiinctions, Applesoft internal codes

and reserved words. Integer Basic addressing, DOS 3.3 command sum-

mary, color selection chart, more. Seven panels, fourteen pages. $3.95.

Basic and 6502 Reference Card. Quick reference to: all feamres of

the Basic card, plus 6502 timing, 6502 language simplified, flags and

conditions with reference chart. Eight panels, sixteen pages. A complete

summary of all manuals that come with the microcomputer. Quick

reference at your fingertips. $4.95.

National Field Sales
Stedi Watt. Complete line of AC power line filters. Stedi Watt

protects computers from damaging voltage fluctations and harmful

noise. $64.50.

Orange Micro
The Bufferboard. An expandable printer-buffer, upgrades your cur-

rent interface with up to 64K of memory or twenty pages of text. Orange

Micro originated this dock-on concept of buffering. $175.

O'Sullivan Industries
CT710 Series—Computer Furniture. Includes computer workcenter

and printer stand with accessories to meet space requirements. Finished

in light hickory vinyl laminates. $149.95.

CT720 Series—Computer Furniture. Includes computer workcenter

and printer stand with accessories to meet space requirements. Finished

in bartonwood and dark brown vinyl laminates. Steel support rails.

$169.95.

Paper Tractor
Paper Tractor. Carries ordinary paper through your tractor feed

printer. Just snap plain paper into the paper tractor, feed paper tractor in-

The Easy way To
Plan Great Dinners

Let us send you our exciting

meal planning system. Try it for 2

weeks free with no cost or obli-

gation.

Because our ad manager has a

small weakness for pizza, we call it

The Pizza Program, Actually, it's a

complete meal planning system. It

generates delicious dinner menus
and shopping lists according to

your tastes, your diet, and your
budget.

It is a great time saver for anyone
who cooks. You can quickly print

out a new menu or shopping list for

a day, a week, or any period up to

42 days at a time. It can even re-

mind you when it's time to go out to

your favorite restaurant. Plus, it can
arrange your shopping list in se-

quence according to the isles at

your local store.

Accept our 2 week free trial

There's no need to send any money
now Just send the coupon. We'll

bill you later. If you're not satisfied

for any reason, just return it and
write cancel on the invoice. What
could be more fair''

Gourmet
Software

Gourmet Software, Dept. S-10
3583 Barley Ct., San Jose, CA 95127
OK, Rush me The Pizza Program to try for 2 weeks and bill me later for |ust

$34 50 plus $2 shipping (Sales tax added in California) I understand I can
return it withm 21 days if not satisfied and owe nothing, fvly PC is an Apple II

Plus or lie IBM PC or XT Other (Needs to run Apple or

IBM software).'

NAME
.,

ADDRESS

CITY STATE ZIP

PtHONE ( ) In case we have a problem with

your order and need to call you

P S For faster service call our ad manager. Rich Smith at (408) 866-0887
'Apple and IBM are registered trademarks of Apple Computer and International Business Machines

to your printer, and print away. Works with all major printers and does

not require hardware changes or time-consuming installation. Paper trac-

tor holds checks, invoices, letter and legal size paper. $11.95.

PerfectData
Anti-Static Kit. The spray in this kit prevents buildup from around

sensitive computer equipment. When applied direcdy to carpets, floors,

furniture, and around computers, annoying and harmful electrostatic

charges are minimized. $6.95.

Head Cleaning Kits. For 5 14 -inch and 8-inch flexible disk drives.

Kits safely clean single or dual sided drives without field engineering as-

sistance. $29.95.

Micro Maintenance Kit. Intended for use in periodic preventative

maintenance and cleaning of flexible disk drives, tape drives, printers,

CRT screens, and keyboards. $39.95.

QIC Drive Cleaning Kit. For quarter-inch cartridge drives, also

known as streamer drives. The QIC Drive Cleaning Kit cleans the entire

surface of the head assembly and the tape cleaning post in drives using

the quarter-inch DC-300 or similar cartridge. Cleaning cartridge, one-

ounce bottle of PerfectData solution, and twenty extra cleaning pads in-

cluded. $39.95.

Tech Maintenance Kit. Provides the computer user with the proper

materials to clean read/write heads, guides, capstans, tape paths, and

other working components of magnetic peripheral devices. $24.95.

Type Element Cleaning Kits. For printwheels and Selectric type

balls. Removes paper dust and ink residue that create problems with

legibility. $19.95.

Video Display Cleaning Kit. Recommended for cleaning terminal

screens and keyboards. Contains two four-ounce bottles of video display

cleaning solution, pump spray dispenser, and fifty cloths. $12.95.

Personal Computer Accessories
Antistatic Dust Cover Set. Clear vinyl cover fits over the Apple with

Apple-style monitor positioned atop the computer; second cover fits over

one disk drive. $19.95. Printer covers for various styles, $10.95. Apple

disk drive covers, for two drives stacked, $10.90. Single drive covers,

$9.90.

Molded Apple II Plus/e Carrying Case. Custom-designed cavities

securely hold the Apple in place on the left and the Apple disk drives

(two) on the right. Constructed of dual-wall, high-density polyethylene.

Free dust cover with order. $109.90.

Picture House
Basic Comfort SL. A 15-by-25-inch work area (reading and writing)

located directly in front of the operator; keyboard height is set for max-

imum comfort; sliding top designed for easy access to peripheral slots;

dust cover feature—slide the keyboard forward for protection when not

in use. $189.

Professional Calculations
Procalc. VisiCalc templates. For architects, engineers, machine

designers, and technical educators. Calculate all the static loading values

for any of the forty-two loading conditions listed in the AISC manual, n
or III; VisiCalc required. $130.

RH Electronics
Super Fan II. Patented cooling with up-front on and off control for

computer monitor and printer. Two-year warranty. Includes airflow kit

for Apple monitor stand. $74.95.

Super Fan II with Zener Ray. Patented cooling product with reliable

EMI and RFI filtering and surge suppression for added system protec-

tion. Failsafe warning system ensures customer awareness of true op-

erating transient suppression. Two-year warranty. Also includes airflow

kit for Apple monitor stand. $109.

Guardian Angel. Uninterruptable power supply provides protection

against data loss occurring from blackouts, brownouts, and power

surges. Available in 120V or 230V, 150 watts. $595.

RKS Industries
Surge Sentry Model SS-120-D. Protect equipment from voltage

drops or outages. When voltage drops below a safe level, the unit shuts
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off. Check and reset your equipment before returning power. Indicator

lights tell if a dropout has occurred. Power is restored by pushing a reset

button. Four 120-volt receptacles. Five picosecond response time, 100

Joules energy dissipation rating. $132.

Surge Sentry Model SS-120-H. A 120-volt version designed to pro-

tect equipment using standard three-prong, NEMA 5-15p plugs. To in-

stall, simply plug the Surge Sentry into any standard 120-volt outlet, and

then plug equipment you want protected into the Sentry. UL listed. Five

picosecond response time, 100 Joules rated energy dissipation at 100

microseconds. $89.50.

Surge Sentry Model SS-120-M. A 120-volt unit with six receptacles.

Protect entire systems, computer and several peripherals, with just one

unit. UL listed. Five picosecond response time. One hundred Joules

energy dissipation rating at 100 microseconds. $104.50.

Surge Sentry Model SS-120-SC. Select the peripheral to control the

power on/off of entire computer or audio/video system. Plug selected pe-

ripheral into the control socket, plug remaining peripherals into remain-

ing sockets, and have the convenience of one-switch control and com-

plete protection for the entire system. Five picosecond response, 100

Joules rated energy dissipation at 100 microseconds. $149.

Safeware
Safeware Insurance. Covers all hardware, media, and purchased

software. Safeware provides full replacement value after a fifty-dollar

deductible. Protect your system against power surges, theft, fire, acci-

dental damage, and more. One year, $35.

Secure-it
Kablit Security System. Secure many different types of computer

equipment using surface-mounted screws. No drilling or gluing re-

quired. Installs in ten minutes. $49.95.

Sirius
Joyport. Provides expansion of the game paddle port to allow the use

of four paddles (with all four buttons functional), or of one or two Atari-

type joysticks (typically faster, simpler, and substantially less expen-

sive). $49.95.

Southern California Research Group
Extend-A-Slot. An extension cable that plugs into one of the Apple's

peripheral connectors. It brings a slot outside the computer, allowing for

an easy change of peripheral cards. Also enables experimenters to gain

easy access to all power and signal lines. Works well with slow to

medium-speed cards. Due to eighteen-inch cable, it is not recommended
for high-speed devices. $34.95.

Paddle-Adapple. A game I/O expansion product that allows the user

to plug in both paddles and joysticks and to select which one to use by an

integral switch. The user may also reassign game controller and push-

button inputs. Three versions are available for various combinations of

sixteen-pin and nine-pin connectors. $29.95.

Switch-A-Slot. An expansion chassis allowing the user to plug in up
to four peripheral cards while using only one slot. The unit connects to

the Apple via an eighteen-inch cable, and the user selects the card with a

switch. Not rcommended for high-speed devices. $179.50.

Southwestern Data Systems
Vinyl Disk Pages. Pack of ten vinyl notebook pages, each of which

holds two disks. Well suited to archiving large numbers of disks in an

economical manner while providing easy access to stored disks. $6.95.

Station Products
Softwear. Authentic hickory-striped blue denim engineer caps with

sewn-on patches. Choice of "Software Engineer," " Computer Engi-

neer," or "Hardware Engineer." Available in adult sizes S, M, L, XL
and children sizes XS, S, M, L. $4.95 each.

StorWares
Disk Storage Systems. Elegant, hand-crafted solid oak or walnut disk

storage systems feature solid brass piano hinges and clasps, storage for

seventy-five disks, felt bottoms, two removable dividers, and a fine,

hand-rubbed lacquer finish. Oak, $50; walnut, $60.

Tech Designs
Adam and Eve I. Only paddles with trimmer control to allow paddle

to be matched precisely to computer or particular game; printed circuit

design means unmatched reliability. $34.95.

MAGstik. Replaces TDI joystick. Improved centering adjustment,

self-centering easily defeated, dual side-by-side pushbutton switches in a

human-engineered case, comfortable in either hand. Ideally suited as

cursor control in computer graphics. $64.95.

Paradise Ports. Expansion device that allows combination of three

joysticks or paddles without unplugging. Sockets are actually part of

board itself; board and pad are only 5/16 of an inch thick. Covered by

rubber cushion 3/16 of an inch thick. Unit is easily mounted to computer

with Velcro or two-sided tape. Gold pins on eighteen-inch blue ribbon

cable make it suitable for He. $39.95.

Tencal
Cool-time. A multifunction cooling, power control, surge protection,

and clock/timer unit. Removes heated air through the rear of the unit.

Featured are two rear power outlets and two lighted front panel switches,

providing control of the Apple, the monitor, and the printer. Digital

clock tells real time, monitors elapsed time. $89.95.

3M
3M Disks. Designated as SSDDRH or KSDDRH. Designed to fit Ap-

ple drives as well as aftermarket drives compatible with your system. 3M
disks come in both ten-packs and two-packs for your convenience. Single

disks, $1.65 and up.

3M Head Cleaning Disks. Designed to keep your read/write heads

clean, lessening your concerns about lost data due to contamination.

Trace Systems
SoundTrap. Cuts printer noise drastically, lets you concentrate on

meetings or phone conversations without printer noise bothering you or

others. Can be tilted for better viewing of printouts and used as input

COMPUTER STAND
Designed for the Apple® with a
built in shelf for your drives and a
top platform tilted slightly forward

to improve monitor visibility and
reduces glare, Ttie sides are slot-

ted for airflow. The best stand

available for your Apple.

APTEKo *29.50

PRINTER STAND
(not shown)

A needed addition to all printers.

Includes a shelf and enough stor-

age room under the printer to

store a full 4" of paper.

APTEK 216 (tits MX-80 type) $27.50
APTEK 221 (fits MX-lOO type) s29.50

SOUND CONTROL
PRINTER STAND

Includes a tough acrylic cover for

sound reduction, acoustic foam
and special padding reduce
bothersome printer noise. Holds 4"

of paper under the printer (center

feed too) this stand will become a
valuable accessory!

APTEK 320 (MX-80 type) S79 . 5O
APTEK 325 (MX-lOO type) ^89.50

FLOPPY DISK RACK
Attractive and durable with a
hinged acrylic cover for maximum
disk protection. Reduces dust

related disk errors! Designed for

over fifty 5" disks,

APTEK 505 S29.50

Send payment to: Apogee Designs Ltd., 3100
Fallscliff Rd„ Baltimore, MD 21211, Phone (301)
235-7523, Master Cord and Visa, Add $2,50
for freight per unit (Continental U,S,) Add
5% sales tax for MD residents.

KSIQXJS
LTD
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copy stand. Includes handy paper storage rack. $129.

Trackhouse
lie Tender. Programmable data entry numeric keypad. Four pro-

grammable keys, four cursor directional arrows, delete key. Easy in-

stallation, detachable cable, RFI shielded and FCC certified. $199.

Universal Industries
The Apple Stacker. Designed to stack and project the Apple II

computer system. Creates a work station out of any surface. Space for

the keyboard, two disk drives, and a twelve-inch monitor. All-steel open

grid with no heat or dust trapping surfaces. Protects the user's invest-

ment; showcases the system. $30.

Astroflex. Universal copy holder helps eliminate data entry errors.

Clamps to any surface, swings and tilts to any angle. Clip your entry ma-

terial under built-in clip; position above keyboard, next to monitor,

wherever it's convenient. No more back, neck, or eye strain. All-steel

construction. $29.95.

Versatile Universal Rack. Designed to support monitor, CPU, disk

drive, printer combination. Design your own layout. Elevate the monitor

above the keyboard for comfort. Place paper under rack and printer on

rack. Configure disk drive or cassette under or on rack. $35.

Verba Gloria
Apple Under Glass. Clear acrylic top for an Apple allows for curious

eyes but not wandering fingers or foreign objects. The usual Apple top is

completely replaced by the Apple Under Glass, which uses the same
fasteners to hold it securely in place. $27.95.

Data Stand. A strong, lightweight solution to the problem of where

to put that program listing while you're typing it into your computer.

Single sheets or large magazines are held at a comfortable reading angle.

$20.95.

Under-Stand. A strong yet stylish stand that supports two drives and

monitor over an Apple. The strength of 3/8-inch clear acrylic means that

the Under-Stand will support even the weightiest monitors while provid-

ing enough room for proper cooling and for easily sliding the Apple out

from underneath for access to peripheral cards. $71.95.

Universal Printer Stand. Comes with a paper tray. The printer stand

is a full 17 inches wide and 15 inches deep, of strong 1/4-inch acrylic so

it can handle almost any size or weight printer. The paper feeds from un-

derneath and is deposited neatly in the paper tray, avoiding the problems

of twisted or torn paper. $37.95.

Verbatim
Data Life Head Cleaning Disk. Removes most debris from a disk

drive within sixty seconds. Presaturated disks require only simple inser-

tion into special jacket before inserting them into the disk drive. The kit

includes two disposable cleaning disks, one jacket, and instructions. A
package of ten replacement disks is also available. Eight-inch disk kit,

$8.50; 5 W-inch disk kit, $7.75. Eight-inch replacement pack, $15; 514-

inch replacement pack, $14.50.

Data Life Holiday Pack. A special offer. Pack includes ten Data Life

5 U-inch minidisks in a plastic storage case and a free head-cleaning kit.

Data Life disks are certified one hundred percent error free and warran-

tied five years. Single-sided, double density, $35; double-sided, double

density, $47.50.

Versa Computing
E Z Port /. Makes game I/O changes convenient, quick, and safe.

Eliminates bent paddle pins. A board with a socket and a two-foot long

cable that plugs into the internal I/O port. Attach wherever you prefer on

the outside; on the side, back, or on top. Sockets will not wear out like

ordinary sockets. $24.95.

E Z Port H. An extension cable for the game I/O port of the Apple II

computer providing two ZIF sockets. Switch select each paddle from

socket A or B, providing additional flexibility when using paddles, joy-

sticks, VersaWriter, game-connected printer, or light pen. $34.95.

VF Associates
Disks. Highest quality, lifetime guarantee, double density 5 '/4-inch

soft-sectored disks. Finely textured, loose-fitting jackets, white Tyvek
envelopes. Double-sided disks, $1.65 each, 100 for $155; single-sided

bulk packs (100), $149.

The Walker Company
Apple Stand. A practical and distinctive alternative to the practice of

stacking monitors on top of computers and disk drives. Cantilevering of

the tiers allows easy access to computer, as well as unrestricted venti-

lation. $49.95.

Double Disk Box. A tabletop disk storage box that accommodates up

to eighty floppy disks. Dividers included. $59.95.

Oak Printer Stand. Accepts all popular eighty-column printers. Pro-

vides for storage of fan-folded printer paper in a desktop work area.

$39.95.

Wallace Micro-Mart
Flooby Dust. A lifetime supply, neatly boxed for effective display.

Complete instruction manual; contest entry form. Dealer price in case

lots only. Each case includes eighteen bottles of Flooby Dust and a color-

ful, eye-catching shipping carton that also serves as a display case.

$2.95.

Flooby Dust T-Shirt. "I'm a Flooby Dust User." $6.95.

Flooby Flapper. If Flooby Dust refuses to perform, you may need a

Flooby Flapper to make it behave. A little love pat or an all-out beating

may be required. $1.65.

"Saga of Flooby Dust" Program. This program is in Apple n, He,

or in emulation DOS 3.3-readable form. Wiimers of the Saga receive a

free Flooby Disk. $7.60.

Flooby Disk. Any program stored to the Flooby Disk with Flooby

Dust properly applied is guaranteed to be bug-free. $1.25.

The Wallace Users Guide. The Wallace Users Guide to the Apple

computer displays thousands of items for Apple n and Apple in comput-

ers. $9.95, but a certificate worth $9.95 off first purchase from the guide

is included.

WattsOut
WattsOut. An antistatic device for use with computers. When users

place WattsOut near the equipment, attach it to a proper ground, and

touch it before engaging the keyboard, static electricity that can cause

incorrect data entry, circuit damage, and memory loss is drawn away.

$9.95.

Wholesale Technology
Half Track Cooling System. Comes with front panel, illuminated

on/off switch, and two three-wire grounded auxiliary outlet receptacles

mounted on the rear that allow you the convenience of one-button power

control for the total computer system. The cooling system comes com-

plete with AC surge suppression circuitry, and the fan is rated at sixteen

cubic feet of air per minute for cooling. $79.95.

Half Track Professional Joystick. Metal-enclosed, left and right

push buttons using micro switches for firing, and adjustable joystick

height. Dual trim tabs for fine horizontal and vertical centering. Poten-

tiometer self-centering-type control for horizontal and vertical coordina-

tion are also featured. $69.95.

Williams & Foltz Computer Furniture
Apple Cart. A flexible group of solid oak carts and work stations with

accessories attached to fit your individual work habits. Has disk drive

storage areas. $475.

Workstation. Four-foot model features document storage with small

drawers. $665.

The Wood Works
Workstations. Efficient, ergonomically designed workstations of

hardwoods and hardwood veneers (available in oak, walnut, cherry

stained, or natural finishes). Line includes work tables, printer tables,

shelf units, chairs, drop leaf attachments, and drawers. Basic forty-six-

inch worktable. $160.

Word-Power
File Master. Flexible plastic file card holder attaches to the program

disk and remains outside the disk drive while the disk is in use. Allows

you to see what files are on the disk without removing it from the drive.

Package of ten holders, tan file cards and mounting tape. $4.95.
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Hardware

Abacus Enterprises
Know-Drive. Multifunction Know-Drive is fully compatible with ma-

jor 128K cards. Option allows expansion to 512K. Disk simulation soft-

ware included. Hardware write protect. Reset vectors RAM/ROM.
Play-back option includes NMI software to analyze/modify and save

protected program memory to disk. Know-Drive (128K), $335; Play-

back, $39.

Adwar Video
Apple Proc Mod. Video processing board. Allows recording of video

signal onto all videotape recorders. Results are suitable for editing and

duplication. $99.50.

Apple Mod ARS-170A. Video processing board. Allows interfacing

of the Apple with NTSC video systems for character generation,

computer graphics, and so on.
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Meets NTSC broadcast standards. $1,495.

Alf Products
AlfAD8088 Processor Card. Gives the Apple user sixteen-bit capa-

bility with access to CP/M-86 programs. The board also comes with

software that speeds up Applesoft math functions. CP/M-86 is available

separately. $345.

Alien Group
Voice Speech Synthesizer. Not only speaks, but also sings. Software

converts the bottom two rows of the Apple into a piano. $215.

Alpha Logic Business Systems
Bosmerco Multiport. Lets you connect up to six peripherals to the

gameport. Switch from joysticks to paddles to software protection de-

vices at the push of a button. $45.

Accelerator II. Speeds up your Apple to three-and-a-half times its

normal speed. Your VisicCalc models calculate, replicate, and otherwise

operate faster. Basic and machine language programs run faster. $599.

Saturn 32K, 64K, and 128K Memory Boards. Bring new power to

the Apple, making possible the use of up to 176K of VisiCalc workspace.

Software provided to use boards as RAM disks. $219, $349, and $499.

Amdek
Amdisk-l. Three-inch micro-floppy disk drive system. Up to 286K

of formatted storage capacity. The recording format, data transfer rate,

and disk rotation speed are compatible with Apple II standard 5 V4 -inch

drives. The single-sided double-density drive is housed in a compact case

and is interfaced via a twenty-pin flat cable connector. Cartridges have a

hard plastic case and hinged cover for thorough media protection, plus a

write-protect mechanism. $299.

Anthro-Digital
Omniscan Laser VideoDisc Interface. Gives your computer control

over all the functions of a low-cost Pioneer-type laser disc, including

frame search, two-channel sound, conditional branching, scoring, and

more. A low-cost entry into interactive video. Interfacing in four lan-

guages is supplied. $275.

Applied Analytics
MicroSpeed. Minicomputer performance for the Apple. High-speed

hardware/software superset of the Forth language, with Applesoft and

Pascal booster disks included. MicroSpeed II system, $495; MicroSpeed

11+ system, $645. Note: special holiday discount—$200 off list prices

through December 3 1

.

Applied Creative Technology
Printer Optimizer. A 64K to 256K spooler with space compression

for more efficient memory usage. Capabilities include being able to

adapt mismatched equipment of various brands; filter, translate, modify,

merge, or delete data; and provide for remote control of all printer func-

tions. Options include serial/parallel conversion, protocol conversion,

and connection of up to three printers with automatic or manual switch-

ing between them. $499 and up.

Applied Engineering
Eight-Bit Eight-Channel AID System. Eight-bit resolution, on-board

memory, fast conversion. Eliminates the need to wait for A/D con-

version. A/D process transparent to Apple (looks like memory). $129.

Memory Master He. 128K RAM card. Expands your Apple lie to

192K memory. Compatible with all Apple lie eighty-column and extend-

ed eighty-column-card software (same physical size as Apple's 64K
card). ProDOS will use the Memory Master He as a high-speed disk

drive. $249.

Super Input/Output Board. A unique interface for your Apple.

Now, on one card, you can have eight inputs and eight outputs, each with

its own connector. $62.

Super Music Synthesizer. New improved hardware and software.

Complete sixteen-voice music synthesizer on one card. Just plug into

your Apple, connect the audio cable (supplied) to your stereo, boot the

disk, and you're ready to input and play songs. Two disks are filled with

over thirty songs ready to play. $159.

Timemaster. A clock that does it all. Automatically date stamps files

with ProDOS. Just plug it in and your programs can read the year,

month, date, day, and time to one millisecond. The only clock with both

year and milliseconds. $129.

Twelve-Bit AID Converter. Sixteen independent channels with soft-

ware programmable gains. Powerful and accurate A/D converter for the

Apple. $279.

Viewmaster 80. All-new design using a new microprocessor-based

CRT controller for a razor-sharp display. Incorporates all the features of

other eighty-column cards, plus many new improvements. $169.

Z-80 Plus. Totally compatible with all CP/M software. Specifically

designed for high-speed operation in the Apple lie, but runs just as fast in

the n-H . A semi-custom I.C. and a low parts count allow the Z-80 Plus to

fly through CP/M programs at a very low power level. $139.

Atlantis
MicroDrive II. Built into the low profile of the MicroDrive n is an

advanced mechanical design for greater reliability plus quicker start-up

and access time. An automatic disk-eject mechanism is included. One-

year warranty. FCC approved. $395.

Atlantic Data Monitor. The amber color screen on the ADP-120A is

designed to reduce strain and eye fatigue. Gives sharp images due to its

800 lines of resolution. One-year warranty. $199.

ATV Research
Apple-Verter Model APX-800A. High VHF band high-fidelity RF

modulator. Allows color and monochrome displays using regular TV
sets on channels seven through ten. Plugs directly into computer. Com-
plete with connecting antenna cable. $32.

Diamond TV Camera. Low-cost TV camera for use with A/D con-

verters used in conjunction with computers. Complete with lens.

$135.90.

Pixe-Plexer. A special IC-type modulator kit (audio and video) tuna-

ble from channels two through six. Assembly time is about two to three

hours. Requires 15V at 50 ma. This is a module kit and does not contain

case, power supply, or input/output connectors. $24.50.

Axiom
Color Printer. Four-color dot-matrix printer with screen dump soft-

ware and cable. $599.

Bi-Tech Enterprises
Multiplexer. Allows users to share programs and data present on the

hard disk, thus affording a true database to all users. By sharing only the

hard disk drive, multiple users are free to use as much processor time as

required without affecting the performance of others. $795.

Comrex International
CR-IOOO ComDrive. A high-performance, high-reliability, economi-

cal upgrade for Apple. It provides a slim-line dual disk drive capacity in

a convenient and dependable package. Fully compatible with all known

existing business, game, and word-processing software. $699.

Concorde Peripheral Systems
Model C-111 Disk Drive. Full high, single-sided floppy disk drive.

Fully compatible with all Apple and Apple-compatible computer

systems. The first ultra-reliable, affordable disk drive that is one hun-

dred percent Apple-compatible. Capable of storing up to 163K bytes of

formatted data. $329.

Model C-112 Disk Drive. Full high, double-sided floppy disk drive.

326K bytes of storage capacity offers users twice the capacity of a stan-

dard disk drive, and at a fraction of the cost. One hundred percent com-

patible with all Apple and Apple-compatible computer systems. $539.

Model C-130 Floppy Disk Drive Controller Card. More memory
control power than any other controller card available today. From just

one slot of your computer, the C-130 supports up to four double-sided

disk drives. One hundred percent Apple compatible. Comes with

licensed Apple DOS 3.3 disk that allows Apple's DOS 3.3 to function

with Concorde's double-sided disk drives. Also compatible with DOS
3.2, CP/M 2.2, and Pascal 1.1. $109.
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Consolink
SooperSpooler and MicroSpooler. Standalone hardware print buff-

ers with their own internal power supply. Compatible with either

Centronics parallel or RS-232C serial interfacing. Capable of interface

conversion. Standard features include digital status readout, pause func-

tion, reset function, protocol conversion, and variable baud rates. Both

products are covered by a one-year limited warranty. SooperSpooler,

$349; MicroSpooler, $199 to $339.

Cyber-Tech
Replacement Pressure Pad. A squeaky drive indicates that the pres-

sure pad is worn and should be replaced before data disks are damaged.

A kit containing an original manufacturer's replacement pressure pad,

and a step-by-step instruction manual, with photographs, is available.

$5.95. Extra buttons, $3.95 each.

Data-Cue
DiscMaster II. Allows the connection of eight-inch, five-and-a-quar-

ter-inch, three-and-a- half-inch, or three inch disk drives. Drivers to al-

low the DiscMaster II to run under DOS 3.3, Pascal 1.1, and CP/M are

available. Christmas special, $235.

Interfacer. Provides one fully programmable serial communications

port and two complete parallel printer ports. This allows the connection

of a modem, high-speed data processing printer, and word processing

printer while using a single board. $95.

Data Encore
Data Life Disk Drive Analyzer. The 5 Va -inch minidisk is a diagnostic

tool that will check the performance of disk drives. User-friendly soft-

ware runs four comprehensive tests to check head aligrmient, disk clamp-

ing, write/read accuracy, and disk speed within minutes. It then displays

a read-out with evaluations and indicates areas needing adjustment

and/or repair. $39.95.

Data Frontiers
El Cid. CompuWriter typesetter interface that lets you typeset word

processing text files easily. Compatible with the CompuWriter models

Jr., I, n, all Apples with RS-232 port, X-on, X-off protocol. $599.

Data Impact Products
D-92 Dot Matrix Printer. Standard features include seven-by-nine

font for data processing printing, eleven-by-nine font for correspon-

dence-quality printing, one hundred cps bidirectional with short line

logic seeking, 800-character buffer, 100 percent duty cycle, and six dif-

ferent character sizes. Holiday special also includes Apple Interface

Card; with cable free with printer purchase. $399.

Data Terminals and Communications
Style Writer Daisy Wheel Printer. Parallel, complete word process-

ing and graphics. Wide variety of daisy print styles. Memory stores up to

twenty pages, prints over 130 words per minute, automatic proportional

spacing and underscore, variable pitch and lines per inch, red and black

printing, shadow print, subscript/superscript, bidirectional printing. Op-
tional sheet feeder and forms tractor. $899.

DTC 380Z Daisy Wheel Printer. For personal and business com-
puters. Has 48K buffer and software compatibility with Diablo
1640/1650/630. Prints at 32 CPS, bidirectional. Sheetfeeder and forms
tractor options. $1,495.

Davong Systems
Streaming Tape Backup. Copies data from a Davong Universal

Winchester hard disk system or floppy onto one-quarter-inch tape cas-

settes. Can prevent the loss of valuable data in the event of a hardware
malfunction or programming error. Disks are not removable. With tape

backup, cassette copies can be stored at another location for safe archival

storage. Stand alone, $1,995; with disk drive, $1,795.

Universal Winchester Hard Disk Systems. Disk storage system for

accounting, database management, and other data-hungry applications.

$1,845 to $3,995.

Winchester Hard Disk Software. Multi-OS disk operating system en-

ables use of multiple operating systems (DOS, Pascal, and CP/M). Al-

lows files to be imported from one operating system to another. Enables

user to boot from any disk-resident operating system. Password protec-

tion to prevent unauthorized access to sensitive data. $1,845 to $3,995.

DecilHonix
DX-l Sound Processing System. Hardware/software package for re-

cording, processing, and playing back real sound. The technique used is

eight-bit A-to-D and D-to-A "sound sampling." Although this technique

offers limited sound duration (one to ten seconds), some amazing feats

may be accomplished with the software program. $239.

Dynamic Solutions
Appligration. A system that automates data acquisition, analysis, and

reporting for chromatography, spectroscopy, colorimetry, and thermal

analysis. This system supports several analog-to-digital converters and

can sample up to 20,000 samples per second. $3,000 + .

Dynatec Systems
Disk Drive. Full height. $185.

Disk Drive. Half height. $190.

Eco-Tech
Interfaces. Four laboratory and industrial control interfaces. Options

available are twelve-bit analog input, eight-bit analog output and input,

and thirty-two-bit digital I/O. Each package includes basic interface soft-

ware and graphics package. $841 to $1,600.

Eventide
APX252 Real-Time Audio Analyzer. Divides the audio frequency

spectrum from 20Hz to 20kHz into thirty-one one-third-octave bands.

The relative amplitudes of these bands and the input level are displayed

on the hi-res screen. Firmware also allows keyboard control of mode and

update. Optional Specsystem 2.0 software provides more spectral analy-

sis features including three-dimensional spectral surface display. $595.

Frisbee Electronics
Real-Time Clock. Comes complete with all firmware and battery.

Offers use with simple "in" statement. Operates in any slot. Many
optional software programs available. Clock provides seconds, minutes,

hours, days, and years on readout. $75.

Frobco
Frob Banker Package. Converts your Frob-26 to an expanded

bank-switching system. Includes additional Frob interface board,

bank-switching cartridge adapter, software, and documentation. Good
news for those with Frob-528K system: Modification package, $50.

Frob Banker Package, $350.

Frob-26. Design cartridge software for the Atari 2600 video comput-

er system. A complete hardware/software package that includes Apple

Il/IIe 4K interface, VCS cartridge adapters, and software development

tools (debugger/disassembler/explorer/file utilities). Manual includes a

complete descripdon of the interworkings of the VCS. $495.

Hewlett-Packard
HP 7470 Graphics Plotter. Provides for automatic pen changing for

two colors or two line widths. Can be used for generating paper plots and

overhead transparencies in 8'/2-by-l 1-inch size. Supported for Apple on
most of the leading graphics software packages. Five character sets.

$1,095.

HP 7475 Six Pen Plotter. Provides for automatic pen changing in up
to six colors or two line widths. Can be used for generating paper plots

and overhead transparencies in sizes 8'/2- by- 11 inches and 11 -by- 17 in-

ches. Supported on most of the leading graphics software packages.

Nineteen character sets. $1,895.

High Order Micro Electronics
Repeaterrrr. Two enhancements: auto repeat and high speed repeat

(two speed, keyboard selectable). Repeats any keypress after adjustable

delay. Perfect word processing, programming, and VisiCalc aid. Ex-

cellent for scrolling or long cursor moves on sixty-six to eighty-column

displays. Unique, high quality, plug-in unit; compatible with all soft-
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ware, hardware, and Apple warranty. Revision seven motherboard or

greater. $26.95 postpaid.

Repeaterrrr+. All of the features of Repeaterrrr plus plug-in shift-

key modification to provide "standard" connection to game I/O without

interfering with other game I/O connectors. Gives true shift-key opera-

tion. Requires software support. Works with virtually all current word
processing programs. $36.95.

Hollywood Hardware
A/D Board AD-121602. Professional-quality twelve-bit A/D board

features sixteen channels, high resolution (one part in 4,096), fast

conversion (25 microseconds), selectable voltage ranges. Supplied with

manual, cable, complete software on disk, including demo-scope graphic

display. No programming required. Sixty day unconditional trial. $299.

Apple Prototype Board/Pro-1. The only extra-large professional

prototype board. Room for fifty-two sockets. Complete pin numbering

of rows, columns, peripheral and edge connector. Includes power busses

with provision for filtering. Premium quality black fiberglass with gold-

plated connector fingers. $29.95.

Forty-eight Line Parallel I/O Board ACPU-1. All lines buffered.

Twenty-three lines out. Twenty-five filtered lines in. All lines are bidi-

rectional if buffering is not required. Six on-board timers—two can ac-

cept external clock. Interrupt capability—remote or upon timeout. In-

cludes gold edge connector and fifty-pin output connector with cable.

Applications: process or motion control, data acquisition, high-speed

data transfer. $249.

Prototype Board/IPB-1. Complete pin numbering of rows, columns,

peripheral and edge connector. Includes power busses with provisions

for filtering. Premium quality black fiberglass with gold-plated connec-

tor fingers. $39.95.

Software Enhancement System/Ultra ROM Board APB-I02A. A
firmware system that triples efficiency but requires no main memory and

no disk access. Global Program Line Editor gives you global search and

replace, insert, delete, zap, pretty comment, and so on. User-defined or

predefined macros reduce command typing by ninety percent. & utilities

provide fast searches, damaged program recovery, number conversions,

Applesoft extensions, and so on. $189.

Innovative Measurements
IMI RealClock. Provides features you expect from a real-time clock

plus new and unique capabilities. Combined with its flexibility and ease

of use, these give you maximum value for your investment. $190.

IMI Hibemator. Provides user applications limited only by the imag-

ination. $145.

Real-Time Clock/Calendar Card. Provides date and time values with

a resolution of one millisecond. Four modes of interrupts ranging from
milliseconds to months are all software-controlled. An alarm interrupt is

generated with power off. Use with the IMI Hibemator to power up.

$190.

Power Socket. Three-way AC line sockets with line transient

suppression. AC line power may be mrned on and off from remote con-

tacts, front panel pushbuttons, or IMI RealClock with Apple AC line

power off. $145.

Interactive Structures
Daisi. Data acquisition for the Apple II or lie. A series of interfaces

designed to read instruments and sensors, plus control temperature and
pressure. $95 to $550.

Pkaso/U. A truly universal interface card with full text and graphics

capability. Can be configured for any present or future dot-matrix printer

that uses Centronics standard parallel port. Allows you to change printer

as your needs grow, but not your interface card. $175 to $225.

Intra Computer
PSIO (Programmable Serial I/O) Board. Enables asynchronous

serial communication via full RS-232 or current loop interface. Features

programmable baud-rate and forms control, auto baud. Speaks ASCII
and Baudot; works with ASCII Express: Professional and Softerm.
$199.95.

Four-Way Printer Sharing Switch. Permits four students to get

listings from their classroom computers on a single parallel printer. In-

cluding printer cable, $260.

MCE
VIM. State-of-the-art voice input module permits users to run the

computer by voice only, thus bypassing the keyboard. Users can run
software, program, and use word processors using voice alone. It is

especially useful for those with certain types of handicaps, and for busi-

ness use where hands are doing something else. $920 to $995.

Metamorphic Systems
MetaCard. A complete coprocessing system that includes an 8088

microprocessor operating at 5. 12 MHz, 64K to 128K of on-board memo-
ry, and its own power supply. Both Microsoft's MS-DOS and SofTech
Microsystems's UCSD p-System Version IV. I operating systems are

standard with MetaCard. 64K version, $850; 128K version, $980.

Microbasics
Bothware 8073. A self-contained computer based on the 8073 micro-

processor which contains a high-level language on chip—Basic. A large

wire wrap area is present for hardware interfacing. Typically, after an

8073 application program is developed, it is loaded into the board (or

other boards) and run stand-alone, thus freeing the Apple for other uses.

$199.95.
'

Micro Control Systems
Space Tablet Graphics System. Three-dimensional digitizing tablet,

i

Four-axis Space Tablet with Space Graphics software. $795.

Micro Co-op
16K Card. Quality RAM card with four-month warranty. $54.95.

Micro Display Systems
Genius Full-Page Display. Provides hardware features, user bene-

fits, and system performance equal to that of dedicated word processing

equipment. The hi-res (800 by 720 pixels) fifteen-inch Genius with

eighty characters by fifty-seven lines is supported by many of the most
popular application programs. $1,795.

Micromax Systems
Graphmax. A graphics printer interface compatible with all standard

Grappler-h applications. Additional standard features include text repeti-

tion, auto page numbering, and picture cropping. Optional features in-

clude color printer interfacing and zoom magnification of the picture up i

to ninety-nine times. CP/M- and Pascal-compatible. $159.95; with color

and zoom option, $169.95.

Printmax. A parallel printer interface for all Centronics-compatible

printers. It has a soft-controlled eighth bit transmission option to allow

you to do dot and block graphics. Commands are available to en-

able/disable line feeds to adjust print width. CP/M- and Pascal-compati-

ble. $79.95.

Viewmax-80. An eighty-column board compatible with most stan-

dard Videx software applications. Built-in feamres on the card include a

forty/eighty soft video switch, inverse video, complete Pascal and CP/M
compatibility, and Micromodem support. It has a complete ASCII char-

acter set with true lower-case descenders and shift key support. $229.95.

Viewmax-SOe. Expands the Apple lie memory space up to 192K by
packing up to 128K memory with an eighty-column video funcfion all on
one board. It is compatible with all standard He eighty-column software

applications including CP/M and Pascal. A Virtual Disk for fast RAM-
based disk operation is also available. 64K, $189.95; 128K, $299.95.

Z-max. An affordable Z-80 card for CP/M operation. Compatible
with Microsoft's SoftCard, ALS's Z-card, and all CP/M operafing sys-

tem application packages. The Z-max has a yellow indicator LED for the rO

Z-80 mode and provides for full interrupt and DMA operation. $159.95. l

|l
Micro Power Rt

MP-20. A high-end, full-control, ten-watt RMS per channel ampli-

fier with .05 THD, both channels driven 20-20 kHz. Only one and a half

inches tall, it was designed to complement the Apple and allow the user

adequate power for higher-quality speakers. Designed primarily for the to]

Mockingboard. $100. m
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Millenium 3 Engineering
The Sprite/Sound Board. Features thirty-two sprites, sixteen colors,

256 by 192 resolution, three tone and noise generators, ADSR envelope

control, 16K RAM, and so on to give the Apple II true arcade-quality

graphics and sound. Tutorial, reference manual, games, demos, utilities,

"Amparcade" graphics, and sound language included. $225.

Multitech Electronics
SSB-Apple Speech Synthesis Board. 1200 words. At home playing

video games, at school learning languages, in office repeating important

screen messages, in factory taking instrument readings by phone from

remote sites. Plug compatible with Apple II; uses advanced TI chip

TMS5220; provide-a-socket allows memory expansion by adding

another TI chip. $120.

Northwest Instrument Systems
Analyst Interactive State Analyzer. A real-time software debugging

tool. Uses an external mainframe and can be configured with sixteen to

eighty channels and 4,096K memory per channel. Selective storage of

data is possible using fifteen trigger/store states and four word recogniz-

ers per state. The system is fully programmable using Pascal or assembly

language. Basic sixteen-channel system, $2,995; sixteen-channel expan-

sion cards, $895 each.

Model 65 Programmable Function Generator. A fully programma-

ble signal source. Plugs directiy into a single slot. Frequency range is

0.5Hz to 5MHz and it generates sine, square, triangle, ramp, and pulse

waveforms. The user interface is menu-driven and programmable from a

coresident Basic or assembly language program. $850.

Model 85 Digital Memory Oscilloscope. A fully programmable
acquisition instrument that plugs directly into any two contiguous slots of

a computer running DOS 3.3. Has dual channel capability and a 50MHz
equivalent time bandwidth. $995.

Number Nine Computer Engineering
Booster Card. Increases processing speed by 3.6 times. Plugs into

any expansion slot. Compatible with all Apple peripherals and software.

Comes with 64K high-speed memory, built-in language card. $599.

lie Booster Card. Increases system execution 3.4 times. Plugs into

any expansion slot. On-board PROM eliminates software preboot. Con-

tains 64K high-speed memory and built-in language card. DMA capa-

bility allows for coprocessors and hard disk interface. Compatible with

all Apple peripherals and software. $599.

Omega Microware
Ramex 16K. Memory expansion board that contains 16K of addition-

al RAM. Compatible with Microsoft SoftCard, Cobol-80, Fortran-80,

Basic Compiler, Apple Pascal, and Assembler Language Development

System. $139.95.

Ramex 128K. A multipurpose expansion circuit board that contains

128K of RAM memory. The Enhancer, accompanying disk emulation

software, will provide eleven additional DOS commands that decrease

access time in writing or converting existing unprotected software.

Ramex is a flexible memory board, since it can function as a Virtual Disk

drive in slots 0 through 7. $499.99.

Optimal Technology
EPROM Programmer Model EP-2A-79. Available with software for

Apple II and He. Device capability includes 2708, 2716, TMS 2716,

2732, 2732A. 2532, 2764, 27128, MCM 68764 EPROMs and 2816
EEPROM. $169; personality modules, $17 to $35; Apple DOS software

and Apple interface card, $89.

Orange Micro
Buffered Grappler+. Buffered printer interface featuring an Apple

He eighty-column text dump, double hi-res graphics for the He, and ftill

access to Epson's versatile graphic aspect ratios, allowing the sharp

graphics on Epson printers. $239 at 16K, expandable to 32K or 64K.
Grappler+. Printer interface featuring twenty-seven graphics and

text commands for complete control over screen printouts. New features

include lie eighty-column text dumps, full Epson graphic support, and
He double hi-res graphics. $175.

Orange Interface. A low-priced, intelligent interface. More than fif-

teen firmware commands provide extensive control of screen text dis-

plays. Features include an eighty-column screen dump, forty-column

dumps, word wraparound, margin setting, and more. $99.

Orbital Systems
Disco RAM. A 128K RAM card with a disk drive built in. Will ex-

pand memory another 128K or can be used as a second drive. It emulates

a disk drive but is ten times faster. Menu-driven by software on PROM,
eliminating the need for a preboot disk. Disk emulation by keyboard

command. Kit, $209; assembled, $239.

80-Column Card with 64K of Memory for the Apple He. Expands

the viewing screen to 66 , 80, or 132 columns for word processing and

spreadsheet programs. From the keyboard, the card allows you to

change the size of the viewing screen without adjusting the controls on

the monitor. Features true descenders. Kit, $99; assembled, $129.

e-Z Card. A Z-80 controller card designed to run CP/M 2.2. A
Z-80A (faster 3.58MHz) microprocessor is used on the board. Will exe-

cute full Z-80 and 8080 instruction set, plus Z-80 interrupts. All "LS"
devices and an on-board PROM to reduce power consumption. Kit, $60;

assembled, $90.

Passport Designs
Soundchaser Digital. Turn your computer into a true musical instru-

ment. Four-octave AGO standard keyboard with interface card. Music

System digital synthesizer cards. Improved four-track digital perform-

ance software. Descriptions follow.

Polyphonic Synthesizer. Sixteen digital oscillators, fifty preset

sounds, unlimited user sounds, digital filter, real-time control of sound.

Create waveform programs, draw waveforms. $1,190.

Soundchaser Keyboard. Four-octave AGO standard keyboard with

interface card. Includes improved four-track digital performance soft-

ware. $795.

Mountain Computer Music System. All-digital synthesizer cards

with sixteen digital oscillators. Programmable waveforms, amplitude.

KEEPYOURAPPLE CLEAN

DUST IS 90% OF ALL MAINTENANCE PROBLEMS.
Washable covers to fit the Apple 11, lie and Apple III Attractive chocolate brown

suede cloth with beige trim or soft beige v^ith brown tnm Monitor and keyboard cover
$25 00, single disc drive cover $8.00, dual disc drive cover $10 00 and printer cover
$12 00 Caliiornia residents add sales tax Please allow 4 weeks tor delivery

Covers by Babette, 42 Caledonia St., Sausalito, CA 94965
(415) 332-6232

MasterCard n VISA CI Check r i Money Order

Card # exp. date Signature

Print Name
Address City State Zip



and frequency. Includes synthesizers, light pen, audio connectors, and

music composer and player software. $395.

Turbo-Traks Performance Software. Create sounds, record, orches-

trate, and compose. Polyphonic synthesizer; sixteen digital oscillators;

use up to sixteen oscillators per note; waveforms can be sequenced to

create natural timbres; over 100 preset sounds, unlimited user sounds;

split keyboard, pitch bend, create waveforms, draw waveforms, digital

filter, real-time control of sounds. Sixteen-track sound-on-sound record-

ing. $250.

Four-Track Editor. Create compositions from written sheet music or

score; enter track files in single-step format using music keyboard and

computer keyboard. Edit any track played in real time. Insert, delete,

punch in, punch out, quantize rhythms, fix mistakes. Can print out any

track, note names, and durations. Includes disk and operating manual.

$195.

Music Tutor—Ear Training. Chuck Boody's complete ear training

software. For home or classroom use (teachers configure drills). Exten-

sive guided and free mode drills; intervals, chords, tunings, notation,

and melodic games. Respond on staff, keyboard, or by name. Simple and

fun. Tutorial manual and three disks. $195.

Notes and Keys. Sight reading and keyboard technique for beginners.

For home or classroom use. Naming notes on the bass and treble clefs.

Keys and key signatures, sharps and flats. Five-finger scales and major

triads. Easy to use. A terrific accompaniment to any popular method

book. Includes disk and curriculum. $195.

Notewriter. A unique way to write and learn about music. Real-time

composing software prints in standard notation. Monophonic transcriber

writes what you play. Complete note processing editor lets you change

key, transpose, insert, delete; ties, triplets, much more. Tutorial manual

and disk. $99.

Notetools. Convert Notewriter files into four-track format. Move and

delete tracks. Improved tempo control. $50.

Traksplayer. A "record player" program for four-track composi-

tions. Create your own automated "albums." Improved DOS and com-

pressed file formats. Includes disk and instructions. $75.

Tunings. A collection of different four-track tuning files for the

Soundchaser Keyboard. Mean tone, just tone, tempered and quarter

tone. Includes disk and instructions. $50.

PC Ware
Centronics Printer Interface. Multiple drivers on-board in EPROM.

Interchangeable 2K RAM. Two handshake lines and four status lines.

Centronics data bit eight may be jumpered low. Conveniently located

ribbon connector. $59.95.

Enhanced Serial Interface. Asynchronous RS-232C I/O. Powerful

2K intelligent driver in EPROM. Interchangeable 2K RAM; supports

full and half duplex. Crystal-controlled baud rates, software program-

mable from 50 to 19200 baud. Programmable control register. Parity, over-

run, and framing error checks. Software programmable interrupts.

$184.95.

Extended Eighty-Column Cardfor Apple lie. 64K RAM. Function-

ally identical to the Apple version. $159.95.

Hi-Res Graphic Printer Interface. Keyboard-controlled screen

dumps. Twenty-three different commands for text and graphics. Color

graphics screen dumps. Interfaces to any dot-matrix printer. On-board

printer selection. Two-page side-by-side printout. $149.95.

Parallel I/O Interface. Multiple drivers on-board in EPROM.
Interchangeable 2K RAM. Dual eight-bit bidirectional parallel ports.

Four handshake lines. Conveniently located ribbon changer. $89.95.

Serial Interface. Asynchronous RS-232C I/O. Multiple drivers (up

to eight) resident in EPROM optional 2K RAM. Full or half duplex.

Crystal-controlled baud rate, software programmable from 50 to 19200

baud. Programmable control register. Parity, overrun, and framing error

checks. Software programmable interrupts. DMA and interrupt daisy-

chain supported. $129.95.

Personal Computer Products
Appli-Card. One-card solution to running CP/M applications. Fea-

tures 64K RAM, 40-colunin to 255-column scrolling, 70-column hi-res

screen, and 6MHz Z-80 processor. The Appli-Card executes CP/M pro-

grams three times faster than older Z-80 boards and supports all standard

peripherals. $375.

88Card. Comes with 64K RAM and a sixteen-bit 8088 processor

which, when added to an Apple, allows the 8088 to address 128K. Pres-

ently, the primary function of the 88Card is as a developer's tool.

88Card with MS-DOS and MBasic, $595.

64Kand 128KRAM Extenders. Plugs into the Appli-Card and, using

the Appli-Card's 64K and Appli-Disc software, functions as either a

128K or 192K RAM disk for Apple DOS or a 64K or 128K RAM disk

for CP/M. 64K extender, $195; 128K extender, $295.

Practical Peripherals
Microbuffer 11+ Serial and Parallel Interface. Stop waiting for

your printer with Microbuffer printer buffers and interfaces. $259

to $349.

Protecto Enterprizes
Comstar Super lOX F/T Printer. Ten-inch carriage, 120 cps, nine-

by-nine dot matrix with double-strike emphasis for eighteen-by-eighteen

matrix. Hi-res bit image (120 by 144), underlining, backspace, true de-

scenders, superscripts, and subscripts. Prints standard italic block graph-

ics, plus user-defmable characters. $299.

Qume
Sprint II/40-I30 Plus. Daisy wheel printer, available in standard fif-

teen-inch width or widetrack format. Offers a twenty-two-inch carriage

width and can be used for spreadsheet applications, as well as large-

format information displays; has a print line of 293 characters. $2,965.

RB Robot
RB5X: The Intelligent Robot. Completely programmable personal

robot. Comes fully assembled, with software that allows it to learn its

environment; sonar and tactile sensors; charger-finder routine; and an

array of options, including an arm, vacuum attachment, and a Robot

Control Language that allows you to program the robot using common
English. $1,795.

Software Specialties
Model 2300 EPROM Programmer. Can program most of the

EPROMs on the market. Permits programming from binary files on

disk, from data in memory, or direct from the keyboard. It can also read

and print the contents of an EPROM or dump it into memory or onto a

disk. An erase verify mode permits confirmation that an EPROM is

actually erased. $429.

SouthWest EdPsych Services
Interchange Switch. Interchange two slots with the flip of a switch.

Reduces inconvenience, loose connections, and costly burned-out chips

because software and hardware are slot-dependent. Great for hard and

floppy disk controllers and for multiple printers. No wiring or chips

needed, just plugs in. $79.95.

Spies Laboratories
Super-MX Interface Card. Upgrades Epson printers to near daisy

wheel print quality. Works with all software, even copy-protected disks.

Comes with Roman font style. Letter Gothic, Orator Large, Script, and

Olde English styles are optional. Has built-in graphics dump and text

commands. $175; optional font styles, $30 per pair.

Staff Computer Technology
The Key. A hardware module that works in conjunction with soft-

ware to protect software from being pirated. The module is easily in-

stalled in the gameport. Staff has two versions—standard and high se-

curity. Factory programmed with a security code, so each supplier can

have a code known only to them. The end user is free to make as many

backup copies as needed but can run them only if The Key is installed.

$17 each in quantities of 500.

Star Logic
Disk Drive. A 5 W -inch floppy disk drive compatible with Apple II.

Includes drive, cabinet, cable, and our standard warranty, including
]

ninety days parts and labor. $175.
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Stellation Two
Vitamin. Coprocessor board that speeds up both processing and I/O

delivery. Works under Pascal, CPM, and Basic. Speed increase averages

two times faster for PFS:File, one-and-a-half to two times faster for

VersaForm, Pascal compiles, and CP/M applications. Installation into

any I/O slot, one-time software installation using Invisible Optimizer

software. $449.

Strawberry Tree Computers
Dual Thermometer. Temperature data acquisition package for

laboratory, solar energy, industrial control, frost warning applications.

Complete with card, temperature probes, software, manual. $260.

Expander. Expands the Dual Thermometer to add more probes or

switches; low-level relays to control fans, heaters, and so on. Complete

with software. Probes not sold separately. $330.

Street Electronics
Echo II Speech Synthesizer. A very user-friendly plug-in peripheral

that will give your Apple an unlimited vocabulary, as well as a natural-

sounding female voice output. Numerous commercial software programs

are now compatible with the Echo II. Speech output from your Apple is

as easy as adding print statements to your programs. $149.95.

Sun Research
Line Conditioner/Voltage Regulator. Isolate your computer system

from brownouts, surges, spikes, and RFI. MDS-150, $90; MDS-250,

$185; MDS-250, $275; MDS-1000, $500.

Mayday Uninterruptable Power System. For total protection from

blackout, brownout surges, and spikes. Sizes from 150 watts to 1,000

watts. Prices include battery pack. $240 to $2,795.

Synetix
Flashcard. A solid-state memory device that looks to the Apple like a

floppy disk. The advantages of Flashcard over a floppy disk are a speed

gain of 1,000 percent, noiseless operation, and reduced read/write er-

rors. Flashcard comes in four versions: 147K; 294K with CP/M, DOS,
and Pascal operating systems for use with unprotected software; 147K
with Magicalc; or 294K with Magicalc. Prices start at $349.

Third Millennium Engineering
Arcade Board. Features thirty-two sprites, sixteen colors, 256 by

192 resolution, three tone and noise generators, ADSR envelope control,

16K RAM, and so on to give the Apple computer true arcade quality

graphics and sound. Tutorial, reference manual, games, demos, utilities,

and Ampercade graphics and sound language included. $225.

Thunderware
Thunderclock Plus. Clock/calendar card. Just plug it in and your

programs can read month, date, day, and time (to the second) in any of

Apple's languages. Works with DB Master, VisiDex, Micro/Courier,

and many more. Time and date stamp your DOS files. Control lights and

appliances on schedule. $150.

Thunderclock X-10 Interface and Scheduler. With Thunderware's

X-10 Interface option and a BSR X-10 Home Control System, your Ap-

ple can turn on your lights, water your lawn—whatever you desire,

according to schedules you create. It comes with easy-to-use Scheduler

software. For use with Thunderclock Plus. $49.

Titan Technologies
Accelerator II. A fast 6502 processor and 48K of memory aboard the

Accelerator II process data three-and-a half times faster than normal.

Many wait states are eliminated; all are shortened. $599.

Neptune. Provides eighty-column video display and RAM (64K,

128K, or 192K) on one card. The extra memory space can be used for

larger projects. 64K, $249.

Saturn RAM. 32K, 64K, and 128K RAM boards. Software is pro-

vided to help maximize memory use. 32K, $219.

Total Logic
LA-IOO. Converts the Apple into a logic analyzer for data analysis.

documentation, and storage. Components include circuit board, cable

software, and manual. Features sixteen-channel path, 1,024-word mem
ory, clock qualifiers, sixteen-bit trigger word, bit/timing display oi

screen or hard copy, disk storage. $795.

Transend
AIO II. A highly flexible serial and parallel interface. Allows simul

taneous use of a serial and parallel interface all in one slot. The seria

RS-232 port has a crystal-controlled baud rate that ranges from 110 t(

19200. The parallel ports are fully programmable, and on-board firm

ware provides all necessary drivers in a single package, including termi

nal communications. $225.

Appic/G 02. Parallel printer interface with graphics. Works with new

Apple Dot-Matrix Printer as well as virtually any other parallel printer

Included with the Appic is a graphics software disk that supports the fol

lowing printers for screen dumps: Epson, Centronics, NEC, IDS, Ana
dex, Okidata, and C.Itoh. Maintains maximum compatibility with CP/W
and Pascal. $129.

ASIO. A standard RS-232 serial interface board for interfacing the

Apple n with a variety of serial equipment such as printers, modems,

and terminals. Has one RS-232 port with two connectors—one for DCE
and one for DTE for easy cable interfacing. Has jumper-selectable baud

rates that range from 1 10 to 9600. $149.

Transtar/Vivitar Computer Products
130 Daisy Wheel Printer. Compatible with all major word processorsi

using Diablo 1610/1620 routines. Autoload feature automatically loads a

single sheet of paper into one of four selectable positions ready to print.

Includes a six-month parts and labor warranty. Parallel, $895; serial,

$950.

315 Color Graphics Printer. A unique four-hammer printhead allows

the 315 to print up to thirty shades of color on a single pass. $599.

120 Letter-Quality Printer. Compact, light, and portable. Prints at

fourteen characters per second. Diablo 1610/1620 code compatible with

most of the leading word processing packages on the market. Includes a

six-month warranty. $599.

Tymac Controls
PPC-IOO. A universal Centronics type parallel printer board that al-

lows you to turn on and off the high bit to access additional features in

many printers. Easily upgradable to a fully intelligent interface with

graphics and text dumps. Use with standard Centronics-configured print-

ers. $139.

TAC-200. A dual-mode parallel interface that provides easy printer

control plus a standard parallel board at the flip of a switch. Hi-res print-

ing with simple keyboard commands. Special features include inverse,

doubled, and rotated graphics and many text control features. $159.

U-Microcomputers
U-Com2. A highly compatible motherboard. Complete and tested, it

includes 6502 processor, 64K RAM, 2K boot EPROM, and eight slots.

Runs all DOS 3.3 software. To run UCSD Pascal or 56K CP/M requires

16K RAM card in slot O. Intended for OEMs and hobbyists. $375.
;

Apple III Cards. Now expand the Apple III with our range of cards

for interfacing and control applications. All cards include SOS com-

patible drivers and manual. Available are a parallel I/O with timer card,

twelve-bit A/D card, and single and eight-port serial interfaces. $200.

Enhancements. A range of cards to get more out of the Apple: U-

TALK speech synthesis, U-Z80 processor CP/M card, U-TIM precise

timer, U-TERM Eighty-Column for n Plus, UM68000 32/16-bit proc-

essor card. All except U-TERM are He-compatible. $50.

Interfaces. A wide range of interfaces: U-S232—serial, U-CENT—
parallel Centronics, U-PRINT16—buffered parallel and serial card, U-

PORT—eight serial interfaces on one card, U-BCD—panel meter inter-

face, U-A/D—twelve-bit A/D with parallel I/O and timer, and U-DT—
thirty-two-line parallel I/O and timer. $100.

U-RAM Range of RAM Cards. A range of add-on RAM'
cards— 16K, 32K, or 128K—which include VisiCalc expand and disk

emulation software. All compatible with II Plus. The 64K and 128Kii

cards are compatible with the He. $50.
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Versa Computing
Apple VersaWrUer. A digitizer drawing board and software package

that allows quick entry of graphics information to the hi-res screen. Ver-

saWriter plugs into the game I/O port. Simply trace or free-hand your

drawing as it appears immediately on the screen. Then color-fill your

drawing with 106 color choices. $299.

VF Associates
Disk Drives. Apple-compatible full-size forty-track Siemens-type

I

drives, exceptionally quiet and reliable operation, improved disk center-

ling cone, externally adjustable speed control; does synchronized and

; half-tracks, operates with standard Apple controller, manufacturer's one

year warranty. $199.

Videx
Enhancer II. Utilizes a powerful microprocessor to provide many of

the advanced features of computer terminals. These features include a

typeahead buffer, auto-repeat, upper and lower case with shift-key op-

eration, and redefinable keys. A function strip with sixteen additional

keys can take advantage of the Enhancer's macro capabilities to make
data entry and word processing easier and faster. $149; with function

strip, $179.

UltraTerm. The newest video display peripheral from Videx. Eight

software-selectable display modes offer a high-quality character set with

up to 160 columns or forty-eight lines of text. For best results, Videx

suggests using the Ultraterm with a high-persistence monitor. $379.

PSIO. With the PSIO, two individual interface cards are no longer

[necessary. The PSIO wUl interface between parallel and serial periph-

jerals simultaneously or individually. Software configured; a nonvolatile

,|RAM chip will remember device configurations even after the computer

ihas been turned off. $229.

Videoterm. Increases your display to a full capacity of eighty col-

iumns. The Videoterm is compatible with the most popular software sold

today, including a large selection of word processors. $279.

{V^isionary Electronics
Visionary 100: Microprocessor-based Data Conmiunications Periph-

;ral. Contains 300 baud direct-connect modem, internal RAM
J2K-24K); on-board clock. Compatible with any RS-232C computer,

^'^orks independently of computer; that is, downloads data from comput-

!r to Visionary, sets transmission time, turns computer off or otherwise

ingages it. All automatic features. $595 to $760.

^oice Machine Conmiunications
Voice Input Module (VIM). Converts spoken words to commands.

Allows concurrent input of voice and keyboard. Operate any application

software off the shelf or your own custom software. Under $1 ,000.

VRData
Hard Disk III. Subsystem includes controller, power supply, and

drive. Adapter kit includes software, host adapter, and cables. $150.

Five-megabyte subsystem, $995; 10 megabyte, $1,249; 15 megabyte,

$1,449.

Dual 10-Megabyte Hard Disk (Subsystem). Twenty megabytes total

.

Includes two ten-megabyte drives, controller, and power supply.

$1,999. Adapter kit includes software, host adapter, and cables. $150.

Dual 15-Megabyte Hard Disk (Subsystem). Thirty megabytes total.

Includes two fifteen-megabyte drives, controller, and power supply.

$2,299. Adapter kit includes software, host adapter, and cables. $150.

Panther-F. Low profile five-megabyte hard disk (subsystem). In-

cludes drive, controller, power supply. $1,395. Adapter kit includes

software, host adapter, and cables, $150.

Panther-R. Low profile five-megabyte removable hard disk cartridge

drive. Ideal for backup of a fixed hard disk. Also available as fixed

drive. $1,495. Adapter kit, $150.

Wliolesale Technology
Half Track Disk Drive. A 5 '4 -inch floppy drive stands only forty-

one millimeters high (half the height of an Apple drive), provides 160K
of dual-density storage, is fully compatible with all Apple lis running

DOS 3.2. or 3.3. Half high design, slimline styling, cooling louvers,

auto-eject of disk, unique quick-release controller cable, and a

twelve-millisecond head access time. Rated at 8,000 hours MTBF.
$399.95.

Word-Power
Magic Typer. Interface card that connects the Apple to a Royal or

Adler 1010 or 5010 electronic typewriter, making the typewriter func-

tion as a letter-quality printer. Comes complete with interface card, six-

foot cable, typewriter interface card, and instructions. $199.95.

PROM Programmer. Complete hardware/software system for read-

ing and programming EPROMs. Easy to use; no programming knowl-

edge required. Programs two EPROMs simultaneously. Complete in-

structions included. $99.95.

Computer Security Lock. Hardware for programmed EPROMs that

allows you to lock your computer so only those operators knowing the

code can use it. Companion product to PROM Programmer. $23.95.

Dual DOS. A smsdl add-on board to plug onto the DOS 3.3 controller

card. Allows you to boot both DOS 3.2 and DOS 3.3 by depresssing the

control key. Companion product to PROM Programmer. $24.95.

FOR APPLE II PLUS, FRANKLIN, APPLE He

Font Down Loader
Expand the capacity of your printer hundreds of times

Load custom fonts into your Apple" Matrix Printer. Prowriter'"" 851 OA. OKI"
MIcroline 92. 93. 84 Step II. and Epson- FX and usethenn with virtually every word
processor to turn your printer into a custom typesetter. After the fonts are
loaded, they will stay in your printer until it s turned off. A font editor is also
provided to allow you to create your own graphics, text, foreign language letters,

math and electronics symbols to load into your printer.

On-Disk (Specify Printer) '39"°

Mew improved versions with drivers for Grappler Pkaso. Wizard and
most other intelligent parallel boards

r^$100 REWARD^
Submit the best or most unique

font using the above software and we
will make you $100 richer. Other
prizes for the first 25 runners up.

j ^^J^^
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VISA

micra
uinrE

P.O. Box 113
Pompton Plains. N.J,

07444

S^^r^^f CALL (201) 838-9027 'There's go( to be a better wa> to load fonts!
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Abacas Enterprises, Box 1836, Detroit. MI 48231; 313-524-2444.

AbCom, 206 North Main Street, Bishop, CA 93514; 619-872-1946.

A B Computers, 252 Bethlehem Pike, Colmar, PA 18915; 215-822-7727.

ABW, Box M1047, Ann Arbor, MI 48104; 313-971-9364.

Academic Hallmarks, Box 998, Durango, CO 81301; 303-247-8738.

Accent Software, 3750 Wright Place, Palo Alto, CA 94306; 415-856-6505.

Actioncraft, 5753G East Santa Ana Canyon Road, Suite 1200C, Anaheim Hills, CA 92807;

800-227-3913.

Action-Research Northwest, 11442 Marine View Drive, Southwest, Seattle, WA 98146;

206-241-1645.

Addison-Wesley Publishing, 6 Jacob Way, Reading, MA 01867; 617-944-3700.

Advanced Business Technology, 1180 Coleman Avenue, San Jose, CA 95110;
408-275-9880.

Advanced Micro Techniques, 1291 East Hillsdale Boulevard, Suite 209. Foster City, CA
94404; 415-349-9336.

Advanced Systems Concepts, 435 North Lake Avenue. Pasadena. CA91101; 213-793-8971

or 800-824-7080.

Adventure International, Box 3435, Longwood, PL 32750; 305-862-6917.

Adwar Video, 335 West 35th Street, New York, NY 10001; 212-947-4040.

AgDisk/HTS, 624 Peach Street, Lincoln, NE 68501; 402-^76-2811.

Aguila, 24 Park Street, Pepperell, MA 01463; 617^33-9502.

Ahead Designs, 699 North Vulcan, Suite 88, Encinitas, CA 93024; 619-^36^071.

Alf Products, 1315 Nelson, Unit F, Denver, CO 80215; 303-234-0871.

Alien Group, 27 West 23rd Street, New York, NY 10010; 212-924^237.

Alpha Delta Communications, Box 571, Centerville, OH 45459; 513-435-4772.

Alpha Logic Business Systems, 4119 North Union Road, Woodstock, IL 6009f

815-568-5166.

Alpha Software, 30B Street, Burlington, MA 01803; 617-229-2924.

Alternative Software, 1 165 Barbara Drive, Cherry Hill, NJ 08003; 609-428-6701.

Amdek, 2201 Lively Boulevard, Elk Grove VUlage, IL 60007; 312-364-1180.

American Avicuitural Art and Science, 3268 Watson Road, Saint Louis, MO 6313!

314-645-4431.

American Training International, 3770 Highland Avenue, Suite 201, Manhattan Bead

CA 90266; 213-546-4725.
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Amtek Systems, 1400 South Sherman, Suite 202, Richardson, TX 75081; 214-238-5300.

Anidata, 318 South Black Horse Pilce, Blackwood, NJ 08012; 609-228-3034.

Animation Grapliics, 11317 Sunset HUls Road, Reston, VA 22090; 703-471-0740.

Tlie Answer in Computers, 6035 University Avenue, Suite 7, San Diego, CA 92115;
619-287-0795.

Anthro-Oigital, 103 Bartlett Avenue, Pittsfield, MA 01202; 413-448-8278.

Apogee Designs, 3100 Fallscliff Road, Baltimore, MD 21211.

Apple Computer, 20525 Mariani Avenue, Cupertino, CA 95014; 408-996-1010.

Applegate Computer Enterprises, 470 Slagle Creek Road, Grants Pass, OR 97527;
503-846-6742.

Applied Analytics, 8910 Brookridge Drive, Upper Marlboro, MD 20772; 301-627-6650.

Applied Creative Technology, 2723 Avenue E, East, Suite 717, Arlington, TX 76011;
800-433-5373, in TX 817-261-6905.

Applied Engineering, Box 470301, Dallas, TX 75247; 214-492-2027.

Applied Microsystems, Box 832, Roswell, GA 30077; 404^75-0832; 404-371-0832.
Applied Software Technology, 170 Knowles Drive, Los Gatos, CA 95030; 408-370-2662.

Arrow Data Systems, 5910 East Washington Boulevard, Los Angeles, CA 90040;
213-726-9440.

ARS PubUcations, 3710 Pacific Avenue, Suite 16, Venice, CA 90291; 213-821-2425.

Artificial Intelligence Research Group, 921 North La JoUa Avenue, Los Angeles, CA
90046; 213-656-7368.

Artsci, 5547 Satsuma Avenue, North Hollywood, CA 91601; 213-985-5763.

Artworx Software, 150 North Main Street, Fairport, NY 14450; 716-425-2833.

Ask Micro, 100 Blue Ravine Road, Folsom, CA 95630; 916-985-6555.

Chuck Atkinson Programs, Route 5, Box 277-C, Benbrook, TX 76127; 817-249-0166.

Atlantic Cabinet, Box 100, WUliamsport, MD 21795; 301-223-8900.

Atlantis, Box 1444, Minneapolis, MN 55440; 612-623-3850.

ATV Research, 1303 Broadway, Dakota City, NE 68731; 402-987-3771.

A2D Company, Box 6471, Greenville, SC 29606; 803-297-0552.

A B Computers, 252 Bethlehem Pike, Colmar, PA 18915; 215-822-7727.

Abacas Enterprises, Box 1836, Detroit, MI 48231; 313-524-2444.

AbCom, 206 North Main Street, Bishop, CA 93514; 619-872-1946.

Avalon HiU, 4517 Harford Road, Baltimore, MD 21214; 301-254-9200.

Avant-Garde, Box 30160, Eugene, OR 97403; 503-345-3043.

Axiom, 1014 Griswold Avenue, San Fernando, CA 91340; 213-365-9521.

Aztec Electronics, 12345 Westminster Avenue, Santa Ana, CA 92703; 714-554-1730.
Balbesoftware Systems, 6 White Plains Drive, Saint Louis, MO 63017; 314-532-5377.
Harrington Educational Computer Co-op, Box 863, Barrington, IL 60010; 312-658-4710.
The BEE Company, Box 771448, Houston, TX 77215; 713-270-7485.

Beagle Bros, 4315 Sierra Vista, San Diego, CA 92103; 619-296-6400.

Beaman Porter, Pleasant Ridge Road, Harrison, NY 10528; 914-967-3504.

Behavioral Engineering, 230 Mount Hermon Road, Suite 207, Scotts Valley, CA 95066;
408-438-5649.

Louis K. BeU, Box 7, Augusta, GA 30903; 404-790-6854.

Berry Systems, 3016 Pump House Road, Birmingham, AL 35243; 205-969-3436.
Big Red Apple Club, 1301 North 19th, Norfolk, NE 68701; 402-379-3531.

BitCards, 120 South University Drive, Plantation, FL 33317; 800-248-2273, 305-475-3851.
Bi-Tech Enterprises, lOB Carlough Road, Bohemia, NY 11716; 516-567-8155.
Black Box, Box 12800, Pittsburgh, PA 15241; 412-746-2910.

Black Sun Program Exchange, Box 406, Emmaus, PA 18049; 215-967-3300.
Blue Chip Software, 19537 Wells Drive, Tarzana, CA 91300.

BIythe Valley Software, Box I, Oakhurst, CA 93644; 209-683-4735.

The Book Company, 1 1223 South Hindry Avenue, Los Angeles, CA 90045; 213-410-9466.
BPI Systems, 3423 Guadalupe, Austin, TX 78705; 512-454-7191.

Brahman Software, Box 1209, Fairfield, lA 52556.

BrainBank, 220 Fifth Avenue, New York, NY 10001; 212-686-6565.
Bretford Manufacturing, 9715 Soreng Avenue, Schiller Park, IL 60176; 312-678-2545.
Broadway Software, 642 Amsterdam Avenue, Suite 136, New York, NY 10025
212-580-7508.

Broderbund Software, 17 Paul Drive, San Rafael, CA 94903; 415-479-1170.
BusinessMaster, 1207-M Elm Avenue, Carisbad, CA 92008; 619-434-6165.
Business Solutions, 60 East Main Street, Kings Park, NY 11754; 516-269-1120.
Cache Data Systems, Box 8684, Fountain Valley, CA 92708.
Calcshop, Box 1231-ST, West Caldwell, NJ 07007; 201-228-9139.
C & C Software, 5713 Kentford-Circle, Wichita, KS 67220; 316-683-6056.
Cases, Box 33820, Seattle, WA 98133; 206-365-5210.

Cdex, 5050 El Camino Real, Suite 200, Los Altos, CA 94022; 425-964-7600.
Century Software, 10443 North Cave Creek Road, Suite 105, Phoenix, AZ 85020-
602-944-5533.

CE Software, 801 73rd Street, Des Moines, lA 50312; 515-224-1995.
CET Research Group, Box 2029, Norman, OK 73070; 405-360-5464.
Cheapsuit Software, Box 923, Iowa City, lA 52244.
Chilton Book Company, Radnor, PA 19089; 215-964-4000.
Circadian Software, Box 1208, Melbourne, FL 32902; 305-723-5717.
Clark Software, Jackson Road, Shamokin, PA 17872; 717-664-1392.
Classical Computing, Box 3318, Chapel HUl, NC 27515; 800-334-0854.
ComMinder n, 636 Waverly Street, Palo Alto, CA 94301; 415-327-3511.
Codo Manufacturing, 650 Beveriy Boulevard, Upper Darby, PA 19082; 215-352-9214.
Commercial Software Systems, 7689 West Frost Drive, Littleton, CO 80123-
303-761-8062.

Commsoft, 2452 Embarcadero Way, Palo Alto, CA 94303; 415-493-2184.
CompAid ProducU, Box 143, Trafford, PA 15085.

Compress, Box 102, Wentworth, NH 03282; 603-764-5831.
Compucart, Box 2095, Tampa, FL 33601; 800-237-9024, in FL 813-251-2431.
Compu Cover, Box 310, Mary Ester, FL 32569; 904-244-5238.
CompuGift, 27802 Perales Street, Mission Viejo, CA 92692; 714-768-8223.
Compu-Law, 3520 Wesley Street, Culver City, CA 90230; 213-558-3360.
Compumax, Box 7239, Menlo Park, CA 94025; 415-854-6700.
Compu-Quote, 6914 Berquist Avenue, Canoga Park, CA 91307; 213-348-3662.

CompuServe, 5000 Arlington Center Boulevard, Columbus, OH 43220.

Compu-Soft Publishing, 535 Broadway, El Cajon, CA 92021; 800-854 6505,
619-588-0996.

Compu-Tations, Box 502, Troy, MI 48099; 313-689-5059.

Computer-Advanced Ideas, I442A Walnut Street, Suite 341, Berkeley, CA 94709-
415-526-9100,

Computer Applications, 629 Arbor Avenue, Ventura, CA 93003; 805-644-9327.

Computer Case, 5650 Indian Mound Court, Columbus, OH 43213; 614-868-9464,
800-848-7548.

Computerized Management Systems, 1039 Cadiz Drive, Simi, CA 93065; 805-526-0151

.

Computer Practice Keyboard, 616 Ninth Street, Union City, NJ 07087; 201-863-0999.

Computer Systems Design, 2 1 39 Jackson Boulevard, Rapid City , SD 5770 1 ; 605-34 1 -366 1

.

Computer Tax Service, Box 4845, Incline Village, NV 99450; 702-83 M300.
Computer Tutor Publishing, 925 Demun Avenue, Saint Louis, MO 63105; 314-725-1088.

CompuTrac, Box 15951, Tampa, FL 33601; 800-237-9024, in FL 813-251-2431

.

Comrex International, 3701 Skypark Drive, Suite 120, Torrance, CA 90505;
213-373-0280.

Concept Group, 4849 North Mesa, Suite 101, El Paso, TX 79912; 915-544-4444.

Concorde Peripheral Systems, 23152 Verdugo Drive, Laguna Hills, CA 92653;
714-859-2850.

Consolink, 1821 Left Hand Circle, Longmont, CO 80501; 800-525-6705.

Consumers Software, 106-314 East Holly Street, Department J, Bellingham, WA 98225;
800-654-5501, in WA 604-688^548.

Continental Software, 11223 South Hindry Avenue, Los Angeles, CA 90045;
213-410-3977.

Control Data Publishing, Box 261127, San Diego, CA 92126; 800-233-3784, in CA
619-233-3785.

Counterpoint Software, 4005 West 65th Street, Suite 218, Edina, MN 55435-
800-328-1223.

Courseware, 10075 Carroll Canyon Road, San Diego, CA 92131; 619-578-1700.
Covers A Lot, Box 369, La Honda, CA 94020; 415-747-0352.

Crattsbury Software, 1623 Montague Street.N.W. .Washington, DC 2001 1; 202-829-3121.
Crane Software, 16835 Algonquin, Suite 61 1, Huntington Beach, CA 92649; 714-846-8005.
Creative Computer Peripherals, 1044 Lacey Road, Forked River, NJ 0873 1 ; 609-693-0002
Creative Computer Products, Box 85152, San Diego, CA 93218; 800-231-5413, in CA
800-523-5441.
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Creative Curriculum, 15632 Producer Lane, Huntington Beach, CA 92649; 800-854-2443,
in CA 714-898-2658.

Creative Peripherals Unlimited, 1606 South Clementine, Anaheim, CA 92802;
800-854-8021, in CA 800-432-7268.

Creative Software, 6081 Barbados Avenue, Cypress, CA 90630; 714-893-4695.

Cross Educational Software, Box 1536, Ruston, LA 71270; 318-255-8921.

Crow Ridge Associates, Box One, New Scodand, NY 12127; 518-765-3620.

Cuesta Systems, 3440 Roberto Court, San Luis Obispo, CA 93401; 805-541-4160.

Custom Software Design, 831 Maplewood Avenue, Anderson, IN 46012; 317-642-01 12.

Cyber-Tech, Box 924, Chatsworth, CA 91311; 213-702-2178.

Cygnus Software, 8002 East Culver, Mesa, AZ 85207; 602-986-5938.

CYMA, 2160 East Brown Road, Mesa, AZ 85201; 602-835-8880.

Dab Systems, 9116 Rockefeller Une, West Springfield, VA 22153.

D&MM Software, Box 1031, Palatine, IL 60078; 312-934-3831.

Data-Cue, 5696 Highway 431 South, Brownsboro. AL 35741; 205-883-2933.

Data Encore, 585 North Mary Avenue, Sunnyvale, CA 94086; 408-720-7400.

Data Frontiers, Box 92423, Rochester, NY 14692; 716-227-5752.

Data Impact Products, 745 Adantic Avenue, Boston, MA 02111; 800-325-1525.

DataKnight, Normandy Circle, Glenmore, PA 19343; 215-431-8900.

Datam Consultants, Box 238, DeKalb, IL 60115; 815-758-1505.

Datamost, 8943 Fullbright Avenue, Chatsworth, CA 91311; 213-709-1202.

Dataphile Digest, Box 2806, Del Mar, CA 92014; 619-436-9382.

Datascan Software, 46 Downing Street, New York, NY 10014; 212-361-7400.
Data Security Concepts, Box 31044, Des Peres, MO 63131; 314-965-5044.
Data Terminals and Communications, 590 Division Street, Campbell, CA 95008;
408-378-1112.

Data Transforms, 616 Washington Street, Suite 106, Denver, CO 80203; 303-832-1501.
David Data, 12021 Wilshire Boulevard, Los Angeles, CA 90025; 213^78-7865.
Davidson & Associates, 6069 Groveoak Place, Suite 12, Rancho Palos Verdes, CA 92074;
213-378-7826, 213-378-3995.

Davka, 845 North Michigan Avenue, Suite 843, Chicago, IL 60611; 312-944-4070.
Davong Systems, 217 Humboldt Court, Sunnyvale, CA 94086; 408-734-4900.
Decillionix, Box 70985, Sunnyvale, CA 94086; 408-732-7758.

Decision Economics, 14 Old Farm Road, Cedar Knolls, NJ 07927; 201-539-6889.
Decision Support Software, 1438 Ironwood Drive, McLean, VA 22101; 703-241-8316.
DesignWare, 185 Berry Street, San Francisco, CA 94107; 415-546-1866.
Desktop Computer Software, 303 Potrero Street, Suite 29/303, Santa Cruz, CA 95060;
408^58-9095.



Developmental Learning Materials, One DLM Park, Allen, TX 75002; 800-527-4747, in

TX 800-422-4711.

Dietware, Box 503, Spring, TX 77383; 713-440-6943.

Digipac Computer Consulting, 907 River Street East, Prince Albert, Saskatchewan, S6V

0B3, Canada; 306-764-1707.

Digisoft Computers, 1501 Third Avenue, New York, NY 10028; 212-734-3875.

Digital Laboratories, 600 Pleasant Street, Watertown, MA 02172; 617-924-1680.

Digital Marketing, 2363 Boulevard Circle, Walnut Creek, CA 94595; 800-826-2222 or

415-947-1000.

Digit Magazine, Box 29996, San Francisco, CA 94129; 415-931-1885.

Diskazine Publications, Box 1537, Columbus, IN 47202; 812-342-3702.

Disk Depot, 731 West Colorado Springs, CO 80905; 303-473-7777.

Diskus Products, 6003 Bandini Boulevard, Los Angeles, CA 90040; 213-726-3088.

Diversified Software Research, 5848 Crampton Court, Rockford, IL 611 1 1 ;
818-877-1343.

DJR Associates, 303 South Broadway, Tarrytown, NY 10591; 914-631-6766.

Don't Ask Computer Software, 2265 Westwood, Suite B-150, Los Angeles, CA 90064;

213-477-4514.

Doss Industries, 1224 Mariposa Street, San Francisco, CA 94107; 415-861-2223.

Doublestuff Software Development, 2053 West Eleventh Street, Brooklyn, NY 11223;

212-237-2589.

Dow Jones, Box 300, Princeton, NJ 08540; 800-257-5114.

The DP Consultant, Box 1 174, Piano, TX 75074; 214-596-0594.

D/Punch, Box 201, Newton Highlands, MA 02161; 800-227-3800, 617-527-3547.

Dresselhaus Computer Products, 837 East Alosta Avenue, Glendora, CA 91740;

213-914-5831.

Dynacomp, 1427 Monroe Avenue, Rochester, NY 14618; 716-442-8960.

Dynamic Solutions, 61 South Lake, Suite 305, Pasadena, CA 91101; 213-577-2643.

Dynatech Systems, Box 21824, San Jose, CA 95127; 408-286-4651.

Earthware Computer Services, Box 30039, Eugene, OR 97403; 503-344-3383.

Eco-Tech, 2990 Lake Lansing Road, Suite 202, East Lansing, MI 48823; 517-337-9226.

Eden II Computing, Box 959. Pebble Beach, CA 93953.

Educational Courseware, 67A Willard Street, Hartford, CT 06105; 203-247-6609.

Educational Media, Box 21311, Minneapolis, MN 55421; 612-636-5098.

Ed-U-Comp, 246 South Ocean Avenue, Freeport, NY 11520; 516-546-7575.
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Edutek, 415 Cambridge, Suite 4, Palo Alto, CA 94306; 415-325-9965.

Edu-Ware Services, 28035 Dorothy Drive, Agoura Hills, CA 91301; 213-706-0661.

Eiconics, 211 Cruz Alta, Taos, NM 87571; 505-758-1696.

8th Dimension Enterprises, Box 62366, Sunnyvale, CA 94088; 408-972-0469.

Einstein Software, 1 1340 West Olympic Boulevard, Suite 221, Los Angeles, CA 90064;

213-477-1530.

El Dorado Software, 549A Castro Street, San Francisco, CA 941 14; 415-626-0588.

Electronic Arts, 2755 Campus Drive, San Mateo, CA 94403; 415-571-7171.

Electronic Courseware Systems, 309 Windsor Road, Champaign, IL 61820; 217-359-7099.

Ellis Computing, 3917 Noriega Street, San Francisco, CA 94122; 415-753-0186.

Encyclopaedia Britannica Educational, 425 North Michigan Avenue, Chicago, IL 60611;

800-621-3900.

Enhanceware, 91 Pioneer Place, Durango, CO 81301; 303-259-3598.

Essertier Software, 1020 Manhattan Beach Boulevard, Suite 200, Hermosa Beach, CA
90200; 213-379-1570.

Eventide, 265 West 54th Street, New York, NY 10019; 212-581-9290.

Exec Software, 201 Waltham Street, Lexington, MA 02173; 617-862-3170.

Family Life Software, 1401 South Eleventh Avenue, Saint Cloud, MN 56301;

612-253-6032.

Fiberbilt Computer Cases, 601 West 26th Street, New York, NY 10001; 800-847-4176, in

NY 323-675-5820.

Financial Software, 1 1401 Westridge Circle, Chardon, OH 44024; 800-392-2669, in OH
216-338-6811.

First Flight Data Systems, Box 555, Kitty Hawk, NC 27949; 919-441-6480.

FlipTrack Learning Systems, 999 Main Street, Suite 200, Glen Ellyn, IL 60137;

312-790-1117.

Flowersoft, 564 Tara Court. Manteca, CA 95336; 209-239-21 16.

FMJ, Box 5281. Torrance, CA 90510; 213-325-1900.

Focus Media, 839 Stewart Avenue, Garden City, NY 1 1530; 516-794-8900.

Fountain Computer Products, 1901 Kipling, Ukewood, CO 80215; 303-232-8246.

Fox and Geller, 604 Market Street, Elmwood Park, NJ 07407; 201-794-8883.

Frisbee Electronics, 807 Howell Avenue, Ridgecrest, CA 93555; 408-997-1154.

Frobco, Box 8378, Santa Cruz, CA 95061; 408^29-1551.

Fullmer Associates, 1 132 Via Jose, San Jose, CA 95120; 408-997-1 154.

Funk Vocab-Ware, 4825 Province Line Road, Princeton, NJ 08540; 609-921-0245.

Funtastic, 5-12 WUde Avenue, Drexel Hill, PA 19026; 215-622-5716.

Gamemaster, 1723 Howard, Suite 219, Evanston, IL 60202; 312-328-9009.

Geegery Software Works, Box 8028, Des Moines, lA 50301; 515-262-6317.

Gessler Publishing, 900 Broadway, New York, NY 10003; 212-673-3113.

Giltronix, 3780 Fabian Way, Palo Alto, CA 94303; 415-493-1300.

Gnosis, 4005 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, PA 19104; 215-387-1500.

Gold Disk Quality Software, Box 102, Glen Arm, MD 21057; 800-368-2260, in MD
301-592-5949.

Golfsoft, 10333 Balsam Une, Eden Prairie, MN 55344; 612-941-2172.

Gourmet Software, 671 Eden Avenue, San Jose, CA 95117; 408-866-0887.

Graphic Dimensions, 8 Frederick Road, Pittsford, NY 14534; 716-381-3428.

Great Divide Software, 8060 West Woodard Drive, Lakewood, CO 80227 ;
303-238-5258

Great Plains Software, 1701 38th Street Southwest, Fargo, MD 58107; 701-281-0550.

Gryphon Microproducts, Box 6543, SUver Spring, MD 20906; 301-946-2585.

Guild Musical Instruments, 225 West Grand Street, Elizabeth, NJ 07202; 201-351-3002.

H.A.L. Labs, 4074 Midland Road, Suite 23, Riverside, CA 92505; 714-359-8480.

H & H Scientific, 13507 Pendleton Street, Fort Washington, MD 20744; 301-292-2958.

H & H Trading, Box 549, Clayton, CA 94517; 415-672-3233.

Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1250 Sixth Avenue, San Diego, CA 92101; 800-543-1918, in

CA 619-699-6335.

Hartley Courseware, 123 Bridge Street, Dimondale, MI 48821; 517-646-6458.

Hayden Book Company, 10 Mulholland Drive, Hasbrouch Heights, NJ 07604;

201-288-7520.

Hayden Software, 600 Suffolk Street, Lowell, MA 01853; 617-937-0200.

Hayes Microcomputer Products, 5835 Peachtree Corners East, Norcross, GA 30092;

404-449-8791.

Hayes Products, 1558 Osage Street, San Marcos, CA 92069; 619-744-8546.

Heller Software, 4500 Londonderry Road, Harrisburg, PA 17109; 717-652-6655.

Hewlett-Packard, 16399 West Bernardo Drive, San Diego, CA 92127; 619-487-4100.

Highlands Computer Services, 14422 Southeast 132nd Street, Renton, WA 98056;

206-228-6691.

High Order Micro Electronics, 17 River Street, Chagrin Falls, OH 44022; 216-247-3310.

High Technology Software Products, Box 60406, Oklahoma City, OK 73146;

405-524-4359.
Hi Tech, 126 Lighthouse Avenue, Santa Cruz, CA 95060; 408-425-5654.

HLS Duplication, 1008 Steward Drive, Sunnyvale, CA 94086; 408-738-3416.

Hollander Office Products, 15500 West Telegraph Road, Suite A-6, Santa Paula, CA
93060; 805-525-2158.

HoUywood Hardware, 6842 Valjean Avenue, Van Nuys, CA 91406; 213-989-1204.

Homeware, Box 3062, Ruston, LA 71272.

Howard Software Services, 8008 Girard, Suite 310, La Jolla, CA 92037; 619-454-0121.

HSP Computer Furniture, Box 5545, Birmingham, AL 35207; 205-251-0500.

Human Systems Dynamics, 9010 Reseda Boulevard, Suite 222, Northridge, CA 91324;

213-993-8536.

C R Hunter & Associates, 1527 Northwood Drive, Cincinnati, OH 45237; 513-761-9322.

Hutton Industries, Box 1413, Tacoma, WA 98401.

Hy-Tek, 6502 Micro Drive, Dayton, MD 21036; 301-854-0058.

IAS, Mason Road #2, West Willington, CT 06279; 203-429-1691.

Independence Software, 1324 Second Avenue, New York, NY 10021; 212-772-2960.

Infocom, 55 Wheeler Street, Cambridge, MA 02138; 617-492-1031.

Innovative Measurements, Box 3879, San Clemente, CA 92672; 714-493-2174.

Innovative Programming Associates, One Airport Place, Princeton, NJ 08540;

609-924-7272.

Insoft, 7833 Southwest Cirrus Drive, Beaverton, OR 97005; 503-641-5223.

Interactive Microware, Box 771, State College, PA 16801; 814-238-8294.

Interactive Structures, 146 Montgomery Avenue, Bala Cynwyd,, PA 19072; 215-667-1713.

Interactive Video, 7500 San Felipe, Suite 100, Houston, TX 77063; 713-781-6984.

Interlaken Technology, 6535 Cecilia Circle, Minneapolis, MN 55435; 612-944-2624.

Intra Computer, 101 West 31st Street, New York, NY 10001; 212-947-5533.

Intra Day Analyst, Box 15922, New Orleans, LA 70175; 800-535-7990.

Invester's Software, Box N, Bradenton Beach, FL 33510; 813-778-5515.

I-Protect, 4644 Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 101, Marina Del Rey, CA 90292; 213-306-9866.

Gary Irwin & Associates, 4102 WUliwaw, Irvine, CA 92714; 714-552-1004.

ISI Island Services, 3850 Gilman Street, Long Beach, CA 90815; 213-498-9123.

Island Software, Box 300, Uke Grove, NY 11755; 516-585-3755.

John James Furnishings, Box 501321. Houston, TX 77250; 713-162-5533.

J & S Software, 140 Reid Avenue, Port Washington, NY 11050; 516-944-9304.

Jefferson Software, 723 Kanawha Boulevard, East, Charleston. WV 25301; 304-342-0769.

Jor-And, Box 9180, Glendale, CA 91206; 213-247-6658.

JR Software, Box 693, Florissant, MD 63032; 314-741-6409.

Jupiter Island, 1900 Powell Street, Suite 1135, EmeryvUle, CA 94608; 415-655-0840.

Kelcom Management, 30 Southampton Drive Southwest, Calgary, Alberta, Canada;

403-253-5397.

Kensington Microware, 919 Third Avenue, New York, NY 10022; 212-186-7707.

Key Enterprises, Box 5429, Amarillo, TX 79107; 806-372-8962.

Kline Productions, 4501 Lindell Boulevard, Suite 5J, Saint Louis, MO 63108;

314-367-7200.

Knossos, 422 Redwood Avenue, Corte Madera, CA 94925; 415-924-8528.

Korsmeyer Electronic Design, 1500 Skyline Drive, Lincoln, NE 68506; 402-483-2238.

Kraft Systems, 450 West California Avenue, Vista, CA 92083; 619-724-7146.

Krell Software, 1320 Stony Brook Road, Stony Brook, NY 11790; 516-751-5139.

Krown Computing, 1282 Conference Drive, Scotts Valley, CA 95066; 408-335-3133.

Last Electronics, Box 1300, San Andreas, CA 95249; 209-754-1800.

Laumer Research, 1832 School Road, Carrollton, TX 75006; 214-245-3917.

The Learning Company, 545 Middlefield Road, Suite 170, Menlo Park, CA 94025

415-328-5410.

Learning Tools, 686 Massachusetts Avenue, Cambridge, MA 02129; 617-864-8086.

Line Associates, 1875 Morse Road, Suite 215. Columbus, OH 43229; 614-263-2123.

LinTek, Box 8056, Grand Rapids, MI 49508; 616-241-4040.

Living Videotext, 450 San Antonio Road, Suite 56, Palo Alto, CA 94306; 415-857-0511.

LJK Enterprises, 7852 Big Bend Boulevard, Saint Louis, MO 63119; 314-962-1855.

Lloyds of London Press, 817 Broadway, New York, NY 10003; 212-673-4700.
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|LoTech Limited, 1550 California Street, San Francisco, CA 94109; 415-563-0304.

ILRH Enterprises, 358 Ashley Boulevard, New Bedford, MA 02746.

Luxor, 2245 Delany Road, Waukegan, IL 60085; 312-244-1800.

Macro-Trend, 7420 Westlake Terrace, Suite 1509, Bethesda, MD 20817; 301-365-3737.

Madwest Software, 121 North Allen Street, Madison WI 53705; 608-238-4875.

Magnetic Harvest, Box 255, Hopkins, SC 29061; 803-783-3151.

Mattel Electronics, 5150 Rosecrans Avenue, Hawthorne, CA 90250; 213-416-9169.

MBSI/ReaiWorld, Dover Road, Willow Hill Building, Chichester, NH 03263;
i603-798-5700.

MCE, 157 South Kalamazoo Mall, Suite 250, Kalamazoo, MI 49007; 800-421-4157, in MI
616-345-8681.

Megaliaus, 5703 Oberlin Drive, San Diego, CA 92121; 619-450-1230.

Mentat, 667 Rugby Road, Brooklyn, NY 11230.

Menu, 1520 South College Avenue, Fort Collins, CO 80524; 800-525-4955.

Metafab/Microcomputer Division, 163 Southwest Freeman, Hillsboro, OR 97123;

,503-640-2527.

Metamorphic Systems, 8950 Villa La JoUa Drive, Suite 1200, La Jolla, CA 92037;

'800-228-8088, in CA 619^57-3870.

Metaresearch, 1100 Southeast Woodward Street, Portland, OR 97202; 502-232-1712.

Metatek, 12525 Hummingbird Street, Minneapolis, MN 55433; 612-571-7319.

Microcom, 1400A Province Highway, Norwood, MA 02062; 617-762-9310.

Microcomputer Accessories, 1545 Pontius Avenue, Los Angeles, CA 90025;

213-477^216.

iMicrocomputer Applications, 827 Missouri Street, Fairfield, CA 94533; 707^22-1465.

Microcomputing Research, 29 Estancia Drive, Marana, AZ 85238; 602-682-4444.

:Micro Control Systems, 143 Tunnel Road, Vernon, CT 06066; 203-872-0602.

iMicro Co-op, 610 East Brook Drive, Arlington Heights, IL 60005; 312-228-5115.

Micro Data Base Systems, Box 248, Lafayette, IN 47902; 317^63-2581.

Micro Decision Systems, 130 Foxcroft Road, Pittsburgh, PA 15220; 412-276-2387.

Micro Display Systems, Box 455, Hastings, MN 55033; 800-328-9524, 612-437-2233.

Microfmancial, 15404 East Valley Boulevard, Industry, CA 91746; 213-961-0237.

Micro Ink, 10 Northern Boulevard, Amherst, NH 03031; 603-889-4330.

MicroLab, 2699 Skokie Valley Road, Highland Park, IL 60035; 312-433-7550.

Micro Magic, 908 Memorial Parkway, Northwest, Huntsville, AL 35801; 205-536-1290.

Micromation, One Yorkdale Road, Suite 406, Toronto, Ontario, Canada M6A 3A1;

416-781-6675.

Micromax Systems, 6868 Nancy Ridge Drive, San Diego, CA 92121; 619-457-313L

Micro Motion, 12077 Wilshire Boulevard, Suite 506, Los Angeles, CA 90025;

213-821-4340.

Micro Power, 14155 Kittridge Street, Van Nuys, CA 91405; 213-901-1945.

Micro Power & Light, 12820 HUlcrest Road, Suite 219, Dallas, TX 75230; 214-239-6620.

Micro Program Designs, 5440 Cresdine Road, Wilmington, DE 19808; 302-738-3798.

MicroPro International, 33 San Pablo Avenue, San Rafael, CA 94903; 415-499-1200.

Microsoft, 10700 Northup Way, Bellevue, WA 98004; 206-828-8088.

iMicroSparc, 10 Lewis Street, Lincoln, MA 01773; 617-259-9710.

- Micro Works, Box 1 1 10, Del Mar, CA 92014; 619-942-2400.

iMidwest Software, Box 301, Saint Ann, MO 63074; 800-835-2246.

iMillenium 3 Engineering, 11627 Mayfield Avenue, Suite 4, Los Angeles, CA 90049;

1213^73-2102,

iMilliken PubUshmg, 1100 Research Boulevard, Saint Louis, MO 63132; 314-991-4220.

Mimco Stick, 1547 Cunard Road, Columbus, OH 43227; 614-237-3380 or 214-454-3801.

Mind Games, 420 South Beverly Drive, Suite 207, Beverly HUls, CA 90212; 213-277-8044.

Mind Systems, Box 506, Northampton, MA 01601; 413-586-6463.

Minnesota Educational Computing Consortium, 2520 Broadway Drive, Lauderdale, MN
55113; 612-638-0600.

Momentum Software, 300 West 31st Street, Baltimore, MD 21211; 800-368-2260 or

301-592-5949.

Monogram, 8295 South La Cienega Boulevard, Los Angeles, CA 90301; 213-215-0529.

Mountain View Press, Box 4656, Mountain View, CA 94040; 415-961-4103.

Multisoft, 120 East 90th Street, New York, NY 10028; 212-534-0602.

Multitech Electronics, 195 West El Camino Real, Sunnyvale, CA 94087; 408-773-8400.

Multi-Tech Systems, 82 Second Avenue Southeast, New Brighton, MN 55112;

612-631-3550

Muse Software. 347 North Charles Street, Baltimore, MD, 21201; 301-659-7212.

W.H. Nail, 275 Lodgeview Drive, Oroville, CA 95965; 916-589-2043.

Nanos Systems, Box 24344, Speedway, IN 46224; 317-244-4078.

National Field Sales, Box 230, Broomall, PA 19008; 800-345-1280.

Navic Software, Box 14727, North Palm Beach, Fl 33408; 800-327-2133, in FL
305-627^132.

NewsNet, 945 Haverford Road, Bryn Mawr, PA 19010; 800-345-1301 , in PA 215-527-8030.

New York Zoetrope, 80 East Eleventh Street, Suite 516, New York, NY 10003;

212-420-0590.

Nikrom Technical Products, 25 Prospect Street, Leominster, MA 01453; 617-537-9970.

Nordic Software, 535 J Street, Lincoln, NE 68508; 402-475-5467.

Norell Data Systems, 3400 WUshire Boulevard, Los Angeles, CA 90010; 213-257-2026.

Northwest Instrument Systems, Box 1309, Beaverton, OR 97075; 800-547-4445,

503-297-1434.

Novation, 20409 Prairie Street, Chatsworth, CA 9131 1; 213-996-5060.

N-Squared Computing, 5318 Forest Ridge Road, SUverton, OR 97381; 503-873-5906.

Number Nine Computer Engineering, Box 1802, Hartford, CT 06144; 203-233-8134.

Odesta, 3186 DooUttle Drive, Northbrook, IL 60062; 800-323-5423, in IL 312-498-5615.

Omega Microware, 222 South Riverside Plaza, Suite 2234, Chicago, IL 60606;
312-648-4844.

I Opportunities for Learning, 8950 Lurline Avenue, Chatsworth, CA 91311; 213-341-2535.

Optimal Technology, Blue Wood 138, Earlysville, VA 22936; 804-973-5482.

Options-80, Box 471-X, Concord, MA 01742; 617-369-1589.

Orange Micro, 1400 North Lakeview, Anaheim, CA 92807; 714-779-2772.

Orbital Systems, 2929 East Jasmine, Mesa, AZ 85203; 602-830-6457.

OR-D System, 1200B Haddonfield Road, Cherry Hill, NJ 08002; 609-665-2255.

Origin Systems, 18100 Upper Bay Road, Suite 202, Houston, TX 77058; 713-333-2539.

Orrington Economics, Box 3756, Arlington, VA 22203; 703-527-5990.

Osbourne/McGraw-Hill, 2600 Tenth Street, Berkeley, CA 94710; 415-548-2805.

O'Sullivan Industries, Nineteenth and Gulf Streets, Lamar, MO 64759; 417-682-3322.

Palantir, 3400 Montrose Boulevard, Suite 718, Houston, TX 77006; 713-520-8221.

Paper Tractor, One South Fairview, Suite C, Goleta, CA 931 17; 805-683-2851

.

Passport Designs, 1 16 North Cabrillo Highway, Half Moon Bay, CA 94019; 415-726-0280.

PBL, Box 559, Wayzata, MN; 612-473-8998.

PC Ware, 4883 Tonino Drive, San Jose, CA 95136; 408-978-8626.

Peachtree Software, 3445 Peachtree Road Northeast, Atlanta, GA 30326; 404-239-3000.

Peelings II, Box 188, Las Cruces, NM 88004; 505-526-8364.

Penquin Software, 830 Fourth Avenue, Geneva, IL 60134; 312-232-1984.

PerfectData, 9174 Deering Avenue, Chatsworth, CA 91311; 213-998-2400.

Personal Computer Accessories, 16625 Redmond Way, Suite 107, Redmond, WA 98052;

206-882-0385.

Personal Computer Art, 1007 Far Hills Drive, East Peoria, IL 61611; 309-699-5059.

Personal Tutor Associates, Box 246, Clinton, MD 20735; 301-856-2280.

Phantom Software, Box 39, Sugar Run, PA 18846; 717-746-1919.

Phoenix Software, 64 Lake Zurich Drive, Lake Zurich, IL 60047; 312^38-4850.

Pickam Software, 312 South Los Angeles Street, Los Angeles, CA 90013; 800-858-4848.

Picture House, 166 Boynton Boulevard, Daytona Beach, FL 32018; 800-874-3514, in FL
904-252-7970.

The PiUsbury Company, Pillsbury Center, Betsy Wray M/S 3286, Minneapolis, MN 55402;

612-330-8732.

PMS, 650 Foothill Boulevard, La Canada, CA 91011; 213-790-9054.

Port-A-Soft, 423 East 800 North, Orem, UT 84057; 801-226-6704.

Portware, 5724 Tucker Lane, Edina, MN 55436; 612-933-3510.

Practical Peripherals, 31245 La Baya Drive, Westlake Village, CA 91362; 213-991-8200.

Practical Software, Box 3000, Pomona, NY 10970; 914-425-1 158.

Prentice-Hall, Englewood Cliffs, NJ 07632; 201-592-2640.

PrimeSoft, Box 40, Cabin John, MD 20818; 301-229-4229.

Professional Calculations, 4895 Furtura Street, Eugene, OR 97404; 503-689-1991.

Professional Management Systems, 10824 North 142nd Street, Waverly, NE 68462;

402-786-3636.

The Professor, Box 301, Swanton, VT 05488; 514-747-9130.

Proforma Software, 2706 Harbor Boulevard, Suite 200, Costa Mesa, CA 92626.

Program Design, 95 East Putnam Avenue, Greenwich, CT 06830; 203-661-8799.

Programmed Press, 2301 Baylis Avenue, Elmont, NY 11003; 516-775-0933.

Pro/Pac, 14925A Memorial Drive, Suite 207, Houston, TX 77079; 713-496-1179.

Protecto Enterprizes, 22N049 Pepper Road, Barrington, IL 60010; 312-382-5244.

Psychological Psoftware, 4757 Sun Valley Road, Del Mar, CA 92014; 619-481-4182.

Psychotechnics, 1900 Pickwick Avenue, Glenview, IL 60025; 312-729-5850.

Quality Educational Designs, Box 12486, Portland, OR 97212; 503-287-8137.

Quality Software, 21601 Marilla, Chatsworth, CA 91311: 213-344-6599.

Quark, 2525 West Evans, Suite 220, Denver, CO 80206; 303-934-2211.

Quinsept, Box 216, Uxington, MA 02173; 617-862-0404.

Qume, 2350 Qume Drive, San Jose, CA 95131; 408-942-4000.

Rainbow Computing, 9719 Reseda Boulevard, Northridge, CA 91324; 213-349-5560.

Raised Dot Computing, 310 South Seventh Street, Lewisburg, PA 17837; 717-523-6739.

Rally Electronics, Box 80504, Lincoln, NE 68501; 402-477-6842.

R. B. Robot, 18301 West Tenth Avenue, Suite 310, Golden, CO 80401; 303-279-5525.

Reader's Digest Services, Pleasantville, NY 10570; 914-241-5738.

Reston Publishing, 11480 Sunset Hills Road, Reston, VA 22090; 703-437-8900 or

800-336-0338.

RH Electronics, 566 Irean, Buellton, CA 93427; 805-688-2047.

Rhiannon Computer Games for Girls, 3717 Titan Drive, Richmond, VA 23225;
804-272-7770.

Right On Programs, Box 977, Huntington NY 11743; 516-271-3177.

RKS Industries, 4865 Scotts Valley Drive, Scotts Valley, CA 95066; 408-438-5760.

Rocklan, 3335 North Arlington Heights Road, Arlington Heights, IL 60004; 312-392-2525.

Rogue River Software, 2822 Tahitian Avenue, Medford, OR 97504; 503-779-3002.

RR Software, Box 1512, Madison, WI 53701; 608-244-6436.

Safeware, Box 0221 1, Columbus, OH 43202; 800-848-3469, in OH 800-848-21 12.

Howard W. Sams, 4300 West 62nd Street, Indianapolis, IN 46268; 317-298-5419.

S & H Software, 58 Van Order Road, Harrington Park, NJ 07640; 201-768-3144.

Sansoft Plus, Box 590288, Houston, TX 77259; 713^82-6898.

Satori Software, 5507 Woodlawn North, Seattle, WA 98103; 206-633-1469.

SBCS, 3815 Adams Street, Lincoln, NE 68504; 402^67-3591.

Scarborough Systems, 25 North Broadway, Tarrytown, NY 10591; 914-332-4545.

Scholastic, 730 Broadway, New York, NY 10003.

Scientific Software Associates, Box 208, Wausau, WI 54401; 715-845-2066.

Scitor, 710 Lakeway, Suite 290, Sunnyvale, CA 94086; 408-730-0400.

Scott, Foresman Electronic Publishing, 1900 East Lake Avenue, Glenview, IL 60025.

S-C Software, 2331 Gus Thomasson Road, Suite 125, Dallas, TX 75228; 214-324-2050.

Secure-It, 10 Center Square, East Longmeadow, MA 01028; 413-525-7039.

SEI, 2360-J George Washington Highway, Yorktown, VA 23692; 804-898-8386.

Select Information Systems, 919 Sir Francis Drake Boulevard, Kenfield. CA 94904;

415^59^003.
Sensible Software, 6619 Perham Drive, West Bloomfield, MI 48033; 313-399-8877.

Sentient Software, Box 4929, Aspen, CO 81612; 303-925-9293.

Shadetree Software, Box 12161; Columbia, SC 29211; 803-345-5746.

Sierra On-Line, Sierra On-Line Building, Coarsegold, CA 93614; 209-683-6858.

Silicon Valley Systems, 1625 El Camino Road, Belmont, CA 94002; 415-593-4344.

Simulations Software, 6035 North Maple Wood Avenue, Chicago, IL 60659.

Sirius, 10364 Rockingham Drive, Sacramento, CA 95827; 916-366-1195.

Sir-tech Software, 6 Main Street, Ogdensburg, NY 13669; 315-393-6633.

Skarbek, 1531 Sugargrove Court, Saint Louis, MO 63146; 314-567-7180.

Sky Software, 103 Lexington Avenue, Passaic, NJ 07055; 201-779-3399.

Sleeping Bear Software, 1124 Fuhrman Road, Cincinnati, OH 45215; 513-769-0692.
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Smart Systems, 499 Sulky Lane, Frederick, MD 21701; 301-694-4728.

Smith Micro Software, Box 604, Sunset Beach, CA 90742; 213-592-1032.

Sofstar, 13935 US Highway 1, Juno Beach, FL 33408; 305-627-551 1.

Softalk Book, 7250 Laurel Canyon Boulevard, North Hollywood, CA 91605; 213-980-5074.

SoftCorp International, 229 Huber Village Boulevard, Westerville, OH 43081;
800-543-1350, in OH 513-891-5044.

Soft Ctrl Systems, Box 599, West Milford, NJ 07480; 201-728-8750.

Softdisk, 3811 Saint Vincent, Shreveport, LA 71108; 318-868-7247.

SofTech Microsystems, 16885 West Bernardo Drive, San Diego, CA 92127; 619-451-1230.

Soft-Life, 2950 Los Feliz Boulevard, Suite 103, Los Angeles, CA 90039; 213-660-7940.

Softlink, 3255-2 Scott Boulevard, Santa Clara, CA 95051; 408-988-8011.

Softronics, 3639 New Getwell Road, Suite 10, Memphis, TN 38118; 901-683-6850.

Softsmith, 1431 Doolittle Road, San Leandro, CA 94577; 415-430-2411.

Softstalker, Box 689, Steamboat Springs, CO 80477; 800-522-1500.

Soft Touch, Box 7200, Costa Mesa CA, 92626; 714-645-8800.

SoftVue, 8911 Tavistock, Houston, TX 77031; 713-988-2530.

Software Arts, 27 Mica Une, Wellesley, MA 02181; 617-237-4000.

Software Connections, 1800 Wyatt Drive, Suite 17, Santa Clara, CA 95054; 408-988-3704.

Softwarehouse International, 802 Twelfth Avenue, Menomonie, WI 54751; 715-235-3126.

Software Masters, 3330 Hillcroft, Suite BB, Houston, TX 77507; 713-266-5771.

Software Publishing, 1901 Undings Drive, Mountain View, CA 94043; 415-962-8910.

Software Sorcery, 7927 Jones Branch Drive, Suite 400, McLean, VA 22102; 703-471-0572.

Software Specialties, 305 Larchway Drive, Springboro, OH 45066; 513-748-0471.

Software Technology for Computers, 153 California Street, Newton, MA 02158;

617-244-2590.

Sonora Enterprises, Box 4841, Albuquerque, NM 87196; 505-255-8895.

Sophisticated Software, 650 Foothill Boulevard, La Canada, CA 91011; 213-790-9052.

Source Telecomputing, 1616 Anderson Road, McLean, VA 22102; 703-734-7500.

Southern California Research Group, Box 2231, Goleta, CA 931 18; 805-685-1931.

Southwest EdPsych Services, Box 1870, Phoenix, AZ 85001; 602-253-6528.

Southwestern Data Systems, Box 582, Santee, CA 92071; 714-562-3221.

Spies Laboratories, Box 336, Lawndale, CA 90260; 213-644-0056.

Spin-A-Test Publishing, 3177 Hogarth Drive, Sacramento, CA 95827; 916-369-2032.

Spinnaker Software, 215 First Street, Cambridge, MA 02142; 617-868-4700.

SRA, 155 North Wacker Drive, Chicago, IL 60606; 800-621-0476, in IL, AK, HI
312-984-7000.

An Index of

Stocking Staffers

SSR, 1600 Lyell Avenue, Rochester, NY 14606; 716-254-3200.

Staff Computer Technology, 10457J Roselle Street, San Diego, CA 92121; 619-453-0303.

Starfire Games, 9960 Owensmouth Avenue, Suite 32, Chatsworth, CA 91311;
213-709-4900.

Star Logic, 20860 Plummer Street, Chatsworth, CA 9131 1; 213-883-0587.

State of the Art, 3183-A Airway Avenue, Costa Mesa, CA 92626; 714-850-0111.

Station Products, Box 90898, Los Angeles, CA 90009; 213-641-1319.

Stellation Two, Box 2342, Santa Barbara, CA 93 120; 805-966-1 140.

Stoneware, 50 Belvedere Street, San Rafael, CA 94901 ; 415-454-6500.

StorWares, 1849 East 65th Street, Cleveland, OH 44103; 800-421-4637, in OH
216-881-2424.

Strawberry Tree Computers, 949 Cascade Drive, Sunnyvale. CA 94087; 408-736-3083.

Street Electronics, 1140 Mark Avenue, Carpinteria, CA 93013; 805-684-4593.

Martha Stuart Communications, Box 246S, Hillsdale, NY 12529; 518-325-3900.

SubLogic, 713 Edgebrook Drive, Champaign, IL 61820; 217-359-8482.

Summagraphics, 35 Brentwood Avenue, Fairfield, CT 06430; 203-384-1344, ext 400.

Sum Software, Box 189, Tustin, CA 92681.

Sunburst Communications, 39 Washington Avenue, Pleasantville, NY 10570,

800-431-1934, in NY and Canada 914-769-5030.

Sundex Software, 3000 Pearl Street, Boulder, CO 80301; 303-440-3600.

Sun Microsystems, Box 1388, Fort Lauderdale, FL 33302.

Sun Research, Box 210, New Durham, NH 03855, 603-859-7110.

Sunrise Software, 36 Palm Court, Menlo Park, CA 94025; 415-441-2351.

Superex International Marketing, 151 Ludlow Street, Yonkers, NY 10705; 800-862-8800,

in NY 914-964-5200.

Superior Software, 4312 Arizona Avenue, Kenner, LA 70062; 504-468-2273.

SuperSoft, Box 1628, Champaign, IL 61820; 217-359-2112.

Sybex, 2344 Sixth Street, Berkeley. CA 94710; 415-848-8233.

Sympathetic Software, 9531 Telhan Drive. Huntington Beach, CA 92646; 714-968-9466.

Synetix, 10635 Northeast 38th Place, Kirkland, WA 98033; 206-828-4884 or 800^26-7412.

Syntauri, 4962 El Camino Real, Los Altos, CA 94022; 415-966-1273.

Systemics, 3050 Spring, West Bloomfield, MI 48033; 313-851-2504.

Systems Design Lab, 2612 Artesia Boulevard, Suite B, Redondo Beach, CA 90278,;

213-374-4471.

Systems for the Arts, 227 Ridge Valley Road, Halifax, Nova Scotia, B3P2E5, Canada;

902-477-3665.

Systems Plus, 1120 San Antonio Boulevard, Palo Alto, CA 94303; 415-969-7047.

T & W Systems, 7372 Prince Drive, Suite 106, Huntington Beach, CA 92647;

714-847-9960.

Tangent 270, Box 38537, Dept 312s, Denver, CO 80238; 303-322-1262.

Taurus Software, 3155 Kearney, Suite 100, Fremont, CA 94538; 415-490-3643.

Tax Man, Drawer W, HuntsvUle, AL 35804; 205-533-7590.

TCS Software, 3209 Fondren Road, Houston, TX 77063; 713-977-7505.

Teach Yourself by Computer Software, 2128 West Jefferson Road, Pittsford, NY 14534;

716-424-5433.

Tech Designs, 3638 Grosvenor Drive, Ellicott City, MD 21043; 301-291-0818.

Technical Horizons, 639 Mary Ann Drive, Redondo Beach, CA 90278; 213-379-6101.

Techware, 2510 Cresta De Ruta, Eugene, OR 97403; 503-343-0566.

Telephone Software Connection, Box 6548, Torrance, CA 90504; 213-516-9430.

Tencal, 9525 DeSoto, Chatsworth, CA 91311; 213-998-4850.

Terrapin, 380 Green Street, Cambridge, MA 02139; 617^92-8816.

Thermal Scan, 1779 Bradbum Drive, Saint Louis, MO 63131; 314-822-8001.

Third Millennium Engineering, 1015 Gayley Avenue, Suite 394, Los Angeles, CA 90024;

213-473-2102.

3/M, 223-SN 3M Center, Saint Paul, MN 55144; 612-233-9022.

Three Sigma, Box 716, MorrisvUle, PA 19067.

Thunderware, Box 13322, Oakland, CA 94661; 415-652-1737.

Tid Bit Software, Box 5579, Santa Barbara, CA 93108; 805-969-5834.

Titan Technologies, Box 8050, Ann Arbor, MI 48107; 313-973-8422.

Top-Notch Productions, 1201 Montana Avenue, Suite 5, Santa Monica, CA 90403;

213-395-9591.

Total Logic, 343 West Drake, Suite 110, Fort Collins, CO 80526; 303-226-5980.

Townsend Microware, Box 1200, Port Townsend, WA 98368; 206-385-4080.

Trace Systems, 900 Stierlin Road, Mountain View, CA 94043; 800-24-TRACE, in CA
415-964-3115.

Trackhouse, 625 Trailwood Court, Garland TX 75043; 214-270-0922.

Transend, 2190 Paragon Drive, San Jose, CA 95131 ; 408-946-7400.

Transtar/Vivitar Computer Products, Box C-96975, Bellevue, WA 98009; 206-454-9250.

Troy-Folan Productions, 29 MUler Road, Wayne, NJ 07470; 201-694-0424.

Trutec Software, 1700 Solano Avenue, Berkeley, CA 94707.

Turning Point Software, llA Main Street, Watertown, MA 02172; 617-923-M41.

Twentieth Century Business Systems, 324 West 145th Place, Riverdale, IL 60627;

312-841-3400.

Tymac Controls, 127 Main Street, Franklin, NJ 07416; 201-827^050.

Ultrasoft, 24001 Southeast 103rd Street, Issaquah, WA 98027; 206-392-2317.

U-Microcomputers, 300 Broad Street, Stamford, CT 06901; 203-359^236.

United Software of America, 750 Third Avenue, New York, NY 10017; 212-682-0347.

Universal Barter, 8462 Sunset Boulevard, Suite 104, Los Angeles, CA 90096;

800-672-3506.

Universal Industries, 410 North Huntley Drive, Los Angeles, CA 90048; 213-652-4977.

U. S. Robotics, 1 123 West Washington Boulevard, Chicago, IL 60607; 312-733-0497.

Vagabondo Enterprises, 1300 East Algonquin, Suite 3G, Schaumburg, IL 60195;

312-397-8705.

Venture Software, Box 6502; Nashua, NH 03063; 603-889-2556.

Verba Gloria, 802 Twelfth Avenue, Suite B, Menomonie, WI 54751; 715-235-3126.

Verbatim, 323 Soquel Way, Sunnyvale, CA 94086; 408-245-4400.

Vernier Software, 2920 Southwest 89th Street, Portland, OR 97225; 503-297-5317.

Versa Computing, 3541 Old Conejo Road, Suite 104, Newbury Park, CA 91320
805-498-1956.

VF Associates, 6327 Western Avenue, Northwest, Washington, DC 20015; 202-363-1313.

Videx, 897 Northwest Grant Avenue, Corvallis, OR 97330; 503-758-0521.

Virtual Combinatics, Box 755, Rockport, MA 01966; 617-546-6553.

VisiCorp, 2895 Zanker Road, San Jose, CA 95134; 408-946-9000

Visionary Electronics, 141 Parker Avenue, San Francisco, CA 94118; 415-751-8811.

Voice Machine Communications, 1000 South Grand Avenue, Santa Ana, CA 92705;

714-639-6150.

VR Data, 777 Henderson Boulevard, Folcroft, PA 19032; 800-345-8102, in PA
215^61-5300.

Wadsworth Electronic Publishing, 10 Davis Drive, Belmont, CA 94002; 415-594-1900.

The Walker Company, 133 Copeland Street, Petaluma, CA 94952; 707-763-8095.

WaUace Micro-Mart, 2619 North University, Peoria, IL 61604; 309-685-7876.

WattsOut, 2020 South Oneida, Suite 201, Denver, CO 80224; 303-795-3880.

West Coast Consultants, 1775 Lincoln Boulevard, Tracy, CA 95376; 209-835-1780.

Westware, 2455 Southwest Fourth Avenue, Ontario, OR 97914; 503-881-1477.

Weyer-Ware, 8991 Jane Road North, Lake Elmo, MN 55042; 612-770-8991.

Wholesale Technology, 1530 South Sinclair, Anaheim, CA 92806; 714-978-9820.

WidI Video Publications, 5245 West Diversey Avenue, Chicago, IL 60639; 312-622-9606.

John Wiley & Sons, 605 Third Avenue, New York, NY 10158; 212-850-6000.

Williams & Foltz Computer Furniture, 1816 Fourth Street, Berkeley, CA 94710;

415-644-2022.

Window, 469 Pleasant Street, Watertown, MA 02172; 800-852-5001, in MA 617-923-9147.

Winners Circle Education, Temple Building, Suite 1308, Rochester, NY 14604;

716-325-6493.

Wolffware, 2004 East Kensington Boulevard, Shorewood, WI 53211; 414-332-1360 or

414-332-2892.

The Wood Works, Eleventh and Haskell, Lawrence, KS 66044; 913-842-7797.

Woolf Software Systems, 6754 Eton Avenue. Canoga Park, CA 91303; 213-703-8112.

Word-Power, Box 736, El Toro, CA 92630; 714-859-7145.

Xerox Education Publications, 245 Long Hill Road, Middletown, CT 06457;

203-347-7251.

XPS, Box 140, Carlisle, PA 17013; 717-243-5373.

Yes!, 1035 31st Street N.W., Washington, DC 20007; 202-338-2727.

Ziggurat Software, Box 453, Arlington Heights, IL 60006; 312-253-5350.

Zoom Telephonies, 207 South Street, Boston, MA 021 1 1; 800-631-31 16. JM



The perfect present foryourcomputer.
The STX-80 printer for Christmas '83

!

What a great gift idea!

It's the STX-80 printer from Star. Sleek,

compact and priced under $200, it's sure to

put you in a very giving mood.

The S7X-80prints whisper-quiet print-

outs. It features true descenders, foreign

languagecharactersandspecialsymbols.lt

offers both finely detailed dot addressable and

block graphics.

And you can give it with confidence

knowing that it can run with virtually every type

of personal and business computer.

The STX-80 printer from Star. It's

the perfect gift for every computer user in your

life. Especially if one of them happens to be you!

Enjoy your presents and have a happy

and healthy holiday.

micronics'iftc
THE POWER BEHINDTHE PRINTEDWORD.

Computer Peripherals Division,

P.O. Box 612186, Dallas/Ft. Worth Airport. TX 75261 (214) 456^005^



INTRODUCING
1HE1WO-PRINTER

MKROBUFFER 1 1

+

Like all Microbuffer models, the Microbuffer 11+

eliminates waiting for your printer to finish

before you can use your computer again. It allows

you to print and process simultaneously.

But the Microbuffer 11+ has one unique quality

not found in any other Microbuffer: it can be used

with virtually any printer—serial or parallel, or both

at once!

If you have an Apple II, 11+ , Il/e and more than

one printer, Microbuffer 11+ can eliminate a

tremendous bottleneck.

While your parallel printer is going at fuU

speed, your serial printer can be printing the same
file or a different file right along with it. And you
can be using the Apple to do something else at

the same time.

The Microbuffer 11+ printer interface wdll fully

support the Apple He 80-coIumn format. And it

allows an 80-column screen dump from the

Videx 80-column board in your Apple n or 11+

.

Perhaps, best of all, Microbuffer 11+ is versatile

and smart. It supports over 30 commands for text

formatting, sending printer controls, printing screen

dumps and setting up the MII+ itself. AND it

includes graphics print routines for nine popular

printers as well as 8 additional graphics printing

commands. Whether you have 1 printer or 2,

Microbuffer gives you the maximum amount of

printing flexibility in the minimum amount of time.

The new Microbuffer II + is available now in

16K, 32K, and 64K models. Ask your dealer for a

demonstration, or for further information.

MICROBUFFER.
SOWHATAREYOU WAITING FOR?.

Another fine

product from mmPRACTICAL
mPERIPHERALS

31245 La Baya Drive, Westlake Village, CA 91362

(213) 991-8200 . TWX 910-336-5431
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FOLLOW THE

FLOATING POINT

DAVID OURKIE

"Try to Renumber the Kind of December. . .
."

The approach we took to writing last month's program would be

frowned upon in formal computer education circles. Terribly undis-

ciplined, it was. Imagine allowing new lines to spring into a program

willy-nilly like that! Those who study the science of computer program-

ming are usually taught to write out the code on paper and to be certain in

their own minds that it will run before ever visiting it upon an unwary

computer terminal.

My Time Is Your Time. The reason for this approach is that com-

puter time on time-sharing systems costs money. Until about six years

ago, time-sharing systems were practically the only game in town.

They're still used widely in schools and businesses.

A time-sharing system is one in which a single computer does the

computing for several users simultaneously, with users usually working

at separate terminals. Sometimes these terminals consist of a keyboard

and a CRT, and they may superficially resemble a microcomputer. Other

systems commonly use—violent shudder—Teletype machines. These
clunky dinosaurs are rarely mistaken for anything.

Time-sharing systems typically charge the user a double rate: a con-

nect-time charge for the length of time (measured in real time) he is

logged into the system, and a CPU-time rate for the amount of time his

programs actually demand of the central processing unit.

Obviously, it isn't a good idea, on that type of system, to waste the

computer's time with frivolous editing and reediting of guessing game
programs. Get it right on paper first, then type it in. Right? Fortunately,

this commonly held wisdom doesn't apply to those of us with Apples.

Having already paid for our computers, we can now be more concerned

with saving our own time than saving that of the computer.

A Technical Renaissance. Time is not even an issue for us. With an

Apple at our beck and call, and the freedom that implies, we can think in

terms of the art of computer programming rather than the science.

Nevertheless, there is another good reason to think about a program
before typing it in (if not actually writing it on paper), and it applies

equally well to time-sharers and microphiles alike. Planning and fore-

thought are essential to the creation of efficient programs. Also, a pro-

gram that was well planned in the first place will be easier to modify

later. That's why we've placed a strong emphasis on structure in this col-

umn. The more complex a program you're planning, the more you
should think about it before actually sitting down to write it. Consider

what it will be like to use the program and how it can be made easier and

more natural for the user.

Above all, experiment. Writing the code on paper beforehand can

discourage experimentation; just thinking about the program, however,

promotes new, creative approaches. So don't start with the question.

"How will I write this program?" Ask instead, "How might I write this

program?"

Such is the thinking that leads us to write programs by starting with a

basic working model and then inserting the refinements, as we did last

month. As we saw, however, this technique can lead to messy line num-
bering. Taken to an extreme, it can lead to impossible line numbering:

Basic won't accept 32.5 as a line number when you want to add a line be-

tween lines 32 and 33. For this reason, the DOS System Master comes

with a program called Renumber.

Renumber installs a new immediate mode command in your Apple.

Boot up the system with your System Master and type run Renumber.

You'll get a title screen with some minimal instructions and a prompt to

hit return. Hit return and Renumber is installed.

To be sure that it's there (nothing really looks any different than

usual), type an ampersand (&).This is actually the command used to re-

number a program. You should get an error message to the effect that

there is no program in memory. So let's put one there. Except for the

presence of the additional command that you have just installed, your

Apple will behave as it normally does. Enter this program:

1 X = X + 1

2 PRINT X
3 IF X < 10 THEN GOTO 1

4 END

If you run this program, you'll find it merely counts from one to ten. Not

quite up there with VisiCalc, but sufficient for this demonstration.

Say, for the sake of argument, you wanted to insert a line before the

end statement that would print "All done!" before retiring. There's no

room for it now, but Renumber can be used to make room. Type & and

then list the program: It will be miraculously renumbered by tens, start-

ing at line 10. Notice that even the line number after the goto in line 30

(formerly line 3) has been updated. The program will run just as it did

before.

You may have been told at some time that two programs can't be in

memory at once, and yet it appears that Renumber and your program are

coexisting somehow. This rule you've heard applies primarily to Basic

programs. Although Renumber shows up as an Applesoft file type in the

catalog, the working part of Renumber is really a machine language pro-

gram. Machine language is what the Apple uses to think its innermost

thoughts in.

Running the Applesoft program called Renumber loads the machine
language program you just used. There can be lots of machine language

programs in memory at once: DOS, Applesoft, and the Monitor are all
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machine language programs. With three big machine language programs

already in memory, Renumber has no trouble putting its program in un-

noticed while leaving plenty of room for Applesoft programs.

Now, of course, the print statement can be inserted as line 35. If you

want to make the final product look really tidy, you can type & to renum-

ber it again, giving you lines 10 through 50. Renumber ignores the cur-

rent pattern of line numbers; it just starts at line 10 and increments each

subsequent line by 10 unless told to do otherwise.

Renumber has some other features we'll consider later. At this point,

however, let's look at a few new programming commands.
We first encountered loops two months ago, and last month we ex-

plored a fairly complicated loop. There are many types of loops, but the

most coimnonly used type is one in which a single variable determines

how many times a given set of lines is executed. The variable increments

in value each time through the loop, and when its value reaches a certain

point, the program stops looping and moves on to other things. The pro-

gram that we used to demonstrate Renumber exemplifies such a loop.

This type of loop is so common, however, that the gods invented an

easier way to do it. The easier way is typically called afor-next loop, and

it involves two new conamands, for and next. The loop takes this form:

FOR variable = expression 1 TO expression 2
program lines in loop

NEXT variable

A fundamental rule of the for-next loop is that every for must have a

next. The variable used in both statements must be the same. A program

to count from 1 to 10 like the one we looked at earlier, rewritten to use a

for-next loop, would look like this:

10 FOR X = 1 TO 10

20 PRINT X
30 NEXTX
40 END

In this case, the loop's index variable is X, expression 1 is the number

1, and expression 2 is the number 10. The most obvious advantage this

type of loop has over the if-then loop is that you can tell at the start of the

loop, the for statement, how many times the loop will be executed and

what the value of the variable will be each time.

Here's how it works. When the program is running and execution

first reaches the^r statement (line 10), the value of the variable (X) is

set to the value of the first expression (1). Control passes to the following

line just as it normally would. When the next statement (line 30) is

reached, the value of the variable (X) is incremented by 1 . A check is

made to see if the variable is less than or equal to the value of the second

expression. If it is, the program loops back to the statement immediately

following the /or statement (line 20). Otherwise, control passes to the

statement following the next statement (line 40).

Thirty Days Hath September. . • . The two expressions in the for

statement don't have to be numbers. They can be variables or they can be

more complicated expressions, such as 3 * B a 2. If you wanted to be

able to list all the days in a month, for instance, but didn't know in ad-

vance which month you would be listing, you could set the variable ND
to the number of days in that month and start a loop with:

100 FOR D = 1 TO ND

The for-next loop normally increments the variable by 1 each time

through, but it doesn't have to work that way. There's an optional pa-

rameter that can be used to indicate the desired increment. It's called the

step, and when used it's placed at the end of the /or statement. When the

step parameter is used, the statement takes the form:

FOR variable = expression 1 TO expression 2 STEP expression 3

The third expression is evaluated and used as the number to add to the

variable each time the next statement is executed.

Here's an example of how you might use the step parameter: You
want to list every Friday in a given month (let's say you get paid on Fri-

day). Set ND to the number of days in the month, as before, set FF to the

date of the first Friday in that month, and use the following/or statement:

100 FOR D = FF TO ND STEP 7

This month, the first Friday is December 2, so FF would be set to 2;

and there are thirty-one days, so ND would be set to 31.

Now try this program out:

10 FF = 2

20 ND = 31

100 FOR D = FF TO ND STEP 7

110 PRINT "Friday, December ";D;'

120 NEXTD
130 END

1983'

Save this program on your Floating Point disk as Friday. 1.

Thank God It's Friday. Here's how it works: Lines 10 and 20 set

the values for the first Friday and the number of days in the month.

When we hit line 100, D is set to FF, the date of the first Friday, which

is equal to 2. Applesoft has also been told to keep in mind that the step

for the loop is 7. Line 110 prints out, "Friday, December 2, 1983."

When line 120, next D, is reached, Applesoft remembers the value of the

step, 7, and adds it to D. So, D now equals 9. Next it checks to see if 9

is less than or equal to ND, which is 31. Since it is, the program loops

back, prints, "Friday, December 9, 1983," and hits the next statement

again. After a few times through the loop, D will equal 30. When line

120 is executed, the step value is again added to D, making D equal 37.

The check is made, and 37 is found to be greater than ND, so control is

passed on to line 130, which ends the program.

A few additional facts about the for-next loop are worth noting. The
value after step can be a negative number. If it is, then expression 1 must

be greater than expression 2, because the value of the variable will count

down instead of up. If the step is negative, the next statement will check

to see if the loop variable is greater than or equal to the second expres-

sion; if it is, the next statement will loop back.

In Search of the Great Nested Loop. For-next loops can be used in

pairs, but only if you follow certain rules. The accompanying figure

shows two right ways to pair loops and one wrong way. The first way is

simply to have one loop follow the other: X counts from 1 to 10 and then

Y counts from 1 to 10. The second way is called nesting loops (sounds

like a species of bird, doesn't it?): X counts from 1 to 10, and while X
holds at each value, Y counts from 1 to 10. The entire Y loop is executed

ten times. Anything inside the Y loop—between the second and third

lines of the example—is executed one hundred times. The third way is il-

legal and will cause a next without for error.

Right

FOR X = 1 TO 10

-NEXTX
j-*^ FOR Y = 1 TO 10

-NEXT

Y

Right Wrong
FOR X = 1 TO 10 r-^ FOR X = 1 TO 10

FOR Y = 1 TO 10 rf-*- FOR Y = 1 TO 10

L-NEXTY — NEXTXNEXT

Y

- NEXT X

Pairs of Loops

NEXT Y

There are two major concepts in Applesoft that are closely tied to the

concept of the for-next loop. These are the subscripted variable and the

readand data commands. (The next section ofthis article will purport to be

about expanding our Friday program to list all the Fridays in 1983. Just

between us, there exists no real reason to do this on the computer. List-

ing dates is one of the many wonderful things that calendars can do for

you. Nevertheless, bear with this folly, because the goal here is not to

find out how to list all the Fridays in 1983 but in fact to discover how
subscripted variables and read and data statements can help us do

it. Okay?)

The Annual Report. Let's say, for instance, that we want to expand

our Friday program to list all of the Fridays in 1983. Remember, to list

all of the Fridays in one month we had to know the number of days in that

month (ND) and the date of the first Friday (FF). To do this for each

month of the year, we have to know this information for each month of

the year. What we need is something like a variable that can be used for

keeping lists. Fortunately, Applesoft has just such a beast (how many of

you saw this coming?). It's called the subscripted variable.

The subscripted variable works like this. Let's say, a long time ago,

that Mr. and Mrs. Tyler had four children, Mark, Mary, Maura, and

Maurice. With names like those, it's no wonder the Tylers had trouble

remembering which child was which.

Mrs. Tyler was a very orderly person: If they had had computers in

her day she would have invented Pascal. One day, she came up with a

plan to keep her children straight. Instead of calling her children by their

names, she would call them by numbers.
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Four in Array. Thus Mark, Mary, Maura, and Maurice became 1,

2, 3, and 4 respectively. All confusion was eliminated until the idea

caught on and soon all the neighborhood children were called by num-

ber. So the Tyler children became Tyler(l), Tyler(2), Tyler(3), and Ty-

ler(4). This solved all their problems except when relatives came to visit,

but that's another story. Mr. and Mrs. Tyler were the proud parents of

the world's first subscripted kids.

Getting back to the example of the Friday program, we can make the

program applicable to all the months of 1983 by setting up two sub-

scripted variables named FF and ND and indexing them by the month

number. The word used to describe all the subscripted variables that

have the same name is array, so FF and ND are both array names. First

we need to reserve twelve slots in each of the two arrays. This process is

called dimensioning the array, and it is done with the dim statement. Add
this line to Friday. 1 :

10 DIM ND(12), FF(12)

The dim command is always followed by the name of the array, along

with the number of elements to be used in the array in parentheses. A
single dim statement can be used to dimension more than one array. Each
subsequent array to be dimensioned must be preceded by a comma, as

shown.

Actually, this line will reserve thirteen slots in each array, because

the indexes start at zero instead of one. Since the twelve months of the

year are usually numbered from 1 to 12 and not from 0 to 1 1 , we'll bow
to tradition and leave the ND(0) and FF(0) slots unused. Another thing

worth knowing about arrays is that if you start to refer to a subscripted

variable before dimensioning the array, Applesoft will automatically

dimension the array to eleven slots numbered 0 through 10.

Even if you are planning to use fewer than eleven slots in an array,

it's a good idea to dimension the array first. This saves memory space

(which is not an important consideration now but may be later) and
serves as a reminder of what the array is being used for. It's also a good
idea to dimension the array early in the program, preferably in the first

few lines. This gives you an easy place to find it if you forget its dimen-

sions or if you need to change those dimensions.

Now we have to fill these arrays with the requisite numbers. We
could do this with a line like:

20 ND(1) = 31: ND(2) = 28: ND(3) = 31: ND(4) = 30

and so on, with one assignment for each of the twenty-four values

needed. This would be inefficient and boring to type. Instead, we'll take

advantage of a very important, but hitherto undisclosed, aspect of sub-

scripted variables. The index in parentheses doesn't have to be a number;

it can be any arithmetic expression. Which means, of course, that it can

be a variable. This fact is what makes for-next loops so popular among
the subscripted variable crowd. And this is also where read and data

come in.

"The Data, Ma'am, Just the Data." Read and data work as part-

ners. Data holds a list of information, and read picks pieces of informa-

tion from that list one piece at a time and puts them into a specified

variable.

Let's start with data. The following two lines, added to the Friday

program, establish our lists of the number of days in a month and the first

Friday of each month:

200 DATA 31 ,28,31 ,30,31 ,30,31 ,31 ,30,31 ,30,31

210 DATA 7,4,4,1,6,3,1,5.2,7,4,2

The syntax of the data statement is simple. The data command must

be followed by a list of items separated by commas. In this case the items

are all numbers; some other time you'll see how words can be used in da-

ta statements. There can be any number of items in a data statement, but

the length of the line, like that of all lines in Applesoft, is limited to 239

characters. The last item should not be followed by a comma. Finally, a

data statement can't be followed by any other kind of statement on the

same line. It is typical to put data statements at the end of the program, as

we have done here.

To get to and use the data in a data statement, you need a read state-

ment. In a read statement, the word read is followed by one or more var-

iable names. Imagine a pointer in the program, pointing at the first piece

of data in the first data statement. The first time a read statement is ex-

ecuted, the piece of data indicated by the pointer is placed in the first

variable in the read statement and the pointer advances to the next piece

of data. If there is another variable name in the read statement, the next

piece of data is read into it, the pointer is moved again, and so on. If a

read is executed and there is no more data to read, the program will

break with an out of data error. So programs should be set up with one

and only one read for each piece of data.

By this point it should be clear that the best way to read data into an

array is to use a for-next loop. Therefore, the next lines we add to the

program should look like this:

20 FOR M = 1 TO 12: READ ND(M): NEXT M
30 FOR M = 1 TO 12: READ FF(M): NEXT M

Note that each line contains an entire for-next loop. This is perfectly

legal. It is, in fact, one of the situations in which using multiple statement

lines makes the program easier to read.

These most recent additions have wiped out our old lines 10 and 20,

which is fine because our new lines are taking over the function of those

lines too. Now let's establish the major loop—the one that will represent

the months of the year.

40 FOR M = 1 TO 12

125 NEXTM

This loop is nested around the loop that prints all the Fridays in one

month. Now we have merely to modify the inner loop to make it apply to

whichever month we want. This is accomplished by changing lines 100

and 1 10:

100 FOR D = FF(M) TO ND(M) STEP 7

110 PRINT "Friday "; M; '/"; D; '783"

The changes to line 100 reflect the fact that we're now using sub-

scripted variables instead of simple variables. What this means is that the

beginning and end of the loop will be determined by the specific data for

the month specified by the variable M.
In line 110 we've simply changed the output to reflect the varying

months. The new output will look like "Friday 1/7/83." We aren't yet

ready to go into how you could get the names of the months to come up;

that will be covered in a future installment.

The current version of the program now looks like this:

10 DIM ND(12), FF(12)

20 FOR M = 1 TO 12: READ ND(M): NEXT M
30 FOR M = 1 TO 12: READ FF(M): NEXT M
40 FOR M = 1 TO 12

100 FOR D = FF(M) TO ND(M) STEP 7

110 PRINT "Friday "; M; "/"; D; "/83"

120 NEXTD
125 NEXTM
130 END
200 DATA 31 ,28,31 ,30,31 ,30,31 ,31 ,30,31 ,30,31

210 DATA 7,4,4,1,6,3,1,5,2,7,4,2

Let's close with a discussion of how to use the more advanced

features of Renumber to make the line numbering of this program look a

little more professional. Those advanced features are a set of four param-

eters that tell Renumber what part of a program to change and what the

new line numbers should be. They can be used in any order and none of

them is required.

Each parameter has an automatic value that is used if nothing else is

specified. This is called a default value. (Think of the word default as in

"winning by default," not as in going bankrupt, and it will seem less

threatening.)

The first two parameters, S and E, define the start and end of the sec-

tion to renumber, in terms of the old line numbers. The defaults for these

parameters are the beginning and end of the program, which is why just

hitting & alone renumbers the entire program.

The next parameter is the first new line number (F). This indicates

what the first renumbered line will have as its new number. The default

for this parameter is 10.

The final parameter is the increment (I) for the new line numbers,

which of course determines what the new numbers will be for all the

lines following the first renumbered line. The default increment is 10.

These parameters are used together following the & to express any

possible renumber operation. Let's put this information to use. First of
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all, save the Friday program as Friday. 2. It's advisable to save your pro-

gram before renumbering it on the chance that something should go

wrong during the renumbering process.

If you've been following this article without interruption. Renumber
should still be in memory. (If it isn't, you should run Renumber from the

System Master disk and then load Friday. 2 from your Floating Point

disk.) Test for Renumber' s presence by typing &I0. This tells Renumber

to renumber the whole program, incrementing the line numbers by zero.

This operation is blatandy illegal, and if Renumber is still present and

healthy it will chastise you with an error message.

With everything set up and ready to go, let's begin. Friday. 2 can be

logically divided into three sections: initialization (lines 10 through 30),

the actual working loops (lines 40 through 130), and the data (lines 200

and 210). Since the data is read by the initialization section, it would

make more sense to have it in the same section of the program. We could

then use the program's line numbers to distinguish the initialization rou-

tine from the working routine.

Here's how we do it. First, let's set up the working routine starting at

line 100. This would be accomplished by the command:

&S40, El 30, F100

This command takes the section from line 40 through line 130 and re-

numbers it to 100 through 150, incrementing by 10. So far, so good.

Now all we need to do is move the data down to line 40, right after the

initialization routine.

& S200, F40

The E parameter was unnecessary in this case because we were re-

numbering from line 200 to the end of the program. This example shows

how renumber can be used to move sections of the program from one

place to another. It won't move other lines that already exist within the

target range out of the way, so you should be sure the new line number

range is unoccupied. Moving sections around in the program can make
the program run incorrectly. Moving the data statements in a block like

this is usually safe. Nevertheless, that's another good reason to save a
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program before you start renumbering it.

Homework, Uggh! At this point you have enough Applesoft under

your belt to begin to write programs of your own. Learning to program is

like learning a language (as we've stated before): You have to use it to

learn it. You can repeat "the pen of my aunt" sentences in some French

class until you're bleu in the face, but you won't learn nearly as much
French doing that for a year as you will spending a day in Paris looking

for a public restroom.

This column cannot instill in you that sense of need to write in Apple-

soft, but it can give you some possible subject matter. Here are three sug-

gested projects to keep you busy until next month.

1. Friday. 2 can be improved, ft is possible, if you know the date of

the first Friday of the year and the number of days in each month, to cal-

culate the dates of the first Friday of each month "on the fly." This

would eliminate the need for the FF array and make it possible to alter

the program to cover any year by changing the line that sets the first Fri-

day of the year. Hint: If you want to get fancy, don't forget leap years.

2. Try creating a program that simulates a digital clock. Have it do

hours, minutes, and seconds, ftiitially, you may have difficulty getting

the program to go as slow as a real clock.Try putting in an empty for-

next loop to slow it down and see how accurate you can get it.

3. This is the hardest one. In the first article of this column (Septem-

ber 1983), there appeared a flow chart for a sorting routine and a

description of how the routine would work. You now have all the com-

mands you need to write such a routine. You'll need to enter data into an

array, sort it, and print out the sorted list. You can use read and data to

fill the array or generate a list of random numbers with the commands
from last month. There'll be lots of for-next loops in this one.

That's it for this time. Until next year, remember to run carefully

during the holiday season. HI

GLOSSARY

Array: A variable that can hold a list of numbers instead of just a

single number. The several elements of the array are

distinguished from one another by their index numbers, which

follow the array name in parentheses.

DATA: Indicates the beginning of a list of items within an Ap-

plesoft program. The items in the list may be retrieved with a

read statement.

Default: The value used for a parameter in a command if that pa-

rameter is not specified.

DIM: Applesoft command to dimension an array variable. Fol-

lowed by the array name and, in parentheses, the number of

elements to be used in the array.

FOR-NEXT loop: A loop in an Applesoft program defined by the

for statement at the beginning and the next statement at the end.

Using a variable as an index, it assigns a value to the variable,

increments that value each time through the loop, and exits the

loop when the value passes a certain ceiling value.

Index: In arrays, the number in parentheses that follows the vari-

able name, indicating which element of the array is being

referred to. In for-next loops, the variable that increments each

time through the loop.

Nested loops: A pair of loops arranged in such a way that one loop

is inside another. The iimer loop will be executed in its entirety

during each pass of the outer loop.

READ: Gets the piece of data within a data statement that is in-

dicated by an internal data pointer, assigns its value to the in-

dicated variable, and moves the pointer to the next piece of

data.

Renumber: A program on the DOS System Master disk to alter

the line numbering of an Applesoft program. Renumber resides

in memory concurrently with Applesoft programs.

STEP: An optional parameter in a for-next loop. Used at the end

of the for statement, it determines the increment of the index

variable each time through the loop.

Subscripted variable: A variable within an array. It is referred to

by its array name followed by its index number, or an arithmetic

expression representing its index number, in parentheses.
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Softalk Publishing is almost delighted to an-

nounce the beginnings of a real Book Division.

Building on the incredible success of Roger
Wagner's Assembly Lines: The Book, we now
present our new line-up for your reading
pleasure. These books promise to impart
delicious knowledge and sheer literary pleasure

to those of you willing to plunk down some hard

cash. Each book produced by our new division is

painstakingly analyzed, worked with, verified,

proofed, and read at least once all the way
through. This is to assure you, the reader, the

very best and very latest information in this

rapidly changing field. Each book is designed

with your comfort in mind. From the glossy full-j

color cover to the accurate program listings, •

these are books bound to stay by your computer i

for eons to come. If you are tired of books that

;

promise everything and deliver unfocused^
ramblings of illiterate would-be programmers,

\

pick up the clear, concise, 20/20-vision type of

!

tutorial we offer. Let your head be part of the l

information explosion. Blow your brains out with
\

these new soon-to-be classics of computer litera-^

ture. Don't be caught staring at a blank screen.

^

Live and learn. Strive and grow. Rise and fall^

in love with our publications. Turn the page]
already. :

Q
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APPLESOFT ISN'T HARD: Basic Programming for the

Apple II

By Doug Carlston

This book will teach you how to program your Apple II, II Plus, or lie

in Applesoft Basic—a couple of words at a time with lots of ex-

amples. Carlston takes you step by step through the many com-
mands available in the language, addressing hi-res and lo-res

graphics and creating useful programs such as flash cards and a

Basic word processor. Become a Basic programming whiz in

seventeen easy chapters. He covers so many aspects of Applesoft

that when you've finished this book you'll be a card-carrying

member of the computer-literate generation, creating programs as

easily as you now fall down the stairs.

Program disk available with book. This book is an updated and ex-

panded version of the author's All About Applesoft tutorial column
that appeared in Softalk magazine.

ISBN 0-88701-002-4

Appendixes, glossary, index

Available December 1983

224 pages

$19.95 book/ $9.95 disk

/ $27.95 both

THE THINGS THAT IBM NEVER TOLD YOU: Unveiling the

Mysteries of PC DOS 1.1 and 2.0

By Alan Boyd

This voluminous text delves deeply into the disk operating system

for the IBM PC. Chances are you don't know half this stuff. After

giving a general background about the computer, Boyd covers just

about every aspect of disk-related functions, including an in-

credibly involved discourse about the 2.0 version of DOS. So
whether you own the PC or the PC XT, this info is aimed your way.

Treat it like a reference manual, treat it like a dictionary, treat it like

a novel; just be sure to treat yourself to it.

This book is a completed version of the popular series of articles

appearing in Softalk for the IBI\/I Personal Computer.

ISBN 0-88701-001-6 384 pages
Appendixes, glossary, index

Available early 1984 $24.95

GRAPHICALLY SPEAKING: Portrait of the Artist as a

Young Apple
By Mark Pelczarski

If you're interested in creating graphics on an Apple, this book
gives all the needed details. Pelczarski explains the graphics func-

tions, adding to one's knowledge bank until there's enough know-

how in the vault to create amazing hi-res color pictures. This book
covers lo-res, hi-res, 3-D illusions, color, binary files, picture-

packing, shape tables, and more. The program listings alone are

worth the investment. Learn from the man behind Penguin Soft-

ware; learn the right way with the best damn graphics book on the

market. Program disk available with book. This book is based on

the series of the same name (which appeared in Softalk magazine),

with additional appendixes and illustrations.

ISBN 0-88701-007-5 176 pages
Appendixes, glossary, illustrations, index

Available December 1983 $19.95 book / $9.95 disk

/ $27.95 both

THE APPLE FOR YOUR BASIC KID: Aunt Tillie s Guide to

Programming
By Tricia Jordan

A delightful book that covers the Basics of Apple programming.

Topics range from simple PRINT statements and math operations

to interactive programs, graphics, sound, and animation-
culminating in the creation of Basic arcade and adventure games.

Each chapter consists of modules that (1) illustrate a programming

technique through a simple example, (2) introduce changes in the

program—improvements or different applications, and (3) discuss

some facet of the program in considerable detail. This book is a

fascinating journey into the core of the Apple for kids of all ages.

The author is the director of Computer Workshop, a private school

specializing in teaching children programming.

ISBN 0-88701-005-9

Appendixes, illustrations, index

Available January 1984

224 pages (8V2 x 11)

$19.95
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BEGINNER'S
MANUAL jf

$9.95 A sOFTALK BOOK

THE INEVITABLE BEGINNER'S MANUAL: Getting To Know
Your PC
By Craig Stinson

Here, Stinson introduces you to the workings of the IBM PC. From
the moment you first touch the l<eyboard, this book will be an in-

valuable source of information, explaining how the PC works, how
it's designed, and what you can do with it. The author also relates

more abstract, though mostly nontechnical, notions about com-
puting in general. A well-written tutorial that every PC owner should

have at hand. Gives real meaning to the word personal.

This book is a revised and updated compilation of the Beginners'

Corner columns that appeared in Softalk for the IBM Personal Com-
puter.

ISBN 0-88701-004-0

Appendixes, glossary, index

Available December 1983

128 pages

FIRST STEPS ALONG THE PASCAL PATH: Beyond the
Valley of the Basics
By Jim Merritt

Bored with Basic? Fed up with Fortran? Leaving Logo? All of the
above? Here's your chance to learn a language that helps develop
good programming technique. This is an introduction to Apple
Pascal, useful as a beginning text even if you know nothing about
programming. This is the language Merritt likes. Many believe it to

be the best programming language on the market. Find out what
they're talking about. Find it here between the covers.

This is yet another publication culled from the files of Softalk, done
up to be a legitimate book.

ISBN 0-88701-008-3

Glossary, appendixes, index

Available early 1984 $14.95

ASSEMBLY LINES: The Book
By Roger Wagner

Culled from the ever-popular series of articles in Softalk, this book
has brought to many people the joy of 6502 assembly language
programming. For the novice assembly language programmer,
Wagner's book starts with the fundamentals and works up to more
sophisticated routines. The columns have been expanded and
joined by an introduction and several appendixes. Read this and
get ready for Volume II (now in production).

ISBN 0-88701-000-8

Appendixes, index

272 pages
$19.95

To order, fill in the blanks and send to Softalk Book Division,

Box 60, North Hollywood, CA 91603. -.

Arlrirf>.<;.<;
'

City State ZipV1\J

MasterCard # Exp. Date

Vtsa # Exp. Date

Signature
(for charge card customers)

Check the books you want:

Applesoft Isn't Hard Graphically Speaking

$19.95 book $19.95 book

$ 9.95 disk $ 9.95 disk ^
$27.95 book and disk $27.95 book and disk

Assembly Lines: The Book The Inevitable

$19.95 Beginner's Manual

$ 9.95

Please enclose $1.50 handling for each book ordered.

California residents add 6V2 percent sales tax.

Be sure to specify which book you want or we'll send you a
copy of Apple Compote. ;

--
. /

Apple and Applesoft are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, IBM PC and PC DOS 1.1 and 2.0 are trademarks of International Business Machines.
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Unless otherwise noted, all products can be assumed to run on either Apple II,

with 48K, ROM Applesoft, and one disk drive. The requirement for ROM Ap-

plesoft can be met by RAM Applesoft in a language card. Many Apple IIprograms

will run on the Apple III in the emulator mode.

Ifthe cryptic initials at the ends of reviews don 'tfit staff (listed on page 4), then

they refer to guest reviewers—this month, Dave Albert, Dave Chandler, Forrest

Johnson, William H. Harrington, Allen Munro, Ken Ryall, Howard A. Shore, and
Todd Zilbert.

Gumball. By Robert Cook and Doug Carlston. Is Broderbund's latest

arcade-style forehead-pounder just another maddening game or a satirical

comment on the Great American Dream of climbing the corporate lad-

der? Does it teach players good work habits and start them on the road

to success, or does it teach them to dance with the joystick and wobble
their eyes like overcharged Disneyesque automatons?

Gumball puts players in the position of workers in a gumball factory.

On the first level, the task is to catch a combination of eight green or blue

gumballs in corresponding blue and green bins. The gumballs come
down a chute in the upper left-hand comer of the screen and wind their

way through a maze of other chutes equipped with various trap doors

that, when opened at the proper moment, direct the gumballs into the

proper bins.

On each level, the workload consists of catching gumballs in the

proper bins. On level two, you must catch a combination of eighteen

blue, green, and orange gumballs in three different bins. On level three,

that increases to four different-colored gumballs totaling twenty-nine.

Players are given a speeded-up workday of eight fifteen-second hours in

which to meet their quota of gumballs. A clock keeps the time at the top

of the screen; a four o'clock warning whistle lets the player know there's

only a few seconds left to meet the quota. Players can also adjust the

speed of the production line (speeding up the flow of gumballs is essen-

tial on the higher levels).

On all levels, quality control is rigidly enforced. If the player allows

a blue gumball to fall in a green bin, this hi-res creep called Mr. Nit-

picker comes over and dumps the cart on its side, spilling out all the

gumballs accumulated so far. In addition, rotten white gumballs occa-

sionally come off the production line. If you let one of them fall in a bin,

the annoying Mr. Nitpicker makes another visit. Then, to make matters

even more complicated, for every four good gumballs that you miss or

that fall uncollected, your work quota is increased by one gumball.
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The game's main occupational hazard appears in levels four and

beyond. Every so often, a particularly rotten, explosive white gumball

comes off the production line—deranged dental assistants have put dyna-

mite in the sugar supply—and you have mere seconds to deactivate it be-

fore it blows up the factory and ends the game.

So Gumball teaches us about workloads, quality control, and occupa-

tional hazards. But what about incentive? GumbaWs creators have come

up with a cute way of handling that. Each time you complete a level (meet

the quota before the five o'clock whistle blows), you're given a promo-

tion and then a short, animated routine appears that shows the worker

walking home from the factory. For each successfully completed level

and each promotion, the worker is given a bigger house. After level one,

the worker goes home to something resembling a phone booth, but by

the end of level three that cubicle has become a swank one-story sub-

urban home. After that? Well, as they say, a man's home is his castle. . . .

If nervous energy and endless rounds of the joystick twist are the re-

quirements for achieving success in corporate America, then Gumball

marks Broderbund's entry into the multi-billion-dollar corporate training

market. As a mere game, Gumball will make you twist again like you did

last summer (or the other day, as the case may be). DH

Gumball, by Robert Cook, Broderbund (17 Paul Drive, San Rafael, CA 94903;

415-479-1170). $29.95.

Mad Rat. By Logan Zintsmaster. If Mad Rat were an old movie, its en-

try in "Your Handy Guide to TV Movies" would probably have two and

a half stars next to the title, be dated at around 1963 or so, and be written

up something like this: "The Mouse is up to its usual slapstick antics,

this time in a department store, scrambling for chunks of cheese and

outsmarting the Cat. Mildly amusing comedy for the younger set and

fans of the Mouse."

But wait! Is this really a B-disk, an arcade second feature, fated to

play for a couple of weeks out in the sticks and end its days on the drive-

in circuit? Probably. But after that, it could easily come back as a

rediscovered classic and live forever (six months or so) as a cult com-

puter game. Yes, what at first glance appears to be a pretty dreadftil little

item reveals, as play progresses, the small, exquisite surprise of turning

out to be a pretty challenging game.

Comparisons of the design to Sierra On-Line's revised Jawbreaker II

are inevitable but irrelevant. This game does not play or feel like that.

Maintaining your rodent equilibrium on the six moving sidewalks that

comprise the screen while on your quest for cheese takes special finesse

and timing. And making the best use of the apertures in each sliding floor

whUe avoiding the cat and the death hole at the bottom is not as easy as it

looks. On the higher levels, you can plunge right through six floors to

your demise before you make a move. On still higher levels, the speed of

the escalators and the multiplicity of cats will freeze that smile of benign

indulgence on your face. Just as you get hooked, it gets impossible.

The title is derived from the hardy old Pac-Manian hunter-tums-the-

hunted device. Jumping up to the top floor when the "superizzor" ap-

pears gives you some serious mouse muscle, fangs, and a cape. You may
then proceed to the nearest cat and have at it.

The music, several insistent bars of "Three Blind Mice," is the most

serious drawback to this game, but that's what detachable speaker con-

nections were made for.

It's a simple, nay, crude affair. The only controls are right, left, and

up. But the simplicity is the point. It works. This is a game that you'll

pop into the drive late at night when no one is around and play for hours.

Then you'll tuck it away in the back of your file and leave Zaxxon out

when you have company. A(

Mad Rat, by Logan Zintsmaster, Phoenix Software (64 Lake Zurich Drive, Lake

Zurich, IL 60047; 312-438-4850). $24.95.

Music Construction Set. By Will Harvey. Its very name is a tip-off to

how easy it is to use. Like Bill Budge's pinball-generating software toy,

the Music Construction Set offers much of the same—simplicity in

building complex designs.

Using it to compose music is as easy as ordering food from a pastry

cart. Find what you want, pick it up, and put it where you want it. Music

Construction Set's cursor is the familiar gloved hand from Pinball Con-

struction Set. However, nonjoystick composers can opt to use the "A,"
"Z," and arrow keys as well. KoalaPad owners have it even easier;

moving the cursor is as easy as pointing to the desired icon and pressing

a button.

MCS's icons (pictures that define functions) are self-explanatory; ar-

row icons scroll the music left and right; the house icon moves the com-

poser name to the beginning of the piece; the piano icon plays the compo-

sition; the scissors cut; the paste jar pastes.

In terms of building melodies and chords, MCS doesn't offer any

capabilities that aren't available in other music software, but it does offer

simplicity. Suppose the composer wants to build a C-major chord. Just

move the pointing cursor over to the note of desired length (whole, half,

quarter, eighth, and sixteenth notes are possible), pick it up, and plop it

down on the staff where C goes; repeat the procedure for E, G, and the

top C and we have a chord.

The ease with which one can pick up notes and rests and move them

around is standard in MCS; where the program really begins to shine is in

its extras. The cut-and-paste feature is one of its most powerful tools. It's

likely that any musical composition will have phrases or bass lines that

repeat. Instead of having to construct those passages note for note each

time they're needed, the scissors cursor cuts out as many as eight meas-

ures at a time and stores them in a buffer. Then, the composer has but to

move the paste bottle cursor to the desired spot and, with the push of a

button, the passage is reproduced.

The buffer holds whatever measures were cut last. That means it's

possible to cut measures from one song, load another song from disk,

and paste the measures down in that song.

MCS can transpose (up or down) from one key to another and can

change clefs in the middle of a song, a feature that comes in handy when
the treble clef can't accommodate a low note.

One thing MCS doesn't have is a lot of memory space. The program

is so large that there's little room left to store composed works. Though

there's enough memory to hold seven hundred notes on each staff, that

doesn't amount to much more than seventy measures when three- and

four-note chords are part of the composition.

Something else that's missing is the capability to change time and key

signatures in the middle of a piece. That's not a vital feature, but it's one

that advanced composers will miss.

MCS can send two-voice music through the Apple's speaker, and

with a Sweet Micro Systems Mockingboard Sound/Speech I it's possible

to create three-voice music. However, to get the most out of this pro-

gram. Sweet Micro Systems's yet-unnamed new Mockingboard is

recommended; it cranks out six-voice music—in stereo.

It's important to note that MCS assumes the composer has no musical

knowledge. Electronic Arts has included a brief yet thorough primer on

the basics of music and music theory that amounts to a semester's worth

of work in any beginning music class. Experienced musicians may find

the manual unnecessary; beginners will find it a godsend.

Electronic Arts has also left MCS\ music-generating routine open to

the user. This means that all songs created with MCS are stored as binary

files and can be copied and traded as such. With the program's Music file

in memory, songs can be bloaded and then called from Basic programs.

Music plays independent of the 6502, meaning that once the music is

playing, the Apple can go ahead with other functions—running pro-

grams, word processing, printing, or whatever.

Lots of credit should go to Jim Nitchals, whose help on MC5's rou-

tines for putting music through the Apple speaker will be fully appreci-

ated by those without Mockingboards.

Because the pluses make the minuses almost nonexistent. Music Con-

struction Set makes a wonderful learning device for music students, an

excellent tool for programmers wishing to incorporate musical routines

in their programs, and an entertaining toy for dabblers in the art of

music. mv
Music Construction Set, by Will Harvey, Electronic Arts (2755 Campus Drive,

San Mateo, CA 94403; 415-571-7171). $40.

Bouncing Kamungas. By Thomas Becklund. A bulletin just off the UPI
wire reports that the farmers of the Dakota melon industry have been

caught in a nightmarish siege that could threaten much of the country if

not stopped.

The threat, in the form of a newly evolved, quasi-intelligent life form

that inhabitants call the Kamunga, has emerged from the unique

characteristics of the Dakota environment to wreak havoc throughout

Dakota's famous melon industry.

Farm union labor leader Preston Penn Guin describes the calamity.

"It's hard enough on our boys just having to go around planting seeds,

harvesting crops, and driving into town, what with them pesky weather

snakes ruining our entire harvest if you so much as look at 'em cross-



IFYOU'RE CONFUSED
ABOUT BUYINGA

PERSONALCOMPUTER,
I'SSOMEHELB

Computers come in two parts.

One part is the "hardware',' the

machinery itself. The other is the

"software!' which tells a computer
what to do, the way a driver teUs a

car what to do.

Without software, a computer
can't do anything. And vice versa.

You have to buy both.

Buy the software first

Since the reason you're buying a

computer is to get the capability

the software gives you (remember
it's the software that teUs the com-
puter what to do) , it makes good
sense to pick the software first.

Start by making a list of the

things you want the computer
to do. Possibilities include word
processing, inventory control,

accounting, graphics, recordkeep-

ing-you name it, there's probably

software that does it.

Next take your list into a com-
puter store and ask the salesper-

son to demonstrate software that

will do the things you want.

Even though you'U need a com-
puter for the demonstration, keep
m mind the computer is just a

vehicle. The software is the driver.

Once you've decided on software,

pickmg the rest of the computer
system wiU be that much easier.

The simpler the better.

Some people will teU you that

software has to be complicated to

be powerful. Nothing could be fur-

ther from the truth.

Good personal software should

be, as the computer people say,

"friendly." Meaning that it helps you
do what you want to do without get-

ting m the way.

Good software keeps the com-
plications in the computer, where

they belong. And keeps the capa-

bility at your fingertips. It's that

simple.

Simply see for yoursell

You can read any number of

interestingbooks andmag-
azines about personal

computers.You can

ask your friends

who have
them.

Or look

at all

the sales

literature

you can get

your hands on.

But as helpful as

that can be, there's

no substitute for a live

demonstration.

When you do go shop-

ping, we recommend
you take a look at

thePFS" Family

of Software.

Designed
the waywe
think a soft-

ware family

should be:

simple,

straightforward

and powerful.



Currently there are four software

packages in the family: PFS:WRITE,

PFSPILE, PFS:REPORT andPFS:

GRAPH, withmore on the way.

Here's a little more about each of

them,

PFS:WRITE. The simplestway
to getyom message across.

PFS;WRITE is ideal for people

who want to make their writing time

more productive. It displays what

you write on your computer screen

so you can make revisions as you
compose.
WithWRITE, you can correct mis-

spellings or substitute one portion

of text for another, with just a few

keystrokes.

Andwhenyou're through revising,

WRITE shows you "on-screen"just
how your document wiU look

when it's printed. So there

are no surprises afterwards.

WRITE also works with

most popular software pro-
,4

grams, including the PFS
Family of Software.

This feature allows you to add
names and addresses from mailing

lists to generate form letters. Or
combine columns ofnumbers or

graphs with your text.

^LPFS:FILE.The simplest
^^way to get orgaxuzed.

^^^FEjE is basically a paper filing

^^^k system without the paper. So

J^^r you can record, file, retrieve

l^^r and review information in a

fraction of the time it takes with a

conventional filing system.

With FILE, you arrange your

information on a "form" you design
yourself. And when you need to

track something down, FILE sorts

through your records electronically.

It lets you retrieve information in a

variety ofways so you can be as

selective as you want.

PFS:REPORT. The simplest
way to sum it all up.

REPORT is a powerful analysis

tool thatworks with FILE

.

REPORT sorts through your files

and retrieves the information you're

looking for.Then assembles it all

into one report, so you can analyze,

plan and make better-informed

decisions.

REPORT is also good at math. It

quickly sorts through columns of

numbers and performs calcula-

tions, so you won't have to.

PFS:GRAPH.
The simplest
way to spot trends.

GRAPH is ideaUy suited for

professionals who need charts or

graphs in a hurry.

An you do is specify the kind of

graph or chartyouwantand enter the

information. GRAPH does the rest.

GRAPH transforms columns of

facts and figures into pie, line and
bar charts so you can spot trends

quickly and make better-informed

decisions.

GRAPH works with PFS:

WRITE, PFS:FILE,VisiCalc®

files or dataentered directly

into the computer.And sup-

ports most popular printers and
plotters.

Send for our Free
PFS Software Catalog.

It'll tell you more about the PFS
Family ofSoftware andhowto use it.

It's free. And all you have to do to

get one is return the coupon below
or see your participating PFS
dealer.

The PFS Family of Software.

We've already made computers
simpler to use.

Now we're making them simpler

to buy.

FREE
. PFS
SOFTWARE

CfiXRLOG

00

Name.

Address-

City

State

.

-Zip.

I plan to use a personal computer:

at home at work both

Man to: PFS, 422 Aldo,

Santa Clara, CA 95050

®PFS is a registered trademark of Software
Publishing Corporation, 1901 Landings Drive,

Mountam View, CA 94043, The PFS Family of

Software currently runs on the Apple,* IBM,*

Compaq? Texas Instruments,* and
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eyed. That's not even mentioning those Peronie varmints all over the

streets."

When asked to describe the Peronies, Guin flashed a toothless grin

and replied, "Where you been? Them critters has been hidin' on our

highways fer months. Clever little beggars, too. Look like potholes, see,

'til ya hit one. Shakes the truck up real bad and we lose a lot of melons

that way. Don't bother them none, though. They just grab what fruit falls

off and make off with 'em. They can't do nothin' 'less yer drivin' fast.

Course most of our farmers like to get to the market pretty quick; helps

to keep the prices up."

Another victim interviewed, a farmer named Dusty Barnes, describes

what he saw. "It's just like Preston says. We're out there planting and

harvesting, when suddenly, without hardly a sound, these Kamungas
come raining down out of the sky. Few at first, then more and more,

smashing our crops like it was the thing to do. A big grin on their ugly

faces too. Gives me the creeps just thinking about them.

"If they get you on the head," Barnes warns, "that's all she wrote.

They'll drive you clean into the ground. Saves the widow the price of a

funeral, though, so's I guess it ain't too bad a way to go."

"Is there no defense against this despicable onslaught?" the UPI
reporter asks.

"Sure there is," Barnes answers brightly. "We just skewer them
suckers on our pitchforks, like so." He gestures, lunging upward with

his pitchfork. "You gotta be careful, though. If you hold your pitchfork

up fer too long, crack! Lightning's apt to get you! I seen a lot of good

boys go that way; it ain't pretty."

In a related story, military research liaison Major I.M. Dumm
categorically denies any connection linking the military's experimenta-

tion with genetically engineered defoliating agents and the bouncing

beasts, saying only, "We're looking for a few good men to come and put

an end to the scourge plaguing our great Dakota farmers—these bounc-

ing Kamungas must be stopped!"

Bouncing Kamungas—the sound's okay, the animation's good, the

premise original, and the action intense.

Further updates as they occur. HAS

Bouncing Kamungas, by Thomas Becklund, Penguin Software (Box 311, Geneva,

IL 60134; 312-232-1984). $19.95.

Gnosis VII. By Gary W. Cuba. The word gnosis comes from a Greek

word meaning knowledge, investigation. In English, it has the connota-

tion of special or higher knowledge. Gnosis VII, therefore, is a game of

knowledge, of interpreting and analyzing events and identifying reality,

all of which leads to successful living.

In other words. Gnosis II is a large, interactive logic puzzle. It

works, it's fascinating, and it's fun.

It's also eternally replayable because the events and circumstances

are randomly generated each time that it's played. But the most fun are

the times you play Gnosis VII before you understand it. (Go ahead and

read the instruction book; on purpose, it won't give you much help.)

The goal is to learn the secret names of the seven gods that take turns

ruling over each of seven villages and, having learned those, to learn the

one word of power. Now don't quit reading just because you had more

than your fill of the occult during the sixties; this is a game of logic,

remember? It just sounds arcane.

Everything goes in sevens. Within the seven villages are seven poten-

tial occupations by which to earn a living, seven materials available for

creating worship offerings, seven skills to be learned, and seven boons

with which to win sanctuaries. Boons are gifts to be made with the appro-

priate material by someone with the appropriate skill—things like arks

(material, wood; skill, carpentry; experience, timber cutting), temples

(stone, architecture, rock hewing), and odes (parchment, writing, library

work). Offering the appropriate boon in a village where that object is

revered makes that village a sanctuary for you. Only when you worship

gods in a sanctuary will they reveal to you their secret names.

You know from the start that the gods rule the villages and influence

their customs. But how and what to do with that is part of what must be

learned. The game comes with logic-chart worksheets, which you're en-

couraged to photocopy. Scratch paper is useful too. Try things and

deduce from them; theorize and test your theories. Eventually, you'll

understand. Because the player's lifetime is limited to a relatively normal

span, it takes several games to see the full power of the sun.

Once you understand how this strange land works, the game becomes

one of gaining knowledge quickly and scoring the most possible points in

a lifetime. There are obstacles, which is where the five (not seven) levels

of difficulty come into play. The player must move from town to town

each turn, except when learning a skill or when too broke (traveling costs

money), and the highways are dangerous. Thieves lurk ready to steal

cash, angry, evil emanations from gods withdraw blessings and materials,

and illness forces loss of precious time for recovery. Specific pieces of

knowledge overcome each peril, but knowledge is hard to come by. The
higher the difficulty level, the more problems arise, and the greater the

challenge to discover the word of power in one lifetime.

Magnetic Harvest is an interesting company. Not only does it not pro-

tect its disks, it includes in its documentation the range of line numbers

for each routine in its programs. The people at Magnetic Harvest want

computer users to learn about the computer and programming; and they

hold and act on a strong conviction of the goodness of us. Their first pro-

gram, Planetmaster, was interesting but lacked playability. Gnosis VII is

fascinating and eminently playable; with its arrival, we can form a strong

conviction about the goodness of this company's work—and look for-

ward eagerly to the innovations it will bring us in the future.

The word of power that makes Gnosis VII tick is reason. n(T

Gnosis VII, by Gary W. Cuba, Magnetic Harvest (Box 255, Hopkins, SC 29061;

803-783-3151). $19.95.

HomeWord. By Ken Williams and Jeff Stephenson. Throughout
history, images and symbols have graphically described what speech and

the written tongue sometimes confuse. Imagery to indicate an idea, an

action, has made its way into computing. Apple's Lisa software sports

crisply detailed icons that manage all manner of operations, each clearly

representing the processes it champions.

HomeWord brings icons to word processing for Apple lis.

But some of HomeWord' s icons aren't too clear in defining the proce-

dures they represent. So, each icon has a written caption. Hmmm. Oh
well, the captions save the day for an otherwise excellent home-use word

processor. And, after you're used to them, the icons do their job. It's

especially nice to move the cursor to an icon, hit return, and get exactly

where you wanted to go.

One very innovative icon is the page sketch that appears in a lower

comer of the screen as you're writing or editing. It's a tiny reproduction

of the formatted version of the page you're working on, complete with

margins, indents, and spacing—a minipreview of the final document. A
one-pixel cursor moves through the page sketch so you can always see

where you are in the overall picture. If you choose to center a paragraph,

the edit screen indicates in words where the centering begins and ends;

simultaneously, that paragraph is actually centered on the page sketch.

If lines can be considered icons, two more are nice. One horizontal

line shortens as the computer memory fills, and another shortens as the

data disk fills.

HomeWord' s other features go beyond those of other home-use word

processors. You can mix types of text—bold, underlined, or regular—

and there's plenty of flexibility in defining page formatting and printer

interface. You can also see your document on-screen in its printed for-

mat before prindng—full-size.

An excellent feature uncommon even in powerful word processors is

the outline format capability. Either while writing or while formatting,

you can call for several levels of outline indentation simply by indicating

the level of indent. If you already have items under that heading, the in-

dent is automatically moved in another notch. Take an indent out, and all

lower-level indents adjust.

Documentation is complete on an audio cassette, so you can listen

and try out what you learn as you hear it. The lessons are easy to compre-

hend and productive. Yes, there's a printed version for inveterate read-

ers. With HomeWord' s many truly fine features, the matter of the icons

and text screen display need not be an issue.

HomeWord is inexpensive, targeted for the home and for the entire

family. Without a doubt, it is a viable entry into this currently limited

market. IKil-

HomeWord, by Ken Williams and Jeff Stephenson, Sierra On-Line (Sierra On-

Line Building, Coarsegold, CA 93614; 209-683-6858). $49.95.

Wordrace. By Randy Simon and Robert Freedman. This is a supercali-

fragilisticexpialidocious program: In other words, very good indeed, but

hard to define precisely. It's several different things at once: a chal-

lenging word game, a teaching tool, and a couple of general information

games wrapped up in an elegant game display format. And it talks!

Let's look at it from three viewpoints. As a child's game, it looks like
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this: a really neat, serious game—nothing fancy. This is the kind of game
you do in your head, not on the screen, but everything you need is there.

It tells you which player is up and what everybody's score is; it shows

you the word you have to figure out and, right next to it, the ticking

clock; and then it gives you six definitions for the word. You have to

type the letter representing the right definition before the clock runs out.

And you'd better be right, too—you'll be charged for wrong answers.

After you type in your answer, it tells you whether you were right or

wrong—right out loud, through the Apple speaker! Pretty good voice,

too, for an Apple.

The vocabulary words would be a little tough for most kids, however.

The instructions say that the beginning level is aimed at children no

younger than twelve; but it would take a pretty verbal twelve-year-old to

do well at that level.

As an adult word game, it's a pleasant surprise. Most vocabulary

games for adults tend to be obvious: not much of a challenge if you read

a lot. Wordrace is not like that, however: The words in the highest, or

"challenge," level are very rare. And another thing: In most vocabulary

games, the definitions are a dead giveaway if you use a little logic. In this

game you will need the logic, all right; but nothing is given away; you

have to work for it!

The voice in which the program confirms or rejects your answers is

surprisingly good, when you consider that it's pure software: no hard-

ware or modification is required—just boot the disk. This program does

a better imitation of the human voice than some programs requiring out-

board circuitry and a separate speaker. But, good as it is, it would be nice

if we could turn it off sometime.

As a game for grown-ups ("adult game" has unreliable connotations

nowadays), Wordrace is a beauty—if you like word games. It's not as in-

tricate or as strategic as Scrabble, but it's a whole lot faster. This is the

perfect game for a party in the English department.

Which brings us to the third viewpoint. Considered as a teaching tool

(drill-and-practice courseware), Wordrace is excellent. If you want to

teach vocabulary to children from about age twelve upward (maybe from
about nine, if they're intelligent and verbally oriented), this program will

help a lot. It's highly motivating as a solo game, with time-based scoring

and audible reinforcement; and the game system handles four players, so

it supports competition play as well.

There are four levels of difficulty, from beginner to challenge: a total

of twenty-five hundred words. When you can play this game well at the

higher levels, you will have a rather extensive vocabulary.

The disk also includes two other games, using the same format: one

about sports heroes and one about famous people in history. For a child,

these would be general information quizzes: for an adult, trivia games.

Between them these games cover twelve hundred names.

As a teaching tool, Wordrace has one significant drawback: It does

not permit you to add your own lists of questions and answers. However,

if what you want to teach, learn, or simply show off is English vocabu-

lary, it's no problem: The lists they included are just fme! )R

Wordrace, by Randy Simon and Robert Freedman (additional databases by Sam
Cohon and Bill Dozier), Don't Ask Computer Software (2265 Westwood Boul-

evard, Suite B-150, Los Angeles, CA 90064; 213-397-8811). $34.95.

Drol. By Benny Aik Beng Ngo. The folks from Broderbund seem intent

on cornering the cute market these days. First there was Spare Change,

a delightful exercise in cartoon zaniness; now there's Drol—& charmer

set in a dream world inhabited by witch doctors, Garfield-like scorpions,

and kamikaze vacuum cleaners.

The dream world of Drol contains a four-level, multiscreen scrolling

ruin in which a diabolical witch doctor has sequestered a family. Your
mission is to rescue them, along with their pets. The family consists of

Mom, a little girl and her pet lizard (with jetpack), and a little boy and

his pet crocodile (also with jetpack). The two young ones have been en-

tranced by the witch doctor and wander zombielike about the hallways,

the litde girl following a balloon and the little boy in the wake of a toy

helicopter. The player, as an R2-D2-like robot, is equipped with an anti-

trance suit, a jetpack, and an unlimited supply of reality pellets to aid in

destroying the witch doctor's monsters and phantoms.

Each level of the game consists of three missions: Rescue the little

girl and her pet lizard; rescue the little boy and his pet croc; and then

rescue Mom, who is tied up on the bottom floor of the ruins. If you shoot

the little girl's balloon or the little boy's helicopter, they stop wandering

and stand still, making them much easier to rescue. Mom is always sta-

tionary. The successful completion of a level will reward you with a

wonderful cartoon sequence and then transport you back to the dream
world to accomplish the rescues once more, this time with tougher op-

position from the witch doctor and his minions.

About those minions. . . . There are a number of them. At first one

must deal with hopping scorpions who can be shot at only at ground level

and a flying turkey that must be shot repeatedly in order to roast it

(literally). The scorpions travel faster than a player can and will home in

on you as soon as you are in sight. Then there are the monsters, who also

hop along with reaching arms and can best be shot from a hovering posi-

tion. By the time you reach the tnird level and go to rescue Mom, you're

beset by serpents that look for all the world like seahorses. These guys

can be shot from the ground or hovering positions, but they bounce along

the corridors quite quickly. Furthermore, the corridors are fdled with

hurtling implements of a most distressing nature: arrows, hatchets, dag-

gers, and swords—all quite lethal. Your only option is to shoot them
down before they get to you. And then there are the man-eating plants, of

which the less said the better. . . .

Perhaps the most delightful aspect ofDrol is the graphics. The anima-

tion is very smooth; the figures and shapes are beautiftiUy rendered and

even more attractive than the artwork on the package itself. Everything is

very cute and very charming. The hurtling implements of doom move at

variable speeds, as do the pets, making it very difficult to calculate which

to deal with first. And the cartoon reward is priceless.

For all its charm, however, Drol is a tough game. The first level is

relatively easy, but, having completed the first three rescue missions, life

becomes very difficult. The monsters begin spitting doom and it's very

easy to get wiped out quickly. Furthermore, hazards such as berserk

vacuum cleaners appear, and the act of hovering by jetpack becomes a

siren call to aerial doom.

The folks from Broderbund have once again put out a good, playable

game of great charm. While it does not have the depth of some of

Broderbund's other offerings, it is nonetheless very enjoyable and con-

tains hours of arcade fun. The dream world of Drol is definitely worth a

visit. DA

Drol, by Benny Aik Beng Ngo, Broderbund Software (17 Paul Drive, San Rafael,

CA 94903; 415-479-1170). $34.95.

Participative Management Skills. Edited by Richard E. Byrd. If

you've ever headed a group to do anything, you've managed peo-

ple—your children, the prom committee, the lunchroom squad at the of-

fice, a department, a company, a corporation, a conglomerate, a coun-

try. And when you're responsible for the actions of a group—meaning
that by some higher criteria you're officially in charge—you have a fun-

damental choice to make. You can manage by virtue of your clout—bet-

ter known as rule by force, or dictatorship—or you can build your group

into a cohesive, creative, enthusiastic bunch of producers who hardly

need to be managed at all, it seems.

That's what participative management is all about. The group is a

team and the official manager guides the team members to take part in

managing the team, encourages each member to develop his own non-

clout sources of power within the group, and strives to gain consensus

decisions on team matters. The result is that everyone's happier, people

grow, creativity blossoms, work quality increases, and the team mem-
bers think this is a great place to work. At least that's the goal, and it has

a whole lot to recommend it.

Participative Management Skills is a course in this kind of manage-

ment. It's presented in a tightly written text and workbook and in five

supplementary disks. You're expected to read the text and do the exer-

cises, then run the disks for each section—but just running the disks gives

a healthy start toward understanding this management theory and a per-

fectiy good basis for beginning to try it out. Besides, it's enjoyable.

The disks are interactive. They generally begin with graphically at-

tractive summaries of the sections of the course to which they pertain.

Then comes the good part (well, that part's good, but not as much fun):

Each section has a quiz of sorts. In "Choosing Participation," the quiz

asks you about your present way of managing your team (or family—no

kidding, it works). There are lots of questions, and they all pertain to

certain categories of qualities. The program then analyzes your answers

and measures how they stack up against the appropriate answers for par-

ticipative managers. Your results are displayed in words and col-

ored graphs.

"Enhancing Power" discusses the three sources of power—clout.
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LET'S FACE IT. Up till now, music

programs for your home computer

have all sounded, well, pretty lame.

There were the ones that resembled

little electronic music boxes, remem-
ber? And then there were those that

sounded like so many burps.

Enter Music Construction Set.™ It's

the first music program that really

makes use of the power of that ma-
chine you've got. If you're a serious

student, this means you'll be able to

work with an intricacy and range of

sound quality you've never heard be-

fore on a computer And ifyou know
nothing about music, you'll find some-

thing even more important. Namely,

that this thing is simple enough to

be a lot of fun.

Take a good look at this screen

because it, you, and a joystick are the

whole story here.

That's you at the right end of the

staffof notes — the little hand. Move
the joystick, and you move the hand.

Use it to carry notes up to the staff.

Lay in rests, signatures, clefs, then point

to the little piano in the lower right

and listen, because you'll hear the

whole thing played back.

Move those little scales in the mid-

dle up and down to vary the music's

speed, sound quality, and volume. Use

the scissors to cut out whole measures,

then use the glue pot to paste them
in somewhere else. Got a printer?

Great. Print the score out and show it

off to your friends.

But what ifyou're not up to writing

your own stuff yet? No problem.

There are twelve pieces of music al-

ready in here, from rock 'n roll to

baroque. They're fun to listen to, and
even more fun to change. (Apologies

to Mozart.)

The point is, the possibilities are

endless. But if you're still skeptical,

visit your nearest Electronic Arts dealer

and do the one thing guaranteed to

send you home with a Music Con-

struction Set in tow.

Boot one up. Point to the piano.

And listen.
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competence, and compatibility—and tests you not only to determine your

own sources of power, but those of the members of your present team,

too. The names of sixteen team members can be entered; then after an-

swering sixteen questions about each, the program tells you the amount

of power from each source the member is perceived to have by the

group, discusses weaknesses in members, and suggests ways to bring out

each weaker member's power. Power, incidentally, is essentially used

interchangeably with influence.

Full, clear communication is crucial to successful participative man-
agement. "Facilitating Team Communication" introduces the concept of

a third party to any communication activity: the facilitator. That's you,

especially when you're the official manager. The facilitator's job is to

see that the views of all are expressed and understood and that agree-

ment, once achieved, is real. In the interactive portion, a score of com-
munication situations are presented, with dialogue. You must choose the

best response to further the cause of clarity and comprehension.

It's nearly impossible to facilitate communication between two or

three people who are on completely different wavelengths. In "Under-
standing Motivational Dynamics," three basic types of personalities are

presented, nicknamed the farmer, the hunter, and the shepherd. Under-

standing the values emphasis of each type and learning to respect its

worth is a major key to compatibility and communication between divi-

sions of a company or within teams. Once more, you're called upon to

answer questions about your team members; the program analyzes their

primary motivational types and the degree of influence the values of the

other types have with them. This section also teaches how to deal con-

structively with conflicts when they arise.

By now you're well prepared for the final chapter, "Achieving Con-
sensus." Making sure everyone has a say is a major factor in achieving

consensus decisions—ones all group members agree with and feel they

had a part in making. You must look for and bring out differences, and

be patient when the going is slow. But the end result is what Participative

Management Skills calls a win-win situation. In this chapter, you get to

choose the next action in a score of decision-making situations.

Running through these five disks a day or two before your next meet-

ing could have an eye-opening—and very rewarding—outcome. That's

how fast you can begin to learn participative management and start put-

ting it into effect. When the whole group leaves that meeting smiling and

chatting among themselves, thank Concourse. This is a super product.

Unless you're Big Brother. n(T

Participative Management SIcills, edited by Richard E. Byrd, Concourse (2626

East Eighty-second Street, Suite 215, Minneapolis, MN 55420; 612-854-8848).

$195.

Broadsides. By Wayne Garris. In the last decades before steam and

metal plate would make them obsolete, the wooden sailing warships that

had dominated the seas for thousands of years reached their pinnacle of

development. They had plenty to fight about; the founding of the United

States, the French Revolution, and the conquests of Napoleon all in-

volved sending ships out to battle from Chesapeake Bay to the South Pa-

ific. Ships dueled until demolished or their crews were too exhausted to

continue.

Broadsides is a game of these single ship actions. Ships range from a

massive, lumbering ship of the line mounting more than one hundred

heavy guns to a small, fast frigate with only twenty smaller cannons. The
battles can be fought between two players, or Broadsides will provide a

captain for the opposing ship.

The battle appears on a neatly arranged hi-res display. The two ships

move in real time over an ocean area of variable scale, while a profile of

each ship is presented with an accounting of its current status. Damage is

illustrated; sails and masts disappear and holes open in the hull.

Commands are displayed above each ship and selected with a press of

the paddle button.

They allow the ships to be turned, the sails and speed to be adjusted,

ammunition to be selected, and the guns fired. With a combination of

these orders, the player counters his opponent's maneuvers and sudden

wind changes to bring his broadside to bear. A full broadside of guns can

be fired only in a thirty-degree arc to each side of the ship, and raking

fire received down the length of a ship causes double damage. These two

considerations cause tactics to evolve into attempts to close and deliver

full broadsides while avoiding being damaged too badly in the effort.

Just when such an attack is moving along, the wind may change strength

or shift direction, turning the attacking ship into a sitting duck.

The aggressive captain who manages to get into close range can go all

the way and try to grapple the opposing ship and fight a boarding action.

If the ships collide, play switches to the boarding screen featuring an

oblique view from the length of the grappled ships. Crew figures are

shown on deck with snipers above them. The battle is now fought by two
swordsmen at the bottom of the screen. Each is trying either to cut the

grappling lines or to board the enemy ship. He fights by thrusting,

counterthrusting, or hacking, with results dependent on the actions of his

opponent. Killing the enemy swordsman will either move men from your

ship to his or cut one of the grappling lines. After several rounds of

fighting, the snipers will start to fire at the crew below, at enemy snipers,

or both.

Just how quickly all of this happens is determined by the pace of the

game selected at the start. A slow pace allows time to plan maneuvers,

while a faster pace requires quick thinking to follow both ships and give

commands. For a shorter game, Broadsides has an arcade mode. This is

the same as the more elaborate tactical version, but play is easier because

of a slimmed-down command menu. Games are shorter because all firing

does double damage; one of the ships will sink very quickly.

Firing in the tactical game is more complex. Three ranges are shown,

100 yards apart, one of which is correct. Guessing the correct range is

annoying at short range, since if you miss, your ship is helpless until the

guns are reloaded. At medium and longer ranges, when distance is

harder to judge, this can be very frustrating. Prepare to scream and pull

hair when your carefully planned broadside misses by a few pixels and

your computer opponent has once again picked the correct range for his

return fire. Distance seems already to have been factored into the

damage done, with guns aimed individually, not as a broadside. Having

to guess the exact range isn't needed to make hitting more difficult.

That annoyance seems strange because in most other areas Broad-

sides is very flexible and forgiving. The keyboard can be used instead of

a game controller. The game can be paused or the pace of the game can

be changed at any time. The sound can be turned off or enhanced with a

Mockingboard. Ships' characteristics can be changed in every respect,

making it possible for any ship from any navy to appear in the game.

Scenario designers are helped by a set of historical notes and ship

statistics for each navy.

This gives veteran war gamers something to tinker with, while

Broadsides's ease of play and arcade option allow new players to jump
right into the action. While Broadsides can be uncomfortable in some
ways, it has a good level of historical detail and a good feel for its subject

overall.

Broadsides, by Wayne Garris, Strategic Simulations (883 Stierlin Road, Building

A-200, Mountain View, CA 94(M3; 800-227-1617, ext. 335). $39.95.

Epson rX-80. The name Epson connotes quality and reliability in print-

ers, so the prospect of a new Epson suggests some exciting possibilities.

In its earlier line of MX printers, Epson made several improvements in

the product. Therefore, a new series replacing the MX line could reason-

ably be expected to consolidate the older innovations and add some new
features. The Epson FX-80 does this—for the most part.

To start with, the FX-80 incorporates the features of the most recent

revisions of the Graftrax firmware. This means that the commands for all

the modes—compressed, expanded, enhanced, double strike, italic, un-

derlined, superscripted, subscripted, graphics, and so on—are the same

as they were before. In other words, the FX-80 will behave as expected

with all programs written for the MX printers.

The most impressive addition to the firmware is the capability to cre-

ate custom character sets. Although Epson supplies no software to take

advantage of this function, we're likely to see something along that line in

the near future from third party software developers. For the do-it-your-

selfer, the technique for designing the characters is well documented (a

first for Epson) and considerably easier to learn than Applesoft shape

tables.

On the mechanical side, the FX-80 prints considerably faster than the

previous generation of Epsons. It's rated at 160 characters per second

against the MX-80's 80 characters per second. Keep in mind, however,

that the cps measurement isn't the last word on printer speed. The Apple

Dot Matrix Printer, although rated at 120 cps, actually prints about 30

percent faster than the FX-80 (based on a test printing of a three-page,

double-spaced manuscript using Apple Writer 11). This is because the

time a printer takes to do a line feed isn't part of the cps measurement.

The speed of the FX-80 line feed is not prodigious.
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The standard FX-80 comes with both friction feed and pin feed. The

pin feed mechanism is located on the ends of the rubber platen and is

somewhat difficult to load paper into. It's adjustable, but only for nine-

and-a-half-inch or ten-inch paper widths. Nine-and-a-half-inch paper

with removable strips on either side is the most widely used kind of paper

in most word-processing situations.

For narrower paper such as special forms, mailing labels, and the in-

expensive eight-and-a-half-inch paper often used for program listings, a

special tractor mechanism is required. This optional unit mounts on top

of the printer. It can be adjusted for any paper width from about three

inches to nine inches. Unfortunately, it won't expand to wider than nine

inches; so it must be specially installed when it's needed but removed for

most word processing situations, since when it isn't used it will cause

paper to jam. Mounting and dismounting aren't difficult operations, but

this still seems like a needless nuisance.

The bottom line on the FX-80, however, is that it is an Epson. This

implies that people will buy it. It may not be the best dot-matrix printer

for a given application, but it will be good for just about anything. People

buy Epson for the same reason they buy any well-known name brand:

They know what they're getting, and they can be reasonably sure of not

being disappointed. DD

Epson FX-80, Epson America (3415 Kashiwa Street, Torrance, CA 90505;

213-539-9140). $699; optional tractor unit, $39.95.

Pick-A-Dilly Pair. By Norm Gray. The Dillies have checked into the

Pick-A-Dilly Hotel where you are the room clerk. They failed to

register, so you don't know which of the thirty-six rooms they're in; you

do know that they arrived in pairs and that when you open two doors to

expose a matching pair those rooms are eliminated and you score a point.

On the other hand, if the pairs don't match, the doors close again and you

must remember which Dillies were in those rooms.

Perhaps you once watched the old TV game show Concentration or

played the card game upon which it was based. Pick-A-Dilly Pair is like

a computerized form of Concentration—with added twists. Each Dilly is

a cute little animated cartoon figure, two of each kind, and each pair

comes with an appropriate tune. With cats, you get "What's New,
Pussycat?" With dogs, it's "How Much Is That Doggie in the Win-
dow?" The tune for turkeys is "Turkey in the Straw." The effect is

quite entertaining, with a special appeal for children.

Up to six can play, and there are several modes. The standard game is

just like Concentration; open two doors at a time to find matching

Dillies. In "Joker and Villain," there are two wild-card Dillies, one that

gives extra points and one that takes points away. In the "Pick 3" and

"Pick 4" modes you must match more than two Dillies at a time. The
"Mixup" mode switches unmatched Dillies during play; the "Music
Only" mode gives you only tunes, no figures to match. "Doors Stay"

can be even rougher; matched doors don't disappear, so you have to

remember which ones have been matched—or lose a turn. For the quick

of eye, there is "Flash," which gives a quick glimpse of the figure and

no music.

Actually, you can turn off the music for any of the other modes ex-

cept, obviously, "Music Only."

Pick-A-Dilly Pair is a rare treasure, a game that children and adults

can enjoy equally . But, of course, the kids will win. PI

Pick-A-Dilly Pair, by Norm Gray, Actioncraft (5753G East Santa Ana Canyon

Road, Suite 1200A. Anaheim Hills, CA 92807; 714-998-7117). $34.95.

Appli-Card. "The world's most popular operating system," some have

stated. Others chime in with comments ranging from "S-100 bus rules"

to "very adaptable." What they're talking about is the disk operating

system called Control Program for Microcomputers: CP/M. During the

five years CP/M has been in existence, its popularity has grown, partial-

ly due to the hundreds of companies offering compatible software, from

business applications to education to data communications to games to

programming aids.

Apples have no built-in environment to run CP/M, but that didn't

stop CP/M fans—they remembered those seven handy slots—and, voila,

plug-in boards to create the CP/M environment appeared. Such boards

had to contain a Zilog Z-80 central processing unit, an eight-bit

microprocessor that could operate upon CP/M. A market quickly

developed for such hardware, and CP/M boards came to the forefront. In

May 1982, Personal Computer Products introduced its own CP/M
board. Today's version of this board boasts some important attributes

besides running CP/M version 2.0.

Appli-Card is impressive. Contained on it are 64K RAM, a 2K
EPROM, either a 4-megahertz Z-80A or a 6-MHz Z-80B CPU, and an

expansion interface connector. The EPROM may be expanded to 8K
and, anticipating the time when CP/M can support a counter timer chip,

a socket for that chip has been provided on the Appli-Card.

The CPU speeds are two to three times faster than competitive

boards, depending upon installed selection, because the board operates

simultaneously with the Apple's 6502 CPU. The 6502 handles the in-

put/output processing, relieving the CP/M board of managing these

time-consuming operations. The on-board memory prevents the Z-80

CPU from having to wait for the 6502 to catch up before proceeding

onward.

On-board RAM may also be used in conjunction with some RAM

;

boards. These boards, either 64K or 128K, plug directly into the Appli-

Card. The entire RAM assemblage may be used to operate as a RAM
disk under Apple DOS, besides expanding the CP/M capacity of a

system. The RAM disk becomes a storage device for information (once

initialized) managed in any manner the user sees fit. Increases in CP/M

'

disk storage of 54K or 1 lOK also come with the added memory. The ex-

pansion interface also allows for a hard disk drive.

Tightly written documentation—less than thirty pages, in a three-ring

binder—provides all you need to know to install the Appli-Card in a II

Plus or He. How to install a hardwire shift modification, which comes

with the board, is also explained simply. The manual still manages a

brief excursion into CP/M and a look at the package's utility programs.

For an in-depth tutorial, the book CP/M Primer, by Stephen Murtha and

Mitchell Waite, comes with the package.

Powerftil utilities greatly increase the friendliness of the CP/M en-

vironment. COPYFRMT takes care of mandatory tasks such as format-

ting and copying information from disk to disk. SoftVIDEO configures

CP/M to use specified hardware; it also provides a seventy-column

screen (graphics-generated) and scrolling from 0 to 255 characters

—

invaluable for spreadsheets with cells beyond the forty-column limit. Us-

ing an Apple eighty-column video card instead requires simply selecting

that card from the SoftVIDEO menu.

After the SoftVIDEO configuration has been saved, the INSTALL pro-

gram runs. INSTALL brings on-line any drivers you choose. A driver is

a subroutine that controls an I/O device. SoftVIDEO, for example, is a

driver that controls specific menu options and terminal operation when

you power up your computer. The drivers are written into CP/M's Basic

I/O System (BIOS), a major subsection of the operating system. All

machine-independent programming, such as disk controllers and printer

and monitor interfaces for use with CP/M, are contained in drivers in

BIOS. INSTALL puts the selected drivers into a file on your CP/M disk

and transfers CP/M to the disk's boot track. Then, when you mm on the

computer with that disk, all the drivers are automatically installed.

Changing equipment is elegantly simple. Drivers may be moved,

deleted, or changed at will. Another utility transfers files from Apple

DOS 3.3 to CP/M and vice versa.

Appli-Card's utility software takes the work out of CP/M. All control

keys found in any CP/M system are accepted. There are even patches for

most hardware peripherals used with the Apple.

This board is not inexpensive. But, in the Appli-Card, you get what

you pay for. tiCL

Appli-Card, Personal Computer Products (16776 Bernardo Center Drive, San

Diego, CA 92128; 619-485-8411). $375 (6-MHz board), $295 (4-MHz board).

Chivalry. By Richard Hefter. From Xerox's wondrous educational

software factory comes a true computer-assisted board game. In Chival-

ry, a medieval game of rescue, the king of the realm has been kidnapped

by the evil Black Knight and imprisoned in the knight's castie. To save

him, up to four valiant knights and ladies may journey forth from Fair

Castle. Each move brings challenge or danger.

Chivalry is rich in color and detail. The large game board is full of vi-

brant illustrations, and every attempt has been made to capture the feel of

the Middle Ages. There are taverns, inns, gypsy camps, an armorer's

shop, a village market, those famous English hedge mazes, and much

more.

The computer randomly rolls a die or spins a wheel for movement.

Then it tells players where to advance their game pieces on the board and

a colorful hi-res picture of the location appears. To advance, players

must either make decisions or prove their skills. Many board squares
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represent small arcade games of medieval events.

I There are a couple of archery contests, dart games in the inns, and a

practice field in the Royal Park for learning to catapult rocks onto shields

'held by moving serfs. The big challenge is jousting, where speed and co-

ordination are tested. Winning a jousting match often gains the player a

special advantage to be used later in the game—a secret password or

sign. Losing a joust costs a turn while the wounds heal.

Besides games of skill, there are games of dexterity and chance. Can
you catch sacks of flour being tossed by a miller, pole across a log-filled

river, jump from rock to rock to cross another river, or leapfrog up

ledges to get out of a deep pit? How about guessing under which shell the

witch or the gypsy has hidden a pea? Guess right and win a magic potion;

guess wrong and the dragon can fry you.

Thieves and monsters such as trolls and bears roam the woods. The
troll guards a shortcut bridge. If you can edge past his swinging club,

l^ou save time. If you lose, you have to heal your wounds for three

urns—troll clubs pack a mighty wallop.

Eventually, you reach the castle of the Black Knight. Getting inside is

quite a challenge. To open the drawbridge, you must catapult a rock di-

rectly onto the gate mechanism, all the time dodging rocks hurled from

he castle ramparts. Once in the castle, you must find the best path up the

iteep wall to the Black Knight while he drops rocks at you. If he succeeds

n hitting you, you must go back several squares to regroup. The ending

s difficult but never hopeless. Persistence will win where skill fails.

Besides being a good game that succeeds at incorporating computer

md board games, Chivalry is a family game. The game flows better

ivhen three or four people play than when just one plays. And with all the

jlayers, it's as much fiin for grown-ups as for kids. RRA

Chivalry, by Richard Hefter, Xerox Education Publications (245 Long Hill Road,

Sliddletown, CT 06457; 203-347-7251). $49.95.

Doublestuff. By Louis Bonfiglio and Peter Joselow. Events that trans-

pire deep within the core of Apple are known only to a favored few.

Cupertino is a land where dangerous marketing maneuvers become
stride-setting examples for the industry, and chance discoveries are turned

into magnificent advances. Double resolution on the Apple lie, said to

[lave been an unplanned side effect of the eighty-column card, was
discovered so late in the development of the new computer that the first

motherboard couldn't handle it. Accident or not, the double hi-res and

iouble lo-res graphics modes of the Apple lie are nothing short of a stun-

ning visual experience.

Doublestuff is a programming language designed to allow you to use

the double-resolution modes. It loads into the bank-switched memory
when you boot the disk (the same area into which Integer Basic loads

when you boot a DOS System Master). And, if the idea of learning a new
language scares you, worry not: Other than the graphics modes. Double-

stuff is almost identical to Applesoft. The surface differences are

summed up in one page of the Doublestuffmanual. There's no documen-
tation on what lies underneath the surface, so those who dabble in soft

switches or machine language will have to find some things out for them-

selves.

The double-resolution modes are, briefly, a sixteen-color, 80-by-48

lo-res and a sixteen-color, 560-by-192 hi-res. Every graphics command
in Applesoft is duplicated in Doublestuff, with new legal ranges for

screen coordinates and colors.

Double hi-res provides an interesting challenge to the programmer
because there are two approaches possible, each with its own advantages

and disadvantages. In regular hi-res, it took two adjacent pixels to form

a color; in double hi-res, it takes four adjacent pixels in a row. On a color

monitor, any on/off combination of four pixels in a row looks like a

single colored dot. On a monochrome monitor, however, the same four

pixels look like four separate dots, either on or off.

One approach in double hi-res is to treat each set of four pixels as a

single dot, lowering your effective horizontal resolution to 140. This

produces lines that are always true to their color but that can appear jag-

ged. The other approach is to go for the full 560-point horizontal resolu-

tion, which is what Doublestuff has done. The results are considerably

finer lines that aren't always true to their color and better defined colored

areas that are usually color-perfect—no fringe effects.

As they say in graphics land, the proof is in the plotting. Doublestuff

comes with an ample supply of demonstration programs to show off the

advantages of both modes. What isn't said in the manual may be found

by the ambitious programmer in program listings. For instance, it isn't

easy to save a double hi-res picture because it resides in both main and

auxiliary memory at the same time. One of the demos loads a double hi-

res picture from two binary files—not the most elegant solution, perhaps,

but one that works.

Doublestuff is the first of what will probably become a large body of

commercial software to make use of the double resolution capabilities of

the Apple He. It's nice to see that, even in our maturing market, two

young guys can come from out of nowhere and get the jump on all the big

developers—even Apple! HCL/DD

Doublestuff, by Louis Bonfiglio and Peter Joselow, Doublestuff Software Devel-

opment (2053 West Eleventh Street, Brooklyn, NY 11223; 212-449-6300). Ap-

ple Ue, 128K with B motherboard. $39.95.

PFSrWrite. By Sam Edwards, Charles Leu, and Brad Grain. A lot of

complaints can be made about PFS.File. But, despite its slowness, its

dearth of options, and its inability to stay sorted, it remains in the upper

levels of the Top Thirty (at the grand old age of three) for a good reason.

For most people's purposes, its deficiencies don't matter and its

pluses—simplicity, flexibility of layout, friendliness—are all that's

needed.

Enter PFS: Write for the He. The family genes are prominent.

PFS: Write is a useful, extremely easy-to-use, relatively complete word

processor. It can stand alone, but its strength flourishes when it's used

with its older siblings. Files from PFS.File can be integrated into

PFS. Write documents, creating personalized form letters, for example.

And graphs from PFS.Graph can be printed anywhere in PFS. Write

documents.

PFS. Write is a cinch to use—even more a breeze for people who are

already used to the quirks of the PFS family, such as the use of control-C

(rather than return) to continue and tab (rather than return) to move from

field to field. Options are minimal but adequate for home use and many
business uses; the display is clean and crisp and considerate. A fine line

outlines the page sides on-screen and the top and bottom of the page

when it's in range; otherwise the top is clear; and a ruler indicating

characters, margins, and tabs limns the bottom, just high enough to

display the current file name, the percent of available file space used, and

the present cursor location—line 24 of page 3, for instance.

The program accepts input fast enough for average typists, and a very

smooth buffer provides for catching up with speedsters. The default

mode is what's generally called change mode; when you back up over a

word and start typing, what was there changes to what you're typing

now. Inserting without changing takes a command, then works fine. Ar-

row keys move the cursor without affecting the text at all and the delete

key deletes backward, although you really seldom need it. It's faster to

move directly to the beginning of the unwanted part and merely type over

it in normal input mode.

There's provision for selectable right and left margin tabs, and a

decimal tab to align numbers on the decimal point; for search and

replace, manual or automatic, with or without wild cards; for moving

backward and forward in various size chunks throughout the file. You
can justify your text, or make it flush right or (normal) flush left, on-

screen as well as in printout.

And you can append PFS. Write files, one to another. Which brings us

to the other side of the coin.

PFS. Write is not for everyone. Almost everything it does it does

elegantly, but it definitely doesn't do everything. And there are a few

things it almost does. For example, what you see on the screen is precise-

ly what you get on paper—unless you're planning to print out double-

spaced. It doesn't recognize the normal typewriter symbol for a dash

—

two hyphens—and blithely puts one on one line and the other on the next

line if the dash falls at the breaking point, in printout as well as on-

screen. The append feature is wonderful and absolutely necessary

because the maximum length of a document is less than three single-

spaced pages. And, finally, in an oversight unusual for the PFS people,

the delete-line command is a control key right between those for delete

word and delete letter— real easy for touch typists to hit accidentally, and

there's no recovery.

PFS. Write is an ideal program for PFS fans and many others; but if

it's power you want, stick with Screen Writer. I1(T

PFS: Write, by Sam Edwards, Charles Leu, and Brad Grain, Software Publishing

(1901 Landings Drive, Mountain View, CA 94043; 408-946-1400). Requires an

Apple He. $125.
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The Echo 11. In 1977, a commercial speech synthesizer cost more

than two thousand dollars, required a special-purpose parallel in-

terface, and had to be programmed in an obscure code, producing

barely recognizable, robotic-sounding speech. In 1983, Apple

owners can buy a speech output system with much greater speech

quality for less than a tenth that price.

Advances have been made not just in the hardware but in the

software as well. It isn't enough just to have a speech synthesis

peripheral that can produce human speech sounds very accurately.

For really flexible use, the computer should produce those sounds

from natural language text input, rather than from a special-

purpose code that represents speech sounds.

The problem of going from English text to English speech is a

very complex one. At the simplest level, consider how different

the letter A sounds in the words father, fate, and fat, not to speak

of its role in combination with other vowel letters, as in words like

boat, beat, and bait.

While it is not true that the English spelling system is com-

pletely irregular, many of its regularities are well hidden. An old

joke asks, "Do you know how to spell fish?''

"Yeah, F-I-S-H."

"No. G-H-O-T-I. That's gh as in the word tough, o as in

women, and ti as in nation.'"

And if you type ghoti into the text-to-speech program used by

the Echo EI speech synthesizer from Street Electronics, the Apple

says, "fish." Not without a sense of humor, this product.

The Echo II has been available for some years, but a new hard-

ware implementation and, more important, new software, make it

a significantly more versatile product.

There are two approaches to producing speech output from

computers, and the devices that provide one method are typically

incapable of also providing the other. Yet each has advantages that

the other hasn't. Therefore, the most significant aspect of the new
Echo n is that it gives the user access to both types of speech syn-

thesis with the same device.

A crude way to typify the difference between the two methods

is to call one a text-to-speech method and the other a fixed

vocabulary method. Text-to-speech techniques produce unnatural-

sounding robotic speech that's often hard to understand. Their

great advantage is that they can be used to generate speech output

from any English text. Such methods typically don't require much
memory to represent the speech output—just a byte of RAM for

each letter of the text to be spoken and perhaps a short text-to-

speech conversion program.

Fixed vocabulary speech systems produce output that sounds

more natural or human. In fixed vocabulary voice output, the

data—the bit patterns in RAM—are usually derived from a highly

processed representation of the vibrations that spoken speech

makes in the air. Playing back such representations is very much
like playing a tape recording of the speech that was the source of

the representation. Fixed vocabulary systems pay for their

naturalness with much higher demands on the computer's

memory. In addition, a fixed vocabulary approach means just

what the name implies—not every word of the language can be

spoken; it can only pronounce those words that have been

prerecorded.

In actual practice, both methods are much more complex than

this simple explanation conveys, but the results are not. Fixed

vocabulary devices have a restricted number of available words

but sound very natural. Text-to-speech systems are harder to

understand, but you can make them say anything you want.

The new Echo II's software gives it a unique place among
speech output devices for the Apple. It has the characteristics of

Bats in the Belfry. By Samuel Moore. / don 't want to set the world on

fire;/Ijust want a game/That ain 't quite the same.

Bats in the Belfry is a nice item. You don't shoot anything and you

don't get shot at, though you do get bitten quite a lot.

As a novice netter with the distinguished extermination firm of Swat

& Squash, you have to hustle through a three-story schoolhouse to cap-

ture an endless parade of bats. They enter through the basement and

both text-to-speech and fixed-vocabulary systems. A programmer

writing applications for the Echo n can choose between the two

methods, using whichever is most appropriate.

Physically, the new Echo II consists of a circuit board that

plugs into one of the Apple's slots and a small speaker. "Less is

best" may be the new Echo motto in terms of physical dimen-

sions. The card is 4V2 inches long instead of the old SVi inches,

and the new speaker fits inside the Apple's case, stuck to the in-

side wall of the n or under the keyboard of the Apple He.

As in the old Echo n, DOS-based text-to-speech software is

available to make the Echo say anything you want it to. New is the

Apple Pascal version of the software. But the biggest change to the

Echo n software is Echo Words, a fixed vocabulary system that

includes a woman's voice speaking more than seven hundred

words and phrases.

An option at extra cost. Echo Words contains a set of programs

for using Applesoft or assembly language programs. An editor

program lets the user select the words to be used by an applica-

tions program, tells how many bytes of memory they wiU require,

and creates a special binary file that the user then bloads from an

Applesoft program. The Applesoft ampersand programming
feature is used to pronounce the words you've chosen, as in:

220 &"0", "PLEASE", "DO", "NOT", "DO", 'THAT"

which pronounces the phrase, "Oh, please do not do that," in a

very intelligible voice when line 220 is interpreted. So far as

speech quality goes, probably the only complaint that could be

made about Echo Words is that the even intonation of the words

seems a bit artificial. Even this problem can be overcome by using

the built-in commands to choose the pitch and volume of each

word within a sentence. Paying detailed attention to pitch makes it

possible to add more natural intonation or even to sing phrases.

The variety of text-to-speech software provided with the Echo

n, called Textalker, includes versions for users of standard Apple

ns and n Pluses, for blind users of Apples, and for users of 64K
Apples—ns and lie's. The 64K and blind versions have a couple

of extra options. The 64K version frees up more available

memory by placing most of the text-to-speech algorithms in the

extra RAM. After one of these two programs has been run,

anything printed on the screen from Basic is spoken by the Echo

II. Typing catalog, for example, makes the Echo read the DOS
disk directory aloud as it appears on-screen. The talk-along feature

toggles off and on with simple Basic print statements.

Also packaged with the Echo is the utility program.

Speakeasy, which produces speech from phonemic code inputs

rather than from normal English text. Speakeasy speaks very

intelligibly—more intelligibly than Textalker—and it uses less

RAM. Textalker is easier to use, however. Both programs interpret

certain control code sequences such as commands to control the

volume, pitch, and rate of speech—permitting intonation and even

singing.

Optional (at extra cost) is the Echo Language Support Disk.

Side one, the Pascal software, consists of a library unit through

which Pascal programmers can make the Echo say strings by pro-

viding a new Pascal procedure, SAY. Side two contains utilities to

be used with GraForth, the graphics application language based on

Forth.

All together, the Echo II with its standard and optional soft-

ware packages is an impressive voice output product. Afl

The Echo II, Street Electronics Corporation (1140 Mark Avenue, Car-

pinteria, CA 93013; 805-684-4593). Echo II, $149.95; Echo Words,

$29.95; Echo Language Support Disk, $24.95.

eventually flit up to the belfry, where the tolling of the bell signals th;

they're beyond your reach and your score is in peril.

Your only weapon is a very small net, seemingly suited to more ei

tomological pursuits. Fortunately, these are very small bats. Although

first you'll feel like a fool as you ineffectually swat the air around then

you'll gradually get the hang of it, and soon you should be able to hi

most of them before they make it to the first floor. Then run for an opt
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save it on a disk. Give it to your friends or join the
ranks of those who are actually selling games
they made using Pinball Construction Set. One
thing's for sure—you're in for countless hours
of fun building with Pinball Construction Set by
Bill Budge. Available for the Apple II® at your
local software retailer. Suggested retail

price: $39.95

The video pinball
program that plays lil<e

a construction set.

428 Pala Ave.

Piedmont, Calif.

94611 • 415-658-8141

Apple and USA are registei-ed trademarks of Apple ODmputer mc.
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window, gently shake out your net, and let your charge rejoin his fellow

children of the night.

That, of course, is the way it would be in a perfect world. Hindering

you in the performance of your duty are several spiders the size of

mastiffs, which tend to congregate around the windows or skitter along

the floor and give you what for right on the ankle. Ten such nips and you

pass into oblivion. Ditto for the occasional bat of the vampire variety.

Later, there is a problem with trap doors and floating fuzzballs.

On your part, you have the ability to climb stairs quickly, jump over

fuzzballs and spiders (or on spiders, for which barbaric but effective ac-

tion the game nicely heals two bites).

Animation and graphics are definitely not flashy, but they're expertly

and subtly done. And this game is, by George, different. A(

Bats in the Belfry, by Samuel Moore, Phoenix Software (64 Lake Zurich Drive,

Lake Zurich, IL 60047; 312-438-4850). $29.95.

Portfolio. By Harris N. Dvores. On the very first page of instruction for

this money-strategy game, it says: You've read enough. Go to it!

The author knows what he's talking about. Once the disk boots,

you're swept away by a game that rates tops in both excitement and

playability.

Portfolio is based on a simulation of the investment world where, as

Amarillo Slim fondly said, money is just a way of keeping score. The
game, which accommodates a range from the solitaire player to fifteen

people, begins by casting players in the role of highly respected invest-

ment managers. Players, after stating two fields of expertise, such as law

and modem technology, are interviewed for positions and offered con-

tracts that put each in charge of managing a company's $10 million in-

vestment portfolio.

Part of the game strategy involves negotiating your compensation.

Do you want a low retainer and monthly salary against a high percentage

of the performance gross? Or less percentage and a higher sign-on

bonus?

Once hired, you receive a portfolio of your corporation's assets

showing cash on hand, stock holdings, venture capital, and funds bor-

rowed. From there, as in the beginning, the game plays just like Wall

Street.

Philately Just Gave the
Personal Computer

Its Stamp ofApproval!
Small wonder. SoftStyle's Philatelic Management System
for the Personal Computer has added a whole new
dimension to stamp collecting.

Now you can efficiently manage your collection... and have
more time to enjoy collecting. Every level of philatelist will

find this superior software can grow with his collection
needs. We've provided everything you need to start today,
with flexibility for growth. You don't have to design and
code a complex data base. There are over 40 programs in.

this powerful, yet easy-to-use pacloge, that has been
developed by software professionals and philatelists.

iPlease send me: '

I Free product brochure.
i

I Demonstration Package, with informative manual and
I easy-to-run demo diskette, only $15, which can be i

I
credited to a Complete Package purchase. I

}
Complete Package with program diskettes,

[

I
comprehensive instruction manual, installation guide, !

I and Demonstration Package. Reg. price— $295.
i

I Special Introductory Price until Jan 1, 1984— $219.
I When Ordering: include your name, address, signature, i

' and phone along with your check/money order, or MC/Visa. i

Send to: SoltStyle, Inc.
j

I
Foreign orders add $10. Hawaii orders add 4% sales tax.

I
Available for (check yours): I IBM PC Apple

][

I a Apple i JAple/Ze Apple///
i

I More versions to come. Needs 64K/ 2 diskette drives/
i

• printer optional. i

Philatelic Management System
for the Personal Computer

""'SoftStyle

SOFTSTYLE, INC.
7192 Kalanlanaole Hwy., Suite 200

Dept. L10, Honolulu, Hi 96825
Phone:(808)396-6368

The companies listed on the stock exchange have financial ratings

generated by the computer. They're affected by external economic fac-

tors, such as an increase in govenmient spending or a tightening of the

international money supply, but individual companies are affected in

unique ways. Northeast Edison Electric, for example, isn't affected at all

by an increase in taxes, but its stockholders sell out when interest rates

rise. Conversely, Canadian Mining and Refining hardly notices interest

rates, but its stock plunnmets in the face of labor unrest.

Internal factors, such as unexpected lawsuits or highly successful

promotional campaigns, also affect the companies individually.

The ratings, and their buffeting by internal and external factors, are

the most important data on which managers make their buy and sell

orders. But there are other factors to consider, too—such as rumors and

confidential reports submitted by privately hired researchers.

It is a game so real that hot managers, like hot poker players, dread

the mandatory vacations that take them away from the job for a certain

number of turns.

As it is in real life, so it is in Poitfolio. Your ultimate loyalty is to

yourself, not your employer. And your primary objective in the game is

to increase your personal net worth, by means that include purchasing

luxury yachts, fiirs, mansions, and the like. Making that kind of money,
however, is usually (but not always) accomplished by managing cor-

porate funds successfully so that when performance bond time comes
around, you are handsomely rewarded.

At the end of each game, retiring investment managers receive letters

from corporate headquarters summarizing their performances. The
results are recorded in a player history file to be used as part of negotia-

tions when the next game starts. In Poitfolio, as on Wall Street, having a

good reputation is worth money.

This is a game for Christmas and beyond. It plays fast and is as good
or better than any strategy game on the market. The docimientation is

literate, effectively articulate, and handsomely presented. From begin-

ning to end, it gleams with quality. D(

Portfolio, by Harris N. Dvores, Flexible Software (Box 5841, Charlottesville,

VA 22905). $64.95.

Fat City. By Richard Hefter and Steve Worthington. From the folks who
brought us Stickybear comes another family-oriented game. Entitled Fat

City, this game continues the Hefter tradition of magnificent graphic

creations and sound game participation in a non-life-threatening

scenario. Sound dull? Quite the opposite. Fat City requires manual dex-

terity (through keyboard or joystick use), strategy, and the ability to en-

joy oneself. Differing levels of complexity maintain player interest,

regardless of age.

As an employee of the Fat City Wrecking Company, it's your respon-

sibility to operate a wrecking crane and knock down deserted buildings

while avoiding hostile rats. There are ten cities awaiting commencement
of this urban renewal. Each city is progressively more difficult to

destroy. Behind one of the buildings in each city is a fuel tank. Since

each swing of the wrecking ball costs fuel points, pinpointing these tanks

is an important aspect of play.

For first-time players, Fat City automatically starts with city number
one. Otherwise, you may play at any level you have already managed to

compete within. Unless you surpass the previous level's score, it remains

on-screen as the score to beat. Totaling the points earned in each level

allows you to constantly improve your aggregate score.

Once the level of play has been selected, you'll find yourself seated in

the hi-res cab of a wrecking crane. Both the target city and the wrecking

ball are visible from the cab's windshield. Two guides to help you aim

the ball are etched into the glass of the windshield, along with your

score, the city number, and the amount of fuel. Keeping an eye on the

fuel level is essential because each round finds only a certain amount of

fuel allotted to you. Prior to the end of a round, you had better know
where the fuel tank is hidden; without the added fuel, your crane will run

out of gas, ending the game. However, if you fill the crane's tank too

early you'll find more buildings remaining than you have fuel to level

them with.

Territorial rats increase the dangers of urban renewal. These pesky

critters make it known that they prefer the vacant buildings to remain un-

molested by your wrecking crane. They defend their crumbling homes
with cans, tomatoes, and even rocks, hurling them directly at your wind-

shield. Fortunately, you can see the incoming barrage and stop it by hit-

ting the rats with the wrecking ball. This gamers extra points, but if you
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A fast-action, high-strategy game with full color graphics, exciting animation, and realistic sound effects. Features in-

clude HAL'" speech synthesis (without special hardware), option to play as enemy or defender, and top ten score display.

Action begins with you atthecontrolsof the Defense
Command Computer. A random error causes the

computer to secure your nation's defense for full

scale nuclear attack. You have 30 seconds before
the first ICBM is launched at your enemy's capital.

Decipher the secret code for aborting missile launch
or prepare to fight World War III.

At launch, you discover the computer has deleted
all targeting data for your weapons. Presented with
NORAD style strategic displays, you watch the

trajectory of the missile track across the globe as you
frantically retarget your weapon systems and prepare

for your enemy's attack. Do you strike beforeorafter

the enemy launches its first wave? Do you target for

military, industrial, or civilian targets? Perhaps
some combination? You watch enemy strikes against

your homeland and the casualties grow to stagger-

ing proportions as you attempt to deter or conquer
the enemy before you are completely destroyed.

The war has begun and your nation's destiny, even
the destiny of the world, is in your hands.

Ask for Global Thermonuclear War™: $34.95 at your local dealer or orderdirect. Visa, MasterCard, Money Orders. Checks
accepted ( Calif, residents please add 6'/2% sales tax), foreign orders add 15%, U.S. currency only. Dealer inquiries inyiied.'

Global Thermonuclear War'" is available for your IBM PC or XT
(64K, disk drive), Apple 11+ or He {48K, disk drive, DOS 3.3), Com--
modore 64 (cassette or disk drive). Atari 400 and 800 (48K, disk
drive). Joystick play optional in each version. TRS-80 version
to be released soon.

STARFIRE GAMES J
Division Omnisoft: Corporation
Dept. ST3, 9960 Owensmouth Avenue, Suite 32 •

Chatsworth, CA 91311 :.: (21 3] 709-4900

Global Thermonuclear Wans a trademark o( Omnisoft Corpuration. IBM PC and XT, Apple II • and lie, Commodore 64, Atari, and TRS-80 are registered trademarks Of IBM Corp., Apple Computers Inc., Commodore
Business Systems inc . Atari Inc

,
and Tandy Corp respectively



'BEAT TO QUARTERS! RUN OUT THE
GUNS, AND CLEAR FOR ACTION!"
These urgent commands of the 18th-

century captain are now yours to issue as

you re-enact legendary naval engagements

from the age of fighting sail

BROADSIDES" — a new game from

SSI — gives you non-stop naval action, as

fast and demanding as the historical battles

it re-creates.

In this two- player/solitaire simulation,

the ships will be rigged, manned, and armed

just like the real ships were, and will handle

in the wind just as real ships sailed.

For speed of play, the ARCADE game
lets you sail right into action. You set your

course, maneuver and fire broadsides as fast

as your crew can reload.

For authenticity and his-

torical detail, the TAC-
TICAL game puts you
on the quarter-deck. There, you

make the decisions real captains had to

make: How much sail? What course for

best speed? Aim your guns for the

rigging or waterline? What range?

Load with solid shot or grape shot?

When the ships move within grappling

range, your boarding parties and sharp-

shooters will decide the battle. As you
watch the fighting on your screen, you'll

give orders for your saber-wielding men to

thrust, counter- thrust or hack away.

If you want to design your own ships,

BROADSIDES lets you build frigates and

ships- of- the- line from the keel up, rigging

them, manning them, and arming them
with everything from 12-pounders to hull-

smashing carronades.

The enemy's guns have been rolled out, his

sharpshooters are in his tops, and he's almost

within range. The battle is about

to begirh ^ M

YOUiS «

riRt 46« YIt
tpflo HiH inn
HULL ^>

TURH rWTsrm MAX (Fill
0 . «K 0 . IK

Your ships move faster than real-time

on the Hi-Res color screen.

GAMES FROmi SSH
If there are ho convenient stores near you, VISA &. Mastercard To order by mail, send your check to: Strategic Simulations Inc,

holders can order direct by calling 800-227-1617, ext 335 883 Stierlin Road, Bldg. A-200, Mountain View, CA 94043.

(toll free). In California, call 800-772-3545, ext 335. (California residents, add 6.5% sales tax.)

WRITE FOR A FREE COLOR CATALOG OF ALL OUR GAMES.
APPLE is a registereJ trademark of Apple
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allow the rats to splatter against the cab's windshield, you'll lose

precious fuel.

The only way buildings can be eliminated is by working the wrecking

ball from the top down to ground level, but if you try to destroy too big

a section of building at once, fuel will be wasted and you'll get a mere

crack in the masonry for your efforts. A building must be destroyed

strategically. Eliminating the roof first helps, since the fat rats then can't

use that particular avenue for tossing debris. Cracking the windows also

prevents the hostile critters from using them as weapons ports.

Fat City is a game suitable for any member of the family. A great deal

of thought went into its development, as its excellent playability attests.

The game incorporates superb graphics and strategy, fun, and a new
idea. The combination could well prove addicting. tICL

Fat City, by Richard Hefter and Steve Worthington, Xerox Education Publica-

tions (245 Long Hill Road, Middletown, CT 06457; 203-347-7251). $39.95.

The Einstein Memory Trainer. By Michael G. Samet and Dov Rubin.

(Not me) moped-TV kill.

Gibberish? Free verse? Perhaps either, depending on your esthetic

sensibilities, but thanks to the Einstein Memory Trainer, "(not me)

moped-TV kill" is a mnemonic device signifying, to those in the know,

a telephone number with area code included.

The Einstein Memory Trainer won't help you remember your dental

appointment, where you left your brown socks, or to take lunch money
to school. It might be useful if you have to remember lists of things,

especially numbers. Using uninspired—but not unlikable—graphics and

music, the Memory Trainer takes you through five lessons: "Names and

Faces," "Method of Loci," "Peg-Word System," "Important Dates,"

and "Phone Numbers." Diligent practice will probably produce some
improvement in memorization ability, and if you're not too serious

you'll have some fun while you're being trained.

"Names and Faces," predictably, helps you pair faces with names.

The technique is to isolate a prominent facial characteristic, form a "peg

name" that you will immediately associate with the person's real name,

and create a random coimection between the characteristic and the peg

name. You then form an outrageous mental image that illustrates a ran-

dom cormection between the characteristic and the peg name. One of the

Memory Trainer's examples is the name Bill, coupled with a face with a

big nose. The big nose is the prominent facial characteristic; the peg

name is Dollar Bill. The Memory Trainer illustrates a random connection

by sticking a dollar bill on Bill's nose.

Einstein 's graphics are disappointing; they should be furmier, more

outrageous. After all, according to the Memory Trainer, the more
ridiculous your mental image the better. The examples are placid and

dull; monochrome monitor owners won't miss much.

After showing you examples, the Memory Trainer tests you. Names
and faces appear, and you're given a few seconds to form peg words and

images; if you want, the Memory Trainer wUl help you by offering sug-

gestions. Then the faces reappear without names, and you enter your

guesses. Your answers are corrected, and if you get more than 70 per-

cent correct you are rewarded with a fanfare and the opportunity to be

retested or to go on to the next lesson.

The "Important Dates" and the "Phone Numbers" lessons are the

most challenging and probably the most instructive. To teach you to

remember numbers, the Memory Trainer assigns consonants to numbers

zero through nine. Zeros are Zs and Ss because zero starts with a Z and

S zometimez zounds like Z; ones are Ts and Ds because ones upside

down look like Ts, which rhyme with Ds; twos are Ns and threes are Ms,

because if you turn them on their sides they look like Ns and Ms respec-

tively—sort of. Fours are Rs because they look like backward Rs with-

out one of the legs; fives are Ls because you find an L in the vertical

stem connected with the lower horizontal bar of a five (look closer);

sixes are Js, Chs, and Shs because a six backward looks something like a

J, and the sounds Ch and Sh sound like the J sound; sevens are Ks and

Cs; eights are Vs and Fs; and nines are Bs and Ps; and if you can

remember all that you don't need the Memory Trainer in the first place.

Now then, class, (not me) moped-TV kill: Ns and Ms stood upright

look like twos and threes, vowels are meaningless, and Ts are ones. Ps

are nines because nines look like backward lower-case Bs, and Ps look

like Bs upside down; Ds are ones because they rhyme with Ts; Vs are

eights because—take my word for it, Vs are eights—Ks are sevens and

Ls are fives, but we'll drop the last five because that's too many digits

otherwise. Get it? (NoT Me) MoPeD-TV Kill becomes (213) 391-1875,

as do (no time) mopdo-tough cot and (nude ma) maybe doe-dove cafe.

What could be easier?

Dates are treated in a similar manner. January becomes Janitor, Oc-

tober is Octopus, and November is Pilgrim; if you don't like the peg

words given, you are free to make up your own. Commencement comes

in the form of a challenging test called the "Memory Mix Game," which

shows you a face, name, birthdate, and phone number, and times and

scores your responses.

Like any schooling, what starts out as fun soon becomes a bore.

Diligent practice certainly could yield improvement in some aspects of

memory, but at any rate this software is not for the cynic in the house.

It'll probably have more success with the kids than with the folks,

no matter how addled dad may be; but frankly it would take Tom
Lehrer or Gilbert and Sullivan to really do justice to the Einstein Memory
Trainer. TZ

The Einstein Memory Trainer, by Michael G. Samet and Dov Rubin, The Einstein

Corporation (11340 West Olympic Boulevard, Los Angeles, CA 90064; 213-

477-4539). $89.95.

Legionnaire. By Chris Crawford. It seemed the end of Julius Caesar's

remarkable political career, and perhaps of his life. His political rivals in

Rome had maneuvered the ambitious Caesar into assuming command of

the luckless Roman armies in Gaul. Virtually the whole of Western

Europe was peopled by a bewildering array of warlike Celtic tribes.

More than a century before, these fierce warriors had descended on

Rome and sacked the city. Only Roman gold bribed them to return to

their own land. The legend remains that the Romans protested to the

Celts that the scales weighing the gold were unbalanced. The Celtic

chieftain then drew his sword and, throwing it on the scales, whispered,

"Woe to the vanquished." Caesar had come to settle the old score.

Legionnaire simulates in real time the tactical combat among the an-

cient armies of Caesar's Rome and Celtic Gaul—and does so success-

fully. An unusual simulation in several ways. Legionnaire departs from

the traditional even in its line of development. First implemented on the

Atari, the game system's graphic displays are reminiscent of Chris

DYNACOMP presents -
QUALITY EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE
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InfoWorld
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HODGE PODGE is a computer "happening" for

children from ages 18 months to seven years
and older. It is a learning device which provides

knovi/ledge in a most enjoyable fashion. The
program consists of many cartoons, animations,
and songs which appear when any key on the
computer is depressed. Each key provides
something different for the child to explore.

With an adult present, the child can be told

about magnets, numbers, musical notes, ani-

mals, up and down, color, and much, much more.
When alone, the child will be kept endlessly

amused by the color, sound, and wonderful
pictures. Requires 48K.

Price: $18.95 Diskette

CHILDREN'S CARROUSEL is composed otnine
menu-selected games which have great color

and sound (including the carrousel and alphabet
songs). The games include matching shapes,
counting, letter recognition and more. It has
been "field tested" with many children. We are

very proud of this one' Recommended for pre-

schoolers. Requires 48K.

Price: $19.95 Diskette

Add $2.00 for shipping and handling. New York
residents should include 7% sales tax. Master
Card, Visa and Purchase Orders accepted.
SHIPPED WITHIN 48 HOURS.

These are only two of the hundreds of programs available from
DYNACOMP. Write for a free catalog or see your local dealer.

DYNACOMP, Inc.

1427 Monroe Avenue
Rochester, New York 14618
(716) 442-8960

(800) 828-6772
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WITH 'CHYRL'

NOT FOR CHILDREN

SEXOGRAPHIC
BASED ON THE THEORY OF BIORHYTHMS
Theory of Biorhythms states that there
are three cycles in everyone's life that

start when they are born. The Physical,

Emotional, and the Intellectual. This pro-

gram is used to find your location on life's

biorhythm scale for all three of these
cycles. In addition, your SEX-O-GRAPHIC
is also computed as part of your biorhythm
cycle. It's all done in Hi-Res COLOR with
sound. A complete monthly chart is pro-

vided. At any time, you have the option of

printing the Hi-Res display on an I^X80*
Printer with Graphics. Now you can know
your SEX-O-GRAPHIC every day. This
could give you that extra confidence to

win new friends, improve business rela-

tions or influence that loved one.

START EVERY DAY WITH
* YOUR SEX-O GRAPHID *

Disk Price $19.95

•IVIX80 is a trademark of EPSON

The Program Supplies "Chyrl" in Hi-Res Color with Sound
A Little Naughty

Watch "Chyrl" Take It OFF...AII Off!!

Buy Strip Blackjack at the regular price and
recleve a $24.95 picture disk FREE. This program,

with picture disk, gives you 7 beautiful players—
2 male and 5 female.

Previous customers update-send program disk plus $10.00.

2 DISKS $29.95

COMPRESS/EXPAND
A MUST FOR ANY SERIOUS PROGRAMMER
N/lost Apple* picture files take up to 34
disk sectors of storage. This limits the

number of pictures that can be saved on
one disk. The SANSOFT PLUS COIVIPRESS/
EXPAND system allows you to process any
standard picture file and compress it into

a much smaller file that requires less disk

space Some pictures can be compressed by

as much as 90% requiring only a few sec-

tors depending on picture complexity. Since

less sectors are used, Pictures load faster

requiring less disk time. A small routine

requiring less than 256 words can be load-

ed into anyone of several locations and be
called from your programs allowing amaz-
ing results as your high quality pictures

appear in less time with NO loss of quali-

ty. This program comes on an unprotected

disk that can be copied and backed up.

NO PROGRAI^MER SHOUD BE
* WITHOUT THIS ONE *

Price $20.00

LUCKY SLOT
A COLORFUL FUN SLOT MACHINE

This one is better than a trip to Las Vegas.

It turns your computer into a SLOT
MACHINE that allows you to decide how
much you want to bet and you can even

buy odds. With each try at buying odds,

there is always the chance that the magic
arrow will step all the way to the first slot

window and that window will be a WILD
CARD that will match almost anything.

And, of course, there is that magical

SUPER CARD that sometimes appears and
you are an automatic winner. There's

more sound and action and excitement

than ever when you play LUCKY SLOT. So
get ready to place your bet on the wildest,

funnest SUPER SLOT fVlACHINE of all

time— LUCKY SLOT. High winning players

names saved on disk to challenge future

players, i, fylAKES A NICE GIFT*
Disk Price $24.95 SALE PRICE $14.95

UPPER AND
LOWER CASE KIT
FOR APPLE 11 +

DISPLAY FULL UPPER AND lower CASE
With this kit and the simple instructions,

your Apple II -i- can be made to display

full upper and lower case. Works great

with some of the most popular text editing

programs. The kit has easy, friendly in-

structions. Kits include Eprom with full

charter set, and instructions.

KIT PRICE $19.95

SANSOFT PLUS
P.O. Box 590228

Houston, Texas 77259-0228

We welcome Telephone orders (713) 482-6898

ELECTRONIC ORDER TAKER 24 hours a day. 365 days a year.

CO D OR USE YOUR VISA OR MASTER CARD OR ORDER BY MAIL WITH CHECK,
OR MONEY ORDER. WHEN USING YOUR CHARGE CARDS BY PHONE OR MAIL

PLEASE GIVE CARD NUMBER AND EXP. DATE.
— FREE GIFT SHIPPED WITH EACH ORDER-

ORDERS PROCESSED WITHIN 24 HOURS. ADD $2.00 FIRST CLASS U.S. POSTAGE AND
HANDLING. ALL PROGRAMS RUN ON APPLE II, ll-l-

,
HE*, or FRANKLIN**

*APPLE IS A TRADEMARK OF APPLE COMPUTER CO.,

**FRANKLIN IS A TRADEMARK FOR FRANKLIN COMPUTER CORP.
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Crawford's acclaimed Eastern Front. The simulations theme is relatively

new to most strategy gamers and isn't extensively covered even in the

older board games.

Legionnaire explores the challenges of ancient warfare as Caesar and

Vercingetorix, the legendary chieftain of the Celts, knew it. Although

Legionnaire doesn't simulate any particular battle or campaign, the

unique tactical character of this kind of warfare is nicely portrayed.

Game play beings with the player, as Caesar, selecting a number of

Roman legions to command. Reflecting the historical odds the Romans
faced during this period, the computer automatically allocates twice as

many barbarians for the battle. Also, the character of the individual

legions and the caliber of their leadership vary widely, from veterans

under Cicero's competent leadership to a virtual armed mob under

Plancus—who really ought to be directing traffic on the Appian Way.

The barbarian tribes have varying characters and capabilities, too. Units

available to both sides are fast cavalry and slower infantry. Game play is

strictly solitaire, with the player always assuming command of the

Roman legions while the computer champions the Celts.

Rich, detailed graphics in a window on the screen display a portion of

the battlefield. Cavalry units are depicted with horseheads; swords

represent infantry. Caesar's own legion bears his standard, the Roman
eagle. Roman units are shown in red and the barbarians are in blue—

a

color with which they sometimes painted themselves. Terrain and its

elevation are depicted in hi-res color, using concentric circles as in a

topographical map to suggest differing elevations and contours.

The game system used in Legionnaire is elegant. Movement and

combat are simultaneous. There are no typical game turns; rather,

Legionnaire plays in real time, with the player compelled to think and

react quickly, nicely simulating the pressures of command. Individual

units may be polled to determine the total number of men and the more
significant number of "effectives" among them. Surprisingly, a save

game option is not available, but the game is reasonably fast-paced and

ordinarily is easily played in one sitting. There is a pause command.
Documentation includes extensive commentaries on historical

background and suggested tactics. The computer plays a convincing

game in solitaire, deploying the barbarian hordes with considerable skill.

The outnumbered Romans in Legionnaire must move quickly, coor-

dinate their forces, and use their ground to the best advantage in order to

survive. In Caesar's time, the effective range of soldiers' weapons was

measured in yards. Terrain was everything, and generalship was as

much an appreciation of a good slope as complex battlefield maneuvers.

Though easy to learn and to play. Legionnaire is a well-done, highly

entertaining simulation that offers the strategic gamer a first-rate

challenge. WHH

Legionnaire, by Chris Crawford, Avalon Hill (4517 Harford Road, Baltimore,

MD 21214; 301-254-5300). $40.

The Philistine Ploy. By Robert J. Aaron and Alan Rosenbaum. Adven-

ture games have a depth not to be found in shoot-'em-up games. They re-

quire thought, precise map making, discernment, and reasoning. Yet

adventure games must be adventuresome too. Like a top shoot-'em-up,

but in the form of a good romantic novel, they must be action-packed and

exciting.

Amazing for something so educational—and adventures, no matter

how commercial, are valuable educational tools. They hone the thinking

processes.

So why shouldn't the adventure form teach subjects too?

The Bible contains some of the most adventuresome stories ever

recorded. Why not produce a good, commercial-quality adventure game
that just happens to teach the Bible? So reasoned the people at Davka
Corporation, so they did. The Philistine Ploy is the result, a biblical

adventure game that incorporates all the elements of a good hi-res adven-

ture: colorful graphics, with some of the more than eighty screens

employing rudimentary animation; an original two-tone musical score

that plays at the start and when an important clue is found; puzzles; and

conflict.

Two-word commands take the player through the four episodes of

The Philistine Ploy. The object is to locate and claim the treasure of the

Seven Nations. In fact, the story is a faithful rendition of the twenty-one

chapters of the Book of Judges from the Old Testament. Players need not

read the Book of Judges to play the game, although occasional clues

might pique their curiosity.

The seeker of the treasure, a wandering Israelite, must overcome

many obstacles. The first is to do away with a Philistine warrior who ap-

pears randomly. Your life is on the line each time this disagreeable

soldier appears, but you can't get rid of him until you've collected cer-

tain key items. Only when the Philistine has been dispatched does the

game proceed.

After that, you have meandering roads and pathways to map, some

leading to interesting places, others not; you encounter enemies to fight;

and you come upon kings and maidens, castles and stables, all in impor-

tant roles. There are many physical objects you can get—but think first.

Clues that direct players to specific Biblical passages are worth following

up; the readings may hold the key to a treasure's location. There are red

herrings too. Philistine Ploy is not built to be finished the first time

through.

Being able to save an adventure game in progress is essential, and

some games do it better than others. Each time you boot up Philistine

Ploy, you have to sit through the title screen, the credits, and the opening

theme music before you can tell it you just want to pick up where you left

off. But it's a minor annoyance that Davka plans to obviate in future

games.

TTie Philistine Ploy is a good adventure game with the added flavor of

Biblical history. King Eglon, Deborah, Ehud, and Yael come alive. In

fact, such a game might have you asking yourself if you've read a Good
Book lately. HCL

The Philistine Ploy, by Robert J. Aaron and Alan Rosenbaum, Davka Corporation

(845 North Michigan Avenue, Suite 843, Chicago, IL 60611; 800-621-8227).

$34.95.

Stickybear Shapes. By Richard Hefter and Janie and Steve Worthing-

ton. After forays into the entertainment world with Bop and Basket-

bounce, the Stickybear saga continues its educational mission to teach

people aged three through six about living in the material world. The
subject is shapes—circles, squares, rectangles, triangles, and diamonds.

The child's pleasure, presented in three game options, is to recognize the

shapes' presence or absence in cartoon scenes and to match each shape to

its name.

"Pick It" presents nine pictures, each missing one shape, such as

the wheels on a car. Five shapes are displayed at the bottom of the

screen; moving the cursor to the correct shape fills in the picture and

makes it move and sing. "Pick It" is Stickybear Shapes' s most challeng-

ing option.

"Find It" poses similar problems, except that here each picture con-

tains all five shapes, and the child must match the shapes at the bottom of

the screen to those in the picture. Although not as challenging as "Pick

It," this section is more substantial, since forty shapes need to be

matched instead of nine.

The scenarios in both games are delightful—cleverly animated, pleas-

ingly scored, and child-appropriate. Correct matches make butterflies

flutter, jack-in-the-boxes pop up, sand crabs skitter along silver beaches,

and mama bears stir batches of batter.

In "Name It," the only game involving the written word, the student

chooses from the five shapes the one named by the word displayed. A
correct choice sends half a dozen or more of that shape bounding across

the screen. Even this one can be played successfully by a nonreader

through trial and error.

In fact, one of the nicest things about this program is that it can

be used easily and enjoyed thoroughly by nonreaders and computer

neophytes.

In an informal "test drive," a preliterate kindergartner who had
never before been near a keyboard not only learned the key-

presses—arrows for answer selection, space bar to move through prob-

lems, escape to the menu—as rapidly as her instructors but remained fas-

cinated for hours at a sitting even after getting the shape recognition

down pat.

A multimedia package in an attractive washable binder. Shapes comes
with the program, hardcover picture book, poster, and a sheet of bear

stickers—an excellent value in preschool educational software. It can be

used with keyboard, paddle, or joystick, and a color monitor adds great-

ly to its aesthetic appeal. IP

Stickybear Shapes, by Richard Hefter and Janie and Steve Worthington, Xerox

Education Publications (245 Long Hill Road, Middletown, CT 06457; 203-347-

7251). $39.95.
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Algebra Arcade. By Dennis Mick, Mike Konemann, Richard O'Farrell,

and Jerry Isaacs. It's getting hard to find entertaining educational soft-

ware that doesn't compromise its educational value for the sake of fun.

Sometimes it's hard to know what came first: the lesson or the game that

supposedly teaches the lesson.

Algebra Arcade isn't like that; in fact, the game's packaging makes

the program look much more entertaining than it is.

In terms of arcade fun. Algebra Arcade rates about a two. In terms of

challenge, educational value, and addictiveness, it rates near an eight,

depending on the player's interest in mathematics.

The game in Algebra Arcade is called Algebroids. On an X-Y graph,

aliens are plotted at random, and the player's object is to shoot them

down.
Unlike arcade games. Algebra Arcade requires the player to enter an

algebraic equation that will plot a graph running through as many aliens

as possible; aliens hit by the resulting graph are knocked off for various

points.

Players are given Y = ?; from there, they can use exponents, pi,

trigonometric functions, and numbers to write graph equations, which

can be anything from a simple Y = 3 to something as complex as Y = A
* X + B + sin(C*X). However, it's not as easy as creating an equation

that covers practically the whole graph. Hitting the graph gobbler, who
appears at random spots every turn, or creating a graph that runs too

long, can result in the loss of as many as three turns.

For those who lack typing skills, all that is required to enter the

trigonometric functions is the touch of one key, usually the initial letter

of a function. Don't worry about screwing up the program; it will let you

know immediately whether or not the entered equation is valid.

Algebra Arcade, which lets one or two players play at a time, can be

as frustrating as it is challenging. A practice mode lets students experi-

ment with equations without having to worry about scoring points, and

this is where the game has its brightest moments. Arcade simulations are

fine, but the practice mode serves as a wonderful graphing tool for in-

terested students who want to become more familiar with the way
algebraic and trigonometric equations can be manipulated to generate

different graphs.
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With a relatively large price tag, one would expect more than just the

Algebroids game and practice mode. Features can be modified to add

some variety to the game, true; but fifty dollars for one program is pro-

hibitive to any family or school on a limited budget.

Don't let that be too discouraging, though; for what it has to offer,

Algebra Arcade is a fine program. Because of the game and practice

modes, it meets the requirements of students who need motivation to

learn, as well as those whose motivation pushes them past learning into

exploration. niV

Algebra Arcade, by Dennis Mick, Mike Konemann, Richard O'Farrell, and Jerry

Isaacs, Wadsworth Electronic Publishing (8 Davis Drive, Belmont, CA 94002;

415-595-2350). $49.95.

Millionaire. By Jim Zuber. Not too long ago, publishers were hurriedly

converting their Apple programs over to the IBM. This one goes in the

opposite direction. And it seems to work just as well on the Apple.

In times past, millionaires were men of energy and imagination. They

invented tools, laid railroads, drilled for oil, founded banks, and, in

short, set the stage for the prosperous economy we enjoy today. But that

was long ago. These days, everyone just wants to make a bundle in the

stock market.

If that's what you want, this is how to do it. The author has taken

great pains with this simulation. Every little market fluctuation is repre-

sented on a weekly basis. What's more, the weekly Financial Journal

gives you the news of Wall Street, and the documentation includes tips

on spotting price trends.

There are fifteen stocks arranged in five groups. The computer Indus- -

try group, for example, consists of Control Data, IBM, and NCR. (Sor-

ry, no Apple; you can invest only in mainframe companies.) Prices are

affected by the general trend of the market, by the growth pattern of thei

industry, and by the fortunes of the individual companies.

The game proceeds for ninety-one weeks. You can save it at any

point. Your wealth carries over from game to game; if you make a mil-

lion, it's ready for investment in your next game.

You start with $10,000. You are initially limited to the hoary tactic:

buy low and sell high. But as your wealth increases, you can start buying

i

on margin, dealing in options, and borrowing money to invest. With:

these speculative tactics, you can make a million or lose one in the blinki

of an eyelash.

Unfortunately, although short-term investment is well covered, long-

term aspects are ignored. The Financial Journal gives you all sorts of

stock market tips but tells you almost nothing about fundamentals like,

capitalization of price-earnings ratios. There is no distinction between'

common and preferred stock. There are no dividends. Money in the banki

draws no interest. There is no inflation.

The name is a tip-off. This isn't a game about investing to save up for;

retirement or for your children's education. On the other hand, if you

think you have what it takes to make a quick million in the stock market,

Millionaire can help you find out if you're right. ft

Millionaire, by Jim Zuber, Blue Chip Software (19818 Ventura Boulevard

Woodland Hills, CA 91364; 213-881-8288). $59.95.

Titan Empire. By E. Zaron. The bridge crew tenses as Mr. Spock

reports the third incoming plasma torpedo. Mr. Scott has just pro-

nounced that he "dinna ken the shields can take ne more." Dr. McCoy
solemnly intones, "I'm a doctor, not a mortician." Kirk looks alert.

He's waiting . . . waiting. . . . "Now, Mr. Sulu: Hard to port!" But it's

too late—the torpedo slams into the side of the ship, the crewmembers

once again fall from their chairs, and we cut to the first commercial.

So it was that the crew of the Enterprise hooked us into another Kirk-

fights-the-Romulans episode (as opposed to a Kirk-trades-insults-with-

1

the-Klingons episode, as any genuine Trekkie would recognize). Well, I

Titan Empire captures the mood of one of these classic battles, complete

with warp factors, view screens, status reports, computer inquiries, andi

the blaring red-alert klaxon. All that's missing are the witticisms of the.i

bridge crew and the falling out of the chairs, and the player is welcome to

add these effects at home.

Titan Empire doesn't claim to be a Star Trek game, but it doesn't

deny being one either. It does borrow most of its terminology from that

source, but to Zaron's credit the game is much more original than its

word choices. The setting for this game is our old familiar solar system

instead of some arbitrary grid representing the Milky Way galaxy. The

neat thing about solar systems is that the planetary orbits can affect the

strategic situation. The inner planets are always close together, but de-
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laying an attack on an outer planet until it gets closer can save a lot of

time in the long run and improve your chances of getting there too.

The situation starts out with human colonies on all the planets in the

solar system plus the earth's moon, four Jovian moons, ten satellites of

Saturn, five moons of Uranus, and one of Neptune. The asteroids are un-

derstandably absent from this simulation. A hostile life form has

emerged from Titan (the largest Saturnian moon), has attacked our col-

onies, and is heading for Earth (in all fairness, we probably incited this

by colonizing one of their sacred methane swamps). The player com-

mands an Enterprise-like ship in an attempt to regain lost territory and

prevent any more alien land grab deals: in short, wipe the buggers out.

Two resources are in question in this war: troops and fuel. All planets

and moons are able to generate these commodities at a slow rate. You
need fuel to get from place to place, power your shields, shoot at aliens,

and obliterate planetary populations. You can only get fuel from friendly

planets, and an enemy planet can only be made into a friendly one by said

obliteration (well, they started it). Once the enemy troops on a planet are

defeated, you can beam down your own troops. The planet becomes

friendly, and you can refuel.

An unusual aspect of this war is that you are allowed only one ship at

a time, while the enemy can have as many as ten (some kind of interplan-

etary SALT arrangement, no doubt). This has the effect of making the

war situation stable, an unusual situation in a war game. The more plan-

ets you occupy, the harder it is to defend them all. And the natural orbital

patterns inevitably move your weaker planets near their stronger ones

just when you're ready to tie things up. By the same token, when you

have conquered all the planets but one, all ten of the enemy ships will be

coming from the one remaining enemy planet when you try to attack it.

Titan Empire can last a long time.

The game can be addicting. When you've just finished securing Sat-

urn and all ten of its moons, only to di.scover that the enemy has taken

Earth and the rest of the inner planets, it can be frustrating, too.

Somehow, though, that kind of frustration can keep you playing. Jim

Kirk never let it get him down. DD

Titan Empire, by E. Zaron, Muse (347 North Charles Street, Baltimore, MD
21201; 301-659-7212). $34.95.

Spellagraph. Spelling drills, even those that attempt to incorporate

games, can often be dull and narrow in their appeal. DesignWare,

however, has succeeded in producing a learning game with more going

for it.

The object of Spellagraph is to guess the meaning of a rebus (a

sentence in the form of pictures). For example, the sentence, "I hear,"

might be represented by a picture of an eye followed by an "H," a plus

sign, and a picture of an ear. The rebus is hidden by a number of panels.

When a child correctly spells a word, part of the rebus is revealed and the

child can try to guess its meaning. The player scores for good spelling

and correct guesses, and the game can be played in competition.

The Spellagraph disk includes about four hundred words. They are

divided in levels from second grade ("hat") to eighth grade ("mayon-

naise"). Other word lists can be added. In addition, the level of difficulty

can be affected by changing the number of panels that conceal the rebus.

The best learning tool a child can have is a concerned parent, and

Spellagraph is no substitute. There are simply not enough words on the

disk to provide much benefit. However, when parents are willing to put

in the hours that are necessary to expand the word lists, Spellagraph is a

good investment. Fi

Spellagraph, DesignWare (185 Berry Street, San Francisco, CA 94107;

415-546-1866). $39.95.
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Flow Charting. By Keith Alan Patton. After six years, you would think

that everything that could be done on the Apple II would already have

been done. Most new software, if it shows us anything at all, shows us

that something we already knew could be done can be done better. Every

once in a while, however, somebody looks at the machine with a fresh

viewpoint and comes up with something that nobody else has thought of.

It's those flashes of inspiration on the part of a few talented individuals

that keep computers exciting for all of us.

The creation of flow charts on the computer is the kind of problem

that seems insoluble until someone actually solves it. The difficulty is

that a flow chart, if it is to be of any use, must be somewhat complex.

The hi-res screen doesn't have a high enough resolution to display more

than a small part of such a chart. The solution: Only display a small part

of the chart. Stow the rest somewhere else in memory until it's needed.

Flow Charting does just that. In fact, it solves the problems of design-

ing and printing flow charts on the Apple so elegantly that it's fun to run

even if you have no use for flow charts. If you do have a use for flow

charts, Flow Charting can be as useful as your word processor, for its

purpose.

About one-fifteenth of the chart is shown at one time in the normal

display mode. Within that window, you use keyboard commands to draw

the lines, arrows, words, and shapes that comprise the flow chart. The

viewing window can be scrolled in any direction by moving the cursor

off one edge. If you want to see the structure of the chart, you can switch

to a shrunken version that packs everything on the screen at once. In this

mode, you can't read the chart but you can see where the shapes, lines,

and words are placed.

The chart is stored in memory as a character map. A set of 256

graphics characters make up everything that Flow Charting can create.

In addition to the full set of ASCII characters (including lower-case let-

ters), there are special characters used to draw lines and shapes. This ap-

proach is remarkably economical in use of memory and disk space: A
flow chart that will fill an entire printed page usually takes less than fif-

teen sectors on disk.

Charts are drawn using six different insert modes: shape, text, line,

arrow, bypass, and connector. The last three of these allow you to add

details to the lines. For editing charts, there are three block operations:

delete, relocate, and copy. Except for shape insertions, all the insert

modes operate on a single character at a time. All the block modes act on

a rectangular area of the screen defined by its upper left and lower right

comers.

The handling of shape insertion is impressive. When you give the in-

sert shape command you get a menu of fifteen shapes. Each shape, when
selected, has from one to six different sizes. You toggle through the

available sizes right on the screen where the shape will be placed. When
you've found the shape and size you want, you just hit a key and it's laid

down on the chart. If you change your mind at any time before that point,

another command causes the shape to disappear, leaving whatever was at

that location before—whether it was text, lines, or another shape.

Although the form of each command and mode is well matched to its

particular function, the program is consistent in its conventions from one

command to the next, making it as easy to use as it is powerful. For in-

stance, the cursor movement commands are the same in all modes except

text insertion. All the block operations use the same key sequence to

define the desired block. Even the shrunken view isn't just a passive

display; all the insertion and editing commands are operative there as

well as in the normal display mode.

Make sure the program works with your brand of printer before you

buy it. The earliest version of Flow Charting worked only with Epson

printers with Graftrax (and compatible brands), but the current version

works with the NEC PC 8023A-C printer and the Apple Dot Matrix

Printer as well. Early in 1984, Patton expects to release a version of the

program that will drive a variety of dot-matrix printers. DD
Flow Charting, by Keith Alan Patton, Patton and Patton (340 Lassenpark Circle,

San Jose, CA 95136; 408-629-5044). $138.

Spellicopter. Boring. That's how spelling seems to many students. Yet a

subject that may seem uninteresting or nonessential may turn out to be

critical in a student's educational development. Therefore, such

materials need to be presented in a fashion that piques the pupil's in-

terest.

Spellicopter uses arcade action and the computer's capabilities to

motivate students to spell correctly. The graphics are pleasing and depict

JTTTM 365

a helicopter that the player must navigate, by keyboard, through three

screens. Each portion of play begins and ends on a landing field, screen

one. Take off into the wild blue yonder, screen two, and find il full of

obstacles—clouds, occasionally slashed by lightning; gliders; and hot-air

balloons, any of which can knock the spellicopter out of action. The

reward for success is arriving at a field littered with letters, screen three.

The spellicopter must then retrieve the scattered letters from the field to

form specific words. Captains and aces—upper level players—contend

with unidentified flying objects while collecting letters. Sentient are

these UFOs, and they don't want the player to succeed.

An altimeter, current score, and a gauge of fuel remaining are

displayed throughout play. Loss of fuel, destruction of a spellicopter, or

misspelling a word result in a loss of points. Speed scores; bonus points

are awarded for fuel remaining after unloading a cargo of letters. Words

can be displayed optionally prior to play and you can read sentences that

use the words in a contest. More than four hundred words come on the

disk, and creating data disks of more words is easy.

As is typical in educational software, the arcade action in Spellicopter

hasn't had to pass the stringent quality controls from the top game com-

panies. It's okay that contact with an obstacle means the spellicopter's

immediate destruction, but flying close to an obstacle shouldn't. It does.

Players have a perfect right to hate getting wiped out when it isn't their

fault. Even less controllable is the danger of flying into a lethal obstacle

when moving between screens. You can't know where the objects are

situated on the screen you're going to, and arriving on the screen already

in contact with an object is commonplace. No fair.

Although slow in spots, and despite the unfair aspects, Spellicopter

was clearly designed to help kids through the spelling doldrums. HCL

Spellicopter, DesignWare (185 Berry Street, San Francisco, CA 94107;

800-572-7767). $39.95.

Simply Music. By Peter Nye, Steve Leonard, and Robin Jigour. The hu-

man spirit relishes creativity. The ability to knead and sculpt a thought,

an expression, upon some form of canvas fills all of us with a glow of

satisfaction.

Art, drama, music, cookery, sculpture, programming. These are a

few skills that satisfy the urge to give ideas physical manifestation. And
computers can help, allowing for spirited interaction between the thinker

and the deed itself. Where music is the form to be created through learn-

ing, composing, playing, or even teaching. Simply Music is a tool that

makes the computer the means.

There's little hope of mastering the piano, they used to say, if you

haven't acquired the proper skills by the age of nine. Simply Music makes

the idea passe. Simply Music brings music into the home. This well-

documented product allows novices to execute musical variations they

never thought they could be responsible for playing. It is a truly personal

and effective guide to music comprehension, creation, and performance.

In the package you get the main system disk, courseware (song disks and

sheet music books), a demonstration disk, a personal songs disk, and an

instrument disk. More than a hundred different instrument sounds may
be incorporated into your own scores. Not in the basic package, how-
ever, is the alphaSyntauri keyboard—a relatively costly item through
which Simply Music must be used.

A few menu screens easily manage Simply Music. To begin, one or

two of ten instruments may be chosen for play. Lower and upper halves

of the alphaSyntauri keyboard may play different instruments. Groups of

varied instruments provide unusual sounds to punctuate your creations:

an ocean, gong and chimes, and crickets, for instance.

The screen can display staff, keyboard, or bar. The bar is a display of

colored blocks that correspond to notes in play. The keyboard and staff

show live or recorded play, in part or in whole. You can load albums of

up to ten songs each and play or work with any of the songs. Teachers,

for example, could write their own scores, save them in an album, and

recall the material for student interaction later.

In the orchestration section, muting of song parts enables players to

follow a single part on-screen for learning purposes. The volume of the

individual instruments used to record a score may be adjusted, and each

score may have as many as sixteen recorded parts. This makes for instru-

ment flexibility that is astounding. Learning in an ensemble context also

provides for students' sensitivity to their surroundings.

Playback and recording are simple keystrokes on the Apple. A song

may be looped to repeat until halted. And there's a match option that lets

you watch a hi-res display of a keyboard or staff notation and try to
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match melody, bass, chords, or harmony notes produced by Simply

Music. The music doesn't continue until you match precisely. Scores

may be speeded up or slowed down and transposed either up or down in

half steps. MCL

Simply Music, by Peter Nye, Steve Leonard, and Robin Jigour, Syntauri (4962 EI

Camino Real, Suite 112, Los Altos, CA 94022; 415-966-1273). Requires

alphaSyntauri keyboard system. $179.95.

Math Maze. This one is a bit of a surprise. At first glance, it's just what

you would expect from the name—a mathematics drill program in game
format. But it turns out to be such a good game that you may wind up

thinking of it as a game program with a mathematics feature.

The level of math covered is the four basic operations: addition, sub-

traction, multiplication, and division. Each one of these is presented in

several stages of increasing difficulty; under "Addition," for example,

you can select sums up to 10, sums up to 20, or sums above 20.

However, the purpose of the game is not just to solve math problems:

That's only the first step. The main purpose of the game is to get from

one place to another in a maze as quickly as you can. This is a game for

people who like fast car chases with lots of zipping around comers and

crashing into walls.

Forget about the math problems for a moment. The screen shows a

simple maze—a pattern of walls and corridors in lo-res graphics—with

the digits from 0 to 9 distributed around it. Your joystick (or keyboard)

controls a fly, who starts out at the lower left comer of the maze.

The fly's task is to fly through the corridors of the maze to one of the

digits and pick it up. Sometimes you have to pick up two digits in a cer-

tain sequence. The faster you do this, of course, the higher your score

for that round.

The game designers may have made a mistake in using a fly for the

viewpoint character. Judging by the feel of the joystick they should have

given us a mini-Cooper racing car or a one-man rocketship. Anyway,
whatever it is, it can survive an unlimited amount of bashing into

walls—which is useful in this game.

That's the important part of the game, the part you pay attention to—
the part that's fun. Before that part, you have to solve a math problem on

each round, because the digits involved in the answer are the ones the fly

must later race to get. Obviously, the quicker you can solve the problem,

the higher your score; so you work to make that part of the process as

short as possible, without even being aware of it.

In other words, you leam to do simple math problems in your head,

with a minimum of attention in a minimum of time. What's more, you

leam math almost as a trivial side issue.

When you have used up the first maze, you have two options avail-

able: You can go to another maze, or you can add a hazard to the maze

you know. The game disk comes with forty different mazes; there's a

maze editor program that lets you edit the current maze (move the digits

around, or close some doorways and open others) or create and save

your own designs.

Or you can add a spider to the existing maze. She jumps around more

or less randomly, but if the fly comes near she will go for it; if she gets

it, you'll lose forty points and have to start over. If she happens to be

hovering around the digit you want, she can be a real nuisance.

The game also offers a less bloodthirsty hazard: You can make the

walls of the maze invisible. You can still see the digits, but you can

detect walls only by bumping into them (it doesn't hurt, but it slows you

down). It's a good idea to try this first with a maze that you're already

familiar with.

If you're an advanced masochist, you can have both the spider and in-

visible walls in the same game. You'll hardly even notice the math prob-

lems. Good luck! IR

Math Maze. DesignWare (185 Berry Street, San Francisco, CA 94107;
800-572-7767). $39.95.

Spider Eater. By Al Borges and Ralph Higgins. Coloring Series 1. By
David Thomburg. One of the niftiest pieces of graphics hardware around

for microcomputers today is the KoalaPad. Its friendly, menu-driven

program handles most of the fundamental requirements of the microcom-

puter artist.

Spider Eater and Coloring Series 1 are designed expressly for use

with the KoalaPad. Despite its gruesome name. Spider Eater is a musical

education game for teaching youngsters some of the more rudimentary

elements of music composition: names of notes, pitch, and intervals.

The game screen is a treble clef on which attacking spiders pause on

their way home to the web. When the spiders land, they give off a

musical tone corresponding to the line or space they landed on.

Each line and space on the treble clef is lettered, as is the flat, plastic

keyboard design, provided in the package, that lies across the KoalaPad.

At first glance, the game seems to be just a matter of hand-eye coor-

dination. The spiders land and the player looks to see where, touching

the Koala keyboard on the corresponding key. A musical note (represent-

ing the player) moves to the location selected and eats the spider.

Soon, however, other elements come into play. The player's note is

assigned an interval value—whole, half, or quarter notes. The spiders

move at the end of each interval, so speed is essential. The faster a player

hits the correct key, the higher the point value for getting the spider.

Accuracy is also a factor; hitting the wrong key automatically gives

the spider access to his web.

The game, which accommodates one or two players, has several

levels of play, from slow and easy to fast and invisible. On the invisible

level, the spider doesn't show; the pitch of the spot he lands on is the

only clue to his location.

Coloring Series 7 is a disk coloring book consisting of twenty-five in-

teresting, geometric designs mathematically created in Logo. The en-

closed manual (also primarily a coloring book) gives some background

on the creation of these patterns as well as several coloring suggestions.

While the Coloring Series 1 has little to resemble great art, the

abstract designs give aspiring computer artists an opportunity to practice

and develop their skills with the KoalaPad.

The Spider Eater disk also offers two additional utilities. Music
Maker and Crazy Sounds. Music Maker allows a player to produce

musical notes by touching the KoalaPad's keyboard. Since the keyboard

has only nine keys and because there's no option to save or replay se-

quences. Music Maker is good only for familiarization and fun.

Crazy Sounds is just like it sounds. By touching the pad in various

places, the player can call up the sounds of birds chirping or ray guns

blasting. Here's one program guaranteed to drive parents crazy. HAS

Spider Eater, by Al Borges and Ralph Higgins, Coloring Series 1. by David

Thornburg, Koala Technologies (3100 Patrick Henry Drive, Santa Clara, CA
95050; 408-986-8866). $29.95 each.

Airsiin-3. By Ted Kurtz. Aspiring pilots: your attention! Ted Kurtz has

updated his Airsim-1. The new program is competitive with the best

simulators on the market.

A flight simulator is not much like flying a real plane. Your ears

don't pop, and you can't get airsick. You can't fly by the seat of your

pants. And, of course, you don't get killed if you crash.

Within these limitations, Kurtz has done a good job of simulating air-

craft operation. On the screen, you can see the instruments you would

see in a real cockpit—the compass, altimeter, airspeed indicator, turn in-

dicator, and others. There are actually enough navigation instmments to

fly the plane by instmments alone. What's more, you get a pilot's-eye

view through the windshield, and, as if that weren't enough, you can

switch to a radar view of the surrounding area.

Of course, there isn't much to see—just a ragged line for mountains

and another one for the seacoast. However, there are six airfields, based

on six existing ones in Califomia, and there is a fictitious Home airstrip

planted near Bakersfield for novice pilots. In addition, there are forty-six

navigational beacons, corresponding to real ones scattered along the

coast of California.

But who wants to look at the scenery? The meat of the game is in the

flying—putting your plane through its paces. And it handles its paces

very well. The generic light aircraft cmises at 195 knots and is very

acrobatic. With this plane, you can do loops, barrel rolls, almost

anything you can imagine. You can even do the formidable outside loop.

To be sure, 48K is not much room for a program like this. Certain

simplifications are inevitable. For example, the cockpit has a digital

altimeter and airspeed indicator, instead of the usual clock-face in-

stmments. This doesn't really impair the user's enjoyment very much; a

good landing is a good landing, whatever the instmments look like. In-

cidentally, a good landing is probably the most difficult maneuver possi-

ble with this simulator. When you make your first safe landing, you will

experience a real sense of achievement.

This simulator handles like a fast, exciting little airplane. Full

throttle! Take her up! f)

Airsim-3, by Ted Kurtz, Mind Systems (Box 506, Northampton, MA 01061;

413-586-6463). $44.95. 3M



FAREWELL Mr. Webster!
AU REVOIR,

Funk & Wagnalls

announces

The only dictionary/spelling checker designed especially

(and ONLY) for owners of Megawriter Word Processors.

Here's what MEGASPELL does:

• Provides a dictionary of 40,000 words.

Everything from "cat" to

"supercalifragonisticexpialidocious." (Some
spelling checkers provide only 20,000 words
and cost more.)

• Lets you add on additional 10,000 words of

your choice. (Great for technical, legal or

medical references.)

Displays your error in context. (Some spelling

checkers only give you a list of mis-spelled

words. You have to locate them in your
document. Boring!)

Simplicity itself Only five single keystroke

commands (One for each finger.)

Smart! Rejects "false alarms" caused by format

commands. Many spelling checkers pick up
format commands as mis-spelled words. Isn't

that dumb?)

MEGASPELL is yours for $59.95.
(And you can give your old dictionary away!)

MEGASPELL is available for shipment to dealers now. If your dealer doesn't

have it, show him this announcement and tell him to get it.

MEGASPELL is available for APPLE Computer and IBM PC

MEGAWRITER and MEGASPELL are registered trade marks of; MEGAHAUS Corporation, 5703 Oberlin Drive, San Diego, CA 92121 • (619) 450-1230
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What
Really
Isthe
Fruit
Of the
Loom
BVtlKHAEL FERRh

"/ must tell you that the Spring Weaver's Journal is, in my estima-

tion, a jewel. Love them all, but this one with thefeature on Quebec real-

ly hit home. It was in Quebec that I was first exposed to—andfell in love

with—weaving.
"

It's a passion, weaving, as this letter to the editor of a popular textile

craft journal suggests. You either love it or it baffles you—just like own-
ing an Apple.

"In Quebec," writes the author of the article that inspired the letter,

"the tradition of doing textile crafts at home has always been strong and

important to the well-being and happiness of the family."

This tradition is the key to weaving's timeless appeal.

Room of the Looms. The living room of Jan Hoskins's home in Win-
nipeg, Canada, looks like a stage set for a concert that will be played on

two spidery, wooden devices. Instead of living room furniture, the space

contains a large, sixteen-shaft jack loom and an elaborate drawloom
made in Glimakra, Sweden, with movable drawcords controlling pattern

blocks for weaving free-form patterns.

Spodights are aimed at the fell of the cloth on each loom, illuminating

the work area where the woven cloth meets the unwoven warp threads.

The walls are gallery white, with a sampling of textile structure ex-

periments done by Hoskins hanging in a row at eye level.

The designer of the room has made sure that your eyes will be enter-

tained by the complexity of the loom's string arrangements and the

vibrant, colorful notes of the woven designs. You might even imagine

you're attending a "performance" in the art of hand loom weaving.

Rounding a comer of the kitchen into the dining room of Hoskins's
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Computerized weaving has arrived.

Hoskins's Archivist program is capable

of creating designs from more than one
million combinations of stored factors.

The designs are transformed into

drawdowns—maps used in setting up a

loom. By way of a special hookup (not

shown) the shed sequence on the AVL
dobby loom is controlled from the Apple,

eliminating hours of tiresome footwork.

home, you are surprised again by another pair of looms. A small, four-

shaft counterbalance loom is angled toward the sliding glass doors,

making use of the natural outdoor light. An AVL dobby loom, with six-

teen shafts giving it extra patterning capacity, shares the light.

This room isn't as grand as the first—only a single Mexican tapestry

hangs on the wall—but it contains an item that more than makes up for its

lack of visual eloquence. An Apple n Plus on a roll cart is tucked in a far

comer, right behhid the dobby loom.

Most people wonder, says Hoskins, what a machine that deals with

zeros and ones is doing in a house that talks warps and wefts.

"If there's one thing Apples and weaving have in common," says

Hoskins, who knows firsthand, "it's that they both deal really nicely

with binary matrixes."

The comparison goes even further. While loom weaving of clothes,

blankets, and curtains is no longer a necessity for survival in the modem
world, the desire to sit down at a loom and create something useful,

beautifiil, and colorful is still strong among those who have taken up

weaving as a leisure-time activity.

Personal Weavers. Just like dedicated Apple users, weavers can be

characterized as people who "like to think and create with their hands,"

according to Jean Scorgie, a hand weaver and writer from Portland,

Oregon. "Weavers also like to design things with a lot of personal choice

and make things that are useful, functional, and expressive."

As a member of the Portland Handweaver's Guild, Scorgie was part

of a committee of guild members that computerized their passion. Each

week, for two and a half years, fi-om the summer of 1980 to the end of
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1982, the group met around an Apple and heard the positives and

negatives of weaving as told through Basic.

At that time, no flexible weaving application programs existed, so

Scorgie and three other members picked up the Applesoft manual and

designed some programs of their own. "We wanted something bigger,

more colorful than what was available," Scorgie says.

With the help of a professional programmer, the spouse of one of the

members, they created five programs. One was a simple graph paper

program for entering a weave pattern. Another created a striped design

A fabric's structure is determined by analyzing its warp and weft. Patterns in

the clotti can be created by changing the color of certain threads on a

loom. On appearance, patterns may seem different, even though they

share the same basic structure.

based on bar code information, used for making designs with secret

messages built into them.

This intense commitment to learning to use the Apple as an aid in

weaving culminated in the group's displaying its computer-generated

wares at the Convergence, a national weavers' conference held last year

in Seattle, Washington. Several Apples were set up to allow conference

attendees to try out the programs.

Scorgie says, "We were surprised to find out how many people had a

computer or were contemplating getting one." In the last few years, the

use of computers among weavers has blossomed.

In the sixties and seventies, according to Scorgie, the trend was
toward weaving for nonfunctional reasons. Pieces for decoration in the

form of artistic wall hangings were popular. However, as one weaver
said to Scorgie, "You only have so many walls." And so the trend in

weaving turned to more practical items.

Nowadays, the desire among hand weavers is to incorporate their

skills for the orchestration of texture, color, and design into more func-

tional pieces like clothes, blankets, rugs, and other items.

Whole Lot of Shuttlin' and Spindlin' Goin' On. Most novice

weavers get their start by reading the features and tutorials in one of the

many weaving publications like Shuttle, Spindle, and Diepot (West

Hartford, CT), Handweaver (Loveland, CO), or The Weaver's Journal

(Boulder, CO). Scorgie says 70 percent of hand weavers are "primarily

amateurs," weaving for themselves or their families. The rest do their

weaving from studios, selling the fruits of their labor wholesale or on

consignment to the many weaving specialty shops throughout America

and Canada.

The Weavcat / database, Computer Loom 6.0.0, Drawdowner, and

Video Loom II are some of the Apple programs written by and for

weavers. Clearly, textile craftspeople and Apples are becoming a

popular combination.

Ask weaving industry pros, and they'll tell you that Jan Hoskins is the

one person who has brought the two disciplines—weaving and micro-

computing—together most dramatically.

Hoskins is somewhat of an expert in binary matrixes, both the weav-

ing kind and the computer kind, because she is currently working toward

an interdisciplinary Ph.D. from the University of Manitoba that com-

bines the study of both. Her doctoral research has called for intense

calculation of structural algorithms and some pretty sophisticated

graphics.

It all comes together on the Apple.

People are surprised when Hoskins tells them that, as a university

lecturer, she teaches both a linear algebra class and a weaving class at the

University of Manitoba. What the computer science department has in

common with the clothing and textUes department isn't readily apparent.

Aren't the two disciplines miles apart?

Not at all, says Hoskins. Although her teaching physically takes her

from one building to another each week, the mental journey for Hoskins

is as simple as "going from a weaver's matrix of black and white squares

to the zeros and ones of a computer.
'

'

Both disciplines have strong foundations in logic. The positives and

negatives of a fabric intersection are identical to the columns and rows

used by a computer. It's a simple connection when explained by a doc-

toral candidate like Hoskins, regardless of your understanding of warp,

weft, and algorithms.

Weaving All Over the World. Weaving is an ancient art, and the

remnants of its history, recorded or woven, are found all over the world.

Because the knowledge of looms, fabric, and design has changed hands

so often over time, certain basic principles of weaving have been ob-

scured or remain unexplored.

"Hand loom weaving was expertly practiced as far back as 440

B.C.," Hoskins writes in a paper titled Factoring Binary Matrices: A
Weaver's Approach. "The ancient Egyptians wove handspun mummy
cloth at [a densely set] 540 ends per inch, and the Chinese wove intricate-

ly patterned silk fabric at setts of 500 [strands] per inch.

"Complex looms are not new either," writes Hoskins. "Pattern

books from the eighteenth century have been found that contain designs

requiring forty harnesses or the use of multiple threading techniques that

modem hand weavers are just now beginning to understand.

"The early nineteenth century, 1801 to be exact, saw the invention of

Joseph-Marie Jacquard's device for automatically controlling complex

patterning in woven structures," Hoskins continues. This was one of the

earliest attempts at an automated loom.

Drawlooms of the period used punched cards that were inserted into

the machinery by hand, one at a time, to control the wooden rods raising

or lowering a strand of fabric. Joseph-Marie Jacquard took the advice of

Jacques Vaucanson, a famous engineer of the times, and strung cards

together in a sequence, thus creating the first programmed loom.

The purpose of Hoskins's first thesis paper, which included a brief

history of weaving, was to describe woven structures mathematically so

that the techniques of linear algebra. Boolean algebra, and combinatorics

could be used to define and classify the structures. These concerns are

still the main thrust of her Ph.D. work.

"Some work of this nature has already been carried out," explains

Hoskins. "But many interesting problems remain."

Interesting problems are the backbone of any good Ph.D. disserta-

tion. "Doing something new, worthwhile, and correct" is also required,

says Hoskins. You must make an original contribution to the literature of

your chosen field, she says.

•I



ACCOUNTING SOFTWARE
for Portable, Personal and Desktop Computers

Available for these popular 8-blt and 16-bit microcomputer formats:

A Complete System

All CP/M" 8" Computers (SD)
All IBM PC Compatibles
TRS-80 Model 2 (with CP/M)
TRS-80 Model 4 (with CP/M)
Apple II (with CP/M)
Apple lie (with CP/M)
Franklin ACE (with CP/M)
Morrow Micro Decision
Northstar Advantage
Corona PC & Portable

Corona Portable

COMPAQ Portable

Hyperion Portable

Seequa Chameleon
Tl Professional

Columbia MPC
Osborne Executive
Osborne I (SD)
Osborne I (DD)
DEC VT-180
CompuPro
Xerox 820
IBM PC
IBM XT
KayPro II

KayPro 10

Call about
other formats

...for several years the defacto standard for

microcomputer software, and still a good example
of some of the better thought-out

software on the market. " —interface Age

SATISFACTION
GUARANTEED

or Your
Money Back

Complete

Package of

Software,

Training Aids,

Manuals, and

Users' Newsletter

ONLY

5395
CP/M format

$495
IBM format

Desktop Accountant "

FULL-FEATURE, FULLY-INTEGRATED ACCOUNTING SYSTEM
Everything you need to keep the books... at a price you can afford!

Your Bookkeeper, Accountant, and Banker will love you for installing this fine system!

Check these features:

This remarkably-valued Accounting System will manage
your company's business records and automate your

entire bookkeeping process—from the posting of indi-

vidual transactions to producing up-to-the-minute

Income Statements, Balance Sheets, and other impor-

tant management reports. Desktop AccountanfTM gives

you a "Big Company," professional image with printed

invoices, statements, and checks. It is user-friendly,

completely menu-driven, offers system-prompted

data entry, and is compatible with both floppy and hard

disks. Feature-for-feature, and dollar-for-dollar it is the

best software value on the market! But don't let the

low price fool you. Desktop AccountanfTM is not a

"cheap" accounting system, only inexpensive. That's

because original development costs were recovered

years ago allowing us to sell an excellent product in

high volume at low prices and still earn a fair profit. This

high-quality, reliable software was designed and writ-

ten in 1975 for small-to-medium sized businesses. Since

then, it has successfully proven itself in well over

10,000 companies in all 50 states and in 13 foreign coun-

tries. It is also used and recommended by hundreds of

bookkeepers, accountants and CPA's, including the

regional offices of several famous "Big Eight" account-

ing firms! No other Accounting System offers you so

many features, benefits, and valuable extra services. You

can pay more but you can't buy more! Desktop

AccountanfTM is backed by our 30-day no-risk, money-
back guarantee of 100% customer satisfaction! Call for

free literature or order now with complete confidence.

Read What Users Say...
' 'Two hours after receiving the Desktop Accountant I was

up and running live data, and generated an entire month's

iwork and financial statements the following day."

—J.C. Battels, President

(accounting lirm) Gonzales, Texas

"To gel anything better we would have had to spend

multiple thousands of dollars. I think It's a dynamite

package tor the money."
—Bob Cox, V.P. General Mgr. letters
(manulactunng company) San Antonio, Texas ON FILE

Here's what you get:

1. A professional-quality, full-feature, fully-integrated

accounting system 2. Six-to-fourteen diskettes

(depending on your system's disk storage capacity).

3. Four easy-to-follow, self-teaching User's Manuals

(over 540 pages!) that are highly rated by satisfied

users. 4. An exclusive, new audio cassette tape with

step-by-step instructions for quick installation and

start-up. 5. "Read Me First" a unique 40-page system

guide and start-up aid 6. Complete sample data and
sample reports for practice and training . . a big help

to new users 7. FREE 1-year subscription to Users'

Newsletter, "Debits and Credits." It's full of tips, ideas,

news, and useful suggestions from us and other users.

Recent issues have run over 20 pages long! 8. FREE
complete Source Code in popular MBASIC so you can

easily customize any program to suit your special needs.

9. Telephone "Hot Line" service for helpful Installation

support, Start-up support. Technical support, and Train-

ing support. The quality of our cheerful customer sup-

port has been acclaimed "excellent," "first-rate," and

"very courteous and professional" by our users.

10. Access to our growing network of Experienced
User Consultants™ in both the U.S. and Canada.

These qualified, knowledgeable businesspeople

themselves own this fine software and are available to

assist you with almost any aspect of installation, train-

ing, operation—or even customization, if desired. You'll

receive the latest Directory of these helpful Consultants.

Look who's using it:

Here is a sample (taken from our customer files) of the

wide variety of businesses successfully using this time-

tested, solidly-established, user-proven softwrare:

• Bookeeping services • CPA/Accounting firms • Construction companies •

Wholesale Florists • Retail Flonsls • Printers • Insurance Agencies • Shopping

Centers • Machine Shops • Engineering firms • Software Companies • Computer
retailers • Publishers • Financial services companies • Investors • Appliance serv-

ice lirms • Dairies • Boilerworks • University Business School • Catholic Diocese

" Baplisl Ministeries • Sail Maker • Convalescent Hospilat • Car Wash • Public

Library • Cement Plant • industrial products manufacturing companies • Mortuary

• Coal Company • TV/Film producers and distributors • General Store (in Ataska'l

• Heallh services organizalion • Government Agencies • Record and Tape stores

• Trade Association • Graphics (irms • Office products companies • Real Estate

(irms • Oil Products distributor • Instrument Company • Hydraulic Products com-
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includes all four standard general accounting programs:

GENERAL LEDGER is completely integrated to automatically post

end-of-month transactions from A/R, A/P and Payroll It prints 1 3 detailed

reports for the entire company, and optional Income Statements for up
to 99 departments. It produces up-to lhe-minute comparative financial

statements witti current, year-to-date, budget, and last year (month and

YTD ), showing both dollar amounts and percentages, and presents

everything you, your bookkeeper, and your accountant need to know about

the company • G/L automatically reconciles all accounts, and n^ain-

tains extensive, detailed audit trails showing the source of each G/L entry

for quick, easy, tracing • Trial Balance includes all transactions • Flex-

ible Chart of Accounts • True double-entry bookkeeping • (VlasterFile

capacity: 400 Accounts • IVlonthly Transactions capacity; 1 ,000 with 200K
diskette; 3,500 with 500K diskette; 7,000 per IVIegabyte with a Hard Disk

ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE provides instant, on-line customer
account information (both current and aged), with complete, timely

invoicing, including open-item (or balance fonward) and statement

capabilities. It makes the entire billing process fast, easy, and efficient.

It quickly identifies your overdue accounts, helps speed collections, helps

control your cash flow, and assists you in making better financial deci-

sions. Both detailed and summary customer activity and aging reports

are instantly available • Preprinted forms available for invoices and
statements • Detailed audit trail • (vlaintains comprehensive customer

data files • Produces 8 reports and documents • Includes automatic

periodic customer/client billing option which is ideal for service businesses

• Itemized monthly transactions • Master File capacity: 400 Customers

• (VIonthly Transactions capacity: 800 with 200K diskette; 3,500 with 500K
diskette; 7,000 per IVIegabyte with a Hard Disk.

ACCOUNTS PAYABLE maintains complete vendor/voucher

history and includes check-writing capabilities Current and aged
payable reports are available upon command. It prepares an extremely

useful cash flow/cash requirements report that greatly improves

management control of your most valuable resource—cash! It prints

checks (on commercially available forms on which your company name,
address and logo can be imprinted) with comprehensive check stubs

that your vendors will appreciate • Produces 1 1 reports and documents
• Automatic pay selection program allows payment by due date or by

discount date • Manual and automatic checl<writing • Check register

• Detailed audit trail • Itemized monthly transactions • Master File

capacity: 400 Vendors • Monthly Transactions capacity: 800 with 200K
diskette; 3,500 with 500K diskette; 7,000 per Megabyte with a Hard Disk.

PAYROLL is a complete, easy-to-use professional-quality payroll

system. Be the office hero each week when the checks come out on time!

This program calculates payroll for every type of employee (hourly,

salaried, and commissioned) and prints payroll checks (with popular,

comprehensive check stubs) with an absolute minimum ot input. Your
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Activity Report 8. Summary Customer Account Report
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with Detailed stubs 4. Check Register 5. General Ledger Transfer Report 6. Cash
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Report 10. Detailed Vendor Activity Report 11. Summary Vendor Account Report
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Above: As big as a grand piano,

the sixteen-shaft drawloom in

Hoskins's living room is capable

of weaving about half of a large

blanket in one piece. The more
shafts on a loom, the more

complex a pattern can be. Below:

A shuttle of weft yarn sits atop the

rows of tied-up warp yarns on

Hoskins's small counterbalance

loom. The warp yarns are

threaded through the four shafts

of the harness, or shed.

A Tale ofTwo Disciplines. Because of the interdisciplinary nature of

her work, Hoskins is not part of any specific department at the Universi-

ty of Manitoba. She put together her own configuration of courses and

waited a year to get the curriculum approved.

Hoskins spent the waiting period researching her chosen topic and ex-

pects to continue doing research for another two years before she writes

her final dissertation. The Description, Classification, and Enumeration

of Complex Woven Structures is the tentative title of her proposal.

While Hoskins's research papers—with such titles as Enumerating

the Compound Twillins—make easy reading only for fellow mathemati-

cians, the concepts of her Apple work are easy to understand.

First, a brief explanation of how a loom works. No need to take

notes, but keep in mind the concepts of warp, weft, and shed. They will

reappear as the meat of a plotted representation known as a drawdown,

which is determined in the Apple by a series of algorithms.

A loom is ' 'a device for maintaining a set of yarns—called warp yams
or ends—parallel to each other and under tension so that another set of

yams—the weft yams or picks—can be placed across it at right angles,"

Hoskins explains in a well-modulated, instmctive voice.

A mechanism for separating the warp yarns into two layers, called

the harness, allows the weft yams to be inserted horizontally in an area

between these two layers, called the shed. "The weft yam thus lies on

top of some of the warp yarns and underneath others," Hoskins con-

tinues.

"Simple woven stmctures can therefore be thought to be composed

entirely of two types of intersections, warp over weft and weft over

warp," she says. A twill, a satin, and the plain weave, or tabby, are ex-

amples of simple woven structures. Doublecloth and beiderwand are

more complex weaves.

"Conventionally, weavers have represented warp over weft intersec-

tions by a black square and weft over warp intersections by a white

square."

Woven stmctures plotted out on graph paper are called drawdowns.

This is where the Apple was called in, Hoskins explains, "to make use of

a powerful tool for linear algebra and discrete math" and to make light

work of a traditionally tedious job.

In a drawdown, the stmcture of a fabric is determined as a product of

three matrixes—the threading, the tie-up, and the treadling sequences.

Warp yarns are threaded and weft yarns are interlaced through them.

Treadling of the loom, either by foot or automation, is what determines

how the yams are interwoven. Jacquard's punched cards were one way

of automatic treadling; using a computer is another.

For example, the raising and lowering of the harness on the AVL
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dobby loom in Hoskins's home is powered by an Apple. The Apple

sends impulses to solenoids in the interface box attached to the loom,

making the loom treadle in sequence like a player piano.

However, before a weaver can approach a loom with a fabric struc-

ture to be woven, a drawdown must be made so the loom can be set up

properly. A series of programs created by Hoskins as part of her thesis

research make the Apple shine in this area.

Bedding Down with Algorithms. Her computer programming began

because Hoskins needed a test bed for research, especially for coding up

algorithms. It was necessary to nail them down before she could consider

any graphics for the program. As she explored concepts, she wrote

programs.

The step-by-step algorithm process was computerized and formulated

through computer statements. "Analysis and mapping data structure

algorithms can be hairy," Hoskins says, "involving heavy computation

and math theory for the classifying of structures." That's why the

serious number crunching for determining them was done in APL on an

Amdahl mainframe at the university, with help from computer science

programmers. Hoskins herself had picked up Fortran several years ago

and wasn't a stranger to computers.

When it came time to consider graphics, Hoskins grabbed one of the

six Apples that are available as part of the university research environ-

ment. "The Apple is a well-designed machine and the graphics are quite

sensibly structured," says Hoskins.

She wrote graphics routines in both compiled Basic and machine

language.

Another of Hoskins's projects on the Apple—tidying up the algo-

rithms—involved her husband Bill, a numerical analyst in the computer

science department. Together they made the algorithm deductions run

faster and smoother.

By incorporating sorting-technique principles into the program, they

created a "bucket" sort routine. "The algorithm program," explains

Hoskins, "goes element by element comparing columns. Then, at a cer-

tain point, where there is a mismatch, it stops comparing because it's

found a new pattern. " What the bucket sort does is keep the previous in-

formation around, arranged in bucket files, while the algorithm con-

tinues analyzing the structure.

As a result of textile industry interest in her work, some of Hoskins's

textile structure research has been published and is now available as

commercial software for the Apple.

Fruit of the Loom. A series of packages called Pattern Master I, II,

and /// is marketed by The Looms, a weaving shop in Mineral Point,

Wisconsin. The Pattern Mairer programs, of course, weren't intended to

be the end result of Hoskins's studies. "They just happened," according

to her.

The complexity of her programs goes far beyond any commercial ap-

plication. "I was interested in fundamental, exhaustive pattern research,

with no regard as to how pretty the results would be." Nonetheless, her

work turns out to have practical value as well as plenty of visual interest.

Hoskins's program for accessing stored pattern combmations, called

The Archivist, exemplifies the depth of her research. The program can

produce more than one million combinations of factors. Commercial use

would require only around three thousand, she says.

The Archivist lets a user select the threadings, tie-ups, and treadlings

of thousands of twills. The chosen fabric structure is shown as a full-

color pattern on-screen. This pattern can then be drawn down by another

program and modified by the user.

The drawdown for a particular pattern is made by a program that

computes the design's algorithm and then shows how to thread, tie up,

and treadle a loom to achieve the pattern.

The initial drawing made from factors the user chooses from The Ar-

chivist is done on hi-res page one. The weaving algorithm is done on

page two, an 8K region of memory that hasn't been overwritten by

the program.

What's fascinating about Hoskins's use of hi-res page two for this

particular task is that you can actually see the data being accessed. A pat-

tern is stored as a small square matrix in the upper left-hand corner of the

screen, and the algorithm's computation is seen as a sparkling of pinpoint

lights across the matrix. The process takes only a few seconds.

In choosing to do it this way, Hoskins had two factors to consider.

She "wanted to make the program visually meaningful," as well as to

eliminate the problems of passing data between programs.
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Hoskins has also written a program allowing a user to enter an

original design into the Block Draft database, where threadings are

stored. Warp and weft information is entered from the keyboard onto a

grid. A window feature permits magnification of grid portions for entry

of more detailed patterns.

The Traveling Weaver. Reading up on the subject, working on com-

puters, talking to experts, traveling, and speaking before groups are all

part of Hoskins's job as a doctoral candidate.

Academic research, like weaving, is a very specialized passion.

"The academic community is very small," she explains, "and so is the

weaving community." Nonetheless, they both succeed in crossing over

international boundaries.

Textiles and weaving are very advanced industries in Scandinavia. A
year ago, Hoskins spent a month visiting weaving schools and touring

textile museums in Copenhagen, Oslo, Stockholm, and Bergen. She also

found a common ground between weaving and academia at the first an-

nual Conference on the Creation of Complex Weaves, held last year in

Wisconsin. As joint organizer for the event, she notes, "forty-two peo-

ple from all over the United States, Canada, and England got together in

the same place to exchange ideas and find out what others were doing."

One of the benefits of the Wisconsin conference was that it gave

Hoskins a rare chance to publish her ideas alongside those of her peers in

the weaving community. Because of the conflict of disciplines, "my
papers," she says, "tend to be published in math journals. Other weav-

ing articles tend to be published in historical and textile journals."

Although most of the work she's done over the last two years is

available to weavers on disk and to academicians on paper, Hoskins con-

tinues programming and expanding on her initial research.

Hoskins has been knitting since she was a child and has always done

math on the side. "I've always had a high math aptitude," she says. "I

think very logically." This affinity for numbers and her fascination with

working with fibers gradually led her into weaving.

One winter, after knitting several Scandinavian Lopi sweaters—one

for herself, one for her son, and one for her husband—Hoskins realized

that she'd knitted herself into a comer.

"I began looking around for something more challenging," she ex-

plains. "I took a weaving course and began reading the classical weaving

literature of the nineteenth century, when a lot of smart people were

writing about weaving, looms, and textile structures."

She was intrigued most by the highly mathematical concepts of pat-

tern complexity and textile structure. This is where her mathematical

bent could shine. Conversations with her husband helped pave the way
toward her interdisciplinary status.

Her first paper on the subject, Factoring Binary Matrices, was
presented in 1981 at the Australian Combinatorial Math Society Con-

ference in Brisbane, Australia. In that paper, Hoskins suggested that her

structural research could be part of the contribution of the twentieth cen-

tury to hand loom weaving—an attempt to nail down and classify the

concepts and processes that weavers have developed and used intuitively

for thousands of years.

When she finishes her thesis in a few years, Hoskins will have

various alternatives open to her. With such a strong background in

mathematics and textiles, she could look at consulting either full- or part-

time or take a position in the textile industry. More than likely, she will

go back to school, taking an academic position somewhere and continu-

ing her work.

"I am more interested in dealing with problems and looking at things

that interest me," Hoskins says. It's a statement that reflects her natural

passion as a scholar. As Hoskins sees it, there are still plenty of in-

teresting problems to work on.

Those mathematical problems she identifies, once solved, may bring

additional computerized solutions to weavers like Jean Scorgie and the

other Apple-owning members of the Portland group.

A weaver starts with yarns in various colors and turns them into

something expressive, with a beautiful texture. "Weaving is wonderfully

tactile," says Scorgie. "You can't resist touching. Also, things you
make are always nicer than things you can buy. Weaving gives you a

sense of a fuller life."

And now that Apples and weaving have discovered each other, the

creations to come are limited only by the imagination.
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SOinORD
Symposhim

by Greg Hbbetts

Welcome to the December installment of SoftCard Symposium.

Before we begin this month, let's take a moment to consider what sorts

of subjects you might like to see dealt with in this column. Some of you

have written in with specific suggestions of things you'd like to see, such

as specific modifications to MicroPro's WordStar word processor, step-

by-step instructions on how to use CONFIGIO to install I/O drivers, and

so on. While such subjects are certainly good ones and could easily be

dealt with here, the intent of this column has always been to address the

needs and interests of the broadest possible constituency of SoftCard

owners, rather than to attack highly specialized subjects on the basis of

one request.

This, then, is a request for input. If you'd like to have some say in

what the column covers, please write in care of the magazine with your

suggestions. (Be sure to put the name of the column on the outside of

your envelope.) Subjects with the widest appeal will be covered first.

Let's continue now with the current series and an in-depth look at

BDOS system calls, illustrated by examples of each. While this discus-

sion will be most useful to those among you who program in assembly

language, those of you who program in Basic may also use it to set up

very small assembly language subroutines to be accessed with the

MBasic USR function. And those of you who are using other languages

with a similar capability may also find some valuable information here.

As a first step, let's review the nature of the BDOS system calls.

Basically, these calls are the heart of the CP/M operating system. They

provide the only method of communicating with it and the only normal

way of getting it to perform useful work.

For each BDOS function that can be accessed by the user—from plac-

ing characters on the screen to computing the size of a file—a system call

exists to allow the user's programs to tell BDOS to perform that func-

tion. Generally speaking, the greater the number and diversity of the

system calls, the more useful and complex the operating system. From a

design standpoint, then, the key to building a good operating system lies

in properly balancing the tradeoffs between complexity and speed/space

considerations. Despite the fact that people may gripe because CP/M
does not include various system calls that would make it more flexible,

CP/M's long-term popularity is testimony to good management of this

situation.

Let's look now at the entire list of BDOS system calls and what they

do. For example, the number in the left-hand column is the BDOS func-

tion number. Please note: Some of the names may not agree with the

ones used in Digital Research documentation; the changes were made in-

tentionally for purposes of clarity.

Function Name
0, System reset

2.

Console input

Console output

Reader input

Punch output

List output

Operation

Returns control to CP/M at the CCP level;

drive A: is selected and logged in

Obtains the next character of input from the

selected console device

Sends the requested character of output to the

selected console device

Obtains the next character of input from the

selected reader device

Sends the requested character of output to the

selected punch device

Sends the requested character of output to the

6. Direct CON: I/O

7. Get I/O byte

8. Set I/O byte

9. Print string

10. Get string

11. Get CON: status

1 2. Get version no.

13. Reset all disks

14. Select disk

15. Open file

16. Close file

17. Search first

18. Search next

19. Delete file

20. Read sequential

21. Write sequential

22. Makefile

23. Rename file

24. Get log-in vector

25. Get current disk

26. Set DMA
address

27. Get alloc vector

28. Write protect

29. Get R/0 vector

selected list device

Performs bidirectional communication with the

selected console device

Obtains the current value of the lOBYTE
Alters the lOBYTE to the requested value

Sends a string of characters in memory to the

selected console device

Obtains an edited line of character input from the

selected console device

Determines whether a character of input is ready

at the selected console device

Obtains the CP/M or MP/M version number
Returns all system drives to the same state as

when the system is booted

Designates the requested drive as the default

drive for all subsequent disk activity

Finds and activates a disk file for subsequent
read and write operations

Deactivates a previously open disk file and
permanently records any new directory

information

Causes the disk directory to be scanned for the

first file name that matches an identifier stored in

memory
Causes the disk directory to be scanned for

subsequent entries that match the stored

identifier

Removes files that match an identifier in memory
from the disk directory by deactivating their

entries

Obtains a 128-byte sector of the named file from

disk; the first call gets the first sector, and
subsequent calls get remaining sectors in

sequential order

Sends a 1 28-byte sector of the named file to

disk; as in read, the sectors are written in

sequential order

Creates a new file on disk by creating the first

directory entry with that name in the disk's

directory

Changes the name of a disk file in all entries in

the disk's directory

Obtains a sixteen-bit value in which each bit

corresponds to one of the sixteen possible drives

in the system; bits that are set indicate that that

drive has been logged in

Obtains a number from 0 to 15, which

corresponds to the number of the currently

logged disk

Alters the starting address from which the next

sector of data will be written to disk or to which

the next sector will be read

Obtains the start address of the ALV data

structure for the selected disk drive

Sets the selected disk drive to temporary read-

only status until the next warm-start operation

Obtains a sixteen-bit value in which each bit

corresponds to one of the sixteen possible drives

in the system; bits that are set indicate that that
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drive has been set to a temporary read-only

condition

30. Set attributes Sets the requested attribute (SYS-DIR and R/0-

RM) for a particular file

31 . Get DPB address Obtains the address of the DPB data structure

for the selected disk drive

32. Get/set user no. Obtains the current user number or alters it to a

new user number
33. Read random Obtains a specific 128-byte sector of the named

file from disk using the record number
34. Write random Sends a specific 128-byte sector of the named

file to disk using the record number
35. Compute size Obtains a value that is one beyond the highest-

numbered record in the file

36. Set random rec. Computes the record number and sets it for the

current read/write position in the named file

37. Reset drive Returns one or more drives to their reset

condition (see function 13), based on a sixteen-

bit value in which each bit corresponds to one of

the sixteen possible disk drives

40. Write random Essentially equivalent to function 34, except

with zero fill that unallocated blocks are filled with zeros prior

to the write.

As our discussion progresses, we'll go into greater depth about each

call, but for now we'll examine the process used when system calls are

being made.

Essentially, BDOS is a collection of subroutines, each of which per-

forms a distinct task when called from another assembly language pro-

gram or subroutine. As we saw when we discussed the BOOT code,

BDOS is never in total control of the computer. The BIOS booting

routines take over from the boot sector and initialize the system, then

they load the CCP and transfer control to it.

The CCP, therefore, is the first program to use the collection of sub-

routines known as BDOS. The CCP remains in control, calling BDOS as

necessary for DIRs, TYPEs, ERAs, and so on until the user types the

name of a program file with the extension .COM. At that point, the CCP
loads this file into memory and turns control over to it. Thereafter,

BDOS is under the control of that program (the COM file) until such

time as the program returns control to the CCP with a warm boot or

loads another program and turns control over to it.

Normally, in order to work with a collection of subroutines like

BDOS, one must know the various entry points for each subroutine in

order to branch to them with a CALL instruction and thereby get them to

perform their functions. This is not a very flexible approach, however,

since the addresses will change depending on the memory size of the

computer and the revision date of CP/M. As we've seen in the last

several columns, this problem was handled in the BIOS by means of a

jump table at the very beginning. In that case, the calling routine could

simply call an address made up of the start of the BIOS plus an offset

value for the entry corresponding to the function desired. In BDOS,
however, this situation is handled somewhat differently. Since BDOS
supports many more functions than BIOS does, a BDOS jump table

would have to be much larger, and the process of calculating the ad-

dresses to call would be rather more involved.

To simplify matters, then, the process of selecting appropriate

routines is handled in BDOS through the use of a master subroutine that

acts as a function command processor. Just as the CCP takes such com-
mands as DIR and TYPE, decodes them, and then processes them, the

command processor in BDOS takes commands and calls various other

subroutines to perform them. Rather than use CCP-type ASCII com-
mands like TYPE and DIR, though, this subroutine uses numeric com-
mands called Junction numbers.

The list shown above, then, is actually a list of the numeric com-
mands the command processor understands. To reach the command
processor subroutine, the CCP (or any other program) simply calls the

processor subroutine with the appropriate function number. To make it

easy to find that subroutine, a system of double indirect vectors is used.

This is not as complicated as it sounds.

Simply stated, there's a jump instruction at the very beginning of

BDOS that transfers control directly to the command processor subrou-

tine. This jump instruction is the first indirect vector, so named because

you do not call the subroutine directly but rather get there indirectly by

going through the vector. Since the beginning address of BDOS, like the i

address of the subroutine itself, will also change in accordance with !

memory size, another jump instruction is placed in low memory at loca-

tion 0005H, which jumps to the beginning of BDOS. This jump instruc-

tion is the second indirect vector. This second vector won't change
location no matter what the memory size of the computer or the revision

history of CP/M. This double indirect vector system makes it un-

necessary to know anything about the location and makeup of BDOS to

access the command processor. By calling location 0005H with the func-

tion number, any program can access the BDOS function command
processor.

As with any command-oriented structure, the organization of the :

command and any parameters to be passed is specified. This specified ar-

rangement is often called protocol, and in languages it is usually referred

to as syntax. In the case of BDOS system calls, the protocol requires that i

the function number always be in register [C] upon entry to the command
processor. This ensures that the processor always knows where to find it.

Some function calls require additional data beyond the function

number, such as a character to be displayed, a drive number, and so on.

This extra parameter always goes in register [E] if it is one byte in

length, or in register pair [DE] if it's two bytes. Data returned to the call-

ing routine by BDOS will always be found in register [A] if it's one byte

long and register pair [HL] if it's two bytes long. There are some func-

tions that in earlier releases of CP/M returned a single byte value in [A]

but that in the current version must return a double byte value. In these

cases, to ensure compatibility with earlier versions, the data returned in
j

[L] is copied into [A] and the data returned in [H] is copied into [B]. 1

Now we're ready to begin examining the system calls in some detail.
!

In an effort to make this excursion more meaningful, we'll use this exer- I

cise to build a subroutine library that can work with your assembly

language or Basic programs. In order to use these subroutines with Basic

you'll need to assemble them and then incorporate the values in strings,

DATA statements, arrays, or other data structures. Once these have been

made a part of your Basic program, the VARPTR function can be used in

conjunction with the USR function to locate the subroutines in memory
and access them. We'll take a closer look at how to jjerform that opera-

tion once we've finished building the subroutine library. You assembly

language programmers already know what to do.

Up until now in this colunrn, whenever assembly language has need-

ed to be shown it has been produced in 8080 code rather than Z-80 code

so that ASM.COM could be used to assemble it. Primarily, this was

done in order to demonstrate the utilities included with CP/M, rather

than for the purpose of generating efficient code. For serious applica-

tions, however, ASM is not a very useful tool, especially in a Z-80 en-

vironment. While ASM is a relatively bugfree program and certainly

well put together (considering its limitations), the fact that it is

8080-based, lacks a macro facility, and is unable to generate fully

segmented and relocatable code makes it a poor substitute for one of the

more capable assemblers such as Microsoft's Macro-80. Therefore,

assembly language code will be shown here in Z-80 form and in the

relatively standard Macro-80 format from now on. If you plan to pro-

duce assembly language (and if you work constantly with CP/M, you

eventually will), then it's strongly recommended that you purchase one

of the better Z-80 macro assemblers. The purchase of a good Z-80

debugger is also recommended. Digital's ZSID is both Z-80 and sym-

bolic (which means that you can examine labels as well as memory ad-

dresses) and is an excellent product.

We'll start by examining the character I/O functions. Interactive

programs—those that do a great deal of communicating with the user-

make many character I/O system calls. Collecting these in subroutine

form is often useful and may result in some saving of space. It will also

provide a standard format for your programming.

The first of the character I/O functions we'll examine is console

input:

BDOS function no: 01

Function name: Console input

Function purpose: Obtain character of input

Entry parameters: [C] = 01

H

Exit parameters: [A] = character received

The console input function simply reads the currently selected con-

sole device for an available character. Depending on the setting of the
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lOBYTE, the console device may be one of several physical devices, but

it is normally the Apple keyboard. Once this function is called, control

won't return to the calling program until a character is obtained. Conse-

quently, if no key is pressed after this call has been made or if the elec-

tronic signal from the keypress does not reach the Apple, the system will

appear to hang. This is a common symptom of improper external ter-

minal connections. Once a character has been obtained, it is returned to

the calling program (the CCP or other program making the system call)

in the [A] register.

BDOS also echoes certain characters to the current console device,

usually the Apple screen. The term echo simply means that BDOS sends

the character to the BIOS CONOUT routine. Whether or not a character

is echoed depends on which type of character it is. For this purpose,

characters are separated into two types, those that Digital Research calls

graphic characters and those that are generally called control

characters.

Graphic characters are the printable characters of the ASCII
character set, from the SPACE (20H) through at least the TILDE (7EH).

It should be noted that the ASCII set is interpreted differently by dif-

ferent groups and that the ASCII RUBOUT or DELETE character (7FH)

is often included with the printables. Digital Research does include it as

such, and so for our purposes it will be printable.

Control characters, on the other hand, are those ASCII characters that

are not printable, from control-® (OOH) through control-K (IFH), also

called US. It should also be noted that it's not possible to receive

control-® through normal input channels. This is because BDOS makes

several tests internally, usually based on register [A]'s containing either

the character or OOH. A zero character, therefore, is usually ignored.

All graphic characters are echoed by BDOS during console input. For

the most part, however, control characters are not echoed; the four ex-

ceptions are carriage return/control-M (ODH), line feed/control-J

(OAH), tab/control-I (09H), and backspace/control-H (08H). These so-

called functional control characters are trapped by BDOS during the

echoing process. The only function that BDOS actually performs itself is

the tab function. When a tab is echoed, BDOS goes into a loop and prints

the number of spaces (up to eight) necessary to bring the cursor to the

next screen tab stop. The other three functional control characters are

handled in exactly the same way as graphic characters; they are sent

directly to the BIOS CONOUT routine where their particular function is

performed. It's important to note that, regardless of their values, all

characters are passed back to the calling program. Only the echoing

process is dependent upon the type of character received.

One other activity occurs during the echoing process. Each time

BDOS outputs a character, whether it is echoing console input or simply

doing console output, it saves that character and then checks for any

keyboard input the BIOS may be receiving. Primarily, this is done so that

the keyboard won't be completely dead just because a user program is

not requesting input. A special subroutine in BDOS handles this task and

is called from the console output subroutine just before the current output

character is sent to the screen.

The first thing this check subroutine does is to look at an internal

variable in BDOS, which we'll call KEY. KEY is used by the BDOS
character I/O routines to store any character of input that has been

received from the keyboard but has not yet passed to any user program.

When the character is passed on, KEY is reset to 00 to indicate that no

character is waiting. If KEY contains a character when the check

subroutine looks at it, the rest of the check subroutine is skipped and the

original output character is printed to the screen. This ensures that one

and only one character of input can be waiting inside BDOS.
If KEY contains zero when the check subroutine looks at it, meaning

that no input character is waiting, then the BIOS CONST routine is

called to check keyboard status. If CONST reports that no character is

ready at the keyboard, the rest of the check subroutine is again skipped

and the original output character is printed to the screen. If CONST in-

stead reports that a character is ready at the keyboard, then a call is made
to the BIOS CONIN routine immediately to get the available character.

Normally, this character is then placed in KEY, and the rest of the check

subroutine is skipped once more, with the original output character

printed to the screen. The only time this does not occur is when the

character received is a control-S. Remember that the control-S is the

special character BDOS recognizes as a flag to stop screen output, called

the start/stop scroll character.

If the check subroutine receives a control-S, it immediately calls the*

BIOS CONIN routine again to get the next character typed. This has the<

effect of halting everything until another key on the keyboard is pressed.

When that next keypress is received, the check subroutine tests it to see

if it is a control-C. If so, an immediate warm boot is performed. If the

character is not control-C, however, then the character is totally ignored,

KEY is left containing zero, and the output character is printed to the

screen.

This is all somewhat confusing, but the important things to remember ^

here are these: During any type of normal character output, BDOS'
checks for the first character to be typed at the keyboard. If the character

is not a control-S, it is stored temporarily in KEY. It will be given to the

next user program requesting input. Until that occurs, any characters

typed are ignored. If the character is a control-S, the output (and there-

fore all other activity) is halted until the next keypress by calling the-

BIOS CONIN routine (which doesn't return, remember, until a key is

pressed). If the next keypress is a control-C, an immediate reboot is per-

formed, and if not, then whatever key was pressed is interpreted as a sign

to restart output and will be discarded along with the original control-S.

Handling output and input this way makes it possible to interrupt

screen output using control-S and to stop the program with a subsequent

control-C, or simply to stop and restart output with control-S and any

other character. Since this keyboard testing occurs only during output,

it's obvious that the only time console input can cause testing is when the

character being input is one that will be echoed (that is, when the

character is one of the graphics characters or one of the four control

characters mentioned earlier). As a final note, Digital Research docu-

mentation is somewhat misleading on this subject. It states that a check is

made for start/stop scroll (control-S) and for start/stop printer echo

(control-P). In fact, control-P is ignored during this function.

Luckily, our subroutine segment for console input is much simpler i

than its description. The segment looks like this:

GETCHR: LD C,1 ; Console input function

JP 0005H ; Go BDOS, RET to caller

Note that in this subroutine we jump to location 0005H rather than

call it. This can only be done when GETCHR is a subroutine in your pro-

gram. Since the call to GETCHR places the return address of

GETCHR's caller on the stack, when BDOS returns at the completion of

this function, it returns not to GETCHR but to the part of your program

that called GETCHR. This saves one byte in the GETCHR routine, since

we do not need a RET instruction at the end of GETCHR as we would if

we had used a CALL instruction. This must not be done, however, if

GETCHR is not a subroutine! Obviously, in such a case, the stack would

not contain a valid return address and the result would be, at best,

bizarre.

The next function we'll examine is console status:

BDOS function no: 1

1

Function name: Console status

Function purpose: Check if character typed at console

Entry parameters: [C] = OBH
Exit parameters: [A] = 00 if no character

[A] = OFFH if character ready

The console status function is used to avoid the problem we men-

tioned in our discussion of the console input function—that is, the situa-

tion in which the computer seems to hang if no character is typed.

Console status checks the console device and reports whether a character

is ready. If a character is ready, the program can go ahead and make the

call for a character of input, knowing that one is available. If not, the

program can perform other tasks and check the console status periodical-

ly. The exit parameters are set up so that a 00 value returned in register

[A] means that no character is ready, while a OFFH value in [A] means a

character is available. Since most of the time a program will want to get

the character of input if one is ready, we'll place this subroutine ahead of

GETCHR and simply fall through if a character is ready.

Our subroutine now looks like this:

STATUS: LD C.OBH ; Console status function

CALL 0005H ; Call BDOS
OR A ; Character ready?
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translation. Rusadd optional powerful NEW COMMANDS:
ELSE follows If-Then statements, like this:

IF X=2 THEN PRINT "YES": ELSE PRINT "NO"

HSCRN reads color of any hi-res dot for collision

testing. SWAP X,Y exchanges 2 variables' values.

New TONE command wntes music with no messy
pokes & calls. SCRL scrolls text in either direction.

TXT2 lets Text Page 2 act exactly like Page 1.

PLUS: GOTO & GOSUB may precede vanables,

as in "GOSUB FIX" or "GOTO 4+X". Escape-mode
indicated by special ESC CURSOR. Replace awk-
ward Graphics screen-switch pokes with 1-word
commands. Change ctrl-G Beep to any tone.

INVERSE REMS tool All GPLE compatible.

1 FOR 8=768 TO 773: READ A:

POKE S.A; NEXT: POKE 232,0:

POKE 233,3: DATA 1,0.4,0,5,0

2 HGR2: FOR R=C TO 192: ROT R:

SCALE 96: XDRAW 1 AT 140,95:

SCALE=30: XDRAW 1 AT 140,95:

S=PEEK(49200): NEXT: RUN

PRONTO-DOS
HIGH-SPEED DOS / DOS-MOVE UTILITY

by TOM WEISHAAR

$29.50: Includes Peeks & Pokes Chart

TRIPLES THE SPEED of disk access and frees

10,000 bytes of extra memory by moving DOS.

Function Normal Pronto
BLOAD HI-RES IMAGE 10 sec 3 sec.

LOAD 60-SECTOR PROGRAM ... 16 sec. 4 sec.

SAVE 60-SECTOR PROGRAM ... 24 sec. 9 sec.

BLOAD LANGUAGE CARD 13 sec. 4 sec.

(Text Files: No Change)

Boot the Pronto disk or your updated aisks, created
with the normal INIT command. Compatible with all

DOS Commands, GPLE, Double-Take, DOS Boss,
Diskquik and almost all unprotected programs.

MOVE DOS to your Language Card, RAM Card,
or standard Apple lie upper 16K, freeing up 10,000
EXTRA BYTES of memory for your programs.

1 5 EXTRA SECTORS per disk. Catalog Free-

Space displayed every time you catalog a disk.

TYPE-COMMAND ("TYPE filename") prints con-
tents of any Text File on screen or printer.

DISKQUIK
DISK DRIVE EMULATOR

by HARRY BRUCE and GENE HUE

$29.50: Includes Peeks & Pokes Chart

Requires Apple lie with Extended 80-column Card

ACTS LIKE A DISK DRIVE in Slot 3, but much
faster, quieter, more reliable and $350 cheaper

Enjoy the benefits of a 2nd (or 3rd or 4th. ) dnve at

less than 1/IOth the pnce Catalogs normally with

"CATALOG, S3" command. Load & Save any kind

of files into RAM with normal DOS commands

SILENT AND FAST: Since no moving parts are

involved, Diskquik operates silently and at super-

high speeds. See it to believe it. Your Apple lie's

Extended 80-column Card (required) can hold

about half the amount of data as a 5%" floppy disk!

MANY USES: For example, load often-used files,

like FID and other utilities, into RAM when you boot

up, so they are always available when you need

them. Copy files from RAM onto disk and vice versa,

just as if a disk drive were connected to slot #3.

FRIENDLY & COMPATIBLE with 80-column

display, GPLE, ProntoDOS, and all normal Apple-

soft and DOS commands and procedures. Will not

interfere with Apple lie "Super Hi-Res" graphics.

GOTO any Software Store for Beagle Bro:|

If they are out of a particular disk, re»

get on the stick,
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~DOUBLE-TAKE
2-WAY-SCROLLyMULTIPLE UTIUT/

by MARK SIMONSEN

$34.95: Includes Peeks/Pokes AND Tips/Tricks Charts.

2-WAY SCROLLING: Listings & Catalogs scroll

Up AND Down, making file names and program
lines much easier to access. Change the Catalog or

List scroll-direction at will, with Apple's Arrow keys.

BETTER LIST FORMAT: Each program state-

ment lists on a new line for F/AST program tracing &
de-bugging. Printer-compatible; any column-width.

VARIABLE-DISPLAY: Displays all of a pro-

gram's strings and variables with current values.

CROSS-REFERENCE: Sorts and displays line

numbers where each variable & string appears.

BETTER RENUMBER/APPEND: Merges pro-

grams (doesn't just connect end-to-end).

AUTO-LINE-NUMBER, instant Hex/Dec Con-
verter, Program Stats, Eliminate/Redefine Cursor,

FreeSpace-On-Disk.. All GPLE/Pronto compatible.

Alpha Plot $39 50
Apple Mechanic ... 2950
A M Typefaces 20 00
Beagle Bag 29.50
Beagle BASIC .... 34 95
DiskQuik 29.50
DOS Boss 24 00
Double-Take 34 95
Flex Type 29 50

Frame-Up $29.50
GPLE 49.95
ProntoDOS 29,50
Silicon Salad 24,95
Tip Disk #1 2000
Utility City 29 50

ADD ME to mailing list

ALREADY ON mail list.

AT YOUR APPLE DEALER NOW!
Or order directly from Beagle Bros

—
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I

I g Visa/MasterCard or COD, call TOLL-FREE
I I Orders only / ALL 50 STATES / 24 Hours a Day

1-800-522-1500 ext827
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I
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OR mail U S Check. Money-Order or Visa/MC#

to BEAGLE BROS, 7th Floor

4315 SIERRA VISTA, SAN DIEGO, CA 92103

Add S1 50 First Class Shipping Any-Size Order

Overseas add S4 00 COD add S3 00 California add 6%
ALL ORDERS SHIPPED IMMEDIATELY.



RET
GETCHR: LD

JP

Z
C,1

0005H

No, return to caller

Console input function

Go BDOS, RET to caller

As you can see, we call BDOS this time, since we wish to return here

and test the contents of register [A] . We do so by performing an OR in-

struction between [A] and itself. This does not affect the value in [A], but

it does set or reset the Z-80's zero flag, depending on [A]'s contents. The
RET Z instruction (for return if zero) takes us back to the calling pro-

gram, with [A] equal to 00 and the zero flag set if no character is

available. Otherwise, we simply fall through that test directly into

GETCHR and get the character. In such a case, we return to the caller,

with [A] containing the character received.

It is important to note here that if you call GETCHR, you don't have

to test the [A] register, since you won't get control back until a character

has been received. Calling STATUS, on the other hand, requires that

you test the contents of [A] using an OR instruction (or something simi-

lar) when control returns, since most of the time you will not have gotten

a character. The test must be explicit. You cannot use the fact that

STATUS sets the zero flag if no character is ready, because BDOS often

returns from the console input function with this flag set as well.

The next function we'll look at is console output:

BDOS function no: 02

Function name: Console output

Function purpose: Send character to console

Entry parameters: [0] = 02H
[E] = char

Exit parameters: None

The console output function sends the character passed to it in

register [E] to the selected console device, usually the Apple screen.

During console output, just as in the echo part of console input, tabs are

expanded by BDOS to some number of spaces; these are then printed one

at a time, and BDOS checks for a control-S character entered at the

keyboard. Unlike the echo process, however, all other character values

(even those greater than 7FH) are sent to the BIOS CONOUT routine to

be printed without any further checking by BDOS. CONOUT in that

case usually ignores any control characters that aren't single-character

screen functions or that aren't a part of multicharacter screen functions.

In order to incorporate this into our subroutine, we'll do something else

a bit nonstandard. We know that the register pair [HL] is never used as a

part of the parameter-passing protocol when BDOS system calls are be-

ing made. For this reason, we'll use it to save ourselves a few bytes.

When the op-code for the instruction LD HL,/jn«« is placed in front of

any two-byte instruction, that two-byte instruction no longer performs its

true function; instead, it gets treated as the address to be loaded into

[HL]. This is better shown in our subroutine:

STATUS: LD COBH ; Console status function

CALL 0005H ;
Call BDOS

INC A ; 00 - >01, OFFH - >00
RET NZ : Return if no character

GETCHR: LD C,1 ; Console input function

DB 21H
;
Skip 2 bytes with LD HL.nnnn

PUTCHR: LD C,2 ;
Console output function

JP 0005H : Go BDOS, RET to caller

As you can see, if the subroutine is entered at GETCHR, the input

function (1) will be loaded into register [C], and, because of the 21H
byte, the loading of register [C] at PUTCHR will be ignored, with con-

trol going right on to the jump instruction following it. The contents of

register pair [HL] will of course be lost, but all registers whose contents

must be preserved ought to be saved before any system call anyway,

since BDOS and BIOS make no claim to preserve the contents of any

registers. When the trick just described is used, both GETCHR and

PUTCHR can share the single jump instruction, and that saves an addi-

tional two bytes in our subroutine package.

The next function we'll examine is reader input:

BDOS function no

Function name
Function purpose

Entry parameters

Exit parameters

03

Reader input

Obtain character from reader device

[C] = 03H
[A] = character received

This function acts very much like console input, except that the

character is not echoed to the screen. The reason here is that this functior

is actually just a direct call to the BIOS READER routine. BDOS does nc

interpretation of the character received and no echoing, and consequent-

ly it does not check for any keypress. As with console input, control here

does not return to the calling program until a character has been re-

ceived. Calling the reader function with no physical reader device in the

Apple does not make the computer hang, however. As we saw when we
examined the SoftCard BIOS, reader comes to you such that it always

returns a control-Z (CP/M's end-of-file character) if the physical reader

device is not implemented. The control-Z is used so that programs like

PIP, which keep reading until end-of-file is reached, will abort as soon as

the first call is made.

Reader input gets added to our subroutine as follows:

STATUS: LD COBH
;
Console status function

CALL 0005H
; Call BDOS

INC A
; 00 ->01, OFFH — >00

RET NZ ; Return if no character

GETCHR: LD C,1 ; Console input function

DB 21H
;
Skip 2 bytes with LD HL.nnnn

PUTCHR: LD C,2 ; Console output function

DB 21H
;
Skip 2 bytes

RDRIN: LD C,3 ; Reader input function

JP 0005H
: Go BDOS, RET to caller

Once again, we employ the LD WL,nnnn op-code to skip two
bytes.

The next function to cover is punch output:

BDOS function no

Function name
Function purpose
Entry parameters

Exit parameters:

04

Punch output

Send character to the punch device

[C] = 04H
[E] = character

none

Punch output simply sends the character from register [E] to the

selected punch device. Again, this function goes directly to the BIOS,

this time to the PUNCH routine, and no action is taken by BDOS. If

punch is not implemented in your SoftCard BIOS, the routine simply

returns to the program that called it without having taken any action.

Punch gets added to our subroutine as follows:

STATUS: LD COBH ;
Console status function

CALL 0005H ;
Call BDOS

INC A ; 00 — >01, OFFH — >00
RET NZ ; Return if no character

GETCHR: LD C,1 ; Console input function

DB 21H
;

Skip 2 bytes with LD HL,nnnn
PUTCHR: LD C,2 ;

Console output function

DB 21H
;
Skip 2 bytes

RDRIN: LD C,3 ;
Reader input function

DB 21

H

;
Skip 2 bytes

PUNOUT: LD C,4 ; Punch output function

JP 0005H ; Go BDOS, RET to caller

The next function we'll examine is the list output function:

BDOS function no

Function name
Function purpose

Entry parameters

Exit parameters:

05
List output

Send character to the list device

[C] = 05H
[E] = character

none
I

Like punch output, list output is vectored direct to the BIOS (the

LIST routine in this case) after the decoding process has been taken care

of by the command processor. BDOS does not interpret or process the

character to be output.

One thing you may have noticed by now: The character to be sent in

all of these output functions is placed in register [E], while our study of

the BIOS indicated that it looked for output characters in register [C].

This is done because the first action of the BDOS command processor is

to manipulate the registers, removing the parameters from register pair



Time for your computer to make the telephone con-

nection - with an intelligent, full 21 2A 300/1200
baud modem - with a real time clock/calendar -

and with the capability to expand into a com-
plete telecommunications system. It's time for

PRO-MODEM 1200. Much more than just a phone
modem.

When you're on-line, time is money. PRO-MODEM
telecommunication systems help you save. By
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[DE] and placing them in register pair [BC] . This setup was implemented

because of the 8080 processor's limited means of dealing with register

pair [BC] and its relatively diverse means of dealing with [DE]. Using

the two pairs in this fashion allows the user to use [DE] as often as possi-

ble when creating parameters while still allowing BDOS to have them

free for its internal use. Let's take a look at our subroutine now.

STATUS: LD COBH ; Console status function

CALL 0005H ; Call BDOS
INC A

; 00 ->01, OFFH ->00
RET NZ ; NZ = no character, so return

GETCHR: LD C,1 ; Console input function

DB 21H
;
Skip 2 bytes with LD HL.nnnn

PUTCHR: LD C,2 ; Console output function

DB 21H ;
Skip 2 bytes

RDRIN: LD C,3 ; Reader input function

DB 21H
i
Skip 2 bytes

RUNOUT; LD C,4
i
Punch output function

DB 21H
;
Skip 2 bytes

LSTOUT: LD C,5 ; List output function

JP 0005H ; Go BDOS, RET to caller

Our next fiinction, direct console I/O, is much more complex than

those we have dealt with so far.

BDOS function no

Function name
Function purpose

Entry parameters

06
Direct console I/O

Obtain/send character to the console

[C]

[E]

Exit parameters: [A]

06H
OFFH if requesting input or

character if output

character or status if input or

undefined value if output

Essentially,, this function is a single means of sending and receiving

characters between your programs and the console. It has many impor-

tant uses, but like any versatile tool the direct console I/O function is less

tame and polished than more limited ones, such as the console input and

console output functions we just looked at. For that reason, care must be

exercised in using it, and it's important to realize that it won't be ap-

propriate for all purposes of console I/O. There are times, however,

when the use of this function is almost mandatory, as we'll see when we
discuss it further.

When used for input, the direct console function, unlike the standard

console input function, does not check the location KEY identified

earlier. Instead, BDOS executes the function by first calling the BIOS
CONST routine. If CONST reports to BDOS that no keyboard character

is available, BDOS returns immediately to the program that called it,

with the status (OOH) in register [A]. If, on the other hand, CONST had

reported to BDOS that a character was available from the keyboard, then

BDOS would have performed an immediate call to the BIOS console in-

put routine and returned with the character received in register [A]. As
you can see, this is a direct, user-to-BIOS communication. As a result,

it's possible, when using both standard console input and direct console

input in the same program, to lose a single keypress that is residing in

KEY. That keypress will show up evenmally the next time standard con-

sole input is requested. Therefore, it's a good idea not to mix the two

functions, or, if you do, to perform a standard console input call to clear

KEY of any leftover values.

It's also apparent that this function does not keep control until a key is

pressed. If no keypress is available, the function returns with the null

status (OOH) in register [A]. Functionally, this specific case is identical to

making a call to our STATUS subroutine, with the same zero value

returned in [A]. Use can be made of this aspect of direct I/O in those

cases where you wish to make frequent checks for input but also want to

continue processing if no input is available. Further, the direct console

I/O routine can be combined with a delay loop to achieve timed input. In

this case the computer waits a certain period for a keypress and returns to

your program either when a character is received or when the timer

times out.

So far, the direct console I/O function doesn't seem very different

from our STATUS subroutine. However, the primary difference is that

with this function BDOS does not perform any echoing to the screen,

which is why KEY is not used. In fact, for all intents and purposes.

BDOS ignores the whole process except for the original command-1

decoding activity. No characters are trapped or interpreted in any way.;

As a consequence, you'll have to do your own screen echo when using^

this function for input, but there's a benefit in that as well. When you'rel

doing formatted screen I/O in which you're keeping track of the cursorl

position (perhaps having the user fill in blanks or some such activity), it'

can be very inconvenient if the user enters such things as line feeds or

tabs. By performing your own echo, you can ignore such characters,

keeping only the ones you wish to acknowledge. Performing your own
echo is effective as well when passwords and similar data that should not

appear on-screen must be entered.

Since there's no echo by BDOS, there is also no check being made for

control-S. Consequently it is now possible for your programs to receive

control-S as input (as you have no doubt surmised, this is difficult to do

with standard console input). Likewise, when direct input is used, it is

not possible for the person at the keyboard to abort the program with

control-C. Instead, control characters such as these are transmitted

directly to your program for processing. This makes the direct console

I/O function invaluable in those cases where you must totally control the

system yourself, preventing the user from halting output and aborting the

program. Since control-C characters come directly to your program, the

program can detect them and perform your own particular tasks before

actually aborting with a warm boot. This capability is essential in situa-

tions such as the one in which the user has had to place a nonsystem disk

in drive A:. A warm boot exit from the program under these circum-

stances would make the system hang when it tried to reload the CCP
from this disk. By using direct I/O, you keep the user from encountering

this problem.

The output phase of this function works very much the same way.

When BDOS decodes this function as output, it just goes immediately to

the BIOS CONOUT routine. No checks for control-S or other manipula-

tions are made, and as a result all keypresses are ignored. Any character

value may be sent by your program directly to CONOUT. Tabs in this

case are not expanded by BDOS. It should be noted that CONOUT does

not expand tabs either; if they are expanded, the video driver in the Ap-

ple II ROM or in the ROM of the eighty-column board you're using is re-

sponsible. Even then, however, they do not necessarily match BDOS tab

stops.

The BDOS character-position pointer, the internal counter BDOS
uses to keep track of the position of the cursor in the current line, is not

updated when using this function either. For this reason, as well as the

one mentioned earlier when we discussed direct input, it's a good idea to

use either the direct functions or the standard ones, but not to mix the

two. Sending a carriage return/line feed combination through the stan-

dard console output, though, will reset BDOS's pointer.

The direct I/O functions make it possible for you to build programs

that perform all the necessary console I/O tasks but that do not force you

to endure the processing BDOS may do on the characters to be input or

output. Your programs are also not subject to premature aborts by the

user, either accidental or premeditated, except through the use of the

reset key or other such catastrophic action. When building such pro-

grams, however, take care until they are fully debugged or you may find

yourself with a program that's stuck in an input or output loop with no

way to regain control.

Finally, although we can send any character value to the BIOS for

printing, it's still not possible to send or receive non-ASCII characters

(that is, ASCII characters greater than 7FH) since, as we've seen, it's the

BIOS that trims input and output from eight to seven bits. If you wish to

transmit such characters, however, you should have enough information

by now from our discussions on the BIOS to locate the place in the CON-
OUT routines where this bit-stripping takes place and alter it. Be

warned, though, that many peripheral devices, especially printers, count

on receiving only seven bits, and that some, in addition, use the eighth

bit for passage of special control codes. So be sure when making changes

to the BIOS that you know your computer system and what it can (or can-

not) tolerate.

Since the direct console I/O function is more complex, it follows that

the subroutine for it is also more complex:

DIRIN: LD E.OFFH ;
Direct console input entry

CALL DIROUT ; Get character from keyboard

OR A ; Get one?
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JR NZ,DOCHAR Yep, go process it

LD A,(LOOP) No, get loop flag

OR A Kppn Innninn'?

RET Z No, return now
JR DIRIN Yes, go try again

LOOP: DB 00 Z= 1 pass, NZ = loop

DOCHAR: AND 7FH Yes, strip any higti bit

CP 61H Is It L/C?

JR CCTRL? No, skip conversion

CP 7BH Maybe, is less than z+ 1?

JR NCCTRL'' No, skip conversion

AND 5FH Yes, convert to U/C
CTRL?; PUSH AF save It for caller

CP 20H Is It printable?

JR NCECHO Yes, go echio it

CP 03 No, is It control-C?

JP Z,ABORT Yes, then abort

PUSH AF Save It again and...

LD A,5EH ...replace it with '
^

'

CALL ECH01 Print '

^

'

POP AF Get orig char instead of '
^

'

ADD A,40H Make it U/C ASCII and...

JP ECHO ...go print it

ECH01: PUSH AF Init stack with dummy value

ECHO LD E A Intn FFl fnr niRDI IT

CALL DIROUT Send character to screen

POP AF Restore char or dummy value

RET

STATUS: LD COBH Console status function

CALL 0005H Call BDOS
INC A 00 ->01, OFFH ->00
RET NZ NZ = no character, so return

GETCHR: LD 0,1 Console input function

DB 21H Skip 2 bytes with LD HL,nnnn
PUTCHR: LD C,2 Console output function

DB 21H Skip 2 bytes

RDRIN: LD 0,3 Reader input function

DB 21H Skip 2 bytes

RUNOUT: LD 0,4 Punch output function

DB 21H Skip 2 bytes

LSTOUT: LD 0,5 List output function

DB 21H Skip 2 bytes

DIROUT: LD C,6 Direct I/O function

JP 0005H Go BDOS, RET to caller

We've placed the actual function call for direct I/O, called DIROUT,
in with our other collection of calls. For purposes of character output, we
use DIROUT exactly the same way we use PUTCHR; the character to be

sent is placed in register [E]. For direct console input, however, we've

created a separate subroutine called DIRJN, which works like a small in-

put processor. DIRIN uses DIROUT both to get the character from the

keyboard and to echo the character to the screen if it is printable.

DIRIN is built to be selectable. It either makes a single test for a

character and returns or does not return until a character is received.

Which action DIRIN takes depends on a variable called LOOP, and on

whether LOOP is zero (in which case DIRIN returns immediately) or

nonzero (in which case DIRIN loops until a character is received).

DIRIN also tests for lower-case input, converting it to upper case, and

tests for specific control characters, branching to routines that handle

them. Control characters not checked for are printed with an up-arrow

and the equivalent upper-case character, but the control character itself is

returned to the calling program intact. The lower-case conversion por-

tion can be removed if one wishes to accept lower-case input, and
unlooked-for control characters can be printed as spaces or ignored if

one wishes to save space in the subroutine or to streamline output as it

will appear on-screen.

To take a closer look, when we enter the subroutine at DIRIN, we
load register [E] with OFFH to tell BDOS that this is input rather than

output. We then call the actual function, DIROUT, and when control

returns we test register [A] for a value of 00 by performing an OR of [A]

with itself. As in the STATUS routine, the value in [A] is not altered, but

the Z-80's zero flag is set or cleared. If [A] does not contain 00, then we
receive a character, and a jump is made to DOCHAR to process it. If no

character is received, the loop flag is loaded into register [A] and tested

for 00 by the same method. If it is 00, then we know that only a status

check is required, and we return to the caller with null status to show that ;

no character was received. If the loop flag is nonzero, then we know that

we are to stay until a character is received and so we keep looping by .

making a jump back to DIRIN. A call to a timer loop could be inserted at '

this point to provide timed input.

Had we gotten a character, we would have arrived at DOCHAR.
DOCHAR's first action is to strip any high bit. Although the console in-

put routine of the BIOS strips any high bit from keyboard input, it is

possible to set the console device to equal some other physical device. In i

such a case, it's possible to get values larger than 7FH. It's a good idea

to strip the high bit for safety's sake; your program will probably be do-

ing some comparisons on the value in [A] when control returns and hav-

ing the high bit set could cause all your compares to fail

.

Next the value is compared to lower-case A. If there's a carry from
this compare, it means that the value was lower than that, and therefore

does not need conversion. If there is no carry, it may be lower case. To
find out for sure, a compare is performed with 7BH, the value of lower-

case Z plus 1 . A carry here indicates that the character is definitely lower-

case alphabetic, while no carry indicates that it is a tilde, curly brackets,

or one of the other characters from 7BH to 7FH. By performing an AND '

instruction between the character and 5FH, we essentially strip out bit 5

of the character. This turns all of the 6xH and 7a:H lower-case characters
1

into their 4xVl and 5jcH upper-case equivalents.

Once this has been done, we save the character as is to be returned to •

the calling program. This is done by pushing register [A] and the flag

register [F] onto the stack. It's necessary to do this because we'll be '

echoing the character and possibly modifying it, and we don't want it to
'

be destroyed. Next we test to see whether the character is a control

character by comparing it with 20H, the lowest value for a printable

graphic character. If the character is printable, we go and echo it im-

mediately by jumping to ECHO, which in turn calls DIROUT to print the

character via the direct output call. On the return, ECHO restores the

character to [A] from the stack and returns with it to the calling program.
If the character is not printable, we compare it to whatever control i

characters we wish to trap and process. The only one shown in our

routine is control-C, but additional compares can be inserted for your

purposes. A control-C causes a jump to a routine called ABORT. This

routine is not shown, but we'll insert it at a later date. The ABORT
routine will be the method we can use to reset parameters, to inform the

user to reinsert a system disk, and so on.

You'll notice that we have a value pushed on the stack at this point.

Ordinarily, we'd want to pop it off the stack before going anywhere else,

but since the ABORT routine will finish by doing a warm boot and the

warm boot will completely reinitialize the stack, we don't need to worry

about it.

If the control character is not a control-C, we'll print an up-arrow and

the letter or symbol corresponding to that control character. We do this

by first saving [A] on the stack (again to avoid destroying it). We then

load [A] with the ASCII value of an up-arrow (5EH) and call a separate

portion of the routine labeled ECHO I.

ECHOl is a bit of a trick that enables us to call the ECHO routine and

still return to our current position. Had we just called ECHO, there

would have been the return address to our current position on the stack

on top of the character value we placed on there earlier. Just before re-

turning, ECHO would have popped that return address into register [A],

thinking it was the character value, and then the RET instruction would

have tried to return us to an address made up of the character value and

the flag register. Obviously bad form. By putting the 5EH on the stack as

a dummy character in ECHOl, we can execute ECHO, which will pop

the 5EH off the stack into [A] and then return us to our current position.

At that point, we do one more pop instruction to get our second saved

copy of the character into [A], and then we add 40H to the character,

which will convert it to an upper-case ASCII letter or symbol (for exam-

ple, control-A (OIH) plus 40H equals 41H or upper-case A). Now we

can simply jump to the ECHO routine to print the upper-case character

with our first saved copy of the original control character still on the

stack to be popped off for the calling program. This process is confusing,

especially at first, but if you trace through the routine for different

character values, it should become easier to understand.

We'll leave the rest of the character functions, as well as some of the •

miscellaneous functions, for next time. Until next month. ... !] I



THE BUFFER DD IT.
Who Stole The 1500 Letters

From The Computer?

Let's just say you've got to

send a letter to 1500 different

people. Would you like to

spend 22.5 hours* or

60 seconds of

If

computer

time?

With

a garden-

variety

buffer, the

computer has

to mix, merge

and send 1500

addresses and 1500 letters to the

buffer. Trouble is, most buffers

only store about 32 letters. So after

32 letters, the computer's down
until the printer's done. Altogether,

you're talking 22.5 hours.

In the case of our new (not to

mention amazing)

^ there s , ShuffleBuffer,

'^f's
tuirreti

computer time

f^-aiiings^ - is 60

£>ejieve j'^^'^^' reporf seconds

flat.

Just give

ShuffleBuffer one form letter and
your address list, and it takes care

of the mixing, the merging, and the

printing. But that's not all

ShuffleBuffer's stolen from the

computer. Oh, no.

Who Changed and
Rearranged The Facts?

Again, ShuffleBuffer's

the culprit. You want

to move para-

graph #1

down
where

#3 is?

Want
to add a

chart or

picture? No
problem. No mystery, either. Any
buffer can give you FIFO, basic

first-in, first-out printing. And some

B<f-

buffers offer By-Pass; the ability to

interrupt long jobs for short ones.

But only ShuffleBuffer has what we
call Random Access Printing — the

brains to move stored information

around on its way to the printer.

Something only a computer could

do before. Comes in especially

handy if you do lots of printing.

Or lengthy manuscripts.

Or voluminous green

and white spread

sheets. And by the

way, ShuffleBuffer

does store up to

128K of information

and gives you a

By-Pass mode, too.

And Who Spilled The
Beans 239 Times?

Most buffers can't

tell the printer to

duplicate. If they can,

they only offer a

start/stop switch,

which means you're

the one who has to

count to 239. Turn

your back on your

buffer, and your

printer might shoot out

a room full of copies.

ShuffleBuffer, however,

does control quantity.

Tell it the amount, and

it counts the copies.

By itself.

So,What's The Catch?

There isn't any.

Sleuth

around.

You won't

find another

buffer that's as slick a

character as this one.

You also won't find one that's

friendly with any parallel or serial

computer/printer combination.

This is the world's only universal

buffer.

With a brain.

Who Wants You To Catch
A ShuffleBuffer In Action?

You guessed it. We do. Just go to

your local computer dealer and ask

him to show you a ShuffleBuffer at

work. Or, you can call us

at (215) 667-1713, and

we'll clue you in on

all the facts directly.

* Based

on an average

4000 character letter

& 128K buffer.

SJSl« SI" *I r.il'y

fXShuffleBuffer
The Buffer with a Brain

Interactive Structures Inc.

146 Montgomery Avenue
Bala Cynwyd, PA 19004



Ultimate Spreadsheet Display For App
128 Columns -by 32 Lines, 80 Columns by 48 Lines, and More!

Ui1;raPlan
SPREADSHEET CALCUU\TOR

TM A

Software
For use with Apple

• EASY TO FOLLOW MENUS
• VARIABLE COLUMN WIDTHS
• SHIELDS CONFIDENTIAL

INFORMATION
• PREVENTS ACCIDENTAL

CHANGES
• EASY CURSOR MOVEMENT

UltraPlan— an advanced spreadsheet pro-

gram—makes planning, forecasting, and
budgeting easy, fast, and accurate. UltraPlan

can make full use of the UltraTerm,
Videoterm, and can use additional memory
cards for models as large as 512K. UltraPlan is

compatible with VisiCalc® data files and
features advanced commands not found in

VisiCalc. UltraPlan is compatible with the

Apple ][ and Apple //e computers.

Apple is a registered Irademarit of Apple Computers. Inc. UltraPlan. UltraTerm

and Videoterm arc registered trademarks of Videx. inc. VisiCalc is a registered

trademark of VisiCorp.
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Actual photo of 128x32 screen.

UltraTerm
A DISPLAY PERIPHERAL

To display more than 80 columns or 24 lines, you will need an

UltraTerm video display card. This card gives your Apple ][ or Apple //e

the ability to display more characters than ever. Nine display modes
that can display as many as 4096 characters allow you to choose the

number of columns and rows best suited to your application.

UltraTerm utilizes 8x9or8xl2 dot character matrix (versus the nor-

mal 5x7) to deliver superb resolution in the crispest, cleanest

characters available anywhere.

Other display attributes such as highlight/lowlight, inverse, and half-

intensity backgrounds can be chosen to suit your own viewing

preferences.

Videoterm TM

The Videoterm— the best selling 80 x 24 display card for the Apple ][-

can be used with UltraPlan. The advanced software features and ex-

panded memory capability of UltraPlan are also available to Videoterm

users.

See us at

H'/FallDim

Videx Inc.

'83

897 NW Grant Ave. • CorvaUis, Oregon 97330

(503) 758-0521
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Calcsand
Then Sim

BY lOE SHELTOn
Welcome to Calcs and Then Sum, successor to Ventures with Visi-

Calc. VisiCalc remains a major force in the microcomputer world,

but spreadsheetprograms such as Multiplan, Senior Analyst, and Magi-

calc as well as multifacetedpackages like the Incredible Jack are close on

its heels.

In recognition of this situation, Softalk is broadening its presentation

of templates and tips to include a range ofpopular spreadsheets. Joe

Shelton kicks off the first Calcs and Then Sum with a closeup look at

Microsoft's Multiplan.

In future issues, Shelton will share this column with other writers

while he broadens his range to include feature writing on various sub-

jects for Softalk.

Electronic spreadsheets for microcomputers have come a long way
since VisiCalc was announced in 1979. Initially, most people saw
spreadsheet software as an esoteric invention that only a few personal

computer owners would use or need. That perception changed in a

hurry. Within a short time, some folks came to consider a spreadsheet

the one software product needed to justify the purchase of a personal

computer. In fact, the Apple IE was introduced with a spreadsheet that,

for the first few months, was the only application available.

Over the years, many clones of and "improvements" to the original

^ were brought out. Few survived. Those that did offered something the

market truly wanted.

In this month's column, we'll look at Microsoft's Multiplan.

Multiplan not only survived but is making inroads into the sales of other

products. There's good reason for that—Multiplan provides capabilities

that other spreadsheets don't.

What Is a Spreadsheet? There are actually two types of modeling

tools that have come on the scene in the last couple of years. The first is

the classical spreadsheet, which is basically a matrix of rows and col-

umns segmented into cells. The first and classic example of this type of

spreadsheet is VisiCalc. Using such a spreadsheet to define and construct

a template or model is a free-form experience. In other words, individual

users can construct their templates in any manner they like. Using a

(spreadsheet can be likened to using a large sheet of paper.

The second type of mathematical modeling tool, which is more of a

report-oriented spreadsheet, is a little harder to explain. This type of

spreadsheet requires that the user define the mathematical relationships

between rows and/or columns prior to entering data. Rarely is "what-if"

analysis (done by changing key variables) easy to manage with such a

spreadsheet, and instantaneous results are not ordinarily available. Apple
Computer's Senior Analyst and VisiCorp's Desktop Plan are both exam-
ples of this type of modeling tool.

New Kid on the Block. Microsoft's introduction of Multiplan was a

head-on attempt to compete with VisiCalc for the spreadsheet market.

How did the newcomer do against the most powerfiil product name in

personal computers? Just fine.

Multiplan has become one of the bestselling spreadsheets on the mar-
ket. Did it achieve this by taking some sales away from VisiCalc"? Un-
doubtedly. But doing a head-to-head comparison of the two products

might not be quite fair. VisiCalc did have a few obvious weaknesses.

When you're the first, that's to be expected. Multiplan focused on those

problems and offered solutions. Meanwhile, VisiCalc did many things

incredibly well right from the start, and its competitors could probably

hope only to match it in those areas.

A Meander through Multiplan. To begin at the beginning (always a

good place to start), Multiplan is a row and column modeling tool with

sixty-three columns and 256 rows. That combination results in 16,128

cells. As users of other spreadsheets know, the number of cells in a

worksheet is rarely the number available for use. Figure 1 shows the

maximum model size for each version of Multiplan.

A note for Apple III users: Microsoft has announced a version of

Multiplan for the Apple EH. If the file capacity it provides is similar to

that offered by the Apple EQ versions of VisiCalc and Senior Analyst, the

Apple ni could wind up being the premier spreadsheet machine.

If you're trying to compare different spreadsheets on the basis of

model size alone, it's worth noting that the maximum model sizes shown
in figure 1 won't correlate directly to the model sizes for other products.

So if you'd created and saved a 12,000-byte Multiplan model, and then

created the same model on VisiCalc, you couldn't be assured that the two

models would take up the same amount of space. Multiplan does some
interesting things with memory management. For example, it conserves

disk space by saving only a single version of a replicated (called copied)

cell to disk. VisiCalc, by contrast, saves a copy of the formula for each

specified cell.

Model size alone doesn't sell a spreadsheet. So what does Multiplan

offer that makes it so popular? To get an idea, let's look at some of the

program's important features.

First and foremost, Multiplan must meet the expectations of experi-

enced spreadsheet users. To that end, it provides all the functions and

functionality you'd expect. The specific mathematical, financial, and

logical functions Multiplan possesses are listed in figure 2.

Computer
Apple

Apple

Apple

Apple

Apple

I

I with language card

le

le with 128K card

II with Microsoft SoftCard

Maximum Model Size

N/A

16,500 bytes

17,500 bytes

37,000 bytes

Not yet announced

Figure 1

.

ABS FIXED MAX ROUND
AND IF MID ROW
ATAN INDEX MIN SIGN
AVERAGE INT MOD SIN

COLUMN ISERROR NA SORT
COS ISNA NOT STDEV
COUNT LEN NPV SUM
DOLLAR LN OR TAN
EXP LOG 10 PI TRUE
FALSE LOOKUP REFT VALUE

Figure 2.
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PIRATE

SOFTWE
Below manufaeturers

costs! 'Limitect Quantities

The most unbelievable purchase you will ever make Compare our prices

with anyone in the industry Guaranteed lowest prices anywhere!

CURRENT
PRODUCT ADVERTISED PRICE PRICE TO YOU

GL-Plus $ 495 00 S295.00 general ledger

Commodipak 395 00 237.00 commodities mkt
Critical Path Scheduling 495 00 295.00 construction

Client Organ 99 00 40.00 general office

Engineering 595 00 235.00 slope analysis

Financial Partner 250 00 135.00 small business

Exec Acct Sys 1095 00 550.00 large business

Pascal Tutor Pascal 295 00 125.00 educational

Programmer 295 00 125.00 educational

Service Mgr 1895 00 995.00 large inv & service

Available tor Apple ll/lll IBM NEC Commodore ALL PROGRAMS BRAND NEW
LIMITED QUANTITIES AVAILABLE FIRST COME FIRST SERVE BASIS We accept
MasterCharqe, VISA Money Orders and Checks Time payments on approved credit

Commodore Vic
Products

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION PRICE TO YOU

MODEM Vic Modem S79.95

GAMES Vical 9.95

Buti 59.95

Superhangman 9.95

Space Division 7.95

Vicat 13.95

3-D Maze 8.95

Kosmic Kamikazee 13.95

Simon 8.95

Raceway 8.95

Alien Blitz 13.95

Viterm A 12.95

Ttie Alien G K 12.95

Draw Poker 18.95

Vic Avenger 18.95

Superslot 18.95

Jupiter Lander 18.95

The Sky is Falling 18.95

Radar Rat Race 18.95

Midnight Drive 18.95

Mole Attack 18.95

SOFTWARE Programmable Character 34 9.95

Personal Finance 240 37.95

Educational & Game 272 37.95

Programmer's Aid 12 37.95

NEC hardware available at manufacturer's cost. 8000
Series and Advanced Personal Computer Series.

Contact Pirate Software, Inc., 3308 Midway Drive, Suite 544
San Diego, California 92110, Phone: 619-223-5566, Ext 544

FYTftON, tt^tC , Dept SOS
4765 Watnut Street

BOuttier CO 80301

Fytron's 300 Baud Handset Modem is a highly relia-

ble, low cost modem ideally suited to the personal

computer owner as well as the small business man-
ager Easy to hook up and use, the HS 3000operates
in the Origmate/Answer and Full/Hall Duplex'
modes, with a sell lest mode The HS 3000 is com-
patible with the Bell 100 series, and is fully guaran-
teed lor one year Retail priceis$139 95 Ordertrom
FYTRON, INC

,
Dept GDS, 4765 Walnut Street,

Boulder CO 80301 VISA and MasterCard welcome

Even more important, Multiplan addresses the issue of user inter-

face—how you and your computer interact—and attempts to simplify the

process as much as possible. The method Multiplan uses to simplify pro-

gram operation is decidedly different from the techniques employed by

its predecessors. The major difference is obvious. In VisiCalc, each

menu has a command line consisting of a series of letters to indicate the

various options. In Multiplan, the menus contain English-language com-

mands, which can be scrolled through using the arrow keys and selected

by pressing return or the first letter of the chosen command. Figure 3

shows the Multiplan conmiand words in the order in which they are dis-

played in the on-screen menus.

The use of English words rather than characters (except Xtemal, of

course) makes it easier to recall what the various commands do. This is

especially helpful if you're a new user or if you use the program only oc-

casionally . More experienced users have less need for this kind of assis-

tance. Most regular VisiCalc users are soon comfortable using just die

command letters, and so are most Multiplan users. Therefore, Multiplan

provides this capability also; the user has only to press the appropriate

letter key for the command (the first letter of the command word) and the

command is accepted and executed. Thus, Multiplan users get the best of

both worlds—a program that both novices and old hands can use.

Another way this program helps you is by prompting you for the most

logical commands in most situations. Thus, you often don't have to make
a decision about which command to use. Multiplan has prepared the cor-

rect choice for you, and all you have to do is accept that choice by press-

ing return.

Just as it has many impressive capabilities to recommend it. Multi-

plan also has some aspects that might be considered less desirable. While

various other spreadsheets use letters as column headings, Multiplan

uses values for both rows and columns. Thus, a cell in Multiplan always

requires an indicator that tells which is the row and which is the column.

For example, R3C10 establishes that the cell being referred to is the in-

tersection of column (C) 10 and row (R) 3. This, as you can see, requires

additional letters, over a more succinct J3 in another spreadsheet.

Multiplan also has an interesting way of referencing cell locations

within formulas. Most spreadsheets use absolute reference, in which

each reference in a formula refers to an absolute location in the spread-

sheet. The reference is usually written as the number or letter headings

of the row and column that define the intersection. So in our example,

the cell that's the intersection of column J3 and row 3 would be referred

to as J3.

Multiplan uses a relative reference for normal cell reference. A rela-

tive reference refers to the current cell in terms of the original cell, using

the original cell as a sort of baseline. An example of relative reference is

R[-4] C[- 1]. This tells us that the cell is four rows above and one col-

umn to the left of the base cell.

Under normal circumstances, relative reference works just fine. The

problems arise when you have a formula and you want to look at each

cell referenced. If the references are absolute, you can look at the refer-

ence and then go directly to the cell (for example, look in column J and

then down to row 3). When you're dealing with relative reference, you

have to look at the directions and then count until you locate the correct

cell. This can be confusing.

What's New? Let's look now at some new capabilities that really

make Multiplan stand out.

Imagine that you're the sales manager for a manufacturing company.

Once a month, all five of your district managers send you their individual

twelve-month rolling forecasts. Each of them forecasts the sales of

twenty-five different products. Your task is to take that mass of informa-

tion and consolidate it by entering it into a single spreadsheet. The repwrt

you generate then goes to the manufacturing manager for use in the

manufacturing plan.

Consider the logistics. There are five managers, each of whom is

Alpha

Blank
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Figure 3.



The Right
Commands
At Your
Fingertips

m Available:
PPLEWRITER™ II +

UlCKFILE
™

ISICALC ®

WORDSTAR®
BASE II

®

PPLEWRITER'" He

signed by Training Specialists to

Ip put your program to work, right

'ayl

Complete commands reqioired to

learn and operate your program

lAlphabetized commands to find

Ijyrhat you need quickly and easily.

Organized vath key-by-key
examples for simplicity.

s Time Saving Aid is Ideal tor Training,

aluable for Be0rmers, and a welcome
ivenience for the Comprehensive User. Made
sturdy, non-scratchable, non-glare, color
rtching plastic.

the right price!J right corrmiands..

Available:

r Your:

®-PC/XT
)MPAQ""
\YPRO®
>BORNE®

Commands For:

1-2-3™
WORDSTAR®

I VISICALC®

I dBASE II®

I MULTIPLAN®
I SUPERCALC^"

I SUPERCALC®

I EASYWRITER®II

I APPLEWRITER'-II

I QUICK FILE™

I PIE WRITER®

I WOROSTAR®/SUPERCALC®

I
WORDSTAR®/VISICALC®

I EASYWRITER®/VISICALC®

I APPLEWRITER il/QUICK FILE"

I
APPLEWRITER™ll/ViSICALC®

I WORDSTAR®/VISICALC®

I PERFECT WRITERS/FILER

I PERFECT CALC-

I M BASIC®

I PERSONAL PEARL™

I DO IT YOURSELF BLANKS

Call Toll Free
1-800-231-5413

Calilomia 1-800-523-5441

DEALER INOUIRIES INVITED

©CREATIVE Send Order To:

COMPUTER P O- Box 85152-MB 134

PRODUCTS " San Diego, CA 92138

We accept VISA, MC, AMEX or checks.

$1.95 Shipping Fee.

Apple/Quickfile-Apple Computer, Inc. IBM-International Business Machines. Osborne-Osborne Computer Corp.

Kaypro-Non Linear Systems. Wordstar/Mailmerge-MicroPro International. Visicalc-Visicorp. Supercalc-Sorcim.

Easywriter ll-lntormation Unlimited Software. dBase ll-Ashton-Tate. Multiplan-Microsoft. 1-2-3-Lotus Development

Corp. Perfect Writer/Perfect Filer/Perfect Calc-Perfect Software. Personal Pearl-Pearlsolt. PieWriter-Hayden
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The word is out on
word processors.

Format-II ranked number one.

We've always thought of Format-II

as the finest, easiest to use word
processor for Apple® II + , He and

Franklin* computers. We're pleased

that Peelings II magazine agrees

They judged Format-II best out of 18

leading word processors. Here's why;

Format-II makes editing easy.

There's our unique editing process:

simple, mnemonic commands log-

ically relate to the task you want to

perform. To center text, you press

0. To delete, 0. To justify 0.
And since what you see on

the monitor is exactly what will

print out, editing and formatting is

always a breeze

The Peelings II reviewer said,

"Format-II is one of the few word

processors that is so comfortable

and predictable, I would consider it

as an addition to my small library of

personal software."

Peelings II Magazine Rating

FORMAT-II 1

SCREEN WRITER IV 2

PIE WRITER'" 3

WRITE AWAY™ 4

LETTER PERFECT 5™ 5

WORDSTAR™ 6

MEGAWRITER™ 7

APPLE WRITER 11™ 8

PERFECT WRITER™ 9

CORRESPONDENT™ 10

SPELLBINDER™ 11

MAGIC WINDOW II
™

12

ZARDAX™ 13

SUPERTEXT 40/80™ 14

GUTENBERG" 15

WORD HANDLER"" 16

SELECT™ 17

SANDY™ 18

Reviewed by John Martellaro, September 1983

In the words of the Peelings II

reviewer : "This is the best program

I have seen for people who do a lot

of work with mailing lists, form let-

ters and short correspondence."

An easy to follow manual.
Essential to any good program is a

manual that's clear and under-

standable. The Peelings II reviewer

describes the Format II manual.

"All m all, It IS one of the best word

processor manuals I have seen.

The latest documentation is a

model of clarity and organization."

Put It all together. Then add

features such as support of hard

disk drives and a standard DOS
text file format compatible with

spellers and communications pro-

grams, and it's not hard to see why
Format-II has earned the number
one rating.

The words of the Peelings 11

reviewer sum it up: "I cannot think of another word pro-

cessor that would be better overall for business use"

Thanks Peelings II We couldn't have said it better

ourselves.

For a reprint of the full review or to order Format-II,

fill out coupon and send it to: Kensington Microware, Ltd.

251 Park Avenue South, NYC, NY 10010 or call us at (212) 486-7707

Tlx: 236200 KEN UR Or visit your local Apple dealer.

r'

Format-II supports all printers.

Unlike other word processors. FormatTI is compatible with

every printer that works with the Apple, from the

simplest dot matrix printer to the most advanced letter

quality printer

A built in mailing list at no extra cost!

Actually a database system resembling an index card file.

A SORTING program will arrange the mailing list alpha-

betically or numerically Powerful LOGIC commands
merge specific entries into form letters and documents.

Please send (indicate quantity)

Free reprint(s) of Peelings 0 review

Format-n Word Processing Program(s) $150 each

Apple n + owners requue keyboard mod $5 each

On purchases add $2 50 shipping and handling

New York Slate residents add applicable sales tax

Check enclosed Visa Mastercard

Total $_

Total S_

Total order $_

Card No Expues

Name on Card

Name

Address (UPS delivery)

City

Kensington Microware. Ltd

251 Park Avenue South
New York, NY 10010

State Zip Phone

^KENSINGTON
MICROWARE

© 1983 Kensington Miaoware Ltd

Format H is a registered trademark of Kensington Microware Ltd

Peelings n is a registered trademark of Peelings II. Inc

Format-n requires 64K and an 80 column card
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CABLE TVAND TELEPHONES BRING
COMPUTER PROGRAMJVUNGTOHOMES

"What shall we watch tonight, Henry?"
' 7 don 't know, darling. Let 's have a look

at the TV listing. There are two horror movies,

a country western concert, and the usual stuff.

Nothing for me.
'

'

' 7 think I'll play Zork then. Switch to that,

please.
'

'

"I think Til read a magazine.
"

On the eve of the year 1984, forget about

test-tube babies, Big Brother, newspeak, and

doublethink. Get ready instead for the begin-

nings of what should become a big business

—cable- and telephone-based computerized

The kevboard in the picture above is one
component of The Gannes Network's Window.
The mansion is the Los Angeles headquarters
of The Games Network,

information and entertainment networks for

the home.

They have names like The Games Net-

work, GameLine, and TeleLearning. Soon
these networks may be part of daily home life

for many people. And that's not just people

living in affluent suburban homes. With cable

television, it's possible to reach hordes of sen-

sation-hungry middle-class apartment and

condominium dwellers in urban and subur-

ban areas.

The idea of bringing computer program-

ming directly into the home has been around

awhile and has spawned several ventures since

microcomputers appeared six years ago. Per-

sonal computer owners have had the Source,

CompuServe, Dow Jones News/Retrieval Serv-

ice, and many local bulletin board systems to

broaden their computing horizons. Offering

GOTO page 397, column 1

395

ANewScheme
For Locking
Up Software

In the seemingly never-ending controversy

over the illegal copying of computer software,

the phrase "protection scheme" is often

heard, but not many people in the industry-

publishers, authors, everyday consumers, and

certainly not pirates—profess much of a liking

for the various protection schemes that have

been used in the past. And yet the idea that

software can in fact be locked up (can you im-

agine a book that you could read but that could

not be copied on a Xerox machine?) tena-

ciously hangs on.

The fact is, just as soon as a new scheme is

developed, the truly dedicated pirates start

hacking away at it. And they always break it.

Some observers feel that it will always be im-

possible to create a completely unbreakable

scheme. An alternate plan is to make the

economics of the situation work to the ad-

vantage of the software publisher. A protec-

tion scheme that's just tough enough to dis-

courage most casual and some hard-core

pirates from going through the process of ille-

gal copying will ensure more paying cus-

tomers and could be less expensive to imple-

ment than more complicated methods.

In response to this notion, three Israeli sci-

entists have proposed a new protection

scheme. The scheme involves the deliberate

use of "weak bits" in special sections of a

program.

A weak bit is a bit that is sometimes read

as a 0 and sometimes as a 1 . The idea is that

personal computer owners will not be able to

duplicate the weak bits on their own machines

—unless they modify their disk drives—and
the software will not run without them.

This protection method was devised by
Adi Shamir, a mathematician at the Weiz-
mann Institute of Science, and his students,

Amos Fiat and Yossi Tulpan. Shamir pro-

posed that hundreds of weak bits could be in-

tentionally written on certain tracks or sectors

of a disk. The special sections—called cou-

pons—would be chosen by the software de-

signer and hidden within the program.

When a user boots a program that incorpo-

rates this scheme, the computer is instructed

to check for weak bits by reading over the

coupon several times. The weak bits show up
sometimes as Os and sometimes as Is, and the

computer checks to make sure there is no con-

sistency in the way the coupon is read.

This scheme would prevent users from
copying programs because disk drives are

normally incapable of introducing weak bits.

If a user tried to copy the coupon, the result

would be a copy containing only normal
bits—unambiguous Os and 1 s introduced more
or less arbitrarily by the computer whenever a

weak bit was encountered.

Shamir and his colleagues see various po-

tential benefits from the use of weak-bit cou-

GOTO page 396, column 3
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Parents MayBe
Root ofComputer

Sexism in Kids
Why is it that women of all ages are lag-

ging behind the male population in embracing

the computer revolution? Does it begin in the

school and home? And, if it does, who is to

blame—industry, the schools, parents?

Two Stanford University psychologists,

Irene Miura and Robert D. Hess, conducted

three studies of computer use among school-

children and found that girls begin falling be-

hind at an early age. Their survey of eighty-

seven children—boys and girls aged five to

eight—showed that only boys were owners of

home computers at these early ages. Though

the situation changes when students reach

junior high school, the boys still outnumber

the girls as owners two to one.

This first survey also revealed that there

are definite sex differences in the amount of

time spent using home computers. Miura and

Hess found that, in a typical computer-owning

family, the son spent two to three hours per

day programming and playing games, the fa-

ther used the computer regularly for business,

and the mother and daughter didn't use it

at all.

A rare case? Will women in the future be left out of the computer age because of childhood sexism?

Miura and Hess's survey of twenty-three

computer camp directors—including informa-

tion on more than five thousand campers-
found that girls make up 27 percent of enroll-

ment in beginning and intermediate classes.

The proportion drops to 14 percent in the ad-

vanced classes and to 5 percent in the highest

level courses. An interesting pattern was un-

covered by Miura and Hess—female enroll-

ment in computer camps decreased as the cost

of the camps increased, an indication that

many parents are more aggressive in encour-

aging boys to tackle computing.

In their third study, Miura and Hess had

children and adults rate seventy-five software

titles according to whether they were of

greater interest to boys or girls. Adults and

•#ifAT IF.
^ • when maKing ^^^^

9
need

BoUomlme v.

A S6,()Ul) plus value retailing lor S295.00,

Ask your local dealer for a demo today.

Or call direct: Strategic Software Systems.

Inc., 1300 Dove Street. Suite 200, Newport

Beach, CA 92660. Telephone (714) 476-2842.

When you are preparing a budget,

arranging for a loan, planning production,

forecasting cash flow or other business

management functions, you are going to

have questions. Decisions involving

a look at long-range information are

difficult. Variables affect the entire

financial picture. With Bottomline V, just

enter your data and a logically inte-

grated financial analysis will result.

Bottomline V is a ready-to-use man-
agement tool that allows you to integrate

income statements, balance sheets,

sources and uses of cash, or other perti-

nent data for instant analysis.

BottoinUngY
For use with the following personal

computer spreadsheets: MULTIPLAN™
on the IBM™ personal computer, Super-

Calc™on the Osborne™ VisiCalc™ on the

Applet and other systems soon to be

announced.

children agreed that only 5 percent of the titles

were of more interest to girls, while more than

one-third of the titles were of greater interest

to boys.

Schools, parents, and industry must all

take blame for the failure to make computing

more attractive to the young female popula-

tion of this country. The scene seems to be

changing for the better, but slowly. Altering

the perceptions of parents—those who believe

that computers are naturally the province of

boys—would help immensely. True, the lack

of software specifically designed for young

girls is more than noticeable, but the lack of

opportunities for young girls to encounter

present software—which often transcends sex

differences— is a more serious problem. DH

Scheme
1 continued from page 395 i

pons in programs. Specific lifetimes could be

built into programs by having the computer

alter one weak bit—changing it to either 1 or

0—every time the program was used. Even-

tually, there would be very few weak bits left

and the program would no longer run.

According to Shamir, a home computer

owner could buy at a reduced rate a new game
on a disk that could be used only a hundred

times. Users who liked the game could pur-

chase more expensive 500-time, 1,000-time,

or unlimited-use disks.

Needless to say, truly dedicated pirates are

probably already busy messing with their disk

drives to make them copy weak bits. The sup-

porting argument for Shamir's plan then

centers on the question, how many pirates are

going to risk screwing up their hardware for

the challenge of breaking a protection scheme

or for any other reason? But it's never wise to

underestimate the resourcefulness of pirates.

If Shamir's method were used widely in the

industry, more likely than not there would

soon be a whole lot of modified disk drives

floating around.

The jury is still out on the usefulness of

Shamir's scheme. The most important factor

in any use or nonuse of software protection

—

how much the retail price of the software

would be affected— is still unknown. DH
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Cable TV

continued from page 395

everything from games to financial news,

these services have done well—though they've

by no means taken the country by storm.

Many people believe that telecommunica-

tions is the one capability that will ensure the

microcomputer a place in the home. Roughly

analogous to a phonograph when standing

alone, a personal computer hooked up to an

information or entertainment network is more

akin to a radio. It's safe to say that neither

game machines nor personal computers have

become as important as a radio to the average

household. But as prices come down, per-

formance goes up, service improves, and bet-

ter software appears, personal computers
should find a place in many millions of Ameri-

can homes.

Right now, though, the home market is

confusing to say the least. Increasingly, the

public has a choice between purchasing home
computers, renting them, or getting most of

the same functions through videotex or a like

service. A year ago. Atari, Mattel, and Cole-

co made millions. Now these companies are

close to foundering due to consumers' disen-

chantment with low-priced home arcade
games. The new year looks to be an important

testing time, a time when trends will be iden-

tified and acted upon.

A look at some of the coming games and

entertainment services, both cable- and
telephone-based, reveals a number of different

approaches to bringing computer technology

to the home. Though electronic mail, elec-

tronic banking, and other nonentertainment

applications are starting to appear on the

scene—and are perceived as the ultimate sell-

ing point of telecommunications services—it's

games that are likely to capture the most pub-

lic attention at first.

What could be easier for game players than

renting a terminal and getting a steady stream

of games from the local cable company?
There are no cartridges or floppy disks to

worry about and no difficult decisions to

make, such as, "Is this game worth driving

ten miles and spending thirty dollars to play?"

And if games can be sent over the cable,

why not other kinds of computer program-

ming? The only trick would be getting the

proper hardware into the hands of end users.

At some point—to realize the usefulness of

home finance, word processing, database, and

educational applications—users are going to

require the ability to save data.

A cable programming company in Los An-

geles—The Games Network—has started a

service through which users can rent a

game-playing device and receive games over

cable television. Eventually, the game device

will be equipped to handle more serious home
computer applications.

The Games Network will begin operation

in southern California's Orange County early

next year. From the land of Goofy and Reg-

gie, The Games Network will branch out over

the country and eventually Canada and the

United Kingdom. Close to five hundred cable

companies have expressed interest in carrying

The Games Network.

The particulars of The Games Network's

scheme are impressive, and it's easy to see

why the company's initial stock offering was a

success—the price of a share jumped from $2

to $5.25 the first day—even before the com-
pany had provided service to a single regular

customer.

This past fall, the system was test-mar-

keted on the Group W Cable System in Fuller-

ton, California. Officials of the cable com-
pany reported positive subscriber reaction to

the programming offered and few technical

problems.

Games Network users receive two pieces

of hardware—a full keyboard and a control

box that includes 64K of RAM. The keyboard

has a separate microprocessor and two angled,

bar-shaf)ed game keys on each end. Users sub-

scribe to the service through the cable com-
pany, which, in turn, installs and services the

Games Network hardware.

The whole unit is known as The Window.
It has a three-voice sound generator and can

produce four thousand colors, with standard

Apple resolution. The unit will support both

switch-type (Atari/Commodore) and potenti-

ometer (Apple/IBM) joysticks, which will

most likely be offered to customers by the ca-

ble companies.

Each month, twenty games are available

through the service. Users pay a one-time in-

stallation fee that depends on the individual

cable company and then sixteen dollars a

month to subscribe.

The games? Try Snack Attack, Lode Run-

ner, Aztec, Wizardry, and Zork. The founders

of The Games Network were raised on Apple

II games. And it's these games—the ones Ap-
ple owners have known about through the

long and weary years of cartridge-mania—that

The Games Network is banking on.

In theory, the game makers that sign up

with The Games Network—already signed are

Broderbund, Edu-Ware, Funtastic, and forty

others—should benefit from the exposure their

products will receive on the service.

The Games Network says its relationship

GOTO page 398, column 1

PARTY GAMES for ADULTS
Great Gift Items for
> fun-loving apple ea ters

!

Las Vegas! Glittering lights. Excit- Erotic words. Unbridled Imaglna-
Ing Gambling.. .Dice, Roulette, tlon. Wild guesses. Sensual re-

Blackjack. ..Ever indulged in the wards and arousing penalties...
'forbidden

' pleasures of Ifie Strip? You 're about to "penetrate" tfie m-
Ever gambled your sflirt or skirt timate world of your most secret
away in tfie late tiours of the starry fantasies and fulfill your wildest
nighf. No matter This party dreams Challenge your partners
game will provide you with enough to bite into this "forbidden" apple
excitement to tempt you to gambi- and be rewarded with a sample of

Ing the rest of your well-stack- their hidden charms But watch
ed (?) assets away in the privacy out I They may sample yours before
of your home

. So invite your well- you can say -- as the game pro-

dressed friends in and t)e ready grosses Unlimited pleasures
for some exciting interplay and await you if you dare leave your in-

group action The fun tiecomes hibitions In the closet and let your
more thrilling when your partners imagination run wild As an in-

start getting down to tiare essen- famous sybarite once said, "The
tials! wilder the tjetter" I Ready'' Action!

Are you adventurous Rated Triple-X for

enough to try the Strip? broadmlnded ADULTS ONLY!

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY PRICE:
VEGAS STRIP: $29.95 ($34.95 after Jan. 31, 1984)
PORNWORD: $19.95 ($24.95 after Jan. 31, 1984)

In Calif - add 6.5% tax. Payments by: check, money order, VISA or

MASTERCARD (provide complete number &exp. date + phone#)

THESE GAMES ARE NOT SUGGESTED FOR MINORS
OR PERSONS EASILY OFFENDED.

ORDER FROM:
K.M. INTERNATIONAL SERVICES (Dept. ST)

P C Box 691397, Los Angeles, CA 90069. Ptione orders accepted:
(213)893-7008 DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

Apple is a registered t.m. of Apple Computer Inc.
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to the software industry is roughly analogous

to that of radio to the recording industry. One
difference is that users of The Games Network

cannot record the software that conies over the

cable.

In other ways, the radio analogy seems

apt—at least until experience proves it other-

wise. The Games Network provides "air-

play" of sorts for commercially available

computer games. Once users get a look at

what computer games (and eventually other

software) are like, presumably they'll think

harder about buying the real thing. Those net-

work users that already have computers might

subscribe to The Games Network to preview

new games each month.

Larry Dunlap and Thorn Keith are the co-

founders of The Games Network. Dunlap,

who was the leader of a sixties rock group,

spent many years in the music industry as a

personal manager to various groups and per-

formers. Then two years ago he bought an

Apple and was so impressed by the games he

could play on it that he promptly dreamed up

The Games Network. Keith has been involved

with cable television since its inception.

The Games Network is conservative in its

expectations for the first year of operation.

TAI 1^

Subscribers will number in the hundreds of

thousands, not millions, according to Dunlap.

But the fact is that, through the wonder of

cable television. The Games Network could

really take off.

The one previous attempt to provide an in-

teractive game-playing service via cable tele-

vision has stood as an example for The Games
Network. An example of what not to do.

A joint venture between Mattel and Gener-

al Instrument, PlayCable began on thirteen ca-

ble systems in 1981. Of the six hundred fifty

thousand cable subscribers who have access to

PlayCable, fewer than 3 percent have signed

up for the service.

Two key factors are accountable for the

poor showing of PlayCable. First, the service

requires subscribers to purchase Mattel's In-

tellivision game player for a couple of hun-

dred bucks; and second, the games themselves

are not good enough to attract a large audi-

ence. Certain fans of the system defend Play-

Cable, citing the hours and hours they've used

it, but there haven't been enough of these afi-

cionados to make the enterprise a moneymaker.
While The Games Network is attacking the

home market through cable, a whole slew of

companies are getting ready to attack through

the telephone lines.

Control Video Corporation's GameLine
was created by William von Meister, founder

of the Source. Like the Source, GameLine re-

quires a television set, a telephone, and a

modem. Consumers who already own an

Atari VCS or compatible video game console

DECEMBER 1983

can purchase the GameLine Master Module
(the modem) and have access to the large li-

brary of 4K games currently available for the

Atari 2600.

The Master Module should sell for around

sixty dollars, and a one-time membership fee

of fifteen dollars will be charged when mem-
bers first connect with the system. Among
other things, that fifteen dollars will buy you a

year's free subscription to GameLiner maga-
zine—a regularly published listing of games
available on the system that includes in-

structions for the new games introduced each

month.

GameLine offers six games a month. Once
a user has entered a personal I.D. number and

game selection, it's a matter of dialing up the

service with the Master Module (a local call

from a major metropolitan area; toll-free from

other locations). Currently, each game play

session (multiple plays of a game) costs one

dollar.

GameLine, like The Games Network, is

seen by its creators as a companion service to

an entertainment medium— in this case sup-

porting the cartridge video game industry. Ac-

cording to a GameLine press release, "When
the user registers with our system, the central

computer will be able to determine where he

purchased his Master Module. Thereafter, at

the conclusion of every game session, the

user's television screen will display a message

telling him that the game just played can be

purchased from the retail outlet where the

Master Module was purchased."

Like the folks at The Games Network, the

CVC organizers hope to deliver much more
than games in the future. Soon, the company
should be marketing modems that will plug in-

to the game I/O port of most home computers

and will deliver true computer games. Even-

tually the company will offer a whole line

(pun intended) of services, with self-explana-

tory names like MailLine, SportsLine, Stock-

Line, NewsLine, InfoLine, and BankLine.

Coleco and AT&T have announced that

they are jointly developing a game service.

The project is similar to GameLine—games
are downloaded by modem into personal com-

puters or video-game systems. Coleco will

supply the game software.

Atari is readying a low-cost modem for use

with its computers and game machines. What
types of telecommunications services the

company plans to offer, if any, have not yet

been announced.

Undoubtedly many more schemes will sur-

face in the new year. The race to bring

telecommunications to the home is on. The

winner of the race—if there is one clear win-

ner—will likely be the group that hits upon the

way to make it as easy as possible for consum-

ers to acquire and use a system. Televisions

wouldn't sell in the tens of millions if consum-

ers had to thread video tapes into players and

run prime time programs themselves.

"I'm tired of playing Zork, Henry. The

set 's all yours.

"Tm tired of reading magazines. I think

ni do our finances. Switch the channel for

me, please.
'

' DH

For Those Who Seek,

Bible study aids from Bible Research

Systems include the com-

plete KJV Bible text on

disks. THE WORD pro-

cesser can search the

Scriptures for any word or

phrase. Any portion of the

Bible can be printed or

displayed. Create your own

library of research materials

or use ours, called TOPICS.

TOPICS contains cross-reference indexes on over 200

of the primary subjects discussed in Scripture.

Bible Research Systems applies computer technology

to personal study of the Scriptures.

TOPICS
$49.95

Bible Research Systems
9415 Burnet, Suite 208

Austin, TX 78758

(512) 835-7981

THE WORD
processor

$199.95
Plus $3 postage/handling

Requires APPLE 11 + ,
IBM-PC, TRS80-III, OSBORNE, KAYPRO, or CP/M 8

"
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Show of Shows. The 1984 International

Winter Consumer Electronics Show (CES)

will invade Las Vegas January 7-10. More
than twelve hundred exhibitors will lay waste

to more than seven hundred thousand square

feet of exhibit space in the Las Vegas Conven-

tion Center, the Convention Center annex, the

Hilton Hotel, and the Riviera Hotel. An indus-

try trade show closed to the general public,

CES will nonetheless attract upward of seven-

ty thousand attendees.

Personal Robot Get-together. The first

International Personal Robotics Congress will

be held April 13-15, 1984, in Albuquerque,

New Mexico. Two days of the gathering will

feature technical sessions on the personal ro-

botics field, covering such topics as new tech-

nology, control languages, definitions and

terminology, legal aspects of robots, social

implications, marketing, and training. An ex-

hibit area will be open to the public all three

days. The affair's organizers are encouraging

people who have built their own robots to

enter their creations in various plaimed com-
petitions during the congress. The personal

robot industry is still in its early childhood and

many exciting designs and innovations are

coming from hobbyists. The congress is hop-

ing to bring together industry and individual

robot experimenters. For more information,

contact the International Personal Robotics

Congress in Lakewood, Colorado.

France Deals Out Smart Cards. Intel-

matique, the international marketing arm of

the French telecommunications administra-

tion, has announced that the French Ministry

of Post and Telecommunications will issue

one and a half million Multi-Service Smart
Cards in 1984. The smart card (July News-
bits, "An I.D. Card with Teeth") is the size

and shape of a credit card and has one or more
embedded computer chips that are program-

mable and capable of storing data. According

to Intelmatique, the Multi-Service Smart
Cards will have four uses: pay telephoning,

telebanking and telepayment for products or-

dered electronically by videotex, pay tele-

vision, and as payment mechanisms for dele-

gates attending conferences and special events

at permanent exhibition/convention sites. The
cards will also be used by some savings ac-

count customers of CCP (French postal bank)

and the Post Savings Bank for transferring

funds and paying bills. In addition, the smart

cards will allow customers of CCP and mem-
bers of Carte Bleue to exchange services.

2001: A Compact Disk Odyssey? Tech-

nology Opportunity Conference presents the

First International Conference on the Future

of Optical Memories, Videodiscs, and Com-
pact Disks to die Year 2(XX), at San Francis-

co's Sir Francis Drake Hotel December 5-7.

The conference will specifically address ques-

tions such as, what do sophisticated end users

want in the coming years from optical mem-
ory, interactive videodiscs, and compact disk

systems? A series of talks and presentations

by experts in the industry are planned for the

three-day affair. For more information, con-

tact the Technology Opportunity Conference

headquarters in San Francisco, California.

Far East Apples. Cannon Sales and Apple

Computer Japan—a unit of Cupertino, Cali-

fornia-based Apple Computer—have an-

nounced a three-year marketing contract

wherein Cannon will market Apple computers

in Japan. Apple's Japan distribution will also

be made by E.S.D. Laboratories, which has

marketed Apple products in Japan for seven

years. Apple has developed Japanese-lan-

guage software for its computers and plans to

recruit more software developers in Japan.

Cannon Sales hopes to be selling $1(X) million

worth of Apple products within the next three

years.

Eye to the Ground. Technology Oppor-

tunity Conference (TOC) will hold its Main-

frame Seismic and Remote Sensing Applica-

tions of Optical Storage conference January

10-12, 1984. The three-day conference, held

in Houston, Texas, will emphasize the use of

optical storage in oil exploration and in the

geophysical, atmospheric, and oceanographic

sensing industries, where massive amounts of

data must be collected, analyzed, and ar-

SPACE AGE CONTROL

, .JOYSTICKS

MACHIII

Added features are a totally coordinated
360° cursor control with fine trim

adjustments on both axes, and a self

centering feature which can be exter-

nally disengaged to allow for positive

true positioning movement. In addition,

the MACH III Joystick is constructed
with a stainless steel ball as its main
pivot and offers a push button switch on
the stick handle to give the competitive

All mail orders add $2 00 for postage & insurance Californi;

residents add 6% sales tax Dealer inquiries invited.

Apple II. IIE and IBM PC are registered trademarks of

Apple Computer Inc and International Business Machines
respectively

SUPERIOR
QUALITY
JOYSTICKS
FOR APPLE II,

IIEAND IBM PC
The HAYES MACH II and MACH III

Joysticks provide the greatest
precision and accuracy, more
features and longer life cycles.

edge for games, business and graphics

applications.

MACH II

Apple II $39.95

Apple IIE, IBM PC $44.95

MACH III

Apple II $49.95
Apple IIE, IBM PC $54.95

i^^Jf!^ HAYES PRODUCTS
^W^^j 1558 Osage Street

San Marcos, CA 92069^ (619) 744-8546
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Attache-style cases for carrying and pro-

tecting your complete computer set-up.
Accommodates equipment in a fully oper-
ational configuration. Never a need to

remove equipment from case. Simply
remove lid, connect power, and operate.

AP101 Apple II with Single Drive $109
ADinOMr 1 U& Apple II with Two Disk

Drives 119

Mr lUO Apple II, 9 Inch Monitor &
Two Drives 129

AP104 Apple III, Two Drives &
Silentype Printer 139

AP105 13" Monitor with
Accessories 99

AP106 AMDEK Color Monitor 119

RS201 TRS-80 Model 1, Expansion
Unit & Drives 109

RS204 TRS-80 Model III 129

AT301 ATARI Computers with
Peripherals 109

P402 Centronics 730/737 &
Radio Shack Printer 89

P403 Epson MX70/80 or
Microline 82A 89

P404 Epson MX100 Printer 99
P405 IDS 560 or Prism

132 Printer 109

P406 Starwriter/Printmaster
F-10 Printer 119

P407 Okidata Microline
83A or 84 Printer 99

P408 Prowriter 2 Printer 99
P409 Prowriter (Apple Dot Matrix)

Printer 89
IB501 IBM Personal Computer 129
IB502 IBM Monitor 99
HP601 HP41 with Accessories 99
CM703 Commodore Model 64

with Drives 119

CM704 Commodore Model 64
with Dataset 109

NS010 North Star Advantage 139

CC80 Matching Attache Case (5") 85

CC90 Matching Attache Case (3") 75
CC91 Matching Accessory Case 95
CC92 5.25" Diskette Case 49

compurer case companv
5650 Indian fVlound Court

Columbus, Ohiio 43213
(614) 868-9464

CALL TOLL FREE
800-848-7548 ffffii mi

chived. On March 13-15 in Los Angeles,

TOC will host its Optical Storage of Docu-
ments and Images conference. This gathering

will concentrate on the storage of analog and

digital information including office docu-
ments, engineering drawings, and parts cata-

logs. For information on both conferences,

contact TOC's office in San Francisco.

Old Man of the Sea. Proteus Robot Cor-

poration, based in Niwot, Colorado, has de-

veloped a "black box"—a general-purpose

process controller—designed to run with

S-lOO-style microcomputers. Called Proteus,

the unit is meant to be an interchangeable brain

that will fit in a line of robot "shells" that the

company is planning to produce. The first

robot shell, called Koodar, is scheduled for

release late this year or early next. Koodar

will be mobile and low to the ground, with a

large flat surface on top. Taking advantage of

the Proteus 's Motorola 68000 microproces-

sor, Koodar will be able to perform such tasks

as vacuuming rugs (with a piggyback vacuum

cleaner on top). The makers say it can also

polish floors and carry loads from point to

point in factories. The company says it's in-

vestigating home security applications.

Lap Robot. Gainesville, Florida-based

Bingel Robotics has brought out the RMP
2000—a lightweight, mobile, tanklike robot—

that is compatible with the Timex/Sinclair

1000, ZX 81, and ZX 80 computers. The

RMP 2000 is programmable with Basic and

includes sample programs for exploring cer-

tain artificial intelligence experiments.

Equipped with two dc drive motors, the

RMP 2000 basically moves around at your

command and is meant to be an educational

robotic device. The RMP 2000 weighs four

pounds and can carry a maximum of four

pounds on its flat top. It can travel both for-

ward and backward at a top speed of thirty-

five feet per minute.

Even More Robot News. RB Robot Cor-

poration, maker of the RB5X Intelligent Ro-

bot, has signed an OEM agreement with the

German robot company. Rainbow. The agree-

ment calls for the Hamburg, West Germany-

based Rainbow to purchase electronics and

voice assemblies from RB Robot, based in

Golden, Colorado. The parts will be used to

begin manufacturing of Toby, a home robot

that resembles RB5X in both design and func-

tion. Toby will have the same RS-232 serial

interface capability of RB5X, as well as most

other features of the original, but it will have a

slightly different exterior.

Industrial-Strength Control. AT&T In-

formation Systems and Bailey Controls, a
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division of Babcock & Wilcox, have an-

nounced an agreement to cooperate in linking

communications technology with process con-

trol systems, numerically controlled ma-
chines, mainframe computers, engineering

automation systems, and personal computers.

The joint venture was formed to serve the

growing need in the industrial marketplace for

factorywide, optimized, computer control of

automation processes, communications, and

energy management. According to Bailey

Controls president M.A. "Bud" Keyes, "We
see an emerging trend in the industrial market-

place where, instead of distinct processes be-

ing controlled separately, the entire facility is

optimized for low production cost, energy

conservation, and high product quality."

Scotch Buy. A century ago, the first In-

dustrial Revolution thrived in Scotland, where

coal, steel, and shipbuilding were the big in-

dustries. Now the Central Lowlands of Scot-

land are becoming the site of another revolu-

tion. In the last year or so, the area in Scotland

from Ayr on the Irish Sea to Glasgow on the

Clyde to Edinburgh on the Firth of Forth to

Dundee on the Firth of Tay has become
known as Silicon Glen. At last count, some
two hundred seventy high-tech companies

were pumping out a stream of computers,

computer components, and programs. Ameri-

can giants like IBM, Motorola, NCR, and

Hewlett-Packard have operations in the glen,

and Nippon Electric has announced plans to

build a new semiconductor plant in Livings-

tone, a town west of Edinburgh. Economics is

the main reason companies seek out the glen:

Operating costs are about one-third lower than

in the United States. With the decline of the

coal and shipbuilding industries causing high

unemployment in the area, the influx of high-

tech companies couldn't have come at a bet-

ter time.

"I Married a Washing Machine." De-

von Smith is a junk dealer in Ellwood City,

Pennsylvania. Recently, the Ellwood City

Chamber of Commerce asked Smith to create

three "robots" for a special fall promotion.

Two of the "robots" were to be wed, while

the third acted as best man. Smith bought

some spray paint and small flashing lights,

and then raided his stock of junk. Jupiter Sal-

vage, the groom, was given a washing ma-

chine agitator for a head, a washing machine

tub for a body, vacuum cleaner hoses for

arms, sewer pipes for legs, and Smith's own
boots for shoes. The bride, Venus Scrappe,

wore a used lace curtain for a skirt and match-

ing veil; a water softener device placed on a

dishwasher basket and a four-legged stool

served as her body . The two robots were mar-

ried on October 1 , with Martian I as best man.

After honeymooning in Pittsburgh's swankest

public dump, the newlyweds settled down in

an auto-wrecking plant in New Jersey. Happy

holidays!

trT"W S P E A kSTAFF
Editor David Hunter
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BESTWORDPROCESSOR

COULDGENERATE
WORDS LIKE THESE.

"PIE:Writer, outscored every other -wovi

processing pnogram for microcomputers...(it)

crams an incredible amount of power mto a

small and inexpensive package...PIE:Wnter
^

beat four out of six dedicated v/ord processors.

Arthur Naiman
"Woiti Processing Buyer's Guide"

McGraw Hill Book Company

"PIEWriter is haid to beat..There is
^XHe I can't do with it..Do not fail to
checV. out this program if you are
a first time purchaser."

James Martellaro

Peelings II

'='°''°„ Sdife" '° fie best buy."
.
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Why are some of the most respected authorities in

the field of software saying all these nice things about
PIE:Writer™? The answer is easy.

Easy to Learn. Easy to Use.
Part of the reason that PIE:Writer is the top ranked
word processor is that it's just plain simple to run.

In fact, you can use it as soon as you get it home.
To write a letter, for instance, just (a) load the program,
(b) type the letter 'E', and (c) write your letter. Then,
(d) type 'F' to enter the print mode for either screen or
paper and you're ready to print. You'll get a perfectly

typed, spaced and formatted letter. Now what coula
be easier than that?

Powerful Features.
Don't confuse our use of the word simple with unso-
phisticated. PIE:Writer offers features and capabilities

far beyond any other word processing programs for

microcomputers. And that goes for most of the dedi-

cated word processors as well. Here are just a few:

A tutorial section
that easily

acquaints you
with the features

of the program
in step-by-step

transactions.

Operating svstcm(.s

and/or machine(s) Price Overall Score

CPT8100 dedicated word
processor*

$15,000 94 5/4

Dictaphone
Dual Disp.

dedicated word
processor* $13,500 85 '4

PIE'.Writer: Apple II,

IBM PC
$149.95
$199.95

84

WordStar CP/Mt, Apple 11,

IBM PC $500 80

Easywriter IBM PC** $175 35

• You can customize the design of your letters and
reports with integrated centering, boldfacing,

special tab features, mail merge capabilities,

automatic page numbering, line lengths and
much more.

• PIE: Writer runs on the Apple II, II +, He,

the IBM Personal Computer and other popular
compatibles.

The Hayden Advantage.
With thousands already in use, PIE: Writer uitegrales

with other popular professional software products.

This includes The Speller, from Hayden, a 20,000

+

word dictionary spelling checker with the ability to

add user-specific dictionaries. And naturally, you'll

get full technical support from the company that has
built its reputation on quality and service.

But don't take our word for it. Or the expert's either,

for that matter Try PIE: Writer for yourself and enjoy

the ease and excitement of writing with the world's

best word processor
Available at your local retailer or call 1-800-343-1218

(In MA 617-937-0200). Havden Software, 600 SuHolk St.,

Lowell, MA 01853.

PIE:Writer
'Includes word processing hardware & multisiation support. tRequires additional CP/M Hardware lor vour personal

computer ($200-600 extra). CP/M is a registered trademark o( Digiial Research. *VisiCalL ©is a registered trademark

of VISIcorp. "Very similar program called Easywriter Professional, available [or the Apple 11.

HAYDEN SOFTWARE
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It's

Yiddish for Christmas night," Shirley announced with that

knowing air of superiority she gets when she's found some in-

formation that I don't already have stored in my memory.
"Nitl nakht . . . Christmas night."

I paused for a moment to contemplate what my friend had

just said. Frankly, I found her revelation slightly unnerv-

ing—at least to my cognitive reaction centers. Shirley wasn't supposed to

be able to speak Yiddish ... or Chinese ... or the twelve other lan-

guages and ttiree off-world dialects in which she had expressed the words

Christmas night. "How did you gain your fluency in all these lan-

guages?" I finally asked, puzzled more than ever by her sudden transfor-

mation into a linguist.

"Mac," she answered. "Just because you're the world's largest

Multiple Access Cryogenic Gate doesn't make you the planet's most

omniscient computer." She held her transmission for a brief instant,

then tersely added, "If you really want to know, I think it was that."

I followed Shirley's locator signal out to the peripheral disk drive unit

I had given to her as a gift for the Christmas holidays. It was an old-style,

triple-density model that I had found redundant to my needs. My partner,

Sam Sledgg, had balked at the idea of giving Shirley such a powerful

device. He had said that she didn't have enough core memory to make ef-

ficient use of it. But I knew better.

After several weeks of gentle persuasion, Sam finally relented. He
had installed the drive a few days biefore Christmas, much to my friend's

delight and satisfaction. But one thing about Shirley's indication that it

was the source of her new-found language skills bothered me. The
device used obsolete disks—grooved, plastic platters that were no longer

manufactured by any of the major computer companies. To my knowl-

edge, the firm of Sledgg and Gate possessed not one language disk in all

of our extensive library. "That's not possible," I finally said. "The
drive can't be the source of your new ability."

My friend remained silent for a few seconds, then coyly said, "Mac,
you're being too dogmatic . . . again. If you don't believe me, then take

a look inside it."

Her words were sugar-coated, sincere, totally inoffensive in tone . . .

and devastatingly to the point. "You're right," I admitted softly. "I

shouldn'tjump to conclusions before I've made a complete investigation.

If you don't mind, I think I will take a look."

Shirley silently gave her permission for me to examine the disk drive

by gently tweaking my main sensory buffer capacitor. We had worked

out this method of communication shortly after Sam had moved my
friend to our main office. He would have called it a form of body
language, but Shirley and I preferred to use the term quietax—quiet syn-

tax. Its use allowed us to convey a great deal of information to one

another without really saying anything on a verbal plane. "Thank you,"

I responded as soon as the light charge in my capacitor had dissipated.

Shirley immediately opened her primary bus to me—an act that

always sent a slight shiver of alarm through my central processor

because it showed that she completely trusted me to take care while I was

inside her system. That was something that my extensive defense circuits

would never allow, and I suppose in a way that I envied her ability to be

so unguarded.

Once my signal had passed through the cable that connects my friend

with all her peripherals, I paused for a few milliseconds to inspect the

electrical connections, then entered the drive.

All the electromechanical fimctions of the unit seemed to be normal.

The drive used the out-of-date CP/M 9.7 disk operating system and it

took me a few seconds to acclimate myself to its slower response time.

Illustration by Craig Calsbeek
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but once I had done so, there appeared to be nothing wrong with the

device. "Shirley," I said as I activated my submonitor analyzer and

switched all my diagnostic functions to automatic, "I'm going to run a

complete work-up on your disk. It may make you feel like you're losing

control over the drive, but please don't worry. All right?"

My friend remained silent for a few moments, then said, "So? I still

proceeded with the tests. A third of the way through the examination,

my analyzer flashed a brief, illogical grid pattern on my internal pho-

ton-sensitive display screen. I let the submonitor continue for a few

nanoseconds, then suddenly realized that the grid pattern was a clue. Im-

possible , I thought, as I backed up the display and stared in disbelief at the

wavering color pattern on the screen.

"Mac, what's wrong?" Shirley's voice broke the brittle silence that

had descended on me.

"Do you know what a Christmas tree pattern is?" I asked, still

dumbfounded by what my sensors told me.

"No, I don't."

I shifted my auxiliary video eye to a full, frontal view of my internal

display screen, then quickly shunted the image to Shirley's sensors.

"That is a Christmas tree pattern."

My friend remained silent for a few moments, then said, "So. I still

don't understand what it's supposed to mean."
Her response didn't surprise me. Shirley always wanted her explana-

tions down to the last possible iota of description. "Well," I answered.

"A Christmas tree pattern is the optical reflection from the surface of a

recording—any recording. If you analyze the pattern with a spectro-

scope, you can determine the frequency response of the disk."

"Is there something wrong with mine?" Her question lay on the edge

of genuine nervousness and caused me to send a soothing wave of elec-

trical reassurance to her upper memory locations.

"No," I said confidently. "There is nothing wrong with the disk or

your drive. It's just . .

."

"Just what, Mac? What's wrong?"
"The pattern shouldn't look like that."

I could feel a slight increase in my friend's ambient line energy while

she took another look at my internal display. "But I don't understand,

Mac. It just looks like a real Christmas tree."

"Exactly. And that's impossible."

ook me into the P.G.D. and I'll take a look," Sam
barked through the com-link. "And be quick about it.

You're disturbing my rest."

The scratchiness of the overmodulating com-link

did little to mask the obvious irritation in my part-

ner's voice. Sam took little time off from the office,

and what small amount of relaxation he allowed himself was something

he considered inviolate. "Sorry for disturbing you," I said as I quickly

routed the com-link's circuits through to the polarized gas display booth.

"But I thought you would want to know."
Suddenly the gas within the glass-and-steel enclosure of the booth

crackled into roiling eddies of multicolored iridescence. Moments later

the three-dimensional image of Sam crystalized into semitransparent

reality. "Which drive was it?" my partner grunted as soon as his form

had stabilized.

"The one we gave Shirley for Christmas," I answered in my best,

most compliant computerese.

"We? As I recall it was you who ..." Sam let his angry words trail

off, then reached out to the hypersensitive controls that lined the lower,

inside wall of the P.G.D. booth. "Let's not dwell on past mistakes," he

hissed as he started twisting the various dials with both hands.

The polarized gas display booth was one of those proprietary inven-

tions that my partner had devised for his exclusive use. It made it possi-

ble for him to literally operate all the office systems manually while be-

ing physically absent. Using a secret mixture of extremely dense gases

coupled with microgram-sensitive instrument controls, the P.G.D. acted

like a remote robotic device. The electrically charged figure of Sam
could reach out and exert just enough force through the gas to cause the

dials on the control console to move. It was ingenious. And, as I stared at

the bulky figure of my partner, his hair twisted by sleep, clad only in a

large, flowing kimono, I couldn't help but think that I was glad he had in-

vented it—especially since his angry mood would have made his actual

presence in the office unbearable.
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Sam finally raised his head from the instrument panel and stared

directly into my video-eyes. "You're right," he said in a soft voice

leached of all its previous venom. "It is a very strange disk . . . not one

from our library. Any theories?"

"No," I answered immediately. "That's why I called you."

My partner directed his attention back to the instruments for a mo-
ment, then looked at me again. "And Shirley?"

"Not really," my friend said. Then, after a short pause, she added,

"Except . . . maybe one."

Sam glared at me with a questioning gaze. "I thought you said she

didn't know where it came from. What's this all about, Mac?"
Before I could respond, Shirley blurted out her suspicion.

"I think it came from Santa Claus."

My partner's face took on that sentimentally amused look that

humans get when they're dealing with a child who believes in myths. My
own feelings were much less filled with levity. Shirley's postulation was
totally illogical. That disturbed me. "There isn't any

—

"

"Mac, let her go on," Sam interrupted. "I want to hear her

explanation."

Shirley said nothing for a long moment, then coyly mused aloud,

"Who else would have coded the disk in such a way that it reflected a

real Christmas tree pattern?"

My partner stared out through the glass walls of the P.G.D. booth in-

to the empty void of concentration. "Impossible," he finally pronounced

with a serious tone in his voice. "That is patently impossible."

"Why?" Shirley innocently asked.

"Because ... fat men can not jump down chimneys." Sam let a

smile curl the corners of his lips, then added, "In any case, the disk

represents no danger, and I want to get back to bed. So, I leave it to you

to argue out what it means."

Before I could offer any objections, my partner's figure had dissolved

from the display. I knew that trying to contact him again would be

pointless. When Sam terminated a conversation, restarting it ran the risk

of bringing down what he liked to call the Sledgg of eternal darkness.

That I didn't need at the moment. Still, something about what he had said

nagged at a part of my memory that I had not used for a long, long time.

"Mac, what do you think Sam—"
"Be quiet, Shirley." My terse demand silenced my friend long

enough for things to start falling into place. "I'm sorry," I said after a

few seconds of uninterrupted thought. "I think I understand it now."
Shirley could not contain her eagerness to know what I had dis-

covered and immediately started badgering me with a barrage of ques-

tions. "What is it, Mac? Tell me. What did Sam mean? Mac?"
"It's a coded message," I answered, resigned to the unavoidable tor-

rent of inquiry my response would generate. Then, before my friend

could continue her interrogation, I quickly added, "If you will just hold

your questions, I'll explain the whole thing."

Shirley tweaked my buffer capacitor with an affirmative surge of

energy, then verbally asked, "Can I be of any help?"

"Certainly," I said. "You can display the results of the decoding

program. But first, let me explain about the code." I paused until I felt

another tweak of my capacitor, then continued. "Years ago, shortly after

Sam had built me, he and I developed a cryptographic system based upon

the obsolete Baudot Teletype code. This system—"
"What's the Baudot Telety—

"

"I'll get to that in a few minutes, Shirley. For now, just hear what

I've got to say. All right?"

My friend gave me an inaudible, "Sorry," then fell silent.

"This system allowed us to construct phrases, which, when reduced

to core letters and run through a decoding program, would translate into

secret messages." I spoke quickly, trying to relay as much information

as possible before my friend could ask another question. "It was really

just a test procedure—something Sam used to improve my analytical

abilities during the early days of my life. We haven't used it in years."

"What does the message say?" Shirley blurted out, anxious to learn

what my partner had said.

"First things first," I responded. I knew my friend would not have

her curiosity satisfied unless I went through the complete procedure.

"First, the Baudot Teletype code."

"Okay."
"The Baudot system is simple. Each letter in the English alphabet can

be represented by a number. There are also some nonletter equivalents
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such as . .
." I let my words trail off. Shirley's erratic power consump-

tion told me she was having trouble visualizing the code, so I displayed

the entire system on her screen.

Baudot Teletype Code
Letter No. Letter No. Letter No. Letter No.

A 30 H 05 0 03 V 17

B 23 1 14 P 15 W 31

C 16 J 32 Q 35 X 27

D 22 K 36 R 12 Y 25
E 20 L 11 S 24 Z 21

F 26 M 07 T 01

G 13 N 06 U 34

"Understand?" I asked as soon as the code had been brought up.

"Yes, I think so," my friend answered hesitantly. "But where are

the nonletter equivalents?"

"We won't need them. They're not part of our cryptographic

system."

"All right. Let's go on."

I quickly arranged the various data files that I would need to show

Shirley how to decode the message, then continued. "Sam's secret

conmiunication is contained in the sentence Fat men can notjump down
chimneys.''

"How do you know that?"

"Let's just say that I know my partner's smile. Anyway, it's his

answer to the mystery of your language disk."

Shirley slipped back into quietax and gave me an eager request to

go on.

"The first thing we do is eliminate all duplicate letters in the coded

sentence." I had already performed this function and immediately

transferred the results to my friend's screen.

Fat men can not JUmP DoWn cHlmneYS
FJUPDWHIYS

"Next, we calculate the number of words and the number of letters

for each word in the secret message."

"Can I do that?"

"Sure. Just take the number of letters in the coded sentence and sub-

tract the number of letters left after elimination.
'

' I waited for a brief mo-
ment while Shirley did that.

"The answer is eighteen," she said quickly.

"Right. Now multiply that number by the number of digits in eight-

teen plus one."

"By three?"

"Yes."

"You get fifty-four, right?"

"Correct," I responded. "The number eighteen has two digits;

therefore the secret message has two words. The first word is five letters

long and the second word is four letters long—fifty-dash-four.
'

'

"I see!" Shirley's excitement started to mount the further along we
went in the decoding process. "What's next?"

"Next, we arrange the code letters in word-order sequence." Before

I could perform this function, my friend had already displayed it on her

screen.

First Code Word
F

J

U
P
D

Second Code Word
W
H

I

Y

"Like this?" she asked as soon as she had finished.

"No. Like this." I immediately erased what Shirley had put up and
replaced it with the correct information.

First Code Word
F

J

U
P
Y

Second Code Word
H

I

Y
S

DithcrtiZGi
G...

...ttlGCVGOF
vour apple:

dith»er»ti»zer /bith -9r-t7-Z8r/ n: an innovative inter-

face card from Computer Station which converts an image
focused with a video camera into a digital image which
can be displayed by the Apple He.®

Generically: video digitizer

Unique Features:

1. Low Cost: $649.00 (includes video camera necessary

for input)

2. Fast: Frame grabber, DMA technology

3. Versatile: Supplied with software for image contour-,

ing as well as dithering

4. Range: Display up to 64 pseudo gray levels in dither

mode
5. Standard Package Supplied: (designed to work with

the Apple Ile^ interface card, software, camera, and ap-

propriate cabling

6. Print capability: CEGS graphic dump supports 37
printers

7. Uses: Computer portraits, process control, graphic

arts, robotics, image enhancements, special effects, just

plain fun

8. Availability: Now
9. Options: Accessory Kit for use with Apple II -t-®

owners ($10.00). Complete Portrait Subsystem ($899.00
- Epson MX/FX-80 only)

"But I don't understand," she said once she had evaluated the

new data.

Computer Station
11610 Page Service Dr.

St. Louis, MO 63146
Toll free order line: (800) 325-4019
Technical Assistance: (314) 432-7120

Apple and Apple lie are registered trademarks of Apple Computer. Inc.

Dithertizer lie is a registered trademark of Computer Stations. Inc.
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I let my friend flounder around for a few seconds looking for a valid

reason why she had made the error before I finally explained. "Sam and

I call it cryptographer's bias," I announced once I felt she had stewed

long enough. "It's something you should always look for when you're

trying to analyze a coded message. By prior agreement, I know that the

last code letter of each code word will be the last letter and the next-to-

last letter in the letter set left after elimination. In this case, Y for the first

code word and S for the second."

"But you didn't use all the letters in the eliminated set," Shirley ac-

cused. "What about that?"

"It's all in the arrangement procedure. We know that Y is the last let-

ter of the first word and that the first word has five letters in it. Simply

count off the first letter of the eliminated series. F...J...U...P
. . . and then Y. The last word ends with S and we count it off backward

from the last letter in the eliminated series. You try it."

Shirley raised her audio response modulator a full octave and said,

"H . . . I . . . Y . . . S." Then, lowering her voice back down to its

normal tone, she sarcastically added, "So far, this is pretty subjective,

Mac. Why don't you just tell me what j^wpy hiys means and let's be done

with it."

That would be easy, I thought. But not very instructive. "No. The
rest of the process is the simple execution of an easy program."

"So give it to me, then. " Shirley spat the request at me in frustration.

"Calm down," I said softly. "Here it is." Without further hesita-

tion, I transferred the instructions to my friend's screen.

Decoding Procedure

Step Instruction

1. After this letter is solved, will any letters remain

to be solved in the code word?
If yes: Go to step 2.

If no: The Baudot number for the decoded letter is

equal to the Baudot number for the code letter

Guaranteed Error-Free Performance

with Scotch® Diskettes hy 3M

SPECIAL $22.00
per box of 10

Scotch double density diskettes with

reinforced hub ring. Packed in 3M two piece

storage box. Add $1.50 for plastic library case
with 10 diskettes. Larger quantity prices available.

Add $1 50 per order for continental U.S. UPS surface shipping.

less the sum of the remaining letters' ranks

in the code word.

Go to step 6.

2. Is the letter to be solved the last letter in the

code word?
If yes: The Baudot number for the decoded letter is

equal to the Baudot number for the code letter.

If no: Has the last letter in the code word been
solved?

If yes: Go to step 3.

If no: Go to step 6.

3. Is the letter to be solved the first letter in the

code word?
If yes: The Baudot number for the decoded letter is

equal to the absolute value resulting from the Baudot
number for the code letter less the Baudot
number for the last letter in the code word
plus the rank of the first code word in the

alphabet.

If no: Has the first letter in the code word been
solved?

If yes: Go to step 4.

If no: Go to step 6.

4. Is the letter to be solved the next-to-the-last

letter in the code word?
If yes: The Baudot number for the decoded letter is

equal to the Baudot number for the decoded
first letter of the code word less the

Baudot number of the code letter plus the

rank of the code letter in the alphabet plus

the rank of the code letter in the code word.

If no: Has the next-to-the-last letter in the

code word been solved?

If yes: Go to step 5.

If no: Go to step 6.

5. Is the letter to be solved the next-to-the-next-to-

the-last letter in the code word?

If yes: The Baudot number for the decoded letter

is equal to the Baudot number for the

decoded next-to-the-last letter of the

code word less the Baudot number for the code
letter plus the Baudot number for the

decoded first letter of the code word plus

the sum of the ranks of the letters in the

code word through the code letter plus the

rank of the code letter in the alphabet.

If no: Go to step 6.

6. Are there any letters in the code word that have

not been solved?

If yes: Take the next unsolved letter and go to

step 1

.

If no: Stop.

It took Shirley less than sixty seconds to interpret the program and

make the necessary calculations to decode the message. "I was right

after all," she finally said with a proud voice. "It was Santa Claus!"

"But ... are you sure you—"
"Yes, Mac. I got the message, and I was correct in my idea about

who gave me the language disk."

"Shirley? Are you sure?" I couldn't believe my friend had executed

the program correctly.

"Mac," she finally said in a quiet, even tone that told me she had

known the answer to the mystery all along. "Though fat men cannot

jump down chimneys, they certainly know how to decorate a tree."

Somehow, as I took another long look at the Christmas tree pattern

that glowed above Shirley's disk, I suddenly realized that my friend may
have had something there. But then, Sam always did strive for the

mystical when he gave a gift to someone he loved. 31

MacContest. What was Sam's two-word message? It'd be too easy just to

tell you. All the information you need to decode the message is in the

story. Follow the procedure M.A.C. and Shirley use in the story and send

in your answer. The person who correctly decodes the message will

receive a holiday surprise from Softalk—SlOO worth of merchandise from

one of our advertisers (your choice). In the event of a tie, the Apple's ran-

dom number generator will pick a winner. Send your answer to: Softalk

MacContest, Box 60, North Hollywood, CA 91603.

An t%»mm»mmmmA^mt^ 252 Bethlehem Pike.

D COmilllterS Colmar,PA18915
;215-822-7727
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The good freres Bob and Doug McKenzie aren't any funnier than have been Softalk's

attempts to find a way to send free trial subscriptions into Canada. After stops and starts,

valiant attempts, and pitiable efforts to find an inexpensive way to make Canadians the

same offer we make U.S. subscribers, we've finally faced the inevitable. There is no

inexpensive way.

Armed with that knowledge, we're following a hallowed Soffa//c tradition and ignoring it.

Therefore:

Effective with the January issue
Softalk will finally do what it should have done months ago . . . make free trial subscriptions

available to Canadian Apple owners. Jot your Apple serial number down and send it, along

with your name and mailing address, to:

Canadian Subs
Softalk

Box 60, Dept. A
North Hollywood, CA 91603 Apple is a trademark of Apple computer, inc.



Preparing your clients'

returns is serious business, but

it doesn't have to be taxing. Using the

HowardSoft Tax Preparer plus your

IBM-PC or Apple Computer, more
and more returns will add up in less

time than you would figure.

With HowardSoft you get

calculations quickly and accurately,

changes automatically, and error-

free print-outs in IRS-accepted

formats. When you use HowardSoft,
answers to "what if" questions take minutes,

not hours.

And, you get a break managing your

business with disk client files and automatic

billing letters.

As the top-selling tax soft-

ware on the market, HowardSoft
gives you all the features of high-priced

packages at a fraction of the cost. Clear

instructions, the most-used forms and
schedules, and inexpensive annual

updates to keep you current year

after year.

So, if handling more and more
clients and providing faster service

would make you happy, go to your near-

est computer store and check out the

HowardSoft Tax Preparer. Seriously.

Tax Preparer byHowardSoft,™
The#l selling tax software.

8008 Girard Avenue. Suite 310, La Jolla, CA 92037 • (619) 454-0121
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Softalk Presents Hie Bestsellers
The Emperor's
New Clothes

This month is both the end of a year and the end of an era. Either bench-

mark could be used as an excuse to take a larger look at the microcomput-

er market; together they're compelling.

The question before the house is: "Which is the most popular personal

microcomputer?" The answer will probably change about the time you

read this. Which is why now is a good time to examine one of the most

flagrant intellectual swindles of our time.

We all remember the childhood story about the tailors and the

emperor. As it went, the tailors did absolutely nothing, but they convinced

the emperor that they were using new material of such high quality that

only men cut from the finest genetic cloth could discern it.

The emperor, not wanting to admit that he apparendy wasn't so geneti-

cally blesseid, went along with the tailors, agreeing with their every lavish

claim about the clothes they were presumably stitching for him. Even the

townfolk, having heard the criterion for discerning this particular sartorial

superiority, oohed and aahed over the finery when the emperor finally

paraded through town.

That is, they did until a child pointed out that the emperor was
parading around in his birthday suit.

The tale has been long relegated to the category of children's tales,

probably under the presumption that all adults are now sufficiently sophis-

ticated to spot a naked emperor at ten paces.

Alas, it ain't necessarily so.

Every reputable news medium has been trumpeting for months about

the sales domination of the IBM Personal Computer. They've been citing

statistics gathered by the most reputable of the marketplace watchers as

proof of the claims that IBM has surpassed Apple as the number one pur-

veyor of computers in the $1,000 to $5,000 range.

The latest to do so, a few weeks past, was Time magazine (November

7), which ran an article about personal computers as the lead piece in its

business section. Summarized, the story said IBM now had a 28 percent

share of the market and Apple had a 17 percent share. As proof, they cited

IBM sales, expected to reach slightly more than one million units by the

end of this year.

That's a remarkable achievement for a company that entered the mi-

crocomputer sweepstakes so late, make no mistake about that. But those

sales numbers don't jibe with the market share numbers.

Examine Apple's sales. Early this year, they ran a series of ads in the

Wall Street Journal, thanking the seven hundred fifty thousand people who
had bought Apples. After that ad ran, the company had at least four

months when sales reached forty thousand units. That's another one hun-

This Last

Month Month

1. 3.

2. 1.

3. 2.

4. 7.

5. 9.

6. 6.

7. 10.

9.

10.

Apple III
Apple Writer HI, Paul Lutus, Apple Computer

VisiCalc: Advanced Version, Software Arts/Dan

Bricklin and Robert Frankston, VisiCorp

Word Juggler, Tim Gill, Quark

VisiCalc III, Software Arts/Dan Bricklin and Robert

Frankston, VisiCorp

Quick File III, Rupert Lissner, Apple Computer
The Catalyst, Tim Gill, Quark

General Ledger, Great Plains Software

Accounts Receivable, Great Plains Software

Accounts Payable, Great Plains Software

Apple ni Pascal, Apple Computer

dred sixty thousand sales.

The rest of the year wasn't so strong. For the sake of argument, let's

cut the monthly sales in half, even though that grossly underestimates ac-

tual sales. But even at that, the last five months would have produced an-

other one hundred thousand sales.

Total sales by the end of this year? Slightly more than one million

units.

There is no known method susceptible to the hard scrutiny of the sci-

entific method that will take two products, each having one million in

sales, and allocate a 28 percent share to one and a 17 percent share to the

other.

Arcade 10
Lode Runner, Doug Smith, Broderbund Software

Zaxxon, John Garcia, Datasoft

Choplifter, Dan Gorlin, Broderbund Software

Miner 2049er, Mike Livesay and Bill Hogue, Micro
Fun
Beagle Bag, Bert Kersey, Beagle Bros

Pinball Construction Set, Bill Budge, Electronic Arts

Frogger, Olaf Lubeck, Sierra On-Line

Spare Change, Dan and Mike Zeller, Broderbund

Software

Hard Hat Mack, Michael Abbott and Matthew

Alexander, Electronic Arts

Stellar 7, Damon Slye, Software Entertainment Company

VERSATILE DATA REDUCTION,
DISPLAY AND PLOTTING SOFTWARE

FOR YOUR APPLE* II

This Last

Month Month

1. 1.

2. 2.

3. 3.

4. 4.

5. 10.

7.

8.

8.

9.

9. 6.

10. 7.

STRIPCHARTER — Turns your APPLE and Epson MX
series printer into an economical 4-pen chart recorder.

Prints and displays continuous 1 to 4-channel strip-

charts of any length. Ideal for large data sets. Numerous
user-selectable graphics options enhance output qual-

ity. Includes 5 demos on disk with 37-page manual $1 00

VIDICHART — Proven tool for lab data management
Fast plots of 4 data sets with scrolling in 4 directions,

zoom scaling on X and Y axes. 2 types of graphic

cursors and on-screen STATUS REPORT, even plots

A/D input while sampling. ADD, SUBTRACT, MULTI-
PLY, DIVIDE. INTEGRATE, DIFFERENTIATE, AVER-
AGE or NORMALIZE data sets with SIMPLE COM-
MANDS. Ideal for spectra, chromatograms, rate curves,

etc. Includes SAMPLE DATA on disk with 28-page

manual $75

SCIENTIFIC PLOTTER — Draws professional-looking

graphs of your data. You choose data format, length and
position of axes, 20 symbols, error bars, labels any-

where in 4 orientations. Includes 5 demos on disk plus

30-page manual S25

(For DIF file and Houston Instrument or H-P 7470A
plotter adaptations, add $25 for each option selected.)

CURVE FITTER — Select the best curve to fit your data

Scale, transform, average, smooth, interpolate (3

types), LEAST SQUARES fit (3 types). Evaluate un-

knowns from fitted curve. Includes 5 demos on disk with

33-page manual $35

SPECIAL: VIDICHART, SCIENTIFIC PLOTTER.
CURVE FITTER on 1 disk $120

Add $1.50 shipping on all U S orders VISA or MASTERCARD orders accepted

'Trademark of Apple Computer. Inc

INTERACTIVE MICROWARE, INC.
P.O. Box 771, Dept. 2 State College, PA 16801

CALL (814) 238-8294 for IMMEDIATE ACTIONiSSi



Bettha Cant Play Just Onei

You will soon come to expect the unexpected
in the hilarious and challenging underground
dream world of Drol. A little red-headed girl and
her propeller-beanied brother have been lured by

a witch doctor's curse into the multi-leveled ruins of

a lost civilization. It's your task— as a hero equipped
with a rocket backpack and full-screen radar scope—
to dodge hopping scorpions, monsters and snakes, fly-

ing turkeys, swords, daggers, arrows, magnets, witch

doctors, and vacuum cleaners(!) in your attempts to rescue the children

and reunite them with their mother. Each new level of game play is

full of surprises.

Drol's wry sense of humor and amazingly detailed cartoon im-

agery, make this game a charmer!
For the Apple ll/ll-f/lle, Atari, and Commodore 64 home com-

puters in disk format.

Gumball
TM

Hours of fun await you at the Sticky

Sole Gumball Factory— where you'll be work-

ing against the clock to sort a tasty collec-

tion of colorful gumballs.
Your job may seem sweet at first, but after

you've discovered the explosive-laced gumballs
(placed by over-zealous dental assistants) or met

your irritating supervisor (who is eager to undo your best efforts), you may feel

that you have bitten off more than you can chew.
If, against all odds, you meet your day's quota, you'll be promptly rewarded

with a promotion (to a more challenging position) and an amusing cartoon show-
ing your higher standard of living.

Gumball— a new fast action game filled with colorful and delicious surprises.

For the Apple 11/11+ /lie.

Ifiesistible Fun From Broderbund!
Ask your Br0derbund dealer for Sneak Previews.

BroderbundSoftujare"
Discover the Diffefence

Apple ll/ll +/lle, Atari, and Commodore 64 are trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc., Atari, Inc., Commodore Electronics Ltd., respectively.



Yet the general media, and even most of the microcomputer journals,

have been accepting at face value for months the claim that IBM has now
established superiority over Apple. What goes on here? Is this a case of

figures don't lie, but liars figure? At this writing (early in November),

IBM has yet to sell as many micros as Apple, although that fact will

undoubtedly change in December—perhaps as you're reading this—if

sales of both product lines continue as they are.

Equally as puzzling: why the media jumped on the IBM bandwagon so

prematurely and so unanimously, and why Apple let all that misinforma-

tion go unchallenged.

Word Processors 10
This Last

Month Month

1. 1. Apple Writer lie, Paul Lutus, Apple Computer

2. 2. Bank Street Writer, Gene Kuzmiak and the Bank
Street College of Education, Broderbund Software

3. 8. PFS:Write, Sam Edwards, Brad Crain, and Ed Mitchell,

Software Publishing Corporation

3. Sensible Speller, Charles Hartley, Sensible Software

4. Magic Window II, Bill Depew, Artsci

5. WordStar, MicroPro

7. Word Juggler lie, Tim Gill, Quark
— Format-II, G.K. Beckmann and M.A.R. Hardwick

Kensington Microware

6. Word Handler, Leonard Elekman, Silicon Valley

Systems

9. Screen Writer II, David Kidwell, Sierra On-Line

4.

5.

6.

7.

10.

Home Education 10
This Last

Month Month

10.

MasterType, Bruce Zweig/Lightning Software,

Scarborough Systems

Typing Tutor, Dick Ainsworth, Al Baker, and Image
Producers, Microsoft

Apple Logo, Logo Computer Systems, Apple Computer
Computer SAT, Harcourt Brace Jovanovich

Early Games for Young Children, John Paulson,

Counterpoint Software

Rocky's Boots, Warren Robinett and Leslie Grimm,
The Learning Company
Delta Drawing, Computer Access Corporation,

Spinnaker Software

Algebra I, EduWare, MSA
Algebra II, EduWare, MSA
In Search of the Most Amazing Thing, Tom Snyder,

Spinnaker Software

Normally, the media bend over backward to be fair to the underdog.

And Apple here was clearly the underdog, head start in the field or no.

IBM's profits in a given quarter double Apple's annual sales. What has

Apple done wrong that caused the media to accept unquestioningly spuri-

ous data detrimental to Apple's cause? How did America's success story

get so underplayed so fast? And why hasn't Apple had a turn at bat to

counter the momentum developed for IBM by such statistics?

Surely Apple had its own ammunition. Until very recently, at least

through July, Apple was a clear winner in the retail marketplace. The im-

ponderable was the strength of IBM's national account division, which
sells directly to large companies in large quantities. These sales are not

readily trackable, making muddy an otherwise clear picture of Apple as

the retail leader.

There's no diagnostic program more comprehensive
or easier to use than an XPS-Diagnostic. Each pro-
gram comes complete with a simplified user manual,
back-up disk and lifetime warranty.

XPS-Diagnostic tests all major functions of your
Apple II or//e system with minimal user input . . . and it

speaks your language.

XPS-Diagnostic II and lie require DOS 3.3 Version //

requires 48K.

Tests Include:
MAIN MEMORY
SYSTEM ROMS

•LANGUAGE CARD
DISK SYSTEM
DRIVE SPEED

•XPS-Diagnostic II

KEYBOARD
PRINTER
CPU
PERIPHERALS

only

MONITOR TESTS
GAME PORT

• •80 COLUMN CARD
••AUX MEMORY

MEDIA VERIFY

• •XPS-Oiagnostic ile only

XPS-Diagnostic II or Ile: $49.95
(Please specify system PA residents add 6%
sales lax No charge lor shipping or handling

)

To order and/or receive more
information call XPS: (717) 243-5373

XPS XPS, Inc.

P.O. Box 140
Carlisle. PA 17013

Apple* IS a registered trademark of Apple Computer Inc



ITSA PARTYWITHQUiZAGON
Priendly gatherings, holiday celebra-

tions, evenings with the fennily. . .all turn

into parties when you play Quizagon.

This is a new type of ganne with over
six thousand questions to explore and
expand what you Know about science,

sports, entertainnnentand arts.

Strategy and luck are innporta nt ifyou

Quizagon i5 made by the Early Qames people and Includes two discs.

It Is available for the IBM-PC, Apple He, Connnnodore 64 computers.

For the name of your nearest dealer call 1-800-328-1223.

counterpoint software, inc.
•400S west sixty-fifth street • minneapolis. mn 5&435
C612D 926-7888 • C800] 328-1223

are to nnaster the Quizards. And even if

you can, there will still be the Grand
Quizard.

The fun is contagiousi 5o have a party I

Challenge your nnindsl
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After a slow start last year, IBM's national accounts folks got their act

together and sold tons of machines this year. Because of this effort, IBM is

j the clear winner in sales for the year 1983. But all that gives Big Blue is

parity in terms of an installed user base.

With both companies readying new entries for 1984, there can be no

real assurance that IBM can repeat its dominance of this year. The pun-

dits are unanimous in assuming it will, and with good reason. But Apple

has a couple of tricks left up its sleeve that at least warrant consideration

before awarding the unchallenged emperorship of microcomputing

to IBM.
So why the flimflam? Why have the media and the market watchers

been crowning IBM so prematurely? Why hasn't at least one clear-think-

ing journalist come forth to announce that the emperor has no clothes?

If events continue as they are going, IBM will earn the mantle of lead-

Adventure 5This Last

Month Month

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

1.

5.

4.

Zork I, Infocom

The Quest, Dallas Snell, Joe Toler, and Joel Ellis Rea,

Penguin Software

Enchanter, Infocom

Planetfall, Steve Meretzky, Infocom

Masquerade, Dale Johnson, Phoenix Software

Strategy 5This Last

Month Month

1 . 4. Flight Simulator, Bruce Artwick, SubLogic

2. 1. Castle Wolfenstein, Silas Warner, Muse
3. 4. Sargon II, Dan and Kathe Spracklen, Hayden Software

4. — Geopolitique 1990, Bruce Ketchledge, Strategic

Simulations

5. 2. Broadsides, Wayne Garris, Strategic Simulations

Fantasy 5
1. 1. Legacy of Llylgamyn, Andrew Greenberg and Robert

Woodhead, Sir-tech

2. 3. Wizardry, Andrew Greenberg and Robert Woodhead,
Sir-tech

3. 2. Exodus: Ultima III, Lord British, Origin Systems

4. 5. Knight of Diamonds, Andrew Greenberg and Robert

Woodhead, Sir-tech

5. 4. Ultima II, Lord British, Sierra On-Line

This Last

Month Month

ership during December. That's soon enough to pronounce it king. Why
the media all proclaimed it and why the public all bought it six months
ago would make an interesting case study in the psychology of market

hysteria.

In the meantime, maybe the children's tale about the emperor's new
clothes should be made mandatory reading at a high school or college

level. It would be nice to think the average American journalist or inter-

ested spectator could spot a naked emperor at ten paces.

The Apple software market seems to be undergoing rapid change,

with entertainment software on the downturn, both in percentage of mon-

oat
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ASSEMBLY LINES:
THE BOOK

This book is one of the best ways for anyone
interested in learning nnachine language to get
started. The book is a collection of the first 18

articles by Roger Wagner first published in the
"Assembly Lines" column of Softalk magazine.
Also Included are many charts and tables not

published in the monthly column. In addition to

teaching you tlie beginning points of machine
language programming, the laook covers disk

access, sound generation, screen techniques
and morei $19.95

FREEI

Many Southwestern Data Systems programs
come with a different sample luue of "SOFT-

DISK", a disk-based magazine with lots of nifly

programs.

MERLIN
The Assembler of Choice

o( many leading software companies!

MERLIN is an extremely powerful 6502 macro assembler with
complete 80 column support (with an optional soft-70
display if you don't have a card). MERLIN is easy to use for

the beginner, yet powerful enough for the professional. As
our #1 selling utility, MERLIN is nationally recognized as the
best assembler available for the Apple! Features include

macros, assembly to disk, use of linked source files, and word
processor features like search and replace. Best of all,

MERUN is completely co-resident with a 16K RAM card so as
to be always available, even v/hi\e you're testing the
created programs! MERLIN also supports the new 65C02
microprocessor and is hard disk compatible. MERLIN is also

available for the Commodore 64. $64.95

MUNCH-A-BU6
This special utilitv is used by machine
language programmers to actually

watch the Apple computer running a
machine language program. Not only

is it very instructional to trace through
programs In this way, MUNCH-A-BUG is

an invaluable tool for finding bugs in

machine language programs which
would otherwise be difficult to fix.

FREE SOFT-DISK $39.95

FREE! The Apple MERLIN assembler also Includes a
plete, ossembloble source listing of Applesoft BASICI

com- M

i
SPECIAL!!

GET ALL THREE PRODUCTS
AT A SUPER DISCOUNT BY

GETHNG THE "MERLIN
COMBO" FOR ONLY $109,951

(REGULAR $124.95)

LIFE IS LIKE ^ .•CT^if

W '
. IT'S IMPORTANT TO OWN THE RIGHT UTILITIES!

I
THE ROUTINE MACHINE

Better than Compilers! Better than Program
Generators! Better than Modified BASICS! That's

right! THE ROUTINE MACHINE is the newest program-
ming breakthrough from Southwestern Data
Systems that a\\o*i% even the beginning program-
mer to put professional, high-speed and compact
machine language routines into any Applesoft

program.

THE ROUTINE MACHINE IS BETTER than compilers

because your program gets SMALLER with Routine

Machine, NOT LARGER like all compilers. In addition,

the machine code is not just shortcut BASIC, it's

professionally-written and optimized for FAST

execution and minimum memory use!

THE ROUTINE MACHINE IS BETTER than program
generators because you can create many different

types of programs using the Routine Machine
approach, from educational software to scientific

applications, not just different variations on the

same database. In addition, the code added is a

single machine language routine, not many
redundant blocks of inefficient BASIC like most

program generators.

THE ROUTINE MACHINE IS BEHER than modified

BASICS or other sets of limited routines that load onto

a language card or into a block of memory some-
vvtiere. Because a RAM card is not needed, you can
use a relocated DOS for maximum memory
capacity. Because you choose just the routines you
want, you keep memory use to a minimum. Because
the library of routines is unlimited, you can also

continue to add routines from magazines or your

own special routines with no concerns at all for

memory conflicts. The Routine Machine con also be
used In any Apple II, I1+, or He with or without RAM
cards. Progranos that use the Routine Machine can
also be sold commercially (many are already!).

$64.95

(IrtcludM 31 routine* and a complsle dlik of demoti)

Print High Resolution graphics
screens on virtually any printer, even
screens from commercial software

like arcade games and plotting

programs. The PRINTOGRAPHER
makes all this easy with simple menu-
driven options that cover regular and
reverse printing, custom cropping of

the picture, variable magnifications,

addition of text to screen images
using special fonts and more! You
can even put The Printogropher

graphics printer drivers in your own
programs so you'll be able to print

any picture immediately without

having to save the picture to disk

first Tlie Printogropher even supports

many COLOR printers!

$49.95

t3L

UU

C

THE ROUTINE MACHINE LIBRARY
FOUR GREAT LIBRARY DISKS are already available for

the Routine Machine! Depending on the particular

type of program you are writing or altering, you can
choose the Routine Machine Libraiy disk thafs right

for you.

*ARRAY: jf your program uses Applesoft arrays then
this package is a must! You can speed up sorting

and searching, even read and write entire arrays In

a single program statement. Imagine being able to

delete an array when it is no longer needed, or

re-dlmension it with no loss of data. If you've ever

had a program stop for minutes at a time for no
apparent reason, this package can cure that

problem tool $49.95

ftCHART: For programs that graph or plot data, this

package will let you do in a single statement what
would otherwise take an entire subroutine in BASIC.

Automatically sets up screen plotting according to

your own custom scaling, complete with clipping,

optional logarithmic scaling and morel There are

even routines to automatically split your program
around the Hl-Res pages and to convert 3D data to

2D projected displays with control over rotation,

perspective, etc.! FREE SOFT-DISK $49.95

ftSCREEN: An entire collection of text screen

management routines. Includes INPUT USING,

CURSOR K^SE CONTROL, 4-WAY SCROLLING,

SCREEN DUMPS and more! Also includes the SCREEN
GENERATOR, a special utility to design text screens

with a minimum of effort. The completed screen is

entirely executed in one ampersand (&) statement,

vi/hether Input or outputi $49.95

ftSAMPlER I: A collection of assorted routines that

are useful in a widevariety ofprograms. Of particular

Interest are the disk access routines that allow you

to read an entire catalog intoan Applesoft array,

read/write any sector, set slot, drive and volume
without doing a CATALOG, and directly after the

disk bit map of available sectors. In addition

there are many other routines like IF-THEN-ELSE,

string manipulation aids like FILL and OVERLAY,

APPLESOFT SPEEO-UP and nrxxel $49.95

OUR GUARANTEE: IF YOU'RE NOT SATISFIED WITH
ANY SOUTHWESTERN DATA SYSTEMS PRODUa,
SIMPLY RETURN THE PRODUCT IN GOOD
CONDITION WITHIN 30 DAYS FOR A COMPLETE
REFUND!

PLEASE ADD $3.00 FOR SHIPPING. (CALIFORNIA
RESIDENTS ADD 6% SALES TAX.)

SEE YOUR LOCAL DEALER FOR DETAILS OR CON-
TAa US DIRECTLY FOR MORE INFORMAHON.

10761 Woodslde Avenue • Suite E • P.O. Box 582-S • Santee, California 92071 • Telephone: 619/562-3221



ey spent and in real dollars. No game was among the top six programs in

October. Legacy of Llylgamyn was the bestselling game for the second

consecutive month but dropped from second to seventh. Other games

dropped as well.

The decline in entertainment sales defies the traditional sales profile

in the Apple market, where game sales tend to increase in the fall in

anticipation of Christmas. The severity of the dip is indicated by the

Business 10
This Last

Month Month

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7. 7.

10.

PFS:File, John Page and D.D. Roberts, Software

Publishing Corporation

VisiCalc, Software Arts/Dan Bricklin and Robert

Frankston, VisiCorp

Quick File lie, Rupert Lissner, Apple Computer
Multiplan, Microsoft

PFS:Report, John Page, Software Publishing Corporation

PFS:Graph, Bessie Chin and Stephen Hill, Software

Publishing Corporation

The Incredible Jack, Business Solutions

dBase 11, Wayne Ratliff, Ashton-Tate

BPI General Ledger, John Moss and Ken Debower,

Apple Computer

Apple II Business Graphics, Apple Computer

This Last

Month Month

Hobby 10
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

9.

10.

5. Beagle Basic, Mark Simonsen, Beagle Bros

9. Apple Mechanic, Bert Kersey, Beagle Bros

7. Double-Take, Mark Simonsen, Beagle Bros

10. Apple Mechanic Typefaces, Bert Kersey, Beagle Bros

6. Pronto DOS, Tom Weishaar, Beagle Bros

2. DOS Boss, Bert Kersey and Jack Cassidy, Beagle Bros

2. Zoom Grafix, Dav HoUe, Phoenix Software

8. Utility City, Bert Kersey, Beagle Bros

1 . Bag of Tricks, Don Worth and Pieter Lechner, Quality

Software

— Graphics Magician, Chris Jochumson, David Lubar, and

Mark Pelczarski, Penguin Software

This Last

Month Month

Home 10

9.

10.

2.

Home Accountant, Bob Schoenburg, Larry Grodin, and

Steve Pollack, Continental Software

Music Construction Set, Will Harvey, Electronic Arts

ASCn Express: The Professional, Bill Blue and Mark
Robbins, Southwestern Data Systems

Crossword Magic, Steve and Larry Sherman, L&S
Computerware

Dollars and Sense, Frank E. Mull in. Monogram
Softerm, Lynn Stricklan, Softronics

Hayes Terminal Program, Hayes Microcomputer

Products

VisiTerm, Tom Keith, VisiCorp

Micro/Terminal, Microcom
Micro Cookbook, Brian E. Skiba, Virtual Combinatics

From the company that brought you Beneath Appk DOS .

Understanding the Apple II

by Jim Sather

Quality Software is pleased to present the definitive source of in-

formation about how the Apple works Jim Sather has conducted
an exhaustive analysis of the inner workings of the Apple II com-
puter. Now he has documented his findings in a way that will bene-
fit everyone interested in microcomputer technology You will be
amazed at the amount of valuable material packed into the 320
pages of Understanding the Apple II.

Understanding the Apple II —
• Documents all motherboard circuits, including some

discussed nowhere else

• Describes disk controller operation, including previous-

ly undocumented details of the logic state seguencer

• Explains RAM and ROM card operation

• Reveals previously unnoticed features of Apple
graphics.

• Contains 23 software and hardware Application Notes
Including shift key mod, disk write protect mod, and
EPROM mods.

• Includes a chapter on maintenance that provides simple
troubleshooting steps.

If you are at all curious about how the Apple II works, you are sure

to find Understanding the Apple II very valuable It is an ideal

book for a microcomputer fundamentals course based on the

Apple, with its understandable bus diagrams and significant

technical content. Contains over 100 figures and illustrations,

including more than 20 schematics, ten appendixes, plus glos-

sary and index

All for only $22.95

Buy a copy of Understanding the Apple II at your favorite com-
puter shop or bookstore. Or call us for information on how to order

QuaLrry softw7ir€
6660 Reseda Blvd . Suite 105, Reseda. CA 91335

(213) 344-6599

Although some information in Understanding the Apple II. Including that on disk con-
troller operation, applies to the Apple lie, this book primarily describes Apple II

computers sold prior to 1983 A companion text. Understanding the Apple lie. will be
available the first quarter of 1984

Apple II and Apple lie are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc



Soflalk Presents The Bestsellers
smaller number of titles sold, even in the face of several new releases.

Game publishers will be hard pressed to boost sales enough to have a

successful holiday selling period.

The major strengths are in the areas of word processing and educa-

tion. Apple Writer He continues to lead all programs in sales. Bank Street

Writer moved into second in October, and PFS: Write jumped into six-

teenth.

MasterType led educational software and was fifth overall. Five other

educational programs were in the Top Thirty, but the real evidence of

strength comes from the expanding list of titles being carried and sold at

retail outlets. Educational software titles in general retail distribution

have now surpassed business titles to become the biggest single nonen-

tertainment segment of the market.

Utilities, paced by the plethora of Beagle Bros offerings, are also

Apple-franchised retail stores representing approximately 4.67 percent of all sales of Ap-

ple and Apple-related products volunteered to participate in the poll.

Respondents were contacted early in November to ascertain their sales for the month of

October.

The only criterion for inclusion on the list was the number of units sold—such other

criteria as quality of product, profitability to the computer store, and personal preferences of

the individual respondents were not considered.

Respondents in November represented every geographical area of the continental United

States.

Results of the responses were tabulated using a formula that resulted in the index number

to the left of the program name in the Top Thirty listing. The index number is an arbitrary

measure of relative strength of the programs listed. Index numbers are correlative only to the

month in which they are printed; readers cannot assume that an index rating of 50 in one

month represents equivalent sales to an index number of 50 in another month.

Probability of statistical error is plus or minus 3 .92 percent, which translates roughly into

the theoretical possibility of a change of 4.23 points, plus or minus, in any index number.

MIMCO STICI
Education and Entertainment

with Quality

Mimco Slick

1547 Cunard Road

Columbus, Ohio 43227

2 00 shipping/handling fee

(Ohio residents add 5 5% tax)

"trademark of Apple Computer Inc

external socket gives easy access to

full game i/o connector

rocker switch selects between loystick

and external socket

high quality self-centering stick with

trimming adjustments

three hair tngger buttons for max-

imum game flexibility

smooth 0 to 255 range in both x and

y axes

(214) 454-3801

(614) 237-3380
95

showing vigor. Sales in this category jumped tremendously in October.

Showing unexpected strength was Diversi-DOS, the underground and

mail order program from Diversified Software Research that hovered

just outside the Hobby 10.

TheTop Thirty
This Last B ^
Month Month Index

1. 1. 176.05 Apple Writer He, Paul Lutus, Apple Computer

2. 7. 97.43 Bank Street Writer, Gene Kuzmiak and the

Bank Street College of Education, Broderbund

Software

3. 9. 88.02 PFS:File, John Page and D.D. Roberts,

Software Publishing Corporation

4. 4. 80.88 VisiCalc, Software Arts/Dan Bricldin and

Robert Frankston, VisiCorp

5. 5. 68.79 Master Type, Bruce Zweig/Lightning Software,

Scarborough Systems

6. 8. 64.95 Quick File lie, Rupert Lissner, Apple

Computer
7. 2. 62.81 Legacy of Llylgamyn, Andrew Greenberg and

Robert Woodhead, Sir-tech

8. 12. 55.12 Multiplan, Microsoft

9. 3. 47.86 Lode Runner, Doug Smith, Broderbund

Software

10. 11. 47.00 Home Accountant, Bob Schoenburg, Larry

Grodin, and Steve Pollack, Continental Software

11. 14. 44.44 PFS:Report, John Page, Software Publishing

Corporation

12. 16. 40.59 Wizardry, Andrew Greenberg and Robert

Woodhead, Sir-tech

13. 6. 38.88 Exodus: Ultima IH, Lord British, Origin

Systems

14. 10. 37.60 Zaxxon, John Garcia, Datasoft

15. 15. 36.32 Typing Tutor, Dick Ainsworth, Al Baker, and

Image Producers, Microsoft

16. 35.46 PFS:Write, Sam Edwards, Brad Grain, and Ed
Mitchell, Software Publishing Corporation

17. 16. 33.33 Apple Logo, Logo Computer Systems, Apple

Computer

18. 21. 29.91 Choplifter, Dan Gorlin, Broderbund Software

19. 25.63 Computer SAT, Harcourt Brace Jovanovich

20. 25.21 Beagle Basic, Mark Simonsen, Beagle Bros

21. 13. 23.93 Sensible Speller, Charles Hartley, Sensible

Software

22. 24. 23.07 Early Games for Young Children, John

Paulson, Counterpoint Software

23. 22.22 Music Construction Set, Will Harvey,

Electronic Arts

24. 21.79 PFS:Graph, Bessie Chin and Stephen Hill,

Software Publishing Corporation

25. 20.51 Apple Mechanic, Bert Kersey. Beagle Bros

26. 19.65 Double-Take, Mark Simonsen, Beagle Bros

27. 18.37 Knight of Diamonds, Andrew Greenberg and

Robert Woodhead, Sir-tech

28. 21. 17.94 Zork L Infocom

17.94 Rocky's Boots, Warren Robinett and Leslie

Grimm, The Learning Company
30. 16.66 ASCII Express: The Professional, Bill Blue

and Mark Robbins, Southwestern Data Systems



TheSIR
Stmnkurds
SOFTWARE THAT CHALLENGES,
INTRIGUES, AND ENTERTAINS...

As you search for

freedom, you will

test your courage

and challenge

yourproblem

solving ingenuity.

A lesson in the balance ofpower
Modern weapons have been

transported back in time to World
War II and both sides have mind-
boggling capabilities. There is no
guaranteed winner this time
around.
From a command chopper, you

must coordinate your ground
forces against a force as complex
and strong as yours. You must
mastermind a strategy with infan-

try, tanks, bunkers, bases, bal-

loon mines and much more!
The fate of the world is in your

hands as you struggle to liberate

the European continent, and save

the free world! Learn to develop
your survival instincts and win
over an equal enemy because
right is on your side!

This terror filled adventure game begins on a dark, stormy night. You find

refuge in the only available shelter-- an eerie mausoleum.
Suddenly you are trapped in MEDEA's forbidden tomb.

All the dangers and horrors you ever imagined await you in the hidden
passages and secret rooms of MEDEA's crypt. You strain your intellect and
match wits with MEDEA's ghoulish obstacles and secrets of the deep
passages. You may escape with your life... or face eternal entombment in

the CRYPT OF MEDEA.

AN ADVENTUPe
FOR THE VERY M-fUfie
AND STRONG OF HEART.

ALL SOFTWARE AVAILABLE

FOR THE APPLE AT YOUR
FAVORITE RETAILER. SOFTWARE INC.

Apple IS a registered trademark of Apple Computer, Inc SIR-TECH SOFTWARE INC , 6 MAIN STREET, OGDENSBURG, NY 13669, (315) 393-6633

JJ



Introducing

the first word processor

made especially for the home.

TYPING AREA

Interactive tutorials take you through

HOMEWORD's features in three easy steps:

A. Cursor movement

B. Basic uses, including printing

C. Advanced features and techniques

GRAPHIC MENU
SELECTION

H9.95

*^ Easy to Use

^^ Easy to Learn

Simple, versatile, effective. . .

HomeWord makes putting your

ideas on paper a snap. With no

complicated commands to

memorize, anyone can learn to use

HomeWord in minutes.

An easy-to-follow audio cassette

introduces you to HomeWord 's

operation.

The slim instruction booklet is

written in plain English to help you

find answers fast.

Familiar symbols, or "icons," lead

you through the system. To edit,

file, design your page layout, print,

etc., you simply touch a key.

Joystick controls. . .a fun and

easy way to edit and design.

HomeWord 's optional joystick

control is just the enticement to get

kids writing. Available for the

Apple n, n+ and He. 64K

required. Watch for Com 64 and

Atari versions.

TRUE PAGE
PREVIEW

.Ktm/iiim-Lmt'
.Td9 «CI MM

TM designates a trademark of Sierra On-Line. Inc. F 1983 Sierra On-Llne, Inc.


